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GREEN SYNTHESIS USING NATURAL OXIDANTS FUNCTIONALIZATION OF ACTIVATED 
CARBON FROM PUMPKIN PEELS FOR DECOLOURIZATION OF HAZARDOUS DYES IN 
WASTEWATER 
Jamshaid Rashid*1, Fakhra Tehreem1, Adeela Rehman2 
1. Catalysis for Environment and Energy Laboratory, Department of Environmental Sciences, Quaid-i-
Azam University, 45320 Islamabad,  Pakistan (E-mail: jrashid@qau.edu.pk ; hani_cnccc@yahoo.com) 
2. Department of Chemistry, Inha University, South Korea (Email: adeelarehman00@gmail.com) 
ABSTRACT 
A green synthesis approach was adapted for synthesis of a low cost adsorbent using pumpkin peels which 
served as a precursor for activated carbon production, and their modification with commercial and natural 
beet root extracts. Effects of the production variables like functionalization agents and carbonization 
temperature were studied to determine their effects on adsorption capacity (qe). Functional groups, 
crystalline nature and surface morphology of adsorbent were analysed by using Fourier Transformed Infra-
Red spectroscopy, X-ray Diffraction Spectroscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy. The influence of the 
variables including dye concentration, pH of the solution, temperature and adsorbent dose on adsorption 
capacity of the adsorbent was assessed. Optimal conditions under which the synthesized adsorbent exhibited 
highest adsorption capacity and percentage removal were obtained when activation temperature was 250℃ 
and impregnation agent was beet root extract. The kinetics analysis of the experimental data revealed that 
adsorption followed pseudo second order kinetic model with highest correlation coefficient value of 0.999. 
The equilibrium data was tested by using Freundlich and Langmuir isotherm model. For both isotherms, the 
characteristic parameters were determined and the adsorption behaviour was found to fit well with the 
Langmuir isotherm model indicating monolayer adsorption with maximum adsorption capacity of 185.1 
mg/g for MB. The study demonstrated strong potential of synthesized activated carbon, to be used as an 
effective adsorbent for the removal of cationic dyes from wastewater. 
Keywords: Activated Carbon, Green Synthesis, Methylene Blue, Degradation Kinetics 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Dyes are mainly utilized in industries especially in textile industry; however large quantity of dyes are also 
used for dyeing several materials, such as leather, petroleum products, paper, plastics and food [1]. Textile 
industry utilizes almost 56% of the total world dye manufactured per annum [2]. Textile industry releases 
approximately 280,000 tons of textile dyes in industrial runoff globally. Dyes are molecularly very stable, 
very difficult to degrade and are not only aesthetically displeasing but also toxic to aquatic life by decreasing 
sunlight penetration into the water reducing photosynthetic activity of the systems. Dyes have carcinogenic 
and mutagenic effect to both aquatic fauna and human beings [3]. Therefore, it is very important to treat 
dyes from waste water runoff. Several dye removal technologies are available including adsorption, 
coagulation and flocculation, biological treatment, advanced oxidation processes, photocatalytic process etc. 
Above all the techniques mentioned Adsorption process is the most versatile and widely used color 
removing technique. The process is simple to design, convenient and can be easily operated. Activated 
carbon (AC) adsorbent is technically easier to use and it is economically favorable as well. AC is a widely 
used adsorbent due to its large surface area, high degree of surface reactivity, high adsorption capacity and 
micro porous structure [4].  AC can be prepared from materials which possess high carbon content and low 
inorganics [5]. AC can be prepared by two main processes: (1) Carbonization of the precursor at high 
temperature and (2) modification of the carbonized char surface by either physical or chemical activation. 
The demand for AC is increasing day by day, due to its applicability in various fields such as purification 
and separation in many industrial processes including medicinal use, gas storage, pollutant and odor 
removal, gas separation, catalysis, pharmaceuticals, as electrode materials in electrochemical devices and in 
the wastewater treatment [6].Commercial activated carbons are considered expensive since they are 
produced from non-renewable and relatively expensive precursors like the ACs prepared from wood or coal 
[2]. Enhancement of the price of activated carbon results in economic difficulties for developing countries 
like Pakistan. The development of low cost alternate adsorbent is needed, which should have equivalent 
adsorption capacity as the commercial activated carbon possess. For this purpose, agricultural solid waste is 
being used as an adsorbent by carbonization and surface modification to increase its efficiency. 
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The objectives of this work were to study the adsorption performance of Pumpkin peels: an agricultural 
waste: as an adsorbent for the remove of methylene blue (MB) dye from wastewater. Effect of carbonization 
temperature and modifying agents for the preparation of optimal AC were investigated, the physicochemical 
properties of the as prepared AC were obtained by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Fourier 
transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), Brunaur- Emmett- Teller (BET) surface area and  point of zero 
charge (pHpzc). The effect of sorption parameters (initial dye concentration, adsorbent dose, pH and 
temperature) along with the sorption isotherms and kinetics were then discussed. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The preparation circumstances and the properties of the precursor material are very important in preparing 
the AC. Pumpkin was obtained from market, washed thoroughly with deionized water to take off impurities 
prior to cutting. Peels were separated from pulp and seeds and placed under the sun from 8 am to 7 pm for 
30 days in the month of May and then dried in drying oven 100 oC for 18 hrs, ground and sieved to get even 
particle size. Thermal treatment in a closed muffle furnace at a temperature of 250 oC, 350 oC, 450 oC, and 
550 oC for 1 hr  and named as AC250, AC350, AC450, AC550 according to the carbonization temperature. The 
activated carbon obtained after carbonization at 250 oC was further treated with Citric acid, Nitric acid and 
Oxalic acid [7]. For oxalic acid treatment the AC250 was mixed with 0.5 mol.L
-1 oxalic acid at a ratio of 10 
ml oxalic acid to 1 g of AC250 and equilibrated at 28°C for 6 days. It was named as OAC [8]. Beet juice was 
prepared by blending 50 g beet root in 100 mL deionized water 3 thrice (10 min each). The mixture of juice 
and pulp was separated by using filter paper to obtain beet root extract. For activation of AC250 with beetroot 
extract 2 g of it was mixed with 6mL beet root juice at 100 oC for 60 min [9]. The as prepared Activated 
carbon was named as BAC. 
2.1 Characterization of the Adsorbent: 
Surface morphology of the prepared adsorbent was obtained by using SEM (Hitachi S 4800) at an operating 
voltage of 25 kV. The sample was coated with platinum and copper for effective imaging before being 
charged. The crystallographic nature of the adsorbent was identified by qualitative X-ray powder 
diffractometry (XRD) performed on (Model) using copper radiation (Cu Kα, λ 1.5nm) at 45 kV and 40 mA 
over the 2θ range 20-80. To determine the presence of functional groups, Fourier Transform Infrared 
Spectroscopy (FTIR) was obtained by FTIR spectrophotometer Bruker, Tensor 27. The spectrum was 
examined in the wave number range of 4000 - 400 cm-1. 
2.2 Point of zero charge: 
pHzpc is the pH on which surface of adsorbent is neutral. Surface of adsorbent is positively charged below 
pHzpc and negatively charged when pH of the solution is above pHzpc. Adsorbent point of zero charge was 
determined by preparing 0.1 molar solution of KCl dividing it in 5 beakers equally and adjusting pH at 2-9 
respectively. After adjusting pH 0.01 g of adsorbent was added in each beaker and left for 24 h. After 24 h 
change in pH was determined and graph was plotted against initial and final pH to determine point of zero 
charge. 
2.3  Adsorption performance: 
The basic dye, MB (Type: cationic dye, chemical formula: C16H18ClN3S, Molecular Weight: 319.85 g mol 
-1, 
λ max: 665 nm) was used as adsorbates. Stock dye solutions (1000 mg.L-1) were prepared by dissolving 1 g 
of dye in 1 L of deionized water. Further dilutions were made from the stock solution for adsorption studies. 
For adsorption study, a constant mass of BAC (1 g.L-1) was added into 200 mL conical flask and mixed with 
100 mL of dye solution with varying initial concentration of dye from 50 to 200 mg.L-1, pH (3, 5, 7, 9), 
adsorbent dose (0.5, 1, 1.5 g.L-1) and temperature (30 oC, 40oC and 50 oC). The dye adsorbent solution was 
shaken in an orbital shaker for approximately 3 h and samples were taken after each adsorption experiment 
and were filtered through 0.45 µm syringe filters. The remaining of MB concentrations was detected by 
using UV-Visible Spectrophotometer (UV 3000) at a wavelength of 665 nm. The adsorption capacity of the 
adsorbent and percentage removal of dye was calculated by using eq. 1 and eq. 2 respectively. 
 
                                                   (2) 
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Where Ce and Co are the equilibrium and initial concentration of the solute in mg/L, V is the volume of 
adsorbate solution in L and M is the mass of adsorbent in g. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
3.1 Characterizations 
3.1.1 Scanning Electron microscopy (SEM) 
The scanning electron micrographs of modified adsorbents show high pore volume, well distributed pore 
structure, different size of pores, uneven and rough surface morphology (Fig. 1). The heterogeneous 
character of BAC could possibly help in the adsorption of dye molecules. The white particles aggregated on 
the surface of the adsorbent may be un-reacted carbon particles or some impurities added during synthesis 
[10]. The pores size on the adsorbent was calculated from the SEM images which were greater than 72 nm, 
and according to IUPAC recommendation these pores are classified as macro-pores. The clearly visible 
macro-pores help easy mobility and diffusion of large sized and large number of dye molecules into the pore 
of the adsorbent similarly facilitate dye molecule adsorption onto the surface of the adsorbent [11]. Cellulose 
and lignin are the main components present in pumpkin peel which act as available sites for the adsorption 
of dye molecules. 
 
BAC 
CAC OAC 
BAC 
 
Figure1: Figure1: SEM images of modified adsorbents 
3.1.2. X-Ray Diffraction spectroscopy (XRD) analysis 
Figure 2 depicts the XRD pattern of BAC and NAC. The figure shows broad amorphous peak in the entire 
studied BAC and NAC, and did not show any well-defined diffraction peak of crystalline carbon thus reveals 
the heterogeneity and amorphous nature of the sample [12]. 
3.1.3. Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis 
FTIR were applied on activated carbon prepared from pumpkin peels at different carbonization temperature 
i.e., 250oC (AC250), 350
oC (AC350), 450
oC (AC450), 550
oC (AC550) to find out the functional groups. The 
FTIR spectrum was recorded and noted in 4000cm-1- 400cm-1 wave number range. The existence of variety 
of functional groups in AC250 as compared to AC350, AC450, and AC550, suggests its adsorption capacity may 
be higher than rest of the ACs. Fig. 3 shows the FTIR spectra of CAC, NAC, OAC, BAC and AC250. CAC 
contained functional groups, includes 3434 cm-1 (bonded -OH groups), 1800 to 2100 cm-1 (C=C bending of 
alkyne), 2200 cm-1 (C≡N of nitrites) 1630 cm−1 (C=O stretching or Aromatic C=C, C=O), 750cm-1 (aliphatic 
C-H deformation) (Chen et al., 2003). The main functional groups identified in NAC contain 3436 cm-1(–
OH stretching), 2175 cm-1 (C≡N), 1690 cm-1 (N-H stretching of Amide), 1383 cm -1 (NO3 stretching), 1300 
cm-1 (C-H bending) [7]. OAC contained the main functional groups at 3400 cm-1(–OH group), 1601 cm-1 
(C=C stretching of alkene), 1301 cm-1 and 700 cm-1 (C-H bending and C-H out of plane deformation 
respectively) [8]. The characteristic absorption bands of BAC were at 1300 cm -1 (C-O of Alcohol, ether, 
ester, carboxylic acid and anhydride), 1375 cm-1 (C-H bending of CH3), 1600 cm
-1 (C=C of Aromatics), 
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3423 cm-1 (-OH group of akdehyde, ketone, carboxylic acid), 2100-2250 cm-1 (C≡C of Alkyne), 780 cm-1 (-
CH deformation in cellulose) and 650 cm-1 (-NH deformation) [13]. 
   
Figure 2: XRD Spectra of BAC and NAC                 Figure 3: FTIR spectra of ACs after activation 
3.1.4. Nitrogen physisorption and surface area determination 
The surface area measurement of as prepared material through nitrogen adsorption–desorption at 77K are 
shown in Fig. 4. The isotherm shows Type IV behaviour as classified by IUPAC system. This shows the 
incomplete reversibility and desorption plot lying above the adsorption isotherm with the hysteresis existing 
between them attributed to the presence of slit shaped pores. Furthermore, pore size distribution 
measurements were conducted by nonlocal density functional theory (NLDFT) and it reveals the presence of 
large number of mesopores and/or macropores. The BET specific surface area comes out to be 3.6 m2g-1 
with 0.22 cm3 g-1 total pore volume. The micropore volume was 0.01 cm3 g-1, determined by the Dubinin-
Radushkevich (D-R) equation.  
  
Figure 4: Nitrogen-adsorption-desorption of BAC;      Figure 5: MB removal efficiency of Modified AC250 
 inset is the pore size distribution by NLDFT. 
3.2 Effect of activation with Acids vs Natural Beet root Extract: 
In order to obtain optimal activated carbon AC 250 was modified with Citric acid, Nitric Acid, Oxalic acid 
and Beet root extract. Fig. 5 revealed that BAC has the highest adsorption capacity of 100.6 mg/g which 
may be due to the increased number of functional groups attached during modification with beetroot extract. 
However in case of CAC the adsorption capacity is even lower than AC250 which was recorded as 71.7 
mg/g because citric acid has small molecular size that can easily penetrate the pores of adsorbent thus reduce 
its surface areas by blockage of the pores [14]. In case of NAC and OAC there is no significant difference 
shown in the adsorption capacity as compared to AC 250. 
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3.3 Adsorbent endurance tests 
The BAC adsorbent was exposed to a wide regiment of activity tests including solution pH, catalyst dosage 
and temperature. Adsorption of dye was greatly affected by the initial concentrations of the dye. Fig. 6 
shows the adsorption capacity of the adsorbent. It can be observed that maximum adsorption capacity of 
162.34 mg.g-1 was attained when initial dye concentration was 200 mg.L-1 while minimum adsorption 
capacity of 83.51 mg.g-1 has been noticed at initial dye concentration of 50 mg.L-1 which may be due to 
increased mass transfer occur at high initial concentration. Increase in the driving force that is the initial 
concentration of MB is responsible for increased adsorption capacity [15]. Desorption is very important 
process for recovery and reuse of exhausted adsorbent since reusability of a used adsorbent is one of the 
most significant factors for resource conservation and economic stand point. The desorption value was 
calculated as 62%. The adsorption performance of BAC gradually decreased with increasing regeneration 
cycles. As observed in Fig. 7 the removal percentage of 200 mg.L-1 BAC was reduced from 49% to 35.5% 
after 3 cycles. These results indicated that adsorption efficiency of BAC adsorbent decreased after third 
cycle by only15% and a significant amount of qe value is retained after three cycles even at a very high 
concentration of 200 mg.L-1. 
3.4 Adsorption Isotherm modelling: 
Adsorption can be described by a number of isotherms. At different concentration and temperature, the 
adsorption isotherms were analysed by keeping other experimental parameters constant. Freundlich and the 
Langmuir isotherm models were applied to the equilibrium data for analyzing the isotherm modelling.  
Freundlich isotherm:                          ln qe = lnKf+(1/nf)lnCe      (3) 
Langmuir isotherm:                          Ce/qe = (Ce/qm) + (1/bqm)        (4) 
The experimental results advocate that dye removal by BAC was enhanced at higher temperatures. The 
regression co-efficient values of a linear plots at all three examined temperatures were found in better 
agreement with Langmuir isotherm model the qe values calculated from Langmuir model were in close 
agreement with the experimental results suggesting that the surface of the adsorbent is energetically 
homogeneous and a monolayer interaction between MB and BAC has taken place. 
 
             
Figure 6: Initial dye concentration    Figure 6: Adsorbent reuse effect on adsorption 
3.5 Adsorption Kinetics: 
To describe the adsorption process of MB on BAC, the pseudo first order and pseudo second order kinetics 
model were used [13, 16]. The pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order kinetic model equations are 
expressed as: 
log(qe- qt) = log qe- (k1t/2.303)                                                          (5)  
t/qt= (1/k2qe2) + t/qe                                                                                   (6)  
The values obtained for these kinetic models for operational parameters i.e. carbonization temperature, 
increasing initial concentration of the dye, adsorbent dose, pH and temperature are presented in table 2. The 
equation of pseudo 1st order (log (qe -qt) vs t) and 2nd order kinetics (t/qt vs t) were plotted and from the 
finding, it is obvious that the data followed pseudo 2nd order kinetics as the regression correlation 
coefficients of pseudo-second-order kinetic model were expressively higher as compared to the pseudo-first-
order kinetic model. It can also be found that with the increasing in initial concentration of MB the qe 
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calculated values increased and were very close to the experimental qe values; ascribed to the fact that at 
higher MB concentration there would be competition for the surface sorption sites of the adsorbent. 
4 CONCLUSION 
The main purpose of this research was to use agricultural waste efficiently for the MB removal by adsorption 
process. For this purpose pumpkin peels were used with a little modification in its physical and chemical 
structure. Adsorption study exhibited that the best dosage was 0.5g and it was enough in aqueous solution to 
remove a significant amount of dye. The uptake of MB was maximum in basic condition rather than in 
acidic condition. Data of adsorption equilibrium revealed that the process is endothermic and best explained 
by the Langmuir isotherm model and obeyed pseudo-second order kinetics. Thus, it was concluded that 
Pumpkin peel is an advantageous, cheap, effective and eco-friendly adsorbent for the treatment of 
wastewater. As it is a waste product, it removes the issue of waste management as well. This study can help 
in future to treat hazardous pollutants discharged from pharmaceutical and other industries with the use of 
pumpkin peel adsorbent. 
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ABSTRACT 
The attentions towards the renewable energy are increasing at a fast pace, due to the expected depletion of 
conventional fuel and the major impacts associated with it on the global environment. Anaerobic digestion is 
a biological conversion process which has proved its effectiveness in converting various types of biomass into 
biogas. Where, this biogas is a promising alternative for natural gas. Despite all advantages and the significant 
effectiveness of AD, it could contribute in major issues if it is applied at large scale as the amount of digestates 
which would be generated are quite high. In economic point of view, AD has became not economically feasible 
due to the high production cost and the volatile of conventional fuel price indexes. In order to limit these 
issues, many researchers have investigated an integration approach. This approach has the potential to increase 
the economic feasibility of AD through producing multiple bio-products simultaneously in addition to the 
biogas and biodiesel. It can offer an optimal solution as well for both bio-fuel production and waste 
management. As it is a new approach, the scientific literatures on it are relatively few. However, this paper 
discuss an integration approach of anaerobic digestion and fungal fermentation for producing multiple 
products such as; biogas, biodiesel and multiple by-products with low waste generated. The integration 
approach has taken its shape recently but more investigations on it are greatly advised. 
Keywords: Renewable energy; Anaerobic digestion; Biodiesel; Integration approach. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
According to the recent projections of the world population, there will be an increase in the population in the 
coming decades. This increase would be associated with an increase in the world energy demands. 
Consequently, more depletion of energy sources and more major negative impacts of non renewable energy 
on the global environment are expected. For minimizing the effects of the projected increase in world energy 
demand, more investigations on the renewable energy are crucially needed to be good alternative for non-
renewable energy. Biomass is renewable, sustainable and clean resource of energy that has numerous benefits, 
locally and globally [1-4]. As well known, lignocellulosic materials are available everywhere in low and stable 
costs. It is  mainly waste materials that are containing in abundance of carbohydrates and non–competitive 
with food chain [5, 6]. Biomass as an energy resource, requires conversion process to be used as a bio-fuel. 
AD is one of the most effective biological conversion process of biomass into bio-fuel. It breaks down organic 
matter by microorganism and enzymes in an oxygen-free environment to produce biogas. Generally, the final 
output products of AD process are biogas and digesates. Where, the biogas can be directly used in several 
applications or upgraded and either injected into gas grid or used as a transportation fuel in compressed natural 
gas motor vehicles. While, the digestate generated usually comes in liquid streams and can be further 
separated. It contains the remained nutrients in which did not digested in the digestion process such as; 
ammonium and phosphates. Liquid stream has the potential to be used in agriculture as a bio-fertilizer and 
others while, solid stream can be composted, used for dairy bedding or applied directly to cropland. It can be 
also used in making of high-value bio-based products through biorefinery concepts i.e. biodiesel [7-11]. The 
production of lignocellulosic biodiesel includes five stages, are: pre-treatment, carbohydrate saccharification, 
aerobic fungal fermentation, lipid extraction and transesterification. Where, pre-treatment is the most 
important steps as the all following steps are highly depending on its results [12, 13]. Moreover, although 
biogas is a promising, sustainable and renewable energy substitute, the sustainable development of AD process 
primarily depends on the ability to deal with the excessive digestate produced. As an improper handling of the 
digestate would contribute in serious environmental issues. Due to that and to fully utilize the digestate and 
convert it into useful bio-based products, the attentions towards the development of new bio-refining processes 
have recently increased. Several studies have focused on developing an integrated system including AD and 
fermentation process to convert various feedstock into bio-fuel and high-value bio-based products [14-16]. 
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Successful application of such a system could greatly results in the double benefit of producing renewable 
energy while adopting a zero waste approach. However, the proposed work aims to present an overview of 
integration approach of AD and fermentation process to produce biogas, biodiesel and multiple bioproducts 
such as: livestock food, fertilizer, glycerine in which they can be utilized in various applications and end up 
with zero waste. 
2 BIO-DIESEL 
Biodiesel is a promising liquid bio-fuel would play a significant role in providing the energy requirements for 
transportation. Thus, many scientists and researchers have focused recently more on the efficiency and 
emissions of the biodiesel engine. According to a study on biodiesel engine performances and emissions [17], 
using of biodiesel may result in considerable drop in particulate matter, hydro-carbon and carbon monoxide 
emissions and increase in nitrogen oxides due to the higher amount of oxygen content in biodiesel comparing 
to conventional diesel. It may result also in reduction in engine power because of the reduction in calorific 
value of biodiesel compared to conventional diesel. The study has concluded that, the blends of biodiesel with 
low percentage of petroleum diesel can help in controlling air pollution and easing the pressure on scarce 
resources without influencing on engine power and economy. In comparison to bio-ethanol as a liquid bio-
fuel, biodiesel stands at present in lower position than bio-ethanol because of several factors such as; lower 
environmental sustainability of raw materials it is obtained from, not as good as bio-ethanol in mitigation of 
GHG emissions, higher production cost and less favourable future evolution [18-22]. 
3 ANAEROBIC DIGESTION 
AD has proved its significant performance in converting a wide variety of biomasses such as: edible food (1st 
biofuel generation), LCB's and wastes (2nd generation) and seaweeds (3rd generation). However, the final 
products of AD are the biogas and digestate [23]. The next subsection overviewing these products. 
3.1 AD Products 
AD biogas is a promising biofuel. It contributes in bringing about environmental benefits globally. It is 
composed of different gases in different amounts. Its composition is varied depending on several factors such 
as feedstock types, digestion systems, temperature, retention time, etc. It is quite similar to landfill gas 
composition but vary from the natural gas. In comparison to natural gas, the calorific value of typical biogas 
(60% CH4 and 40% CO2) ranges from 5.5 to 6.5 kWh m
-3, while the calorific value of typical natural gas 
ranges from 5.8 to 7.8 kWh m-3. Thus, biogas has the potential to be a significant alternative to natural gas and 
can be used in all natural gas appliances. However, biogas is able to be used in different applications, such as; 
heating, CHP and fuel cell or used as chemical feedstock or may be fuel for vehicles [24-27]. On the other 
hand, the biogas contains small traces of different impurities such as; H2S, NH3, O2 and N2. Due to that and to 
avoid corrosion and mechanical wear of  appliance as well, biogas must be upgraded prior using it [28]. There 
are number of  technologies available nowadays for scrubbing contaminants and upgrading gas to the required 
gas quality (e.g. carbon dioxide removal, hydrogen sulphide removal and Siloxanes removal technology) [24]. 
This final product is practically similar to a large extent to the natural gas. It can be  blended as bio-natural 
gas or sold separately [29]. Additionally, digestate is the other AD product. N, P and K are the three main 
nutrients which conventional fertilizer are typically contained. The content of digestate from one or more of 
these nutrients make it a substitute for the conventional fertilizer. As aforementioned, digestate is produced in 
liquid form and can be used as it is or separated into liquid and solid digestate and use each of them separately. 
The amount of dry matter in both types are different. Usually, liquid digestate contains less than 15% dry 
matter, while the solid digestate contains more than 15%. The digestion process used and the composition of 
ingestates are important factors in determining the quality of the digestate. pH level, macro-element content 
(such as; N, P and K), micro-element content (such as; copper, zinc) and organic matter content of digestate 
are another factors to verify the quality and stability of the digestate [30]. A study in 2015 [16] has claimed 
that, anaerobic microbes can only convert approximately 40–60% of carbon into methane in AD of animal 
manure. However, utilizing the nutrients and lignocellulosic materials in the digestate is critical to significantly 
improve the efficiency of AD technology and produce multiple products such as: value-added chemical and 
fuel products from organic wastes [7-11]. 
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4 INTEGRATION OF AD AND AEROBIC FUNGAL FERMENTATION PROCESS 
The bio-refinery concept is quite similar to conventional petroleum refinery. It involves making full use of 
biomass. Where, the input of the process is only the biomass. While, the output can be feed, food, biomaterials 
and bio-fuel. In other word, the bio-refinery concept is a facility that integrates biomass conversion processes 
and equipments to produce feed, food, biomaterials, bio-fuel, etc. [11]. Moreover, A study in 2014 [16] was 
carried out to produce lignocellulosic biogas and biodiesel through an integration approach of AD and aerobic 
fungal fermentation. Generally, the study has concerned on developing an integrated system including AD and 
aerobic fungal fermentation in order to convert corn stover, animal manure and food wastes into microbial 
lipids for production of biodiesel. Figure 1, below illustrates the integration process of producing biogas and 
biodiesel. In the production of biogas, the main feedstock was animal manure and a small amount of food 
wastes which was used to balance nutrient to enhance AD performance. While, in the production of biodiesel, 
AD fibre was used as the main feedstock for fermentation stage. Corn stover as an agro-industrial wastes were 
used as a solid support, carbon source and nutrient source in the solid state fermentation process. Large amount 
of agro-industrial wastes are basically composed of cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin and being called 
lignocellulose biomass. Stalk, leaves, husk, shell, peel, etc. are some types of agro-Industrial wastes. They are 
mainly contain of water and rich in sugar, minerals and protein which have made them suitable environment 
for the development of microorganisms, basically fungal strains, which are able to rapidly grow in these 
wastes. Due to that, they should not be considered as "waste" but lignocellulose raw material for other 
industrial processes. In the study, the combined hydrolysis of corn stover and AD fibre were accomplished by 
enzymatic hydrolysis of the combined slurry. This integrated process has ended up with producing of 1L of 
biodiesel and 1.9 kg CH4 from (12.8 kg dry dairy manure, 3.1 kg dry food wastes and 12.2 kg dry corn stover) 
with a positive net energy of 57 MJ. The study has concluded that, combined hydrolysis of alkali treated AD 
fibres and acid treated corn stover is technically feasible for converting agricultural residues into mono-sugars 
without neutralization and detoxification [16, 31].  
 
Figure 1. Flowchart of the integration process [16]. 
Furthermore, the biodiesel production process has begun by separating AD effluent into two streams: nitrogen 
and phosphorus- rich liquid digesate and fiber- rich solid digestate. Commercial screw press separator with 
2mm screen was used to do so. After that, dilute alkali pretreatment was applied to treat the AD fibre at specific 
condition (temperature ⁰C, time hr and NaOH %). While, corn stover was pre-treated at certain condition as 
well (temperature ⁰C, time hr and sulphuric acid concentration %) by dilute acid pre-treatment. Total solid 
concentration of the two pre-treated slurries were then adjusted and thoroughly mixed at a ratio of 1:1 (wt/wt) 
to form combined slurry. For carrying out the enzymatic hydrolysis at certain condition (temperature ⁰C, rotate 
speed rpm), an enzyme mixture was applied on the combined slurry in a shaking incubator. In order to separate 
the liquid hydrolysate from the residual solids, the hydrolysate was centrifuged. For sugar analysis, about 5 
ml of the liquid hydrolysate was taken and filtered through a 0.22 µm polyethersulfone membrane filter. The 
remaining liquid hydrolysate were being used then for fungal lipid fermentation. Beyond that, the right 
oleaginous microorganism should be carefully selected to be used in accumulation of lipid on the hydrolysate. 
Where, microorganism which include bacteria, fungi, yeast, mold and microalgae that can accumulate lipids 
up to 20% or more of their dry weight are considered as oleaginous microorganism. Fungal lipid accumulation 
was then fulfilled in erlenmeyer flask with an amount of medium. Before being sterilized at specific 
temperature and time, certain percentage of NaOH was applied to the fermentation medium to adjust the pH 
level. The fermentation medium was inoculated with a % (vol/vol) seed and cultivated for particular days at 
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certain temperature on a rotary shaker with an agitation speed (rpm). Fungal biomass was collected by filtration 
and washing twice with distilled water over a filter paper. To obtain a consistent weight, cell mass was 
determined by drying at certain temp. Dried mycelia were ground in a mortar and used for lipid extraction. 
Total lipid was lastly determined gravimetrically [16]. However, several previous studies have confirmed that 
AD fibre has the potential to provide the same performance as a feedstock for both bio-ethanol and biodiesel 
productions. Of course, that would greatly contributes in expanding the potential application of AD solid 
digestate and improving the economical benefits of AD process [7, 16, 32]. Zhong, Y. et al. [33] have revealed 
that, although AD consumes a high proportions of organic matter in the waste, AD digestate still contains a 
significant amount of nutrients as well as lignocellulosic substances. This study has mainly aimed to develop 
an integrated system that the biogas produced is later used to power fungal fermentation and convert the existed 
carbon source, nutrients and water in the digestate into bio-fuel precursor-lipid. That would help in developing 
a fresh-water-free and energy-positive process to simultaneously utilize both solid and liquid digestate in the 
accumulation of fungal lipid for biodiesel production. The integrated system contains two unit operation, 
which are, AD and digestate utilization. Digestate utilization includes five main stages, are; digestate 
pretreatment, enzymatic hydrolysis for mono-sugar release, over-liming detoxification and lastly fungal 
fermentation for lipid accumulation. In order to release mono-sugar, the mixture of solid and liquid digestate 
was pre-treated at certain conditions and hydrolyzed, by alkali and enzyme respectively. In the pretreatment 
process, liquid digestate was used as the processing water. After releasing of mono-sugar, over-liming 
detoxification was applied to prepare the hydrolysate for fungal fermentation. The results  have indicated that, 
the studied integrated system has the potential to offer optimal solutions for bio-fuel production and waste 
management and the fresh-water-free and energy-positive process was significantly developed to utilize  solid 
and liquid digestate to the accumulate fungal lipid and subsequently  produce biodiesel. 
5 THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PRETREATMENT OF BIOMASS 
Pretreatment methods are mainly classified into: physical (mechanical) such as; milling, beating, ultrasonic 
and collision plate pretreatment, chemical (e.g. alkaline and acid pretreatment), and biological (e.g. fungal 
pretreatment). Various types of pretreatment methods have been extensively investigated on the pretreatment 
of different types of biomass. The effectiveness of the different pretreatment methods on the biomass from 
even the same pretreatment group are varied from each others. For instance, a study in 2015 [34] has compared 
between three different mechanical pretreatment methods, are; microwave, milling and beating methods on 
different species of Irish seaweeds. The study has concluded that, the greatest performance in terms of methane 
production was achieved when beating pretreatment was applied. Whilst, the other two methods have 
negatively affected the digestion process. Beating pretreatment as relatively a new mechanical method was 
first introduced by the biomass research team in Dublin City University in 2011 based on employing Hollander 
beater device. This method has proved its performance in pretreatment of only few biomasses such as; 
seaweed, maize silage, fresh grass and potato wastes, but it is not yet widely applied.  However, pretreatment 
is the most important step in the biomass conversion process as it has a major influence on all the other steps 
in the process. The optimum goal of the pretreatment process is to enhance the enzymatic hydrolysis of 
carbohydrates (cellulose and hemicellulose) therefore increasing the overall bioconversion efficiency for 
production of sugars. According to some previous studies, Alkaline pretreatment is one of the most viable 
process options, mainly due to its significant pretreatment effect and relatively simple process scheme. 
Alkaline pretreatment has a principal feature that, it selectively takes off lignin without degrading 
carbohydrates, and increases porosity and surface area, thereby improving enzymatic hydrolysis. Furthermore, 
in an integrated approach of AD and fermentation process, pretreatment plays a crucial role because the design 
of the subsequent saccharification and fermentation processes highly depending on the result of the 
pretreatment step. Thus, the following criteria should be considered for selecting the most effective and 
appropriate pretreatment methods: should require low capital and operational costs, require minimum size 
reduction of the biomass, toxic compounds produced under the pretreatment conditions should be minimum, 
etc. However, pretreatment method should be carefully selected and implemented prior to the combined 
hydrolysis of agro-industrial wastes and AD fibre which is carried out by enzymatic hydrolysis of the 
combined slurry [13, 35-37]. 
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6 DISCUSSION 
As previously mentioned, there will be a number of issues associated with AD when it is applied extensively. 
These issues have made the investment in AD less attractive and not economically feasible. These issues are 
categorized into operational, economical and environmental issues. Generally, there are number of operational 
factors must be considered in advance to be avoided. These factors can result in a failure or poor in the 
operational stability of the system such as: inadequate operational management, lack of process control, 
external disturbances, and others. In addition, personnel qualifications is considered another operational factor 
should be taken into account to professionally monitor and control the system. Economically, as the biogas is 
the single main product of AD, the production of AD biogas can be not economically competitive with its 
counterparts due to: 1. the amount of energy consumed in AD process especially, the energy consumed in the 
pretreatment and digestion and, 2. the fluctuation of fossil fuel price indexes. The production of more 
bioproducts could be a significant solution for increasing the economical viability of AD. While, the 
environmental issues lie in the accumulation and the improper handling of the huge amount of digestate which 
can lead to serious environmental issues. Practically, there are some ways to overcome the environmental 
issues, one of these ways is to utilize the digestate in other applications. As aforementioned, anaerobic 
microbes can convert only from 40 to 60 % of carbon into methane. AD digestate contains significant quantity 
of nutrients and lignocellulose materials which has not been digested in the digestion process. Thus, making a 
use of the digestate to produce biofuel or bioproducts would greatly contribute in overcoming the AD 
economical and environmental issues. On the other hand, as the digestate still contain undigested materials, it 
is required to be pretreated. Pretreatment step is the most important step as the other following steps in the 
biomass conversion processes are relying on its results. Thus, pretreatment method must be selected based on 
the aforementioned criteria in section 5. However, the integration approach corresponds to the refinery 
concept. It is incorporating conversion processes to produce multiple bioproducts. Many integration 
approaches of the biomass conversion processes have confirmed their potentials in previous studies. This 
approach could help in making a full use of byproducts and biomass, increasing the economical profit, 
minimizing the wastes, producing biofuel and high-value bio-based products simultaneously and improve the 
industrial values of the production of biofuels. Regarding to the production of biodiesel, various studies have 
proved the capability of the residual biomass to be used as animal feed or feedstock for AD. The glycerine 
extracted from biodiesel production process can be considered as byproducts and used further in different 
applications i.e.; soap making. While, the digestate can be used as a biofertilizer or soil amendment in 
agricultural applications. However, much attentions have been paid recently towards the development of 
integrated approaches as it can be a significant and radical solutions for AD issues. But, more studies are still 
required to exploit more biomass other than the conventional ones in order to discover and produce more 
byproducts and bioproducts. The successful application of the integration approach on the non-conventional 
biomass would certainly contribute in making AD prosper and the investment in it much more attractive. A 
substantial positive changes will be clearly noted when this system proves its effectiveness and capability to 
prosper. 
7 CONCLUSION 
Biodiesel is a promising liquid biofuel. Integration approach of producing biofuel, bioproducts and high-value 
bio-based products from AD fibre is a new approach. Investigation the effectiveness of more pretreatment 
methods on AD fibre prior to the enzymatic hydrolysis are strongly needed for further studies. That can be 
accomplished by comparing the pretreatment methods which have been applied in previous studies with other 
methods. However, scientific literatures on the production of lignocellulosic biodiesel through integration 
system are relatively low. An integration approach has the potential to offer optimal solutions for biofuel 
production and waste management. But, to end up with better integration system, more investigations 
regarding to several aspects such as; feedstocks used, pretreatment technique, economic analysis, agro-
industrial waste applied and others are highly required. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents an analysis of complex processes on water droplet heat and mass transfer in a sequential 
cycle of condensing, transitional evaporation and equilibrium evaporation regimes of phase change on the 
surface of droplets. The change in the regimes is connected to the dynamics of the surface temperature of a 
heated droplet. The dynamics are defined according to a numerical iterative scheme which is based on the heat 
flow balance on the droplet surface. The scheme combines energy flows of external heat transfer and phase 
change as well as internal heat transfer in a droplet. The role of the droplet slipping in the flue gas and of the 
factors of the radiation flow absorbed in the flue gas within the interaction of complex transitional transfer 
processes was defined based on the results of the numerical investigation in the cycle of the phase change of 
water droplets performed in the conditions typical for biofuel furnaces and heat utilization technologies for 
flue gas removal. 
Keywords: water droplets, heat and mass transfer, condensation and transitional evaporation regimes of 
phase change, numerical modeling 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Heat and mass transfer processes in liquid droplets are the basis for a number of energy and industrial 
technologies [1-3]. Understanding the thermal hydrodynamical processes of water droplets and their control 
is essential in order to optimize existing liquid dispersion technologies and to develop modern, more efficient 
ones. The issue here is that complex transfer processes in two-phase droplets and gas flows happen under 
conditions of intensive interaction. The level of the interaction intensity is determined by a number of factors, 
and the most important are the following: the influence of the Stefan’s hydrodynamic flow on the convective 
heating and evaporation of droplets, the influence of water droplet slipping in the flow on the external heat 
transfer and on the forced liquid circulation within the droplets, and the spectral nature of radiation. The optical 
spectral effects of light on the surface of droplets define the intensity of the radiation flow absorption in a 
semi-transparent liquid. Spectral radiation models [4-8] allow the evaluation of the radiation input in the 
energy state of semi-transparent droplets. A proper knowledge of water spectral characteristics leads to a 
successful application of these models when defining radiation absorption in water droplets [9, 10]. In heat 
transfer and phase change thermal technologies, the variety of process conditions requires a systematic view 
in order to define the regularities of process interaction. For this purpose, the heat and mass transfer analysis 
of dispersed liquid droplets is a convenient tool in the regime cycle of consistently changing phase transitions. 
In the general case, the phase change cycle of water droplets dispersed in a wet gas flow will consist of 
condensation, transitional evaporation, and equilibrium evaporation regimes. The heating of droplets in the 
condensation regime is very intensive. In the transitional evaporation regime, the droplets are heated to a 
thermal state that ensures equilibrium evaporation. When such a state is reached, all heat is used for the water 
evaporation. The equilibrium evaporation regime of a droplet plays an important role in technologies based 
on liquid evaporation, and thus has been thoroughly investigated [11]. The transitional evaporation regime of 
a droplet has been widely investigated in fuel dispersion technologies [12]. This study has numerically 
modeled the transitional phase change of water droplets in a wet gas flow in the case of complex heating by 
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radiation and convection. The determination of droplet heat transfer boundary conditions helps to retain the 
aspects of water dispersion in a biofuel furnace and of the utilization of waste heat from the flue gas in a 
condensing shell and tube heat exchanger. 
2 METHODOLOGY 
Water dispersion can be used to regulate the biofuel combustion process in a furnace, to clean solid particles 
from the flue gas as well as to cool and wet it so that the process in a condensing shell and tube heat exchanger 
can be effective. In contact type condensing shell and tube heat exchangers, heat is recovered from the flue 
gas by condensing water vapor directly onto the dispersed water droplets. For such a technology, it is usually 
necessary to control the droplet heating to the dew point temperature and to use a transitional heat exchanger, 
the operation of which is usually burdened by condensate polluted with biofuel ash particles. In such types of 
condensing shell and tube heat exchangers, the vapor is condensed while the biofuel flue gas is flowing through 
the pipes, and thus the fluid flowing at the outside of the pipes receives heat through the wall. This technology 
requires optimal vapor condensation. Vapor condensation is a very complex process because of thermo-hydro-
dynamical interaction processes between the polluted flue gas and the condensate’s film. In order to improve 
those processes, water is dispersed additionally over the stack of the pipes. In these cases, consideration should 
be given to the heating of the dispersed water droplets and transitional phase change processes taking place at 
their surface. A complex analysis of droplet external and internal heat transfer and of phase change processes 
at the droplets’ surfaces is necessary for the determination of the interaction between the dispersed water and 
the biofuel flue gas energy. +R and −R radii relatively determine the external and internal surface of spherical 
droplets. In the case of complex heating, the total heat flux is determined by radiation and convective 
components, 
+++
 += cr qqq  and 
−−−
 += cr qqq , respectively. In condensation co  0 , transitional evaporation 
tfco   , and equilibrium evaporation ftf   , the relation of the heat fluxes at the surface of a droplet is: 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
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        (1) 
The magnitude of the total heat flux at the surface of the droplets determines the intensity of the complex 
external heating. The magnitude of the heat flux determines the energy intensity of the phase change at the 
droplet surface. The density of the total heat flux at the droplet surface internal side determines the heating 
intensity in the water droplets. In the condensation regime, the whole of the heat flux passed onto the droplet 
surface heats the water, while in the transitional evaporation regime it is only the part of the heat flux that is 
excluded from the evaporation process. In the equilibrium evaporation regime, the water is evaporated by the 
heat from the external heat transfer; the change in the enthalpy of cooling droplets may also take place in the 
process. Spectral light absorption indicators for water are finite [9]; therefore, it is assumed that water droplets 
do not absorb radiation through their surface and 
+−  rr qq . The external heat transfer convective flux of a droplet 
is described according to the model [13], where additionally the universal Spalding heat transfer TB  equation 
is adopted to phase change regimes according to the methodology in [14]: 
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To describe the heat flux of phase change, the analytical model [15] for vapour flux density is applied: 
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The convective component of the total heat flux in a droplet is defined according to the modified Fourier’s 
law: 
( ) −
− −=
Rreflc
gradTq , ,           (4) 
 
where the effective thermal conduction coefficient 
− clefl k ,  is used to take into account the influence of 
water circulation on heat transfer within the droplet according to the methodology in [13]. In equation (4), the 
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temperature field gradient is defined by conductivity and radiation in a semi-transparent spherical droplet for 
the case described by the transcendental system of differential and integral equations: 

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The equation system (1–6) can be solved only using an iterative method, so that unambiguous conditions for 
the equations (5, 6) can be formulated with regard to the yet unknown functions of the droplet surface 
temperature and spectral radiation intensity at the internal surface of the droplet ( )RI : 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,;,;0;0
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A combined analytical-numerical method is applied to solve the system (5-7). Analytically, the transfer cases 
(5) and (7) as well as (6) and (7) are analyzed independently. In the first case, the function of the local radiation 
flux ( ),rqr  is assumed to be defined, and in the second case, the function describing the non-stationary 
temperature field in a droplet ( ),rT  is assumed to be defined. Using the auxiliary function 
( ) ( ) ( )  RTrTrr −= ,, , the (5) and (6) system is transformed into the Dirichlet heat transfer case with the 
defined source function [6], and the temperature field gradient in the expression (4) is described by an infinite 
line of integral equations: 
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In the case of the defined radial function ( )rT  describing the temperature field in a droplet, the function of the 
local radiation flux ( )rqr  in equation (8) is calculated using the [6] methodology that takes into account spectral 
light effects at both sides of the droplet surface, droplet radiation, and external source radiation when the 
external source is assumed to be a black body with a biofuel flue gas temperature.  
The dynamics of the droplet movement in the gas flow and the change in the droplets’ mass and volume are 
defined by the following equations:  
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In respect of the time function ( )RT  of the droplet surface temperature, the system of the algebraical and 
integral equations (1–4, 7–9) is solved numerically according to the iterative scheme using the fastest 
descending method. In order to form the numerical scheme, the non-dimensional coordinates for radius 
( )Rrr /=  and time co /=  are introduced (if there is no condensation regime, then tf /= ). The 
coordinates ensure that the droplet radius equals 1 ( ( ) 1, =Rr ), and that the duration of the first phase change 
regime is also 1. Variation steps of the radial and time coordinates are defined as: 
,
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For every time step starting with the second one – coii  += , the iterative ITit 1  cycle proceeds to 
define the instantaneous temperature ITiRiR TT ,,,   of the droplet surface. The droplet surface temperature 
ITitiRT =,,  attributed to the final iteration must ensure that the calculated heat fluxes would fulfill the condition 
of the expression (1) with a maximum error of five hundredths of a percent. 
The droplet heat and mass transfer parameters ,,itiR , ,,
+
itcq  
−
itcq ,  and itjiT ,,  that are necessary for an it  iteration 
however are not yet defined; they are used from 1−it  iteration calculated parameters 1,, − itiiti PP . The mesh 
41,21 == JI is used in the numerical modeling; the radiation spectrum is gradually divided into 1001=−M  
parts according to the wave number 310 to 61025.1  , and the (8) expression retains 121= N . For the 
surface temperature ITiRT ,, , all instantaneous iP  parameters of the droplet heat and mass transfer are calculated. 
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3 RESULTS  
In Figures 1-3 the biofuel flue gas is defined by the velocity m/s15=gw , the temperature gT  and  humidity of 
2.0/ = ppp vv  when MPa.1.0=p  The dispersion of the K306=lT  temperature water is defined by the 
dispersion of droplets μm200and10050; ;252 R  and their initial velocity m/s65=lw . The relative water 
flow rate is assumed to be 0/ →gl GG , and therefore the air flow parameters in time are invariable.  
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Fig. 1. The influence of the water droplet size on their surface heating at high temperature =gT 1073 K and in 
air of 2.0=vp humidity (a) and on the gradient variation in the temperature field within the droplets (b) in the 
case of convective (1) and complex (2) heating. :m,1060 R  (3) 25, (4) 50, (5) 100, (6) 250; K3030, =lT ; 
m/s650, =lw ; m/s15=gw .  
 
The droplet heating is defined by the Reynolds criterion vgglg wwR  /2Re −=  and by the radiation source 
parameter gsrsr TTT /= : in the case of convective heating it is 0=srT , and in the case of complex heating it is 
1=srT . The results have been analyzed in the time scale of the Fourier criterion ( ) = 200 /Fo Ra where the 
individual multiplier ( ) 20/278 RKTa l =  ensures a more convenient graphical ( )FoP  interpretation of time 
functions ( )P  for droplets of different sizes [14]. The most important factors are droplet slipping in the air 
flow and radiation absorption within the droplets (Fig. 2). The droplet slipping defines the intensity of the 
external convective heating. The slipping significantly influences the transitional phase change regime because 
the droplet slipping slows down quickly due to resistance forces (Fig. 2a). In the case of bigger droplets, the 
convective heat transfer was of a higher intensity, although the initial slipping velocity was the same. The local 
radiation flow in the droplets depends on their dispersity (Fig. 2b). 
The most essential changes in the radiation dispersion were observed at the final stage of the equilibrium 
evaporation due to the smaller droplets. The big droplets absorb the radiation intensively at the surface layers 
of the water. In the smaller droplets, optical effects at the internal surface have a greater influence, and thus 
the absorption within these droplets is clearly non-linear. It is interesting that the suitable conditions for the 
radiation to join the water evaporation process form only in the transitional evaporation regime when the 
negative temperature gradient field forms within the droplets (Fig. 1 b). Then a part of the radiation absorbed 
by the internal heat convection starts moving towards the droplet surface and it completely disappears during 
the equilibrium evaporation. The factors of slipping and radiation absorption define the parameters of droplet 
phase change (Fig. 3). The droplets grow due to condensation and water expansion (Fig. 3 a). At the beginning 
of the evaporation, the droplets still are growing, but when the evaporation dominates against the expansion, 
the droplets start to decrease. At a high temperature, the condensation is weak, the vapor flow becomes smaller 
a) b) 
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and soon gains the zero value. In the transitional regime it grows quickly, and during the equilibrium 
evaporation, it gradually becomes smaller again (Fig. 3 b). 
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Fig. 2. Variation of the Reynolds number (a) and the local radiation flux in the droplets (b). :m,10
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Fig. 3. Variation of droplet radius (a) and vapor flow (b). Boundary conditions as in Fig. 1. 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
The regularities of the phase change regimes of the water droplets dispersed in a wet gas flow are defined by 
the temperature and humidity of the gas as well as the droplet dispersity and their heating process. When water 
is dispersed into the high temperature flue gas of a biofuel furnace, the heating of the droplets is defined by 
radiation and droplet slipping factors. During the recovery process of waste heat from the flue gas, the flue 
gas temperature before the shell and tube heat exchangers is much lower than in the boiler furnace, yet the 
humidity is the same. For this reason, the thermal state of the equilibrium evaporation of the dispersed droplets 
is defined by the humidity of the flue gas, and the condensation regime duration becomes longer in the regime 
of transitional phase change. A higher slipping velocity of droplets means more intensive heating; however, 
the water circulation in the droplets is more intensive due to friction forces, and thus heat removal to the centre 
of the droplet intensifies and the surface layer heating slows down. This gives the necessary conditions for the 
a) b) 
a) b) 
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duration of the condensation regime to become longer, which is convenient talking about the increased 
efficiency of the utilization of phase change heat from the biofuel flue gas.  
NOMENCLATURE 
TB  is the Spalding transfer parameter; lC  is the droplet drag coefficient; D the mass diffusivity, m
2/s; Fo is 
the Fourier number; g is the vapor mass flux, kg/s; Iω is the spectral intensity of radiation, W/(m steer); kc is 
the effective conductivity parameter; k  is the spectral index of absorption; L is the latent heat of evaporation, 
J/kg; m is the vapor mass flux density, kg/(m2s); M is mass, kg; n  is the spectral index of refraction; n  is 
the complex’s spectral index of refraction;  Nu is the Nusselt number; p is pressure, Pa; P is the symbol of free 
parameter in heat-mass transfer; Re is the Reynolds number; Pr is the Prandtl number; q is heat flux, W/m2; r 
is a radial coordinate, m; R is the radius of a droplet, m; Rμ is the universal gas constant J/(kmol K); T is 
temperature, K; vapor mass flux, kg/s; w is velocity, m/s; Greek symbols: a is thermal diffusivity, m2/s;   
is molecular mass, kg/kmol; λ is thermal conductivity, W/(m K);  is density, kg/m3;  is time, s; γ is dynamics 
viscosity, Pa s;   is the angle between the opposite direction of the normal to the surface and the incident 
beam, rad;   is the azimuthal angle, rad;   is the spectral coefficient of absorption, m
-1;. Subscripts: c means 
“convective”; f means “phase change”; g means “gas”; i is the time index in a digital scheme; it means “number 
of iteration”; I means “index of control time”; j means “index of radial coordinate”; J means “index of droplet 
surface”; co means “condensation”; l means “liquid”; m means “mass average”; tf means “transit phase 
transformation regime”; r means “radiation”; R means “droplet surface”; sr means “radiation source”; v means 
“vapour”; vg means “vapor-gas mixture”;   means “spectral”;    means “total”; 0 means “initial state”;  
means “far from a droplet”; + means “external side of a droplet surface”; - means “internal side of a droplet 
surface”. 
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ABSTRACT 
Recent studies have shown improvement in the use of Baker's yeast in medicine and other 
branches of sciences including engineering and this cannot be underestimated due to its pivotal 
role in the developmental needs of human existence. Commercial Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a 
strain of yeasts otherwise known as Baker's yeast has without a doubt seen huge growth in the 
market of industrial yeasts because of the need of the strain affording better performance or 
requiring use in new applications. These strains of yeast importance are because of the higher 
contents of protein contained in it and improving on this protein content requires liberating this 
substrate through the disruption of the cell wall using the mechanical means of the high-
pressure homogenizer (HPH). This will require being disrupted at high enough pressure (30 - 
90 MPa) over several cycles (passes) to have the innermost content to be fully liberated and at 
some temperature conditions with dilution ratios for optimum yield of protein concentration. 
This research work, therefore analyze and consider these parameters for a highly-improved 
protein concentration yield after fully homogenized.  
Keywords: Yeast strain; Protein concentration; Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Substrate; HPH
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By and large, baker’s yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) is now seen as one of the fastest growing 
organism to offset other microorganisms and lignocellulosic materials for energy production. This is 
due to its highly protein concentration rate that increases with its high gassing power. Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae another name for Baker’s yeast is considered as one of the widely industrially used 
microorganisms in microbial production of proteins, chemicals and metabolites [1]. Nandy & 
Srivastava [1] further explained that this is because genetic manipulation of S. cerevisiae is relatively 
easy and established with large collection of genetic tools compared to other microorganisms. The 
current energy need requires more feasible source for energy development and improvement to 
continually meet the needs of the growing and teaming population of the world. Baker’s yeast as other 
biomass substrates for bioenergy production, have set that standard. For example, Bioethanol; a 
household name of energy product mostly used as biofuel worldwide has been asserted by Azhar et al. 
[2] to have significantly contributed to the reduction of crude oil consumption and environmental 
pollution. As detailed, it can be produced from various types of feedstocks such as sucrose, starch, 
lignocellulosic and algal biomass through fermentation process by microorganisms. In comparison with 
other biomass substrates including lignocellulosic materials and marine products, Saccharomyces       
cerevisiae is regarded as the common microbes of fermenting wide range of sugars [2]. It is therefore  
seen now as a great source of energy production   just as in other microbial products whose cell produces  
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high protein contents required for bioenergy production [3].
This as explained, Baker’s yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) has become a favourite production 
organism in industrial biotechnology and a suitable chassis in synthetic biology throughout the last 
decade Klein et al. [4]. Other than its use in the production of bioethanol a case study in the 
consideration as biomass substrate for energy production, its strains can be used in the production of 
compounds such as recombinant proteins, butanols, isprenoids and polyketides, as well as lactic and 
succinic acid through genetically engineered strains in large number [5 – 7]. This Nielsen et al. [8] also 
extensively discussed that the metabolic engineering of yeast result in the production of fuels and 
chemicals, and hence offers many advantages as a platform cell factory for such production. On the 
other hand, Ref [9] evaluated yeast and considered it as the workhouse in the current biofuel industry 
due to its use in the production of ethanol. Therefore, to determine high protein concentration yield 
from baker’s yeast homogenization will requires pressure, temperature, number of cycles and dilution 
ratios being considered as parameters in this research for a highly improved protein concentration yield. 
 
2. BAKER’S YEAST IMPORTANCE 
Hinchliffe & Kenny [10] explained that many of the advances in gene-expression technology have been 
stimulated by the desire to produce high-value proteins of therapeutic and commercial potential. It is 
known as an old name in terms of its importance in the production of so many other products such as 
pharmaceuticals, food, medical and now, energy.  This therefore makes Saccharomyces cerevisiae as 
yeast traditionally most exploited commercially product serving as substrate requiring further use for 
mankind. [11] further discussed in their paper with S. cerevisiae and certain other species being 
developed to produce biofuels from cellulosic materials and potentially other substrates and as a result, 
will have importance in the generation of new sources of energy. Energy now becoming the greatest 
obstacle required for development economically in terms of growth in the current 21st Century because 
of the growing demand for the ever-increasing population worldwide. This is therefore necessary 
developing alternative energy source whose production are affordable and as such will not interfere 
with the society negatively in anyway. Based on the above, the development will be required to 
compensate the present energy need via reducing the environmental concerns owed to pollution and 
global warming [12]. Baker’s yeast as a biomass source has shown to be on top gear towards energy 
production like other lignocellulosic and biomass materials. Ekpeni et al. [13] found and analyzed 
biomass as the greatest challenge in its use for energy production and development due to its sustenance 
which has competed favourably well when compared to other renewable energy sources (RES) and 
which in fact, is topmost amongst the (RES). For example, lignocellulosic biomass is considered the 
most important future resource for biofuels and chemicals especially as the world is poised toward a 
carbohydrate economy as detailed by Mathew et al. [14]. The diversity in baker’s yeast for energy 
production has taken dominance in the search for more alternative ways for energy improvement. These 
as known, have been on the increase from year to year. Azhar et al. [2] worked it out that more than 
2500 yeast species were published by 2005 and it is of the assumption that only 1% of yeast species is 
currently known which represents approximately 1500 species. Though the total numbers of yeast 
species on earth are expected to reach 150,000 as detailed Barriga et al. [15].  
This research work therefore analyze and consider these parameters; Pressure, Temperature, Number 
of cycles (Passes) and Dilution ratios for a highly-improved protein concentration yield after fully 
homogenized through optimization using the design of experiment (DoE). The mathematical model 
was represented, and the developed mathematical models were tested for adequacy via the analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) and other adequacy measures. The relationships between the yeast homogenizing 
parameters and the response; protein concentration was also identified. 
 
3. DISRUPTION PROCEDURES  
Previous works and researches on baker’s yeast homogenization [3, 16-18] have shown the disruption 
processes and procedures required in the extraction and emulsification of protein from baker’s yeast 
cell wall through constricting prepared soluble baker’s yeast via the exit point of high-pressure 
homogenizer. This is in fact the first step required in the cell wall breaking down process for the 
liberation of the inner content of protein concentration. In an energy producing terms, Wenger et al. 
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[19] studies showed that intracellular proteins expressed in yeast, through small-scale cell breakage 
methods as capable of disrupting the rigid cell wall. This needed to match the protein release and 
contaminant profile of full-scale methods like homogenization thereby enabling representative studies 
of subsequent downstream operations being performed. To achieve this, a pre-treatment phase is 
generally necessary in the breakdown of the cell wall for the liberation of protein within the biomass 
and which in this case is considered as the mechanical means of high-pressure homogenizer (Figure 1). 
Other mechanical means though not of interest in this research are Ultrasound and Bead mill. The non-
mechanical means employed in the recovery of intracellular products are Enzymatic, Electrical, 
Physical and Chemical ways [20]. The mechanical methods are shown to be non-specific as their 
efficiency is higher and application broader in comparison to other methods [21].  For baker’s yeast 
and other microbial to be fully liberated of their inner contents (intracellular products), homogenizing 
parameters of the working substrates needs to be considered and be fully understood so as to be able to 
critically analyse the process [3, 16-18] For this research, the high-pressure homogenizer series 
GYB40-10S 2 stages Homogenizing Valves is employed as in (Figure 1) and the working parameters; 
Temperature (°C), Pressure (MPa), Number of Cycles (Passes) and Dilution Ratio as categorical factor 
were all considered. The main functionalities of the HPH will need to be fully studied to know about 
the working principles of the parts employed in the emulsification of biomass substrate that is being 
homogenized. These are the valve seat, impact ring and the valve head in operation as detailed in 
(Figure 2). 
 
 
 
 
                         
Figure 1: GYB40-10S 2 stage Homogenizer     Figure 2: HPH parts during cell disruption [22] 
 
4.  MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The experiments were conducted using the high-pressure homogenizer (HPH) shown in (Figure 1) and 
the materials and methods are as detailed in previous papers [3, 16-18] including the buffer solution 
which was prepared accordingly with the same rates and volumes. These are also indicated. The 
significant change is the constituents of the filtrate after        
centrifugation the homogenized for 60 minutes and at 13,000 rev/mins wherein the samples 
have been diluted in the ratio of the homogenized solution against the buffer solution as 10:90, 20:80 
and 30:70 respectively. The diluted ratios in solutions were treated with protein reagent and then tested 
for protein concentration yields using the spectrophotometer. The procedures are as detailed in previous 
papers as mentioned. For the experimental and homogenization process, refer to [3, 16-18].  
 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Table 1: RSM showing design level and coded values against process variables. 
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Design of experiment with four factors has been applied here using the Box Behnken Design (BBD). 
4 factors; temperature, pressure, number of cycles, and ratio (as categorical factor) as well as a response 
of protein concentration were analysed with 51 runs of experiments as seen in Table 2. While Table 1, 
shows the Response Surface Methodology (RSM) which is an experimental technique invented to find 
the optimal response within specified ranges of the factors. The generated equation as shown in 
equation (1) is aimed for optimizing single or multiple responses and for this work, it is considered for 
optimizing a single response of ‘Protein Concentration Yield’.  
 
Table 2: Design matrix with values 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.1 Mathematical Model Developed for the Disruption Baker’s Yeast Cell Wall  
The fit summary output indicates that for the response, the quadratic model is statistically recommended 
for further analysis as they have the maximum predicted and adjusted R2 as 0.567 and 0.666 
respectively [2] The test of significance of the regression models, the test for significance on individual 
coefficients and the lack of fit test performed using the same statistical package for the response. 
Through selecting the step-wise regression method, the insignificant model terms can be automatically 
eliminated.  The resulting ANOVA table for the quadratic model outline the analysis of variance for 
the response and illustrate the significant model terms (Table 3). This also show the other adequacy 
measures R2, adjusted R2 and predicted R2. The entire adequacy measures are close to 1, which are in 
reasonable agreement and therefore indicate adequate models [23]. The adequate precision (15.552) 
compares the range of the predicted value at the design points to the average prediction error. In this 
case, the values of adequate precision ratios are dramatically greater than 4. An adequate precision ratio 
above 4 indicates that the model is adequate [23]. An adequate model means that the reduced model 
has successfully passed all the required statistical tests and can be used to predict the responses or to 
optimize the process and so on. The final mathematical model linked to the response with regards to 
the coded factors and actual factors as determined by the software are respectively equations (2) , (3), 
 
Variables 
 
Code 
 
Unit 
 
Limits Coded/actual 
-1 0 +1 
Pressure A 
MPa 
30 60 90 
No of Cycles B - 1 3 5 
Temp. C °C 30 40 50 
Ratio D - 10:90 20:80 30:70 
    
Factor 
 1 
Factor 
 2 
Factor  
3 
Factor 
 4 
Exp.  
No. 
Run 
Order 
A: 
Pressure 
B: No.  
of cycles 
C: 
Temp 
D: 
Ratio 
    MPa - (°C)   
1 13 30 1 40 10:90 
2 18 90 1 40 10:90 
3 23 30 5 40 10:90 
4 10 90 5 40 10:90 
5 5 30 3 30 10:90 
6 48 90 3 30 10:90 
7 45 30 3 50 10:90 
8 36 90 3 50 10:90 
9 11 60 1 30 10:90 
10 42 60 5 30 10:90 
11 49 60 1 50 10:90 
12 12 60 5 50 10:90 
13 9 60 3 40 10:90 
39 38 30 3 30 30:70 
40 22 90 3 30 30:70 
41 15 30 3 50 30:70 
42 19 90 3 50 30:70 
43 41 60 1 30 30:70 
44 26 60 5 30 30:70 
45 7 60 1 50 30:70 
46 39 60 5 50 30:70 
47 14 60 3 40 30:70 
48 46 60 3 40 30:70 
49 33 60 3 40 30:70 
50 50 60 3 40 30:70 
51 17 60 3 40 30:70 
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(4) and (5) respectively. The actual factor equations are (3), (4) and (5) are representing the 10:90, 
20:80 and 30:70 dilution ratios of homogenized yeast to buffer solution so achieved. The categoric 
factor (Ratio) has no implied order which means settings of a categorical factor are discrete and has no 
intrinsic order [17-18, 24]. 
Table 3: ANOVA Table for Protein Concentration reduced quadratic model (30 - 50° C)
                            
Figure 4: Scatter diagrams of normal plot of residuals (a) and predicted vs. Actual
Final Equation in Terms of Coded Factors: 
 
Protein Conc. = 0.665483871 + 0.260551075 * A + 0.111424731 * B + 0.043481183 * C - 0.127672359 * D[1] + 0.022327641 * 
D[2] - 0.230053763 * A^2 + 0.115241935 * B^2 - 0.264731183 * C^2                                                          (2) 
 
Final Equation in Terms of Actual Factors: 
Ratio 10:90;  
Protein Conc. = -5.07097209 + 0.0039358871 * Pressure - 0.117150538* No. of cycles + 0.216133065 * Temperature - 0.000255615 
*Pressure^2 + 0.028810484* No. of cycles^2 – 0.002647312 * Temperature^2                                             (3)                                                                                                                                               
Ratio 20:80; 
Protein Conc. = -5.07097209 + 0.0039358871 * Pressure - 0.117150538* No. of cycles + 0.216133065 * Temperature -
0.000255615*Pressure^2 +0.028810484* No. of cycles^2 – 0.002647312 * Temperature^2                         (4)              
Ratio 30:70; 
Protein Conc. = -4.987955013 + 0.0039358871 * Pressure - 0.117150538* No. of cycles + 0.216133065 * Temperature - 
0.000255615*Pressure^2 +0.028810484* No. of cycles^2 – 0.002647312 * Temperature^2                           (5)                                                                                                                                                        
5.1.1 Process parameters Effect on the Responses - Protein Concentration 
The perturbation plots Figure 5 (a, b and c) for the protein concentration yield from the 30 - 50 degrees 
temperature range is illustrated. The perturbation plot helped in comparing the effect of all the factors 
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at a particular point in the design space. Temperature has shown to be effective in protein concentration 
yield in the three plots. The reason for this change, have been accounted to the temperature effect of 
the biomass substrate before being homogenized. Pressure effect was negligible as well as that of 
temperature and because the substrate has been treated under heat to raise the temperature, passing it 
through the HPH over number of cycles say, 3 would have entirely broken down the cell wall of the 
yeast substrate. Considering the categorical factor of ratio in this study, protein concentration yield has 
been seen to be of highest yield at the ratio 30:70 when compared to other ratios of 10:90 and 20:80. 
Invariably, it therefore means that as the ratio increase, the yield in protein concentration also increases 
at the same rate as pressure rises but, in this case, here, only number of cycles has taken the incremental 
rate in the protein concentration yield. This can be seen at Figure 5(c) showing the highest of yield in 
protein concentration as against the other two
 
                        
Figure 5: Perturbation plot showing pressure increasing with the number of cycles as yeast 
is homogenized
6. CONCLUSION  
Experimental results show a great potential of the novel protein improvement through yeast use and 
cell wall breakage in HPH and as analysed using the design expert (DOE). The following points have 
therefore been achieved. 
➢ The homogenization process carried out using the 2-Stage HPH GYB40-10S to obtain set results 
of the four factors (Temperature, Pressure, Number of cycles as well as ratio as categorical factor) 
and one response (Protein Concentration) using the Design Expert  
➢ Rise in Protein yield as the dilution ratio increases from 10:90 to 30:70. 
➢ The four factors temperature, pressure, number of cycles and ratio as categorical factors 
considered showed effect in the resultant protein yield. 
➢ Ratio 30:70 showed highest yield of protein concentration 
➢ Finally, the high-pressure homogenizer is seen as one of the best way of disrupting microbial 
product for high protein yield. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
There is an evident food, water and energy crisis worldwide, up to a quarter of the global population has no 
reliable access to either or any of these basic supplies. Research is being carried out towards sustainable and 
comprehensive energy transitions. Separately, research in food production and food access is being done. 
However, not much research is being carried out that considers the integration of all parts into a system 
capable of providing the human basic needs of energy and food. Integrating greenhouses with energy 
production facilities provides an opportunity for a symbiotic relation where both systems benefit. Results 
show that using only 5% of the currently deployed biomass, utility photovoltaic and waste-to-energy for the 
proposed scenarios, a total of 31.3 million m2 of greenhouses can be powered globally. Through cost savings 
in energy transmission, distribution and taxation, the system can reduce over 50% of the energy cost for 
greenhouse operation. Additionally, the CO2 emissions of biomass or waste incineration power plants can be 
captured and used to increase the yield of the greenhouses by up to 30%. Moreover, the integrated system 
remains zero waste and net zero emissions, thus complying with the environmental targets of the COP21 
Paris agreement.  
 
Keywords: Renewable energy, food production, sustainability, energy-water-food nexus 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
There is an evident food, water and energy crisis worldwide, up to a quarter of the global population has no 
reliable access to either or any of these basic supplies [1–3]. Research is conducted towards sustainable and 
comprehensive energy transitions (including water demand) [4–7], and separately, on food production and 
food access [8–11]. However, research considering the integration of all parts into a system capable of 
providing energy and food, is still limited. Integrating food production sites, such as greenhouses, to energy 
production facilities provides an opportunity for a symbiotic relation where both systems benefit of each 
other, thus producing food, generating energy, and reducing water consumption, while also cutting costs and 
improving quality of the combined services.  
Currently, agriculture occupies 40% of the land not covered by ice [12] and uses 70% of the water consumed 
by humans [13, 14]. However, traditional agriculture is not possible everywhere on the globe. Areas of the 
world with extreme water scarcity (such as North Africa and Middle East), land scarcity (such as Japan and 
South Korea), and weather impairment (Canada, Nordic countries, Russia) are either unavailable for crops or 
with limited potential and/or limited timeframes for agricultural use. At the same time, water and food 
scarcity are current global issues, which further stresses the need of more efficient agricultural practices. 
Greenhouse agriculture has been well established for decades [15]. Greenhouses add to agriculture the 
capacity of producing higher yields and extend the agricultural season. At the same time, the water 
requirements are reduced by around 90% [16], the need for chemical fertilizers could be substituted by more 
sustainable organic fertilizers [17] and, depending the type of greenhouse, the need for pesticides can be 
eliminated [18]. However, the disadvantages of greenhouse agriculture come at the price of much higher 
energy cost, of up to 70-150 times the energy per m2 [16] compared to traditional agriculture. It is the much 
higher energy requirement of greenhouse agriculture that tends to drive costs above compared to the goods 
produced by traditional agriculture. 
 
2 PROPOSED SOLUTION 
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The core concept of the solution is based on the idea that by joining power utilities with greenhouse 
agriculture, it is possible to avoid the energy costs related to taxation, transmission and distribution, so the 
significantly higher energy demand can be dramatically reduced in cost. For example, only 44% of the 
electricity cost compared to end-consumer price worldwide is the generation cost [19]. Additionally, locally 
produced goods are exempt of import/export taxes and significantly reduced transportation costs. The 
significantly lower energy cost could tip the balance towards greenhouse-produced goods, thus turning 
agriculture towards a more sustainable future. To achieve this, the problem has been separated into three 
scenarios with a proposed solution for each; (1) Extreme Cold Weather, (2) Water Scarcity and (3) Land 
Scarcity, and assumptions are made also for each scenario. From the greenhouse side, an energy demand of 
1321 kWh/(m2·a), of which 80% is heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) and 20% is lighting, as 
estimated from Barbosa et al. [16].  
 
2.1. Extreme Cold Weather 
For extreme weather, the geographical regions targeted by the system are, for example, the boreal forest 
dominating the landscape of the Nordic countries, Canada and Russia. From the agricultural point of view, it 
is characterised by short agricultural seasons but otherwise availability of water, land and sustainable 
biomass (wood and forest residues). To tackle the scenario, a system is tailored as shown in Figure 1.  
 
 
 
Figure 1: System proposed for locations of extreme cold weather. 
 
The system consists of an integrated gasification combine cycle turbine (IGCC) coupled with carbon capture 
at the exhaust gas. The waste heat from the power plant as well as part of its output electric and heating 
power can be dedicated and directly connected to a nearby greenhouse. Additionally, the captured CO2 from 
the power plant can be utilised to enrich the soil and air of the greenhouse to increase the greenhouse yield 
by up to an additional 60% [20], while the biowaste produced by the greenhouse can then be fed as fuel back 
to the IGCC. Assuming a sustainable source of biomass used for the power plant the system would be carbon 
neutral. In a comprehensive fully renewable-based energy system, biomass and other flexible energy sources 
are used for balancing the system, resulting in low full load hours per year [5, 7]. Coupling greenhouse 
agriculture to the IGCC would increase the utilisation rate of the power plant. Since in this scenario, the 
largest part (up to 80%) of the greenhouse demand can be covered by the excess heat, even at 5% operation 
some electricity can be then used grid under baseline operation. 
 
2.2. Water Scarcity  
The water scarcity scenario focuses on world’s geographical areas where water conservation is mandatory, 
and traditional agriculture is not feasible or limited to short rain seasons, such as North Africa, the Persian 
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Gulf, etc. The geographic regions targeted by this scenario often have good solar irradiation and wind 
profiles. These locations focus on the benefit of significantly lower need of water, of 10% compared to 
traditional agriculture. Particularly if the water is provided by means of desalination, the cost savings of 
using less water provide further benefit. 
Therefore, the proposed system is based on solar photovoltaic (PV) and wind turbines as energy source, with 
batteries to balance the system as shown in Figure 2. CO2 capture directly from air or point sources (such as 
cement plants, industrial zones, etc.) could be coupled to the system to enhance the production yield in the 
same as described in the previous scenario.  
 
 
 
Figure 2: Power plant and greenhouse model for the water scarcity scenario. 
 
2.3. Land Scarcity 
The land scarcity scenario focuses on geographic regions of the world that are overly densely populated 
and/or that have very limited available area for agriculture, for example, islands or isolated nations such as 
Japan, Taiwan, South Korea, Qatar, etc. The regions targeted by this scenario are often characterised by 
having very high demand of energy, water and food. At the same time, such places are known to produce 
large amounts of solid waste, as well as waste heat from municipal heating or other sources. 
This scenario exploits better the ability of greenhouse agriculture to produce higher yield over area 
compared to traditional agriculture. Furthermore, greenhouses and hydroponic plantations can be adapted to 
metropolitan settings, on the roof of buildings, or even underground, as they can operate on artificial lighting 
alone (as they often do in boreal regions). The CO2 required to enhance the yield of the greenhouses could 
be captured directly from air or from nearby carbon point sources like industry or biomass or waste power 
plants. Water can be either extracted from a fresh water source or desalinated from the ocean. Similar to 
Scenario 1, a large part (up to 80%) of the greenhouse demand can be covered by the excess heat, even at 
5% operation some excess electricity can be then sold to the grid-based electricity system under base 
generation operation. 
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Figure 3: Power plant and greenhouse model proposed for the land scarcity scenario. 
 
3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
For purposes of this work, the available installed capacities worldwide according to Farfan and Breyer [21], 
were used to estimate the currently available biomass, utility-scale solar PV and waste-to-energy capacities 
worldwide. An assumption was made to dedicate only 5% of the generated energy from the available 
capacities to power greenhouses. For biomass and waste-to-energy, 8000 hours of operation at 5% capacity 
(or 400 full load hours) were assumed to power greenhouse installations. In the case of utility-scale solar PV, 
the dedicated capacity of 5% was also assumed, while the full load hours have been extracted from [22], 
[23], and [24] for every specific region. The geographical regions are defined according to Breyer et al. [5], 
[25]. For every region, the installed capacities of biomass, waste-to-energy and utility-scale solar PV were 
taken into account, meaning that within a geographical region, the proposed scenarios can coexist. However, 
the installed capacities globally vastly follow the behaviour assumed by each scenario, where boreal forest 
regions have high biomass and waste to energy capacities but low to zero installed utility-scale solar PV 
capacities. The total powered greenhouse area is shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4: Global potential of powered greenhouse areas (in m2) by adding the potential of all scenarios in 
each region by using only 5% of dedicated capacities. 
 
Figure 4 shows the potential of applying the proposed scenarios to the currently installed capacities, 
according to each location. The map colour scale is logarithmic and shows several interesting findings. 
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Countries like Finland, Sweden, UK and Canada, which are net importers of vegetables, can host 0.78 
million m2, 1.14 million m2, 1.45 million m2 and 0.7 million m2 of powered greenhouse area respectively. 
Only in Finland, according to the rates of greenhouse vegetable production [26], if used solely for cucumber 
production, it would result in 50,888 tons per year, or close to 10 tons of cucumber per person per year in 
Finland (that is before considering the carbon enrichment increase in yield), but of course, an optimal mix of 
vegetables should be planned. Highly populated locations such as Japan, South Korea and China could host 
1.9 million m2, 1.4 million m2 and 4.73 million m2 of powered greenhouse area respectively, providing a 
significant amount of food for places of very high demand. Europe in total could host over 10.8 million m2 
of powered greenhouse area, while the American continent could host over 5.7 million m2 in the North 
America and 3.80 million m2 in South America, for a total of over 31.3 million m2 of greenhouses globally. 
In contrast, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations [27] reported that 4050 million m2 
of greenhouses are currently installed in Europe. Given the relatively small capacity (5%) dedicated to 
greenhouses, the increment in whole-year operational greenhouses is small, but of significance. Moreover, 
the map shows only the potential based on the installed capacities of with reference of 2014, but not the 
potential of the geographical regions according to their resources to host greenhouse and power capacities in 
the future. 
 
Future work 
Expansion on the potential of power plants and greenhouse according to the local weather, resource 
availability (further than the currently deployed capacities), and demand based on population maps. In 
addition, more detailed and accurate models for each of the scenarios are under work. Projections can then 
be created for further scenarios for years 2030 and 2050. 
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ABSTRACT 
The economic importance of “waste-to-wealth” concept has gained increased recognition within the 
economic policy arena in Malaysia as the country attempts to transition towards green growth. Policy 
frameworks have been established and implemented to promote and support green growth which includes 
the utilization of oil palm biomass for production of various value-added products. However, the biomass 
industry and the conversion of under-utilized oil palm biomass to value-added bio-products remain under-
developed. Lack of understanding of risks associated with the biomass industry is often cited as one of the 
reasons for the industry’s slow growth. Not only the industry players are facing business, operational and 
financial risks which commonly found in other industries, but they are also exposed to regulatory, supply 
chain, technology, and environmental and social risks. Therefore, it is imperative that these risk factors are 
identified and evaluated in a comprehensive manner so that industry players can address these risks and put 
in place risk management and mitigation mechanisms. In this study, Fuzzy Analytic Network Process 
(FANP), and Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) are employed to develop a 
hybrid model to assess risk factors typically found in biomass industry, and to evaluate risk mitigation 
strategies to debottleneck the commercialization of biomass value added products in Malaysia. 
Keywords: Palm oil biomass, Fuzzy Analytic Network Process, DEMATEL, commercialization 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Malaysia, as the second world largest exporter of the oil and fat after neighbouring country, Indonesia 
produce about 20 million tonnes of crude palm oil per annum [1]. The palm oil biomass, such as oil palm 
trunk, oil palm frond, empty fruit bunches (EFB), palm oil mill effluent (POME), palm kernel shell (PKS), 
palm pressed fibre (PPF) and decanter cake are expected to reach 100 million dry tonnes by 2020 [2]. At 
current stage, most of the palm oil biomass are still engaging with low utilization value process in 
downstream activities. For instances, oil palm frond and trunk are mostly left in the field or pre-process (i.e., 
mulched) and returned to the field as fertilizer. EFB, PKS generated in the palm oil mill and biorefinery are 
transformed into pellets for power generation. It is estimated by fully capitalise the palm biomass for high 
value-added downstream activities could contribute additional 30 billion to the country’s gross national 
income (GNI). Recognizing its potential, the government has stepped up its efforts to promote sustainable 
utilization of oil palm biomass. Biomass Industry Strategic Action Plan is introduced in 2012 as a joint effort 
of Malaysia with European Union to help small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Malaysia to exploit 
biomass resources for high-value utilization [3]. National Biomass Strategy 2020 (2013) that introduce a 
series of strategy to exploit biomass for commercial opportunities. Furthermore, fiscal incentives such as tax 
rebate and tax exemptions are also offered to the new entrant to the industry. Financing scheme is also 
introduced in 2010 to provides financing aid for the user and producer of green technology project, inclusive 
biomass industry, wherein the government will provide 60 % of guarantee and subsidy 2 % of the total 
interest rate imposed on the total financing amount. Despite various actions and initiatives have been taken, 
the growth of the biomass industry in Malaysia is still relatively slow. Literature, anecdotal evidence and 
businesses have identified that one of the factors contribute to the slow diffusion of the industry is due to the 
high-risk profile of the industry. Biomass industry is a multidiscipline industry and thus associated with wide 
range of expertise and stakeholders. Yatim et al. (2017) [4] identify that the industry does not only 
associated with financial, operation, technology risk as any other industry, it also exposes to five main risk 
categories, namely technology, financing, supply chain, regulatory, and environmental and social. Risk is 
generally defined as the product of probability of occurrences of risk event multiple with its impact or 
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consequences. As biomass industry is a relatively new industry, there is still the lack of historical data to aid 
the estimation of the probability and impacts. Moreover, risk is exerting in both tangible and intangible as 
well as can be quantitative and qualitative event. Thus, in this work, Fuzzy Analytic Network Process 
(FANP) and Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) are adopted to develop a 
hybrid model to assess and prioritize risks to design the most effective debottlenecking solution. 
2 BACKGROUND 
Fuzzy Analytics Network Process (ANP) is a combination of fuzzy set theory and Analytics Network 
Process. Analytic Network Process is the generic form of Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) that developed 
by Saaty in the late 1980s [5]. ANP overcomes the constraint of AHP on unidirectional (i.e., top-to-bottom) 
problem structure to include feedback dependence and inner dependence in deriving the final composite 
priority through supermatrix approach. However, there have been increasing argument on the crisp value of 
the Saaty’s traditional 9-point fundamental scale in elicit judgement on pairwise comparison questions. It is 
claimed that human judgement can be vague and ambiguity in time and not feasible to be fully represented 
with single crisp value [6]. Thus, fuzzy membership function has often integrating with ANP on better 
representation of judgement with inclusion of the confidence level of domain in giving judgement. Fuzzy 
membership function is represented by a vector <l, m, u> wherein l is the lower bound of the judgement, m 
is the modal value and u is the upper level. The range of upper bound and lower bound (i.e., u-l) indicates 
the confidence interval of the domain in giving judgement, wherein huge gap signifies the domain is less 
certain about the judgements given and vice versa. Fuzzy set theory was first introduced by Zadeh (1965) to 
overcome the constraints of high uncertainty due to incomplete or insufficient information [7]. Its 
application is wide extended to multiple field and industry ever since including in multiple criteria decision-
making area to include uncertainties in the judgement given by domain. FANP is a powerful for multiple 
criteria decision making as it offer high flexibility in problem structuring. It enables a clear indication of 
dominance relationship between clusters, as well as inner relationship of elements in each cluster in fulfilling 
the overall goal.  
On the other hand, Decision Making Trial and Evaluation Laboratory (DEMATEL) is first introduced by the 
Geneva Research Centre in 1972 [8]. The main function of DEMATEL is to analyse the relationship of 
multiple elements in a complex system to determine the causal and dependency relationship based on expert 
knowledges. Its ability to analyse and visualize the relationship in matrices or digraph have attracted high 
attention in recent year in investigating and intertwined complex problems in various field, inclusive but not 
limited to business arena, research field and etc. By recognizing and categorizing the variables into cause 
and effect factors, it enhances the decision making for optimal selection of the strategy to tackle the issues. 
The proposed model that integrating FANP and DEMATEL does not offers solution that solely based on the 
degree of dominance relation of the variables, but also synchronized with the causal and effect relationship 
in prioritizing risk. The outcome provides a comprehensive picture for the industry players to design the 
mitigation strategy that is most effective in managing the risk associated with the biomass industry. 
Meanwhile, policy makers can also utilize the information to put in place supports and mechanisms to 
reduce the risk barriers more effectively and efficiently to spur up the overall growth of the industry.     
 
3 METHODOLOGY 
The proposed methodology consists of five main steps with the detailed explanation as follows: 
Step 1: Literature review are performed to identify the risks associated biomass industry. Focus group 
discussion that consists of 8 to 15 participants is conducted to validate the findings from literature review 
and get extra inputs that are more relevant to Malaysia context. The focus group participants comprised of a 
good mixed of biomass industry stakeholders, including industry players, researchers, capital providers and 
policy makers to encourage discussion on the opportunity and challenges faced by different stakeholders in 
the biomass industry.     
Step 2: The information gathered from stakeholders is then structured into a hierarchical model as shown in 
Figure 1. The hierarchical model consists of 3 levels, with the top level as the goal, to prioritize the risks for 
debottlenecking, followed by level 2, risk categories and level 3, risk events. The details for the identified 
risk events are described in Table 1. Arrows are used to represent the relationship of elements and level 
clusters associated in the model. Downward arrows (i) and (ii) show the direct dependency of the element(s) 
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in the lower level with respect to the element(s) in upper level. Self-looping arrow (iii) indicates the inner 
dependency of the element with itself and other element(s) within the same level cluster. Self-looping arrow 
(iv) indicates the interdependency of element(s) with the other element(s) within the same level cluster. 
Feedback control loop arrows (v) and (vi) connecting all the element(s) back to the controlling element of 
the model, which is the goal. The purpose of feedback control loop is to ensure that the whole model is 
strongly connected to avoid judgements that are non-relevance to the purpose of study [6]. 
 
 
Figure 1: Diagraph of the hierarchical network model  
Table 1. The description of the risk events in level 3 
Code Description 
R1 Long pay back periods 
R2 High upfront capital 
R3 Inconsistent feedstock supply 
R4 Lack of information to assess the performance of biomass project  
R5 High logistics cost  
R6 Lack of resources and capability to scale up to industrial level 
R7 Lack of technical and safety standards for biomass plant 
R8 Unclear regulations and policies related to biomass industry 
 
Step 3: Elicit judgement from experts on the degree of the dominance relationship and intensity of influence 
power and being influenced through pairwise comparison questionnaires. Linguistics scale is adopted in this 
work to compare the relative dominance relationship of elements and clusters. The description of the 
linguistics scale with its correspond value is presented in Table 2. The questionnaire is divided into two 
parts. The first section comprises of inputs for FANP to assess: (a) direct dependence of level 2 with respect 
to level 1; (b) direct dependence of level 3 element(s) with respect level 2 element(s); (c) inner dependence 
of element(s) in level 2. The second section consists of questions for DEMATEL to determine (d) the 
interdependence of the element(s) in level 3 and to identify (e) causal and effect factor on the element(s) in 
level 3.      
Table 2. Fuzzy scale for pairwise comparative judgement and measurement scale for DEMATEL 
Linguistic scale Lower bound 
(lij) 
Modal value 
(mij) 
Upper bound 
(uij) 
 Linguistic scale Value 
Equally 1.0 1.0 1.0  No influence 0 
Slightly more 1.2 2.0 3.2  Very low influence 1 
Moderately more 1.5 3.0 5.6  Low influence 2 
Strongly more 3.0 5.0 7.9  High influence 3 
Very strongly more 6.0 8.0 9.5  Very high influence 4 
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Step 4: Derive the priority vectors and matrix to populate the initial supermatrix. The mathematic operation 
for both FANP and DEMATEL are associated with matrix, with procedures as described in the following. 
The fuzzy judgements from the first section (i.e. inputs for FANP) of pairwise comparison questionnaire are 
populated to form reciprocal matrix (i.e., )) as the following:     
where  ;     (1) 
Geometric mean method is used to aggregate the judgements of multiple experts on the same pairwise 
comparison judgement prior forming the reciprocal matrix [9]. Every relationship as indicated with arrow 
(i), (ii) and (iii) consists of its own matrices. The priority vector representing the final priority of the said 
relationship is derived with the non-linear programming (NLP) calibrated by Promentilla et al. (2015) [10] 
as follows:  
Maximize 𝜆  
(2a) 
s.t.:  
 
(2b) 
 
(2c) 
 
 (2d) 
 
(2e) 
 
(2f) 
 (2g) 
where in 𝜆 is the overall degree of satisfaction of the judgements and a measure of consistency. 𝜆 value is 
suggested to be within 0.0 and 1.0, which 1.0 indicates that the judgements achieve perfect consistency 
while 0.0 indicates that the judgements only satisfy at its boundary. In the event that 𝜆 appeared to be 
negative-value, it is suggested for the respective experts to revisit his/her judgements as some of the 
judgements are conflicting with each other. 
 
The judgements for DEMATEL questions are populated to form direct relation matrix (D). Varying with the 
FANP matrices which is reciprocal, D is a square matrix that indicates the intensity of the influence power of 
the row element i with respect to column elements j. The diagonal value for D (i.e., when i=j) is equal to 
zero, as it is assumed that an element has no influence upon itself [11]. D is then normalized by divided with 
the largest value of its row to form direct relation matrix (M). All the possible interacting of the elements in 
M is then captured to derive total relation matrix as illustrated by following equation:  
 
when   
(3) 
where M is the normalized direct relation matrix and I is an identity matrix.  
Next, calculate the sum of row (Ri) and column (Ci) of the T, where Ri indicates the overall influence power 
of row’s element, while (Ci) indicates the intensity of column’s element being influenced by other elements. 
The sum of row and column (i.e., Ri + Ci) shows the degree of prominence of the element i in the overall 
cluster. Meanwhile, (Ri - Ci) indicates the net effects of the element i in the system. Element with a positive 
value for (ri - ci) is classified as cause factor while element with a negative value for (ri - ci) is categorized as 
effect factor. The overall prominence level and cause and effect relationship can be illustrated by plotting a 
digraph with (Ri + Ci) against (Ri - Ci).  The total relation matrix is normalized by the largest value of its 
column prior populated to the supermatrix.  
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Step 5: The priority vectors derived from FANP method and total relation matrix derived from DEMATEL 
method (i.e., shaded in grey in Figure 2) are act as entry into the initial supermatrix with the order as 
illustrated in Figure 2. The supermatrix is multiple by itself until the values are converged. The final priority 
weightage for the model is presented in the last column of the matrix in Figure 2 (i.e., highlighted in yellow).    
 
Figure 2: The initial supermatrix with the final priority weightages 
The summary of procedures for the proposed methodology is illustrated in Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3: Methodology flow chart 
 
4 RESULT AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the final priority weightage, financing risk (29.94 %) appeared to be the most prominent risk 
category in hindering the overall development of the biomass industry, followed by the technology risk 
(23.96 %), supply chain risk (18.49 %), environmental and social risk (14.25 %) and regulatory risk (13.35 
%). Biomass project often associated with high upfront cost, which set a high barrier to enter the industry. It 
is challenging for the industry players to receive financing or investment from capital providers to start-up 
the project, particularly for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) that are lack with liquidity and assets to 
serve as guarantee on the total financing amount. At current stage, the technology associated with high-value 
added conversion is still extremely expensive and yet to achieve cost reduction with production at economic-
of-scale. Lack of the commercialize viable technology and uncertain of long-term performance of the 
technology intensify the technology risk.  
Taking into the causal and effect of risk events in deriving the final priority weightage for the 8 risk events, 
“R4 Lack of information to assess the performance of biomass project” (15.55 %) ranked the first to be 
debottlenecked the commercialization of biomass value added products in Malaysia, followed with “R8 
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Unclear regulations and policies related to biomass industry” (15.07 %) and “R6 Lack of resources and 
capability to scale up to industrial level” (14.42 %). It is suggested for the government to initiate a 
centralized data system that congregate all the information related to biomass industry, inclusive but not 
limited to the price of the supply and demand, technology and process available, supports and incentives 
offered to the industry stakeholders and rules and regulation associated with the industry. Furthermore, clear, 
consistent and adequate regulatory framework with supporting policies are also necessary to provide 
essential information for the industry players to understand the industry as a whole and take advantage on 
the supports and incentives offered by government to manage the respective risks.  
5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
The paper proposed a novel methodology for the assessment and prioritization of the risk associated with 
Malaysia biomass industry. The hybrid model that integrating FANP and DEMATEL provides a systematic 
and transparent way to identify, analyse and evaluate the correlation between elements and clusters and 
pinpoint the causal and effect factors in the model. The results provide a reference for the industry 
stakeholders to design risk management plan that directly tackle prominence and causal risk, to achieve the 
maximum output with minimum input. Future work will be focus on extending the model to produce a 
comprehensive risk profile for the biomass industry in Malaysia. Extra risk events can be added to current 
model to provides more dimension on the risks associated with the industry. An extra level of mitigation 
strategy can also be added to select the most effective strategy. Case study will be developed to validate the 
effectiveness of the risk mitigation strategy on hedge, transfer and reduce risks associated with the biomass 
industry in Malaysia. 
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ABSTRACT 
C-C bond formation is a pivotal method to construct complex molecules from some simple substrates, with 
the electrophilic alkylation of a given starting material being one of the most useful procedures. The 
straightforward routes to the creation of a variety of alcohols having intricate structures through alkylation of 
simple alcohols remain very unusual. Previously we found that during heterogeneously catalyzed conversion 
of ethanol with iso-propanol 2-pentanol formed with the yield equal to 35 wt.%. The general co-products 
were 1-butanol, 1-hexanol and 1-octanol that are valuable chemicals itself. Here we propose a 
heterogeneously catalytic route to convert such fermentation products as ethanol, acetone, 2-propanol and 1-
butanol obtained from a variety of renewable carbohydrate sources into precursors for petrol, diesel and jet 
fuels. One of the work features is the use of heterometallic precursors, containing different pairs of metals 
closer to a distance less than the sum of their covalent radii, for supported catalysts creation.  
Keywords: bioalcohols, heterogeneous catalysis 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Natural biological routes to produce alcohols (ethanol and n-butanol) from carbohydrates have been known 
for more than 100 years, and these compounds have been produced in fermentations at high titres (100 and 
15 g l21, respectively) and at yields near their theoretical maxima. These low-molecular-mass compounds 
are primarily suitable as additives or in certain situations (for example, E100 flex fuel vehicles) as 
alternatives to petrol. Advances in metabolic engineering have enabled the biological production of several 
higher-molecular mass jet and diesel fuel compounds from carbohydrates, but until now these processes 
have suffered from low titres and yields [1-3]. 
The use of biomass as raw material for the synthesis of fuels and chemicals is nowadays a major challenge 
because of the scarcity of fossil fuels and the global climate change concerns. Although from a 
thermodynamic point of view, the use of biomass for satisfying the needs of fuels and chemicals is reliable 
[4], many technological limitations burden this possibility. Only a very minor fraction of this biomass 
(triglycerides, sugars and starches) can be selectively transformed into fuels (biodiesel) or chemicals (mainly 
ethanol), whereas most of the biomass components (cellulose, lignin) are not easy to transform into valuable 
organic molecules. Cost of the treatments of the whole biomass (such as pyrolysis or acid/enzymatic 
hydrolysis) lead to the formation of low-rank organic molecules of low molecular weight and high 
oxygen/carbon ratio. In this way, bioethanol is obtained in the fermentation of sugars and starches; 
chemicals such as acetone, acetic acid, phenols, furfural and other light oxygenates are released during the 
fast pyrolysis of biomass feedstock [5], and large amount of oxidized derivatives of the sugars (such as 
furfural, hydroxymethylfurfural, glucuronic acid) are formed during the acid hydrolysis of wooden 
feedstocks [6]. The transformation of molecules of low molecular weight into larger molecules must involve 
the formation of new carbon–carbon bonds [7]. C-C bonds formation is a pivotal method to construct 
complex molecules from some simple substrates, with the electrophilic alkylation of a given starting material 
being one of the most useful procedures [8]. Alcohols are one of the most basic and important organic 
materials owing to their wide variety of uses in industrial and laboratory chemistry.  
The classic β-alkylation of a secondary alcohol leading to a higher alcohol usually requires tedious processes 
producing a lot of waste: oxidation, alkylation and reduction, which cause some disadvantages in the atom 
economic [9] and environmental [10] points of view. Thus any new strategy for the catalytic direct β-
alkylation of secondary alcohols to create higher alcohols would be highly desirable, all the more so if it is 
an environmentally benign route with high atom efficiency [11]. 
The scope of the present work is to study the effect of Cu and Pd supported on γ-Al2O3 on selectivity and 
catalytic activity in bioalcohols cross-coupling reaction. Previously, we found that during heterogeneously 
catalyzed conversion of ethanol with isopropanol 2-pentanol formed with the yield equal to 35 wt.% [12]. 
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The general co-products were 1-butanol, 1-hexanol and 1-octanol that are valuable chemicals itself. Here we 
propose a heterogeneously catalytic route to convert such fermentation products as ethanol, acetone, 2-
propanol and 1-butanol obtained from a variety of renewable carbohydrate sources into precursors for petrol, 
diesel and jet fuels. One of the work features is the use of heterometallic precursors, containing different 
pairs of metals closer to a distance less than the sum of their covalent radii, for supported catalysts creation. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL 
As a catalyst we used 0.1wt.%Pd-0.12wt.%Cu/γ-Al2O3 system. Analytical grade ethanol, isopropanol and 1-
butanol were used without further purification. Catalytic experiments were carried out in a 45 mL high 
pressure Parr autoclave equipped with magnetic stirring. The reactor was loaded with the catalyst (typically 
4.5 g). The catalyst testing procedure was as follows: the reactor with catalyst was loaded with equal 
volumes of ethanol (25 ml) or ethanol and isopropanol (typically 13 ml of each alcohol) or with 25 ml of 
mixture containing 60 vol.% 1-butanol, 30 vol.% acetone and 10 vol.% ethanol, closed and flushed with 
inert gas (Ar). The reactor was heated up to 275°C with a heating rate of 20°C/min. The reaction was carried 
out for 5 h. Then, the reactor was cooled down and analysis of the reaction mixture was performed. 
Qualitative and quantitative analysis of the C1–C5 hydrocarbon gases was performed by gas chromatography 
(GC) with a Kristall-4000M chromatograph (carrier gas: He, column: HP-PLOT/Al2O3, 50 m × 0.32 mm; 
flame ionization detector). GC analyses of CO, CO2 and H2 were performed with a Kristall-4000 
chromatograph (carrier gas: Ar, column: SKT, 1.5 m × 4 mm; thermal conductivity detector). The qualitative 
composition of the liquid organic products was carried out by gas-liquid chromatography coupled to a mass 
spectrometry (GLC-MS) using a MSD 6973 - and an Autowt.-150 spectrometer - (EI = 70 eV, columns: HP-
5MS, 50 m × 0.32 mm and CPSil-5, 25 m × 0.15 mm). The quantitative content of the organic compounds 
was determined by GLC using a Varian 3600 chromatograph (carrier gas: He, column: Chromtec SE-30, 25 
m × 0.25 mm detector: flame ionization detector). 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
As it considered ethanol and acetone-butanol-ethanol (ABE) mixture might be a prospective bio-derived 
source for chemicals and fuels in future [13, 14]. First, we tested the activity of Pd-Cu catalyst for self-
condensation of ethanol to 1-butanol and higher molecule alcohols (Scheme 1). 1-butanol is known to be an 
effective additive to gasoline [15], so the efficiency of the catalyst was evaluated as the selectivity of 1-
butanol formation and the conversion of ethanol.  
2 CH3 OH
2
CH3 O-2H2
OH
CH3 O CH3 O-H2O
CH3 OH
+2H2
  
Scheme 1. Ethanol self-condensation pathways. 
The catalyst showed the highest yield of condensation product such as 1-butanol with selectivity of 65.6 % 
at 56.3 % conversion of ethanol (Figure 1). An important aspect of any catalytic process is the lifetime of the 
catalyst that was investigated with series of consecutive experiments. During the first 20 hours being on 
stream the catalyst changes its activity and selectivity very markedly. After that, an insignificant (not more 
than 10%) decrease in the conversion of ethanol and an increase (no more than 10%) of the selectivity of the 
formation of 1-butanol is observed until 70 hours. The selectivity of the formation of 1-octanol and 1-
hexanol remains constant. After 70 hours of operation of the catalyst, the reduction in the degree of 
conversion of ethanol becomes more pronounced, and the dynamics of increasing selectivity of 1-butanol 
formation slows down. 
During the self-condensation reaction of ethanol, water forms. The results of the study of the effect of water 
content in ethanol on the selectivity of the reaction are shown in Figure 2. It is shown that when using 
absolute ethanol, its conversion is significantly increased, while the selectivity to 1-butanol remains 
practically constant. The selectivity of formation of 1-hexanol and 1-octanol decreases in proportion to the 
increase in water content. It is likely that a significant reduction in the degree of conversion of ethanol with 
increasing water concentration in the reaction zone is due to competitive chemisorption of water and ethanol 
at identical active sites. Perhaps the water molecules form tightly bound surface compounds with the 
catalyst, thereby blocking the active sites from the molecules of the alcohol. 
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Figure 1. Dynamics of 1-butanol (S(1-BuOH)), 1-hexanol (S-(1HexOH)), 1-octanol (S(1-OctOH)) 
selectivity and ethanol conversion changes during stability experiments. 
 
Figure 2. Water content effect on the self-condensation of ethanol reaction parameters. 
To evaluate regularities of ABE mixture conversion first we tested ethanol and acetone mixture conversion 
and 1-butanol and acetone mixture conversion. Ethanol and 1-butanol do not react under the reaction 
conditions with each other. Products composition of 50 vol.% ethanol and 50 vol.% acetone mixture 
conversion are presented in Figure 3. Conversion of both reagents was approximately 50%. The first step of 
the reaction is dehydrogenation of ethanol to acetaldehyde followed by β-alkylation of acetone with 
acetaldehyde (Scheme 2). Products analysis indicates that acetone partially reduces to isopropanol. That is 
undesirable process, that probably may be inhibited with catalyst composition tuning. The main products of 
alkylation of acetone with ethanol are 2-pentanon and 2-pentanol (Scheme 3, product A). The content of 4-
heptanol (Scheme 3, product C) is 4.5 times smaller than one of 2-pentanol and 2-pentanon. That 
phenomenon indicates that predominantly only one condensation step take place. 
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Figure 3. Products composition of 50 vol.% ethanol and 50 vol.% acetone mixture conversion 
The composition of the products of the co-conversion of 1-butanol and acetone is shown in Figure 4. It is 
seen from the figure that 4-heptanone dominates in the reaction products (Scheme 3, product B1), which 
indicates the high intensity of the stage of monoalkylation of acetone with 1-butanol. It should be noted that 
part of the acetone is converted to isopropanol, undergoing hydrogenation with hydrogen formed during the 
dehydrogenation of 1-butanol (Scheme 2). The yield of doublalkylation products is lower than 
monoalkylated, but their content is approximately 20%. The main reaction products are ketones. The yield of 
alcohols is much lower. The high content of ketones in reaction products suggests that their composition is 
potentially promising for the preparation of C12-C18 compounds, however, it is necessary to increase the 
condensing capacity of the catalyst. 
 
Figure 4. Products composition of 50 vol.% 1-butanol and 50 vol.% acetone mixture conversion 
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Scheme 2. The first step of the reaction dehydrogenation of alcohols 1) and 3). Undesirable 
reaction of acetone hydrogenation 3). 
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The composition of the products of the ABE mixture conversion is shown in Figure 5. In reaction products, 
ketones are observed up to three consecutive alkylation steps. Thus, the intensity of the condensation stage 
increases with increasing amount of initial reagents. We explored the mechanism of the reaction by 
following the reaction progress (Scheme 3). Monoalkylation of acetone with 1-butanol and ethanol produces 
2-pentanone and 2-heptanone. These species underwent further reaction to form double-alkylated products. 
No aldehydes were observed during the reaction, suggesting that the aldehyde intermediates were present in 
very low concentrations and reacted rapidly with acetone and other ketones. Hence, the formation of Guerbet 
products was minimized, and acetone alkylation predominated. 
 
Scheme 3. A general pathways of ABE fermentation mixture conversion. 
 
Figure 5. Products distribution of ABE mixture conversion. 
The alcohols (1-butanol and ethanol) are dehydrogenated by the catalyst, generating the reactive aldehydes 
and hydrogen. At this stage the aldehydes undergo either a self-aldol reaction to form the Guerbet product 
precursor, or an aldol reaction with acetone. Under the conditions employed here, condensation with acetone 
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seems to be favoured, because acetone is present at much higher concentrations than the transient aldehydes. 
Subsequent dehydration of the aldol product under the reaction conditions furnishes α, β-unsaturated ketones 
that undergo hydrogenation with the hydrogen generated in the first step. Completing the same cycle with 
monoalkylated products affords the expected double alkylation products. The relative ease of attack by the 
unsubstituted versus the substituted a-carbon of the monoalkylated products leads primarily to unbranched 
products. This combination of kinetic controls on the alkylation reaction therefore enables the conversion of 
a mixture of renewable metabolites into a well-defined range of ketone products. 
Thus, the principal possibility of obtaining high-molecular alcohols and ketones from ABE mixture is 
shown. The products obtained can be additives to gasoline, or be hydroisomerized to produce branched 
alkanes, which are the main components of motor fuels. 
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ABSTRACT 
China’s total amount of bioenergy resources is close to 322 Mt oil equivalent, but most of them are 
abandoned or inefficiently utilized. Considering the urgent needs for low-carbon heat and power supply, it is 
of importance to further deploy advanced technologies to efficiently use these resources. However, various 
bioenergy technologies have different technical performance, and the performance is strongly associated 
with regional conditions of resources, engineering and policies. This manuscript compared typical case 
studies in various countries on biomass solid densified fuels, biomass power and biogas projects to 
comprehensively evaluate their technical performance. According to the technical stages from raw material, 
energy conversion to end use, we identified key influencing factors of the technical performance from 
perspectives of energy, environment and economy. The results indicated that raw material type, fuel forming 
method and production scale are main factors for biomass solid densified fuels. Raw material type, fuel 
pretreatment place and power generation mode greatly affect the technical performance of biomass power. 
The main factors for biogas projects are raw material type and utilization model of products. In general, the 
key point to improve the technical performance is to develop a comprehensive utilization approach suitable 
for local resource conditions of bioenergy. 
Keywords: Technical performance, Biomass solid densified fuels, Biomass power, Biogas projects 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Bioenergy comes from the solar energy stored in biomass in the form of chemical energy. Bioenergy 
resources mainly include forest resources, agricultural resources, livestock manure, municipal solid waste, 
sewage sludge and others [1]. Compared with other kinds of renewable energy, the raw materials of 
bioenergy are relatively easy to collect and store [2].  
Driven by the pressure of carbon emission reduction and environmental protection, the development of 
bioenergy and other kinds of renewable energy becomes an important issue. In China, there are large 
amounts of various bioenergy resources, especially agricultural and forestry residues. However, bioenergy 
utilization has met a series of problems, such as low resource utilization rate, immature bioenergy 
technologies and small industrial scale (see Chapter 2). These problems are related with the technical 
performance of various bioenergy technologies, and the performance is strongly associated with regional 
conditions, including local resources, engineering and policies. Therefore, it is deserved to further evaluate 
the technical performance of various bioenergy technologies according to regional specifications. 
In this manuscript, we attempt to objectively evaluate and analyze the technical performance of bioenergy 
technologies based on specific cases. First, we reviewed the resource amount, utilization status and relevant 
literatures on technical performance (Chapter 2). Second, we select three main bioenergy technologies in 
the field of heat and power, including biomass solid densified fuels, biomass power and biogas projects 
(Chapter 3-5 respectively). Based on typical cases in different countries, we conclude the key factors 
influencing the life-cycle technical performance from perspectives of energy, environment and economy. 
Finally, some conclusions and suggestions are given in Chapter 6. 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
The total amount of bioenergy resources in China is 322 Mt oil equivalent. In 2015, Crop straws, residues 
of forestry and livestock manure occupied 93% of the total amount [3], which belong to waste and are 
abundant in rural areas in China. However, the utilization of bioenergy resources still faces several problems 
in the following aspects: 
(1) Large amount of waste and low utilization efficiency: In 2013, the consumption amount of 
bioenergy was 23.10 Mt oil equivalent, which only accounted for 0.9% of the total energy consumption in 
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China. From the aspect of power, the electricity produced by biomass was 42 billion kWh, which only 
occupied 0.8% of the total amount of electricity. In rural areas of China, most of the biomass is used in the 
traditional way of direct combustion, such as cooking and heating fuels with low utilization efficiency [4]. 
With the development of economy and change of energy structure, people in rural areas are more likely to 
choose commercial energy, such as coals, electricity and liquefied petroleum gas [5]. Such a way of energy 
consumption causes a number of abandoned agricultural and forestry residues. On-site burning of crop 
straws not only causes severe air pollution, but also wastes local bioenergy resources [6]. 
(2) New types of bioenergy technologies lack large-scale applications: Bioenergy utilization is still at 
the early stage in China. Compared with other developed countries, bioenergy technologies for heat and 
power need to be strengthened considering local conditions, commercial exploitation and scale utilization.  
a. Biomass solid densified fuels: In China, the enterprises are scattered and lack uniform industrial and 
product standards. In contrast, biomass briquette industry is developing rapidly in Sweden, which benefits 
from available raw materials, a reasonable tax system and an extensive regional heating network [7].  
b. Biomass power: Biomass-fired power industry is mature in European countries, such as straw-fired 
power technology in Denmark. Though China attached great importance to developing biomass power, few 
breakthroughs have been made in key technical procedures. Therefore, the main technologies and equipment 
still mainly rely on import [8].  
c. Biogas projects: Biogas technology is developed in Germany. The products grow from combined heat 
and power to vehicle fuels as well as household fuels by network transmission. China has some 
demonstration projects in this field. However, it is necessary to optimize the stages of raw material 
collection, fermentation technology and product promotion and reduce the cost of a project [9].  
From the above, the promotion and optimization are key points to develop bioenergy technologies, and 
technical performance of energy, environment and economy is the core issue. What’s more, the development 
of bioenergy technology is in close contact with comprehensive utilization of local resources. Therefore, it is 
essential to know the reasons for their differences in specific cases. This manuscript aims at different cases 
of biomass solid densified fuels, biomass power and biogas projects, comparing their technical performance 
of energy, environment and economy and excavating their influencing factors. 
3 BIOMASS SOLID DENSIFIED FUELS 
Biomass solid densified fuels are processed from loose biomass at a certain temperature and under a 
certain pressure. They have the advantages of high heat value, high density and regular forms [10]. 
3.1 Technical Stages 
The main technical stages of biomass solid densified fuels  are shown in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1. Main Technical Stages of Biomass Solid Densified Fuels 
Biomass production contains the process of biomass from planting to harvesting. when planting, fertilizers 
and pesticides are needed. Considering that raw materials are carried by transport, vehicle fuels are 
necessary. Solid fuel forming is the most important stage of the whole life cycle, during which the loose and 
irregular raw material is processed to solid fuels with high density and heat value. The main energy input of 
this part is electricity. After forming, the products will be distributed to users. Similar to biomass 
transportation, vehicle fuels are also needed during distribution. The solid densified fuels are used for 
cooking or heating during the stage of end use. 
3.2 Case Study 
In this part, we select three typical cases of biomass solid densified fuels in China, Canada and Japan 
[11,12,13], trying to find out the influencing factors of the technical performance (These cases are called 
Chinese case, Canadian case and Japanese case respectively in 3.2).  
Chinese case studied a production line of 20,000 tons of corn straw briquette fuels in Henan Province. As 
for economic indicators, this project can realize 36% internal rate of return. In the aspect of energy, the 
authors thought corn straws were residues, so there was no energy consumption during planting. Canadian 
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case discussed the environmental effect of biomass solid densified fuels and considered fertilizers and 
pesticides during crop planting. Besides, the authors thought that the carbon emission during combustion 
derived from the absorption by photosynthesis during growth. In Japanese case, abundant woody bioenergy 
resources were processed into woody pellets for heat and power in Gifu Prefecture, Japan. The products 
included not only solid densified fuels, but also electricity produced by woody waste and municipal solid 
waste. The electricity can be used during the process of solid fuel forming. 
The technical performance of energy, environment and economy are shown in Table 1.  
Table 1. Technical Performance Indicators of Biomass Solid Densified Fuels 
The common raw materials of biomass solid densified fuels are woody waste, straws and other 
agricultural residues. The energy consumption and carbon emission are associated with research boundary, 
raw material type and fuel forming method. If the fertilizers and pesticides are not considered in the life 
cycle, the amount of energy consumption and carbon emission will decrease. For raw material type, 
generally, the heat value of woody biomass is higher than that of straws.  The optimization of fuel forming 
method will also improve the technical performance of energy and environment. For economic performance, 
the cost of biomass solid densified fuels is relevant to production scale. 
From the perspective of the whole life cycle, the process of solid fuel forming consumes the most energy. 
Fuel combustion contributes the most carbon emission. However, because of carbon absorption by 
photosynthesis, the carbon emission of biomass solid densified fuels is smaller than that of coals.  
4 BIOMASS POWER 
Biomass power technology refers to the electricity generation from direct combustion of biomass, or 
conversion of biomass into combustible gas [14]. 
4.1 Technical Stages 
The main technical stages of biomass power are shown in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Main Technical Stages of Biomass Power 
Raw material supply includes the process of biomass growth to material collection. The pretreatment 
procedure can be done either in the producing area or in the power plant. If mechanized operations are 
necessary, gasoline, diesel oil and other types of energy should be input. Then, the biomass raw materials are 
transported from the producing area to the power plant, which requires vehicle fuels. Power generation is the 
key point of biomass power technology. The bioenergy can be transferred to heat and electricity. Most of the 
electricity is supplied for end users, the other is used for the power plant itself. 
4.2 Case Study 
We select three cases of biomass power technology in China, Japan and Canada [15,16,17] (these cases 
are called Chinese case, Japanese case and Canadian case respectively in 4.3).  
In Chinese case, the installed capacity of Salix direct-fired power generation system in Inner Mongolia is 
24 MW. The cost of the electricity is higher than the price of local coal power (0.48 RMB/kWh). The 
installed capacity in Japanese case is 10 MW. The woody residues from power generation can be processed 
to solid densified fuels, establishing a comprehensive system with heat and power. Incentivized by feed-in 
Country Year Raw 
material 
Product Energy 
consumption ( 
MJ/MJ) 
Carbon 
emission 
(gCO2, e/MJ) 
Cost 
($/t) 
Profit 
($/t) 
China 2014 Corn 
straws 
Biomass briquette 
fuels 
0.0456 
 
1 
 
48.7  
 
61.1  
Canada 2011 Wheat 
straws 
Biomass pellet 
fuels 
0.1049 9.984 
 
  
Japan 2012 Woody 
biomass 
Woody pellets      
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tariff programs, this project could obtain economic benefits. Canadian case discussed the application of 
woody residues. The case aimed at the capacity of 137 MW. The authors studied the effect of biomass 
processing place on carbon emission. 
The information and technical performance of energy, environment and economy are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Technical Performance Indicators of Biomass Power 
Country  Year Raw 
material 
Generating 
efficiency 
Energy 
consumption 
(MJ/kWh) 
Carbon emission 
(gCO2,e/kWh) 
Cost 
(₵/kWh) 
Profit 
(₵/kWh) 
China 2015 Salix 18.7% 24.53 
 
114 7.9 
 
4.3 (with 
government 
subsidies) 
Japan 2017 Woody 
biomass 
25%     
Canada 2014 Woody 
residues 
  18.83 
(producing 
area), 21.7 
(power plant) 
  
Biomass power plants can use woody biomass, agricultural residues and energy crops as raw materials to 
generate electricity. The indicators of energy and environment are related to research boundary, raw material 
type, fuel pretreatment place and power generation mode. For research boundary, if we consider the energy 
input during biomass growth and power plant construction, the amount of energy consumption and carbon 
emission will increase without doubt. The heat value of raw material also influences the carbon emission. In 
terms of power generation mode, waste from electricity generation is worth recycling to supply heat. In 
general, the cost of biomass power is higher than that of coal-fired power, which needs government 
subsidies to support such projects. 
5 BIOMASS PROJECTS 
The main component of biogas is methane, followed by carbon dioxide and other components. Biogas 
fermentation requires proper carbon nitrogen ratio, the specific values of which range from 20:1 to 30:1 [18]. 
The products of biogas project include cooking fuels, vehicle fuels and electricity. 
5.1 Technical Stages 
The main stages of biogas project is shown in Figure 3. The whole life cycle can be divided into three 
parts, including raw material supply, biogas conversion and purification and product supply 
 
Figure 3. Main Technical Stages of Biogas Projects 
The collection of some raw materials, such as crop straws, depends on seasons. As a result, it is necessary 
to store them after collection. The transportation process needs vehicle fuels as energy input. The proportion 
of methane can be increased and the proportion of carbon dioxide can be decreased after purification. The 
residua of fermentation can be separated to biogas residues and biogas slurry. Biogas can be used to generate 
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electricity or be applied to cogeneration. If biomethane meet the standards of fuels, it is accessible to gas 
network for residents, public service facilities and vehicle fuels. It is an effective way to use biogas residues 
for fertilizers and biogas slurry for recycle production. 
5.2 Case Study 
In this part, we select biogas projects in China and Germany to have a further discussion [19,20] (these 
cases are called Chinese case and German case respectively in 5.2). 
In Chinese case, on account of high gas rate and convenience of transportation, the abundant corn straws 
become the main raw materials in Chifeng Biogas Project. Livestock manure are mainly used to initiate 
fermentation process. This project has totally 6000 m3 anaerobic fermentation tanks, an organic fertilizer line 
and is expected to sell industrial carbon dioxide product during Phase Two. German case discussed the 
relationship between raw material types and environmental effect of biogas projects. Plan A of raw materials 
contained energy crops and chicken manure. Plan B used algae and chicken manure instead. The total 
fermentation volume is 4500 m3. Biogas from this project is used for combined heat and power of 500 kW. 
The biogas residues and biogas slurry are available to give back to agricultural production. 
The basic information and technical performance of energy and environment and are shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. Technical Performance Indicators of Biomass Projects 
Country Year Raw material Product Energy 
consumption 
(TJ) 
Carbon 
emission 
(gCO2,e/MJ) 
China 2017 Corn straws and 
manure 
Biomethane, organic fertilizer and 
industrial carbon dioxide 
141.2 
 
92.8 
Germany 2017 Energy crops and 
chicken manure 
Electricity, heat and fertilizer  28.9 
  Algae and 
chicken manure 
 13.9 
Biogas can be produced from agricultural and forestry residues, manure and sewage sludge. Generally, it 
needs mixture of different raw materials to obtain proper carbon nitrogen ratio. From the perspective of the 
whole life cycle, its energy consumption and carbon emission are relative to research boundary, raw material 
type and utilization model of products. Different types of raw materials have various biogas production rates 
and are collected and handled differently. For instance, in Germany case, energy crops need fertilizer and 
herbicide. For algae, fossil fuel input is necessary when using amphibian. From the perspective of product 
application, recycling the residua not only improves utilization rate of bioenergy resources, but also reduces 
energy consumption and carbon emission. 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
This paper reviews resource status, utilization status and technical performance of bioenergy in China. 
Based on typical cases of biomass solid densified fuels, biomass power and biogas projects in different 
countries, we analyze and discuss the main influencing factors of technical performance of energy, 
environment and economy. The conclusions are as follows: 
(1) Specific cases have various raw materials, technology types and research boundaries. As a result, it is 
hard to form an accurate evaluation of technical performance.  
(2) The results indicated that raw material type, fuel forming method and production scale are main 
factors for biomass solid densified fuels. Raw material type, fuel pretreatment place and power generation 
mode greatly affect the technical performance of biomass power. The main factors for biogas projects are 
raw material type and utilization model of products. Overall, the selection of raw material and 
comprehensive utilization of various kinds of bioenergy technologies greatly affect the technical 
performance.  
According to the conclusions above, the following suggestions are given: 
(1) It is necessary to strengthen the analysis and evaluation of newly-built bioenergy projects, timely 
provide first-hand data on technical performance of energy, environment and economy for relevant research, 
as well as the latest understanding of its influencing factors. 
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(2) It is of importance to explore the comprehensive utilization mode of bioenergy technologies in a 
specific region. That means, stakeholders in a specific region must select optimal bioenergy technology or 
technology combination according to raw material and market conditions, in order to achieve efficient 
utilization of regional bioenergy resources and large-scale development of bioenergy technologies. 
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ABSTRACT 
Bio-hydrogenated diesel (BHD) production from biodiesel or fatty acid methyl esters was studied in 
Thailand. The feed rate of FAME to the BHD production process was 10 m3·h-1 according to biodiesel 
production rate from a palm oil refining plant in Thailand. Material and energy balance of BHD production 
was performed in Aspen Plus® to obtain minimum energy consumption using heat integration. 
Subsequently, economic evaluation was done to determine the attractiveness to investment. It was found that 
an investment in BHD production would be attractive to investment when the selling price of BHD was 
higher than 1,280 $ m-3 with the net present value of 38.38 M $.  
Keywords: Techno-economic analysis; Fatty acid methyl ester; Bio-hydrogenated diesel; Hydroprocessing. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The ﬁrst generation of biofuels is biodiesel having already been commercially available. Biodiesel or fatty 
acid methyl esters (FAME) can be produced from vegetable oil or animal fat (bio-lipids) with alcohol via 
transesterification process to form ester compounds and glycerol [1].  FAME can be produced from many 
types of oils and the most common oils are rapeseed oil (rapeseed methyl ester, RME) in Europe, soybean 
oil (Soya methyl ester, SME) in the USA and palm oil in Asia [2-5]. Refined palm stearin (RPS) is an 
interesting feedstock for biodiesel production because it is a by-product from refine palm oil industry [1, 2].  
Biodiesel production using transesteriﬁcation is the most common process. It can operate under atmospheric 
pressure and low temperature and exhibit high yield with good quality biodiesel [2-4]. Density and oxidation 
stability are typically problematic properties for FAME for using in diesel engines because the presence of 
oxygenated compounds in FAME [5]. Therefore, blending ratio of FAME with conventional diesel has a 
limitation, such as up to 7% in Thailand [6]. To improve biodiesel properties, catalytic partial or full 
hydrogenation process of polyunsaturated methyl ester into monounsaturated compound can be introduced 
[8]. It has been reported that partial hydrogenation of vegetable oil [7-9] can improve oxidation stability and 
cetane number of fuel products but some properties of partial hydrogenated methyl ester does not meet 
diesel standard [10]. Due to a limitations of using biodiesel in engines, hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) process 
can be introduced to convert vegetable oils or methyl ester components to liquid alkane hydrocarbons and 
the products can be classified as 2nd generation biofuel as same as hydrogenated renewable diesel (HRD) 
[11]. HDO of methyl ester into alkane have been reported in literatures, such as, methyl heptanoate [12], 
ethyl stearate [13, 14] methyl stearate [15, 16], methyl laurate, and methyl hexanoate [17] or methyl 
palmitate [5].  At present, there are not sufficient researches studying the techno-economic assessment of 
bio-hydrogenated diesel (BHD) production from FAME via HDO process. Therefore, in this work, BHD 
production from FAME was studied by using chemical process simulation to perform material and energy 
balance. Economic evaluation for the investment of BHD production plant from FAME is preliminarily 
evaluated in a case study of Thailand. The attractiveness of project investment is reported as return on 
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investment, payback period, and net present value. The results can present economic potential of BHD 
production from biodiesel in Thailand.    
2 METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Process development 
Bio-hydrogenated diesel (BHD) process production from FAME was simulated using Aspen Plus software. 
FAME was obtained from transesterification of refined palm stearin (RPS) in a capacity of 10 m3·hr-1. The 
composition of FAME, represented by methyl palmitate, was converted to BHD under the operating 
conditions of 495 K, 2 MPa using Ni/SAPO-11 catalysts in 360 minutes of reaction time [5]. This process 
was applied with heat exchanger network design and heat integration optimization by using pinch analysis. 
The reaction of hydrogenation, decarbonylation and decarboxylation [5] are in a semi-batch operation. From 
Figure 1, FAME and hydrogen gas are fed to the process and the reaction undergoes in hydroprocessing 
reactors. All products are cooled and sent to separation. Liquid product is fractionated in a distillation 
column into three groups: light gas, C5–C14 (Naphtha) and a mixture of C15–C18 mixed with unreacted 
FAME. Finally, the bottom products from distillation column are sent to upgrading cold flow properties by 
isomerization reaction [18].  
 
Figure 1 Process flow diagram of BHD production from FAME. 
2.2 Economic analysis of BHD process 
Cost estimation of process production was performed by using the study estimate and preliminary method to 
evaluate fixed capital investment (FCI), working capital (WC) and total capital investment (TCI), 
respectively. Mass and energy balance from the simulation model was used to determine equipment sizes 
and free on board (f.o.b.) purchased equipment costs [19]. Project annual profit can be indicated by rate of 
return on investment (ROI) and it can be calculated using equation 1. 
 
             TCINNP100ROI(%) A    (1) 
 
where NPA is total annual net profit and N is project life time. 
Furthermore, payback period (PBP) and net present value (NPV) were used to analyse the proﬁtability of a 
project investment with the minimum rate of return (MARR) of 10%. Key assumptions for economic 
analysis are shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Key assumptions for economic analysis 
Parameters Value 
Project lifetime 15 y 
Plant availability 345 d y-1 
Plant capacity 10 m3 h-1 of FAME 
MARR 10% 
FAME price 710 $ m-3 
Hydrogen price 4.3×10-1 $ m-3 
 
3 RESULTS 
3.1 Process simulation  
The material balance for BHD production from FAME in a capacity of 10 m3 hr-1 is shown in Table 2. After 
main products pass through separation section and upgrading section to improve fuel property, BHD yield 
from this process is 78.86% with 99.98% conversion. The property of BHD, which is produced from FAME, 
meets the standard properties of renewable diesel (10) with the heating value of 43.939 MJ kg-1 and density 
of 773 g dm-3. 
Table 2. Flow rate in BHD process 
Parameters FAME H2 OFF-Gas C5-C14 BHD-2 
Mole Flow (kmol hr-1)        27.98 64.00 62.66 4.75 23.75 
Mass Flow (kg hr-1)          7567 129 1491 921 5229 
Volume Flow (m3 hr-1)         10 1587 17065 1.36 13.32 
 
3.2 Investment evaluation 
The total f.o.b. cost of equipment of the BHD production is 28.663 M$ leading to fixed capital investment 
(FCI), working capital (WC) and total capital investment (TCI) of 147.328 M$, 25.510 M$ and 172.838 M$, 
respectively. The profitability of this process can be indicated by ROI, PBP, and NPV, which are shown in 
Table 3. The assumption of the project was that the plant was under construction in the first two years. When 
production starts, operating capacity are 50% and 80% of full capacity in the first year and second years of 
operation, respectively. Then, the following years, the plant was operated with 90% of full capacity. The 
selling prices used in this analysis were set based initially on the economic evaluation with the cost of 
FAME at 710 $ m-3. The considered prices are Thailand expected BHD price of 795 $ m-3 (FAME from RPS 
price in Thailand + 85 $ m-3), 1,190 $ m-3 (10%ROI), and 1,280 $ m-3 (6 y of PBP).   
 
Table 3. Profitability of BHD production 
BHD price ($ m-3) ROI (%) PBP (years) NPV (M$) 
790 -8.00 - -235.35 
1,190 10.00 7.50 -12.48 
1,280 14.10 6.00 38.38 
 
In Table 3, it can be seen that the BHD selling price of 795 $ m-3 and 1,190 $ m-3 could not provide benefit 
to the project as it gives negative ROI and NPV. The selling price of 1,280 $ m-3 gives 38.38 M$ with 
14.10% ROI. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 
Economic evaluation of BHD production plant from FAME is performed. The production uses FAME from 
RPS as feedstock with a capacity of 10 m-3 h-1. The BHD yield was found to be about 78.86%. The techno-
economic model was developed to estimate cost of BHD production plant. The total capital investment and 
operating cost for BHD production were 172.838 M$ and 97.584 M$, respectively. In the economic 
evaluation, the Thailand expected BHD selling price between 790 $ m-3 and 1,280 $ m-3, it was found that 
the selling prices must be higher than 1,210 $ m-3 in order to meet 10% MARR. Therefore, there is potential 
in investment for BHD production. However, the appropriate selling price must be assigned.   
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ABSTRACT 
In this work, feasibility study of producing bio-hydrogenated diesel (BHD) from Jatropha oil in Thailand is 
focused. A block flow diagram for the process production is presented with the pre-treated Jatropha oil and 
hydrogen as the main feedstock. The production of BHD is carried out via hydroconversion using chemical 
process simulation software, Aspen Plus. The main process comprises of hydroprocessing that includes 
hydrodeoxygenation, decarbonylation and decarboxylation. Hydroprocessing is operated under temperature 
and pressure of 360ºC and 30 bar, respectively. With a base case of 5.0×103 kg h-1 of Jatropha feed capacity, 
the process produces 3.8×103 kg h-1 of BHD. The product BHD from the calculation has a density of 0.78 kg 
dm-3 and a heating value of 44 MJ·kg-1, which are in the range of diesel standard. In the economic study, a 
minimum acceptable rate of return of 10% with 15 y of project life, the total capital investment cost is 7.10 
M$. A selling price of bio-hydrogenated diesel was 1.10×103 $ m-3 gave the net present value at 145.72 M$. 
From this study, it is found that the production technology is viable for investment. 
Keywords: Techno-economic assessment, Bio-hydrogenated diesel, Jatropha oil, Hydroprocessing 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Renewable and alternative energy sources are currently in focus for production of liquid fuels for 
transportation sector due to the limitation of fossil fuel sources and environmental concerns [1]. Biofuels 
from bioresources, especially oil from plants, has gained interests as an alternative energy resource because 
biofuels from plant oils are nitrogen- and sulphur-free fuel making it environmentally friendly [2]. Biodiesel 
or fatty acid methyl ester, FAME, the first generation of biofuel, derived from vegetable oil or animal fat has 
been produced commercially by transesterification reaction. Biodiesel, however, exhibits undesirable fuel 
properties derived from oxygenated compounds leading to limited blending ratio with liquid diesel from 
fossil fuel [3]. Bio-hydrogenated diesel (BHD) or green diesel, the second generation of diesel-based biofuel, 
has recently been in attention due to its good properties for blending with diesel fuel from petroleum [4]. 
Many types of vegetable oil have been researched in lab scale for BHD production with various type of 
catalysts to afford high BHD yield, high conversion and selectivity, at preferable operating conditions  [5-8]. 
BHD can be produced from vegetable oil via hydroprocessing [9]. The products from hydroprocessing are 
mainly straight chain alkanes consisting a range of hydrocarbons with C15 to C20 and after isomerization, 
the liquid fuels have similar properties to fossil diesel [10-13]. Jatropha oil, a non-edible oil, is an oil derived 
from Jatropha curcus containing mainly Palmitic acid (16:0), 14.1 - 15.3, Oleic acid (18:1), 34.3-45.8, 
Linoleic acid (18:2), 29.0-44.2 and some other fatty acids [14-16]. Liu et al. (2012) reported experimental 
study of hydroprocessing of Jatropha oil using NiMoCe/Al2O3 catalyst. The main components in product oil 
are straight chain alkanes ranging from C15 to C18 with the maximum yield, selectivity, and conversion of 
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80%, 90%, and 89%, respectively under the operating condition of 370ºC, 3.5 MPa and 0.9 h-1 [1]. Yasir et 
al. (2016) used NiCe loaded on titania nanotubes catalysts (NiCe/TNT) in hydroconversion reaction of 
crude Jatropha oil under the reaction condition of reaction condition of 300ºC, 30 bar, and 1 h reaction time 
affording 85 % of triglyceride conversion obtaining hydrocarbon n-C15 to n-C18 [17]. In term of techno-
economic study of BHD production, Miller and Kumar studied BHD production from canola and camelina 
oil [18], Cheah et al. investigated green diesel production from rubber seed oil using catalytic 
decarboxylation [19] and Kantama et al. reported study on BHD production from palm fatty acid distillate 
[20]. However, in term of techno-economic study on BHD production from Jatropha oil, there has not 
been any studies as far as the author’s knowledge. Therefore, in this work a new process design and 
techno-economic assessment of producing BHD from Jatropha oil is focused to determine to potential of 
BHD production in industrial scale. The case study was based on potential Jatropha oil supply in 
Thailand with a feed rate of 5.0×103 kg h-1. The process model was conducted to perform material and 
energy balance prior to cost estimation of the processing plant. Finally, economic potential of the 
production was evaluated. 
2 METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Process development and simulation model 
A block flow diagram and a process flow diagram for a simulation model of BHD production from Jatropha 
oil in this work shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 were developed based on process flow diagrams in the 
similar technology presented in publications [18-21]. Hydroprocessing of Jatropha oil is carried out in a 
reactor using NiMoCe/Al2O3 catalyst under the operating condition of 360 ºC, 30 bar and liquid hourly 
space velocity of 0.8 h-1 [1]. Under this operating condition, the reaction afforded 98.52% conversion [1]. 
Jatropha oil feed composition used in the model were palmitic acid 12.03%, linoleic acid 33.69%, oleic acid 
45.41%, stearic acid 8.14%, and eicosenoic acid 0.16% [22]. Unsaturated fatty acids were converted to 
saturated fatty acid via hydrogenation. Consequently, oxygenated compounds in fatty acids components 
were undergone a set of reactions via three main reactions of hydrodeoxygenation, decarboxylation and 
decarbonylation following equation (1), (2), and (3) [7]. 
 
OHCHCHRHCOOHCHR 23222 23     (1) 
2322 COCHCHRCOOHCHR                 (2) 
OHCOCHCHRHCOOHCHR 23222    (3) 
 
Output stream from the reactor is fed to the first separating step to remove light gases and water in a flash 
drum and a decanter, respectively. Fuel products are then fractionated in distillation columns to obtain Bio-
gasoline, Bio-jet, and BHD. The capacity of the BHD production plant in this study was assigned at 5.0×103 
kg h-1 of Jatropha oil feed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 Block flow diagram of BHD production from Jatropha oil. 
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Figure 2 Process flow diagram of the simulation model of BHD production. 
 
2.2 Economic analysis of BHD production from Jatropha oil 
After affording mass and energy balance information from the simulation model, equipment sizes of major 
process equipment were determined and followed by calculation of free on board (f.o.b.) purchased 
equipment costs [2, 20, 23]. Subsequently, the percentage of delivered-equipment cost for calculating the 
total capital investment of bio-hydrogenated diesel was carried out and fixed capital investment (FCI), 
working capital (WC) and total capital investment (TCI), were afforded [23]. Operating cost of the BHD 
production plant was also calculated based on material and energy balance information [23]. Table 1 present 
major economic assumptions in this study. 
 
Table 1. Key assumptions for economic analysis of BHD production from Jatropha oil 
Parameters Value 
Project lifetime 15 y 
Plant availability 345 d y-1 
Plant capacity 5.0×103 kg h-1 of Jatropha oil feed 
MARR 10% 
Jatropha oil price 0.5 $ kg-1 
Hydrogen price 4.80×10-1 $ m-3 
BHD Price 1.10×103 $ m-3 
 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Material and energy balance from the simulation 
From the case study of BHD production from Jatropha oil with the feed rate of 5×103 kg h-1, reactor model 
in the simulation was set with adjusted reaction conversion to afford product distribution according to Lui et 
al. [22]. The root-mean-square-error from the simulation model and from the literature was 1.11×10-3 
suggesting that the simulation model was reliable for the study. Material balance from the process showing 
key parameters from the simulation model is shown in Table 2. The overall performance of BHD production 
from the simulation model afforded 3.8×103 kg h-1 of BHD product from 5×103 kg h-1 of Jatropha feed. BHD 
product from the model afford a density of 0.78 kg dm-3 and a heating value of 44 MJ kg-1, which are in the 
same range with diesel from petroleum [12].   
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3.2 Plant cost and economic study results 
With the results from material balance, purchased equipment cost of major equipment in the process 
comprising of pumps, heaters, separators, heat exchangers, reactor and column was afforded with 1.19 M$. 
This led to a fixed capital investment cost and a total capital investment cost of 6.01 M$ and 7.10 M$, 
respectively. With the BHD selling price of 1.10×103 $ m-3, the project afforded a net present value of 
145.72 M$ making investment in this project feasible.   
 
Table 2. Material balance of BHD production from Jatropha oil 
Stream Mass flow rate, kg h-1 Volumetric flow rate, m3 h-1 
Jatropha oil 5×103 5.74 
Hydrogen 201 191 
Gases 790 1.65×103 
Gasoline 240 0.27 
Jet-fuel 178 0.31 
BHD 3.8×103 4.87 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
Material and energy balance of BHD production plant from Jatropha oil was performed using chemical 
process simulation Aspen plus. The feasibility study on the BHD production was performed and it was found 
that, with the Jatropha oil feed rate of 5×103 kg h-1, the BHD production rate was 3.8×103 kg h-1 giving the 
total capital investment cost of 7.10 M$. From the project life of 15 years, the selling price of BHD at 
1.10×103 $ m-3 gave the net present value of the project of 145.72 M$ showing that the preliminary study on 
the project was primarily attractive for investment. 
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ABSTRACT 
Conversions of lignocellulosic biomass to fuels and/or valuable chemicals are effective methods to protect 
the earth from climate change caused by the overuse of petroleum. Fast pyrolysis is one of promising 
methods to produce both fuels and chemicals from lignocellulosic biomass. Biomass fast pyrolysis produces 
bio-tar which is a complex mixture of organic compounds including phenolics, acids and ketones. The 
presence of those oxygenated components is responsible for its high acidity, low heating value and high 
viscosity. In this work, catalytic hydrodeoxygenation of bio-tar in supercritical ethanol was carried out as an 
effort to produce hydrocarbon-based biofuel. Mg-Ni-Mo catalyst supported by KOH-treated activated 
charcoal (AC) was used to promote both the production of in-situ hydrogen from ethanol and 
hydrodeoxygenation of bio-tar. Reaction conditions include temperatures of 300-400oC, an initial N2 
pressure of 10bar, and holding times of 0-120min. The catalyst was characterized by XRD, SEM, N2-
adsorption/desorption isotherms. Upgrading of bio-tar at 400oC and 120min holding time produced liquid 
fuel with HHV of 36.2MJ/kg, TAN of 8.6mgKOH/g, and O/C ratio of 0.11. For comparison, bio-tar had 
HHV of 26.8MJ/kg, TAN of 40.3mgKOH/g, and O/C ratio of 0.38. Based on analysis results, possible 
reaction pathways for the bio-tar upgrading were proposed.  
Keywords: Upgrading, Bio-tar, Mg-Ni-Mo catalyst, KOH-treated activated charcoal, Supercritical ethanol 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Renewable energy receives increasing attention to protect the earth from climate change caused by the 
overuse of fossil energy. Biomass is a unique renewable energy carrier to produce hydrocarbon fuels which 
can be used in the present energy production systems such as internal combustion engines. Since biomass is 
mostly present in a solid form, it should be first converted to liquid or gas forms for the production of 
hydrocarbon fuels. Fast pyrolysis is one of promising methods to produce liquid fuels from lignocellulosic 
biomass. Although biomass pyrolysis oil has much higher energy density than biomass itself, it still contains 
high amounts of oxygen. This oxygen determines deteriorate properties of the pyrolysis oil such as high 
acidity and low heating value [1]. Upgrading methods including hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) and catalytic 
cracking are under development to enhance fuel quality of the pyrolysis oil by removing the oxygen in the 
forms of water, carbon oxides, and organic oxygen components [1]. In particular, HDO is regarded as a 
promising method in a technical point of view for the production of hydrocarbon fuels from biomass 
pyrolysis oil. However the HDO method is not commercialized yet because of high process cost related to 
the supply of hydrogen, which is an expensive material. Consequently a cost-effective process should be 
developed for the production of hydrocarbon fuels from biomass pyrolysis oil without hydrogen supply from 
outsources. Recently significant efforts have been given for the deoxygenation of biomass pyrolysis oil in 
supercritical fluids. In this method, supercritical fluids are used not only to provide a nice reaction 
environment but also to produce hydrogen required for HDO reactions [2]. Most favorable species 
investigated for supercritical fluids include methanol, ethanol, and water. It is believed that heterogeneous 
catalysts are needed to promote the generation of hydrogen from supercritical fluids as well as catalyzing 
HDO reactions. In particular Ni-based catalysts present high activity in HDO of model compounds and 
pyrolysis oil [3]. Catalyst supports which have well-developed mesopores are also required due to the 
presence of high amounts of heavy molecules in the pyrolysis oil. Activated carbon is a good candidate as a 
catalyst support in the HDO reactions because of its high surface area, easy-to-design pore structure and low 
production cost [4]. Potassium hydroxide (KOH) treatment of activated carbon can increase the fraction of 
well-developed mesopores.  
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In this work, the effect of KOH treatment of activated charcoal (AC) as a support on the performance as a 
Mg-Ni-Mo catalyst support was investigated for HDO reactions of bio-tar (a heavy fraction of biomass 
pyrolysis oil) in supercritical ethanol. Reaction temperature and reaction time were optimized to reduce the 
oxygen content and acidity of bio-tar as an effort to produce hydrocarbon fuels from biomass.  
 
2 EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 Materials  
  Bio-tar used in this study was obtained by fast pyrolysis of wood sawdust in a 2ton/d pilot plant. Ethanol 
(>99.9 %, anhydride grade) was purchased from OCI chemical and used as a supercritical fluid. AC was 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Nickel(II) nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2·6H2O), ammonium molybdate 
tetrahydrate ((NH4)6Mo7O24·5H2O), and magnesium nitrate hexahydrate (Mg(NO3)2·6H2O) were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich and used as precursors for Ni, Mo, and Mg catalysts, respectively. A 30g of AC was 
mixed with 800mL of KOH solution (Samchun chemical), and stirred for 3h. The mass ratio of KOH : AC 
was 4 : 1. The mixture was dried in an oven at 200oC overnight. The impregnated AC was activated in a 
tubular reactor at 800oC for 1h under nitrogen flow at 15oC/min. The sample was cooled down to room 
temperature under nitrogen to prevent oxidation followed by washing with 0.1M HCl solution (Samchun 
chemical), and stirring for 1h. The sample rinsed repeatedly with distilled water until the wash water had a 
pH value of 6-7. Finally, the sample was dried at 105oC overnight, and stored in an airtight container.  
2.2 Catalyst preparation and characterization 
  The Mg-Ni-Mo catalysts were prepared by an incipient wetness impregnation method with the catalyst 
precursors dissolved in distilled water and reduced in H2 flow (400
oC, 5h) after drying (105oC, 12h, air) and 
subsequent calcination in N2 flow (500
oC, 3h). The catalysts includes 25wt% Ni, 10wt% Mo and 2wt% Mg 
based on the amount of the AC or KOH-treated AC. Characterization of the catalysts was carried out by X-
ray diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) and N2-adsorption-desorption isotherms. 
2.3 Catalytic upgrading procedure 
  The catalytic upgrading of bio-tar were conducted under supercritical ethanol conditions in a 100ml batch 
reactor without external hydrogen supply. For each run, 10.0g bio-tar, 40.0g ethanol were loaded in the 
reactor together with 2.0g catalyst. After setup, the reactor was purged with N2 gas to remove air in the 
reactor and then pressurized with N2 gas to 10 bar. The reactor was heated to desired temperatures under 
vigorous stirring conditions (500rpm). After reaction, the reactor was cooled down to room temperature and 
gas product was collected by a gas-tight bag for compositional analysis and then the remaining gas was vent. 
The reactor was disclosed to collect all the products and catalyst. The collected materials were filtered to 
separate the liquid product from solid materials including catalyst. Rinsing the filter was carried out several 
times with acetone to ensure a complete collection of all the liquid products. The separated solid materials 
were dried at 105oC for 12 h and their amounts were measured to determine product yields. A vacuum 
evaporator was operated at 60oC to remove ethanol (reaction medium) and washing solvent (acetone) from 
liquid products, and then remaining liquid product was weighed to calculate the product yield.  
2.4 Product analysis 
  The quantative analyses of liquid and gas products were accomplished by GC-MS and GC-TCD-FID, 
respectively. In addition, total acid number (TAN), water content, higher heating value (HHV) and elemental 
composition of the liquid products were analyzed for fuel characterization. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Characterization of support and catalyst 
  Table 1 summarizes the textural properties of the AC supports and the Mg-Ni-Mo catalysts on the ACs. It 
is demonstrated that KOH treatment enhanced the BET surface area and total pore volumes of the AC 
support. In particular mesopores volume increased from 0.36 to 0.51 cm3g-1 after the KOH treatment. The 
Mg-Ni-Mo catalyst supported on AC treated by KOH (KOH-AC) showed a larger BET surface area than the 
Mg-Ni-Mo supported on AC without KOH treatment. However the KOH-AC had a smaller average pore 
diameter than the original one, indicating that the KOH treatment also created numerous micropores. 
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Table 1. Textural properties of the supports and catalysts. 
Supports/Catalysts SBET (m
2g-1) Vp (cm
3g-1) MesoVp (cm
3g-1) dp (nm) 
AC 687.9 0.56 0.36 3.51 
KOH-AC 1310.1 0.97 0.51 2.96 
Mg-Ni-Mo/AC 518.4 0.45 0.25 3.25 
Mg-Ni-Mo/KOH-AC 786.3 0.54 0.30 2.73 
  Figure 1 shows the powder XRD patterns of the ACs and catalysts. The AC and KOH-AC exhibit a similar 
XRD pattern, indicating that the structure of the AC was not changed after KOH treatment. All the Mg-Ni-
Mo catalysts demonstrated a diffraction peak located at 2 theta = 44.4o, 51.9o and 76.3o, corresponding to 
(111), (200) and (220) of the reduced form of nickel shown by JCPDS 04-0850. Interestingly, the nickel 
peak was significantly decreased when KOH-AC was used as a support. This result may be due to higher 
metal dispersion in the KOH-AC support which had larger surface area than the original AC support.  
 
Figure 1. Powder XRD patterns of AC, KOH-AC, Mg-Ni-Mo/AC and Mg-Ni-Mo/KOH-AC. 
  The N2-adsorption-desorption isotherms of the ACs and catalysts classified the Type 4 isotherm of IUPAC 
accompanied by hysteresis loop. It is clear that the supports and catalysts used in this study had the typical 
properties of mesopore structures [5] (figure is not shown here). Figure 2 illustrates that the AC and Mg-Ni-
Mo/AC possess irregular surface morphology. However, the KOH-AC and Mg-Ni-Mo/KOH-AC have 
regular and sponge-like structures, which might be related to the higher BET surface area and total pore 
volumes.  
 
Figure 2. SEM images of catalysts (a) AC, (b) KOH-AC, (c) Mg-Ni-Mo/AC, and (d) Mg-Ni-Mo/KOH-AC. 
3.2 Catalytic activity 
  The catalytic activity of the Mg-Ni-Mo/ACs catalysts for upgrading of bio-tar in supercritical ethanol was 
examined for 60min at 350oC. Table 2 summarizes yields and properties of the bio-tar and liquid products. 
The liquid products had significantly lower water content than bio-tar reactant, probably due to the loss 
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during the vacuum evaporation process. The bio-tar experiments with Mg-Ni-Mo catalysts resulted in the 
production of liquid products with a little higher water content than the tests with ACs, indicating that water 
formation reactions such as ethanol dehydration and HDO reactions were activated over the catalysts. The 
TAN values of the liquid products were decreased by 34% compared to bio-tar feed. This means that the 
acidic components such as acetic acid present in bio-tar can be effectively converted to other compounds by 
chemical reactions such as esterification reaction [6]. According to elemental analysis, the oxygen content of 
the bio-tar significantly decreased from 30.5 wt% to 13.0 wt% over Mg-Ni-Mo/KOH-AC catalyst, leading to 
the increase in HHV. The product distribution in Table 2 demonstrates the fact that the catalytic upgrading 
process over the Ni-based catalyst increased the liquid products and reduced the solid products by 
suppressing char formation.  
Table 2. Yield and Property of liquid product from supercritical ethanol treatment of bio-tar at 
350oC and 60min reaction time. 
Supports/Catalysts 
Liquid 
(wt%) 
Gas 
(wt%) 
Solid 
(wt%) 
H2O 
content 
(wt%) 
TAN  
(mgKOH
g-1) 
Elemental Analysis 
(wt%) 
HHV  
(MJk
g-1) C H O N 
Bio-tar - - - 14.8 40.3 62.5 6.9 30.5 0.1 26.80 
Without catalyst 55.9 6.3 37.8 0.7 27.0 70.1 8.2 19.1 0.1 32.16 
AC 75.7 7.6 16.7 0.5 26.2 70.2 8.3 19.3 2.2 32.44 
KOH-AC 77.6 9.2 13.2 1.4 24.0 77.0 8.2 14.6 0.2 35.02 
Mg-Ni-Mo/AC 82.3 9.6 8.1 2.6 21.5 77.8 8.6 13.2 0.4 35.88 
Mg-Ni-Mo/KOH-AC 82.5 10.3 7.2 3.3 17.8 78.1 8.8 13.0 0.1 36.20 
  Figure 3 shows the composition of the liquid and gas products obtained under different catalytic conditions. 
The bio-tar consists of a number of oxygen-containing chemicals such as phenolics, ketones, aldehydes and 
acids. The acids in bio-tar significantly decreased accompanied by the increase in esters, indicating that 
esterification reaction of acids with ethanol occurred significantly during the supercritical ethanol treatment 
of bio-tar. Aldehydes were converted to other components such as phenolics or ketones via hydrogenation 
and deoxygenation [7]. In addition, Mg-Ni-Mo catalyst seems to promote the formation of hydrocarbons via 
deoxygenation reactions. Consequently the Mg-Ni-Mo is an efficient catalyst to upgrade the bio-tar through 
decarbonylation, decarboxylation and hydrogenation reactions. The gas products consisted of H2, CO, CO2, 
CH4, C2 and C3 hydrocarbons. The KOH-AC and Mg-Ni-Mo/KOH-AC produced larger amounts of gaseous 
products with higher content of H2 than the original AC and Mg-Ni-Mo/AC, respectively. The higher 
specific surface area, well-developed mesopores of KOH-AC and higher metal distribution of Mg-Ni-
Mo/KOH-AC might promote the decomposition of ethanol to hydrogen and light gas species in supercritical 
conditions. The formation of CO and CO2 indicates that the deoxygenation reactions of bio-tar also 
proceeded via decarbonylation and decarboxylation, respectively. 
 
Figure 3. Composition of liquid and gas products from supercritical ethanol treatment of bio-tar at 350oC and 
60min reaction time. 
3.3 Effect of reaction parameter 
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  Table 3 lists the properties of bio-tar and liquid products as a function of reaction temperature and time. 
The yields of liquid product decreased from 84.6 to 77.4 wt% while the yields of gas and solid products 
increased with the reaction temperature increasing from 300 to 400oC. The water contents were gradually 
increased with increasing temperature, whereas the TAN values were decreased with increasing temperature. 
These results demonstrated that ethanol dehydration was favored along with esterification reaction at higher 
reaction temperatures. In addition, the higher temperatures promoted HDO reaction of bio-tar, resulted in the 
formation of liquid product with smaller content of oxygen. Table 3 also shows the effect of reaction time on 
liquid product yield and properties. The longer reaction time decreased liquid product yield but enhanced the 
fuel quality with a low TAN of 8.6 mgKOHg-1 and a lowest oxygen content of 11.7 wt% at 120 min. The 
longer reaction time might favor esterification and deoxygenation reactions. The higher amounts of solid 
product at longer reaction times indicate that the co-polymerization reaction between phenolics and 
aldehydes was activated by increasing holding time [7].  
 
Table 3. Yield and property of liquid product from supercritical ethanol treatment of bio-tar over 
Mg-Ni-Mo/KOH-AC at various reaction temperature and time. 
Reaction 
condition 
Liquid 
(wt%) 
Gas 
(wt%) 
Solid 
(wt%) 
H2O 
content 
(wt%) 
TAN  
(mgK
OHg-1) 
Elemental Analysis (wt%) HHV  
(MJkg-
1) 
C H O N 
300oC, 60min 84.6 7.8 7.6 1.2 19.1 78.7 7.7 13.5 0.1 35.03 
350oC, 60min 82.5 10.3 7.2 3.3 17.8 78.1 8.8 13.0 0.1 36.20 
400oC, 60min 77.4 12.5 10.1 4.2 13.2 79.5 8.5 11.8 0.2 36.50 
400oC, 0min 79.8 11.4 8.8 1.7 16.5 77.9 8.2 13.8 0.1 35.36 
400oC, 60min 77.4 12.5 10.1 4.2 13.2 79.5 8.5 11.8 0.2 36.50 
400oC, 120min 70.8 15.4 13.8 4.8 8.6 79.9 8.2 11.7 0.2 36.21 
  Figure 4 exhibits the composition of liquid and gas products obtained at different reaction temperatures. 
The acids and aldehydes were effectively converted to more stable compounds at higher temperatures. The 
higher temperature also promoted the formation of aromatics and hydrocarbons. It can be said that reaction 
temperature plays an important role in esterification and deoxygenation reactions. Meanwhile, the formation 
of H2, CO and CO2 gases gradually increased with increasing temperature due to the activation of both 
ethanol decomposition and deoxygenation reactions. In addition the high amount of C2H6 together with high 
amounts of water at 400oC indicates that ethanol can react with hydrogen in supercritical ethanol at high 
temperature [7].  
 
Figure 4. Composition of liquid and gas products from supercritical ethanol treatment of bio-tar over Mg-Ni-
Mo/KOH-AC at various reaction temperature and time. 
  Figure 5 presents the composition of liquid and gas products as a function of reaction time. Acids and 
aldehydes were completely eliminated at 120min while aromatics and hydrocarbons were increased with 
longer reaction time. These results explained that longer reaction time favors esterification and HDO 
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reactions. In the case of gaseous product, the content of CO decreased while the content of CO2 increased 
probably due to water gas shift (WGS) reaction promoted at longer reaction time [8].  
 
Figure 5. Composition of liquid and gas products as a function of reaction time. 
4    CONCLUSION 
  Catalytic upgrading of bio-tar in supercritical ethanol over Mg-Ni-Mo catalyst supported by AC treated 
with and without KOH was carried out at 300-400oC and 0-120min reaction time. The AC treated with KOH 
showed a higher surface area of 1310.1 m2/g and well-developed mesoporous structure than the original AC, 
leading to higher activity of Mg-Ni-Mo/KOH-AC for upgrading of bio-tar than Mg-Ni-Mo/AC. The highest 
quality of liquid fuel with HHV of 36.2MJ/kg and TAN of 8.6mgKOH/g was obtained over Mg-Ni-
Mo/KOH-AC at 400oC and 120min reaction time. Acids and aldehydes present in bio-tar were effectively 
converted to deoxygenated compounds such as aromatics and hydrocarbons. This result suggested that the 
esterification and HDO reactions occurred simultaneously during catalytic upgrading of bio-tar in the system.  
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ABSTRACT 
Palm empty fruit bunches (EFB) are low-priced and abandoned residue from palm oil milling 
process. Owing to its low heating value, burning EFB as solid fuel is not promising and generates pollution 
e.g. NOx and SOx. Thus, palm oil manufacturers realize to use the innovation to improve the process 
efficiency and valorize this kind of solid waste from the process. As EFB is lignocellulosic biomass, in 
which the main components are cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, to breakdown the structure of EFB, 
mechanical, physicochemical or thermochemical pretreatment is required. Cellulose and hemicellulose are 
polysaccharides that can be used by microorganisms to convert them to precious chemicals while lignin is 
predominantly found in black liquor after pretreatment. Lignin has been found potentially be value-added as 
phenolic compounds, which could be used for both fuels and chemicals for pharmaceutical industry. In this 
study, hot compressed water (HCW) technique was used (180- 210°C at 20 bar) for lignin fractionation into 
liquid phase while cellulose-rich material remained intact. Addition of alkaline during HCW substantially 
enhanced lignin yield from liquid phase. Subsequently, depolymerization of separated EFB lignin to 
monophenolic compounds was successfully done by using the Cu(II) and Fe(III) based catalysts in alkaline 
solution at high temperature (100-120°C). This work proposed the application of microwave irradiation for 
oxidative depolymerisation of EFB lignin. The optimal condition for depolymerization of lignin to phenolic 
compounds took place in 30 minutes at microwave power of 300 watts in NaOH solution with 4%w/w 
hydrogen peroxide when bimetallic Cu(OH)2 and Fe2O3 catalysts were used. At this condition, 36.13 mgL
-1 
vanillin and 97.67 mgL-1 acetosyringone which are high price phenolic compounds were produced with high 
selectivity while syringol, acetovanillone and syringaldehyde were found in small amount. 
 
Keywords: Palm empty fruit bunch, Microwave reaction, Depolymerization, Phenolic compound 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
According to Thailand’s demand on energy and refinery products from petroleum industry, more 
than 90 percent of crude oil has been imported from other countries. To have a balance of trade deficit and to 
create energy security for the whole nation, therefore the utilization of renewable energy from Thailand’s 
alternative resources has been included into the research and development roadmap of the country. At 
present, palm oil manufacturers realize to use the innovation to improve the process efficiency and valorize 
both solid waste and wastewater from the process. Among all wastes, valorization of EFB which contains 
high amount of cellulose has been widely carried out on EFB conversion to high value chemicals or material 
such as ethanol and cellulose fibers. For process development and technology for EFB separation for value-
added chemicals via sugar platform, crucial bottleneck steps are pretreatment and hydrolysis. As EFB is 
lignocellulosic biomass, in which the main components are cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin, to 
breakdown the structure of EFB, mechanical, physicochemical or thermochemical pretreatment is required. 
Cellulose and hemicellulose are polysaccharides that can be used by microorganisms to convert them to 
precious chemicals while lignin is predominantly found in black liquor after pretreatment. If the average 
capacity of the palm oil refinery plant is approximately 300 tons per day, approximately 200 tons per day of 
EFB containing 35-40% cellulose is generated from the process. To utilize cellulose for biorefinery purpose, 
valorization of lignin byproduct is recently of interest. Accordingly, this research aimed to study EFB 
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0.3 g. 
Depolymerization 
Catalyst NaOH  
(3 molL-1) 
 
H2O2  
(4% w/w) 
 
fractionation using HCW method. The base catalyst was used to reduce activation energy of the reaction 
resulting in lower temperature and pressure utilized. In basic solution, an increase of lignin solubility is also 
obtained [1]. Furthermore, the research also focused on valorization of lignin by converting it to phenolic 
compounds such as vanillin, syringaldehyde and phenol, etc. which could be used in pharmaceutical 
industry. The oxidative depolymerization of lignin by using transition metal ions at elevated temperature was 
found to produce 4-Hydroxybenzaldehyde, vanillin, syringol-type compounds and Guaiacol-type compounds 
in the products [2, 3] Consequently, the present work aimed to study the effect of Cu+, Cu2+ and Fe3+ based 
catalysts which are cheap and high availability on EFB lignin depolymerization to monophenolic compounds 
in the presence of hydrogenperoxide under microwave irradiation. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 EFB fractionation by HCW technique 
The fresh empty palm fruit bunch (EFB) from Chumporn Palm Oil Industry Public CO.,LTD was 
washed with water and sun dried for 12 h. After that, it was dried at 80ºC in an oven for 24 h to obtain 4.3% 
moisture content. Then, dry EFB was crushed to the particle size in a range of 50-200 mesh, which was 
separated by sieving machine. After milling to 50-200 mesh, EFB was added into a high pressure stainless 
steel autoclave reactor with jacketed electrical heating. Distilled water was added to the solid-liquid ratio of 
1:5. Then, the reaction took place at 190, 200 and 210 ºC with alkaline catalyst (K2CO3 or NaOH) for 20 min 
at 20 bar. Solid and liquid phases were separated by filtration as shown in Fig. 1a.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1 (a) Schematic diagram of experiments EFB pretreatment by HCW technique, and (b) EFB lignin 
depolymerization in a batch reactor. 
2.2 EFB lignin separation process 
After EFB was pre-treated, the liquid phase which was lignin-rich solution required to be separated 
by H2SO4 (72%w/w). H2SO4 was dropped into a known amount of black liquid until pH equal to 1. Lignin 
was precipitated and separated by centrifugation. After that, EFB lignin was washed by HCl (0.01M) until 
pH equal to 2. Then, it was washed with water again until neutral. Finally, the seperated lignin was dried at 
50 ºC for 15 h [4]. 
2.3 Oxidative depolymerization of alkaline lignin with microwave (MW) irradiation 
Firstly, an oxidative degradation of lignin was conducted by adding 0.3 g lignin into a microwave 
reactor containing 2 ml of H2O2 (4 wt%) and 14 g of 3 molL
-1 NaOH solution as shown in Fig.1b. The 
reaction was carried out under microwave irradiation at 300W for 30 min in the presence of catalysts such as 
0.02g of CuO, Cu2O, Cu(OH)2 and 0.002g of Fe2O3. From the experimental design, a comparison of the 
conversion of alkaline lignin and the yields of monophenolic products in the presence of H2O2 concomitant 
with Cu+, Cu2+ and Fe3+ was studied. After reaction, the products were extracted with ethyl acetate. After 
evaporation, monophenolic compounds in ethyl acetate were dissolved in methanol and subsequently 
analysed by Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectroscopy (GC-MS). 
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2.4 Characterization of pretreated EFB, separated lignin and monophenolic compounds 
For EFB fractionation, conversion of EFB was calculated using Eq.(1). Pre-treated EFB was 
analysed to determine cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin content in lignocellulosic material according to 
Goering method [5]. Moreover, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy in the wavenumber between 
4000-400 cm-1 and X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectrometry were performed for pretreated EFB while 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was analysed for separated lignin. For lignin depolymerization, 
monophenolic compounds were identified by GC-MS (Agilent GC6890N and HP-5 MS capillary column 
with dimensions: 30 m, 0.25 mm, 0, 25 μm). 1 μL of monophenolic diluted in ethyl acetate was injected at 
250 °C into the column using splitless mode. Helium was utilized as a carrier gas at a rate of 1 mL min− 1.  
 
                       Conversion (%) = (Initial EFB – Solid residue)/Initial EFB (g) * 100 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 EFB fractionation using HCW technique 
Alkaline catalysts significantly enhanced EFB conversion compared to the control without catalyst as 
shown in Fig. 2a. EFB solid yield reduced from 59.41% (without catalyst) to 47.40% when using K2CO3 as 
the catalyst at 210ºC and to 46.57% when using NaOH as the catalyst at 200ºC. Reduction of solid recovery 
caused by the degradation and release of hemicellulose and lignin into liquid phase. The results were in 
accordance with lignin and cellulose content in solid residue from fiber analysis as shown in Fig. 2b. It was 
found that HCW pretreatment in the presence of K2CO3 and NaOH considerably degraded lignin in raw EFB 
from 28.33% lignin to 2.32% for K2CO3 at 210ºC and to 1.07% for NaOH at 210ºC. FTIR spectroscopic 
analysis confirmed the enhancement of cellulose content and reduction of lignin content as shown in Fig. 3a. 
Various bands of cellulose absorption identified as O–H (3417 cm-1), C–H (2924 cm-1) were increased and 
C–O (1236 cm-1) assigned as lignin was reduced because lignin was released into liquid phase 
[6]Furthermore, from the XRD patterns in Fig. 3b, it can be seen that the influence of catalyst K2CO3 > 
NaOH > No catalyst on the reduction of pretreatetd EFB crystallinity was found. These results suggested the 
superior effect of carbonate in EFB degradation compared to hydroxide. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2 (a) Solid recovery of pretreated EFB, and (b) Chemical composition in untreated and pretreated EFB. 
 
3.2 EFB lignin characterization 
 After pretreatment, residual EFB was seperated by filtration and EFB lignin was precipitated from 
black liquor by acid condensation. FTIR spectroscopic analysis of precipitated lignin as shown in Fig. 4a 
indicated that lignin from EFB treated with K2CO3 and NaOH contained functional groups such as C–H 
(3360 cm-1), CH2 (2920-2850 cm
-1) and 𝛿 asymmetric C–H (1451 cm-1) identified similarly as alkaline 
lignin. However, higher intensity of  C–O vibration band near 1209 cm-1 attributed to syringyl and guaiacyl 
groups in separated EFB lignin were observed when compared with standard alkaline lignin [7]. 
(1) 
(a) (b) 
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For TGA results of EFB lignin (Fig. 4b), the results showed that K2CO3 and NaOH pre-treated lignin 
gave the lowest thermal degradation temperature at 250 ºC and 260 ºC, respectively while lignin derived 
from HCW without catalyst gave the highest thermal degradation temperature at 340 ºC.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 (a) FTIR spectroscopic analysis of raw and pretreated EFB, and (b) XRD patterns of pretreated EFB. 
This indicated that the EFB lignin from HCW pretreatment in the presence of alkaline either had 
smaller molecules or easier to break down than alkaline lignin and EFB lignin from pretreatment. Due to the 
abundance of β-O-4 interunit linkage in many types of lignin derived from alkaline catalyst, significant 
effort has been aimed at developing an efficient method to cleave the β-O-4 linkage in lignin and model 
compounds. The ether linkages in lignin are more changeable than C–C bonds. It was been reported that the 
cleavage of a significant portion of ether linkages occurs during biomass pretreatments and lignin separation 
processes [8]. Thus, β-O-4 ether linkages in EFB lignin were postulated to be easily cleaved and led to 
generate small lignin molecules during HCW in the presence of K2CO3 and NaOH. This findings were in 
good agreement with a previous work of Medina and colleagues [7]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 (a) FTIR spectroscopic analysis of alkaline lignin and EFB lignin, and (b) TGA profiles of EFB lignin. 
3.3 Phenolic compounds production from microwave EFB lignin depolymerization 
 The effect of catalysts on alkaline lignin conversion was studied. From Table 1, the results showed 
that the co-catalyst of Cu(II) and Fe(III) was able to increase the lignin conversion from 91.07% for CuO to 
92.17% for CuO + Fe2O3 and from 89.03% for Cu(OH)2 to 91.53% for Cu(OH)2 + Fe2O3 catalyst. Thus, 
supplementing oxidation with transition metal ions such as Cu(II) and Fe(III), which is well known for 
treating lignin with oxidative reagents including peroxide, has been shown to enhance the oxygen reactivity 
and subsequently facilitate the cleavage of β-O-4 and pinacol type C–C linkages cleavage [9]. After the 
reaction, phenolic compounds such as vanillin, acetosyringone and p-Hydrobenzaldehyde were detected by 
GC-MS. It was found that vanillin and acetosyringone were the main products from EFB lignin degradation 
using Cu(OH)2 + Fe2O3  catalyst at MW 300W for 30 min as shown in Fig. 5a. The concentrations of vanillin 
and acetosyringone were calculated based on standard peak area as shown in Table 2.  
As demonstrated in Table 2, apart from the effect of different catalysts the influence of reaction time 
(15, 30 and 45 min) on vanillin and acetosyringone concentration was also investigated. For standard 
(b) 
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(a.) 
alkaline lignin depolymerization, the highest concentration of vanillin was found in products at 342.50 mg/L 
from the reaction catalyzed with Cu(OH)2 + Fe2O3 co-catalyst at MW 300 watts for 30 min. For the EFB 
lignin from K2CO3 and NaOH pretreatment, the highest concentration of vanillin were 32.5 mg/L and 25.21 
mg/L, while acetosyringone concentration were 53.38 mg/L and 97.67 mg/L, respectively from the reaction 
catalyzed with Cu(OH)2 + Fe2O3 co-catalyst at MW 300 watts for 30 min.  
 
Table 1 The percentage of lignin conversion from microwave depolymerization (MW 300 watts, 30 min) 
   
Table 2 The vanillin and acetosyringone concentration in lignin depolymerization product (MW 300 watts). 
Type of 
Catalyst 
Type of 
lignin 
Vanillin(mg/L) Acetosyringone (mg/L) 
15 min 30 min 45 min 15 min 30 min 45 min 
CuO + Fe2O3 
Alk. lignin n.d. 114.19 n.d. n.d. - n.d. 
 K2CO3 Lignin - - - 117.14 23.91 80.39 
 NaOH Lignin - - 12.32 131.28 50.14 58.87 
CuO + 
Cu(OH)2 
Alk. lignin n.d. 263.07 n.d. n.d. - n.d. 
 K2CO3 Lignin - - - 64.7 24.61 117.63 
 NaOH Lignin - 8.15 17.07 113.2 61.35 115.99 
Cu(OH)2 + 
Fe2O3 
Alk. lignin n.d. 342.5 n.d. n.d. - n.d. 
 K2CO3 Lignin - 32.5 - 68.09 53.38 84.94 
 NaOH Lignin - 25.21 24.32 145.47 97.67 121.77 
Cu2O + Fe2O3 
Alk. lignin n.d. 189.95 n.d. n.d. - n.d. 
 K2CO3 Lignin - 27.88 - 67.89 61.56 76.07 
 NaOH Lignin 10.63 29.42 32.51 141.09 82.53 91.78 
No catalyst 
Alk. lignin n.d. 166.96 n.d. n.d. - n.d. 
 K2CO3 Lignin - - - - - 10.04 
 NaOH Lignin - - - 63.64 - 54.88 
**   -    = not detected 
     n.d. = not determined 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5  The phenolic compounds from MW lignin depolymerization at 300 watts for 30min (a) concentration 
of vanillin and acetosyringone from each co-catalyst, and (b) percentage of phenolic compound 
concentration peak area from GC-MS analysis for lignin depolymerization with Cu(OH)2 + Fe2O3  catalyst. 
From Table 2, when the effect of reaction times on vanillin and acetosyringone concentration was 
investigated, the results showed that the concentration of vanillin was increased from 10.63 mg/L to 32.51 
               Catalyst 
Lignin 
CuO Fe2O3 Cu(OH)2 
CuO + 
Fe2O3 
CuO + 
Cu(OH)2 
Cu(OH)2 
+ Fe2O3 
Cu2O + 
Fe2O3 
Without 
Catalyst 
Alkaline lignin 91.07% 92.93% 89.03% 92.17% 91.56% 91.53% 90.53% 85.37% 
EFB lignin (K2CO3) n.d. n.d. n.d. 81.57% 85.93% 84.60% 81.71% 78.6% 
EFB lignin (NaOH) n.d. n.d. n.d. 80.17% 82.84% 84.11% 79.76% 77.12% 
(b.) 
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mg/L by increasing the time of MW depolymerization with NaOH pre-treated EFB lignin from 15 min to 45 
min. In addition, the highest concentration of acetosyringone at 145.47 mg/L was found when the reaction 
time was 15 min for NaOH pre-treated EFB lignin. Moreover, syringol, acetovanillone and benzaldehyde 
were found in small amount. Since the depolymerizing lignin to aromatic and phenolic products is a sensible 
approach, there is an increasing number of recent research toward producing quinones and opening chain to 
hydrocarbon compounds from lignin [9]. Extensive oxidation of lignin can lead to aromatic ring oxidation to 
quinones and subsequent ring cleavage products. From the present study, the quinones and carboxylic acid 
were produced in a high amount from K2CO3 pre-treated EFB lignin. The main reason was because of the 
severe reaction on simplified structure of K2CO3 pre-treated EFB lignin compared with complex structure of 
standard alkaline lignin as demonstrated by the %area of lignin depolymerization products analysed by GC-
MS (Fig. 5b). 
4. CONCLUSION 
For EFB fractionation, the most suitable HCW condition to achieve the highest cellulose content in 
residual EFB and highest lignin recovery was at 210 ºC /20 bars/20 min in the presence of NaOH catalyst. 
However, reactivity on alkaline catalyst on EFB crystallinity were K2CO3>NaOH>control (without catalyst). 
For EFB lignin depolymerisation using microwave irradiation, bimetallic Cu(OH)2 and Fe2O3 catalyst 
was the most effective catalyst among all catalysts tested and produced the highest amount of vanillin and 
acetosyringone products in the presence of H2O2 while syringol, acetovanillone and syringaldehyde were 
found in small amount. It was also found that oxidative degradation of EFB lignin with transition metal ions 
especially Cu(II) and Fe(III) gave a high degradation rate but moderate yield of monophenolic compounds 
was observed. Therefore, to improve the yield of monophenolic compounds, optimization of significant 
parameters on reaction severity i.e. concentration of H2O2, reaction time and microwave power is necessary. 
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ABSTRACT 
Production of syngas, or synthesis gas, from biomass wastes is an advantageous option for fuelling power 
generator. The most common components of a small-scale power generator system running with syngas are 
the boiler which gasifies the biomass, the cyclone which cools the output syngas and filters the solid 
particles, and the electricity generator. Although there are several sizing models for each of these three 
components, no model takes into account the coupling of these three subsystems. Moreover, no general 
procedure for characterizing the exact dimensions of these subsystems is available while the size of this kind 
of gasifier-power-generator system is a relevant parameter that significantly influences its performance. The 
aim of this work is to propose a generalized protocol by using systemic analysis approach for sizing a small-
scale gasifier generally used for power production. This analysis is based on the block coupling of existing 
models. The EES software is used to aid for the numerical resolution. Comparison tests is conducted to 
assess the reliability degree of the protocol. 
 
Keywords: Gasifier size, Biomass, Systemic analysis, Modelling, Electricity, Small-scale system
1 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY  
A syngas production system can be dimensioned by the amount of electrical power or biomass flow. Several 
models exist to characterize each subsystem [1 - 5], but none takes into account the entire device. The main 
purpose of this paper is to considered the sizing the whole gasifier system. This sizing is investigated by 
coupling each element using energy balance and components size. In our study, we will see how to size the 
whole system by coupling models and using one of this information: knowledge of the electrical production 
or the existing quantity of biomass available. The aim of this study is to present combined sizing models of 
the boiler with cyclone and power motor to propose the size of the gasifier system in function of the power 
needed or the available quantity biomass (flow rate).  Figure 1 gives a synoptic view of the gasifier and 
summarizes the objectives of this work. 
 
 
Figure 1. Small-scale gasifier engine system 
 
 
 
 
 
Objective
s 
Combined sizing models of blower, 
boiler, cyclone, power motor and 
pipping to characterize and 
optimise the sizes of the entire 
system. 
Boiler 
Cyclone 
Motor 
Pipping 
Blower 
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2 GENERALIZED PROTOCOL OF DIMENSIONING SMALL-SCALE GASIFIER (G.P.D.G)  
The general idea of the G.P.D.G is established by systemic analysis; applicable only for fixed bed gasifier.  
Each subsystem is represented by a block model with an Input / Output (I/O) physical variables and 
parameters. All the blocks are interconnected via the I/O variables and physical parameters. These later 
allow each subsystem’s models to simulate simultaneously their respectively sizes and propose an optimum 
volume of the whole system taking into account the piping sizes in the calculation. While sub-models of 
each subsystem changes according to the type of gasifier (downdraft, updraft or other technologies), the 
protocol for simulating dimensions remains the same. Once the system technology of gasifier being defined, 
the only information the protocol needs to predict the size of the system is either the biomass flow rate 
available (fuel) in kg.h-1 or the amount of power consumption in kW.  Table 1 to 4 define variables (I/O) and 
parameters corresponding to the Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Synopsis of the P.G.D.G methods 
 
Table 1. Blower description (I/O and parameter) [6]. 
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Table 2. Engine description (I/O and parameter) [7]. 
 
 
Table 3. Boiler description (I/O and parameter: further information can be found in [8 - 11] 
 
 
Table 4. Cyclone description (I/O and parameter): further information can be found in [12 - 16].  
 
 
3 EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION: VERIFICATION TEST CASE IN THE G.E.K GASIFIER  
G.E.K (i.e. Gasifier Experimenter’s Kit) system is a small-scale gasifier system specifically dedicated to the 
experimental study. The system has a control panel with sensors used to measure different physical 
variables. Most compagnies [17] that work in biomass research fields use this system. The detailed 
description on how to operate the system as well as the dimensions are given on the website: 
http://wiki.gekgasifier.com. In this website, it's possible to download the CAD drawings for all the sheets 
[8] 
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metals parts of the engine. Figure 3 illustrates the G.E.K gasifier system. The comparison between the 
P.G.D.G results and  G.E.K gasifier engine given by the constructor is presented in Table 5. The results 
shows a significant difference in the height of the cyclone between the P.G.D.G method and the information 
given by the constructor. This difference is due to the specific configuration of the cyclone. To understand 
this difference, Figure 4 shows the configuration of G.E.K cyclone and how the P.G.D.G procedure takes 
into account the calculation of the subsystem. The height of the cyclone in the P.G.D.G. is ( H ) while the 
height in CAD drawing of the G.E.K engine is (H + x). However the value of ( x ) wasn't given by the 
constructor, so it's not possible to compare it. 
Figure 3. G.E.K gasifier [17] 
 
 
Table 5. Comparison between G.E.K system and the P.G.D.G procedure 
Subsystem Variable name 
Symbol GEK 
system 
P.G.D.G. 
method 
Boiler 
Diameter 
Height 
Biomass flow rate 
Dr 
Hr 
Fbms 
0.15 m 
0.508 m 
6 kg/h 
0.17 m 
0.50 m 
5.75 kg/h 
Cyclone 
Height 
Output diameter tubing 
Mb 
D 
0.508 m 
0.020 m 
0.32m 
0.021 m 
Tubing 
Boiler/Cyclone diameter 
Cyclone/Engine diameter 
- 
- 
7.6 cm 
4.2 cm 
6.93 cm 
4.1 cm 
Engine Power P 5 kWh 5.21 kWh 
 
 
Figure 4. G.E.K dimension of the cyclone (A) and the P.G.D.G calculation (B)  
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4 CONCLUSION  
The P.G.D.G procedure is based on a systemic analysis dedicated to calculate the sizes of the small-scale 
gasifier systems. This method has been tested in many systems to access its reliability. The P.G.D.G has 40 
related equations with 45 variables (15 inputs and 30 outputs) and 8 parameters. EES software is applied to 
resolves the equations. Moreover, the P.G.D.G can be used in different configuration of small-scale gasifiers 
systems. Results of the tests prove that the P.G.D.G method is reliable. This method makes it easier to 
optimise the size as well as the electrical production of the system.  Thereby, this study aids in finding a 
protocol to optimize the small-scale gasifier system using the P.G.D.G method. 
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ABSTRACT 
The objective of this work was in consideration of the evaluation of high-pressure homogenizer 
(HPH) as a mechanical pretreatment of Chlorella vulgaris and to also consider the effect of 
this pretreatment on the conversion of microalgae Chlorella vulgaris spp. into protein by 
disrupting of the cell wall. Notably, not only the chemical composition determines Chlorella 
vulgaris disruption of the cell walls which has been highly considered but repetitively, has been 
one of the main issues for an efficient breakage of cell walls. Pre-treatments to open the cell 
wall structure have been widely studied in other lignocellulosic biomass, however there is not 
so much information regarding the effect of those pre-treatments on microalgae for example, 
in the likes of Chlorella vulgaris. Based on these facts, and for more efficiency influent from 
high pressure homogenizer (HPH) for an improved protein concentration yield after disruption. 
The HPH with serial identification GYB40-10S of a two-stage homogenizing valves pressure 
and maximum pressure of 100 MPa was employed in conducting the disruption process. The 
piece of equipment is adjustable to produce a superfine, homogeneous, stable liquid-liquid or 
solid-liquid under multiple actions of cavitation effect and high-speed impact. 
In this research, the mechanical pretreatment of the use of HPH in the cell wall breakage of 
chlorella vulgaris has compared favorably well with the untreated sample of same species’ 
protein concentration yielding 95.3% when considered under the same operating conditions.  
Keywords: Operating conditions; Cavitation effect; GYB40-10S; HPH; Chlorella vulgaris; 
Microalgae 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The current energy trends and the need to forgo the use of fossil fuels which is now seen as unsuitable 
and unsustainable since the depletion of resources and greenhouse gases (GHGs) accumulation in the 
environment are seen to be on the rise. Shenk et al. [1] estimated this to have exceeded the dangerously 
high threshold of 450 ppm Co2e. This trends globally made governments and environmentalists to think 
of biofuels as the most promising renewable alternatives needed in achieving the goals of reducing the 
overall dependence on fossil fuels as well lowering CO2 emissions as this to a greater deal will support 
local agriculture and develop economies [2, 3]. Andres et al. [4] have explained that combustion of 
fossil fuels such as coal, oil and natural gas as the conventional method of producing transportation 
fuels, chemicals, and power, and has been established for many years. While Brennan and Owende [5] 
rated it accounting for 88% of the global primary energy consumption in the year 2008, Singh et al. [6] 
classified the current technological progress, potential reserves, and increase in exploitation leading to 
insecurity in energy and climate change because of increment of greenhouse gases (GHGs) emission 
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and due to our consumption rate of energy which is considered at a very high level. This therefore made 
Ben-Iwo et al. [7] to elucidate in their paper that combustion of fossil fuel is a significant global concern 
as it releases greenhouse gases (GHG) particularly carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere. [8] 
reiterated Petroleum consumption for road transportation as currently the largest source of CO2 
emissions and Saboori et al. [9] confirmed it accounting for 23% of CO2 emissions worldwide. 
Reducing emissions, means switching to low carbon alternatives in the likes of biomass fuel. This is 
because, biomass currently offers the only renewable source of energy that can substitute for petroleum 
fuels as well as reduce CO2 emissions [10, 11]. Amongst these are microalgae, lignocellulosic materials 
and biomass substrates for energy production. 
Based on the above, Chlorella vulgaris, a microalgae species of the strain identification; CCAP 211/11B 
will be considered in this research. Its pre-treatment through high-pressure homogenizer will be 
discussed and as a source for improved protein concentration yield, this is known to improve biogas 
production since protein yield influences its production as well [12-15]. 
 
2. CHLORELLA VULGARIS (MICRO-ALGAE) 
Chlorella vulgaris suitability as a biomass substrate is beyond question because proteins and lipids 
content within their cell is high enough to yield biogas as compared to other biomass materials [5]. 
Their use has gone lately from human consumption to the production of energy [5]. They can grow 
autotrophically and heterotrophically with a wide range of tolerance to different temperatures, salinity, 
pH and nutrient availabilities. Chlorella vulgaris along with Chlorella Protothecoides are two widely 
available microalgae strains in the commercial applications for food and nutritional purposes. Heredia-
Arroyo et al. [16] have indicated that they can show great potential as future industrial bioenergy 
producers due to their robustness, high growth rate, and high oil content. They can be cultured under 
the same conditions; autotrophic and heterotrophic. Accordingly, Heredia-Arroyo et al. [16] revealed 
in their results that Chlorella vulgaris could grow on autotrophic, mixotrophic and heterotrophic modes; 
and the mixotrophic cultivation especially could produce more cell biomass than the autotrophic or 
heterotrophic cultures, individually or combined [16]. This research work therefore analyze and 
consider these parameters; Pressure, Temperature, Number of cycles (Passes) and Dilution ratios in a 
bid to improved protein concentration yield after Chlorella vulgaris is fully homogenized and through 
optimization using the design of experiment (DoE).  
 
3. CELL WALL BREAKDOWN PROCEDURES  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: GYB40-10S 2 stage Homogenizing Valves   Figure 2: HPH parts during cell disruption [21] 
 
Previous works and researches on biomass substrates homogenization shows similarities with that of 
Chlorella vulgaris [17-20] in terms of the disruption processes and procedures required in the extraction 
and emulsification of protein from the substrates cell wall through constricting prepared soluble 
substrate via the exit point of high-pressure homogenizer. This is in fact the first step required in the 
cell wall breaking down process for the liberation of the inner content of protein concentration. This 
needed to match the protein release and contaminant profile of full-scale methods like homogenization 
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thereby enabling representative studies of subsequent downstream operations being performed. To 
achieve this, a pre-treatment phase is generally necessary in the breakdown of the cell wall for the 
liberation of protein within the biomass and which in this case is considered as the mechanical means 
of high-pressure homogenizer (Figure 1). For this research, the high-pressure homogenizer series 
GYB40-10S 2 stages Homogenizing Valves is employed as in (Figure1). The main structures and 
functionalities of the HPH will are as detailed in (Figure 2) showing the valve seat, impact ring and the 
valve head in operation. 
 
4. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
4.1 CHLORELLA VULGARIS SAMPLE AND STORAGE 
Chlorella vulgaris general composition of microalgae – Chlorella vulgaris (% of dry matter) 51-58 
protein, 12-17 carbohydrate and 14-22 lipids [22]. It showed Chlorella vulgaris to be higher in terms 
of the protein content when compared to others. This reflects the reason for one of its consideration as 
a biomass substrate amongst others in this research. A sample of the substrate is shown in Fig 3. This 
was supplied by a Culture Collection of Algae and Protozoa (CCAP) of the Scottish Marine Institute, 
United Kingdom. This determination of the strain was through the identification of CCAP 211/11B 
from the original author Beijerinck 1890, where freshwater in Delft, Holland was used [23]. The culture 
conditions as demanded by the CCAP required the temperature to be 15 °C ± 2 °C, and for faster 
growth, it should be grown at 20 – 25 °C in cool white fluorescent tubes about 10 cm from the culture, 
with an intensity of 30-40 μmol/m2 s, and 12 hours light and 12 hours of darkness (for faster growth, 
use continuous light). Refer to Appendix A for further information on the strain data. On the other hand, 
microalgae species choices of Chlorella vulgaris is considered commercially important because of its 
green nature and own its potential to serve as a food and energy source because of their high 
photosynthetic efficiency. This in theory can reach 8% and can be grown with autotropic and 
heterotrophic modes [24]. Algal proteins are of high quality and comparable to conventional vegetable 
proteins and Rasoul-Amini et al. [25] therefore concluded that due to their high production costs and 
technical difficulties, its cultivation as protein is still under evaluation.  
  
                                                             
 Figure 3: Chlorella vulgaris with strain number CCAP 211/11B [23] 
 
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The experimental procedure for microalgae was basically like the procedure described in [16-20], the 
difference was the measurement and quantification of the substrate against the phosphate buffer 
(solution C) pH 5.3. 10 ml of Chlorella vulgaris is mixed into 1000 ml of buffer solution C (phosphate 
buffer) at any time before pre-treating in the homogenization stage. The microalgae were not cultured 
and were pre-treated the same way as supplied (by the Institute; CCAP). After the pre-treatment using 
the HPH, the other steps taken were same for the Baker’s yeast. For further reference on the strain 
supplied, refer to [19] 
 
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
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Table 1: Design matrix with actual value 
                 
 
 
                                                                      
Table 2: Process variables and                   Table 3: ANOVA for reduced quadratic model for Protein 
experimental design level used                                           Concentration yield at (15-25°C) 
                
 
                 
Figure 4: Scatter diagrams of normal plot of residuals (a) and of protein concentration yields (b) 
 
The experiment was designed based on a three level Box Behnken design (BBD) which includes one 
full replication for this substrate. Trial samples of Chlorella vulgaris were performed by varying one of 
the process variables in determining the working range of each variable. With the maximum pressure 
of the high-pressure homogenizer considered as 100 MPa from the manufacturer, it was recommended 
never to go beyond 90 MPa as the operating working pressure. Also, with a pressure lower than 30 
MPa considered as infinitesimal, and with whose application in the HPH, never showed appreciable 
effect. Hence the working pressure was set between 30 and 90 MPa. These were the criteria for 
choosing the working ranges. Temperature ranges were chosen as the homogenization process needed 
to be within ± 5 °C of room temperature since room temperature is around 20 °C [26]. The number of 
cycles used was chosen for an improved homogenization process. Table 2 shows homogenizer input 
variables along with the design levels used for this substrate and, the experiment was carried out 
according to the design matrix shown in Table 1 in a random order to avoid any systematic error using 
the HPH alongside with the measured response. 51 runs of experiments were carried out. Ratios as a 
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variable factor were used categorically and as identified by the design expert software. This was 
required to determine the effect of the dilution concentration of microalgae (Chlorella vulgaris) and the 
solution C on other parameters. 
 
Figure 5: Contours plots showing effect of the number of cycles and temperature on the response – 
protein concentration yield (this shows zone with highest software-estimated protein concentration) 
                 
5.1 VALIDATION OF THE MODEL 
From the ANOVA Table 3, the point prediction technique and an appropriate model indicated that, Adj 
R2 minus Pred. R2 was 0.096 that is < 0.2. The normality of plots and validation of data were also 
applicable here. This was necessary to determine good model discrimination based on the analysis of 
the ANOVA Table [27]. As R2 equalled 0.8411 it implied that 84.1% of the variability in the data has 
been explained by the model. The F-Value model equalled 18.76, implying that the model was 
significant since it only led to 0.01% chance that the F-Value model occurred because of noise. 
The Figures 4a and 4b showed linearity and therefore were normally distributed and that in Figure 5 
explained temperature effect aiding the higher yield of protein concentration over number of cycles 
during homogenization. Parameters of cycles and temperature considered in the ratio of 30-70 
homogenization of substrate played an important role in the yield of protein 
 
6. CONCLUSION  
➢ Implementing Design of Experiment (DoE) techniques to optimise the results found after HPH 
treatment.  
➢ Identifying the most suitable variables as input parameters (Pressure, Temperature, Number of 
Cycle and Ratio) along with protein concentration (mg/mL) as output (Responses) via 
experimentation.  
➢ Identifying the best parameters for optimum yields of intracellular protein release as an output. 
➢ Establish the ratios of dilution (substrate against solution C) during experimental work which as 
a result, led to the categorical factors being determined as; 10:90, 20:80 and 30:70 and which was 
required to identify and optimize the highest yields from the results.  
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ABSTRACT 
In the current paper we analyse the variability and dynamics of chemical composition and energy potential 
of local bioresource. The information about biomass yield and crucial characteristics is required in order to 
analyse its feasibility and sustainability for different bio-based products. The study was carried out in 
different wetland types in Northern Europe. Area-specific yield, its chemical composition, calorific value 
and potential for different bioconversion methods was estimated. The results revealed that we can obtain 
more biomass from floodplain meadows or from reed in coastal meadows than from reed canary grass 
cultivations in extracted peatlands. The chemical composition and calorific value varied by species and by 
functional groups. Most of studied characteristics changed also during biomass growing period. The 
collected data were used for validating the empirical model between biomass chemical composition and its 
heating value. Theoretical potential for biomethane production and bioethanol synthesis were also under 
discussion. 
 
Keywords: biomass, biobased products, natural vegetation, reed, reed canary grass, restoration, sustainable 
management, wetland 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Semi-natural communities (SNC) as a part of traditional landscape have been formed and shaped by 
extensive management over a long period of time and are characterised by high biodiversity [1]-[3]. These 
complex ecosystems have provided a variety of different functions and services [3]-[6], but during the last 
century the area of SNCs has decreased considerably due to land use changes (e.g. agricultural 
intensification, the draining of wetlands, abandonment etc.) [4] and [7]-[8]. During regional and local 
changes it is important to guarantee that SNCs are managed continuously with appropriate and the most 
effective methods for maintenance of biodiversity and traditional landscape [4] and [9]-[10]. One of the 
under-ecosystem services, source of bioenergy feedstock, is the herbaceous biomass obtained from different 
types of these agricultural landscape [11]-[14] etc. This herbaceous biomass from SNCs is available without 
land use change, almost without competition with the food production, but positive environmental impact 
and a large potential for increasing ecological improvements in the current global situation [14]. Biomass 
potential from diferent SNCs varies by local conditions and by types of semi-natural communites [11]-[15]  
and therefore a wide range of potential applications regarding different biobased products can be achieved. 
In current paper we give a short overview and analyse the variability and dynamics of chemical composition 
and energy potential of this local bioresource. 
 
2 MATERIAL AND METHODS 
The common reed biomass was sampled in July 2016. Biomass yield in flooded meadows and reed canary 
grass fields was measured in July 2011. The dry weight of biomass samples that were transported to lab was 
determined after drying in an oven for 48-72 h at 80 °C. The chemical composition of all samples was 
measured in the Laboratory of Plant Biochemistry of the Estonian University of Life Sciences. Calorific 
value (CV) was measured using bomb calorimeter e2K (Digital Data Systems (Pty) Ltd, South Africa) in the 
laboratory of the Tartu College of Tallinn University of Technology. The biochemical methane potential 
(BMP) experiment was carried out in the Laboratory of Bio- and Environmental Chemistry in the Estonian 
University of Life Sciences and described in full details earlier [13] and [15]. 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Biomass productivity 
Our results revealed that in Estonian conditions the area-specific biomass yield varied by vegetation type and 
more than 10% higher biomass yield can be obtained from natural vegetation types compared to reed canary 
grass fields (Figure 1). One of the reasons for higher biomass yield is the most suitable and efficient natural 
community evolutionally developed in specific area. The higher biomass has been also recorded in natural 
vegetation of tall sedges swamp (6.7 t ha-1) [16] or sedges and tall forbs communities (both about 10.0 t ha-1) 
in flooded wet meadows [17]. 
 
 
Figure 1. The average yield of herbaceous biomass from different type of wetland ([18]-[21], 
respectively). 
 
3.2 Chemical composition of herbaceous biomass 
The chemical composition and calorific value varied by species and by plant functional groups and by 
wetland types (Table 1 and 2) as reported earlier [16] and [22]. The large variability of herbaceous biomass 
chemical composition biomass is the most problematic issue regarding it conversion to bioenergy [23]-[24].  
 
Table 1. Some organic and inert compounds (% DM) in biomass in July 
Type/Characteristics NDF1 Cellulose Hemicellulose Lignin Protein Ash Source 
Phalaris arundinaceae (extracted peatland) n.a.2 n.a.2 n.a.2 n.a.2 9.0 5.1 [19] 
Phragmites australis (reedbed) n.a.2 28.8 39.4 4.1 n.a.2 n.a.2 OD3 
Grasses 
Legumes 
Other forbs 
Sedges&rushes 
(flooded meadow) 
68.2 
51.4 
54.5 
70.9 
n.a.2 n.a.2 6.2 
10.0 
12.7 
5.6 
6.4 
14.1 
10.0 
9.1 
7.9 
5.2 
6.4 
5.5 
[31] 
Total biomass (flooded meadow) 59.7 n.a.2 22.8 n.a.2 9.4 6.1 [11] 
1 – neutral detergent fibre; 2 – not available; 3 – original data 
 
For effective anaerobic digestion, usually a high ratio of easily biodegradable compounds in biomass is 
favoured [25]. Too high contents of protein or N in feedstock can form ammonium, thus inhibiting methane 
production [26]. Our results demonstrated that protein content in legumes from flooded meadows was higher 
than in other functional groups or species (Table 1). The high lignin concentration (critical level 100 g lignin 
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kg–1 [27]) is considered to be also unfavourable for effective anaerobic digestion or methane potential. In 
this study the critical level of lignin content was exceeded only by other forbs (Table 1). Therefore we agree 
that large proportion of other forbs in biomass can be crucial for biodigestibility [28]. On the other hand 
larger proportion of grasses as well reed and sedges&rushes from different wetland types with lower lignin 
content and higher cellulose and hemicellulose content (Table 1) can be more suitable for different high-
valued bioproducts (e.g. [29]-[30]). 
If thermochemical conversion or combustion is selected for energy conversion method, certain requirements 
for substrate quality become important. In general, herbaceous biomass has higher ash and lower carbon 
concentration than woody biomass [32]. Typically, a higher C concentration is considered to be in 
correlation with higher heating value [33]-[35], as each extra 1% of ash is assumed to decrease the heating 
value by 0.2 MJ kg-1 [36]. In this study it was not so clear that higher carbon content is related with higher 
calorific value (Table 2), but there could detect some negative correlation between high ash content and 
lower calorific value (see Table 1 and 2). If the combustion process is not regulated for burning herbaceous 
biomass, increased ash and alkali metal (especially K, P, S and Cl) contents can result in slagging, corrosion 
and fouling during thermochemical conversion [37]. The results of this study demostrated higher potassium 
content in reed, other forbs and in total biomass from coastal and flooded meaow (Table 2). The content of 
phosphorus is higher in reed compared to other different biomass types. High concentrations of chlorine,  
 
Table 2. Chemical composition (% DM) and calorific value (CV, MJ kg-1) in biomass in July 
Type/Characteristics C N P K Ca Mg Cl S CV Source 
Phalaris arundinaceae (extracted peatland) 46.3 1.4 n.a.1 n.a.1 n.a.1 n.a.1 0.4 0.2 16.7 [19] 
Phragmites australis (reedbed) n.a.1 2.8 0.3 1.5 0.5 0.1 n.a.1 n.a.1 18.1 OD3 
Grasses 
Legumes 
Other forbs 
Sedges&rushes 
(flooded meadow) 
42.2 
45.2 
44.3 
43.8 
1.0 
2.3 
1.6 
1.5 
 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.8 
0.9 
1.4 
1.3 
 
0.3 
1.3 
1.0 
0.6 
0.1 
0.3 
0.5 
0.1 
0.1 
0.03 
0.05 
0.1 
 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
 
16.8 
18.22 
16.7 
17.5 
 
[31] 
Total biomass (coastal meadow) 42.3 1.5 0.1 1.5 0.3 0.4 n.a.1 n.a.1 17.72 [18] 
Total biomass (flooded meadow)  1.5 0.2 1.5 0.8 0.2   18.4 [11] 
1 – not available; 2 – based on C content and formula of [35]; 3 – original data 
 
nitrogen and sulphur in fuels can increase greenhouse gas emissions (limits for N and S to avoid emissions 
are assumed to be 6 g kg–1 DM and 2 g kg–1 DM, respectively and corrosion can be avoided lower than 1.0 g 
S kg–1 DM and 1 g Cl kg–1 DM) [38]. In general, grasses include less nitrogen than legumes and other forbs 
[39] and [40]. According to results of this study (Table 2), the average N concentration in legumes and in 
reed was higher than in other species, functional groups and in total biomass from other types of wetland. 
Among other non-metals studied, S concentration was found to be similar in all types of biomass and close 
to the limit for S below which SOx emissions is assumed to be negligible, but exceeded about twice the 
value which may cause corrosion. We found that reed canary grass and other monocotyledonous functional 
groups contained more Cl than legumes and other forbs (Table 2), which is in agreement with [16]. The 
critical value of Cl concentration for combustion, stated by [38] to avoid corrosion or HCl emissions, was 
surpassed only by reed canary grass in this study. 
 
3.3 Bio-based products via energy conversion 
According to BMP experiment the average cumulative methane yield of herbaceous biomass varied by 
functional groups (Figure 2). The first two weeks the higher methane yield was observed in legumes and it 
can be due to high content of easily degradable component. The highest feedstock-specific methane yield 
was observed for sedges&rushes followed by grasses, legumes, mix of total biomass and other forbs. Based 
on literature high ratio of sedges in herbaceous biomass is suggested to be less suitable as a feedstock for 
biogas production [41]. 
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Figure 2. Methane production by different functional groups and total biomass from flooded 
meadows [13] and [15]. 
 
The energy output depend on different biomass to energy conversion routes [15], [42]. Although energy 
potential from flooded meadows was about 120 GJ ha-1, about 100 GJ ha-1 can be possible to achive via 
combustion to produce heat only (efficiency 85% [42]). Via anaerobic digestion it was possible to obtain more 
than 50% of energy potential from herbaceous biomass in flooded meadows [15]. Area-specific ethanol 
energy yield [43] was approximately 23 GJ ha-1 and it is less than 20% of energy potential that can be 
obtained via energy potential of absolutely dry material. 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
Herbaceous biomass from semi-natural communities should be considered for bio-based products purposes 
to enhance local bioeconomy. Availability of improved technologies and comparison of different conversion 
and pretreatment options are essential to meet the needs of both resource efficiency usage for bio-based 
products and conservation of biodiversity and traditional landscapes in the future. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a research carried out on the characterization of biodiesel produced from cottonseed oil 
using three different catalysts in order to determine the yield of biodiesel obtained using each of the catalysts 
and the reasons for the differences/variations in the properties of the biodiesel produced. The cottonseed oil 
biodiesel was produced via transesterification with methanol and catalyst. The reaction conditions employed 
were; methanol to oil molar ratio of 6:1, catalyst concentration of 1 wt. %, reaction temperature of 65oC and 
1hour reaction time. The catalysts used were; NaOH (as homogeneous catalyst), CaO (as heterogeneous 
catalyst), and Nano-CaO (as heterogeneous nano catalyst) with each of the catalysts used to produce single 
biodiesel sample. The Nano‐CaO catalyst was prepared by calcination of ball‐milled chicken eggshell waste 
and it was characterized using SEM and XRD. The crystalline size of the Nano‐CaO catalyst was found to 
be about 30nm. The biodiesel samples produced were denoted according to the type of the catalyst used for 
its transesterification, i.e. B-NaOH, B-CaO and B-Nano-CaO, for NaOH, CaO, and Nano-CaO catalysts, 
respectively. The samples were characterized to determine their physico-chemical properties. The 
characterization results showed that Nano-CaO catalyst gave the highest biodiesel yield (99%) followed by 
CaO (96.5%) and NaOH (94%) after transesterification reaction of the esterified cottonseed oil with 
methanol. The results further showed that the properties of the B-CaO, and B-Nano-CaO biodiesel samples 
were similar (with negligible variation) and they differ from that of B-NaOH with reasonable margin. It was 
suggested that the differences were as a result of the purification steps undergone by B-NaOH biodiesel 
sample which was not done in the case of B-CaO, and B-Nano-CaO biodiesel samples. 
Keywords: Biodiesel, Cottonseed oil, Transesterification, Homogeneous catalyst, Heterogeneous catalyst 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Biodiesel is a realistic alternative fuel, derived from vegetable oil or animal fat and can be used directly or 
blended with petroleum diesel at any percentage without engine modification [1]. It is economically feasible, 
renewable, and could provide a feasible solution to the twin crises of fossil fuel depletion and environmental 
degradation caused by the use of fossil fuels [2]. The biodiesel can be produced by either blending of crude 
oils, micro-emulsions, pyrolysis or transesterification. Transesterification is the most popular method of 
producing biodiesel. Transesterification is the chemical reaction that involves triglycerides and alcohol in the 
presence of a catalyst to form esters and glycerol [3].  
Cottonseed oil is a vegetable oil extracted from the seeds of cotton plants of various species, mainly 
Gossypium hirsutum and Gossypium herbaceum, which are grown for cotton fibre, animal feed, and oil. 
While cultivation of the cotton crop is driven by demand for fibre to make cloth, the seeds of the cotton plant 
are also valuable. Oil extracted from the seeds is used for human consumption and the residual meal is fed to 
livestock. Lately, cottonseed oil demand in the food industry is diminishing because of the health problems 
linked to its consumption [4, 5]. For this reason, cotton seed oil has huge capability for biodiesel production. 
Transesterification of cottonseed oil has been carried out successfully using basic catalysts (both 
homogeneous and heterogeneous) by several research works. The results of the previous research works 
showed some great achievements with regards to the use of cottonseed oil such as obtaining high biodiesel 
yield and satisfactory biodiesel properties. However, the current trends on the biodiesel research include the 
optimization of production procedures and improvements of the fuel properties. 
The various properties of cottonseed oil biodiesel which have been investigated by previous research works 
were cetane number, calorific value, flash point, viscosity, pour point among others. However, the value of 
these properties were observed to differ from one another (with respect to individual research results) which 
is contrary to the popular belief that the physical and chemical properties of biodiesel from the same 
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feedstock should be in close range irrespective of the production methods and conditions employed during 
the production. For instance, [6] found the kinematic viscosity (mm2/s) at 40oC to be 5.6mm2/s using CaO 
and MgO as solid based catalysts for the transesterification of refined cottonseed oil, [7] obtained 5.2mm2/s 
using NaOH as catalyst for the transesterification of cotton seed oil, and [8] obtained 2.04mm2/s using 
NaOH as catalyst. Although, according to ASTM D 6751-02 standards, the kinematic viscosity at 40oC 
should be within the range of 1.9-6.0mm2/s, but wide margin of 2.04mm2/s to 5.6mm2/s shouldn’t be ignored 
considering that viscosity is a key fuel property that influences the atomization of a fuel upon injection into 
the combustion chamber. Another example is the cetane number, [7] found the cetane number to be 51 using 
NaOH as catalyst for the transesterification of cotton seed oil; [9] successfully obtained the value of the 
cetane number of the cottonseed methyl ester to be 53 using sodium methoxide as catalyst, and [10] also 
found the cetane number to be 46 using two step catalytic processes in transesterification of the cottonseed 
oil. 
However, these variations were not limited to viscosity and cetane number, but likewise all other important 
fuel properties such as density, calorific value etc. one of the suspected reasons for these variations in 
properties might be the type of catalyst used for the transesterification as observed. The suspicion was 
motivated by the results of the research conducted by [11] on biodiesel synthesis from cottonseed oil using 
homogeneous alkali catalyst and using heterogeneous multi walled carbon nanotubes. They found the 
viscosity of the biodiesel produced to be 2.975mm2/s and 2.496mm2/s; density of 0.898 g/cc and 0.963 g/cc 
using NaOH (homogeneous catalyst) and multi walled carbon nanotubes (heterogeneous catalyst) 
respectively. Although, the authors didn’t specify the reason for the difference in the properties but, one may 
assume that it was because of the use of different catalyst for the biodiesel production. The current research 
is focused on the production and characterization of biodiesel from cottonseed using three different catalysts 
(NaOH, CaO, and Nano-CaO). The results of the research could help in determining which category of 
catalyst will give highest yield and it could also help in finding out more significant reasons for the 
variations in properties of the biodiesel from cottonseed oil. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Materials 
The materials used in this research are Cottonseed oil, chicken eggshell, methanol, sulphuric acid, sodium 
hydroxide, calcium oxide, characterization reagents, G Cussons P6310 bomb calorimeter set, Pensky 
Martens flash point tester, digital weight balance, Brookfield synchro-lectric viscometer, Porcelain 
cylindrical Jar ball mill, Nabertherm laboratory furnace (30oC-3000oC), hot plate with magnetic stirrer, Carl-
Zeiss MA-10 series scanning electron microscope, PANanlytical Empyrean X-ray diffractometer, laboratory 
oven, thermometer, pipette, burette, tripod stand, measuring cylinder, beaker, round bottom conical flask, 
separating funnel, and reflux condenser. 
2.2 Methods 
Catalysts Preparation 
Sodium hydroxide (NaOH), and bulk calcium oxide (CaO) catalysts were obtained as pure analytical grade 
reagents and therefore, they do not need further processing but the nano calcium oxide (Nano-CaO) was not 
available in analytical grade, and so was synthesized by high-energy ball milling followed by calcination 
method, in accordance with procedure reported by [12] and [13]. The chicken egg shells were collected and 
washed several times with a distilled water to remove impurities and then dried in a hot air oven at 120oC for 
5hours to completely remove moisture [12]. The dried egg shells were milled to fine powder of uniform 
sizes with the ball mill for 3 hours. The milled eggshells were then calcined in a furnace at 900oC for 2 
hours. The product obtained (Nano-CaO) was characterized using scanning electron microscope (SEM) and 
X-RAY Diffraction (XRD).  
Biodiesel Production 
Raw cottonseed oil has high free fatty acids (FFAs) value of about 5 wt. % [10]. However, when a raw 
material (oil or fats) contains a high percentage of free fatty acids (greater than 1wt. %), during 
transesterification, the alkali (basic) catalyst will react with the free fatty acids to form soap. Therefore, prior 
to the transesterification reaction, the acidic feedstock (containing high amount of FFAs) should be pre-
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treated (esterification or alcoholysis) to inhibit the saponification reaction [10, 14]. Therefore, due to this 
factor, the biodiesel production was carried out in two stages. 
The first stage utilised the Esterification process to reduce the FFA content of the raw cottonseed oil. It was 
done in this research to reduce the FFA level of the raw cottonseed oil. The esterification was carried out in a 
1500ml two necks round bottom flask as a batch reactor placed on a hot magnetic stirrer and a magnetic bar 
inserted into the flask. A thermometer (to measure temperature) was also inserted into the flask and a reflux 
condenser (to condense the methanol back to the batch reactor) was attached to the flask. The reaction was 
carried out using crude cottonseed oil with methanol (using 12:1 methanol to oil molar ratio) and 
concentrated sulphuric acid (H2SO4) as the catalyst (1 wt. % of oil) at 40
oC. The acid value of the compound 
was determined at every 30 minutes until it dropped to 0.8 mg/g in 2 hours. The mixture was allowed to 
settle for eight hours in a separating funnel to remove some traces of glycerin, unreacted methanol and 
chemical water [14]. 
The second stage utilized transesterification process to obtain the final product (biodiesel). It was carried out 
using the same setup as the esterification. The reaction was carried out with methanol to oil molar ratio of 
6:1, catalyst concentration of 1wt. %, reaction temperature of 65oC and 1hour reaction time. These reaction 
conditions were regarded as the best conditions for the production of biodiesel by transesterification using 
basic catalyst [6]. The transesterification process was carried out in three separate batches using three 
different catalysts. The catalysts used were sodium hydroxide (NaOH) as homogeneous catalyst, calcium 
oxide (CaO) as heterogeneous catalyst and Nano Calcium oxide (Nano-CaO) as nano heterogeneous 
catalyst. After one hour of reaction, heating and stirring were stopped, and then the mixture was poured into 
a separating funnel and allowed to settle for 8 hours. After the settlement for 8 hours, the biodiesel was 
separated from the glycerol and the biodiesel samples were denoted according to the type of the catalyst used 
for its transesterification, i.e. B-NaOH, B-CaO and B-Nano-CaO, for NaOH, CaO, and Nano-CaO catalysts, 
respectively. B-NaOH being transesterified using a homogeneous catalyst (NaOH), was further purified by 
washing for several times with warm distilled water at 60oC to remove impurities and traces of catalyst and 
then it was heated in an oven at 100oC for 30minutes to remove traces of unreacted alcohol and water [10, 
14]. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
3.1 Results 
Characterization of the Nano-CaO catalyst 
The Nano-CaO catalyst was characterized using Carl-Zeiss MA-10 series Scanning electron microscope and 
PANanlytical Empyrean X-ray diffractometer. The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image and X-Ray 
Diffraction (XRD) patterns a of the Nano-CaO catalyst are shown in the figures 1 and 2 respectively. 
 
          
Figure 1: SEM image of Nano-CaO catalyst at 5000x magnification            Figure 2: XRD Pattern of Nano-CaO Powder 
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Characterization of the biodiesel samples 
The physico-chemical properties of the fuel samples are presented in Table 1 below: 
Table 1: Physico-Chemical Properties of the Biodiesel Samples as Compared to Petro-Diesel and 
ASTM D6751 Biodiesel Standard 
PROPERTY B-NaOH B-CaO B-Nano-
CaO 
Petro-diesel ASTM D6751 
Percentage yield (%) 94 96.5 99 - - 
Density (g/ml) 0.8320 0.8655 0.8670 0.8250 0.83-0.88 
Kin. Viscosity@ 40oC (cSt) 3.00 3.65 3.65 2.25 1.9-6.0 
Pour point (oC) -6 -8.5 -8.6 -20 - 
Cloud point (oC) 3 10 10 - - 
Flash point (oC) 155 175 178 70 130minimum 
Iodine Value (g/100g) 61.9272 72.0792 71.4440 38.0000 - 
Saponification Value 
(mg/g) 
193.96 200.98 202.38 - - 
Peroxide Value (mEq/g) 0.25 0.27 0.27 - - 
Cetane Number 60.5062 57.2391 57.1942 49.0000 47minimum 
Calorific value (kJ/kg) 37412 37870 37907 42500 - 
3.2 Discussion of results 
Characteristics of Nano-CaO catalyst 
From the SEM images presented in Figure 1, it can be seen that the calcined eggshells typically comprise of 
irregular shape of particles. The XRD analysis was performed at 2θ ranging from 4.0131o to 74.9931o with 
Cu radiation (λ=0.154056nm) and two-theta step of 0.026 at 18.87 s per step. From Figure 2, the XRD 
intense peaks at 2θ of 18.11, 34.12, 47.13, and 50.85 correspond to d-values of 4.90, 2.63, 1.93, and 1.80 
respectively, of Calcium Hydroxide (Portlandite) (JCPDS-82-1690). This means that the calcined eggshell 
(CaO) has absorbed some moisture upon storage, and this was avoided during biodiesel production by 
further heating at 400oC for 1hour prior to use [15]. The particle size of the calcined eggshells was 
determined from the XRD data using Sherrer’s Equation and it was found to be approximately 30nm. The 
catalyst was denoted as Nano-CaO. 
Characterization of biodiesel samples 
The percentage of the biodiesel yield was determined by comparing the weight of layer of biodiesel with the 
weight of esterified cottonseed oil used. Nano-CaO catalyst gave the highest percentage yield (99%) 
followed by CaO (96.5%) and NaOH (94%) and this evidently showed that the Nano-CaO catalyst being 
relatively of smaller particle sizes (with large surface area), resulted in a rise in the number of catalytic 
active sites [16]. This large number of catalytic active sites gave more room for the reactants to interact and 
consequently resulted in higher yield of the desired product (Biodiesel). 
From Table 1, the important fuel properties (such as density, kinematic viscosity, flash point, cetane number 
etc.) of all the biodiesel samples conform to the ASTM D6751 biodiesel standard and were comparable with 
the petro-diesel. Hence, the cottonseed oil biodiesel could perfectly serve as an alternative to the 
conventional diesel fuel. 
From the characterization results presented in Table 1 however, it could be observed that the properties of 
the B-CaO and B-Nano-CaO biodiesel samples are similar (with negligible variation) and it differs from that 
of B-NaOH with reasonable margin. That was not a surprise because the B-CaO, and B-Nano-CaO bio-
diesel samples were produced using the heterogeneous base-catalysed transesterification process which was 
carried out with the omission of the purification steps utilized by homogeneous base catalysed trans-
esterification process (adopted for B-NaOH production). The purification steps which include washing the 
biodiesel with distilled water and drying, is believed to have further reduce the fatty acid content and 
moisture content of the biodiesel. This belief is supported by the fact that water is among the products of 
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transesterification (although in relatively little amount) as stated by [17], and it will be difficult to 
completely separate it from the products by the use of a separating funnel. Therefore, omission of the 
purification steps could lead to increase in water content of the biodiesel which in turns, increases the 
density as observed from the results. Furthermore, the omission could also be the reason for the increase in 
the iodine value (IV) and saponification value (SV) of the B-CaO, and B-Nano-CaO biodiesel samples 
which showed that they have more unsaturated fatty acids and higher molecular weight than the B-NaOH 
biodiesel sample. The relatively higher unsaturated fatty acids of the B-CaO, and B-Nano-CaO has resulted 
in their relatively lower cetane numbers and relatively higher viscosities, because low cetane number is 
associated with highly unsaturated fatty acids, so also viscosity increases with increase in length of the fatty 
acid chain [18, 19]. 
4 CONCLUSION 
The biodiesel production was carried out by transesterification reaction of the esterified cottonseed oil with 
methanol using sodium hydroxide (NaOH) catalyst, calcium oxide (CaO) catalyst and nano calcium oxide 
(Nano-CaO) catalyst for B-NaOH, B-CaO and B-Nano-CaO biodiesel samples respectively. The reaction 
conditions employed were; Methanol to oil molar ratio of 6:1, catalyst concentration of 1 wt. %, reaction 
temperature of 65oC and 1hour reaction time. Nano-CaO catalyst gave the highest percentage yield (99%) 
followed by CaO (96.5%) and NaOH (94%) after transesterification reaction of the esterified cottonseed oil 
with methanol. The yield obtained using Nano-CaO catalyst showed that the use of nano catalyst improves 
the transesterification efficiency of the cottonseed oil by obtaining biodiesel yield close to the theoretical 
value. The characterization results showed that B-CaO and B-Nano-CaO biodiesel samples possess similar 
properties (with negligible differences) while the properties of B-NaOH biodiesel sample differs with 
reasonable margin as it has the lowest kinematic viscosity, lowest density and highest cetane number 
compared to the other biodiesel samples. These differences were as a result of the purification steps utilized 
in the production B-NaOH which were omitted during the production of B-CaO and B-Nano-CaO biodiesel 
samples. These purification steps were believed to have further reduced the fatty acid content and moisture 
content of the B-NaOH biodiesel sample. 
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ABSTRACT 
Analyses estimate that more than 70% of residential buildings in Slovenia are energy inefficient and need a 
deep renovation, including energy systems. Renewable energy technologies, like biomass boilers, heat 
pumps and solar, offer an alternative to fossil fuels solutions and can extensively help to reduce CO2 
emissions increasing the share of renewables at a national scale. Since forests in Slovenia cover almost 60% 
of the land area and due to economic reasons, wood biomass is the main energy source in households - 
almost 60% of households in rural and urban areas are using biomass for heating. Beside individual users 
there are 27 biomass district heating systems too. The question is what are the consequences of extensive use 
of biomass and fuel switch from light fuel oil to biomass in terms of air quality, GHG emissions and energy 
supply development.  
The aim of the analysis is to identify: (1) energy saving potential by replacement of existing biomass boilers 
with new, efficient ones, and (2) CO2 abatement by replacing fuel oil boilers with biomass boilers in 
Slovenian households. The analysis is differentiating rural and urban areas. Technical and environmental 
potential is assessed taking into account spatial constrains. The results are used to support informed 
decision-making of long-term climate action planning. 
Keywords: biomass, potential, savings, emissions 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Renewable energy sources (RES) are the focal point of state initiatives to move closer toward energy self-
sufficiency in the European Union. The implication is that biomass resources come from diverse and 
heterogeneous sources. The technologies currently available allows the bioenergy products to replace any 
conventional energy, including solid, liquid, or gaseous fuels. Woody biomass can be used in combustion 
plants of all sizes: stoves and small boilers in single-family homes, central heating in small dwellings, and 
medium and large thermal power plants (Scarlat and Dallemand, 2011). In addition, biomass is the third 
largest primary energy resource in the world (Bilgen and Sarıkaya, 2015). 
 
In Slovenia the issue of air pollution is largely linked to particles (PM10 and PM 2.5) and, in the summer, to 
ozone. Measurements of PM10 indicate an occasional exceedance of limit values across the whole of 
Slovenia, and especially in the urban areas, where long-lasting temperature inversions occur in winter. The 
Government of the Republic of Slovenia in 2013 for the purpose of reducing PM10 pollution on local level 
introduced Ordinances on air quality plans in the municipalities of Murska Sobota, Maribor, Celje, Kranj, 
Novo mesto, Ljubljana, Hrastnik, Zagorje and Trbovlje. In the scope of this plans the municipalities steer the 
local energy policy and list different measures to improve air quality. Subsidies for instalment of new 
biomass boilers provided by public fund in Slovenia are not available for households in above mentioned 
areas not to hamper air pollution reduction activities by municipalities. Currently only the Municipality of 
Ljubljana legally does not favour instalment of biomass boiler in  households at new construction and 
renovation with the definition of the priority use of energy sources for heating (MOL, 2016) in the area of 
district heating.   
 
Among energy sources consumed in households in 20156 wood fuels (which include firewood, wood waste, 
wood chips, pellets and briquettes) prevailed with a 42% share. Electricity consumption represented almost 
254% and consumption of extra light heatingfuel oil almost 101% of total energy consumed in households. 
Households also consumed a considerable amount of natural gas (over 910%) and district heat (almost 7%) 
(SURS, 2018). In 2016, households consumed around 48,000 TJ of energy or 23% of total final energy 
consumption in Slovenia. Household energy consumption was around 3% higher than in the previous year. 
The sharpest increase was that of energy consumption for space heating (Figure 1, left).  
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In line with National Emission Ceiling Directive (EU) 2016/2284, Member states are obliged to reduce the 
health and environmental impacts and risks caused by air pollutants by 2030 (EC, 2016). The Directive 
imposes the requirement to reduce fine particulate matter emissions, which have been proven as the most 
harmful air pollutants. Slovenia has obliged to reduce fine particulate matter by 25 % by 2020 and by 60 % 
by 2030 compared with 2005. Regarding the greenhouse gas emissions, the goal of Slovenia is that by 2020 
the emissions will not increase by more than 4% compared to 2005 (EC, 2009). 
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Figure 1 Final energy consumption for heating and energy source (SURS, 2018) – left and number 
of boilers, aggregated on area size 200x200 m in Slovenia - right 
This paper explores the substitution of old inefficient biomass boilers with new, efficient ones, and the 
replacement of central light fuel oil (LFO) boilers with central biomass boilers to cover centrally all heating 
needs in single family buildings in Slovenia. A thorough energy, environmental, and economic analysis is 
conducted. The analysis focuses on energy, greenhouse has emissions and PM2,5 concentrations in air and 
aims to identify the additional savings potential. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Data Sources 
Several data sources were used in the bottom-up model of the building stock in order to ensure sufficiently 
accurate and comprehensive analysis of energy balance of the building stock. They possess energy 
performance related data from which the building can be classified according to building typology, such as 
age of construction and possible energy-related measures, e.g. façade renovation, boiler replacement. The 
main used data sources are: 
• REN - Register of Real Estates (GURS, 2018); 
• Eco Fund, Slovenian Environmental Public Fund (Eco Fund, 2018); 
• Survey on energy consumption and fuels in households (SURS, 2014); 
• SCP - Database of Small Combustion Plants (MOP, 2018). 
Database REN is under management of Geodetic Administration of the Republic of Slovenia and has spatial, 
construction and energy-related data on buildings. Eco fund offers subsidies for energy renovation to 
households, SURS conducts surveys on energy consumption in buildings and Ministry for environment and 
spatial planning is administrating database on Small Combustion Boilers based on boiler inspections that are 
performed by chimney-sweepers. 
2.2 Definition of Replacement Rates 
The basic selection process works on an annual basis and is defined in a way, that for each year of the 
simulation period it is calculated the probability of the boiler replacement (expressed as share). The total 
share of building applying changes (smesaure) is calculated based on the age distribution of the boilers within 
the whole building stock using the Weibull distribution. Parameters for the distribution are determined on 
the basis of the data from Survey on energy and fuels consumption in households. 
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λ ,k  - are the scale and shape parameter of Weibull distribution 
λ[yr]  - characteristic lifetime at which a cumulative failure rate of 63,3 % occurs 
Tmin, Tmax [yr] - are minimum and maximum age of the considered component 
2.3 Characteristics of the building cluster 
A building stock consisting of single-family dwellings was identified based on the typological 
characterizations defined by the European research project TABULA (Loga, 2016). Slovenian national 
typology consists of a classification scheme grouping buildings according to their size, age and further 
parameters and a set of exemplary buildings representing these building types. U-values of different age 
bands and energy expenditure factors of heat generators of these buildings were being compared. Based on 
the data structure the energy performance of the exemplary buildings was calculated in a standardised way to 
form simplified building stock model. Based on the identification of the building’s energy-related 
characteristics from the existing data sources, to each single-family house in Slovenia an exemplary building 
and its energy performance was attributed. 
2.4 Spatial Constraints 
Air pollution 
Households in the municipalities with increased PM10 and accepted Ordinances on air quality plans were 
identified. For each building, the age of boilers was calculated and energy source identified. In accordance 
with legal constraints, new biomass boilers should not be seen as an acceptable measure for the replacement 
of old boilers. Only Ljubljana legally does not favour biomass boiler instalment, but for the purpose of this 
research it is assumed that in the observed period all other 9 air pollution degraded municipalities will resort 
to similar approach. The model excludes buildings in these municipalities as a potential. 
District Heating (DH) and Natural Gas (NG) Distribution Networks 
Slovenia has over 90 distribution networks that supply heat to Slovenian households. By using Geographical 
Information System (GIS) the buildings connected to networks were identified. Buildings in the immediate 
proximity of the network represent the baseline. It is assumed that all these are connected to the grid, 
although this is not entirely correct. The use of exact data would be possible only by retrieving private data 
for each network, which is highly resource intensive.  
  
Figure 2 Illustration of the potential and constraints (left) and methodology for the identification of 
observed additional potential (right) 
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2.5 Identification of Potential 
The savings potential assessment is based on the following analytical levels, following the approach of 
Steubing (Steubing et al., 2010): 
• Theoretical potential (upper limit): Maximum annual biophysical availability of the biomass. 
• Technical and environmental potential: The assessment of the potential was guided by the 
following criteria regarding the resources mobilization: technical viability, environmental impacts, as 
well as social and legal constraints.  
• Already used potential: amount of biomass already used for energy production. 
• Additional potential: difference between sustainable and already used potential. 
The analysis in the scope of this paper focuses on the identification of additional potential, taking into 
account spatial and technical constraints on selected groups of buildings (Table 1). The main focus groups 
for biomass boiler replacement were (1) old biomass boilers and (2) old oil boilers. The observed period is 
2015-2030. 
Table 1 Observed group of buildings 
Group Buildings observed 
1 All buildings, taking into account no constraints in the baseline year. 
2 All buildings, taking into account the technical lifetime boiler period (30 years). 
3 Buildings located outside municipalities with air quality plans. 
4 Buildings located outside DH and NG distribution networks. 
5 
Buildings located outside DH and NG distribution networks and outside 
municipalities with quality plans. 
 
3 RESULTS 
The aim of the analysis was to identify energy saving potential by replacement of existing biomass and oil 
boilers with new, more efficient ones, and CO2 abatement by replacing fuel oil boilers with biomass boilers 
in Slovenian households. 
  
Based on the existing data (chapter 2.1), Weibull distribution curve (Figure 3, left) for boiler replacement 
was defined and used for modelling the boiler replacement rate for each year in the observed period 2015 – 
2030. The analysis showed that in the period 2011-2017 Eco fund has granted subsidies to 1883 investments 
per year in average.  
 
 
 
Figure 3 Probability density function of biomass boiler replacement (left) and observed boilers in 
part of Ljubljana, with highlighted 250 m buffer zone (right) 
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The modelled final energy consumption in households for space heating was 18 240 TJ (Table 2), while 
actual in the period 2009 – 2016 was on average 17 915 TJ (SURS, 2018). The biggest potential for 
additional savings was found in Group 1 (Table 1), which includes also the building that are very likely 
connected to the district heating or natural gas distribution network. This scenario is unrealistic, but it paints 
the image of possible saving outside municipalities with highly polluted air. 
 
The analysis took into account spatial constraints and it was found out, that should DH and NG distribution 
network expand by 250 m (Figure 3, right), the potential in urban cities is minimal, since the replacement of 
old boilers would be dictated by local energy policy, either by Ordinances on air quality plans or priority use 
of energy sources for heating. 
 
Group 5 presents the potential on rural areas and the model shows there is possible to achieve 12 % of 
energy savings by replacing old biomass boilers and 6 % by replacing old fuel boilers with new, more 
efficient biomass boilers. 
 
Table 2 Results of energy modelling and spatial analysis 
Original 
Energy 
Source 
Savings Unit 
Baseline 
Energy 
Consumption 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 
Biomass Energy [TJ] 18 240 3 768 426 2.943 2 939 2 078 
Fuel Oil Energy [TJ] 7 287 2 092 217 1 607 1 610 1 137 
Biomass PM2.5 [t] 1 696 350 40 274 273 193 
Fuel Oil PM2.5 [t] 678 195 20 149 150 106 
Fuel Oil CO2 [kt] 536 154 16 118 119 84 
 
From 2020 onwards the obligations of the Directive (EU) 2016/2284 applies and Slovenia has committed to 
reduce fine particulate matters for 60 % by 2030 and the analysis showed that saving on account of 
replacement of old biomass and fuel oil boilers can aggregate to 12.5 %. Furthermore, the replacement of oil 
fuel boilers with new, efficient ones lowers the carbon emissions reduction by 15 %.  
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
 
The results indicate high relevance of biomass for the current and future position of the RES heating. For the 
further deployment of biomass heating, there are several aspects that should be considered. On one hand, the 
current market situation and policies support the further growth of biomass in the heat market. On the other 
hand, biomass potential for heating is already high in some European countries (e.g. Lithuania, Austria).  
 
The presented paper focuses on the identification of the potential of boiler replacement only. Next steps of 
the research should include: (1) energy renovation of buildings on the level of thermal envelope, where 
energy need for heating is decreased and (2) presupposing the independence from irrelevant alternatives 
using multinomial logit model. Further on, the quality of data in existing data sources should be examined, 
due to possible inaccurate recordings. Further spatial planning analysis could identify plausible locations of 
biomass cogeneration plants instalment as well as DH with biomass, possibly for small towns. 
 
Slovenia already has a high share of biomass boilers for heating, however, a large proportion of these are 
old. Old heating systems will be replaced by modern, more efficient heating systems. If biomass heating 
should grow in absolute terms, new systems have to overcompensate the replacement of old biomass boilers. 
Therefore, the growth within the biomass sector will be limited. The final energy consumption of biomass 
for heating might even decline, especially after 2020 with the introduction of nearly-zero energy buildings. 
These are defined as a highly energy buildings and require very low amount of energy, which should be 
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covered by a very significant extent by energy from RES. One of most important technologies that will 
achieve this is biomass boiler. 
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ABSTRACT 
The effluent from various industries is used for irrigation purposes in many agricultural countries to mitigate 
water scarcity and to save the cost of fertilizers. This poses considerable threats to the ecosystem when 
effluent containing several pollutants including heavy metals enters the environment and food chain.  The 
present study aimed to assess the impact of effluent from a large fertilizer industry located in Multan, 
Pakistan on growth and development of Jatropha curcas L. and Pongamia pinnata L. popular biofuel tree 
species. An experiment was setup with Complete Randomized Design. One year old sapling were 
acclimatized and then wastewater was applied in a concentration of 20 and 40 ml L−1 while control plants 
were irrigated with tap water. The physico-chemical properties of the effluent revealed high values that is 
179 mg L−1 and 257 mg L−1, for biological oxygen demand (BOD) and chemical oxygen demand (COD), 
respectively. Similarly, exceeding values 1200 mg L−1 and, 274 mg L−1 were observed for total dissolved 
solid (TDS) and total suspended soil (TSS), respectively. Surprisingly, high concentrations of arsenic (15 µg 
L-1) and Cd (0.78 mg L-1) were also found. The levels applied caused a significant (P≤0.05) increase in plant 
growth and biomass. The plants showed greater collar diameter, number of leaves, and leaf area for both 
biofuel tree species at the elevated effluent treatment. The extent of membrane damage assessed via 
malondialdehyde (MDA) production was also greater in both roots and shoots. Photosynthetic pigments and 
carotenoids showed significant (P≤0.05) reduction in both species. Although the two species adopted 
different strategy for bioaccumulation of metals (As, Cd and Cr) in their roots and shoots through which the 
species have shown their growth potential in the presence of toxic pollutants contained in the effluent. The 
study signified the exploitation and efficient reuse of wastewater for plantation of the species with 
considerable survival potential for contaminated water. 
Key words: biofuel tree species, photosynthetic pigments, lipid peroxidation and heavy metals. 
INTRODUCTION 
Water is most valuable resource on the planet earth. The changing pattern of rainfall and climate intensified 
water scarcity in many regions of the world. Like many other heavily populated countries of the world, 
Pakistan is also facing the challenge of water scarcity for crop production for exploding population of the 
country. Pakistan is declared as the most water scarced country of the world [1]. Thus, water shortage 
emerged as a limiting factor to endure water demand for agriculture and industrial sector. Water scarcity and 
high cost of fertilizer resulted in the use of industrial wastewater for agriculture and becomes a common 
practice for alleviating water shortage and the cost of chemical fertilizers. Despite this practise, the 
importance of chemical fertilizers cannot be eliminated in an agricultural country like Pakistan, about as 
70% of the population is dependent on agricultural means of employment [2]. 
Pak Arab Fertilizer Industry, Multan (30°10'3.224''N, 71°29'31.762''E) is one of the major industry of the 
country. Industrial units produce important primary fertilizers such as nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and 
potassium (K) which are used for crop production. Besides production of fertilizers, the factory is a major 
contributor of various types of pollutants thereby discharging effluents with high biological oxygen demand 
(BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), total dissolved solid (TDS), total suspended solid (TSS) and heavy 
metals resulting in soil and water pollution [3].  
Among heavy metals, Arsenic (As), Cadmium (Cd) and Chromium (Cr) are of serious concerns for soil and 
water pollution in Pakistan. In the Tehsil Mailsi, Punjab (29°48'1"N, 72°10'33"E), As concentration ranged 
from 12-488 (µgL-1) in underground water thus drinking water contain more As than WHO permissible limit 
(10 µgL-1) [4]. Similarly,  in residential areas of Kasur, (31°06'6.02"N, 74°26'48.01"E), Cr concentration is 
about 9.80 mg L-1 which is far greater than permissible limit (0.05 mg L-1) recommended by WHO [5]. Cr 
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(0.04 mg L-1) in Charsadda (34° 8' 7.988'' N, 71° 44' 34.0188'' E) and Cd (0.003mg L-1) in Risalpur (34°4' 
4.4184''N and 71°9'34.0188''E) residential areas of the Province Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, have also been 
reported above safe limit [5]. Furthermore, metals remain persistent and are non-biodegradable causing 
phytotoxicity and hazardous health issues when enter in food chain [6]. Phytotoxicity results in chlorosis and 
necrosis thus stunted plant growth and development. Inhibitory functions involve cellular mechanism, 
photosynthesis, electron transport chain, metabolic activities and water uptake. Damage to biological 
membranes, biomolecules and oxidative stress are other common responses [7]. Malondialdehyde (MDA) is 
a lipid peroxidation or decomposition product and its amount directly correlate with the extent of membrane 
destruction. Nevertheless, both enzymatic and non-enzymatic antioxidantive system of plant become active 
and reduced oxidative stress generated by the production of free radicals [8].  
During the past two decades, phytoremediation has been considered as a cost effective and environment 
friendly technique for removal of heavy metals from environment. The choice of plant species for 
remediation purpose is of prime significance as different species exhibit differential potential for metal 
tolerance. Some woody species are of great prospective for phytoremediation due to their high growth rate, 
deep root systems, high biomass and capacity to accumulate metals [8]. Although extensive work has been 
carried out to explore the potential of plants regarding As, Cd and Cr contamination but a little effort has 
been done so far to discover the responses of long lived biofuel tree species. Keeping in view the 
contamination of soils with As, Cd and Cr and significance of biofuel producing tree species in Pakistan we 
selected. J. curcas L. and P. pinnata L. as experimental material because of their high biomass production 
potential. Thus, the aim of present study is to assess the growth, biochemical responses of these valuable 
biofuel tree species and pattern of metal accumulation in their tissues when grown in soil irrigated with 
effluent from a fertilizer industry that contain substantial amount of As, Cd and Cr.   
3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1. Sample collection and Experiment Design 
Effluent (35 litres) was collected from Pak-Arab Fertilizer Industry (Pvt) Ltd., Multan, Pakistan during peak 
working hours. The effluents is drained into main canal through water courses and drainage system without 
any treatment. Prior to growth experiment, the effluent was analysed for its physico-chemical properties 
following APHA [9]. During March 2016, one-year old saplings of J. curcas and P. pinnata from a local 
nursery were transplanted into each of 18 plastic pots (h x d 25 x 22 cm) filled with 6 kg of a sandy loam 
soil. The growth experiment with three replicates in a Complete Randomized Design was placed in a 
greenhouse with 28±oC, 12 h day time, and 38% relative humidity. The species were grown under the 
treatments (20 and 40 ml L-1), of effluent along with control (tap water). After acclimatization for 8 weeks, 
the pots were irrigated with 2 litres of effluent from June 2016 to April 2017 after every 3 months to field 
capacity. Water loss was compensated by gentle sprinkling of tap water as and when required. After 12 
months plant were harvested and soil samples were collected from rhizospheric zone and were analysed by 
methods [10]. As, Cd and Cr concentration in soil and effluent was determined by method of Hseu [11] and 
APHA [9].Wet double acid digestion for soil and plants carried out with 3:1 HNO3:HClO4 (v/v) 100°C by 
using Microwave Digestion System (MDS 2000, Canada). Total As, Cd and Cr concentration in plant tissues 
were determined with Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) Agilent 200 
series, AA system California, USA. 
3.2. Morphological, biochemical parameters and  
Impact of effluent on plant growth, root and shoot lengths, dry root and shoot biomass, leaf area, number of 
leaves per plant and collar diameter were measured. A standard protocol was used for each parameter for 
consistent measurements. Further, to assess the impact of effluent on plants, biochemical parameters such as, 
chlorophyll a (Chl a), Chlorophyll b (Chl b), total chlorophyll (Chl t) and total carotenoids (Cx+c) were 
determined as described by Lichtenthaler [12].  
3.3. Estimation of lipid peroxidation levels in plant tissue 
Lipid peroxidation and membrane damage was determined in terms of MDA concentrations in roots and 
shoots of plants by following the method of de Oliveria et al [13].  
3.3. Statistical analysis 
Data presented as means of three replicates (±S.E) for each parameter were subjected to one way analysis of 
variance (One Way ANOVA) to elucidate significant effect of effluent on biofuel tree species independently. 
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Mean values were compared separately by using a post-hoc Turkey’s HSD test. The level of significance for 
all tests were used P≤0.05 by using statistical software (SAS Version 13.1 Inc., Cary, NC, USA).  
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. Physico-chemical properties of effluent  
Physico-chemical analysis of effluent revealed high Electrical Conductivity (EC), BOD, COD, TDS, TSS, 
As and Cd than permissible limit according to World Health Organization (WHO) for irrigation water (Table 
1). The BOD, COD, TDS, TSS and heavy metals (As and Cd) were taken based on their exceeding amount 
to define widely used predictors or water quality parameters.The valid precedent for wastewater analysis 
also existed [9]. 
Table 1. Physico-chemical properties of effluent collected from Fertilizer Industry, Multan Pakistan. 
4.2. Changes in physico-chemical properties of soil  
The changes in soil properties after the application of effluent are given in (Table 2). Soil pH found to be 
alkaline and ranged from 8.4-9.4.This increase in soil pH is due to presence of various salts present in the 
effluent. An increase in soil organic matter content can also be attributed to increase in soil pH [3].  High 
nitrogen level in effluent (176 mg L-1) can cause changes physical properties of soil.  Soil organic matter is 
of particular interest for studies carried out for heavy metals sorption in soil as it affects the mobility of 
heavy metals by forming insoluble and soluble organic complex [14].  
Table 2. Changes in soil properties and metal concentration (As, Cd and Cr) under varying levels 
of effluent from a fertilizer industry.  
Control (T0), 20 ml L-1 (T1) and 40 ml L-1 (T2).Values are expressed as mean±S.E with n=3. Different 
letters at the top of each column depict significant variation between effluent levels at P≤0.05 using Turkey’s 
HSD test.  
 A significant increase in soil EC 14-48% for J.curcas was noticed at 20 and 40 ml L-1 effluent, respectively. 
For P.pinnata 45-65% increase in soil EC was observed at respective levels of effluent. High values of soil 
EC is owing to high cations concentration including Na and NPK and it in turns also increase the soil NPK. 
Our results depicted that available phosphorus, potassium and total nitrogen (%) in soil increased when 20 
and 40 ml L-1 effluent was applied.  
4.3. Changes in morphological and biochemical parameters in J.curcas and P.pinnata 
Figure 1 A&B showed that both biofuel tree species exhibited significant (P≤0.05) increase in root length, 
shoot length, collar diameter, root and shoot biomass, number of leaves and leaf area at 20 ml L-1. Although, 
Water parameters Values 
Permissible 
limit(WHO) 
Heavy metals (mg 
L-1) Values 
Permissible 
Limit (WHO) 
Color Light yellowish Colourless Na 129 200 
pH 7.6 6.5 to 8.5 Cl 14 250 
Temperature (°C) 30 <30°C  N 176 2.5 
EC (mS/cm) 1324 400  K 5.5 12 
BOD (mg L-1) 179 80 P  0.97 0.05 
COD (mg L-1) 257 10 As (µgL-1) 15 10 (µgL-1) 
TDS (mg L-1) 1200 1000 Cd 0.78 0.003 
DO (mg L-1) 2.6 4-7 Cr 0.04 0.05 
TSS (mg L-1) 274 150 Hg BDL 
 Sulphate (mg L-1) 240 500 Pb BDL 
 
Soil Parameters J.curcas P.pinnata 
 
T0 T1 T2 T0 T1 T2 
pH 7.5±0.09a 8.9±0.09b 9.2±0.07c 7.0 ±0.06a 8.4±0.06a 9.4 ±0.12b 
EC (mS/cm) 2.70±0.04a 3.13±0.08b 5.21±0.07c 1.73±0.01a 3.14±0.03b 4.90±0.1c 
Total N (%) 0.29±0.0a 9.7±0.02b 8.9±0.01
c 0.94±0.03a 9.6±0.02b 10.1±0.03b 
Available K(mg kg-1) 100±4.04a 260±7.2b 140±6.00c 120±3.02a 120±5.57a 140±5.57.7b 
Available P(mg kg-1) 0.26±0.01a 2.73±0.09b 0.14±0.02c 0.96±0.02a 0.16±0.02b 0.20±0.02b 
As (mg kg-1)                                                                        1.20±0.01a 13.90±0.01b 13.80±0.01b 14.40±0.01a 13.80±0.01b 13.60±0.01b 
Cd (mg kg-1)                                                                        0.66±0.01a 1.25±0.01b 0.85±0.01ac 0.94±0.01a 0.81±0.01a 1.03±0.02b 
Cr (mg kg-1)                                                                        0.88±0.01a 0.92±0.02b 0.84±0.01a 0.63±0.01a 0.72±0.02b 0.79±0.01b 
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J.curcas exhibited increase (18%) in shoot biomass while P.pinnata showed 58% increase in root biomass at 
20 ml L-1 level than their respective control. Both species sustained growth at elevated level (40 ml L-1) of 
effluent but J. curcas exhibited significant increase for dry biomass and collar diameter than control. At 40 
ml L-1, leaf area expanded by 24 and 25% in J.curcas and P.pinnata, respectively than control. P.pinnata 
had 11% more leaf area than J.curcas. Enhanced growth, biomass production and greater leaf area indicated 
the better performance of the species under effluent that contained many essential macro-and micronutrients 
included NPK. Nitrogen being important component of proteins, cellular material and production of 
chlorophyll including DNA, RNA and principal growth stimulating nutrient that has widely been reported 
for its beneficial impacts for health and vigor of the plant including leaf growth, leaf area and photosynthetic 
rate per unit leaf area [15]. Similarly phosphorus and potassium also influence positively because of the 
pivotal role of these elements on metabolic activities of the plants. The positive impact of NPK is also well 
documented for J.curcas and P.pinnata where fertilization induced greater production potential in terms of 
biomass in the species [3, 15]. Although, no significant reduction in chlorophyll b was found in J.curcas at 
more diluted level of the effluent but elevated concentration caused a profound reduction in chlorophyll a, 
chlorophyll b, total chlorophyll and total carotenoid in both species (Figure 2 C&D).This might be due to 
various salts and heavy metals present in the effluent as heavy metals substitute the Mg2+ in the chlorophyll 
molecules, decrease the activity of –SH group of enzymes forming heavy metals chlorophyll complexes thus 
decrease biosynthesis of chlorophyll and other pigments in plants. In addition, an early senescence with 
chlorophyll degradation owing to metal stress may be another reason for decline in photosynthetic pigments 
[16]. Nevertheless, the robust nature of these cytoplasmic organelles and modifications such as orientation of 
the chloroplast make them more efficient photosynthetically. 
 
Figure 1. Morphological parameters (A& B), biochemical parameters (C&D) of J.curcas and P.pinnata, 
irrigated with effluent levels; control (T0), 20 ml L-1 (T1) and 40 ml L-1 (T2). Data presents mean± standard 
error. Different letters at the top of each column depict significant variation between effluent levels at 
P≤0.05 using Turkey’s HSD test. Root collar diameter & leaf area were measured in (cm2). 
Table 3 depicted an increase in MDA by 73 and 60% in roots whereas 70 and 86% in shoots of J.curcas and 
P.pinnata correspondingly, at 40 ml L-1 level than control plants that signified oxidative stress [17]. 
4.4. Metal accumulation potential of J.curcas and P.pinnata  
The concentration of As, Cd and Cr were determined in plant parts after effluent applications (Table 3) 
indicated ability of plants to translocate metals from root to shoot that is translocation factor (TF) (data not 
shown). A significantly higher (P≤0.05) As concentration in shoot than root in both species was observed 
consistently. These results are in agreement to Kumar et al [8] who reported more As concentration in shoot 
than root in P.pinnata. Arsenic is taken up in plant roots by phosphate transporter and translocated to xylem 
loading thus greater accumulation in shoots. J. curcas significantly accumulated more Cd and Cr in shoots 
than roots. Moreover, P.pinnata showed more Cd accumulation in shoots than roots at both effluent level. 
Our findings are parallel to Bernabé-Antonio et al [17] who reported more Pb and Cr in J.curcas shoot than 
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root. Although, P.pinnata exhibited differential response for Cr where roots accumulated more metal than 
shoots that can be ascribed to Cr immobilization in underground tissues as described by de Oliveria et al [13] 
J.curcas exhibited similar pattern of translocation for As, Cd and Cr from roots to shoots thereby suggesting 
phytoextration potential of the species. It is highly likely that the species acquired an active mechanism for 
the translocation of all three metals for their transport. Presumably, for As and Cr, sulphate, phosphate and 
iron served as common transporters [18]. However, Cd being non-essential element but owing to its greater 
bioavailability than As and Cr it uses Zn/Fe regulator-like protein (ZIP) [19] for its translocation. P.pinnata 
accumulated more As and Cd in shoots than Cr. This differential transport of metal ions to shoots may 
signify the variability of the state of the metal which profoundly influence either accumulation in roots or 
further translocation to shoots. These observations are in agreement to other workers [14, 18]. They clearly 
demonstrated it for Cr VI and Cr III, the former being with more mobilization than the later. Furthermore, 
various industrial effluents are well reported for the presence of Cr III [20]. P.pinnata appeared to be a metal 
tolerant species though phytostabilzation for Cr and metal extractor for As and Cd. Since the species are 
non-edible and potential biofuel trees and have shown differential metal accumulation strategy thus can be a 
choice for As, Cd and Cr contaminated soils or in situation where irrigation water contain these metals. 
Conclusively, both species have phytoremediation potential which is either acquired through 
phytostabilzation or phytoextraction thus as valuable future biofuel energy plants. 
Table 3. Metal concentration and MDA contents in J.curcas and P.pinnata in plant tissue under 
varying levels of effluent from a fertilizer industry. 
   
J.curcas 
   
 
As (mg kg-1 dw) Cd (mg kg-1 dw) Cr (mg kg-1 dw) 
MDA content 
 (µmol kg-1fw) 
Treatment 
(ml L-1) Root Shoot Root Shoot Root Shoot Root Shoot 
T0 3.00±0.21a 3.41±0.04a 1.0±0.01a 2.35±0.02a 1.16±0.04a 1.00±0.01a 1.04±0.01a 1.5±0.12ab 
T1 4.92±0.2b 8.90±0.02b 3.03±0.31b 5.96±0.00b 1.32±0.01b 1.85±0.03b 1.40±0.12b 3.0±0.18b 
T2 6.10±0.06c 8.48±0.01c 4.81±0.04c 7.07±0.01c 1.22±0.01b 1.69±0.01c 3.90±0.03c 5.01±0.02b 
   
P.pinnata 
   
 
As (mg kg-1 dw) Cd (mg kg-1 dw) Cr (mg kg-1 dw) 
MDA content 
 (µmol kg-1fw) 
Treatment 
(ml L-1) Root Shoot Root Shoot Root Shoot Root Shoot 
T0 3.13±0.19a 3.22±0.1a 1.02±0.04a 1.89±0.01a 1.0±0.021a 0.87±0.04a 2.0±0.34ab 1.02±0.02a 
T1 4.60±0.24b 8.60±0.02b 1.36±0.02b 2.30±0.01b 1.42±0.01a 1.27±0.03b 3.0±0.34b 5.02±0.01b 
T2 4.20±0.21b 8.18±0.03c 2.47±0.03c 2.77±0.09c 2.2±0.33b 1.7±0.02c 5.0±0.90b 7.10±0.06c 
CONCLUSION  
The effluent from industrial source loaded with different substances was applied to these two specices.The 
species have respondent in a different manner to the effluent application. Although, some adverse effect of 
effluent was noticed on chlorophyll and carotenoid at higher doses but the positive impact of the effluent 
was observed for the growth parameters studied. Nevertheless, the innate tolerance for the heavy metals and 
its potential for growth make the two species a potential candidate for phytoremediation through 
phytoextraction and phytostsblizstaion. The biofuel species can be grown either on metal contaminated soil 
subject to fertilizers application or for future phytoremediation programme by employing abundant and 
derelict land using the effluent from such industries as a source of irrigation. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the present study, the utilization of class F fly ash, and calcined animal bone powder (CABP) as a raw 
material for the synthesis of heterogeneous solid base catalyst with varying ratios of CABP (10, 20, and 30 
mass%), and their subsequent utilization in transesterification of mustard oil was presented. Physico–chemical 
characterization of CABP revealed a crystalline behavior signifying one of the components as hydroxyapatite 
(HAP); when calcined at 900 oC transforms to β–tricalcium phosphate having a specific surface area of 100 
m2g–1. The synthesized catalyst showed improved catalytic activity when compared to the parental species, 
and the optimal value to achieve the highest conversion of 90.4% would be at CABP loading of 10 mass%, 
5.5:1 methanol/oil molar ratio, and 10 mass% catalyst concentration for 6 h. The experimental results 
exemplify that the impregnation of calcium enriched domestic waste in fly ash might yield a promising, and 
novel low cost heterogeneous catalyst for biodiesel production. 
 
Keywords: Fly ash, Animal bone powder, Heterogeneous base catalyst, Transesterification, Biodiesel.  
1 INTRODUCTION 
Heterogeneous catalyzed transesterification of triglycerides has become a promising approach in biodiesel 
production over the years because of their easier separation, and better recycling characteristics over 
conventional homogeneous catalyst which generates large quantities of wastewater during catalyst separation 
[1]. Considerable attention was focused on utilizing oxides of waste calcium from coral fragments [2], waste 
shells of egg [3], animal bone powder [4], mud crab, and cockle shells [5,6]. Obadiah et al. [7] reported the 
use of 20 mass% calcined waste animal bones as catalyst in biodiesel production from palm oil. Calcined 
bovine bone at 750 oC with 8 mass% catalyst loading yielded 97% of methyl ester from soybean oil for a 
reaction time of 3 h at 65 oC [8]. Waste egg shell derived CaO supported W-Mo mixed oxide catalyst was used 
for biodiesel production from waste cooking oil. The highest biodiesel yield of 96.2% was obtained with 15:1 
methanol to oil molar ratio, 2 mass% catalyst loading, and 2 h reaction time [9].  
The use of coal fly ash as a catalyst support, and efficient methodologies to exploit its mineralogy by 
chemical modification could result in the development of novel heterogeneous catalyst, and help subsiding 
pollution as well [10]. Jain et al. [11] reported the activity of a solid base catalyst synthesized using fly ash 
chemically activated with NaOH on condensation reaction of cyclohexanone, and benzaldehyde. For a reaction 
time of 8 h at 65 oC, when fly ash based zeolites was used as catalyst in transesterification of sunflower oil, a 
methyl ester yield of 83.53% was obtained at methanol/oil ratio 6:1, catalyst – 3 mass% of oil [12]. A 
maximum conversion of 87.5% was achieved at 170 oC when KNO3 (5 mass%) loaded fly ash was used as 
catalyst for biodiesel production from sunflower oil. With increase in the methanol to oil molar ratio from 6:1 
to 15:1, at 15 mass% catalyst concentration a significant increase in conversion from 52.2 to 86.1% was 
observed [13,14]. Oxides developed from waste egg, and mollusc shells when impregnated in fly ash resulted 
a biodiesel yields of 92–96% at 1 to 6 mass% catalyst concentration from soybean, and palm oil, respectively. 
[15,16].  
From the above literature, it was clear that studies describing the use of modified fly ash as a support 
in developing heterogeneous catalyst from domestic waste were scant. Moreover, only a few studies were 
focused on synthesis of solid base catalyst by impregnation of waste animal bone powder in fly ash, and its 
application in biodiesel production from mustard oil. In light of the above, synthesis of a low cost, and highly 
effective heterogeneous solid base catalyst from fly ash, and a natural source of calcium (bone powder) was 
the main objective of the present research. Different catalysts were synthesized by varying calcined animal 
bone powder loading (10, 20, and 30 mass%) in fly ash, and its activity was studied for biodiesel production. 
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2. Experimental 
 
2.1. Materials 
Waste animal bone (sheep) was obtained from slaughter house near IIT Guwahati, India. Fly ash was obtained 
from M/s SARACA Laboratories Limited, Andhra Pradesh, India. Refined mustard oil (RMO), and methanol 
(commercial grade with 99.5% purity) was procured from local vendors in India.  
 
2.2. Catalyst preparation 
Fly ash used in the present study was milled, and dried overnight. The adherent tissue, and fat of animal bones 
was remove by boiling for 4 h using deionized water, and then calcined at 900 oC for 2 h. Conventional wet 
impregnation method was used to prepare fly ash–supported CABP catalyst. To prepare 20 mass% of CABP 
loaded catalyst, 6 g of CABP was added to 200 mL of water and this solution was then added to 24 g of pre–
dried fly ash, and mixed vigorously under reflux for 4 h. The temperature was maintained at 70 oC with pH 
12.1. The solution was aged for 24 h; filtered, dried, and calcined at 900 oC for 2 h. 
2.3. Catalytic activity 
The transesterification was performed at 65 oC in a 500 mL three–neck round bottom flask with methanol 
(alcohol/oil) molar ratio varying from 3:1 to 12:1. The product mixture was then centrifuged at 6000 rpm to 
separate ester phase from catalyst, and glycerol. A rotary evaporator was used to separate unreacted methanol 
and water content. The conversion of fatty acid methyl ester (% FAME) was estimated using the procedure 
described by Obadiah et al. [7] 
 Table 1. Elemental composition of CABP, C30, C20, and C10 fly ash based catalyst. 
NA: Not applicable 
2.4. Characterization  
A SIMADZU Corp Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was used to measure the FTIR spectra. 
The ultimate analysis was performed using elemental CHNS analyzer according to ASTM D5291-96. A LEO 
(LEO-1430 VP) scanning electron microscope equipped with a 6587 EDX scanning spectrometry detector 
was used to explore the surface morphology. A Perkin Elmer AAnalyst 200 Atomic adsorption spectroscopy 
(AAS) was used to determine the metal concentration. Bruker D Advance X-ray diffraction (XRD) system 
was used to detect the overall crystalline phases in the samples. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis was 
performed using Philips PW 2404. 1H-NMR spectra were obtained at 400 MHz in Varian DRX – 400 
spectrometer using DMSO D6 as the solvent. 
 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Characterization of fly ash, and fly ash based catalyst  
The bulk chemical composition of fly ash (mass%) was silica (56.6), alumina (23.2), ferrous oxide (5.8), and 
calcium oxide (7.9) along with minor quantities of MgO (1.5), K2O (1.4), TiO2 (1.3), SO3 (0.5), P2O5 (0.3), 
Na2O (0.2), SrO (0.06), and MnO (0.05) by mass% with loss on ignition (LOI) ≤ 1%. The presence of trace 
Characteristic CABP (mass%) 
Catalyst (mass%) 
C30 C20 C10 
O 47.15 16.2 22.3 28.3 
Al 0.21 10.1 10.9 11.4 
Si 0.39 42.4 41.4 42.3 
Ca 29.79 21.3 17.2 11.5 
Mg 0.48 1.5 1 0.9 
Fe NA 1.4 1.3 1.5 
P 9.2 6.5 5.2 3.1 
K 5.22 0.4 0.5 0.7 
Na NA 0.2 0.2 0.3 
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elements was also observed with composition of chromium, nickel, arsenic, and zinc as 0.001, 0.002, 0.002, 
and 0.07 ppm, respectively. The presence of C, H, N, S, and O from ultimate analysis was 62.6, 1.24, 10.32, 
2.72, and 23.05 mass%, respectively. Based on its chemical composition, fly ash used in the present study was 
of class ‘F’ [8].  The elemental composition of CABP, C10, C20, and C30 was shown in Table 1. A clear 
increase in the concentration of Ca, P, and Mg was observed when fly ash was loaded with 10, 20, and 30 
mass% of CABP. Similar results were demonstrated reporting an increase in calcium content from 21.11 to 
26.88 mass% when CaO-CeO2 loading was increased from 20 to 40 mass% in synthesizing CaO–CeO2/HAP 
catalyst [16]. 
The FTIR spectra of fly ash as shown in Figure 1(A) represents asymmetric stretching vibrations of 
Al, Si at 1053 cm–1. Sharp peaks of weak aliphatic potassium bonds appeared at 1380–1400 cm–1 [17]. The 
characteristic peaks of hydroxyapatite, β–tricalcium phosphate, and calcium oxide were present in CABP with 
asymmetric P–O stretching vibrations at around 1047 to 1095 cm–1. The Ca–O bending vibrations were 
observed at 500 – 580 cm–1, and vibrations of O–P–O in calcium phosphate was observed at 632 cm–1 [18]. 
The synthesized catalyst had both the characteristic peaks of the parental species, and the appearance of band 
at 570 to 632 cm–1 with increase in CABP loading confirms the effective impregnation of CABP in fly ash. 
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Figure 1. Spectra for (A) FTIR, and (B) XRD of fly ash, CABP, C10, C20, and C30 catalyst. 
 
The powder XRD patterns, and mineral composition of fly ash, CABP, and fly ash based catalyst (C10, 
C20, and C30) are presented in Figure 1(B). Predominant phases of quartz (SiO2) (JCPDS 33–1161) with 
major pe k of h, k, l values at 20.86 (100), 26.65 (100), 36.54 (110), and 50.14 (112), degrees 2θ, and less 
intense peaks of mullite (JCPDS 15–776) at 39.4 (201) degrees 2θ, and magnetite were observed. The CABP 
rrepresents prominent 2h peaks at 21.8 (200), 31.8 (211), 32.2 (112), 32.9 (300), 40.4 (221), 51.3 (140), 52.1 
(402), 60.5 (331) degrees of 2θ confirming the formation of hydroxyapatite (JCPDS 9–432), along with peaks 
of β–tri calcium phosphate (JCPDS 86-1585) at 25.8 (002), 28.9 (210), 46.8 (222), 48.1 (132), 48.7 (230), 49.5 
(213), and 50.5 (321).The fly ash based catalysts (C10, C20, and C30) exhibited both the characteristic peaks 
of quartz, mullite, hydroxyapatite, and β–tri calcium phosphate as well. The presence of dicalcium silicate 
(Ca2SiO4), and CaO crystalline phase was also observed at 2θ = 31.4, and 32.2 (111), respectively.  
The surface morphology of fly ash, CABP, and fly ash based catalysts was shown in Figure 2 (A–E). 
Fly ash (A) used in the present study were cenospheres, and CABP (B) were rod like crystalline particles. Heat 
treatment of fly ash based catalysts (C, D, and E) resulted in structure agglomeration due to the formation of 
metal oxide [19]. 
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Figure 2. Surface morphology of (A) fly ash, (B) CABP, (C) C10, (D) C20, and (E) C30 catalyst. 
 
3.2 Transesterification, and optimal process parameters 
To estimate the reaction time, transesterification of mustard oil was performed in triplicate at 65 oC with 
methanol to oil molar ratio varying from 3:1 to 12:1 at 5 mass% catalyst concentration for 10 h. The maximum 
conversion achieved by using fly ash, and CABP was 7.3%, and 85.4%. The minimum time required for 
biodiesel production using C10, C20, and C30 catalyst was given in Figure 3(A). The catalyst C10, and C20 
had almost same conversion and the biodiesel conversion increased gradually up to 6 h, and remained same 
thereafter.  
Figure 3(B) shows the effect of methanol to oil molar ratio varying from 3:1 to 12:1 (3:1, 5.5:1, 7:1, 
9:1, and 12:1) on biodiesel conversion for 6 h at 5 mass% catalyst concentration. The optimum methanol to 
A B 
C D 
E 
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oil molar ratio was 5.5:1 and the order of conversion was C10 (86.4%), C20 (84.2%), and C30 (64.8%), 
respectively. With further increase in methanol: oil molar ratio, conversion decreased slightly 
Transesterification was performed for 6 h at 65 oC to study the effect of catalyst concentration at an 
optimum methanol to oil molar ratio of 5.5: 1. From Figure 3(C), it was clear that with increase in catalyst 
concentration, conversion increased, and reached a maximum value at 10 mass% of oil. With further increase 
in catalyst concentration to 12, and 15 mass%, a slight decrease in conversion was observed. The order of 
conversion was 90.4% (C10), 87.2% (C20), and 79.7% (C30), respectively.  
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Figure 3. Effect of (A) time, (B) methanol: oil molar ratio, and (C) catalyst concentration on biodiesel 
conversion. 
4. Conclusions 
The synthesis, and characterization of fly ash supported calcined animal bone powder catalyst using 
conventional wet impregnation method was reported in this present research. Catalysts (C30, C20, and C10) 
with varying the concentrations of CABP was synthesized, and their activity was tested for biodiesel 
production from mustard oil. The optimal conditions were obtained at bone powder loading of 10 mass%, 
5.5:1 methanol/oil molar ratio, and reaction time of 6 h would have biodiesel yield of 90.4%. Fly ash 
impregnated CABP catalyst proved to be a suitable candidate for transesterification. 
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ABSTRACT 
The EU renewable energy policy has been the driving force in biofuel research and development for wider use 
of biofuels since the Kyoto protocol. Owing to this, the utilization of biofuels and the scientific research to 
widen the scope of their commercialization are being increasingly promoted. We provide in this paper a short 
overview of different biofuels and their resources with a focus on the lignocellulosic biomass and biofuels 
derived from it. We also discuss and analyse here the technologies associated with the production of different 
biofuels. Many technologies that enable the production of different biofuels from lignocellulosic biomass are 
available. Bioethanol production using microbial fermentation, and production of synthetic fuels from syngas 
gained from pyrolysis of biomass are the most widely researched and promising technologies. Although the 
liquid biofuel production from lignocellulosic biomass promises a good bioethanol yield under laboratory 
scale, there are several challenges that exist and need to be tackled before the production process can be 
commercialized. In conclusion, we provide here an overview of the various possibilities and make 
recommendations for increasing biofuel production efficiency with a view to improving the overall yield and 
lowering the production costs. 
Keywords: Lignocellulose, biofuel, biomass, bioethanol, thermochemical process 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Biomass and waste, as global energy sources, account for over 70% of all renewable energy production. Thus, 
their contribution to final energy consumption in 2015 was approximately on par with coal. Direct burning 
accounts for the largest end-use of biomass and waste [1]. However, various liquid biofuels can be produced 
from such feedstocks. The technologies for producing ethanol from sugar and starch-based feedstocks, and 
biodiesel from vegetable oils and other lipid feedstocks are well-established, and provide most of today’s 
transport biofuels [2]. 
Since demand for biofuels has been increasing together with the demand for food, a lot of attention in recent 
years has been directed to the utilization of lignocellulosic biomass. Lignocellulosic materials are particularly 
attractive as feedstocks for biofuel production because of their relatively low cost, great abundance, and 
sustainable supply [3]. Traditional lignocellulosic feedstocks include mainly different energy crops and 
agricultural residues, which are widespread in all regions. Agricultural residues include a variety of 
agricultural wastes such as corn stover, cornstalks, rice and wheat straws as well as sugarcane bagasse. 
Additionally, dedicated energy crops are grown and harvested for energy use. In addition, forest residues, 
wood process wastes, and also industrial residues and urban greening waste can all be used as lignocellulosic 
feedstocks [4, 5]. The main advantage of the production of biofuels from such non-edible feedstocks is that it 
limits the direct food versus fuel competition associated with traditional biofuels.  
Different liquid fuels can be made from lignocellulosic feedstock using either biochemical or thermochemical 
routes. However, in most cases, the processing technologies of these biofuels are currently immature and 
significant progress needs to be made in terms of perfecting the production process [6]. The most advanced 
out of these is lignocellulosic ethanol production, which has reached the early market development phase while 
the thermochemical technology is in demonstration stage and other biochemical routes are operational at the  
lab-scale yet [1].  The goal of this paper is to give an overview of current state-of-the-art in liquid biofuel 
production technologies from lignocellulosic biomass. 
2 GOVERNMENT INITIATIVE 
One of the earliest driving forces of European Union (EU) renewable energy policy was the adoption of Kyoto 
Protocol from 1998. The aim of the Kyoto Protocol was to reduce greenhouse gas emissions during 2008-2012 
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by 5%, compared to 1990. [7]. In order to achieve this target, the EU Member States set a goal to significantly 
increase the use of renewable energy sources in all fields including transportation [8] and a series of measures 
have been introduced to improve the development of energy from renewable sources. 
Renewable Energy directive 2009/28/EC was approved in 2009, which sets targets for all EU countries to 
make renewable energy sources account for 20% of EU energy, 20% greenhouse gas (GHG) emission 
reduction and 20% of energy efficiency increase by 2020. A 10% target of energy in the transport sector from 
renewable resources was set to all member states [9]. Since the approval of these directives, the consumption 
of renewable sources has increased and in 2014, renewable energy sources accounted for a 12.5 % share of 
the EU-28’s gross inland energy consumption. At the same time, the average share of energy from renewable 
sources in transport increased from 1.4 % in 2004 to 6.7 % in 2015 [10].  
The directive (EU) 2015/1513 repeats the goal of 20% energy efficiency by 2020 set in previous directive. In 
addition, different types of new energy substrates such as waste, crops rich in starch, lignocellulosic material, 
processing residues etc. were identified and the transition from conventional first-generation biofuels to 
advanced second-generation biofuels was aimed. Therefore, a maximum limit – 7% of conventional first 
generation biofuels in transport sector by 2020 – was introduced [11].  
Energy Roadmap 2050, which aims to decarbonize the EU economy by 2050, states that the renewables have 
the potential to provide approximately 30 % of total EU energy consumption by 2030 [12]. In order to gain 
these goals, a new greenhouse gas reduction target of 40% and a share of renewable energy in the EU of at 
least 27% by 2030 was agreed and set out [13]. With a proposal of new and revised Renewable Energy 
Directive published in 2016 a goal was set to make the EU a global leader in renewable energy and to ensure 
that the target of at least 27% renewables in the final energy consumption in the EU by 2030 is met. In addition, 
the 7% limit of conventional first generation biofuels in transport sector is to be reduced to 3.8% by 2030 [14]. 
3 FUELS FROM THERMOCHEMICAL PROCESS 
For the production of liquid biofuels, two different approaches are mainly used - thermochemical or 
biochemical conversion [6, 15]. In case of thermochemical conversion, the biomass is heated either in the 
absence of oxygen (pyrolysis) or in the presence of oxygen (gasification) at high temperature, up to 800°. In 
gasification, the thermochemical process converts the biomass into synthesis gas (syngas) such as hydrogen, 
CO and CO2 [15]. From syngas, a wide range of long carbon chain biofuels, such as synthetic diesel, aviation 
fuel, or ethanol, can be produced, based on the Fischer–Tropsch conversion [16].  
Pyrolysis processes are distinguished between slow and fast pyrolysis. The slow pyrolysis is used mainly for 
the production of chemicals and biochar, while fast pyrolysis is more suitable for fuel oil production [17]. In 
fast pyrolysis, biomass is heated rapidly in the absence of oxygen to a temperature of around 500 °C. The 
thermal decomposition of the biomass produces vapors that are condensed, forming an organic liquid called 
fast pyrolysis bio-oil (FPBO). The production process is close to full maturity and commercial scale production 
is possible in Finland (Fortum) and Netherlands (Empyro) [18]. The FPBO can be used in heating and power 
plants and in diesel engine and gas turbine applications to replace fossil fuels [19, 20]. 
Fast pyrolysis liquid, bio-oil, is formed after cooling and condensing the vapors from this decomposition 
process. The liquid has a heating value about half that of the conventional fuel oil. The most prominent organic 
compounds in the FPBO include acetic acid, methanol, aldehydes and ketones, cyclopentenones, furans, alkyl-
phenols, alkylmethoxyphenols, anhydrosugars, oligomeric sugars and water-insoluble lignin-derived 
compounds [18]. The high oxygen content leads to high viscosities and boiling points, and relatively poor 
chemical stability, which is one of the major challenges in storing the substance [17].   
3.1 Challenges for commercialization 
Although FPBO production has been successfully demonstrated in commercial utilization in boiler 
applications there are still challenges and development needs to improve its utilization in energy productions, 
including: 
- Suspended char in the oil can cause e.g. erosion and burner equipment blockage, boiler deposits and 
high emissions [17].  Oil filtration can be used to solve these problems.  
- Alkali metals present in the fuel can form deposits in the boiler and e.g. oil filtration, oil upgrading, as 
well as feedstock material control can be used as a solution.  
- Low pH of the oil can cause corrosion in the fuel delivery system, which can be prevented by careful 
material selections [19].  
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- Polymers can affect sealing rings and gaskets. This needs to be taken into account when choosing the 
materials for these parts.  
- High temperature sensitivity can cause liquid to decompose on hot surfaces. This can be solved using 
appropriate cooling facilities.  
High viscosity can cause high pressure drops in pipelines. This can be solved with an addition of 
water/ethanol/methanol or other solvent.  
- High fuel water content affects viscosity, heating value, density, stability, pH and homogeneity. 
Inhomogeneous fuel can also cause problems in the combustion processes. [17] 
4 BIOETHANOL FROM BIOCHEMICAL PROCESS 
In the biochemical route, the biomass polysaccharides are converted into sugars using chemical or enzymatic 
hydrolysis. Different sugars derived from lignocellulosic biomass can be further used for production of 
different alcohols, lipids and biogas using specific microbial fermentation processes [21]. One of the most 
common ways to produce biofuels from lignocellulose is to convert the biomass into sugars and ferment the 
sugars into alcohol fuel such as ethanol.  
However, due to the tight binding of cellulose in lignin and hemicellulose cover, the cellulose is difficult to 
access for cellulases. Therefore, to make the conversion more efficient, biomass must be subjected to 
pretreatment to open its structure and allow easier release of fermentable monosaccharides [22]. The choice 
of a suitable method depends on the characteristics of the biomass. Based on the working principle and 
materials, the pretreatment methods can be divided into, biological, physical, and chemical methods and 
additional methods that combine characteristics of these.  
Processing of pretreated biomass to ethanol consists of three major units of operations: hydrolysis of cellulose 
to sugars, fermentation of sugars to ethanol and product separation/purification. Cellulose hydrolysis, also 
known as saccharification, is the process in which the cellulose is converted into glucose [23, 24]. In addition 
to cellulose, hemicellulose can also be hydrolyzed into its components (mannan, xylan, glucan, galactan, and 
arabinan) [25]. For efficient conversion of cellulose into sugars, at least three categories of enzymes are 
necessary – endogluconases, exogluconases and β-glucosidases [26].  
The hydrolyzed biomass containing different sugars can be fermented to ethanol by several microorganisms. 
However, while the hexoses (mainly glucose), can be fermented to ethanol by many naturally occurring 
organisms, the pentoses (xylose and arabinose) can be fermented to ethanol only by a few native strains at 
relatively low yields [24]. The most commonly used industrial fermentation microorganisms are yeast S. 
cerevisiae and bacterium Z. mobilis [23, 27]. The most promising organisms that have the ability to ferment 
both pentoses and hexoses are P. stipitis, C. shehatae, P. tannophilus and K. marixianus [25, 27]. 
Production of ethanol from biomass can be done using different approaches. The classic configuration is 
employing separate enzymatic hydrolysis, which is followed by fermentation (SHF) processes, where the 
hydrolysis of cellulose and the fermentation of glucose are carried out in separate units. In the simultaneous 
saccharification and fermentation (SSF), the hydrolysis and fermentation are performed in a single unit, which 
enables substantial reductions in equipment, investment, and operation costs [23, 25]. When SSF includes the 
co-fermentation of hexose and pentose sugars, it is called simultaneous saccharification and co-fermentation 
(SSCF). This can be achieved by application of mixed cultures or a single microorganism capable of 
assimilating both hexoses and pentoses with a high conversion efficiency and ethanol yield [27]. A step further 
is consolidated bioprocessing (CBP), where cellulase production, cellulose hydrolysis, and fermentation are 
carried out in a single step. In the CBP, the bioethanol is produced by a single microbial community and the 
entire process is centralized to one reactor. In addition to single strain processes, stable mixed cultures that 
can degrade lignocelluloses have been used [28]. 
4.1 Challenges for commercialization 
Although the production of liquid biofuels from lignocellulosic biomass is promising with high biofuel yields 
under laboratory conditions, there are still several technical barriers hindering the large-scale and cost-
effective production of cellulosic biofuels. Due to the large number of individual processes in the overall 
conversion of lignocellulosic biomass, considerable potential for process integration remains. Possibilities for 
this cost reduction include more effective pretreatment, reducing the cost of cellulase by improving enzyme 
efficiency, hydrolysis of both hemicelluloses and cellulose to sugars, use of both six-carbon and five-carbon 
sugars in fermentation, and process integration for reducing capital and energy costs [6, 29].  
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It is estimated that pretreatment step constitutes 40% of processing costs in bioethanol production process. 
Therefore, it is vital to select the optimal pretreatment technology, to gain the cost-effective bioethanol 
production process from lignocellulosic biomass [30]. In case of various chemical pretreatment methods, the 
key issue is the chemical recovery and economical usage of chemicals. Chemical free processes, such as steam 
explosion pretreatment, have more potential due to reduction of cost by elimination of chemicals. Currently, 
there is no ideal pretreatment method that can be adopted for all biomass types and therefore, a combination 
of different methods needs to be applied to find the suitable  process for a given biomass type [31].  
Enzymatic hydrolysis is one of the most challenging steps for the second generation biofuel commercialization 
and accounts for 25–30% of the operational costs [32]. Currently, the most common practices to enhance the 
enzyme efficiency and gain higher sugar yields from hydrolysis are the optimization of process conditions, 
application of different enzyme mixtures and additives to improve cellulase performance [33]. 
Additionally capital, operational and energy costs reduce integration of different processes in the hydrolysis 
and fermentation steps. The SSH and SSCF allow different operations in one processing unit and since the 
sugars formed from biomass are rapidly fermented into ethanol, the accumulation of inhibiting sugars can be 
avoided. Thus, higher ethanol yields with lower amounts of enzyme could be gained [34]. In the CBP method, 
all the processes are integrated into a single reactor and additionally the costs for enzyme production can be 
avoided. Thereby, compared to independent hydrolysis and fermentation steps, substantially lower production 
costs and enhanced efficiency of bioethanol production can be gained by integration of different production 
steps [35]. 
In order to improve the economic efficiency of lignocellulosic biofuel production, all biomass components 
and residual biomass should be utilized. Therefore, a highly effective bioethanol process is required for the 
complete hydrolysis of both cellulose and hemicellulose to sugars with minimum sugar losses and efficient 
fermentation of all sugars to ethanol [36]. The efficient degradation of hemicellulose to pentoses and hexoses 
requires the synergistic action of many enzymes including hemicellulases [37]. In addition, to fully utilize 
biomass, the hemicellulose hydrolysates must also be fermented and utilized [35]. However, when using 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae for ethanol fermentation, only hexoses will be fermented to ethanol, and the 
pentoses together with proteins and other carbon sources will remain unused in residual biomass [36]. 
Therefore, it is vital to research and develop genetically modified fermentative and cellulolytic 
microorganisms and co-culture systems to increase ethanol yield and productivity [15]. 
The overall revenues from the process could be increased with the production of co-products during the 
bioethanol production [6, 24] and the utilization of the residual material, residual lignin, unreacted cellulose 
and hemicellulose, enzymes, yeast, and other components, for production of biogas in anaerobic digestion 
process. Such integrated production technology could enable higher total energy yield than with just ethanol 
production from hexoses and pentoses [38]. 
A more advanced approach is through integrated biorefinery. This approach includes integration of biofuel 
production with other production facilities, which use biomass or process residues to make different co-
products like biofuel, bio-chemicals, fertilizer, heat and energy etc. [39]. The economic benefit of this 
approach is gained when, in addition to biofuels, also high-value but low-volume co-products are produced. 
This way a broader variety of biomass feedstocks could be used in a more efficient way than current biofuel 
production units, and additionally, competition among different uses of biomass reduces [40]. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
Many technologies are available, which enable to produce liquid biofuels from lignocellulosic biomass. The 
most widely researched and perspective are bioethanol production using microbial fermentation, and 
production of synthetic fuels from syngas gained from pyrolysis of biomass. The production technologies of 
these different liquid biofuels are in is close to full maturity for the thermochemical biofuels and early 
commercial prototype phase for bioethanol production. Even though the liquid biofuel’s production from 
lignocellulosic biomass shows high production yields, there are several challenges that exist before its 
commercialization. 
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ABSTRACT 
Homogeneous catalytic system for biodiesel synthesis is no longer justifiable by industries in the near future; 
mainly due to food verses fuel competition and ecological issues related to conventional homogeneous 
catalytic system. The present study is focused on the viability of environmentally benign heterogeneous 
catalyst synthesis from water hyacinth (WH) a renewable aquatic plant considered hazard for other useful 
aquatic crops. The synthesized catalyst were characterized by fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR), powder X-ray diffractograms (XRD), energy dispersive analysis of X-ray (EDAX), 
brunauer–emmett–teller (BET), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) and hammett indicator analysis. The catalyst demonstrated a superior catalytic performance 
achieving fatty acid methyl esters (FAME) conversion of 97.1% in 3 h. The catalyst could be reused 
efficiently with FAME conversion of more than 80 % after the third cycles. The present work reveals the 
possibility of developing heterogeneous catalyst from an aquatic weed for FAME synthesis, reducing the 
total production cost of biodiesel synthesis. 
Keywords: Renewable, Heterogeneous, Mixed oxide, Biodiesel, Reused 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The global energy demand is increasing continuously due to rapid population growth, increased 
development of industries as well as transportation. Non-renewable fossil fuels generally supply this energy 
adding to environmental problem and crude petroleum fuel price increase, which has necessitated the need 
of alternatives that are renewable (1). Biodiesel is considered as a renewable alternative to fossil fuel as it is 
renewable, non toxic, biodegradable and as it possess properties similar to fossil fuels (2). Commercial 
production of biodiesel uses homogeneous catalyst like KOH, NaOH, HCl, H2SO4 etc. But these 
homogeneous catalyst are chemically synthesized, and is no longer sustainable as well as issues like 
separation, soap formation, reusability are associated along with (3, 4). Researchers are working on 
development of biobased heterogeneous catalysts that can be used to replace the commercial homogeneous 
catalysts used in biodiesel production which are renewable, recyclable and easily separable (5).  
Naturally available wastes like hard animal tissues (2, 6) which contain calcium compounds like calcium 
carbonate and calcium phosphate that are can be easily converted to calcium oxide by calcination (7). The 
catalysts have sufficiently strong basicity (8) and are highly porous which helps in enhanced mass transfer 
that helps in higher FAME conversion (2). Heterogeneous catalysts from waste biomass like Musa 
paradisiacal peels (9), Musa ‘Gross Michel’ (10), Musa balbisiana colla (5), wood ash (11) has been 
developed that possessed  high catalytic ability that resulted in high biodiesel conversion/yield. As they has 
been prepared from wastes hence it adds to the sustainability of fuels. 
The aim of this work is to obtain heterogeneous catalyst production from water hyacinth (Eichhornia 
crassipes) for transesterification of Scenedesmus obliquus lipid into biodiesel. The WH is a renewable 
aquatic plant considered hazard for other useful aquatic crops which is available in plenty in Northeast India 
(12).  
2. EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1. Materials 
Water hyacinth was collected from the ponds of Tezpur University campus, Assam. Scenedesmus obliquus 
lipid was procured from Gauhati University. All the chemicals used in the present work were of analytical 
grades purchased from Sigma Aldrich and were used without any purification. 
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2.2. Methods 
2.2.1. Catalyst preparation 
Water hyacinth was cleaned by washing with hot double distilled water, acetone and hexane to any 
unwanted material, cut into pieces and dried in oven at 100 °C for 3 h. The dried WH pieces were crushed to 
become fine particles using mortar pestle. The powdered WH was calcined in a muffle furnace at a 
temperature of 800 °C for 4 h. The synthesized WH catalyst was stored in close tight bottle till further use. 
2.2.2. Catalyst characterization 
The basicity of the WH catalyst was determined by using Hammet indicator test. The surface morphology of 
the WH catalyst was studied by SEM analysis (Jeol, JSM-6290 LV). The TEM and EDAX study were 
analyzed using TECNAI G2 20 S-TWIN (200 KV), USA. The XRD patterns were obtained using Rigaku 
miniflex diffractometer in 2Ɵ range 10-80° (CuKα radiation, λ = 1.5406 Å) at 2° scanning rate. The surface 
area, pore size and pore volume of the catalyst was measured using BET sorption isotherm method (NOVA 
1000E, NOVA WIN, QUANTACHROME). The FTIR spectra were measured in a Nicolet FTIR 
spectrophotometer (Impact 410) on KBr pallets in 4000-500 cm
-1 
wavenumber range. 
For reusability capacity of the catalyst, the reaction mixture was centrifuged (3500 rpm) and washed (hot 
methanol) to recover the catalyst and to remove any unwanted traces. The recovered catalyst was oven dried 
(120 °C, 3 h) and experiments were carried on using the required parameters [5]. 
2.2.3. FAME synthesis 
The initial acid value of Scenedesmus obliquus lipid used for the study was 1.4 mg KOH/ g oil which can be 
easily employed for satisfactory transesterification using alkaline catalyst. Ten millilitres (10 ml) of 
Scenedesmus obliquus lipid was measured into a 100 ml one-neck glass reactor and placed on a magnetic 
stirrer hot plate and heated to 60 °C. Catalyst loading of 2 wt % was added to the lipid followed by addition 
of a known volume of methanol (6:1 methanol to oil molar ratio). Temperature was maintained at 60 °C 
throughout the reaction for 3 h. The mixture was transferred to a separating funnel and kept undisturbed 
overnight. The mixture got separated into three layers: the lower layer composed of catalyst, middle layer 
composed of glycerol and the upper layer composed of biodiesel. The upper layer was washed with hot 
double distilled water (40 °C) to remove any traces of unwanted substances. The washed biodiesel was dried 
using anhydrous sodium sulphate. The FAME conversion (%) was determined by using nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) technique [13] using CDCl3 as solvent (Eq. 1). 
          (1) 
A = integral of methoxy methyl ester peak at 3.6 ppm 
B = integral of α-methylene peak at 2.3 ppm 
2.2.4. Water hyacinth methyl ester (WHME) characterization 
The properties of WHME were determined by American Society for Testing and Material (ASTM) methods 
and compared with ASTM D 6751 and European standards (EN 14214). 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Catalyst characterization 
 
Fig. 1. The FTIR spectra of (a) WH and (b) CWH 
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The FTIR spectrum of WH and calcined water hyacinth (CWH) has been shown in fig. 3. The band at 
around 550 cm
-1
 and 1000 cm
-1 
in fig. 3,
 
is attributed to Ca-O, K-O stretching and Si-O-Si bonds respectively 
(9, 10). The band at around 1385 cm
-1 
denotes K2CO3 presence which is prominent only in the CWH (11). 
The presence of calcium, potassium in form of oxides indicates the basic nature of the CWH. 
 
Fig. 2. The XRD patterns of (a) WH and (b) CWH 
The fig. 2 shows the XRD patterns of WH and CWH. Strong peaks at 2 = 25, 26, 31, 33, 41, 44, 46 (JCPDS 
reference code No 00-026-1327 and 00-16-820) are attributed to K2O and K2CO3. The peaks seen at 2 = 30, 
39, 43, 47 (JCPDS reference code 01-085-0514) was due to presence of CaO [Fig. 4(b)]. Several small peaks 
were also seen that corresponds to KCl, K2SO4, K2MgSiO4 (JCPDS card no 004-0587, 002-0626, 021-0982, 
respectively). Increase in intensities of potassium compounds was seen that corresponds to strong basic sites 
(14). 
 
Fig. 3. The SEM image of (a) WH (b) CWH 
The surface morphology of the WH and CWH has been shown in fig. 3. Both mesoporous and microporous 
structure is being evident in fig. 3, whereas more microporous and less mesoporous structure was seen after 
calcination [fig. 3(b)]. Porous structure indicates large surface area (15). The TEM image (Fig. 4) supported 
the SEM findings too. 
 
Fig. 4. The TEM image of (a) WH (b) CWH 
The EDAX analysis strongly supported the findings of FTIR as well as XRD which revealed a high 
distribution of K, Ca, Na, Mg and Si oxides. The surface area of prepared catalyst (CWH) was found to be 
48.662 m
2
/g, with pore volume 0.358 cc/g and pore radius of 1.7074 nm respectively. 
For testing the basicity Hammett indicator test was used [15] and obtained according to color variation. After 
analysis, the WH and CWH showed a basic strength of 9.8 < H_ < 12.2 and of 9.8 < H_ < 15 respectively. 
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3.2. Biodiesel characterization 
 
Fig. 5. 
1
H NMR spectroscopy of (a) Scenedesmus obliquus lipid and (b) Scenedesmus obliquus biodiesel. 
The presence of glyceridic protons in the range of 4.0-5.2 ppm in 
1
H NMR is the characteristics of 
triglycerides present in Scenedesmus obliquus lipid [Fig. 5(a)] which is totally absent in the Scenedesmus 
obliquus biodiesel [Fig. 5(b)]. The methyl ester moiety protons at 3.66 ppm and α-carbonyl methylene 
groups at 2.30 ppm are due to methyl ester formation [Fig. 5(b)]. The shift at 5.3 ppm is due to the alkene 
proton which signifies that the main components of Scenedesmus obliquus is unsaturated fatty acid and for 
Scenedesmus obliquus biodiesel are methyl ester respectively (16). The FAME conversion of 97.1 % has 
been achieved by using 6:1 molar ratio of methanol to oil, catalyst loading of 2 wt % at 60 °C, for 3 h. The 
biodiesel was analyzed for physico-chemical properties (Table 1) and was found suitable for replacing the 
commercial diesel. 
Table 1. Physico-chemical properties of produced Scenedesmus obliquus biodiesel (SOB) 
Properties SOB ASTM D 6751
 
EN 14214 
Acid value (mg
 
KOH
-1 
g) 0.05 <0.80 0.5 max 
Kinematic viscosity (cst)  at 40°C 3.14 1.9-6.0 3.5-5.0 
Density@ 15°C (gm cc
-1
) 0.85 0.86-0.90 0.85 
Cloud point (°C) -7 --- --- 
Pour point (°C) -12 --- --- 
Flash point (°C) 145 93 min 120 min 
Carbon residue (% wt) 0.014 0.050 max 0.3 
Calorific value (MJ kg
-1
) 39.30 --- 35 min 
Cetane Number 53 47 min 51 min 
 
3.3. Recycling potency of the catalyst 
The catalyst reusability has been tested by using the same parameters i.e. 6:1 molar ratio of methanol to oil, 
catalyst loading of 2 wt % at 60 °C, for 3 h. The recovered catalyst was tested till fifth cycles (Fig. 6). High 
FAME conversion till 80 % was observed even after third cycles. Reduced conversion of biodiesel may be 
due to loss of catalyst amount due to washing or leaching of the catalyst as because leaching of K and Ca is 
more than other elements (17). 
 
 Fig. 6. Recycling potency of CWH catalyst 
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4. CONCLUSION 
In this work a novel solid base catalyst was synthesized from water hyacinth to produce biodiesel from 
Scenedesmus obliquus lipid. The catalyst exhibited FAME conversion of 97.1 % using 2 wt % catalyst 
loading, methanol/oil molar ratio of 6:1 within 3 h. Reusability analysis showed that the catalyst exhibits 
good catalytic activity i.e. conversion of more than 80 % even after three repeated uses. The calcined water 
hyacinth was found to have efficient catalytic activity having the potency to replace other base catalysts that 
are chemically synthesized hence providing a new way to sustainability of fuels. The use of water hyacinth 
for catalyst development can lead to utilization of water hyacinth that is considered hazardous into valuable 
product. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this study, we demonstrate the feasibility of centrifugation for the successful dewatering of 
microalgae species. Centrifuge experiments were conducted on Scenedesmus quadricauda and 
Chlorella vulgaris at different centrifugal speeds between 1000-4000 (rpm) and varying time 
between 5-30 (min). Dewatering efficiency and microalgae cell disruption were evaluated. 
Image-focus 4 and Matlab edge detection software were used to model the effect of 
centrifugation on microalgae cell walls and to determine the water removal ratio. Experimental 
results indicated that centrifugation technique is an effective approach for dewatering 
microalgae under specific conditions. Scenedesmus quadricauda showed a maximum 
dewatering efficiency of 82% and Chlorella vulgaris of 91%. Centrifugation under 4000 rpm 
at 10 minutes did not show any significant cell damage on the algae cell structure for both 
species. This study provides information on specific impact of centrifugation on Scenedesmus 
quadricauda and Chlorella vulgaris for the first time, which is, centrifugation technique under 
specific conditions (4000 rpm for 10 min) is a successful method for dewatering microalgae 
without damage to the cell wall. This study therefore provides sustainable option for 
microalgae dewatering technique in the energy industry.  
 
Keywords: Microalgae, Centrifugation speed, Dewatering, Matlab edge detection.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Microalgae are unicellular organisms with complex and robust cell walls. They have been 
appraised as biological solar panels as they have the capability to fix CO2 efficiently from 
different sources, including atmosphere, industrial exhaust, and gases. They also have the 
ability to produce intracellular storage compounds mainly protein (50-60%), [1]carbohydrates 
(10-20%) [2], and lipids (20-30%) [3]. Microalgal lipids (20-40%) consist mainly of esterified 
glycerol saturated and unsaturated fatty acids with a chain length of primary C16 and C18 fatty 
acids, when processed are important in the production of products such as biodiesel [4], 
bioethanol, pyrolysis oil, bio-synthetic gas (syngas), refuse-derived fuel (RDF), biogas, 
biomethane [5], hydrogen technologies [6] and other advanced biofuels. Interestingly, end uses 
are in transport, electricity, heat [7] and contribute positively to the future of renewable energy 
[5], [8]. These contributes to a sustainable quality of life which is well reported as the basic 
driver for providing a clean, safe, reliable and secure energy supplies around the globe [6]. The 
combination of CO2 fixation, biofuel production, wastewater treatment, as well as the 
production of high value end products such as human and animal and feed, pharmaceuticals 
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and cosmetics makes microalgae a very promising material for use in industrial processes [9], 
[10], [11]. Common microalgae harvesting and dewatering operations are accomplished 
through centrifugation [12] freeze drying [13], bioflocculation[14], flotation, flocculation, 
sedimentation [15], filtration [16], or combination of above methods. Currently there is no 
superior or universal method suited to all algae species for dewatering purposes. Major 
drawbacks are high capital cost, high energy consumption, risk of contamination, cell damage 
and time consumption, the suitability of each process depends on the properties of the 
microalgae specie, the required process design, the quality of the end product, and the related 
capital and production costs [17], [18].  
Among these process, centrifugation is the most efficient method (over 95% algae biomass 
could be obtained) and is widely used for microalgae cells harvesting in lab-scale or pilot-scale 
microalgae cultivation systems. However, the cell damage by this technique impede its further 
application at a large scale [19], [20].  A careful review of the available literatures revealed that 
in spite of centrifugation study and the conclusion generally reported that this technique 
damage microalgae cell wall, none of these literatures assessed the level of damage on 
microalgal cell for centrifugation technique. Thus, in the present study, the effect of 
centrifugation on fresh water microalgae Scenedesmus quadricauda and Chlorella vulgaris is 
investigated to assess the level of cell damage and optimize the operational conditions for an 
increase dewatering efficiency. 
 
2      MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
2.1   Microalgae strain and medium 
Scenedesmus quadricauda and Chlorella vulgaris (UTEX 2714 and 1589) were obtained from 
University of Texas at Austin. The algae were cultivated in a closed photobiorector (PBR 
UTEX)  (Fig 1) and sterilized BG 11 medium with the following composition NaNO3Mm; 
K2HPO4 0.23Mm; MgSO4.7H20 0.3Mm; CaCl2.H20 0.24MmNa2EDTA.2H20 0.0027Mm; 
Na2CO3 0.19Mm.  
 
Fig 1. Closed PBR. 
 
2.2    Centrifugation experimental design 
Experiments were conducted at varying rotational speeds (RPM) and time (min) to investigate 
dewatering efficiency. Dewatering efficiency was calculated by Equation (1) 
                                                         𝐷𝐸(%) =
𝜔1−𝜔2
𝜔1
𝑥 100                                            (1) 
where ω1 is the moisture content of the sample before drying and ω2 is the moisture content of 
the sample after drying.  In centrifugation, it is important to differentiate between the speed of 
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centrifugation rotations per minute (RPM) and the relative centrifugal force (RCF or G) since 
these are often confused [21]. The centrifugation force is generated by a centrifuge can easily 
be calculated from the Equation 2 
                                       𝑅𝐶𝐹 = 11.18 𝑥 𝑅 𝑥 (
𝑅𝑃𝑀
1000
)2                                 (2) 
Where R is the radius of the rotor in centimetres that is, the centrifugal force increases as the 
particle move down the centrifuge tube.  As a rule the greater the centrifugal the shorter the 
separation time.  However, centrifugation generates hydrostatic forces within the solution and 
so excessive centrifugal forces can disrupt some biological particles [21]. Medium size 
centrifuge (Centaur 2 MSE PA3985) was used in this study.  The centrifuge consists of four 
50ml swinging bucket rotor; the distance from the centre of rotation is 7.5 cm (Fig.2). 
 
Fig 2 Centrifuge. 
 
2.3 Image processing 
Cell images were acquired using Novex B-range microscope (Holland) images were captured 
using Euromex microscope at 40x camera with ImageFocus 4 software. The force exerted on 
the microalgae sample in the centrifuge during experimentation was calculated using Equation 
3. This is important as this gives better understanding of the mathematical process of the lab 
scale with anticipation that this will help scaling up from lab to pilot or commercial scale. 
Further, it is essential to determine the G-force this is represented by Equation 3. 
                                                               𝐺. 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 =
𝑟𝑤2
𝑔
                                               (3) 
Where r is the radius from the centre of the rotor in (cm), w is the number of revolution, g is 
the relative centrifugal force (RCF). The experimental parameters, rotation per minute (rpm) 
and time varies between 1000-4000 while time varies between 5-30 minutes respectively. All 
experiments were run at least in duplicate. The total weight of dried algae sample was 
calculated.                                             
2.4 MATLAB Edge Detection 
MATLAB edge detection was performed to optimize the centrifugation process and to quantify 
the water removal ratio, to distinguish the significance within each centrifugation time and rpm 
and interactions between these parameters and to determine the significance within each factor 
based on the centrifugation results. MATLAB R2016b was used as the main software for the 
purpose of graphical method of analysis.  
3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.1 Centrifugation effect on cell wall 
 
Edges detection describes boundaries and is of fundamental importance when it comes to 
analysing data and images. Image Edge detection significantly reduces and filters out 
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unnecessary information, while preserving the vital structural properties in an image. Figure 3 
shows the effect of varying centrifugation speed for Scenedesmus quadricauda and Chlorella 
vulgaris. The black and white images shown adjacent to each figure are after the edge detection, 
where the white part represents water and the black the cell wall. It was observed that 
centrifugation was effective in dewatering the algae culture. Further, the result shows that the 
cell walls are largely aligned within the sample surface area. 
 
Figure 3. Image processing results for varying centrifugation speeds at constant time of 15 
min (i) Scenedesmus quadricauda (a) 1000 RPM (b) 2000 RPM (c) 3000 RPM and (d) 4000 
RPM, (ii) Chlorella vulgaris (e) 1000 RPM (f) 2000 RPM (g) 3000 RPM (h) 4000 RPM. 
 
 
The Matlab data extracted from software illustrated in Fig 4 shows higher dewatering rate was 
obtained at higher RPM. Overall, water content decreases exponentially with increasing RPM. 
It was also observed that for centrifugal speed greater than 2500 RPM the water content 
removed remained constant. The biomass concentration increased greatly at 10min (Fig 5). 
Subsequently decreasing at increasing time, this is probably because the cell walls are affected 
significantly at increasing centrifugation time.  
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Figure 6. Data extraction of algae samples for varying centrifugation speeds between 1000 – 
4000 RPM at constant time of 15 min using MATLAB Edge detection. 
 
The experimental parameter time is observed to be more important, at 10 min as can be 
displayed (Fig 5), the biomass concentration of Chlorella vulgaris was found to be 17.6 g/L, 
similar pattern was reported by [22]. The minimum biomass concentration biomass 
concentration was at higher centrifugation time (30 min).  
 
Figure 5. Biomass concentration v centrifugation time for Chlorella vulgaris 
 
For centrifugation greater than 15 mins at 4000 RPM, the cell walls were damaged. Due to 
limitations with the edge detection method, the analysis was not performed on such samples. 
Figure 6 shows the images of control samples for centrifugation times greater than 15 mins 
where it can be seen that the cell walls are damaged. The cell walls for Scenedesmus 
quadricauda were greatly affected compared to Chlorella vulgaris. 
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Figure 6 Cell wall damage at greater centrifugation times running at 4000 RPM for (A) 
Scenedesmus quadricauda (B) Chlorella vulgaris. 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Centrifugation technique was assessed for efficient dewatering Scenedesmus quadricauda and 
Chlorella vulgaris. Using centrifugation is fast, in all treatments at 4000 RPM for 10 minutes 
comparing with the control cells, there was no damage on microalgae cell walls. Centrifugation 
time is what probably weakens the cell walls since prolong time exposes cell to extreme shear 
stress.  Hence, centrifugation could be used at short duration as cells were more resistant to 
hydrodynamics force during centrifugation at 5 and 10 mins respectively.  Current results 
suggest that centrifuges may be applied in microalgae pretreatment upon design and operation 
to minimize negative consequences on microalgae quality. From these findings consequently 
we conclude that 
• Centrifugation can be applied for microalgae dewatering. This process enables algae 
dewatering efficiency (up to 82% Scenedesmus quadricauda and 91% Chlorella 
vulgaris this study).  
• The specific performance can be scaled up to commercial scale. some authors have 
reported that the greater the centrifugal the shorter the separation time [21], an optimum 
RCF value of 167.7 was obtained for 4000 RPM in this study.  
• For biodiesel and lipid extractions centrifugation is recommended as this will rupture 
the microalgae cell wall since this is related to time taken to pre-treat algal biomass 
using conventional pretreatment method. Overall this will save time also translates to 
low energy usage. 
• On the basis of the observation from these extensive experiments, it is greatly possible 
to centrifuge microalgae in practice depending on time and rotation speed. It is expected 
that this work will be useful for the cultivation and dewatering application of microalgal 
in the industries.  
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ABSTRACT 
Biomass is considered one of the promising renewable energy sources which can reduce CO2 emissions. 
Bio-crude oil can be produced by fast pyrolysis of biomass, and it has advantages in storage and 
transportation in comparison to the original biomass. But the bio-crude oil quality is lower than the 
petroleum fuels due to its larger oxygen content and smaller heating value. In this study, co-pyrolysis of 
woody biomass and polystyrene was performed to produce bio-crude oil in a bubbling fluidized bed reactor, 
and the bio-crude oil yield and characteristics are compared at various mixing ratios. The biomass feeding 
rate was 200 g/hr, and polystyrene was mixed with the biomass at the ratios of 5, 10, 15, and 20 wt%. The 
reactor temperature was set at 500 ˚C which was similar to the condition for maximum bio-crude oil yield of 
woody biomass. The bio-crude oil yields were 50.73, 51.45, 52.38, and 53.65 wt% for the mixing ratios of 5, 
10, 15, and 20 wt%, respectively. The higher heating values of the bio-crude oil were 18.72, 19.61, 20.37 
and 21,65 MJ/kg, which increased with the polystyrene mixing ratio. It was found that the bio-crude oil 
quality can be improved by mixing polystyrene. 
Keywords: co-pyrolysis, wood, polystyrene, bio-crude oil quality 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Biomass is considered to be one of the sustainable energy sources suppressing the global climate change 
because the carbon emitted when plants are burned is equal to that absorbed during growing, which is called 
carbon neutral. There are several ways to utilize biomass as an energy source, such as direct combustion, 
gasification, liquefaction, and torrefaction. Among them the fast pyrolysis technology is a thermochemical 
process to convert solid biomass into a liquid fuel known as bio-crude oil or bio oil [1-4]. In about 500OC 
with no oxygen inside fast pyrolysis reactor, biomass particles are quickly decomposed into three 
components; the volatiles, the non-condensable gases, and the char. When the volatiles are cooled by chiller 
quickly, they are condensed to liquid phase fuel, that is, bio-crude oil. Bio-crude oil has an advantage of cost 
reduction for storage and transportation in comparison to the original solid biomass, because it is a liquid 
material with high density. Bio-crude oil can be directly used as fuel for furnaces or boilers and indirectly 
used as feedstock for transportation fuel such as gasoline and diesel. But it has been pointed out that bio-
crude oil has some unsatisfactory quality to be improved for its wide utilization, for instance, low calorific 
value, high oxygen fraction and high water contents. Co-pyrolysis of biomass and plastic waste in the fast 
pyrolysis reactor has been studied to produce the improved bio-crude oil during pyrolysis reaction [5-7]. 
Most plastics have high calorific value of about 35MJ/kg, because they are composed with carbon and 
hydrogen mainly and with negligible amount of oxygen. If biomass and plastic were co-pyrolysed under 
optimal operating conditions like temperature, mixing ratio, and feeding ratio, the bio-crude oil could be 
substantially improved to have high calorific value with low oxygen. In this study co-pyrolysis of woody 
biomass and polystyrene (PS) foam was performed to produce bio-crude oil in a bubbling fluidized bed 
reactor, and the bio-crude oil yield and characteristics are compared at various mixing ratios. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Feedstock for fast pyrolysis 
PS foam waste was used as plastic feedstock, while sawdust of Douglas fir as biomass feedstock in this 
study. PS foam is one of the most commonly used plastic in daily life as well as in industrial activity, for 
instance, as shock-absorbing packing materials and insulation materials, etc. With its consumption increased 
rapidly, large amount of PS foam wastes are also generated seriously and it becomes an urgent issue world-
widely how to treat these wastes with economically and environmental friendly method. PS foam has much 
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higher volume than other plastic waste, which causes higher treating cost than others. Material recycling is 
known as successful treatment way, but this method can be used for only clean PS foam wastes. When PS 
foam waste is thrown away from many houses and factories, most of them are turned dirty due to careless 
and unconscious littering. New technology for treating PS foam waste is urgently required from many 
countries to reduce handling cost as well as to recover its potential values economically and eco-friendly. 
Sawdust of Douglas fir wood, meanwhile, was used for biomass feedstock in this study, because it is one of 
the most common trees used for furniture and construction materials all over the world.  
PS foam waste was collected from general house and it was shredded to 2~4mm by the shredder in order to 
improve the mixing effect with Douglas fir sawdust. Figure 1 shows PS foam waste and shredded sample. 
The proximate and ultimate analysis of PS foam waste was carried out and the result was compared with 
Douglas fir sawdust. A proximate analysis was carried out using a TGA 701 LECO in accordance with 
ASTM D5142. A bomb calorimeter (LECO AC-350) was employed to measure the higher heating value 
(HHV) in accordance with ASTM D2015. The element analysis was performed by the Flash EA 1112 series. 
Bulk density of shredded PS foam waste was about 10~45Kg/m3 and this is so low value that it was not 
mixed with Douglas fir sawdust uniformly in the feeding hoper. To solve this problem, the shredded PS 
foam waste was heated to reduce its particle size, which results in the bulk density increase up to 340kg/m3. 
Table 1 shows the properties of sawdust and dried PS foam waste. 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. Proximate and Ultimate analysis data of sawdust and dried Polystyrene foam 
 
Moisture 
(wt%) 
Volatile 
(wt%) 
Ash 
(wt%) 
Fixed Carbon 
(wt%) 
Bulk 
density(kg/ m3) 
Sawdust 0.24 80.57 0.34 18.85 242 
PS foam 0 99.94 0.06 0 340 
 N (wt%) C (wt%) H (wt%) O (wt%) S (wt%) 
Sawdust 0 50.75 6.28 42.97 0 
PS foam 0.3 90.10 8.75 0.85 0 
 
Apparent differences between sawdust and PS foam were found in those proximate and ultimate analysis 
data. The fixed carbon of sawdust was 18.85%, while PS has no fixed carbon. This means that PS foam 
doesn’t produce pyrolysis char. The oxygen content of sawdust was 42.97%, while PS has only 0.85%. This 
data implies that PS bio-crude oil might have much higher heating value than that of sawdust. 
 
Table 2 shows proximate and ultimate analysis data of sawdust and PS mixture with 4 different mixing ratio. 
 
Figure 1.PS Foam Waste(left) and Shredded PS Foam(right) 
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Table 2. Proximate and Ultimate analysis data of sawdust and dried Polystyrene Mixture 
 
Moisture 
(wt%) 
Volatile 
(wt%)  
Ash 
(wt%) 
Fixed Carbon 
(wt%) 
 
BCO-PS 5(%) 30.08 58.87 1.4 9.65  
BCO-PS 10(%) 31.51 56.82 1.55 10.12  
BCO-PS 15(%) 27.58 60.11 1.81 10.5  
BCO-PS 20(%) 27.67 64.7 0.83 6.8  
 N (wt%) C (wt%) H (wt%) O (wt%) S (wt%) 
BCO-PS 5(%) 0.73 45.46 7.5 46.31 0 
BCO-PS 10(%) 0.77 46.58 7.57 45.08 0 
BCO-PS 15(%) 0.99 50.05 7.67 41.29 0 
BCO-PS 20(%) 1.19 51.47 7.66 39.68 0 
  
 
2.2 Experimental method 
Co-pyrolysis of two feedstock mixture was carried out in a bubbling fluidized bed reactor(BFBR) illustrated 
by a process schematic Figure 2 described in detail in previous studies [8-10]. The reactor chamber is 
cylindrical and SUS 316 with an inner diameter and height of 0.1 and 0.4 m respectively. Sand with average 
particle size of diameter 0.78 mm, bulk density of 1382 kg/m3 and voidage fraction of 0.43 was used as the 
fluidizing material. The total sand weight used in the experiment was 1.45 kg which resulted in a sand bed 
height of 0.12 m. The flow rate of nitrogen gas was controlled at 25LPM with flow meter, and it was 
supplied to BFBR through the electric heater after being heated up to the reaction temperature. Superficial 
velocity of nitrogen gas in the reactor was 0.1 m/s on that condition to be utilized for sand fluidizing within 
the regime of bubbling fluidization. The vapour residence time was 1–2 seconds. Various mixing ratios of 
two feedstocks were fed into the reactor by a two stage screw feeder at a feeding rate of 200 g/hr. The 
condenser unit comprised of a graham condenser unit to collect the bio-crude oil was cooled by a chiller. An 
cylinder type electrostatic precipitator was used to trap fine oil mist from receding volatile gas, after the 
condenser phase. 
 
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the fluidized bed reactor:           
(1) Biomass hopper (2) Fluidized bed reactor (3) Cyclone          
(4) Graham condenser (5) Electrostatic precipitator. 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Bio-crude oil yield 
Figure 3 shows the yield change of bio-crude oil, char, and non-condensible gas according to PS mixing 
ratio variation. It was found that the bio-crude oil and char yields increased with PS mixing ratio, while the 
non-condensible gas yield decreased with increasing PS mixing ratio. Because the bio-crude oil yield 
increased monotonically with the PS mixing ratio, it is thought that larger mixing ratios needs to be tested to 
find out whether the maximum bio-crude oil yield is found. 
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Figure 3. Product yields at various PS mixing ratios 
3.2 Property analysis of bio-crude oil 
Physicochemical properties analysis including water content and viscosity was conducted for the bio-crude 
oil produced from two feedstocks mixed with various ratios. The water content was measured by a Karl-
Fisher titrator (870 KF Titrono plus) following ASTM D1744, and the viscosity was measured by a 
viscometer (Brookfield, Model DV-II+Pro). Table 3 shows the higher heating value (HHV) and water 
content of 4 different mixing ratio of sawdust and PS mixture. As PS mixing ratio increased, high heating 
value increased and water content decreased. These results indicate that PS mixing can improve the bio-
crude oil quality. 
Table 3. Physico-chemical properties of bio-crude oil produced from various sawdust/PS mixture 
 High Heating Value (MJ/kg) Water content (%) 
BCO-PS 5 18.72 17.38 
BCO-PS 10 19.61 17.07 
BCO-PS 15 20.37 15.31 
BCO-PS 20 21.65 13.81 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
Co-pyrolysis of woody biomass and waste polystyrene was performed in a bubbling fluidized reactor. The 
waste polystyrene foam was shredded and heated to decrease the particle size and to increase the bulk 
density. This pre-processing of waste polystyrene foam improved its feeding characteristics. The product 
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yields and the properties of bio-crude oil are compared at various polystyrene mixing ratios. It was found 
that the bio-crude oil yield and heating value increased with polystyrene mixing ratio, which implies that 
polystyrene mixing could be a useful option for the purpose of improve the quality of woody bio-crude oil. 
A more detailed analysis is needed for the bio-crude oil characteristics such as viscosity, solid residue, pH, 
etc. as a future work. 
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ABSTRACT 
This study characterizes the biodiesel production potential of sewage sludge obtained from various wastewater 
treatment plants. Biodiesel was recovered via in situ transesterification of dried primary sludge (PS) and waste 
activated sludge (WAS). The average transesterifiable product (TP) yield from the PS was 12.1 %, which was 
1.7 times greater than that of the WAS due to the higher lipid contents in the PS. The TP yield was similar for 
the various PS samples; however, it differed among the WAS samples, depending on the process configuration 
and solid retention time (SRT). The average fatty acids methyl esters (FAMEs) content in the TP was 54.2 and 
40.1 % for PS and WAS, respectively. Saturated FAMEs of C16 and C18 were the predominant FAME 
components regardless of the sludge samples. Difference of FAME compositions in the biodiesel among WAS 
samples was associated with microbial community structure which highly depended on SRT condition. 
 
Keywords: Sewage sludge, Biodiesel production potential, in situ Transesterification, FAMEs, Lipid 
contents 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Sewage sludge production has been steadily increased to date, and is expected to continuously increase in the 
future. For example, that in the US has increased from 6.5 million dry ton in 2000, to 7.5 million dry ton in 
2010, and was predicted to increase to 8.0 million dry ton by 2020 (Sanin et al., 2011). In addition to US, 
annual production of sewage sludge in the European Union (EU) and Korea recently reached 10.1 and 0.5 
million dry ton, respectively (U.S. EPA, 2016; LeBlanc et al., 2009; MOE, 2014). The management of sewage 
sludge has become more stringent, and in many countries sewage sludge has moved towards energy and 
resources recovery.  
Of the many technologies for energy recovery from sewage sludge, biodiesel recovery has recently received 
more attention. The use of sewage sludge as an alternative feedstock could be very attractive, since the cost 
for raw feedstock accounts for approximately 70 ~ 85% of the overall biodiesel production cost (Hass and 
Foglia, 2005). According to Kargbo (2010), sewage sludge could be suggested as a cost-effective alternative 
feedstock for biodiesel, compared to the existing feedstock. Various forms of lipids present in the sewage 
sludge, including fats, oil and fatty acids, could be a potential source of biodiesel. The lipids (or triglycerides) 
and phospholipids fatty acids (PLFAs) in sewage sludge could be transformed via esterification into biodiesel 
(fatty acid methyl esters, FAMEs), remaining glycerol or water byproduct, as follows: 
 
Triglyceride + Alcohol → Fatty Acid Methyl Ester (FAME) + Glycerol                 (1) 
Fatty acids + Alcohol → Fatty Acid Methyl Ester (FAME) + Water                        (2) 
 
The possibility of biodiesel recovery from sewage sludge has been demonstrated in the positive results of 
many studies (Mondala et al., 2009; Revellame et al., 2011; Choi et al., 2014). Moreover, many engineering 
approaches have been undertaken to enhance the productivity, or to overcome the problems in the recovery of 
biodiesel from sewage sludge: a sequential extraction and esterification using various solvents to enhance the 
biodiesel yield (Dufreche et al., 2007); development of an in situ transesterification method to lower the water 
effect (Choi et al., 2014); and utilization of an enzymatic catalyst for sewage sludge with high free fatty acid 
content (Sangaletti-Gerhard et al., 2015). However, there has so far been little information made available on 
the characteristics of biodiesel linked to sewage sludge source, even though the properties of sewage sludge 
should be diverse, depending on the characteristics of the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP). The 
characteristics of biodiesel obtained from primary sludge (PS) and waste activated sludge (WAS) were 
noticeably different (Yi et al., 2016). It could be also different even in use of the same type of sludge, whether 
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PS or WAS, due to various factors. The properties of PS are most likely differentiated by the inclusion of 
industrial wastewater and the type of sewer system, whether combined or separated sewer. The properties of 
WAS may be more dependent on the process configuration and operating condition of the biological treatment 
process. 
The goal of this study was to investigate the biodiesel potential (i.e. fatty acid methyl ester; FAME) in PS and 
WAS obtained from different WWTPs in Korea. Since the biodiesel potential in both quantity and quality 
could be substantially subject to the characteristics of the sludge, it is important to understand the major factors 
given to each WWTP that affect the biodiesel potential. The specific goals were 1) to estimate the lipid contents 
in sewage sludge obtained from various WWTPs, 2) to characterize the biodiesel potential by fractionating the 
recovered products obtained from in situ transesterification of the sewage sludge, and 3) to correlate the 
quantity and quality of FAME products with factors affecting the sludge characteristics, such as the sewer 
system, solid retention time (SRT), and microbial community structures, differently given to the WWTP 
candidates. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Sewage sludge preparation 
The PS and WAS were separately obtained from three different domestic WWTPs in Korea: ‘J’ in Seoul city, 
‘H’ in Gangwon province, and ‘D’ in Daejeon city. Those plants were located apart by at least 100 km from 
each other. Except for ‘D’ WWTP, the PS and WAS samples were collected from the outlet pipe of the primary 
settler and the sludge return line in the biological process, respectively. Each sludge in ‘D’ WWTP was taken 
from the individual thickener, before mixing with each other. Two separate samples of PS and WAS were 
taken from each WWTP. The sludge samples were immediately transported to the laboratory in a refrigerated 
container, and then analyzed for moisture content (MC), total solids (TS), and volatile solids (VS), before 
drying in a furnace at 65°C for 90 hr (Willson et al., 2011). The dried sludge samples were stored in a 
desiccator, before conducting the experiments to estimate the lipid content and biodiesel potential. The WAS 
samples for microbial community analysis were centrifuged at 5,000 rpm, and the sludge pellets were 
preserved in a freezing refrigerator at -80°C. The moisture content of the dried sludge was kept at less than 
5% for all samples. The TS and VS of the samples were determined as per Standard Methods (APHA, 2012). 
 
Table 1. Summarized information about WWTP candidates where the sewage sludge samples were 
taken from 
WWTP site Influent Type 
Biological 
Process 
Solid Retention 
Time (d) 
‘J’ Domestic MLE 15~20 
‘D’ Domestic A2/O 4~10 
‘H’ Domestic NPR 20~25 
 
2.2 Analysis for lipid content 
In order to identify the lipid content in the sewage sludge samples, the Bligh and Dyer extraction method, 
which is commonly used for biological sources, was used in this study (Iverson et al., 2001; Shin et al., 2014). 
20 mL of a mixture of chloroform and methanol (2:1 volume ratio) was added to 1 g of the dried sludge. The 
chemical added sludge mixture was agitated for 15 ~ 20 min in an orbital shaker at 150 rpm under room 
temperature condition. The mixture was centrifuged at 2,000 rpm for 5 min. The liquid phase was washed with 
4 mL of 0.9% NaCl solution, and then mixed by vortex, and centrifuged at 2,000 rpm for 2 min. The upper 
phase was discarded, and the lower chloroform phase containing lipids was separately collected. Chloroform 
was evaporated by a rotary evaporator (Bligh and Dyer, 1959). 
2.3 In situ Transesterification 
The in situ transesterification method used in this study was described in a previous study (Choi et al., 2014). 
25 g of the dried sludge was added into a 500 mL reactor containing 250 mL of methanol solution and 100 
mL of n-hexane. The methanol solution contained sulphuric acid at 5 % (v/v) as an acid catalyst. A condenser 
was connected to the top of the flask for recirculating the solvents. The reaction temperature and time were 
maintained at 55°C, 8 hr in a water bath. After the reaction ended, the mixture was cooled, and transferred into 
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a 500 mL separatory funnel. The mixture was separated by density into three phases: the top layer containing 
nonpolar miscible transesterifiable products (TP), such as fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) in n-hexane, the 
middle liquid layer containing byproducts of water soluble TP, and the bottom layer containing insoluble 
residual solids. The top layer (TP in solvent) was separately collected, and then treated by adding 100 mL of 
sodium chloride solution (2% water mass fraction) for salting-out of water miscible substances. After three 
times of the salting-out step, the remaining solvent was vaporized using a rotary evaporator at 50 °C under 
vacuum condition (R-124, Buchi, Switzerland), and the final TP samples were collected as crude biodiesel 
feedstock. 
2.4 DNA extraction, PCR amplification and pyrosequencing analysis 
In order to determine the relationship of the FAME yield and composition with the microbial community 
structure, microbial identification using pyrosequencing analysis was carried out for the WAS sample taken 
from the biological treatment process in each WWTP. After homogenizing the WAS sample, 1 g of pelleted 
samples was collected. Total DNA was extracted by using PowerSoil DNA kit (MoBio Laboratories, Inc., 
Carlsbad, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. PCR (PTC-200; Peltier Thermal Cyler, 
PharmaTech & GeneAmp, PCR System 9700) was conducted using 1 μL of extracted DNA under the 
following cycling condition: initial duration at 94°C for 5 min, 30 cycles at 94°C for 30 sec, 55°C for 45 sec, 
and final extension at 72°C for 90 sec. The products of PCR were used for pyrosequencing analysis. 
Pyrosequencing analysis was conducted by Roche/454 GC Junior system, following the manufacturer’s 
instructions (Chun’s Lab, Seoul, Korea). Raw sequence reads were sorted by unique barcodes. All linked 
sequences containing adaptor and linker were removed. Chimera sequences and low quality sequences, 
including low quality score (average < 25), or read lengths shorter than 300 base pair, were discarded. 
Thereafter, EzTaxon-e database (http://eztaxon-e.org) was used for the taxonomic assignment of each 
pyrosequencing read (Kim et al., 2012). 
2.5 Analytical methods for biodiesel FAMEs 
The extraction yield can be defined as the yield of the TP miscible in the nonpolar solvent of hexane through 
in situ transesterification:  
 
TP yield (%) =  
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑇𝑃 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝑔)
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒 (𝑔)
 × 100    (1) 
 
The total FAME in the nonpolar TP sample was determined by EN14103 method according to a procedure 
using internal calibration (nonadecanoic acid methyl ester). This method analysed using a gas chromatograph 
(GC) (Agilent 7890A, Agilent, USA) equipped with a mass selective detector (MSD, Agilent 5975C, Agilent, 
USA). Analytical conditions of GC/MS with carbowax capillary column (30 m x 0.32 mm x 0.25 μm) were 
as follows: both injector and detector temperatures were 250°C; the column temperature was programmed as 
the initial temperature of 60°C for 2 min; and then first increased to 200°C at 10°C /min, and subsequently to 
240°C at 5°C /min, and then held for 7 min. The injection sample volume was 1 μL, and the split ratio was 
1:50. Helium was used as a carrier gas, with a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The operating conditions for the mass 
spectrophotometer were electron multiplier of 1,200 V, and the interface an ion source temperature of 230°C. 
The FAMEs profiles and concentration were identified by comparison with a standard solution (37 comp. 
FAME mix, Supelco, USA) and NIST 2008 Libraries installed in GC/MS. The FAMEs content was defined 
as the percentage of FAMEs in the TP, and was determined as follows: 
 
FAME content (%) =  
(∑ 𝐴)−𝐴𝐸𝐼
𝐴𝐸𝐼
×
𝐶𝐸𝐼×𝑉𝐸𝐼
𝑚
× 100    (2) 
 
where, ΣA is the total peak area, AEI is the peak area that corresponds to nonadecanoic acid methyl ester, CEI 
is the concentration of the nonadecanoic acid methyl ester solution (mg/mL), VEI is the volume of 
nonadecanoic acid methyl ester (mL), and m is the injection mass of sample (mg). 
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Lipid content and biodiesel production potential sewage sludge  
Most of the information, except the SRT, was obtained from the official website. Information about the SRT 
could be obtained by contacting the facility operator of each WWTP. Contents of the solids (TS and VS) were 
similar between ‘J’ and ‘H’ sludge samples; however, ‘D’ sludge taken from the thickener had approximately 
two times higher solid content than the other two WWTP sludges. Nevertheless, the VS content (VS/TS) 
among all sludge samples were similar in the range from 76.5 to 87.1%, regardless of the WWTP.  
The lipid content was in a relatively narrow range between 14.0 and 16.8 % for the PS from all WWTPs. That 
of the WAS was slightly lower than that of the PS; however, it was also in the narrow range between 10.9 and 
11.7%. Nevertheless, the lipid content of the PS seemed to have a larger variation by country than that of the 
WAS: the average lipid content in the PS and WAS from domestic WWTPs was 7~35% and 5~12%, 
respectively (Metcalf and Eddy, 2003; Willson et al., 2010, Siddiquee et al., 2011; Olkiewicz et al., 2012). 
The reason for the large variation of the lipid contents of the PS among countries was little reported, but it was 
suspected that oil consumption and residue in the kitchen wastewater affect the lipid content in the incoming 
sewage. Based on the FAO report, European people consumed (164 g/d/cap) two times more fat than did 
Korean (86 g/d/cap) (FAO, 2010). Different from the PS, the regional difference between Korea and Europe 
for the lipid content of WAS did not look significant, which represents that the lipid content of the WAS was 
more dependent on the characteristics of the biological treatment process.  
3.2 Biodiesel production potential of sewage sludge 
The lipid in the sewage sludge could be distinguished into three fractions: FAMEs, non-FAME 
transesterifiable lipids, and non-transesterifiable lipids. The sum of the former two fractions was defined as 
the TP obtained from in situ transesterification. The fraction of TP, i.e. sum of FAMEs and non-FAME 
transesterifiable lipids, of the PS for three WWTPs varied in the range between 71 and 81%, representing that 
a relatively large portion of the lipids in the PS had the potential to be transesterified. The fraction for FAMEs 
of the PS was about half that of the TP, accounting for 36 ~ 41% of the total lipids content. Whereas, the TP 
yield of the WAS was lower than that of the PS, accounting for 52 ~ 67% of the total lipid content. The FAME 
fraction of the total lipid content in the WAS varied from 12 to 32%. This result indicates that the waste oil 
and lipids present in the PS were more readily extractable and convertible into FAME, than were microbial 
phospholipids in the WAS.  
The conversion of microbial phospholipids into TP could be affected by various operating factors, typically 
such as the SRT condition of the biological treatment process of many operating factors, the content and 
composition of phospholipids in microbial cell membrane could typically be dependent on the SRT condition 
(Akarsubasi et al., 2009). Even though the lipid content of the WAS for the three WWTPs was similar each 
other in the range from 10.9 ~ 11.7%, the TP yield appeared to increase as the SRT increased. This means that 
the TP conversion efficiency was evidently dependent on the physiological state of microorganisms, i.e. 
microbial age, and might be less decomposable or more persistent to the chemical reaction of 
transesterification under shorter SRT condition, due to a stronger cellular membrane structure (Gossett and 
Belser, 1982).  
 
 
Figure 1. Comparisons of lipid contents and biodiesel production potential between PS and WAS 
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3.3 Evaluation of biodiesel quality as FAMEs composition 
The PS had a markedly greater biodiesel potential in terms of the total FAME content than the WAS, as 
aforementioned. Among the whole FAME distributions, saturated FAMEs, such as C16 (21.49%) and C18 
(9.43%), were predominantly found in both the PS and WAS samples; whereas, the proportions of the 
unsaturated FAMEs of C16:1 were predominantly higher in the WAS than the PS. The ratio between saturated 
and unsaturated FAMEs can influence the fuel quality of biodiesel. Higher contents of saturated and 
unsaturated FAMEs were associated with better burning properties, and better fluidity under cold temperature 
conditions, respectively (Knothe, 2005; Kenesey and Ecker, 2003). The optimal ratio between the saturated 
and unsaturated FAME has not yet been clarified; however, in the use of existing biodiesel feedstocks, such 
as palm oil or beef tallow, it was in the range between 0.1 and 2 (Ramos et al., 2009; Singh and Singh, 2010). 
The FAMEs from the WAS of ‘J’ and ‘D’ WWTPs were included in this range.  
3.4 Effect of microbial community structure on FAMEs recovered from WAS 
The total qualified reads of 13,367 were assigned to 53 formally described bacterial phyla in all of the WAS 
samples. The average microbial composition for all the WAS samples was in the order of Proteobacteria 
(48.81%), Bacteroidetes (26.11%), and Nitrospirae (6.59%). This composition was comparable with that of 
the other study, where Proteobacteria (57.30%) and Bacteroidetes (26.60%) were also dominant microbial 
groups (Mondala et al., 2011). The WAS samples from ‘J’ and ‘D’ WWTP exhibited a very similar microbial 
community distribution, whereas that of ‘H’ WWTP showed a noticeable difference in bacterial community 
structure, particularly in Proteobacteria, Bacteroidetes and Nitrospirae. Instead of a lower Proteobacteria 
content, the Bacteroidetes and Nitrospirae content in the WAS of ‘H’ WWTP was comparatively high, 
accounting for 30.97% and 11.59% of the total microbial group in phylum level, respectively (Fig. 4). The 
greater presence of Bacteroidetes and Nitrospirae was most likely associated with the type and condition of 
biological treatment process adopted in that plant. The NPR process being operated in ‘H’ WWTP is a 
biological nutrient removal process using suspended bio-media, which is commonly applied for supporting 
the slowly growing microorganisms such as Bacteroidetes and Nitrospirae under longer SRT condition (Pala-
Ozkok et al., 2013). Although this study did not elucidate clear correlation of biodiesel productivity and quality 
with microbial community structure in WAS, the results obtained in this study did indicate that the quantity 
and quality of FAME as a biodiesel source could be dependent on the microbial communities. 
 
Figure 2. Comparisons of microbial community structures of WAS in each WWTP 
4 CONCLUSION 
In investigation of biodiesel potential from sewage sludge, both PS and WAS contained an extractable amount 
of lipids, which was efficiently transesterifiable into FAMEs. In terms of biodiesel productivity, PS was more 
feasible as a biodiesel feedstock than WAS, due to its high lipid contents. FAME production and composition 
from WAS was more dependent on the microbial community structure affected by SRT condition. Sewer 
system and SRT condition applied to WWTP should be considered in harnessing PS and WAS as a biodiesel 
feedstock, respectively. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this work, a Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NLMPC) strategy was applied to two-stage anaerobic 
digestion (AD) process, for the treatment of tequila vinasses. The AD process is divided into two 
bioreactors, being the first acidogenic and the second methanogenic, the main purpose of this configuration 
is to increase the activity of each bacterial community, and at the same time stability is improved. The 
proposed NLMPC uses the discretization of the AD model using OCFE (orthogonal collocation on finite 
elements). The nonlinear constrained optimization problem is solved using a simultaneous approach. The 
results show stable and good performance to reach the reference points and robustness to face perturbations 
in the inlet conditions. 
Keywords: Biogas production, Two Stages Anaerobic Digester, Nonlinear Model Predictive Control. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In the last decades, a great amount of physical, chemical and biological processes for wastewater treatment 
have been developed. Anaerobic digestion (AD) is one of the most attractive since it allows the degradation 
of organic matter with simultaneous production of biogas. Nevertheless, the sensibility of AD systems has 
been proved to be a challenge for maintaining high-efficiency processes because of the high nonlinearity 
nature, the limited availability of models for control purposes, uncertainties, not to mention that they are 
highly susceptible to inhibition, and their startup is very slow [7,12]. 
The two stages AD process has been presented by [13]. The main thesis of this work, consisted in 
that it is possible to provide optimal environments for each bacterial consortium so that their activity can be 
improved substantially and at the same time efficiency and stability are also improved. Since then, many 
researchers have investigated the convenience of separating the acidogenic from the methanogenic process 
[3,15,19]. 
Regarding control schemes applied to two stages AD processes, only a few works have been 
reported. The approaches found in literature encompasses from PID (proportional integral derivate), [18], 
multivariable nonlinear based on PDE (partial differential equations) model [2], non-linear passive control 
[5] to hybrid discrete-continuous control [10]. 
In recent years, model predictive control applied to chemical processes has been proved to be a good 
choice for complex nonlinear processes as several researchers [11,16,17] applied NLMPC algorithms for the 
case of continuous chemical reactors. Moreover, in what concerns to NLMPC algorithms applied to 
bioreactors and specifically for the case of anaerobic digesters, few works have been reported, and have been 
focused on the optimization of methane production and the productivity of product cells, usually using as 
manipulated variable the feed flow rate [4,16]. 
Based on the previous research of NLMPC applied to anaerobic digestion process, we propose in this 
paper an NLMPC approach for the continuous two-stage anaerobic digestion systems, based on a validated 
model for the control problem of regulation of COD. 
 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
In this section, first, the case study and its mathematical model are described. Next, the NLMPC design is 
presented.  
2.1 Two-stage AD of Tequila Vinasses. 
The case study is reported by [14] and consists of two reactors. In the first reactor (Fig. 1) which is the 
acidogenic, only acidogenic bacteria is present, playing the role of degrading organic matter into carbon 
dioxide, methane and VFA's. In the second reactor which is methanogenic, both acidogenic and 
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methanogenic microorganisms are present. The former degrade VFA into acetic acid while the latter convert 
acetic acid into methane. 
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the two-stage AD system applied for the treatment of tequila vinasses. 
 
The two stages AD model [14] was developed for the isothermal treatment of tequila vinasses and is 
comprised of the following equations, from which the first three correspond to the acidogenic reactor, and 
the rest correspond to the methanogenic reactor. 
 (1) 
With: 
  (2) 
   (3) 
  (4) 
Where  represents the acidogenic biomass concentration (g/L) in the first and the second reactors 
respectively. The methanogenic biomass concentration (mmol/L) is represented by , , are the COD 
(g/L) while , are the VFA concentrations in the acidogenic and methanogenic bioreactors respectively. 
, are the process inputs of COD and VFA. The dilution rates at each bioreactor are represented 
by , (d-1). , are relations between yield coefficients, (mmol VFA/g COD). , represent the 
fraction of biomass that is not attached to the support and leaves the reactor. The maximum specific growth 
rate for each microbial community is represented by , and  are the 
substrate affinity constants for each kind of kinetics, and also  is the substrate inhibition constant 
associated with the methanogenic bacteria growth.  
According to Fig. 1 the inlet flow to the acidogenic reactor (Qin) must be the same of the outlet flow 
to the methanogenic reactor (Qout), this is necessary to avoid reactor emptying, and biomass wash out. If  is 
the ratio between the volumes of both reactors (V2/V1) then the dilution rate of the acidogenic reactor (u2) is 
related to the control input of the methanogenic reactor (u1) by the following equations: 
 (5) 
 (6) 
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This last relationship (6) has to be substituted in (1). 
 
2.2 NLMPC. 
The MPC may be described as a finite horizon open-loop optimal control problem that takes into account 
constraints. Based on measured or estimated states at the current time, it predicts future states and required 
control actions such that an objective function is minimized over a predeﬁned horizon. Only the first of the 
predicted control actions is applied to the model, and new initial conditions for the next optimization 
sequence in the next sampling time are obtained, then the entire procedure is repeated.  
The objective of NLMPC is to select a set of future control moves (over a control horizon, M), to 
minimize a function based on the desired output trajectory over a prediction horizon (N), this is done by 
solving the following optimization formulation: 
 
(7) 
Subject to: 
 (8) 
 (9) 
 (10) 
  (11) 
 (12) 
Where x(t+i|t) is the predicted state,  is the reference of the state,  is the reference of the input, N is 
the prediction horizon over which future states are determined, and the objective function is minimized and 
M is the control horizon over which control actions are optimized, and Q, R, and S are weighting matrices. 
To be feasible, it is necessary that, and after the control horizon M, the control actions are kept constant.  For 
convenience the objective function can also be formulated for the output variables directly: 
 (13) 
 
To apply the NLMPC method, we have to discretize the set of ODE’s given by (8). One method that 
has become convenient is the OCFE (orthogonal collocation on finite elements) method [8,9]. Thus in this 
work, we have used OCFE with three internal collocation points using Legendre polynomials. The 
discretized ODE’s structure according to the number of finite elements has the following form, 
 (14) 
where  is a matrix formed by A and  submatrices, and depends on the number of internal points of 
collocation. Matrix A contains the first-derivative weights at the collocation points,  is the vector of 
discretized space states,  is the function vector corresponding to each ODE and evaluated for each point of 
discretization and  is the variable change that accounts for sampling intervals other than 1. For more 
details about the OCFE method, the reader can consult [6,8,9]. So, to solve the optimization problem 
represented by (13), (8)-(12), it is necessary to replace (8) for (14). 
 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this section, the control methodology described above is applied to the two-stage AD treating tequila 
vinasses. First, steady-state optimization results are presented. Next, we consider the effect of the prediction 
horizon and the effect of the sampling time concerning the length of the finite element in the NLMPC 
formulation. Finally, the NLMPC controller is tested against typical disturbances and setpoint changes.  
     
3.1 Steady-state optimization results. 
A static nonlinear constrained optimization of the two stages AD process was carried out using Matlab v.7 
and its fmincon solver. The initial conditions were set as: [x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7] = [94.79, 27, 50, 23.2, 100, 
10, 30].   
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The optimization problem solved was the minimization of COD at the methanogenic reactor outlet. 
The COD lower limit considered at the process outlet, was 0.75 g/l. The following results were obtained: 
[x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, u1, u2] = [154.52, 6.91, 120.31, 16.21, 312.70, 0.75, 7.02, 0.464, 0.232].    
 
3.2 Programming of the NLMPC. 
In the application of the NLMPC algorithm to our study case, the output variable is  that is the COD at the 
outlet of the system of bioreactors and the manipulated variables is , which is the dilution rate of the 
methanogenic reactor, so this is a SISO regulation problem. Simulation of the NLMPC algorithm was 
programmed in Matlab v.7 using simultaneous solving approach [1], and the fmincon function was used 
together with the choice of the interior point method instead of SQP. In all the simulations carried out, the 
initial conditions given for the steady-state optimization problem were used. In each simulation done, the 
results of the static optimization (16) were considered as starting points, this is before the controller was 
activated. Also, the constant values of the limits for (11) were , 
obtained by simulating the model and selecting the maximum dilution rates before the appearance of 
biomass wash out. 
3.3 Prediction horizon and sampling time effects. 
First, we have considered the effect of the prediction horizon and the effect of the sampling time concerning 
the length of the finite element. The first two graphs in Fig 2. shows the effect of prediction horizons of 1, 8 
and 15, using a sampling time (st) equal to 1 day. It is evident that after N=8 there is no change both in the 
input and the output. Moreover, the set point of 2.0 g/L of COD is reached relatively fast.  
 
 
Figure 2. Effect of Horizon length and the sampling time in the input and control output 
 
In the study of the effect of the sampling time (Fig. 2, right side graphs), we picked a prediction horizon of 8, 
and the sampling times (st) of 0.125 d, 0.25 d, and 0.50 d. The finite element length in each case was 0.25, 
0.50 and 1.0 d. Regarding the NLMPC tuning, when the sampling time was chosen very small, the controller 
tends to saturate at different prediction horizons. On the other hand, the results were not entirely different 
when various prediction horizons were tested. Therefore, the effect of the sampling time was more important 
than the effect of the prediction horizon, so good results were obtained using prediction horizon of 8 and 
sampling time of 0.5 d, because using a lower sampling time tends to saturate the input. 
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Figure 3. Control performance of the NLMPC. 
 
3.4 Control performance. 
The NLMPC scheme was also tested in a simulation run of 450 days (Fig. 3 & Fig. 4) and in the first 150 
days no control was applied, then after 150 days, the NLMPC is activated with an initial reference of COD 
of 2.0 d/L. Until 250 days of operation, suddenly a perturbation took place, consisting in a 20% increase in 
x2,ent and 20% decrease of x3,ent. Afterward, when 300 days have passed a step change in the output's 
reference was required as it was changed from 2.0 to 1.0 g/L of COD. As seen in all figures the successful 
regulation of COD at the outlet of the methanogenic reactor is achieved and the most critical state when it 
comes to stability, the VFA concentration at the inlet of the methanogenic reactor behaves stably without 
overshoots. Also, no saturation of the controller occurs which is good to avoid the biomass wash out. 
 
 
Figure 4. Dynamic behavior of the full states of the two-stage AD system. 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
A nonlinear model predictive controller was applied to a two-stage AD process in the presence of both 
disturbances in the organic load and user step changes. Results have shown a good performance to reach a 
desired stable state and robustness features against perturbations. Therefore NLMPC is a promising and 
useful tool to be applied to complex biological processes. Future research is required for the following 
issues: (i) Although good results were obtained, an assumption in this paper, is that the whole set of state 
variables is assumed to be known at any instant of time, this is a challenging situation to achieve because of 
the expensive instrumentation and other issues. So, the need for applying observers to obtain estimates of 
certain states arises. (ii) It is worth to explore the possibility of designing an MPC controller in which the 
measured state would be the VFA concentration to ensure at the same time that the COD is regulated 
because of the difficulty in determining the COD.  
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REMOVAL OF COPPER IONS FROM AQUEOUS SOLUTION USING LOW 
TEMPERATURE BIOCHAR DERIVED FROM THE PYROLYSIS OF MUNICIPAL 
SOLID WASTE USING HEAT PIPE BASED REACTOR 
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ABSTRACT 
Sustainable methods to produce filter materials are needed to remove a variety of pollutants found in water 
including organic compounds, transition metals, and other harmful inorganic and biological contaminants. 
This study focuses on the removal of Cu(II) from solution by raw biochar derived from mixed municipal 
discarded material (MMDM). Preliminary findings indicate a Cu(II) adsorption capacity of at least 13mg/g. 
However, the perceived presence of organic compounds that interfere with the UV-Vis spectra of later 
experiments cast uncertainty on this result. The overall finding is that, whilst further experiments and analyses 
are required to quantitatively, prove the capability of the raw biochar derived from MMDM to remove Cu(II), 
and potentially organics from solutions. 
Keywords: Adsorption, Biochar, Pyrolysis, Spectrophotometry 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 Activated carbon (AC) has been used since ancient times in the world of medicine and water 
remediation, with seafarers using barrels with activated carbon in to store water on long voyages since 400BC 
[1]. Hippocrates at around the same period suggested water should be filtered through wood char to reduce 
bad tastes and odours and reduce the risk of contracting diseases such as anthrax [2]. In more recent times 
activated carbon has come to prominence as a filtration media due to stricter environmental regulations 
regarding drinking water and effluent water [2]. Activated carbon is commonly produced using pyrolysis 
temperatures >500 oC, and/or chemical activation using chemicals including Na2CO3, CaCl2, ZnCl2, and 
NaOH.  
Typical temperatures of pyrolysis in general exceed 500 oC and an activation step involving either 
chemical, steam or high temperature activation is often employed to enhance the properties of a pyrolyzed 
substance. Some studies that report “Low temperature pyrolysis” involve temperatures around 500oC [3–5], 
whilst other studies concerning low temperature pyrolysis consider temperatures of sub 350 oC [5,6]. Some 
studies show that for production of activated carbon towards the use as an adsorbent in water report higher 
pyrolysis temperatures >600 oC, and may also involve activation temperatures of 800 – 1000 oC [7].  
Due to the polluting and finite nature of fossil materials, there is increasing emphasis on producing AC 
from sources that are more readily regenerated such as plant and discarded organic matter. Adsorption studies 
commonly isolate and pyrolyze a precursor material and study its ability to remove specific aqueous pollutants 
[8–11]. There is a lack of information available on AC for water filtration produced from mixtures of precursor 
materials. Studies that do consider municipal discarded material often pyrolyze at around 500oC and use high 
temperature, steam, chemical or microwave activation [12]. Despite the lack of information regarding mixtures 
of municipal discarded material, there is a wealth of recent study regarding municipal, industrial and 
agricultural sewage sludge as a precursor [13–15] with these also commonly employing the same activation 
procedures listed already. 
Heavy metals will be removed in greater amounts by an AC with a more highly negative surface charge 
due to electrostatic attraction between positive aqueous heavy metal ions and the surface [16]. However heavy 
metals such as copper may be effectively removed at pH values as low as 2.2 [16]. Additionally, at higher pH, 
insoluble complexes of transition metals such as [Fe(H2O)3(OH)3], [Cu(H2O)4(OH)2] form, so sorption by 
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biochar may not be a significant removal mechanism at pH values above 7. Studies have found that there is 
little increase in metal removal by chemisorption after pH 5 [17,18]. Additionally, Abdelhadi et al. [17] found 
that biochar had a high affinity towards heavy metal removal due to the presence of hydroxy, phenolic, 
carboxylic and methoxy functional groups even after pyrolysis at 350oC. This indicates that some aqueous 
heavy metals may not need pyrolyzed material to be activated for effective removal. Other studies report 
favourable removal of transition metal ions with low temperature biochar.  
1.1 Mixed municipal discarded material 
Mixed municipal discarded material (MMDM) consists of all materials discarded by a household, this 
includes plastics, organic material, paper, metals, and other materials such as glass. Additionally the fractions 
of different materials present in MMDM varies between nations, and regions [19], with information provided 
by the world bank group [20] showing that more affluent nations tend to discard higher proportions of plastics 
and papers and lesser amounts of organic materials than less affluent nations. This shows the potential for 
pyrolysis to be used to produce biochar and activated carbon from MMDM, where potential biochar precursors 
make up >70% of MMDM in all the income levels presented in. 
However, studies on mixed municipal discarded material (MMDM) are required to assess the 
capability of it to be pyrolyzed and used as an aqueous filtration media. Any use of MMDM would need to be 
more efficient and have a lesser environmental footprint than those procedures currently used by an entity. 
This study used low temperature (≈300 oC), biochar produced from MMDM as adsorbents and will assess 
their capability to remove the transition metal ion Cu2+ from solution in batch and filtration experiments. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
Biochar was obtained from the Home Energy Resource Unit (HERU), this contained a mixture of plastic, 
meat, paper and other food waste such as bread. These were produced by pyrolysis temperatures of around 
300 oC. The biochar was then crushed by pestle and mortar so that all material passed through a 3mm sieve, 
and none of the material used for the experiment passed through a 250 μm sieve. 
0.00506 mol/l solution of Cu2+ ions was prepared by dissolving 0.633g CuSO4.5H2O in 500ml distilled water. 
Once this solution had been prepared a 10ml sample was taken and 2ml of concentrated ammonia was added 
to produce the deep blue tetraamine copper sulphate complex. Once this first sample had been taken, 2g of the 
biochar was dosed into the solution and stirred magnetically. Every 80 minutes the magnetic stirrer was turned 
off to allow the biochar to settle, then a 10ml sample of the fluid was taken with 2ml concentrated ammonia 
being added as before. The sampling procedure was repeated every 80 minutes for during the first 6 hours and 
2 final samples were taken after 24 hours and 24h +80mins. 
3. ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES USED FOR ANALYSIS 
3.1 UV-Vis Spectroscopy 
 Different concentrations of the selected heavy metals will be made up to determine their elimination 
constants in UV-Vis spectroscopy, as well as the specific wavelengths they eliminate. Aqueous Co(II) has a 
characteristic transmission (λmax) of around 550-560nm [21], Cu(II) has a λmax of 455nm, and absorbance 
values of 880nm for [Cu(H2O)6]
2+, 380 and 880 nm for CuCl2 dissolved in water [22,23]. Depending on the 
hydrolysis product Fe(III) has several absorbance values over the range 280-460nm, this could make the 
determination of Fe(III) concentration using UV-Vis potentially problematic [24], however, a reduction in 
concentration of Fe(III) is still anticipated for observation. Additionally, the Fe(III) could be made more easily 
identifiable through ligand exchange with thiocyanate ions. 
 It is assumed that the contaminants will follow Beers law seen in Error! Reference source not found. 
and Error! Reference source not found.. This assumes that absorbance is directly proportional to the 
concentration of the water contaminant. Different concentrations of each target ion will be made up and 
analysed using UV-Vis spectroscopy and plots of concentration against absorbance at selected absorbance 
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wavelengths will be produced. This will ascertain whether the assumption can be made. This assumption 
makes possible the determination of the concentrations seen in filtered water of different transition metal ions.  
𝐿𝑜𝑔 (
𝐼0
𝐼
) = 𝐴 (1) 
𝐴 = 𝜀𝑏𝑐 (2) 
A = Absorbance, I0 = initial light intensity at a given wavelength, I = measured light intensity at a given 
wavelength, ε = molar absorptivity, b = path length, c = concentration 
Copper (II) sulphate 
A previous study found that Cu(II) dissolved in distilled water had absorbance peaks between 205-230nm [25] 
as well as the absorbance peaks at 380 and 880nm identified in other literature [22,23]. However, at lower 
concentration lesser absorbance is observed. Therefore, an ammonia solution will be added to produce a deeper 
blue colour for easier concentration determination in UV-Vis spectroscopy [26]. The equations for which can 
be seen in Error! Reference source not found. and Error! Reference source not found.. 
[𝐶𝑢(𝐻2𝑂)6]
2+ + 2𝑁𝐻3 → [𝐶𝑢(𝐻2𝑂)4 (𝑂𝐻)2] + 2𝑁𝐻4
+  (3) [27] 
[𝐶𝑢(𝐻2𝑂)6]
2+ + 4𝑁𝐻3 → [𝐶𝑢(𝑁𝐻3)4 (𝐻2𝑂)2]
2+ + 4𝐻2𝑂  (4) [27] 
Tetraamine copper sulphate 
Table 1 - spectrophotpometry constants for teraamine copper 
Copper (II) 
concentration 
260nm 610nm 
Molar absorptivity 
(l.cm-1.mol-1) 
R2 Molar 
absorptivity 
(l.cm-1.mol-1) 
R2 
>0.004mol/l 51.23 
(intercept=1.55) 
0.81 47.21 0.99 
<0.004mol/l 410.47 0.97 54.32 0.90 
 
Table 1 shows molar absorptivity constants for [Cu(NH3)4(H2O)2]
2+ dissolved in water. At Cu(II) 
concentrations >0.004 mol/L the wavelength of 610nm was used to determine the concentration of copper in 
solution. This provides a better fit than the 260nm plot for the same concentrations. Conversely below 0.004 
mol/L, the wavelength of 260nm was used to determine concentration as this returns a better fit than 610nm, 
but more importantly this wavelength is more sensitive to concentration below 0.004 mol/L. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
The preliminary experimental results using 40g/L biochar having an initial Cu2+ concentration of 1270mg/L, 
shown in Figure 1, indicate a favourable reduction of Cu2+ concentration by raw biochar produced from 
municipal waste. These, however, did not seem to fit any adsorption kinetic model well. Therefore, the follow 
up experiment was conducted using 4g/L biochar and 322mg/L initial Cu2+. This was carried out to show, if 
any, an equilibrium concentration where the preliminary results didn’t. However, as seen in Figure 2 an 
increase in absorbance at 610nm and 260nm was observed, there are also significant increases at other 
wavelengths particularly around 310nm. 
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Figure 1 - The apparent reduction in concentration of Cu(II) by 40g/L biochar 
 
Figure 2 - UV-VIS spectra for samples taken after different times (0-400min magnetically stirred) 
for 4g/L biochar 
Additionally, SEM-EDAX analysis showed little-no presence of copper in the biochar. Therefore, it is unlikely 
the biochar was leaching copper. It is however possible that the biochar was leaching organic compounds that 
provided a “background” in each sample. What can be seen is that with increased magnetic stirring time (0-
400 mins), the “background” increases. The organics could potentially be remaining bio-oils and gases initially 
trapped in pores but released when a biochar particle breaks due to stirring [28]. Alternatively, it could be the 
case that the background is provided by soluble organic compounds that are originally bound to the surface of 
the biochar by weak intermolecular forces, being dissociated with agitation [29]. When left overnight, not 
being stirred (1440-1620 mins) there is a reduction in “background” this suggests that with increased stirring 
time, more organic compounds are released from virgin char. However, when agitation ceases, some of these 
compounds are re-adsorbed by the char. 
This is an interesting development and highlights the need to investigate these organic compounds further to 
determine whether they are safe for human consumption. The aim of this project is to produce biochar that can 
be used to filter a wide range of pollutants from water that would otherwise remain in developing nations. The 
preliminary experiment proves the ability of raw biochar produced from municipal waste to remove copper 
and potentially other transition metals from water. However, the potential presence of organic compounds in 
the samples for 4g/L dosage of char casts uncertainty on the quantitative results for copper sorption. Further 
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analysis is therefore needed to determine the copper removal capability of the biochar, potentially using ICP-
MS. Analysis is also needed to determine what soluble organics are present in raw municipal biochar to assess 
the risk they pose to human health. Further analysis is needed and will be conducted using ICP-MS for water 
samples, and SEM-EDAX for biochar, as well as stirring biochar in just distilled water. The SUVA technique 
employed by Constantino et al., [30] is also a method that will be used to assess aromaticity of organic 
compounds leached by biochar . The latter will provide the UV-Vis spectra produced by soluble organic 
compounds; these could then be subtracted from UV-Vis spectra for biochar in copper solution. 
5. CONCLUSION 
Raw biochar derived from mixed municipal waste can remove copper from solution, however, the quantitative 
results of this are yet to be identified. This will be completed using ICP-MS, SEM-EDAX as well as further 
UV-Vis spectrophotometry. 
The results of the study indicate that it is indeed possible to produce filter material from mixed municipal 
discarded material, and that this material has an affinity to remove both transition metals and organics from 
solution. This will be investigated further with the intention of providing a method of production for effective 
granular filtration media in developing nations. 
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OXYGEN-ENRICHED GASIFICATION OF REFUSED-DERIVED FUEL 
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ABSTRACT 
Combination of oxygen-enriched gasification and high-temperature melting system to deal with waste is an 
effective technology to improve syngas quality and reuse the bottom ash and slag as road construction 
materials. The melting characteristics of the bio-char formed from oxygen-enriched gasification of refused-
derived fuel in a fluidized bed were investigated in a high-temperature melting drop tube furnace with 
variations of melting temperature, melting atmosphere and carbon content in the bio-char. The results showed 
that the bio-char completely melted and flowed above 1250 ˚C in the reducing atmosphere and the 
homogeneous slag with few holes inside was produced. The densification of the slag improved with 
temperature increasing. The melting speed and melting degree in different atmospheres and at the same 
temperature ranked as follow: reducing atmosphere > inert atmosphere > oxidizing atmosphere. With lower 
carbon content in the bio-char, the slag began to completely melt at a lower temperature and the melting speed 
increased. The designed temperature of the high-temperature furnace should be higher than the flowing 
temperature of the ash formed from the combustible feedstock. The results can provide useful information to 
build a large-scale gasification system, combining oxygen-enriched gasification and high-temperature melting 
system, to deal with waste. 
Keywords: Oxygen-enriched gasification; High-temperature melting system; Melting characters; 
Morphology 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Gasification is a promising technology to deal with waste and biomass, which can convert the feedstock to a 
mixture of combustible gases such as CO, H2 and CH4. The producer gas can achieve further use such as 
producing heat, electricity and chemical substances [1-3]. Air usually was regarded as gasification agent 
during gasification. However, dilution of nitrogen in the air can reduce the low heating value (LHV) of the 
syngas produced through gasification. Therefore, using oxygen as gasification agent can solve this issue and 
improve LHV of the syngas, however, the pure oxygen production required a high cost. In summary, using 
oxygen-enriched air as gasification agent not only save capital cost but also prompt the quality of syngas 
produced during gasification [4-5]. 
It is a serious issue hindering the gasification technology development that high tar content in the syngas leads 
to blocking problems of downstream equipment during gasification [6-8]. Many effective strategies were 
developed to reduce tar content in the syngas [8-11]. Our research group used two stages measures to deal 
with tar. Using high-alumina bauxite replacing silica sand as bed material could crack tar in the fluidized bed 
in the primary measure, the secondary measure was using high-temperature furnace as the high-temperature 
melting system to decompose the tar in the syngas. Using high-temperature melting system not only can reduce 
tar content in the syngas, but also can reuse bottom ash and slag as construction material though removing 
carbon, some heavy metal and other harmful organic matters in the bottom ash [12-13]. Therefore, uniting 
oxygen-enriched gasification and these two stages measure to reduce tar in the syngas is an effective way to 
produce clean syngas for further use. 
The gasification performances using high-alumina bauxite as bed material and oxygen-enriched air as 
gasification agent were investigated in a lab-scale and a pilot-scale fluidized bed, respectively [4, 14]. The 
operating performance of the high-temperature melting system was not fully understood. Therefore, in this 
study, the influences of melting temperature, melting atmosphere and carbon content in the bio-char on the 
melting characteristics of the bio-char formed from oxygen-enriched gasification of refused-derived fuel. The 
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results can provide useful information for scaling up the combination of oxygen-enriched gasification and 
high-temperature melting system to deal with waste. 
2 METHOD AND MATERIAL 
2.1 Characteristics of bio-char 
The bio-char was formed from oxygen-enriched gasification of refused derived fuel (RDF) in a polite-scale 
fluidized bed, which was described in reference [14].The properties of RDF is shown in Table 1 and the 
operating condition, in which the bio-char was produced, is presented in Table 2. The characteristic of bio-
char can be seen in Table 3. It is observed from Figure 1 that the sizes of bio-char are not uniform and a lot of 
holes with different sizes located in the bio-char. The results show that the volatile of the RDF releases during 
oxygen-enriched gasification in the fluidized bed, which leads to form the holes in the bio-char. The carbon 
structure in the feedstock is complete and it indicates fewer carbons take part in reactions in this gasification 
condition. 
Table 1. Properties of RDF 
 
Ultimate analysis (wt. %, ar) 
 
Elemental analysis (wt. %, ad) 
 Low heating 
value (MJ/kg) 
 Mar Var FCar Aar  Car Har Nar Oar Sar   
RDF 8.52 64.23 17.05 10.20  37.00 7.73 0.63 35.56 0.21  14.76 
 
Table 2. The operating condition of the bio-char producing 
Air flow 
rate 
(Nm3/h) 
Oxygen 
flow rate 
(Nm3/h) 
Oxygen 
concentration 
(%) 
Feeding 
flow rate 
(kg/h) 
Equivalence 
ratio 
Bed 
temperature (
℃) 
fluidization 
velocity 
(m/s) 
11.4 3.6 38.76 53.27 0.133 705 1.134 
 
Table 3. Characteristics of bio-char 
 
Bio-char 
Ash (wt. %) Volatile (wt. %) FC (wt. %) Low heating value (MJ/kg) 
69.46 11.92 18.41 9.37 
 
    
(a) Overall view of bio-char                               (b) Partial enlargement of bio-char 
Figure 1. SEM of bio-char 
2.2 Experimental installation 
In order to investigate the melting characteristics of the bio-char in the high temperature, the experimental 
installation was designed and shown in Figure 1. This installation includes the gas supplying system, high-
temperature melting furnace and temperature controlling system. CO, N2 and CO2 with the volume ratio 6:10:4 
supplied by three different gas cylinders, respectively, are used for simulating the reducing atmosphere in the 
flue gas. The air is supplied by the air compressor to form the oxidizing atmosphere. Only high pure N2 is sent 
to the high-temperature melting furnace to generate the inert atmosphere. The high-temperature melting 
furnace is made of alundum tube with 50mm internal diameter and 800mm height. Silicon-molybdenum rod 
heater is equipped around outside of the tube to reach the designed temperature.  
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Figure .2 Schematic diagram of the experimental installation 
2.3 Experimental procedure 
The temperature in the furnace reached the designed temperature, and then the related gases were sent into the 
furnace to form the specific atmosphere (reducing atmosphere, inert atmosphere and oxidizing atmosphere). 2 
g bio-char was fed into the furnace form the top of the furnace. The bio-char stayed in the furnace about 60 
min. Then the furnace stopped heating and the residue of the bio-char was cooled to room temperature and 
was sampled for SEM analysis. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Effect of temperature 
It can be observed from Figure 3 that the higher temperature can improve the melting degree of the bio-char 
in the high-temperature furnace. Compared with the four figures on the left of each row in Figure 3, the average 
sizes of residues form bio-char increased with the temperature rising from 1150℃ to 1300℃. While compared 
with the other four figures on the right of each row in Figure3, the surface of the residues from bio-char became 
smooth at 1300 ℃from rough at 1150℃, and the holes and pits in the surface of the residues gradually 
disappeared with the temperature increasing. It also can be found that the residues can be fully melted and 
flowed to the holes and pits and make the residues flatter when the temperature was at or above 1250 ℃. 
However, compared with residues at 1250℃ and that at 1300℃, there was almost no holes and pits in the 
surface of the residues at 1300℃, while there still were a few holes in the surface of the residues at 1250℃. 
Therefore, 1300℃ is the best temperature for this bio-char melting. 
           
(a) 1150℃ 
           
 (b) 1200℃ 
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(c) 1250℃ 
           
 (d) 1300℃ 
Figure 3. Morphology of residues of bio-char in reducing atmosphere at the different temperature 
3.2 Effect of melting atmosphere 
           
(a) Reducing atmosphere, 1150℃     (b) inert atmosphere, 1150℃           (c) oxidizing atmosphere, 1150℃ 
        
(d) Reducing atmosphere, 1200℃      (e) inert atmosphere, 1200℃           (f) oxidizing atmosphere, 1200℃ 
         
(g) Reducing atmosphere, 1250℃      (h) inert atmosphere, 1250℃          (i) oxidizing atmosphere, 1250℃ 
         
(j) Reducing atmosphere, 1300℃      (k) inert atmosphere, 1300℃          (l) oxidizing atmosphere, 1300℃ 
Figure 4. Morphology of residues of bio-char in different conditions 
It can be found the same conclusion as above section from comparing with four figures in each column in 
Figure 4 that the melting temperature prompts the melting degree no matter in which atmosphere (reducing, 
inert or oxidizing atmosphere). Compared with three figures in each row at the same temperature in Figure 4, 
there were some holes and pits in the surface of residues formed in the oxidizing atmosphere, only some 
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protrusions appeared and no holes appeared in the surface of the residues formed in the inert atmosphere. 
While the surface of the residues formed in the reducing atmosphere was the flattest and smoothest. Therefore, 
in comparison to other two atmospheres, the melting speed was fastest and the melting degree was highest in 
the reducing atmosphere at the same temperature. The same results were obtained by Huffman at el. [15] when 
the coal ash melting behaviours were investigated. This is due to CaO and FeO as fluxing medium produced 
in the reducing atmosphere to further form the low-temperature eutectics such as fayalite, hercynite, 
hedenbergite etc. [16]. It was worthy to note that the residues formed in reducing atmosphere was complete 
liquefied and flowing at 1300℃ while that in other two atmospheres were insufficient flowing until the 
temperature reached 1300℃.  
3.3 Effect of carbon content in the bio-char 
     
(a) 1150 ℃                                        (b) 1200℃ 
Figure 5. Morphology of residues of the ash in the reducing atmosphere 
The ash used for SEM analysis in this section was obtained in the muffle furnace at 700 ℃ for 3h, and it can 
be regarded as a kind of bio-char with lower carbon content in comparison to the real bio-char obtained during 
oxygen-enriched gasification. Figure 5 showed the morphology of the residues of the ash in reducing 
atmosphere at 1150℃and 1200℃. It can be seen from Figure 5 (a) that there still were some holes and pits on 
the surface of the residues indicating insufficient melting at 1150℃in reducing atmosphere, this morphology 
is similar as that at 1200℃in Figure 3 (b). However, the residues almost complete melted and flow to the holes 
at 1200℃, which is similar as that at 1250℃in Figure 3 (c). This meant that the temperature for bio-char 
complete melting increased and the melting speed slowed down with the carbon content in the bio-char 
increasing. Therefore, the designed temperature of the high-temperature furnace should be higher than the 
flowing temperature of the ash formed from the combustible feedstock.  
4. Conclusion  
The melting characterizations of bio-char formed from oxygen-enriched gasification of RDF were investigated 
in a high-temperature furnace. The melting degree and speed gradually improved with temperature varying 
from 1150 ℃ to 1300℃in the reducing atmosphere. Compared with other two atmospheres (inert and 
oxidizing atmospheres), the reducing atmosphere was in favor to bio-char melting due to the fluxing medium 
such as CaO and FeO generated in the reducing atmosphere to further form the low-temperature eutectics. 
Complete melting of bio-char with higher carbon content need a higher temperature, therefore, the operating 
temperature of the high-temperature furnace should be controlled over the flowing temperature of the ash 
formed from the combustible feedstock to ensure the bio-char complete melting. 
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ABSTRACT 
Here we used Pd-Zn, Au-Cu, Au-Ni, Au-Pd bimetallic catalysts supported on MFI/γ-Al2O3. Si/Al ratio 
was 30, alumina was used as a binder for zeolite, its content was 30 wt.%. Ethanol, acetone, 1-butanol, 
ABE-mixture and fusel oil were used as a feed as well as its mixtures with water containing 5-50 vol.% of 
water. Found that at 330°C, VHSV 0.6-2.4 h-1, 5 atm Ar Au-Pd and Pd-Zn catalysts possess the longest 
stability about 25-40 hours being on stream with pure oxygenates. Water addition to oxygenates allows to 
increase catalyst stability up to 100 hours without any recovery procedure. Also water addition positively 
effects on C3+ hydrocarbons yield reaches up to 80-98 wt.% calculated on loaded carbon. 
Keywords: zeolite, bioalcohols, heterogeneous catalysis, biofuels 
1 INTRODUCTION 
With increased demands for energy, stricter environmental regulations, and continued depletion of fossil 
feedstock, alternative and renewable energy resources have attracted increased interest in recent research. 
[1]. Due to its renewable nature with low CO2 emission [2],  biomass has been recognized as one of the most 
viable resources to produce biofuels, such as ethanol, which can be readily integrated into the infrastructure 
of the current end user (i.e., engine). Recent advantages in catalytic conversion of biooxygenates to fuels and 
chemicals showed increasing availability and decreasing cost of the bioindustry [3]. The expansion of 
biomass derived products industry allow to suggest such biooxygenates as ethanol, acetone, butanol and 
fusel oil as the prospective raw for the production of transportation fuels and chemicals. Ethanol conversion 
to hydrocarbons employing zeolites as catalysts dates back to 1970s [4]. Since then, a large number of 
reports have appeared in literature on ethanol conversion to hydrocarbons [5-13]. The reaction temperature 
for ethanol transformation is generally  about 350 °C and the pressure ranges from ambient to several 
atmospheres [5-14]. But still the problems of catalytic stability and effect of water content in raw ethanol 
are not completely solved. 
The effect of water and the possibility of water-ethanol mixtures conversion to aromatic was studied in 
several papers. Oudejans et al. reported that with a water content of about 30% and a VHSV of ethanol 0.07 
h-1, water has no effect on the yield of the aromatic fraction (45%) [15]. Moreover 30 vol.% of water provide 
higher catalytic stability of MFI-based catalysts. Complex study of water content effect on catalytic stability 
of MFI-based catalysts presented by Agyayo et al. Shown that under 500°C even 5 vol.% of water leads to 
slow dealuminization of zeolite but under 400 °C stable work of catalyst was observed with water content up 
to 75 vol.%. Similar result was obtained by Shulz [16]. Also Shulz noted that 40 vol.% of ethanol and 60 
vol.% of water mixture conversion make catalyst works stable during approximately 30-40 h. After 50 hours 
on stream in products only ethylene was observed. 
First time ever the possibility of conversion of liquid alcohols and ethers with a fluid mass of ZSM-5 type 
catalyst into aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons was reported in 1974 Patent number: 4138440. But 
recently in an attempt to conduct an effective conversion of bioethanol into gasoline rich in aromatics and 
iso-paraffins, a ZSM-5 type zeolite with special features such as nano crystalline size and acidity has been 
synthesized [17]. The reported catalyst exhibits highest gasoline yield of about 73.8 wt % with aromatics and 
iso-paraffins as major components. The product measures Octane Number (RON) of about 95, which is 
desirable for the gasoline specifications. Moreover, considerable amounts of the Liquefied Petroleum Gas 
(LPG) (15 wt %) and light olefins (14 wt %) are also formed as by-products that add value to the process. 
The nano crystalline ZSM-5 catalyst exhibits the stability in activity in terms of bioethanol conversion and 
aromatics yields for the reaction time period of 40 h. So the problem of catalytic stability in ethanol to 
gasoline process is still on the front burner. 
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Should be noticed that pure MFI zeolite is not suitable for industry use due to its mechanical properties. 
Zeolite with binder is more applicable that permits to form granulated catalyst. But retaining the chemical 
properties of such a catalytic system is a serious task. 
This work aims to development of catalysts based on MFI type zeolites modified with Pd and Zn or Pd and 
Au that possess high catalytic activity and stability in ethanol to gasoline process. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL 
The catalyst used in this study was a pilot sample of the Pd–Zn/MFI/Al2O3 catalyst (Angarsk plant 
ofcatalysts and organic synthesis) with an active component content of 0.5 wt.% Pd and 1 wt.% Zn and an 
Al/Si ratio of 30 [18] and original Au-containing systems. 
The metal content of the catalysts was determined by atomic absorption on a Thermo iCE 3000 AA 
spectrometer.  
Analytical grade ethanol (96%) was used without further purification. As fusel oil a model mixture of 
alcohols was used containing  20% n-propanol, 5% iso-propanol, 20% iso-butanol, 5% n-butanol, 50% 
isoamyl alcohol.Catalyst testing was performed in a PID Eng & Tech microcatalytic fixed-bed flow reactor 
unit, equipped with relevant instrumentation and control devices, under pressure 5 atm of Ar, temperature 
330°С, and volume hourly space velocity 1.2 h–1. 
Qualitative and quantitative analyses of the C1–C5 hydrocarbon gases were performed by gas-liquid 
chromatography (GLC) with a Kristall-4000M chromatograph (detector: FID, carrier gas: He, column: HP-
PLOT/Al2O3, 50 m × 0.32 mm). GLC analyses of CO, CO2 and H2 were performed with a Kristall-4000 
chromatograph (detector: TCD, carrier gas: Ar, column: SKT, 1.5 m × 4 mm). The qualitative composition 
of the liquid products were identified by gas chromatography coupled to a mass spectrometry (GC-MS) 
using a MSD 6973 - and an Autowt.-150 spectrometer - (EI = 70 eV, catalyst volume = 1 µl, columns: HP-
5MS, 50 m × 0.32 mm and CPSil-5, 25 m × 0.15 mm). The quantitative content of the organic compounds 
was determined by GLC using a Varian 3600 chromatograph (detector: FID, carrier gas: He, column: 
Chromtec SE-30, 25 m × 0.25 mm). The ethanol content in the aqueous phase was determined by GC-MS 
using the absolute calibration method on the ratio of alcohol to water integral signals. Calibration of the GC 
was carried out with commercial standards using method [19]. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The conversion of ethanol over different catalysts based on MFI/Al2O3 support has been studied at 330 °C, 
ethanol volume hourly space velocity (VHSV) 1.2 h-1 and argon pressure 5 atm. The results are given in 
Table 1.  
Table 1. Ethanol conversion products obtained over different catalysts. 
 catalyst 
Products yield, wt.% 
C1 C2 aliphatics C3-C7 aromatics C6-C11 
MFI/Al2O3 0.0 10.1 51.8 38.1 
Au/ MFI/Al2O3 0.0 16.7 53.6 29.7 
Pd MFI/Al2O3 0.1 10.8 51.4 37.7 
Au-Pd MFI/Al2O3 0.0 8.4 61.9 29.7 
Au-Cu MFI/Al2O3 0.1 4.9 67.6 27.5 
Au-Ni MFI/Al2O3 0.4 4.0 58.2 37.5 
Pd-Zn MFI/Al2O3 0.8 6.2 53.1 39.9 
The uncoated support has high activity, the total yield of the target fraction of aliphatic hydrocarbons C3-C7 
and aromatic C6-C11 reaches 90% in its presence. Support modification with gold or palladium results in a 
slight decrease of the aim fraction yield, probably due to a decrease of the free surface and a change in the 
acidity of the catalyst. Similar results were observed over uncoated MFI zeolite [20]. The yield of the aim 
fraction of hydrocarbons over bimetallic catalysts reaches 92-96%. The highest yield of aliphatic 
hydrocarbons C3-C7 was achieved over Au-Pd and Au-Cu catalysts and is 62 and 67%, respectively. The 
highest yield of aromatics was achieved over Au-Ni and Pd-Zn catalysts. From the data presented in Table 1, 
it can be concluded that the support MFI/Al2O3 shows a high activity in the conversion of ethanol into a 
fraction of aliphatic C3-C7 and aromatic hydrocarbons C6-C11. Modification of the support with various 
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metals allows to control of the selectivity in the direction of obtaining either aliphatic hydrocarbons or 
aromatic hydrocarbons. The methane yield over the tested catalysts did not exceed 1%. It should be noted 
that the achieved yield of hydrocarbons of the gasoline fraction exceed those obtained in [17]. 
In industrial alcohol plants, fusel oil and ethyl alcohol are recovered from the fermented liquors and 
separated by distillation. To avoid the costly treatments of water removal (azeotropic distillation, separation 
by molecular sieves and pervaporation) required for the production of ethanol we tested our catalyst in fusel 
oil conversion into hydrocarbons. 
A typical fusel oil contains 60–70 percent of amyl alcohol, smaller amounts of n-propyl and isobutyl 
alcohols, and traces of other components. The problem of usage of fusel oil is catalyst cocking activation due 
to high molecular alcohols. The results of the catalytic tests are presented in Table 2. Fusel oils are converted 
into a fraction of hydrocarbons identical to that obtained by ethanol conversion with yields reaching 97-99%. 
In the products of the fusel oils conversion, the methane yield does not exceed 1%, and the ethylene yield 
does not exceed 2%, which indicates a low cracking intensity at 330°C. The maximum yield of aliphatic 
hydrocarbons C3-C7, as in the case of ethanol conversion, is observed over Au-Pd and Au-Cu catalysts. The 
maximum yield of arenes was 57 and 59% was obtained over Au-Ni and Au-Pd catalysts, respectively. 
Table 2. Fusel oil conversion products obtained over different catalysts under T=330 °C, 
VHSV=1.2 h-1, P=5 atm Ar. 
catalyst 
Products yield, wt.% 
C1 C2 aliphatics C3-C7 aromatics C6-C11 
MFI 0.37 0.62 41.69 57.32 
Au 0.10 2.50 51.00 46.40 
Pd 0.10 0.56 43.03 54.31 
Au-Pd 0.10 1.3 52.2 46.4 
Au-Cu 0.11 1.43 53.68 44.78 
Au-Ni 0.62 1.10 41.02 57.3 
Pd-Zn 0.90 1.90 38.00 59.2 
With the aid of ABE process using Clostridium acetobutylicum, which was developed by Chaim Weizmann 
(the first Israel President) in 1916, the acetone and butanol outputs were increased to 3000 and 6000 tons per 
year as soon as in 1918. The production plants of this type quickly spread all over the world.  In connection 
with increasing oil prices, exhaustibility of oil reserves, and the search for renewable sources of energy and 
chemicals, the ABE process was revived, and many production units, especially in China, were revamped or 
constructed again [21, 22]. In order to expand the resource base for the process of obtaining gasoline 
components from renewable raw materials, ABE products were converted over the studied catalysts. The 
results of the experiments are presented in Table 3. The total yield of the aim fraction over the catalysts 
studied was 93-97%. Methane yield did not exceed 1%. Compared with the conversion of ethanol, the 
conversion of ABE products results in a higher yield of aromatic compounds and a lower yield of aliphatic 
products. Thus, the results presented in Table 3 indicate the possibility of using a mixture of alcohols as a 
feedstock for the production of gasoline components over the study catalysts. 
Table 3 ABE fermentation mixture conversion products obtained over different catalysts under 
T=330 °C, VHSV=1.2 h-1, P=5 atm Ar. 
 catalyst 
Products yield, wt.% 
C1 C2 C3-C7 C6-C11 
MFI 0.1 3.1 44.5 52.3 
Au 0.10 4.10 48.10 47.7 
Pd 0.20 6.30 42.20 51.3 
Au-Pd 0.34 3.97 34.29 61.4 
Au-Cu 0.46 5.45 41.29 52.8 
Au-Ni 0.50 2.90 47.10 49.5 
Pd-Zn 0.50 4.30 44.30 50.9 
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For further studies, Au-Pd/MFI/Al2O3 and Pd-Zn /MFI/Al2O3 catalysts were selected for lifetime tests. The 
results of the experiments carried out (Tables 1-3) show that over the Pd-Zn system, the largest number of 
arenes are formed in the reaction products, and over the Au-Pd system, the highest amount of aliphatic 
hydrocarbons is formed. In addition, the activity of the Au-Pd/ MFI/Al2O3 catalyst is comparable to that of 
the Pd-Zn/MFI/Al2O3. 
The results of stability tests of the catalysts during the conversion of ethanol and a mixture of ethanol with 
30 vol.% of water are shown in Figures 1-4. 
 
 
Figure 1. Evolution with time on stream of the ethanol conversion products yield, obtained over Pd-
Zn/MFI/Al2O3 
 
Figure 2. Evolution with time on stream of the ethanol conversion products yield, obtained over Au-
Pd/MFI/Al2O3 
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Figure 3. Evolution with time on stream of the ethanol water mixture conversion products yield, 
obtained over Pd-Zn/MFI/Al2O3. 
 
Figure 4. Evolution with time on stream of the ethanol water mixture conversion products yield, 
obtained over Au-Pd/MFI/Al2O3. 
Figure 1 shows that the activity of Pd-Zn catalyst reduce dramatically after 20 hours on stream. After 40 
hours on stream ethylene dominates in the reaction products, its yield is approximately 90 %, the total yield 
of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons C3-C11 does not exceed 7%. It is known that the addition of gold to 
catalysts based on zeolite-type MFI reduce the coke formation [23]. This fact has been confirmed in our 
work. In the case of Au-Pd catalyst, the stable operation time is 40 hours. During the first 40 hours on stream 
over this catalyst, the yield of the aim fraction decrease by no more than 10% and a symbate increase in the 
yield of ethylene (Figure 2). After 40 hours on stream, yield of the aim hydrocarbon fraction reduce 
dramatically and yield of ethylene increase to 90%. 
Conversion of ethanol containing 30 vol.% of water allows to enhance the catalysts life up to 100 h (Figures 
3-4). It should be noted that during the life test, a decrease of the yield of the aim hydrocarbon fraction and 
an increase of the yield of ethylene are observed, however, in 100 hours the productivity is reduced by less 
than 20%. Thus, the use of water-ethanol mixtures can be considered an effective approach to increasing the 
life of the catalyst. 
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ABSTRACT 
A dual fluidized bed reactor system allows the thermochemical conversion of biomass or wastes into a 
valuable nitrogen-free product gas by steam gasification. Since the system consists of two reactors 
(gasification reactor and combustion reactor), a circulating bed material as heat carrier is necessary to 
thermally connect the reactors and provide the heat for the overall endothermic steam gasification. By using 
limestone as bed material, in-situ removal of CO2 out of the product gas is possible. This so-called sorption 
enhanced reforming operation leads product gas with an H2 contents up to 75 vol.-%db. Research activities in 
the last years mainly focused on temperature dependency of the process. Recent results showed other main 
influencing factors besides temperature dependency (e.g cycle rate). Therefore, scope of this work is to 
investigate the solids inventory to increase the understanding of the mechanisms of CO2 sorption and 
desorption, and the carbon transport characteristics in general. A model for the characteristics of CO2 
transport via bed material and char transport over temperature is presented in this work.  
Keywords: biomass, process modeling, 100 kW pilot plant, carbon sequestration 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The increasing standard of living and the fact that developed or industrialized nations consume more energy 
per capita than developing countries combined with future challenges of climate change and the exorbitant 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from fossil fuels lead to a high demand of CO2-neutral technologies in 
future. Biomass as renewable source releases the same amount of CO2 as it aggregates during its growth. 
Therefore, dual fluidized bed (DFB) steam gasification of biomass is a reliable technology for the reduction 
of greenhouse gas emissions and for gaining a valuable product gas for the production of heat, electric power 
and syngas. Further, hydrogen (H2) is considered as a viable alternative fuel and “energy carrier” of the 
future. The so-called sorption enhanced reforming process combines the advantages of both, biomass 
gasification and H2 production. Via this process a H2-rich product gas from biomass can be produced by the 
usage of limestone as bed material. Usually, the product gas from DFB steam gasification is nearly N2-free 
and consists of hydrogen (H2), carbon monoxide (CO), methane (CH4), and carbon dioxide (CO2). A steam-
blown gasification reactor and an air-blown combustion reactor are the main parts. The combustion reactor 
provides the necessary heat for the overall endothermic steam gasification via combustion of residual char 
from gasification. Usually silica sand or olivine is used for conventional gasification applications as bed 
material, but due to the usage of limestone as bed material and suitable temperature levels in both reactors 
(Figure 1) the production of a product gas with up to 75 vol.-%db H2 is possible.  
 
 
Figure 1. Principle of Gasification with CO2 Capture (SER) 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Sorption Enhanced Reforming 
The main function of the circulating bed material is the heat transport from the combustion reactor to the 
gasification reactor and its function as a transport medium of the residual char from the gasification reactor 
to the combustion reactor. Furthermore, the bed material can also act as a catalyst and therefore contributes 
to tar reduction in the product gas. Another possible function of the bed material is the capture of gaseous 
components from the product gas (Figure 1): In the sorption enhanced reforming (SER) process limestone 
(CaCO3) is used as bed material. In-situ CO2 capture in the gasification reactor according to Equation (1) 
and its release in the combustion reactor is possible (reverse of Equation (1)) by operating both reactors in a 
suitable temperature range. The temperature ranges for gasification and combustion reactor during SER 
depend on the equilibrium partial pressure of CO2 in Equation (1). Typical temperatures in the gasification 
reactor are between 600 and 700 °C, whereas in the combustion reactor the bed material is heated up above 
830 °C. A stimulation of the water-gas shift reaction is obtained by the decreased CO2 content 
(Equation (2)). Therefore, a product gas composition with a H2 content up to 75 vol.-%db and CO2 contents 
of 5 vol.-%db can be reached. Müller et al. [1] showed that the SER process produces a hydrogen-based 
reducing agent for the use in e.g. steel producing industry.  
 
𝐶𝑎𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂2 → 𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3       Δ𝐻𝑅
650 = −170 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙 (1) 
𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂 ↔ 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2   Δ𝐻𝑅
650 = −36 𝑘𝐽/𝑚𝑜𝑙 (2) 
 
For many synthesis processes (e.g. Fischer-Tropsch, methanation) a certain H2 to CO ratio is necessary. 
Typically, the product gas composition of the SER process is highly dependent on gasification temperature 
and bed material cycle rate. Via SER an in-situ adjustment of the H2 to CO ratio between 2 and 9 is possible, 
which is clearly superior over conventional gasification with olivine as bed material, where only a H2 to CO 
ratio up to 2 can be adjusted. Figure 2 shows the main product gas composition and the H2 to CO ratio of 
SER (limestone) and the conventional gasification with olivine as bed material over temperature.  
 
 
Figure 2. Main product gas composition (left) and H2 to CO ratio of the SER process (right) over 
temperature 
2.2 Advanced 100 kWth DFB Test Plant 
TU Wien has designed a novel dual fluidized bed test plant for the gasification of various fuels. A sketch and 
a picture of the plant are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Advanced 100 kWth Test Plant at TU Wien 
The advanced reactor design enhances the gas-solid contact by a column with turbulent fluidized zones 
(upper gasification reactor), which is placed subsequent to the lower bubbling bed of the gasification reactor. 
The geometrical modifications in this upper part lead to an improved bed material hold-up [2] and enlarge 
the range of applicable fuels because of higher tar and char conversion rates compared to other DFB 
systems. Further, gravity separators with gentle separation characteristics instead of cyclones support the use 
of soft bed materials such as limestone. The new separation system prohibits high velocities of gas and 
particles and minimizes attrition effects. Additionally, a bed material cooling in the upper loop seal enables 
the defined setting of temperature differences between the gasification and combustion reactor for SER. 
Different plant designs and results can be found in [3]–[5]. For the presented investigations in this work data 
of all of the mentioned sources were used and averaged to gain highly representative results for detailed 
investigation of the process.  
 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experimental results of different plants with significant plant size (mainly 100 kW fuel input and more) 
were investigated and summarized (Figure 4). Based on these results a model was invented to calculate the 
full carbon balance of the process over a temperature range of 600 to 850 °C (including char and CO2 bound 
in CaCO3, which leaves the gasification reactor). To calculate the full mass balance, information about the 
introduced fuel is necessary. Since the fuel for all test runs, which were used as a basis for this work, was 
soft wood, the model is strictly seen only valid for the fuel soft wood. However, Table 1 shows the fuel 
composition of different types of fuel and therefore shows that biogenic fuels usually have a similar fuel 
composition regarding the carbon (C), hydrogen (H) and oxygen (O) content. Also the amount of volatiles is 
in a narrow range for biogenic fuels (volatiles typically indicate if the amount of residual char from 
gasification is similar). Therefore, it can be assumed that the applied model is valid for a broad range of 
biogenic fuels and not only for soft wood. Table 1 also shows that the results cannot be used for other fuel 
types like lignite or heating oil: The ratio between the elements C, H, and O and also the volatiles are too 
different. C1H1.5O0.7 was used as a general formula representing biomass for modeling of the process.  
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Figure 4. Range of main product gas composition from different sources [3]–[5] and assumptions 
used for modeling plus results of modeling (C transport to combustion reactor) 
 
Table 1. Typical fuel compositions of different fuel types and composition used for modeling 
  
soft wood rice husks 
hazelnut 
shells 
exh. olive 
pomace 
lignite 
heating oil 
(ultra light) 
Volatiles wt.-%daf 86 81 76 80 54  
Carbon (C) wt.-%daf 50.8 51.2 52.8 52.4 68.4 ~86.5 
Hydrogen (H) wt.-%daf 5.9 6.1 5.6 6.2 3.9 ~13.5 
Oxygen (O) wt.-%daf 43.1 42 41.2 40.1 26.3  
Nitrogen (N) wt.-%daf 0.2 0.55 0.4 1.1 0.88  
Sulfur (S) wt.-%daf 0.005 0.07 0.027 0.11 0.4  
Chlorine (Cl) wt.-%daf 0.005 0.11 0.028 0.15 0.052  
C1HxOy  C1H1.39O0.64 C1H1.43O0.62 C1H1.28O0.59 C1H1.42O0.57 C1H0.68O0.29 C1H1.87 
C1HxOy model  C1H1.5O0.7 model not valid 
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By comparing the range of the experimental results with the values used for modeling in this work 
(Figure 4), it can be seen that a significantly higher amount of ethene (C2H4) was used for the model than 
found in experimental investigations (sum of C2H4, C2H6 and C3H8 is displayed as CxHy in Figure 4): In the 
model C2H4 is used as a model component for all higher hydrocarbons including tar.  
The model is based on the assumption that all the components introduced into the gasification reactor 
(fuel ?̇?𝑖 ,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑛 and steam ?̇?𝑖 ,𝐻2𝑂,𝑖𝑛) must either leave the reactor as (i) product gas ?̇?𝑖 ,𝑃𝐺,𝑜𝑢𝑡, (ii) steam 
?̇?𝑖 ,𝐻2𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 or remain as solid residuals and are subsequently transported to the combustion reactor 
(Equation 3): the two possible ways are (iii) char ?̇?𝑖 ,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡 and (iv) CO2 in the bed material (as CaCO3) 
?̇?𝑖 ,𝐶𝑂2𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3,𝑜𝑢𝑡.  
 
?̇?𝑖 ,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑛 + ?̇?𝑖 ,𝐻2𝑂,𝑖𝑛 = ?̇?𝑖 ,𝑃𝐺,𝑜𝑢𝑡 + ?̇?𝑖 ,𝐻2𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 + ?̇?𝑖 ,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡 + ?̇?𝑖 ,𝐶𝑂2𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3,𝑜𝑢𝑡       𝑖 = 𝐶, 𝐻, 𝑂 (3) 
?̇?𝐶,𝑃𝐺,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑌𝑃𝐺 ∗ ?̇?𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙/𝑉𝑚 ∗ (𝑦𝐶𝑂,𝑃𝐺 + 𝑦𝐶𝑂2,𝑃𝐺 + 𝑦𝐶𝐻4,𝑃𝐺 + 2 ∗ 𝑦𝐶2𝐻4,𝑃𝐺) (4) 
?̇?𝐻,𝑃𝐺,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑌𝑃𝐺 ∗ ?̇?𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙/𝑉𝑚 ∗ (2 ∗ 𝑦𝐻2,𝑃𝐺 + 4 ∗ 𝑦𝐶𝐻4,𝑃𝐺 + 4 ∗ 𝑦𝐶2𝐻4,𝑃𝐺) (5) 
?̇?𝑂,𝑃𝐺,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑌𝑃𝐺 ∗ ?̇?𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙/𝑉𝑚 ∗ (𝑦𝐶𝑂,𝑃𝐺 + 2 ∗ 𝑦𝐶𝑂2,𝑃𝐺) (6) 
?̇?𝐻,𝐻2𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ?̇?𝐻,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑛 + ?̇?𝐻,𝐻2𝑂,𝑖𝑛 − ?̇?𝐻,𝑃𝐺,𝑜𝑢𝑡;  ?̇?𝑂,𝐻2𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ?̇?𝐻,𝐻2𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡/2 (7) 
?̇?𝑂,𝐶𝑂2𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ?̇?𝑂,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑛 +  ?̇?𝑂,𝐻2𝑂,𝑖𝑛 − ?̇?𝑂,𝑃𝐺,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ?̇?𝑂,𝐻2𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡;  
?̇?𝐶,𝐶𝑂2𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ?̇?𝑂,𝐶𝑂2𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3,𝑜𝑢𝑡/2 
(8) 
?̇?𝐶,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ?̇?𝐶,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑛 − ?̇?𝐶,𝑃𝐺,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ?̇?𝐶,𝐶𝑂2𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3,𝑜𝑢𝑡 (9) 
 
Equation 4 – 6 show the equations for every component (C, H, O) in the product gas according to 
stoichiometric considerations. The molar flow of H and O in the gaseous water from gasification (?̇?𝑖 ,𝐻2𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡) 
can be calculated by the assumption that all the H, which is not in the dry product gas must be in the gaseous 
water (Equation 7). This is only valid if the char is modeled as pure C and therefore does not contain any H 
or O. Further, Equation 8 demonstrates the calculation of the molar flow of O via bed material (CO2 
transport in CaCO3): All the remaining O, which is not leaving the system via product gas or gaseous water, 
contributes to the molar flow of O in the bed material. Finally, the molar flow of C in the char can be 
calculated by subtracting the C flow in the product gas and the C flow in the bed material (Equation 9). As 
already mentioned, in Equation 7 – 9 the char composition is modeled as pure C. In fact, char also contains 
H and O. A model for pyrolysis of biomass and the composition of the remaining char over temperature has 
been proposed by Neves et al. [6]. For this work it is assumed that the model for pyrolysis is approximately 
valid for biomass steam gasification as well. This fact has already been verified in a previous work [7] and 
the used equations are presented in Equation 10 – 12. 
 
𝑦𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 =
0.93 − 0.92 ∗ exp(−0.42 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑇)
12
+
0.07 − 0.85 ∗ exp(−0.48 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑇)
16
+
−0.41 ∗ 10−2 + 0.10 ∗ exp(−0.24 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑇)
1
 (10) 
𝑦𝐶,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 = (0.93 − 0.92 ∗ exp(−0.42 ∗ 10
−2 ∗ 𝑇))/12/𝑦𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 (11) 
𝑦𝑂,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 = (0.07 − 0.85 ∗ exp(−0.48 ∗ 10
−2 ∗ 𝑇))/16/𝑦𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 (12) 
𝑦𝐻,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 = (−0.41 ∗ 10
−2 + 0.10 ∗ exp(−0.24 ∗ 10−2 ∗ 𝑇))/1/𝑦𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 (13) 
 
The integration of Equation 10 – 12 into the model (Equation 3 - 9) leads to the modification of 
Equation 7 – 9 to Equation 7.1 – 9.1. The set of equations is now nonlinear and is solved by iteration.  
 
?̇?𝐻,𝐻2𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ?̇?𝐻,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑛 + ?̇?𝐻,𝐻2𝑂,𝑖𝑛 − ?̇?𝐻,𝑃𝐺,𝑖𝑛 − ?̇?𝐶,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡/𝑦𝐶,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑦𝐻,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 (7.1) 
?̇?𝑂,𝐶𝑂2𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ?̇?𝑂,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑛 +  ?̇?𝑂,𝐻2𝑂,𝑖𝑛 − ?̇?𝑂,𝑃𝐺,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ?̇?𝑂,𝐻2𝑂,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ?̇?𝐶,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡/𝑦𝐶,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 ∗ 𝑦𝑂,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 (8.1) 
?̇?𝐶,𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟,𝑜𝑢𝑡 = ?̇?𝐶,𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙,𝑖𝑛 − ?̇?𝐶,𝑃𝐺,𝑜𝑢𝑡 − ?̇?𝐶,𝐶𝑂2𝑖𝑛𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3,𝑜𝑢𝑡 (9.1) 
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The solution of the set of equations Equation 3 – 9 and Equation 7.1 – 9.1 is shown in Figure 4: At 600 °C 
nearly 50% of the C in the fuel is transported to the combustion reactor via char. Further, about 30% are 
sorbed by the bed material as CO2 and therefore are also transported to the combustion reactor. At 800 °C 
only 30% of the C remains in the char, and practically no C is removed via the bed material as CaCO3. This 
makes sense, since from a thermodynamic point of view the SER process can take place up to 760 °C [8]. 
The model applied in this work shows CO2 transport via bed material also for higher temperatures than 
760 °C. This is dedicated to the fact, that the temperature distribution in the gasification reactor is not 
uniform in most cases. It is most likely that for an indicated gasification temperature of e.g. 800 °C colder 
spots exist, where CO2 sorption may be possible. Last but not least, it can be noticed that between 70 and 
80% of the total C from the fuel can be transported to the combustion reactor at low temperatures. 
 
ABBREVIATIONS 
?̇?𝑖 ,𝑦,𝑖𝑛/𝑜𝑢𝑡 Molar flow of component ‘i’ (C, H or O) in ‘y’ (fuel, PG, etc.) as ‘in’ (input) or ‘out’ 
(output) of the modeled system [mol/s] 
?̇?𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 Biomass mass flow [kg/s] 
𝑉𝑚 Molar volume at 1 atm and 0 °C (0.0224 m
3
/mol) 
𝑌𝑃𝐺 Product gas yield [m
3
STP,db/kgfuel,daf] 
𝑦𝑗,𝑦 Molar fraction ‘j’ (CO, H2, etc) in ‘y’ (fuel, PG, etc.) 
CR Combustion reactor 
daf Dry and ash free 
GR Gasification reactor 
mass.-% Percent by mass  
PG Product gas 
SER Sorption enhanced reforming 
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ABSTRACT 
In the last few years, biohydrogen (bioH2) has been explored as an alternative fuel for internal-combustion 
motors and electric vehicle fuel-cells. Dark fermentation is the most important bioH2 production method, 
which consists of a complicated process where anaerobic organism produces carboxylic acids, hydrogen gas, 
carbon dioxide and organic solvents from carbohydrate-containing organic wastes. A significant drawback 
of bioH2 production is associated with its low production. Continuous operation is preferable to increase the 
long-term production. The conventional operation of continuous biotechnological processes is subject to 
important changes in the substrate organic load, microbial activity, and environmental conditions. 
Furthermore, there is a need to optimize process conditions to improve its long-term productivity. 
Controlling a biotechnological process may be considerably complicated due to inherent difficulties such as 
nonlinear kinetics and model uncertainties. In this work, three optimization problems are formulated for the 
bioH2 production in a CSTR via dark fermentation. Furthermore, to guarantee the process operation in the 
optimal conditions two practical robust control approaches are proposed. The results show that it is possible 
to improve the conventional operation and production of bioH2 in a continuous reactor. 
Keywords: Biohydrogen, biological CSTR, Optimization, Robust Control. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The growth and development of society depend on a reliable and sustainable supply of energy. Thus, 
research into energy sources is of utmost relevance. For more than a century, fossil fuels have been 
extensively used to satisfy the needs of humans [1, 2]. However, concerns about the impact of the use of 
fossil fuels in global warming and acid rain have impulse the research on alternative fuels [1, 2]. Hydrogen, 
which is a clean energy carrier, is one of the most promising next-generation fuels [2]. Hydrogen production 
research is focused on reducing capital equipment, operations, and maintenance costs as well as improving 
the efficiency of hydrogen production technologies [2-5]. 
Biological processes show strong potentialities for sustainable hydrogen production. Indeed, 
hydrogen can be produced by micro-organisms using renewable raw materials such as organic wastes. The 
most important bioH2 production method is the dark fermentation [3, 4]. It is a complex process where an 
anaerobic organism (such as Enterobacter, Clostridium, and Bacillus) produces carboxylic acids, hydrogen 
gas, carbon dioxide and organic solvents from carbohydrate-containing organic wastes. Dark fermentation 
has been carried in both batch and continuous operation modes [3-5]. However, the continuous operation is 
preferable due to its higher long-term production and better quality control [6, 7].  
The conventional operation of biological reactors is subject to important internal and external 
disturbances. For instance, changes in the substrate organic load, microbial activity, and environmental 
conditions. Thus, the production of bioH2 process through dark fermentation could be improved via the 
introduction of control schemes that guarantee the process operation in a given optimal condition [7,8].  
In this work, we have designed two simple robust controllers for regulation of bioH2 production in a 
CSTR reactor. First, we have formulated and solved a steady-state optimization problem. Then, to maintain 
the operation at the optimal point, a robust control problem that considers model uncertainties and external 
perturbations is formulated. Two control designs are proposed based on a low-order model obtained with a 
step-response methodology [9-12]. A mathematical model that considers four species, glucose, biomass, 
hydrogen in both, liquid and gaseous phases, is used for optimization and control design purposes [13]. The 
results show that it is possible to improve the conventional operation and production of bioH2 in a 
continuous reactor using the proposed robust controllers. 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
In this section, first, the case study and its mathematical model are described. Next, three steady-state 
optimization problems are formulated. Finally, the control design is presented based on two robust control 
approaches.  
2.1 Dark Fermentation of Biohydrogen in a CSTR 
Dark Fermentation 
Biohydrogen production via dark fermentation is a very complex process and influenced by many factors, 
including the substrate, reactor type, and the hydraulic retention time [3-5]. In particular, a variety of 
fermentative pathways exist in dark fermentation. In the case of glucose as the substrate, it is converted to 
pyruvate by hydrogen-producing bacteria, with a production of the NADH. Pyruvate is then converted to 
acetyl-coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA), carbon dioxide, and hydrogen by the action of pyruvate-ferredoxin 
oxidoreductase and hydrogenase enzymes [3-5]. 
Mathematical Model of DF in a CSTR 
A simple model of four species is considered for the production of biohydrogen in a CSTR [7,13].  The 
assumptions to derive the model are: (i) Homogeneous conditions. (ii) Reactions in the reactor are described 
using only two pseudo-stoichiometric reactions occurring in parallel according to Aceves-Lara et al. [7] (iii) 
Hydrogen in liquid-phase is in equilibrium with the hydrogen in gas-phase. 
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where G, X, and H2 represent the concentrations (g/L) of glucose, biomass and hydrogen in the liquid phase, 
and H2,G is the hydrogen concentration (g/L) in the gas phase.   
Conventional Operation 
The nominal operation is obtained using the following parameter values [13]: Q = 3 L/d, Gin = 20 g/L, µmax1 
= 37.3197, ks1 = 0.2896, µmax2 = 27.2416, ks2 = 9.2596, V = 0.9 L, VG = 0.35 L, kL = 3065 d
-1, MH2 = 2.016 
g/mol, KH2 = 7.38x10
-4 mol/L·bar, R = 8.314x10-2 bar·L/mol·K, T = 308 K, and,  
2
,2
,2
H
G
GasH
M
RTH
p =      
The corresponding steady-state is: [G, X, H2, H2,G, qH2]*= [0.343 g/L, 1.833 g/L, 1.885x10
-3 g/L, 7.789x10-2 
g/L, 14.97 L/d]. 
2.2 Steady-State Optimization 
In this section, we formulate three steady-state optimization problems for the optimization of biohydrogen in 
a CSTR.  
Maximization of the substrate consumption 
The conventional optimization problem in biological reactors using organic wastes is the maximization of 
the substrate consumption. The objective function is defined as follows,  
2
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where Gin is the glucose input.  
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Maximization of the BioH2 
A second optimization problem is aimed at the maximization of BioH2 in the liquid phase. The objective 
function is defined as follows,  
HJ −=min  (3) 
where H is the bioH2 in liquid-phase.  
Maximization of the biohydrogen production 
The last optimization problem is formulated as the maximization of the gas-flow of biohydrogen, which is 
written as follows,  
)(max ,2222
22,
GasHHHL
HHvapatm
amb pKMHk
M
V
pP
RT
J −
−
=  (4) 
with Patm = 1.013 bar, Patm = 0.0557 bar, and Tamb = 298 K. 
All optimization problems are completed with three type of constraints: (i) the steady-state model 
equations, (ii) process variables constraints, and (iii) maximum and minimum constraints on the control 
variable, Qmin <= Q <= Qmax. Where Qmin and Qmax stand to guarantee minimum processing of organic 
loading rate and avoid the washout condition, respectively. Moreover, we have also imposed a minimum 
input substrate degradation of 95 %, i.e., G <= Gin*0.1.  
2.3 Robust Control Designs 
In this section, we first define the control problem. Next, a simple input-output model is obtained based on 
the step-response method. Finally, proposed robust controllers are described.  
Control Problem 
The control problem can be stated as the regulation of the bioH2 gas-flow rate to an optimal reference 
provided by the steady-state optimization problem, via the manipulation of the input flow rate. The 
following assumptions for the control design are considered: 
A1 The control input u = Q, is subjected to a saturation nonlinearity, i.e., umin <= u <= umax. 
A2 The bioH2 gas-flow rate is available without a measurement delay. 
A3 The input-output model representation is affected by unmodeled nonlinearities and external disturbances. 
Input-Output Model 
For control design purposes a simple model retaining the dominant input-output dynamics is highly 
desirable. In this work, the robust control design is based on an input-output response model determined 
from the reaction curve process [14]. The step response method is applied to the relationship between the 
input volumetric flow, Q and the bioH2 gas-flow, qH2. Numerical simulations (not shown) illustrates that the 
step response is smooth, almost monotonous, and convergent, such that it is reasonable to model the input-
output response with a simple stable first-order model.  
The first order transfer function model is given by,  
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 (5) 
where kp is the steady-state process gain, and τ0 is the process time constant. Using the step-response results 
the following parameters are obtained: kp = 4.9, and τ0 = 0.013.  
Modeling Error Compensation Approach 
The control approach is based on MEC ideas that lead to controllers with a simple linear structure, good 
closed-loop performance, and robustness properties [9, 10]. The control design consists of the following 
steps:  
1.   Lump the uncertain model terms, including terms containing uncertain parameters, in a single new state.  
2.   Estimate the uncertain term via a reduced order observer. 
3.   Design a feedback action to assign a desired closed-loop behavior.  
Using the ideas proposed by Alvarez-Ramirez et al. [9], the resulting controller is given as follows,  
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where the controller parameters are τc and τe, which can be interpreted as a closed-loop time constant, and 
the estimation time constant. Following the tuning rules by Alvarez-Ramirez et al. [9], they are set as 
follows: τ0 > τc > τe.   
Sliding Mode Control Design 
Sliding mode control techniques have long been recognized as a powerful robust control method for 
compensating model nonlinearity and uncertainty. The control design consists of two control actions, which 
are derived as follows [11]:  
1. Introduce a specific sliding surface s(t), along which the controlled variable can slide to its desired final 
value. A continuous control action is derived which meet the conditions s(t) = 0 and ds(t)/dt = 0.    
2. Introduce a control action based on the sign function, which forces the controlled state to the sliding 
surface when s(t) ≠ 0 (reaching phase).  
Using the ideas proposed Abu-Rmileh et al. [12], the resulting controller is,  
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where kD and λ are controller parameters.  
 
3 RESULTS AND DISSCUSION 
In this section, the control methodology described above is applied for the bioH2 production in a CSTR via 
some numerical experiments. The control action is activated at t = 2 d. To show the controllers robustness 
properties disturbances in the glucose input are considered at t = 3 d and t = 5 d. Moreover, a set point 
change to 20 L/d at t = 4 d is applied.   
3.1 Optimization of the biohydrogen production. 
Proposed optimization problems in the above section are nonlinear and constrained, which can be solved via 
nonlinear programming methods. In this case, we have used the interior point algorithm using Matlab v.7. 
Optimal results are [G, X, H2, H2,G, qH2, Q]: 
• Problem 1: [0.03 g/L, 1.868 g/L, 1.546x10-3 g/L, 7.789x10-2 g/L, 2.26x10-6 L/d, 0.53 L/d]. 
• Problem 2: [0.856 g/L, 1.783 g/L, 2.038x10-3 g/L, 7.789x10-2 g/L, 20.06 L/d, 4.09 L/d]. 
• Problem 3: [1 g/L, 1.7693 g/L, 2.055x10-3 g/L, 7.789x10-2 g/L, 21.65 L/d, 4.23 L/d]. 
Thus, it can be noted that the optimization problems 2 and 3 leads to a significant increase of bioH2 
with a 90 % of degradation of the input substrate. 
3.2 Robust control of the biohydrogen production. 
Based on the optimal results, we have set as the control objective the regulation of the bioH2 gas-flow rate at 
21.5 L/d, via the manipulation of the input flow rate.  
Robust control based on the MEC approach 
The results are shown in Figure 1. It is noted that the controller can successfully regulate the output even in 
the presence of disturbances in the glucose input. Moreover, the change of set point is achieved with an 
acceptable control effort. From Figure 1, it can be observed that to regulate the bioH2 gas-flow to its optimal 
basal value, the input flow rate is stabilized at the optimal condition. However, when the disturbances and 
setpoint change are applied, the input flow rate adjust its value to maintain the desired closed-loop behavior.   
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Figure 1. Control performance of the MEC robust controller. 
Robust control based on SMC 
The results are shown in Figure 2. It is observed that the proposed SMC is able also to regulate the bioH2 
gas-flow to the desired reference. In this case, the control effort shows a significant effort under the effect of 
disturbances. Furthermore, the SMC selection of the tuning parameters was more involved, since the 
proposed simple tuning rules by Abu-Rmileh et al. [12] lead to a poor control performance.  
 
Figure 2. Control performance of the SMC robust controller. 
  
4 CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, based on a simple step input-output model, two simple and robust controllers are proposed for 
the regulation of the biohydrogen gas-flow in a CSTR. First, we formulate and solve three steady-state 
optimization approaches aimed to increase the biohydrogen production. Optimization results shown that is 
possible to increase the biohydrogen production via the adjustment of the input volumetric flow rate. Next, 
we design and applied via numerical simulations two robust controllers aimed to control the biohydrogen 
gas-flow to the optimal conditions and reject external disturbances in the substrate input. Numerical 
simulations on a nonlinear model of four states show that the resulting control performance with the 
proposed robust controllers design is very satisfactory.   
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ABSTRACT 
In this study, the response surface method with a central composite experimental design was applied to 
evaluate the effect of temperature, pH and cheese whey powder concentration on biohydrogen production by 
the psychrophilic G088 strain ([EU636029], which is closely related to Polaromonas rhizosphaerae 
[EF127651]). Biohydrogen production was performed in 120 mL serological bottles with a production 
medium containing 2.75 g L-1 tryptone, 0.25 g L-1 yeast extract and cheese whey powder concentration in the 
range of 4.7-55.2 g L-1, pH 3.4-10.1 and temperature of 4.7-55.2 °C. Maximum biohydrogen yield of 87.3 
mL H2 g
-1 lactose was reached under pH 6.8, temperature 30 °C and cheese whey powder concentration of 
30 g L-1. Moreover, the chemometric analysis was applied for the comparison and visualization of the effect 
of the operating conditions on the production of the metabolites produced during the fermentations. 
Maximum production of metabolites of industrial importance, such as 2,3-butanediol (5.7 g L-1) and ethanol 
(6.3 g L-1) were achieved at 30 °C and pH of 6.8, and at 15 °C and pH of 8.8, respectively. This bioprocess 
may constitute an alternative in the production of bioenergy mainly by formation of products, which could 
be commercially interesting. 
Keywords:  Biohydrogen, Response surface methodology, Chemometric analysis
1 INTRODUCTION 
The growing energy demand has caused serious environmental problems; this has created the necessity of 
replacing fossil fuels with energy sources [1-2]. Hydrogen is now considered as a promising, clean and 
environmental friendly energy carrier and a potential alternative to conventional fossil fuels [3-6]. It has a 
high-energy yield of 122 kJ g-1, which is almost three times higher than hydrocarbon fuels [7]. Although 
hydrogen has illustrated its capability to be used for clean energy purposes, it is produced mostly by fossil 
fuel processing technologies; which are expensive and highly polluting due to the operating conditions [8]. 
In biological methods hydrogen is produced by metabolic transformation of a carbon source by a variety of 
microorganisms under conditions of anaerobic dark fermentation [9]. Among the important environmental 
parameters to be controlled in dark fermentation focused on biohydrogen production are: temperature, pH 
and substrate concentration [10]. The previous work by Alvarez-Guzmán et al. [3] proved that the maximum 
biohydrogen yield by the psychrophilic G088 strain using glucose as substrate was reached at the optimum 
temperature of 26.3 °C, showing an advantage of energy demand reduction since no external energy need to 
be used to maintain the optimum temperature of the process. 
The agro-industrial residues are composed of simple carbohydrates, which make them promising substrates 
for biohydrogen production. The cheese whey (CW) powder is the by-product from cheese production. It 
represents 85-90% of the total volume of processed milk and contains approximately 70% of lactose on a dry 
basis. It is estimated that 108 Mg year-1 of CW is produced worldwide. It causes a potential environmental 
risk due to the high organic load together with an inadequate disposal [7,11,12]. The use of agro-industrial 
residues has gained interest from an economic and environmental point of view since its use is advantageous 
due to the land disposal residues reduction and valorisation as raw materials for the production of marketable 
products by renewable and environmentally friendly processes such as dark fermentation.  
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Metabolism of hydrogen producing bacteria can be affected by changes in the temperature, pH and substrate 
concentration resulting in a change of the distribution of the metabolic by-products, like solvents and volatile 
fatty acids (VFAs) produced during the fermentation [13]. Therefore, the objective of the present study was 
to apply a chemometric analysis of the experimental data concerning the metabolites produced during the 
formation of biohydrogen in a dark fermentation of the CW powder by the G088 strain, depending on the 
process conditions applied. The aim of the study was to find and group various fermentation conditions for 
the different metabolites of industrial interest. 
  
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Strain and culture media conditions 
The strain used in the study was G088 [EU636029] was isolated from the Collins glacier at Fildes Peninsula, 
King George Island, Antarctica [14], and the closest relative of this strain according to NCBI is 
Polaromonas rhizosphaerae [EF127651]. The strain was cultured in agar plates with growth medium YPL 
containing 0.25 g L-1 of yeast extract (Difco), 2.75 g L-1 of Bacto-tryptone (Difco), and 20 g L-1 of lactose 
(Sigma). The plates were incubated at 25 °C for 5 days [15]. 
2.2  Experimental design 
A central composite design 23 was applied to find the optimal conditions for the biohydrogen production, 
using the following factors: pH, temperature and CW powder concentration (Table 1). 
 
Table 1. Experimental design of the process conditions for biohydrogen production 
Test 
X1-Temperature 
(°C) 
X2-pH 
(-) 
X3- CW powder 
concentration (g L-1) 
1 30 6.8 4.77 
2 15 4.8 15 
3 45 4.8 15 
4 15 8.8 15 
5 45 8.8 15 
6 30 3.44 30 
7 4.77 6.8 30 
8 30 6.8 30 
9 30 6.8 30 
10 55.23 6.8 30 
11 30 10.16 30 
12 15 4.8 45 
13 45 4.8 45 
14 15 8.8 45 
15 45 8.8 45 
16 30 6.8 55.23 
 
The empirical second order polynomial model was applied (see equation 1) to determine the optimal 
experimental conditions: 
                                                                                  (1) 
Where Y is the predicted biohydrogen yield, βo is the model intercept, βi is the linear coefficient, βii is the 
quadratic coefficient, βij is the interaction coefficient, whereas Xi Xj are independent variables [16]. The 
statistical analysis was performed with software Design Expert version 7.0. 
2.3  Batch fermentation 
The experiments were performed 120 mL serological bottles. Each bottle contained 110 mL of medium of 
different concentration of CW powder determined according to the experimental design and summarized in 
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Table 1 (Land O’Lakes, Arden Hills Minnesota). Medium consisted of 0.25 g L-1 of yeast extract (Difco) 
and 2.75 g L-1 of Bacto-tryptone (Difco) supplemented with 1 mL L-1 of trace elements solution: 0.015g L-1 
of FeCl3∙4H2O, 0.00036g L-1 of Na2MoO4∙2H2O, 0.00024g L-1 of NiCl2∙6H2O, 0.0007g L-1 of CoCl2∙6H2O, 
0.0002g L-1 of CuCl2∙2H2O, 0.0002 g L-1 of Na2SeO3 and 0.01g L-1 of MgSO4. It was inoculated with strain 
at initial optic density of 0.5 to absorbance at 600 nm. The pH was adjusted in each reactor according to the 
experimental design (Table 1) [15]. 
2.4  Determination of concentrations of carbohydrates, metabolites and biohydrogen 
Lactose, formic acid, lactic acid, and acetic acid were determined with a high-performance liquid 
chromatograph Infinity LC 1220 (Agilent Technologies) using a refraction index detector (Agilent 
Technologies) and a column Rezex ROA (Phenomenex, Torrance) at 60 °C, and 0.0025 M H2SO4 as a 
mobile phase at 0.5 mL min-1. The concentrations of ethanol, acetoin and propionic acid were determined 
with the use of a gas chromatograph 6890N (Agilent Technologies) with a capillary column HP-Innowax (30 
m x 0.25 mm i.d. x 0.25µm film thickness). The analyses were performed with a split ratio of 5:1 and the 
following temperature program: 25 °C for 10 min, 175 °C for 1 min, heating with a heating rate of 5 °C min-
1 to 280 °C and maintaining this temperature for a final time of 10 min [15]. The concentrations of hydrogen 
was determined with a use of a gas chromatograph 6890N (Agilent Technologies), equipped with a thermal 
conductivity detector and using Agilent J&W HP-PLOT Molesieve (30 m x 0.32 mm i.d. x 12 µm film 
thickness) [12]. 
2.5  Data organization and methods of data exploration 
The studied experimental data set was organized into matrix X (16 x 6), which rows represent 16 objects 
(tests of biohydrogen production under various conditions), whereas the columns correspond to the studied 
parameters (metabolites produced in CW powder fermentation), listed in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Matrix X (16X6) of the metabolites and the biohydrogen yield by the psychrophilic strain 
G088 under different experimental conditions 
Objects Parameters  
Test 
 
Lactic acid 
(g L-1) 
Succinic 
acid (g L-1) 
Formic acid 
(g L-1) 
Acetic acid 
(g L-1) 
2, 3-
butanediol 
(g L-1) 
Ethanol 
(g L-1) 
H2 Yield 
(mL H2 g-1 
lactose) 
1 0.034 0.098 0.144 0.421 0.509 0.824 53.79 
2 0.033 0.162 0.255 0.665 0.051 5.021 5.23 
3 0.068 0.394 0.532 0.447 0.082 0.625 0.00 
4 0.033 0.321 0.376 0.773 0.931 6.036 50.41 
5 0.097 0.296 0.052 0.507 0.901 0.191 0.00 
6 0.059 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.715 0.00 
7 0.056 0.193 0.000 0.037 0.000 0.511 0.00 
8 0.095 0.601 0.000 0.773 5.422 1.717 86.10 
9 0.098 0.713 0.000 0.665 5.732 1.610 87.39 
10 0.058 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 
11 0.031 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00 
12 0.033 0.280 0.407 0.510 0.058 5.326 0.87 
13 0.053 0.053 0.038 0.614 0.082 0.355 0.00 
14 0.050 0.492 0.501 0.200 0.964 6.347 4.72 
15 0.051 0.043 0.065 0.451 0.112 0.782 3.66 
16 0.082 0.698 0.366 0.608 5.379 1.429 56.59 
 
The hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA) is one of the most often applied methods in data exploration. 
This method [17-20] allows investigating the similarities between studied objects in the parameter space, and 
between the parameters in the object space. The results of HCA are presented in the form of dendrograms 
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differing in terms of the applied similarity measure between objects, as well as the way the similar objects 
are connected. 
 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1  Yield of biohydrogen produced under different operational conditions 
The effect of different experimental variables on the biohydrogen production yield was simultaneously 
investigated employing a central composite experimental design. Three variables (temperature, pH and CW 
concentration) were taken into consideration. The following second order polynomial equation (eq. 2) was 
found to give the biohydrogen yield: 
        (2) 
Where Y is biohydrogen yield and X1, X2 and X3 are the coded values of temperature, initial pH and initial 
CW powder concentration, respectively. The biohydrogen production yield corresponding to the different 
operational conditions are shown in Table 2. As it can be seen, the maximum biohydrogen yield of 87.39 mL 
H2 g
-1 lactose was achieved at 30 °C, slightly acidic pH of 6.8 and 30 g L-1 of lactose. A change in 
temperature, pH and CW concentration below or above the optimum values led to a decrease in the yield of 
biohydrogen production.  
 
3.2  Chemometric analysis 
The dendrograms constructed with the application of the Ward's linkage method are presented in Fig. 1. The 
Euclidean distance was employed as the similarity measure.  
 
 
Figure 1. Dendrograms of (A) studied objects (experiments of biohydrogen production under various conditions) and 
(B) parameters (metabolites produced during CW powder dark fermentation) in the objects space based on the Ward’s 
linkage method and using the Euclidean distance as the similarity measure. 
 
The dendrogram presented in Fig. 1A revealed tree clusters: A, B and C of biohydrogen production yield 
experiments under various operating conditions. 
-Cluster A composed of the objects nos. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13 and 15  
-Cluster B composed of the objects nos. 2, 4, 12 and 14 
-Cluster C composed of the objects nos. 8, 9 and 16.  
Within the main clusters the following sub-clustering structures may be distinguished: two sub-clusters 
within cluster A (A1 and A2) and one sub-cluster within cluster B (B1): 
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-Sub-cluster A1 composed of the objects nos. 6, 7, 10 and 11 
-Sub-cluster A2 composed of the objects nos. 1, 3, 5, 13 and 15 
-Sub-cluster B1 composed of the objects nos. 2, 4 and 12.   
Particularly, the objects in cluster A differ from the remaining ones, mainly in terms of low concentration of 
2,3-butanediol and ethanol (parameters nos. 5 and 6). The uniqueness of cluster B was related to high 
concentrations of formic acid, acetic acid and ethanol (parameters nos. 3, 4 and 6). On the other hand, cluster 
C was characterized by the highest concentrations of succinic acid and 2,3-butanediol (parameters nos. 2 and 
5) among all the studied objects. 
The dendrogram constructed for the metabolites produced during the fermentation tests under various 
operating conditions (see Fig. 1B) revealed two main classes: 
-Class A containing parameters nos. 1, 2, 4 and 5 (corresponding to lactic acid, succinic acid, acetic acid and 
2,3-butaneidol, respectively).  
-Class B containing parameters nos. 3 and 6 (corresponding to formic acid and ethanol, respectively). 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
The concentration of different metabolites produced in dark fermentation of CW powder by G088 strain 
depends on several variables including temperature, initial pH and initial CW powder concentration. At a 
low temperature of 15 °C and pH of 8.8 the maximum concentration of ethanol is attained, whereas the 
higher concentration of 2,3-butanediol is achieved at 30 °C and pH of 6.8. The biohydrogen yield is also 
affected by the operational conditions since its higher value is reached at 30 °C, pH 6.8 and 30 g L-1 CW 
powder. These results indicate that G088 strain may be considered for the production of valuable metabolites 
of industrial interest using a low-cost substrate such as CW powder. 
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ABSTRACT 
The effects of microelements (zinc and copper) supplementation (provided as ZnSO4 and ZnCl2 at 50, 70, 
and 100 mg/L Zn2+ and as CuSO4 and CuCl2 at 10, 30, and 50 mg/L Cu
2+) on biogas (methane) production 
were evaluated while co-digesting a mixture of food waste(water) and domestic wastewater. Regardless of 
zinc and copper supplementations, both microelements increased the cumulative methane yield compared to 
the control without supplementation (p<0.05) and were considered providing the synthesis of enzymes 
required for both acetoclastic and hydrogenotrophic methane production. The supplementation of zinc and 
copper stimulated the conversion of organic matter to methane at concentrations 50-100 mg/L and 10 mg/L,  
respectively. The improvements on the cumulative methane yield obtained could be associated with not only 
the intermittent feed strategy but also the micronutrient supplementation. Microelements may improve the 
long chain fatty acids (LCFAs) removal by two different mechanisms, biological and physical 
(precipitation). The exact role of each mechanism warrants further studies, but both definitely contribute to 
alleviate the toxic effects of LCFAs. The upflow anaerobic sludge blanket reactor used operated under the 
stable and steady condition during 260 days.  
Keywords: Anaerobic digestion, food waste, methane yield, microelement supplementation  
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Approximately food worth of $32 billion is discharged annually in China and the food waste comprises 70% 
of all wastes nationwide [1]. In two Special Administrative Regions of China, Hong Kong and Macau, even 
though with different statistics, the food waste disposal and management is still a huge problem. In Hong 
Kong, food waste has been landfilled with other municipal solid waste (MSW). In 2015, 10,159 tonnes/day 
of MSW were landfilled and the food waste consisted of 33% MSW (3,382 tonnes) [2]. In Macau, food 
waste has been incinerated due to the limited territory (area, 30 km2). In 2016, 503,867 tonnes of MSW were 
incinerated (38.5% of food waste) [3].  
Anaerobic digestion (AD) is a promising technology among all the options available for the food waste 
valorization due to the simultaneous waste management, renewable energy generation (biogas), and nutrients 
recovery (digestate) [4]. Although AD is a mature technology on converting organic matter to methane gas 
and has been widely applied to treat different kinds of substrates (including sewage sludge, high-strength 
wastewater, and animal manure), still there exist many challenges to be addressed during the AD of food 
waste, including technical, economical, and social issues [5]. The mono-digestion of food waste generally 
results in the digester instability/failure even at low organic loading rates (ORL; 2-3 g COD/L/d) as a result 
of short and long chain fatty acids (SCFAs and LCFAs) accumulation and ammonia generation at the early 
stage of the digestion process [6]. In comparison, the co-digestion of food waste with different substrates is 
feasible and has provided a more stable environment for the microbial community involved, enhanced the 
balance of nutrients, and adjusted the C/N ratio. Our research group has recently evaluated the viability to 
co-digest a mixture of food waste and domestic wastewater together with the intermittent feed mode (48 h 
feed/48 h feedless) and concluded the feeding strategy was responsible for the effective lipid degradation. 
The inhibition/failure observed in the continuous mode could be successfully recovered under the 
intermittent feed and the reactor could be stably operated at OLRs higher than 2 g COD/L/d [7]. 
The microelement supplementation is another strategy commonly used to maximize the conversion of 
organic matter to methane gas in the AD of different kinds of substrates [8]. The supplementation of 
micronutrients is a prerequisite for the microbial growth and also plays an important role in the synthesis of 
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essential coenzymes or cofactors in methanogenic pathways. It has also been well established that Co, Ni, 
Cu, Fe, Zn, Mo, Se, and W are important in the methanogenic system for the enzymatic activity [8]. 
However, food waste is generally poor in essential micronutrients vital for a stable reactor performance [9], 
which would further justify the supplementation of Zn2+ and Cu2+carried out in this study. The effects of 
both microelements supplementation on the AD have not been that conclusive, using substrates other than 
food waste due to the complex mechanisms happening during its AD, such as microbial adaptation, 
precipitation, and adsorption [10]. The concentration ranges chosen for both microelements (50, 70, and 100 
mg/L Zn2+ and 10, 30, and 50 mg/L Cu2+) were based on their concentrations commonly found in food waste 
(7.8-75 mg/L Zn2+ and 7-30 mg/L Cu2+) [9, 11]. The objective of this study was to maximize the conversion 
of organics to methane gas while supplementing microelements (Zn2+ and Cu2+ separately) into the influent 
and to further find out their stimulatory/inhibitory effects on the SCFAs and LCFAs accumulation. 
 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Influent  
The influent used was a mixture of food waste and domestic wastewater (at 0.183, v/v). Food waste was 
collected from university canteen and domestic wastewater was obtained from local wastewater treatment 
plant. The food waste pre-treatment was carried out following Chan et al. [7]. The food wastewater was 
characterized in terms of chemical oxygen demand (COD: 42,700 mg/L), total nitrogen (TN: 450 mg/L), 
total phosphorus (TP: 76 mg/L), C/N ratio (29.4), and pH, 6.9. 
2.2 UASB reactor operation and micronutrient supplementation 
The activated digested sludge (10 L) from local wastewater treatment plant was used as seed for the upflow 
anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) reactor. The reactor (working volume, 38 L) was first operated under 
mesophilic conditions (351C) at a hydraulic retention time (HRT) of 10 days for the sludge maturation 
and granulation, fed with the synthetic wastewater (similar to domestic wastewater at COD:TN:TP, 50:4:1). 
After 40 days, a stable biogas production was obtained and the influent was switched to food wastewater 
(mixture of food waste and domestic wastewater). The reactor was operated under the intermittent mode (48 
h feed/48 h feedless) at the organic loading rate (OLR) of 3.8 g COD/L/day [7]. Alkalinity (as CaCO3, 3.5 
g/L) was added daily to control the pH. After one HRT cycle (control), the microelement supplementation 
was carried out as follows: Zn2+ (as ZnSO4 and ZnCl2) was supplemented at different concentrations (50, 70 
and 100 mg/L) in the following cycles of 10-day HRT each. Then, Cu2+ (as CuSO4 and CuCl2,) was added at 
10, 30, and 50 mg/L, following the same procedure as for the Zn2+ addition. The parameters monitored 
(during both feed and feedless periods) daily were COD removal, biogas production, methane content, and 
intermediates (SCFAs, LCFAs, and ammonia-nitrogen) accumulation in the effluent.  
2.3 Analytical measurements 
HACH methods were used to measure COD, TP, TN and ammonia-nitrogen (Hatch, Loveland, CO, U.S.A.). 
The biogas composition and the concentrations of LCFAs and SCFAs were analysed by gas chromatography 
(GC) equipped with thermal conductivity detector (TCD) and flame ionization detector (FID), respectively 
(Agilent, U.S.A.). The LCFAs analysed were palmitate, oleate, and linolate, while the SCFAs analysed were 
acetate, butyrate, valerate, and propionate. The details about analysing methane content, LCFAs, and SCFAs 
can be found elsewhere [7]. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) at 95% confidence was used to evaluate the 
statistical significances of results after the microelements supplementation.  
 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In the first 20 days of reactor operation, no microelement was supplemented, and this condition was set as 
control. During this period, even though the reactor was operated relatively stable, showing an acceptable 
COD removal efficiencies (76.01.2%), the cumulative methane yield was low (0.17 L CH4/g CODremoved), 
suggesting most COD present in the feed were not directly converted to methane gas but probably to other 
intermediates such as SCFAs and LCFAs instead. Acetate (303±99.4 mg/L) and propionate (220±129 mg/L) 
were the main SCFAs accumulated, but the pH remained stable (7.7±0.1) during this period. The 
accumulation of acetate implies the methanogenic population was not that much effective on the methane 
generation. According to Ünal et al. [12], microelements are essential components of enzymes or cofactors 
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of the metabolic pathways associated with methanogens, and the deficit on the methane production observed 
in the control could be associated with the lack of necessary micronutrients in the feed substrate. Food waste 
is generally poor in micronutrients, which further necessitate the microelement supplementation to maximize 
the conversion of organics to methane gas. Therefore, the low methanization observed in the control could 
be associated with the imbalance/lack of micronutrients. Figure 1 shows the cumulative methane yield 
obtained when the reactor was operated without microelement supplementation (control) and with different 
concentrations of zinc (as ZnSO4 and ZnCl2) and copper (as CuSO4 and CuCl2). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Cumulative methane yields for the control and for different zinc and copper 
supplementations.  
 
Regardless of zinc and copper supplementations, both microelements increased the cumulative methane 
yield compared to the control (p<0.05), suggesting both played important roles in the methanogenic activity. 
However, there were no significant differences in the cumulative methane yield among the cycles with 
different zinc (p=0.24) and copper (p=0.44) supplementations. Among the zinc and copper concentrations 
used, the highest increase of cumulative methane yield, 111.7% and 94.1%, was obtained when 70-100 mg/L 
Zn2+ and 10 mg/L Cu2+ were added, respectively. The higher Cu+2 concentrations (30-50 mg/L) started to 
inhibit the process to some extent. The COD removal and methane content increased by 14.8-22.6% and 
6.5%, respectively, in the presence of microelements (Tables 1 and 2). The supplementation of increasing 
concentrations of both microelements generally followed a similar trend (Tables 1 and 2) regardless of the 
counter ions used (SO4
2- and Cl-), further confirming the stimulation on methane production was attributable 
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to Zn2+ and Cu2+ ions. The stimulatory/inhibitory thresholds for copper and zinc ions are still not conclusive 
compared to previous literature, and the differences observed are commonly associated with the degree of 
sludge granulation, the nature of substrate used, the degree of microbial community adaptation, and the total 
microelement concentration added, readily available to microorganisms [13, 14]. 
 
Table 1. COD removal, CH4 content and yield, total SCFAs and LCFAs, and ammonia-nitrogen 
after zinc supplementation  
Parameter Control ZnSO4 
(50 mg/L) 
ZnCl2 
(50 mg/L) 
ZnSO4 
(70 mg/L) 
ZnCl2 
(70 mg/L) 
ZnSO4 
(100 mg/L) 
ZnCl2 
(100 mg/L) 
COD removal % 76.01.2 75.73.7 81.31.4 76.44.7 78.82.8 82.13.7 88.22.2 
CH4 content % 61.0 63.0 64.0 63.8 63.5 64.5 65.0 
CH4 yield
a 0.17 0.29 0.28 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.37 
Total SCFAsb 572253 513135 545120 302104 20680 316110 30794 
Acetateb 303.099.4 242.411.4 151.955.8 160.556.5 294.2125 85.553.1 138.137.2 
Total LCFAsb  377.760.3 14.61.4 15.90.5 22.95.1 21.13.1 24.88.8 26.98.2 
NH3-N
b 835101.2 81850.6 85836.6 73844 79581.9 65966.9 56457.8 
a L CH4/g CODremoved 
b In mg/L 
 
Table 2. COD removal, CH4 content and yield, total SCFAs and LCFAs, and ammonia-nitrogen 
after copper supplementation  
Parameter Control CuSO4 
(10 mg/L) 
CuCl2 
(10 mg/L) 
CuSO4 
(30 mg/L) 
CuCl2 
(30 mg/L) 
CuSO4 
(50 mg/L) 
CuCl2 
(50 mg/L) 
COD removal % 76.01.2 94.22.9 91.92.3 92.42.3 89.42.1 91.11.9 91.32.9 
CH4 content % 61.0 63.3 63.7 63.7 64.4 61.5 61.7 
CH4 yield
a 0.17 0.33 0.33 0.27 0.30 0.26 0.31 
Total SCFAsb 572.0253.0 181.659.5 219.666.1 154.349.1 187.779.2 195.334.3 184.756.8 
Acetateb 303.099.4 90.020.4 98.233.3 75.922.9 86.632.0 88.025.4 76.010.5 
Total LCFAsb  377.760.3 13.64.0 14.35.2 18.85.1 14.70.8 19.72.4 16.32.0 
NH3-N
b 835.0101.2 687.982 665.5115.3 430.026.6 460.021.9 480.752.7 539.528.9 
a  L CH4/g CODremoved 
b mg/L 
 
The intermittent feeding was another strategy used in this study to stabilize the AD, due to the high content 
of lipids (~32%, w/w) in the Chinese food [15]. There was an increase of 40% on the methane production 
when the intermittent mode was applied instead of operating the reactor continuously [7], and this increase 
further suggested the intermittent mode was more effective on converting the COD from the influent to 
methane gas. The obtained result was also in agreement with Nadais et al. [16] where the methane 
production rate was 25% higher when the UASB reactor was operated under the intermittent mode to treat 
synthetic dairy wastewater. The cumulative methane yield might be further enhanced by extending the 
feedless (mainly for stabilization) period or by increasing the OLR. For the current study, it was considered 
the improvements on the cumulative methane yield could be associated with the intermittent feeding strategy 
used and especially the microelements supplementation might have played a role in increasing the 
methanization. The relative decrease of SCFAs accumulation after the microelements supplementation 
(Tables 1 and 2) with the concomitant increase of cumulative methane yield (Figure 1) could also confirm 
the addition of zinc and copper contributed to the enzyme synthesis crucial for the methane production, as 
also reported by Banks et al. [17]. Regardless of the zinc and/or copper supplementation, the total 
accumulation of SCFAs was significantly different from the control (p<0.05) as well as when different 
concentrations of microelements were supplemented (p<0.05).  
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The addition of microelements was also considered efficient for the LCFAs removal (Tables 1 and 2). The 
total LCFAs concentrations in the effluent were significantly different (p<0.05), regardless of the influent 
feed supplemented with different zinc and/or copper concentrations. Palmitate, oleate, and linoleate were the 
main LCFAs present in the control effluent, while after the microelement supplementation, palmitate was the 
only one accumulated, which was already expected as a result of the slow kinetics of -oxidation for the 
saturated LCFAs. Microelements may improve the LCFAs removal by two different mechanisms, biological 
and physical precipitation. For the first possibility, the microelement supplementation could stimulate the 
bioremoval of LCFAs. The effects (stimulatory/inhibitory) of zinc and copper on the LCFAs biodegradation 
are scarce but other microelements (tungsten and selenium) were already confirmed stimulatory to the 
LCFAs degradation [18]. The second possible mechanism is the precipitation of LCFAs by divalent cations, 
which is known to mitigate the LCFAs adsorption on the sludge surface and prevent the reactor failure. The 
specific role/importance of each mechanism on the LCFAs removal should be evaluated in details, but they 
definitely contribute to minimize the toxic effects of LCFAs adsorption on sludge surface to a great extent, 
and the UASB reactor could operate under the stable and steady condition during 260 days in the current 
study.  
Another parameter monitored during the anaerobic co-digestion of food waste and domestic wastewater was 
the ammonia-nitrogen generation. The inhibitory concentrations of ammonia-nitrogen in the AD vary greatly 
under mesophilic conditions (1,200-5,500 mg/L) and the differences were mainly attributed to the microbial 
community adaptation. The ammonia-nitrogen concentration was significantly different from the control 
(p<0.05) and during the microelements (zinc and copper) supplementation, and varied from 835.0101.2 to 
430.026.6 mg/L. The decrease of ammonia-nitrogen concentration during the microelement 
supplementation could be associated with the nitrogen fixation for biomass production as 
proposed/suggested previously [17].  
 
4 CONCLUSION 
The supplementation of zinc and copper stimulated the conversion of organic matter to methane, at 50-100 
mg/L and 10 mg/L, respectively. The improvements on the cumulative methane yield could be associated 
not only with the intermittent feeding strategy but also with the microelements supplementation. The 
simultaneous supplementation of zinc and copper, together with other microelements, would be further 
studied to find out the existence of synergistic/antagonistic effects of microelement addition to improve the 
methane production as well as the reactor performance. 
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ABSTRACT 
Waste disposal could be an important issue in the industrialization countries, especially for the urban area. 
Public concerns the waste treatment associated with the release of contaminants into the environment and 
ecological systems that could be the serious risks to affect the human health and the environment. Therefore, 
the developments of the reuse procedures are the important work for the waste well disposal. Sludge is an 
inevitable product of biological wastewater treatment procedures and its high carbon and energy content 
leads to be a biomass. The sludge disposal is a challenging environmental issue and high treating costs that is 
a high portion fees associated with wastewater treatment plants. Sludge was mixed with KOH activation 
reagent, and then the pyrolysis process was conducted to remove the water, volatile constituents and develop 
the pore structure of pyrolysis residues. In this work, high temperature enhances the gas products and 
reduces the yield of residues. The increment of the total pore volume could result from the increase in 
mesopores. The high fraction of mesopore formation contributed the pore structure after pyrolysis of KOH 
immersed sludge. 
 
Keyword: Waste disposal, Sludge, Potassium hydroxide (KOH), Wastewater treatment plants 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Biosludge is a product of wastewater treatment facility and it is a high organic content. The waste sludge 
disposal can account for over half of the operating costs of wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs)[1]. Due 
to its rapidly increasing amount and potential risks for the environment and human health, the sludge 
issue has raised significant for public concerns. The reduce, recycle, and reuse are the important concepts 
for sludge disposal [2]. Owing to the high volatile matter and carbon content of sludge, it can be 
converted into useful products after suitable procedures. Therefore, sewage sludge is recognized as having 
high potential energy recovery for sustainable development [3]. The pyrolysis technique for sludge 
disposal could achieve many advantages including inhibiting the heavy metal vaporization due to the 
decrease of pyrolysis temperature, reducing the leaching of heavy metals from the pyrolysis carbonaceous 
residue[4], and offering relatively low pollution control cost compared to combustion technique [5,6]. 
High moisture content of sludge, therefore the microwave system was used to combine the dewatering 
and pyrolysis to improve the energy efficiency of pyrolysis. 
In this work, microwave pyrolysis technology was employed to treat sludge from a petrochemical 
wastewater treatment plant. The raw sludge and KOH immersed sludge were conducted to determine their 
mass fraction distribution and pore characteristics for the further application. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 . Materials 
Sludge samples were obtained from the wastewater treatment plant of a petrochemical industry. In 
addition, the sludge contains microorganisms obtained from an activated sludge process of the wastewater 
treatment plant. The raw sludge cakes contained 85wt.% water and had a volatile solids concentration of 
63wt.% (ash of 38 wt.%) within the total solids content of 15±0.3 wt.%. Sludge was stored at 4oC before 
pyrolysis.  
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Sludge (moisture content 85%) was immersed and mixed with KOH at the mass ratio of 1:0.25 (sludge: 
KOH, by weigh). The mixture put into the oven at 80oC for 4hrs. Then the KOH impregnated sludge was 
pyrolyzed at 400, 500 and 600oC for 30 min. 
2.2. Sludge Pyrolysis 
Sludge drying and pyrolysis processes were conducted in a multimode-microwave oven. Wet sludge was 
placed into a quartz container (A tube reactor was 25 cm length, 5.5 cm inner diameter, and 9 cm outer 
diameter), which was put inside the heating oven of microwave. 200 mL/min of N2 gas was flowed 
through the reaction bed at a rate of to maintain an inert atmosphere. A rubber-silicon-ring and stainless 
steel cap were selected to seal the quartz reactor. A thermocouple (0-1000 oC) was installed in the reactor 
and connected to a temperature controller. Sludge sample was heated to the desired temperatures from 
400 to 600oC, and then held for 30 min. The vapour produced during the experiment was immediately 
cooled by an ice-water bath condenser. The condensable part of the vapour was collected by a liquid 
collector. Microwave pyrolysis was conducted on three samples in duplicate for different temperatures. 
2.3 Pore Characteristics of Residues 
After pyrolysis, the sludge residues were determined their physical characteristics including specific 
surface area, pore volume distribution and pore diameter, were measured via N2(gas) adsorption (in liquid 
N2 condition at 77K) in an ASAP 2010 micropore analyzer.  The BET method [7] and BJH method [8] 
were selected to determine the surface area and pore volume distribution, respectively. Silica-alumina, 
alumina and molecular sieve were purchased from Micrometrics and these materials were used in the 
quality assurance and quality control procedures for the determination of pore characteristics of sludge 
residues. 
 
3.0  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Sludge Pyrolysis and Mass Distribution 
Dewatering biosludge cakes (moisture content: 85 wt.%) obtained from the wastewater treatment plant of 
the petrochemical industry. With microwave heating, the wet sludge was heated to 135oC and held for 3 
min for the dehydration. Then, the wet sludge was continuously heated to the desired temperature and 
held for 30 min. Results indicate the pyrolyzed products were 15-21 wt.% in gas phase, 16-20 wt.% in 
liquid oil phase, and 60-69 wt.% in solid residue under a dried sludge basis at pyrolytic temperatures from 
400-600oC (shown in Fig.1a). 
The KOH impregnated wet sludge was heated to the set temperature and held for 30 min. The pyrolyzed 
products the gas phase fraction was 13-29 wt%, liquid oil phase fraction was14-17 wt%, and solid residue 
fraction was 54-73wt.%, at pyrolytic temperatures from 400-600oC (shown in Fig. 1b). The mass fraction 
of three phases could be changed significantly due to the addition of KOH. In this work, high temperature 
reduces the yield of residues and enhances the gas products. The liquid oil reaches a higher yield at about 
500-600°C, after which, due to its volatility at high temperatures, increasing the temperature reduces the 
liquid oil production (data not shown). However, the KOH impregnated sludge has higher yield of gas 
than that of raw sludge after pyrolysis at 600oC. 
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Figure 1 Mass fraction distribution of (a) sludge-raw materials and (b) KOH immersed sludge 
 
3.2 Pore Characteristics of Materials 
Table 1 shows the pore characteristics of specific surface area, micropore surface area, total pore volume 
and micropore volume of pyrolysis residues. Results indicated that the pyrolysis residues of raw sludge 
have few micropores, with low contribution in total pore volume. When the pyrolytic temperature was 
higher than 400oC, the total pore volume increased in temperatures up to 600oC, although the micropore 
volume decreased (see Table 1). This suggests that the increment of the total pore volume resulted from 
the increase in mesopores. As a result, the specific surface area of pyrolysis residues increased with an 
increase in temperature, with the BET surface areas close to 25 m2/g at 600oC. When compared to 
pyrolysis of raw sludge, the KOH immersed sludge has the higher total pore volume and lower micropore 
volume at 400-600oC. It suggests that the pyrolysis of KOH immersed sludge occurs more significantly 
increase in mesopores resulted in the increment of the total pore volume.  
 
 
Table 1 Pore characteristics of sludge raw materials and KOH immersed sludge 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
High temperature reduces the yield of residues and enhances the gas products. The liquid oil reached a 
higher yield at about 500-600oC, after which increasing the temperature reduced the yield of liquid oil 
because of its volatility at high temperature. The increment of the total pore volume could result from the 
increase in mesopores. The high fraction of mesopore formation contributed the pore structure after 
pyrolysis of KOH immersed sludge. The KOH impregnation could change the pore development, but the 
high impregnated dose could be necessary to enhance the development of pore structure. 
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400℃ 11.22 0.0768 0.000101 273.83 
500℃ 12.89 0.0820 0.000136 254.46 
600℃ 22.30 0.1226 0.000204 219.16 
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ABSTRACT 
The present study focusses on synthesis and characterization of eggshell supported pyrolysis 
residue (char) as a heterogeneous base catalyst for transesterification of waste cooking oil. The 
influence of structural, compositional, and morphological properties on catalytic activity to optimize 
reaction time, methanol: Oil molar ratio (6:1, 9:1, 12:1, 15:1, and 18:1) and catalyst concentration 
(10, 20, and 30 mass %) in biodiesel production were evaluated. The particle size distribution of 
pyrolysis residue, calcined eggshell, and the synthesized catalyst was in the range of 0.06–14 µm. 
The decomposition of eggshell revealed a two-stage mass loss from 300–900 oC indicating the 
removal of moisture content and the formation of CaO from CaCO3. Biodiesel with higher 
conversion rate over 95% was observed at 65oC using 10 mass% catalyst concentration with 
methanol to oil molar ratio of 12:1 in 3 h. 
Keywords: Eggshell, Pyrolysis residue, Heterogeneous base catalyst, Transesterification 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Development of methods and technologies to proficiently utilize biomass (agricultural wastes), a 
renewable, economic, and biodegradable source of energy has become the primary intent of the 
scientific community. Pyrolysis, a flexible and alluring technology that can provide viable solutions 
to ecological impediments effecting global, climatological, biological, and environmental changes 
[1]. Numerous research articles were published reporting the efficient techniques in employing the 
products of biomass pyrolysis (bio-oils, bio-chars and gases) as an alternative to fossil fuels, and 
petroleum products after chemical treatment and modification [2–6]. Bio-char (pyrolysis residue) a 
carbon rich substrate has far reaching applications in the fields of pollutant adsorption, carbon 
sequestration, syngas production, soil amendment, and heterogeneous catalysis [7]. 
 Biodiesel is a widely accepted, sustainable, and renewable source of energy and the 
economic way to produce it is by catalytic (homogeneous, and heterogeneous) transesterification 
of tri-glycerides [8]. The most common feed stock for biodiesel production are vegetable oils, 
resulting in increased production costs and capital investment [9]. The use of waste cooking oils 
(WCO), a non-edible, cheap and readily available source of tri-glycerides could be a feasible 
alternative and can help subsiding pollution as well [10]. The major drawback of using WCO was 
its higher free fatty acid (FFA < 3%), water content, and the presence of other solid impurities 
resulting in saponification, and hydrolysis during transesterification reducing biodiesel conversion. 
Several techniques were proposed to overcome this problem and to improve the biodiesel yields, 
such as: Esterification with acids and ion exchange resins [11], use of heterogeneous bi-functional 
catalysts and layered double hydroxides [12,13], and metal doped zeolites [14]. 
 Foo et al. [15] prepared microwave induced KOH activation of granular activated carbon 
produced from oil palm biodiesel solid residue for adsorption of methylene blue dye. Farid et al.  [6] 
utilized KOH impregnated char produced from oil palm empty fruit brunch as adsorbent for 
purification of waste cooking oil biodiesel. The use of KOH modified carbon catalyst derived from 
waste date pits for transesterification by Abu-Jrai et al. [16]. The optimized yield obtained was 
91.6% at 65 oC, with 6 mass% KOH loading on carbon and with 9:1 methanol to oil ratio within 1 h. 
Malins et al. [17] synthesized 4-sulfophenyl activated carbon based solid acid catalyst for biodiesel 
production from rapeseed oil. Thushari et al. [18] prepared sulfonated coconut meal residue 
carbon catalyst for biodiesel production from waste palm oil. The highest biodiesel yield of 92.7% 
was obtained at 5 mass% catalyst concentration with 12:1 methanol to oil molar ratio for 8 h. 
Transesterification of jatropha and karanja oils were performed using waste egg shell derived Zn, 
Fe, Mn, and Al mixed metal oxides [19]. Waste egg shell derived CaO supported W-Mo mixed 
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oxide catalyst was used for biodiesel production from waste cooking oil [20]. The highest biodiesel 
conversion of 96.2% was obtained with 15:1 methanol to oil molar ratio, 2 mass% catalyst loading 
and 2 h reaction time. Transesterification of palm oil was performed through biomimetic 
silicification of eggshell and Na2SiO3 as raw materials [21]. The optimum conditions to achieve 
biodiesel yield of 87.7% was: methanol-to-oil molar ratio, 15:1, catalyst loading 9 mass%; and 
reaction time, 8 h. Teo et al. [22] developed Ca(OCH3)2 carbon catalyst from cockle shells and 
bulk char coal. The optimal conditions to achieve maximum biodiesel yield of 98.6% were 
methanol/oil molar ratio of 12:1 and 3 mass% of catalyst at 60 °C for 1 h reaction time.  
 In the current study, calcined eggshell supported pyrolysis residue catalyst with different 
CaO loading were synthesized and their activity was estimated in transesterification of waste 
cooking oils. The synthesized catalyst was characterized (i.e., morphology, physico-chemical and 
phase identification) via FESEM, FTIR, and XRD analysis. Effects of the catalyst loading, molar 
ratio of methanol to oil, and reaction time on the catalyst activity were investigated to optimize 
transesterification conditions. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1.  Materials  
Chicken eggshell and waste cooking oil (WCO) was collected from restaurants near YunTech, 
Douliu, Taiwan. Whatman (1001–150 Grade I) was used to filter solid particulate from the collected 
WCO. The Sesame de-oiled cake pyrolysis residue (SCPR) was obtained using our previously 
reported method [23]. Anhydrous methanol for synthesis (Merck, < 99.8%) and CDCl3 for nuclear 
magnetic resonance analysis (NMR) (Merck, < 99.97%) were acquired and used as received. 
2.2. Catalyst preparation 
Conventional wet impregnation method was used for the synthesis of eggshell supported pyrolysis 
residue catalyst. The collected eggshells were washed with distilled water, oven dried overnight at 
105 oC for constant mass. The dried eggshell was crushed, sieved into a uniform size (< 2 mm) 
and then calcined at 900 oC for 2 h. The obtained pyrolysis residue was milled and sieved to a 
particle size of 250 µm and was used as carbon support for catalyst preparation without any further 
modification. In typical preparation, 0.5 g of calcined eggshell (CES) was suspended in 50 ml 
distilled water, stirred vigorously (600 rpm) for 20 min, followed by the addition of 4.5 g of pyrolysis 
residue. Subsequently, the mixture was ultrasonically dispersed for 10 min to ensure total 
homogeneity, refluxed overnight at 65 oC. The resultant grey suspended slurry was filtered, dried 
and then calcined at 700 oC in a furnace for 2 h. The obtained solid powder was denoted as AEC –
10 and stored in desiccators for further use.  
2.3. Catalytic activity 
Biodiesel from waste cooking oil was produced in a 500 mL three-neck borosil flask with 
reflux condenser. An oil bath was used to maintain isothermal conditions. Fixed quantities of 
catalyst and methanol was suspended for 5 minutes at 65 oC and then the desired quantity of 
WCO was added and stirred at 500 rpm for a period of time. The operating conditions were 
methanol: Oil molar ratio (6:1, 9:1, 12:1, 15:1, and 18:1), catalyst concentration (3, 5, 7, 10, 12 and 
15 mass%) for 7 h. At the end of the reaction, the mixture was cooled to room temperature, 
centrifuged at 6000 rpm for 10 min to separate catalyst and the unreacted methanol was removed 
using rotary evaporator. The conversion of biodiesel was estimated using the procedure described 
elsewhere [24]. 
2.4. Characterization 
Existence of various characteristic functional groups were evaluated in the range of 400 – 4000 
cm–1 using Perkin Elmer (Spectrum 100) Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The 
surface morphology was examined using Sigma/Zeiss FESEM. The overall crystalline phases of 
samples were determined by Bruker D Advance X-ray diffraction (XRD) system using a Ni-ﬁltered 
Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5406 Å) between 10 and 65° of 2θ. 1H-NMR analyses were acquired at 25 oC 
on a Varian DRX-600 using DMSO D6 as the solvent and trimethyl siloxysilane (TMS) as the 
internal standard. 
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Table 1. Elemental Composition and Surface Properties of SCPR, CES, AEC 10, 
AEC 20, and AEC 30 
Characteristic SCPR CES AEC 10 AEC 20 AEC 30 
C 70.6 -- 29.43 22.73 19.47 
O 19.13 23.85 45.23 43.35 36.17 
P 3.22 4.35 6.33 7.33 7.58 
Ca 0.71 71.8 11.25 19.02 28.59 
Na 1.23 -- 1.61 0.99 1.44 
Mg 1.63 -- 4.01 3.46 3.34 
K 3.48 -- 2.14 3.12 3.41 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Characterization of catalyst 
Three different heterogeneous base catalysts were prepared (AEC 10, AEC 20, and AEC 30) and 
the influence of CES chemical impregnation on texture, morphology, and composition was 
analysed to assess the effective incorporation of CaO. The major chemical composition of SCPR 
was carbon 70.6% with phosphorous 3.22% and potassium 3.48% as its minor components. 
Calcined eggshell contained 71.8% calcium (Ca) and 4.35% of phosphorous (P) which is 
analogous with eggshell calcined at 900 oC reported to exhibit 63.8% of calcium [25]. Table 1 
represents the elemental composition of SCPR, CES, AEC 10, AEC 20, and AEC 30. From the 
table, it can be observed that, with increase in CSE loading a clear increase in calcium content of 
AEC10 (11.25%) < AEC 20 (19.02%) < AEC 30 (28.59%) was observed in the synthesized 
catalyst.  
FTIR spectra of SCPR represent peaks of Ca–O bending (500–580 cm–1), C–H bending (680 cm–
1), and  O–C–O asymmetric stretching (1075 cm–1) of unidentate carbonate, respectively [26,27]. 
Stretching –OH (1150–1270 cm–1) vibration of phenolic aromatic ring, and H–O–H bending (1645 
cm–1) of water was also observed [6]. In CES, the peaks at 960 and 1043 cm–1 correspond to 
symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibrations of P–O [28]. Broad bands at 875, 1423, and 1786 
cm–1 indicated asymmetric C=O stretching vibrations of carbonate species. A sharp peak at 3642 
cm–1 signifies asymmetric hydroxyl–OH stretching vibrations [6]. Presence of a band below 500 
cm–1 attributes to pure CaO vibrations. The surface functional groups of SCPR, CES, AEC 10, 
AEC 20, and AEC 30 was presented in Figure 2(A). The synthesized catalyst had both the 
absorption bands of parent species with a shift of higher energy absorption. 
  
 
Figure 1. Spectra of (A) FTIR, (B) XRD, and the effect of reaction time on conversion of calcined 
egg shell, AEC 10, AEC 20, and AEC 30. 
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bands at 560, 1040, and 1490 cm–1. The disappearance of bands between 3100–3550, 1645 and 
1150–1270cm–1 indicating the removal of organic material and associated water molecules, 
respectively in the prepared catalyst. This could be due to the reduced mass of carbonate species 
upon calcination at higher temperatures [19]. 
The XRD diffractogram of eggshell, CES, SCPR, AEC 10, AEC 20, and AEC 30 was shown in 
Figure 2(C). Raw eggshell exhibited the peaks associated with calcite (JCPDS 47–1743) with 
major peak at 2θ: 29.4o (104) of h, k, l along with 23.17o (012), 36.00o (110), 39.4o (113), 43.1o 
(202), 47.5o (016), 48.5o (018), and 56.61o (122). XRD profiles of CES illustrate well-defined peaks 
of CaO (JCPDS 82–1690) at 2θ angle of 18.1o (001), 32.2o (111), 37.4o (200), 54.0o (220), 64.3o 
(311), and 67.5o (222). The disappearance of calcite phase (2θ = 29.4o) was observed in XRD 
pattern of the calcined eggshell, implying that the CaCO3 phase was completely transformed to 
CaO phase but with a mixture of Ca(OH)2 (JCPDS 087–0674) phase at 2θ: 28.8o (100), 47.3o 
(102), and 50.8o (110) [29]. SCPR exhibited a sharp peak at 14.8o (101) representing the presence 
of cellulose. The intensities at 2θ: 26.6o (002), 28.8o (100), and 29.4o (104) were associated with 
graphite fraction, calcium oxide, and calcium hydroxide. Peaks between 35o–40o were due to the 
existence of amorphous aromatic carbon [30].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Surface morphology of (A) SCPR, (B) CES, (C) AEC 10, (D) AEC 20, and (E) AEC 30 
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The surface morphology of SCPR, CES, AEC 10, AEC 20, and AEC 30 was shown in Figure 3(A – 
E). The SCPR (A) represents dense, irregular and heterogeneous surface containing some grains 
in varied pore sizes and shapes. CES calcined at 900 oC was found to be irregular in shape and 
were bonded together as aggregates which can be considered to be less or even nonporous [31]. 
The synthesized catalysts depicted agglomerated particles peculiar to irregular spherical CaO 
structure. From the figure, it was clear that increase in CES loading resulted in the aggregation of 
calcium particles on the external surface of the prepared catalyst [22].  
 
Figure 3. Plots showing the effect of (A) methanol: oil molar ratio, and (B) catalyst concentration 
on AEC 10, AEC 20 and AEC 30. 
 
3.2. Catalytic activity, and biodiesel quality assessment 
The catalytic activity of CES, AEC 10, AEC 20, and AEC 30 was evaluated in biodiesel production 
from WCO at 65 oC with methanol to oil molar ratio of 9:1 at 6 mass% catalyst concentration for 7 
h to estimate the optimum reaction time and the conversion was monitored for every 1 h. When 
catalysts AEC 10, AEC 20, and AEC 30 were used for biodiesel production, conversion increased 
gradually up to 3 h, reached a maximum value and remained unchanged thereafter and the order 
of conversion was 50.4%, 45.6%, and 38.6%, respectively as shown in Figure 4 (A).  
 Transesterification was performed at 6 mass% catalyst concentration with a varying methanol to 
oil molar ratio from 6:1 to 18:1 for 3 h and the result is shown in Figure 4 (B). The order of 
conversion at optimum methanol to oil molar ratio of 12:1 was AEC 10 (89.4%), AEC 20 (83.3%), 
and AEC 30 (67.1%), respectively.  
 At the optimum conditions of 12:1 methanol to oil molar ratio, and 3 h of reaction time with 
reaction temperature of 65 oC, transesterification was performed to estimate the minimum catalyst 
concentration to achieve maximum conversion. With increase in catalyst concentration (3, 6, 10, 
12, and 15), conversion increased and reached a maximum value (96.3%) at 10 mass% of oil 
when AEC 10 catalyst was used for transesterification as shown in Figure 4(C). The order of 
conversion was AEC 10 (96.3%), AEC 30 (82.3%), and AEC 20 (75.1%), respectively  
 From the above, it is clear that performance of catalyst AEC 10 was better when compared to 
CES, AEC 20, and AEC 30 in the transesterification of WCO. A maximum biodiesel conversion of 
96.9% and the optimum conditions of transesterification were: 12:1 methanol to oil molar ratio, 10 
mass% catalyst concentration, reaction time of 3 h at temperature of 65 oC.  
4 CONCLUSION 
The present study successfully demonstrated the synthesis of pyrolysis residue supported calcined 
eggshell catalyst in biodiesel production from waste cooking oil. Three different catalysts (AEC 10, 
AEC 20, and AEC 30) were synthesized varying CES loading up to 30 mass%. The surface area 
and total pore volume of AEC 10 was found to be higher when compared to other catalysts. The 
catalysts AEC 10, AEC 20, and AEC 30 had mean diameters of 1.2, 1.8, and 5.4 µm, respectively. 
Activity of AEC 10 catalyst was better when compared to AEC 20 and AEC 30 in transesterification 
of WCO to produce a maximum biodiesel conversion of 96.9% and the optimum conditions of 
transesterification were 12:1 methanol to oil molar ratio, 10 mass% catalyst concentration, reaction 
time of 3 h at temperature of 65 oC.  
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ABSTRACT 
The huge amount of both solid and liquid wastes generated from leather processing industries. Currently, the 
leather fleshing waste is widely treated through conventional disposal methods (i.e., landfill and 
incineration). However, the conventional disposal methods may be inappropriate consideration as they fail to 
find a solution for solid waste disposal problems in an environmental friendly manner. Leather fleshing 
waste mainly consist of moisture and solid fraction. Since the solid fraction of leather fleshing waste being 
composed mostly of lipids and proteins, the leather fleshing waste may be an attractive substrate for methane 
production during anaerobic digestion. Even though the leather fleshing waste has potential as a suitable 
substrate for methane production, several problems, high pH and C/N ratio values for stable anaerobic 
digestion and the existence of inhibitory substances for microbial activities, have to be settled. In this study, 
the effects of anaerobic co-digestion for leather fleshing solid waste and food waste leachate were 
investigated. The cumulative biogas production of co-digesting was higher than that of single digesting and 
the highest biogas production was observed at C/N ratio of 20. This result indicated that co-digesting leather 
fleshing waste and food waste leachate can promote biogas production, and the adjusting C/N ratio helps 
converting biomass to biogas as a result of substrate biodegradation.  
Keywords: Anaerobic digestion, Co-digestion, Food waste leachate, Leather fleshing waste 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The huge amount of both solid and liquid wastes generated from leather processing industries. Currently, the 
leather fleshing waste (LFW) is widely treated through conventional disposal methods such as landfill and 
incineration. However, the conventional disposal methods may be inappropriate consideration as they fail to 
find a solution for solid waste disposal problems in an environmental friendly manner (Zupančič and Jemec, 
2010). Thus, a suitable LFW disposal method needs be considered in terms of its biomass reduction and 
energy recovery from unused biomass. 
Anaerobic digestion can be an alternative disposal for LFW based on biological process in which 
microorganisms degrade organic matter and convert it into useful gas (i.e., methane) as the end product. 
LFW mainly consist of moisture and solid fraction, and the solid fraction being composed mostly of lipids 
and proteins. The characteristics of composition make LFW as an attractive substrate for methane production 
during anaerobic digestion. Since anaerobic digestion is related to microbial activities, the process is 
sensitive to physiology, nutrient needs, growth kinetics, and environmental conditions (Pohland and Ghosh, 
1971). The LFW has potential as a suitable substrate for methane production, however, several problems 
(i.e., high pH, inappropriate C/N ratio values for stable anaerobic digestion, and the existence of inhibitory 
substances for bacterial activities) have to be settled. Although, an optimum C/N ratio of substrate for the 
stable anaerobic digestion process is still debatable in the literatures, 20-30 is widely accepted (Yen and 
Brune, 2007). A high C/N ratio could lead to rapid consumption of nitrogen and low biogas production 
(Kayhanian, 1999), whereas accumulation of potential inhibitors such as total ammonia-N (TAN) and 
volatile fatty acid (VFA) could be caused by low C/N ratio (Li et al., 2011). The C/N ratio in typical LFW is 
known as around 35, which is high for the digestion. The drawbacks of LFW as an anaerobic digestion 
feedstock may cause unstable process, resulting in inhibition to anaerobic microbial activities and causing 
possible process upset or failure. Single digestion of LFW without co-substrate may not feasible, thus, a 
proper co-substrate should be selected and be complemented.  
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Optimising the substrate C/N ratio and implementing reactor pH control is a feasible approach to alleviate 
harmful effects of inappropriate condition for anaerobic digestion. Co-digestion of different substrates can 
promote the anaerobic digestion performance due to enhanced carbon to nitrogen balance (Mshandete et al., 
2004; Parawira et al., 2004). According to previous study (Mata-Alvarez et al., 2000), co-digestion of more 
than two substrates in the same digester will generate synergetic effects and the addition of nutrients can 
support microbial activities. Shanmugam and Horan (2009) and Thangamani et al (2010) reported that LFW 
digestion efficiencies including biogas yield were increased through co-digestion with municipal solid waste 
and primary sludge, respectively. Food waste leachate (FWL) has widely applied as a desirable substrate to 
co-digest with various organic matters because of its high biodegradability. In this study, we assumed that 
high C/N ratio of LFW may hinder single digestion performance and FWL which has relatively low value of 
C/N ratio is an appropriate co-substrate for LFW treatment through anaerobic digestion. 
The main objective of this research was to investigate the biogas production potential of co-digesting LFW 
and FWL as compared to single digesting LFW and FWL, respectively. Biochemical methane potential 
(BMP) tests were conducted as a tool for evaluating improved effect of anaerobic co-digestion. The 
performance of anaerobic co-digestion was determined in terms of biogas yield from test conditions. 
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
2.1 Leather fleshing waste and food waste leachate 
In this study, LFW was collected (following liming process, before tanning leather manufacturing process) 
from T tanner’s association at G province, Korea. The LFW used as substrate was ground to less than 5 mm 
diameter and homogenized using a commercial blender. FWL was collected form a food waste recycling 
center in G province, Korea. A total of three visits, each on a different day of the week, were made to the 
recycling center to make the feedstock more representative of the actual FWL generated. Drying and 
grinding were used as pretreatment method for FWL. Pretreated FWL was mixed to apply homogeneity and 
was used as immediate as to avoid spoil. The limed LFW and FWL were characterized by analysis with the 
Standard methods (ASTM, 2006a, 2006b, and 2007). 
The characterization of substrates (i.e., LFW and FWL) are summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1. Characterization of LFW and FWL used in this study 
Characterization LFW FWL Unit 
Proximate analysis Moisture content 64.73 88.57 % (wet, w/w) 
Total solid 35.27 11.43 
Volatile solid 21.45 8.76 % (dry, w/w) 
Ultimate analysis  C 49.9 49.8 % (dry, w/w) 
H 7.9 6.8 
N 1.5 3.7 
S 0.0 0.2 
O (diff.) 16.1 37.1 
C/N 34.1 13.5 - 
2.2 Biochemical methane potential test 
The BMP test was conducted as a tool for evaluating the anaerobic digestion process. The BMP test can be 
used as an index of the anaerobic biodegradation potential as it is the experimental value of the maximum 
quantity of methane produced per gram of VS (Esposito G. et al., 2012). BMP tests conducted in this study 
modified the method as described by Owen et al. using 250 mL bottles at 35°C and 150 rpm for 36 days. Gas 
production and gas composition were analyzed to assess the efficiency of the anaerobic digestion on the 
BMP test by Gas Chromatography (GC, Younglin ACME 6100, Korea). 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 1 shows the cumulative biogas curves of specimens with different C/N ratios. 
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Figure 1. Cumulative biogas production from BMP test 
According to Figure 1, cumulative biogas productions of co-digesting condition were higher than that of 
single digesting. This difference between co-digesting and single digesting was probably due to synergy 
effects of co-substrate in anaerobic digestion system. Among the co-digesting conditions with different C/N 
ratios, cumulative biogas become higher according to decrease of C/N ratio. The lower C/N ratio indicated 
that contains more FWL than LFW. In comparison with single digesting conditions, the biogas production 
kinetic of early digestion stage (until 20 days) for FWL was faster than LFW. This observation is in 
accordance with aforementioned easily biodegradable characteristic of FWL. Thus, higher concentration of 
FWL in co-substrate promoted biogas production yield.  
4 CONCLUSIONS 
This study aimed to investigate the effects of co-digesting LFW and FWL onto biogas production potential. 
Since biogas from substrates are under production, it is early to conclude that co-digesting LFW and FWL 
has benefit comparing with single digesting in terms of biogas production. However, it is certain that 
adjusting C/N ratio can promote biodegradation of substrate. From this study, the co-digesting LFW and 
FWL may considered to increase the biogas production. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper is about the state of the art analysis performed within the H2020 funded DREAM project for the 
defining the application parameters of the CHP unit to the ceramic kiln. The purpose of this CHP unit is 
double. On one side, a CHP unit may provide enough electrical power to the kiln to grant its functions even 
in case of a prolongated blackout on the grid. This feature is particularly relevant for those countries where 
the power network lacks the necessary stability and frequent black out happen. The second goal that can be 
reached by applying a CHP unit to a ceramic kiln is to increase the overall system efficiency thanks to 
cogeneration. In fact, the process of ceramic preparation is eager of heat and in this particular case we plan 
to use it in the drying process that precedes the effective cooking of the tile. Due to better efficiency, 
cogeneration will not only reduce costs of energy production, but also decrease process emissions. 
Cogeneration can be done with different technologies, which are reported in the paper. In this study, we 
explain why we found that gas turbine is the more suitable technology for the ceramic industrial process. 
 
Keywords: Ceramic Process, Cogeneration, Renewal Energy, Biofuels 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The DREAM project runs from October 2016 to September 2019, and is funded by the European Union’s 
Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under grant agreement N° 723641. It is coordinated by 
Sacmi Forni world-leading producer of thermal machines for ceramics industry. DREAM aims to design, 
develop and demonstrate a radically improved architecture for ceramic industrial furnaces, characterised by 
optimised energy consumption, reduced emissions, and lower operating costs compared to currently 
available technological solutions. This will be obtained by substantially enhancing specific furnace parts 
(control system, refractories, emissions abatement system) and by adding new modules and sub-systems 
(CHP unit, heat pipes) to the current furnace architecture. With specific regards to CHP integration in firing 
stage, DREAM will design a solution for integrating a biofuel fed Combined Heat and Power (CHP) unit 
within the ceramic product firing process. Such unit will increase the overall firing efficiency by feeding the 
electric kiln appliances, while at the same time generating thermal high-temperature power that will be 
recovered to reduce the use of gas-powered burners. CHP integration within the firing process will enable 
end-users to reduce the electric and natural gas power need by 20% and 2% respectively compared to the 
current industry practice, with an initial investment payback time lower than 2,5 years. 
2 CHP UNIT TECHNOLOGIES 
Combined heat and power (CHP) ) stands for the cluster of technologies which generates electric power and 
useful thermal energy from a single fuel source. Power production is placed near the area there the heat is 
needed, so that the heat released from power production can be used directly. Industrial processes, 
particularly in factories with continuous processing and high heat requirements, are perfect target for CHP 
applications. The direct benefits of combined heat and power for facility operators are:  
 Reduced energy related costs;  
 Potential power autonomy from the public grid;  
 Reduction of emissions. 
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A summary of CHP technologies is listed in Table 1 together with main advantages and disadvantages. 
Table 1: Summary of CHP technology advantages and disadvantages 
CHP system Advantages Disadvantages Available sizes 
Reciprocating 
engine 
 High power efficiency  
 Fast start-up 
 Relatively low investment cost 
 Can be overhauled on site with internal 
operators 
 Operates at low pressure gas 
 High maintenance costs 
 Limited lower temperature 
cogeneration applications 
 Must be cooled even if recovered 
heat is not used 
 High level of low frequency noise 
1kW to 10 MW 
Steam turbine  High overall efficiency – steam to power. 
 Can be mated to boilers firing a variety of 
gaseous, liquid or solid fuels. 
 Ability to meet more than one site heat 
grade requirement. 
 Long working life and high reliability. 
 Power to heat ratio can be varied.  
 Slow start up. 
 Very low power to heat ratio. 
 Requires a boiler or other steam 
source.  
 
50 kW to several 
hundred MWs  
 
Gas turbine  High reliability. 
 Low emissions. 
 High grade heat available. 
 No cooling required.  
 
 Require high pressure gas or in-
house gas compressor. 
 Poor efficiency at low loading. 
 Output falls as ambient temperature 
rises.  
 
500 kW to 300 
MW  
 
Fuel cell  Small number of moving parts. 
 Compact size and light weight. Low 
emissions. 
 No cooling required. 
 High costs.  
 Relatively low mechanical 
efficiency. 
 Limited to lower temperature 
cogeneration applications.  
 
30 kW to 250 kW 
with multiple unit 
packages up to 
1,000 kW  
 
A general comparison of all the technologies was published in 2015 by the US EPA [1]. 
3 CERAMIC KILN 
The roller kilns are used to fire ceramic products (tiles, sanitary ware, crockery etc). This kiln in particular is 
used to fire tiles. It is called “single-layer roller kiln” because the product is placed directly in one channel 
on a roller conveyor. The product is fed through the channel inside the kiln along the rollers and is fired 
along the way. The heat required to fire is generated by the combustion process of the gas in the burners 
distributed along the tunnel. This is a list of the inputs to the kiln: 
 Raw products to be fired (tiles); 
 Fuel (gas) + combustion agent (air); 
 Cold air to cool the fired product. 
The following are delivered from the kiln: 
 Fired product; 
 Combustion fumes; 
 Cooling air (heated as it goes through the kiln). 
Figure 1 - Inputs and outputs scheme of the kiln 
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The entire Kiln is subdivided in to six different zones: (i) Forekiln; (ii) Pre-Kiln; (iii) Firing; (iv) Rapid 
Cooling; (v) Indirect Cooling (Slow); (vi) Final Cooling. 
Figure 2 – Ceramic kiln zones 
 
The process is totally automated and is governed and controlled from a control panel and an electrical 
system. The system includes instruments, indicators, controls and actuators, on both the kiln and on the 
control panel. The fundamental variables to be simultaneously monitored are the following: 
 the speed at which the product goes through the kiln and therefore how long it stays in the kiln 
(cycle); 
 the heat in the kiln, considering two important aspects (firing curve): 
o quantity of heat in relation to the volume and therefore the temperature inside the kiln; 
o heat distribution with respect to the product (over and under each roller conveyor). 
By modulating and combining these variables appropriately along the different kiln sections, the right firing 
curve is obtained for each product. 
4 BIOFUEL: STATE OF THE ART IN EUROPE 
4.1 Biogas 
Biogas is characterized based on its chemical composition and the physical characteristics which result from 
it [3]. It is primarily a mixture of methane (CH4) and inert carbonic gas (CO2). However, the name “biogas” 
gathers a large variety of gases depending from specific treatment processes, starting from various organic 
waste - industries, animal or domestic origin waste etc. 
Biogas is mainly produced through Anaerobic Digestion, by processing organic waste in dedicated digesters. 
Biogas, however, can be also obtained by trapping landfill gas, which has a high methane content, by means 
of a piping system. Although this technique is carried out in order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions due to 
waste disposal, the trend is to reduce landfill disposal of Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) and therefore, the 
landfill biogas production. The leading country regarding landfill biogas production is the United Kingdom, 
according to a EurObservER study [2]. Italy, France and Spain rank in the top positions although they 
provide a much lower landfill biogas production. 
Biogas production, together with biomethane upgrading, shows a clear upward trend in the last years in 
Europe. It is particularly Germany the country that leads biogas production. Biogas may be burned for 
thermal applications, but it can also be used for electricity and Combined Heat and Power (CHP) 
applications. Furthermore, it can be processed in order to obtain upgraded biogas, that may be used to power 
vehicles or introduced into the natural gas grid. 
4.2 Biomethane 
Biogas may be directly used as a thermal resource for heating and thermal processes or may be used for 
electric power and CHP generation. However, its high content in methane (CH4) makes biogas a candidate 
to be fitted in Natural Gas networks. In order to do so, further processing is required providing the network 
requirements are complied.  
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Biogas upgrading is not an innovative technique since it has been applied since the 1980s. Nevertheless, the 
biogas upgrading technology only took off in the last decade, with lots of biogas upgrading plants being built 
in Germany since 2006. The biogas upgrading market currently lacks a clear standardization, which is 
already being developed by the CEN Technical Committee 408. 
Germany started biomethane injection in 2006 [5] and through its experience we can now say that this is a 
sustainable way of handling biogas even if it doesn’t lack problems. In fact even if the biomethane is 
supposed to have by requirement a composition very similar to natural gas, it not quite identical and this may 
lead to a 2-5% calorific power difference between the two. This difference may influence the final user of 
gas from the grid, especially if he is located near to a biomethane injection point to the grid. In fact 
biomethane production could be rather discontinuous and this would produce an alternate flux rich in natural 
gas/biomethane. This will significantly affect the final heat produced by the burner of the final user and if it 
might not be such a problem for newer systems which are automatically regulated by thermostats, it does 
create problems with older machines. 
4.3 Biofuel assessment 
The new CHP system has to be paired to pair with the ceramic kiln in order to make it both independent 
from the local power grid and more efficient/sustainable. For this reason, it was decided that the new CHP 
would have to be compatible with a biofuel feed. 
It should be made clear that this idea comes from the intent to push the research ahead of the current real 
capability of the ceramic industry. In fact, right now the ceramic industry in Europe produces heat only 
through the use of natural gas. The use of a different fuel is not currently a feasible option from the 
economic sustainability point of view. In fact, any kind of biogas would be needed to be transported by truck 
to the ceramic plant taking its cost to very high level and also requiring additional fossil fuel for 
transportation, de facto spoiling the whole point of using a biofuel. 
Yet, designing and testing a system that would allow for a use of biofuel, when available, is still an 
interesting achievement that could have some application soon in countries outside Europe, where there 
might be availability of biogas near the ceramic plant premises. 
Starting from this point, it was attempted to find a CHP system that would support both natural gas and 
biogas. We found that gas turbines allow a dual input feeding of natural gas and biomethane, which is to all 
effect a kind of biogas. 
This approach is also very flexible because, according to all manufacturers, gas turbine does not require any 
major modification when switching from one kind of fuel to the other. On the contrary it is only a matter of a 
1-minute setup of the CHP software configuration. 
In order to be able to perform the test with biomethane a gas truck with biomethane will be send to the 
ceramic plant and plugged to the new CHP. The truck will hold enough biomethane to feed the turbine for at 
least 2 to 3 days, which will be enough to test the system. 
On the contrary, a gas turbine CHP designed to work with natural gas will not work with biogas (not 
upgraded) unless severe modifications are applied. In principle, it would be possible to purchase a CHP unit 
that would work only with biogas, but then it would not be suitable for natural gas and it would have no use 
for the European ceramic factories until a new distribution network is created for this gas. Furthermore, 
considering the huge infrastructure investment that such a project would require, it is very likely that this 
kind of distribution will never be realized. In fact, it is a generally agreed that the non-upgraded biogas will 
be either upgraded to biomethane, or burned on the same site of production to obtain electric power to inject 
in the power grid. Any cost of transportation would make the biogas production not sustainable or even a 
loss (both from an environmental and economical point of view). 
5 CHP UNIT ASSESSMENT 
An evaluation of which CHP technology would be more suitable for the ceramic kiln application was carried 
on considering the specifications of the three type of CHP described before. We have already discussed the 
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fact that steam turbines represent a technology suitable for larger plants and it is currently leaving the floor 
to newer gas turbines or reciprocating engines. We need to define which of these two is better considering: 
electrical capacity, emissions, energy efficiency and overall costs. It should be kept in mind that whatever 
technology is chosen, it will need to support natural gas feeding, because this is the primary fuel that 
nowadays is available in the ceramic industry. The DREAM project has the goal of defining a solution that 
will natively support also a biofuel feeding. In this case, the process will be ready to switch to a biofuel use 
as soon as it will be available. 
5.1 Reciprocating Engines CHP 
We interviewed several reciprocating engine based CHP producers and they all reported similar operational 
parameters. This is also related to the fact that, besides the whole CHP assembly, engines producers are only 
a few in the world. Most of the commercial CHP are operated by MANN, Perkins, Caterpillar or Iveco 
engines. For each company, we chose the model with the capacity closer to 200kW of electrical power 
produced, which is the size required by the ceramic kiln. As far as maintenance is concern, all the engines 
would require a fast service about every 1500 working hours and a full service around 6-800 working hours, 
where a fast service would include oil and filter change, and a full service will additionally require a 
complete engine overhaul. 
Furthermore, a reciprocating engine CHP global efficiency is generally in the 80-85% range, where only 35-
38% comes from the electrical power production, and the remaining is due to the heat production. 
Reciprocating engines produce heat in two ways: one at low temperatures (60°-90°) comes from the cooling 
system of the engine, and the second at high temperatures (  ̴500°) comes from the exhaust gases.  
For the application to the ceramic industry the heat at lower temperature is useless, because it has no 
application in any step of the production process. Other applications of this heat are equally useless because 
typically the ceramic industry has plenty of low temperature heat to discard or to use for space climatization. 
The high temperature heat could be used either in the preheating section of the kiln or, adequately mixed 
with warm air in the dryer, but this represent only about 50% of the heat produced by the engine. 
5.2 Gas microturbine CHP 
Reciprocating engines are much more diffuse for cogeneration than gas turbines. This is mainly due to the 
fact that up to a few years ago gas turbines were only suitable for high quantity of electric power production, 
with a minimum set to a few megaWatt of power. In the last few years microturbines with an electrical peak 
production of a few hundred kW or less have become available. Lately their price has also become more and 
more competitive up to the point that is quite comparable to the cost of a reciprocating engine based CHP. 
While collecting the specifications of all the microturbine CHP we also realized that some key aspects make 
them a better choice for the ceramic industry application. First of all, turbines have a lower maintenance 
costs and consequently downtime. This is very important not only because of the reduced costs, but mainly 
because typically a ceramic kiln is operative 24/7 and any downtime represents a damage for the factory. A 
second fundamental point is represented by the efficiency of the turbine compared to that of the engine. As it 
was said before about ¼ of the total efficiency of the engine is produced as low temperature heat. 
Unfortunately, a ceramic plant would have no use for this kind of energy and therefore it would be wasted. 
On the contrary, a gas turbine produces most of the thermal energy from the exhaust which are expulsed at 
about 280%. This temperature is perfecto to have them injected in the dryer. Last but not least an important 
note should be done about emissions. In fact all turbine producer reported similar values of emissions: CO is 
less than 32mg/Nmc, NOX is lower than 14 and VOCs are almost negligible. This puts the turbine at about 1 
fold lower emissions than reciprocating engines. 
There are other characteristics that in principle make a turbine a better choice, but they are minor aspects and 
they don’t affect much the industrial application of a CHP. For instance, turbines are much less noisy than 
reciprocating engines peaking 80dB at 1 mt, whether engines have about the same level of noise at 10 mt, 
but this inconvenient can be overcome by adding insulation to the container of the engine for indoor 
installation. Another aspect is related to vibrations, which are much higher in an engine due to the presence 
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of alternate movements, but also this aspect does not affect too much a possible application in the ceramic 
industry. 
We have pointed out several aspects that give an advantage to gas turbines against reciprocating engines in 
small CHP units. In fact, the main reason that made reciprocating engines so much more diffuse than 
microturbines is the cost. This reason is now not applicable anymore because the cost of turbines has 
decreased to a level similar to the cost of engines. 
Table 2 - Technology comparison chart 
 Reciprocating engine Gas turbine 
Heat efficiency ~ 25% (low T) + 25% (High T) ~ 50% (High T) 
Fuel compatibility Natural gas + biomethane Natural gas + biomethane 
Start-up time ~ 5min. ~30 
Level of emissions Higher Lower 
Maintenance More expensive Less expensive 
Sensitivity to temperature and humidity Low High 
Vibration and acoustics High Low 
Space requirements 6x2.5x.2.5mt 0,9x1,8x28mt 
Cost ~ 1500Eu/Kw ~ 1500Eu/Kw 
 
It is clear from this table that a gas turbine would be preferable for the ceramic kiln application, considering 
also that some aspects, such as the start-up time has no influence in the choice because the CHP unit would 
be always working in a ceramic plant. 
6 CONCLUSIONS 
This paper summarizes the rationale that is guiding the choice of the best technological solution for 
integrating biofuel-fed CHP into the ceramic firing process. It describes how the various options of 
cogeneration were deeply evaluated and why it was decided to select gas turbine cogeneration.  
Much attention was paid to the selection of the fuel. The ceramic industry is based on natural gas and it has 
not the capability of producing any kind of biogas. On the other side one of the objectives of the project is to 
introduce a technology that is capable to accept also some kind of biofuel. We found that in principle it 
should be possible to feed gas turbines both with natural gas or biomethane with minimal adjustments. Right 
now, biomethane is not directly available in any ceramic plant, but in the future, it will probably be 
distributed through the natural gas network. Therefore, we will test the capability of the turbine to work with 
biomethane by bringing it to the demonstrator with a truck. A full truck of biomethane will carry enough fuel 
to run the cogenerator for 2 or 3 days and that will be enough to verify that everything is working fine. 
During the test data will be collected to verify the energy consumption of the kiln with and without the 
cogeneration. 
Given the requirements of the ceramic kiln it was decided that the Ansaldo AE-T100 is the more suitable 
product for the DREAM demonstrator. This turbine has a capacity of 100kW of electrical power production 
and in the case of commercialization could be coupled to obtain a useful redundancy in the cogeneration. 
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ABSTRACT 
This investigation exposes the future of renewable energy by considering new renewable energy generation 
technologies which is usualy a modification of the existing renewable energy like the solar geothermal, wind 
biofuels and biodisels). The ocean or marine energy was clearly discussed as well as concentrated solar 
photovolataics and enhanced geothermal systems. Each of these new technology is currently at the 
developing stages and have a long way to go into becoming commercialized but the major obstacles 
impeding the advancement of each technology was also reviewed and discussed. Some possible solutions 
were equally proposed. The work concluded that a good balance between existing renewable energy sources 
and the emerging ones will create a good competition with the other energy generation mediums and this 
will help reduce the high dependency on fossil fuel which  have a negative impact on the environmental. 
Keywords: Renewable Energy, Fossil Fuel, Geo thermal systems, Marine Energy, 
1 INTRODUCTION 
One of the parameters that determine the quality of life and the economy is energy. This has led to it being 
considered as the major issue being discussed worldwide. According to statistics, nearly two billion people 
around the world do not have constant supply or even any access to power at all [1]. There has been a 
sudden surge up on the demand of energy due to the high dependence on technology, high standard of living 
especially in most developed countries. To mitigate the high demand of energy, the consumption of fossil 
fuel is increasing tremendously across the entire globe. This in effect leads to the depletion of the ozone 
layer, sudden changes in climatic conditions, environmental pollution leading to health problems with all 
living species in the world. The prices of petroleum commodities keep increasing since the oil crisis in 1973 
and the gulf war [2]. It is anticipated that the amount of energy absorbed as solar radiations must be same as 
the amount of energy leaving back into the atmosphere with longer wavelengths and infra-red in order to 
maintain a thermodynamic balance of the atmosphere at a constant temperature [3]. In instances where the 
ozone layer is destroyed, these greenhouse gases absorb and reemit infrared radiations while keeping the 
lower atmosphere and earth’s surface warm [4]. The share of CO2 emissions from fossil fuel keep 
increasing. The high rise of CO2 leads to an increase in the average CO2 level in the atmosphere. The CO2 in 
the atmosphere was 280ppm during the pre-industrial era and 390ppm presently showing a significant 
increase of 110ppm in recent times [5]. For good development process, the quality of energy being generated 
is very important. For a sustainable environment, it is imperative that clean consistent and very secure form 
of power is being considered [6,7,8]. Fossil fuel supplies nearly 85% of the world energy demand [9] but 
accounts for 56.6% of GHG emissions [10]. Renewable energy technology is today being encouraged as a 
way to counter the effect of the ozone layer depletion. There are three categories of energy sources. These 
are: nuclear resources, fossil fuel and renewable energy sources [11]. Renewable energy is the future of the 
world’s energy generation medium. It is possible to generate an enormous amount of energy through 
renewable means, that is, solar energy, wind energy, geothermal energy, marine energy, biomass energy and 
biofuels [12]. Renewable energy sources produce nearly zero emissions [13]. They are very affordable and 
environmentally sustainable way to harvest the renewable energy in a decentralized manner to meet rural 
and small – scale energy needs [14, 15]. In the 21st century, there are several renewable energy being 
developed around the world. According to statistics, about 23.7% of the total world energy demand is being 
supplied by renewable energy but in 1998, it was estimated that renewable energy accounted for only 2% of 
the world energy demand including seven exajoules of modern biomass and two exajoules of all other 
renewable sources [16]. Countries like Germany and other European countries are actively relying on 
renewable energy as their main source of power generation. Geothermal energy, wind, solar, biomass, 
biofuel and hydropower are all being considered today around the world as main source of energy generation 
contributing significantly to the world.  There has been some latest form of energy generation as the 
common ones as shown Fig. 1. 
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Fig 1. Common renewable energy generation medium 
These new form of energy generation are equally environmentally friendly. They are considered as emerging 
renewable technologies i.e marine energy, concentrated solar photovoltaic (CSP), enhanced geothermal 
energy (GE) Cellulosic ethanol and artificial photosynthesis (AP) as shown in Fig. 2. This paper reports the 
recent development of renewable energy as well as the emerging ones. The investigation further explores 
some opportunities, setbacks, possible solutions and policies to improve the current status of the renewable 
energy industry. 
 
 
Fig. 2: Emerging renewable energy generation medium 
 
 
 
2.0 Present Day – Renewable Energy  
The theoretical and sustainable potential of renewable energy is higher than any form of energy generation 
medium. The absolute size of the global technical renewable energy potential is unlikely to retard the 
progress of renewable energy development [17]. Renewable energy in 2008 accounted for 12.9% of the total 
492EJ of primary energy supplied then. Biomass has always been a major contributor to renewable energy 
accounting for 10.2% often used in most developing countries for cooking and heating purposes. On the 
other hand, hydropower accounted for 2.3% and the other types of renewable energy accounted for only 
0.4%. An investigation conducted by Renewable Energy Sources and Climate Change Mitigation captured 
that 19% of electricity supplied in 2008 was from renewable energy sources. 2% of the global road transport 
fuel supply was from biofuel whiles biomass, solar and geothermal together contributed to 27% of global 
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demand of heat [17]. It must be noted that the primary objective of all; these renewable sources are to meet 
the defined social, economic and environmental aspects of human lives as shown in Fig. 3. 
 
Fig. 3 Social, economic and environmental aspects of human lives 
Today due to technological advancement, other energy generating mediums are springing up like the shore 
wind, solar, concentrated solar, geothermal, marine energy and bio energy. In 2012, 19% of the estimated 
final energy consumption was provided by renewable energy but there was a sharp increase to 23.7% in 
2014 [16]. Fig. 4 shows the world energy sources. In 2015, there was a high increase in global capacity of 
renewable energy [16]. Hydropower generated 16.6% of the total 22,7% while wind, bio power and solar 
power shares was 3.7%, 2.0% and 1.2% respectively. Other renewable energy sources like concentrated 
solar photovoltaic, marine, geothermal and others contribute to only 0.4% from Fig. 4. 
 
Fig. 4: Renewable Energy Share of Global Energy [16] 
The global status report (GSR) reported that the highest growth in sustainable energy occurred in the power 
sector with the global capacity exceeding 1560GW (including small hydropower). The last decade also 
experienced an increase for investment on renewable energy resources. Fig. 5 shows the investment made in 
the last 12 years by developed and developing countries. Global investors around the world invested $40 
billion in renewable energy in 2004. In 2011, this amount increased further to $27 billion but saw a sharp 
decline after 2011. 
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Fig. 5: Investment made on renewable energy by developing and developed countries [18]. 
This was due to the drastic reduction in technology costs especially for solar PV, which saw a record of new 
installations despite a reduction in dollar investment [18]. The world has seen a paradigm shift in renewable 
energy between 2004 and 2017. The sudden rise of renewable energy in the last decade clearly shows the 
future prospects of this viable energy generation medium hence are currently competing with the traditional 
power generation medium. The contribution of renewable energy in the field of energy supply varies by 
country and region because of different geographic distribution of manufacturing, usage and export. From 
the report of the GSR – 2016, China, the United States, Brazil, Canada and Germany were the top countries 
for non – hydrogen capacity and were followed by Spain, Italy and India. Jamaica, Morroco, Uruguay, 
Honduras and Mauritania invested huge amount of money into renewable power and fuels relative to the 
annual GDP. The renewable energy investments (GTREI) report made in the Frankfurt school under the UN 
climate and sustainable energy finance group was published in 2016. The renewable energy generation 
capacity and capacity change as a percentage of global power is shown in Fig. 6. Over the last eight years 
there has been a zigzag behavior from the graph but also a linear increase in the share of renewable energy to 
global power is observed.  
 
 
Fig. 6: Renewable Energy Generation capacity as a share of Global power [18]. 
Again, the graph clearly shows a high increment in the year 2015. The performance of renewable energy in 
terms of investment has seen high rise in the last decade as well. The seed money(capital cost) for the 
establishment of wind turbines and Solar photovoltaics has reduced in the last few decades as well. In the 
year 2015, nearly 103GW of renewable energy capacity was established. Large hydropower that was 
established during this period was not factored into the 103GW power capacity reordered. Wind and solar 
were the dominant source of renewable energy in 2014 with their supply capacity reaching 49GW and 
46GW respectively but in the year 2013, only 32GW of energy was generated from wind whiles solar 
supplied 40GW to meet the worlds energy demand [18]. The IEA in 2014 published the price of electricity 
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produced by renewable energy sources taking some journals and publications into consideration [19]. A 
comparison between the United States of America generation prices and the residential end – use in 2014 
was clearly presented. Hydropower was observed to very competitive when compared with the other types 
of renewable energy generation mediums. The main setback published using hydropower was the 
availability of suitable place(Land) where the plant will be installed.  Other renewable energy that have 
equally reached grid parity were equally presented in the report. Geothermal and wind – on – shore that can 
be installed by individuals (end users) mainly for residential purposes were presented in the report as having 
reached parity. Renewable energy sources continue to be recognized in the research community as the future 
of energy generation compared to the total primary energy supply (TPES) as shown in Fig. 7. 
  
Fig.7: Different renewable energy sources potential compared with convential total primary energy supply 
[66] 
 
3.0 Ocean Energy 
Current research in renewable energy is geared towards the exploitation of ocean energy. The earth is being 
covered by oceans and these oceans cover nearly three – quarters of the earth surface. Intensified research 
and investigations are being conducted daily to determine how this viable energy generation medium can be 
harnessed at its full potential [30]. Specific strategies being adapted today to explore this type of energy are 
wave power, tidal power, tidal current, salinity gradients and temperature gradients. The consistency and 
predictability of ocean energy makes them more suitable for energy generation compared to the other type of 
renewable energy [31]. The energy that can be generated from marine energy sources can supply the entire 
world with its energy demand. The sad truth today is ocean energy supply just a small portion of the world’s 
energy demand. Many research has been also conducted to ascertain the best sites suitable for ocean energy 
generation, the efficiency of the existing ocean energy technologies, the power being generated and the 
impact of these technology to the environment.  Governments around the world continue to introduce good 
policies in order to expand the ocean energy generation mediums [32 – 39]. In 2015, the executive 
committee of the ocean energy systems(OES) published the statistical over view of marine energy 
specifically in chapter 7 of the report. Table 2 and 3 shows the installed and consented marine projects 
capacity for some countries around the world.  The start of the agreement for implementing OES was done 
by 3 countries in the year 2011.  The countries by  December  2015 increased to 23 and most of the countries 
that came to join the agreement were mostly from developing and some developed countries in ocean energy 
[40]. Offshore wind is the commonly known renewable energy sources mainly classified under main stream 
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but other types of technology as explained earlier is also equally being developed. These are the tidal, wave, 
tidal currents, salinity gradient and ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) [41 – 43]. 
Table 2: Installed ocean energy for some countries in the world 
Country 
projects 
Installed capacity (kW) 
 Wave power Tidal Power Salinity 
gradient 
OTEC Tidal currents 
Belgium      
Canada 9 20000    
China 450 4100   170 
Denmark      
France  240000   2500 
Italy      
Netherlands   50  1300 
Norway 200     
Portugal 400     
Singapore 16 5    
South Korea 500 254000  220 1000 
Spain 296     
Sweden 200 8    
USA      
UK 960    2100 
All countries 3031 518113 50 220 7070 
 
Table 3: consented ocean energy projects for some countries around the world 
 
4.0 Conclusion 
The report showed some renewable energy technologies which are currently emerging like the marine 
energy, concentrated solar power and the enhanced geothermal energy. The work clearly shows that 
renewable energy by 2014 contributed to 22% of the worlds energy demand. The IEA has made projections 
that carbon emission into the atmosphere is likely to rise by 2050 if the situation is not carefully checked. 
This review also reported the best method of reducing carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere by 
selecting the right technology for a specific location. The report also vividly explained the current nature of 
these novel technology mostly under development. Some of the obstacles reducing the commercialization of 
the technology was also presented and discussed and some possible solutions suggested as well. All the 
novel renewable energy technology discussed in this report are capable of meeting the worlds energy 
demand if they are properly harnessed.  
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ABSTRACT 
The innovation of energy system integration is an essential part in addressing energy 
challenges and deploying renewable energy, and several new concepts emerged in 
recent years in this regards, including “smart grid”, “energy internet” and “smart energy 
systems” (or smart energy). However, as the construction of energy systems following 
these concepts is still in an early stage and the academic discussion on them is still 
going on, there are confusing, even conflicting, understandings of these concepts in 
global and Chinese society. This paper attempts to review the origin and historical 
development of these concepts, compare their different definitions in published 
literatures, analyze their concepts by system functions and elements, and conclude their 
general definitions. The results indicate that these concepts are mutually inherited and 
developed, evolving from smart grid, energy internet to smart energy systems. Based 
on the requirements of system functions of “smart grid” on security, flexible, economic 
and green, “energy internet” further emphasizes the integration of energy network and 
information network and the new requirement of equity and sharing. The smart energy 
systems further puts forward the new requirement of “synergy”, which emphasizes 
cross-sectoral integration, overall optimization and the adoption of flexible energy 
storage methods. 
Key words: systems analysis; smart grid; energy internet; smart energy systems 
0 INTRODUCTION 
Global sustainable development in the 21st century faces severe energy challenges such 
as energy poverty, energy security, environmental pollution and climate change [1]. 
While countries actively respond to these challenges, the situation remains grim. In 
particular, the ecological environment continues to deteriorate [2]. Therefore, it is 
necessary to accelerate the transition of the global energy systems and technological 
innovation. However, the large-scale introduction of new energy resources, 
technologies and systems still face their own problems and doubts, and they continue 
to bring challenges to the energy system integration (ESI), especially the construction 
and operation of energy infrastructure.  
The rapid development of information and communication technologies (ICT) provide 
new opportunities for the ESI. Therefore, in recent years, several new ESI concepts 
have emerged, including "smart grid", "energy internet", "smart energy" and "smart 
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energy systems", and have become the hot spots of ESI research and development. For 
example, several national polices in China, vigorously promoting the revolution of 
energy production and consumption[3][4], have been enacted to promote the 
development of energy internet (originally called “internet plus and smart energy”)[5][6] 
and actively building smart energy systems.[7] 
However, while the relevant policy measures and pilot demonstrations have been 
promoted following these policies, the public understanding of those concepts is still 
inconsistent and even controversial. Moreover, as related research and discussion going 
on, the boundaries between these concepts become unclear and are often confused with 
each other. Although unclear concepts will not necessarily affect the independent 
research and early demonstrations, it will make it difficult to determine the goals, 
directions and priorities of governments and enterprises at the level of strategic 
decisions, thus affecting the effectiveness of related resource inputs 
Therefore, this paper attempts to review the origin, development and systems 
connotation of these concepts to provide a preliminary reference for a clear 
understanding and effective application of these concepts. 
1. METHODOLOGY 
Referring to the origin of those concepts (see Section 2), "smart grid" and “energy 
internet” first appeared in literatures in 2001 and 2004 respectively. Afterwards, "smart 
energy" and "smart energy systems" originated in 2009. Given their scopes, "smart 
grid" only focuses on power grid while "energy internet" contains not only power grids 
but heating networks, fuel grids, and transportation networks. “Smart energy" and 
"smart energy systems" (these two concepts are difficult to be distinguished strictly) 
nearly cover the entire energy systems. Therefore, these concepts have a progressive 
relationship by their orders of spatial and temporal evolution, as shown in Figure 1, 
which decides the sequences of the review, starting from "smart grid", "energy internet" 
to "smart energy" and "smart energy systems." 
 
Fig.1. Conceptual Evolution of "Smart Grid," "Energy Internet," "Smart 
Energy," and "Smart energy systemss." 
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In the review, the origin of each concept mentioned above is first introduced. Then, 
the development of these concepts are discussed by comparing various definitions in 
later literature. Afterwards, based on the general system theory proposed by Bertalanffy 
in 1969 [8], their systems connotation is defined by analyzing the system functions and 
elements beneath. Finally, their general definitions are summarized. Referring to this 
theory, the systems connotation of a concept is defined as: 1) system function: the role 
of the system in the external environment; 2) system elements: the system consists of 
two or more elements which are interconnected and mutual influencing. 
2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
2.1 The concept of smart grid 
The origin: It went back to the concept of "IntelliGrid" (Intelligent Grid) proposed 
by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in 2001[9]. Later in 2003, the U.S. 
government officially started the construction of smart grid. 
The development: After that, many scholars discussed the definition of the smart 
grid, which is close to each other and mainly emphasizing the integration of power grid 
and ICT. The principal opinions are:1) Using ICTs to fully accommodate distributed 
power sources and effectively uses the consumers’ information[11]; 2) Exchanges 
information intelligently in all aspects of the power grid system [12]. Other literature 
[9][13]~[18] also give similar ideas. 
The systems connotation: The system functions can be summarized as follows 
referring to literatures [9][10][14][16][19][20]:1) Security, such as strong, safe and self-healing; 
2) Flexibility, such as compatibility (compatible with different power types and storage 
modes.) and interaction(two-way exchange of energy and information between grid and 
users);3) Economy, such as low cost, high quality and high efficiency;4) Green, such 
as environmental protection and low carbon. The system elements can also be 
summarized [9][12]~[17][20][21], as shown in Figure 2. The smart grid system consists of two 
kinds of elements, one kind is part of the power system, including generation, 
transmission, distribution and use of each link, and the other is an integral part of 
intelligent dispatching system, including transmission, distribution, scheduling and 
management. 
 
Fig.2. Schematic diagram of system elements of smart grid 
Final definition: It is concluded as “by using advanced ICT, smart grid is a modern 
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power grid system with safe, flexible, economical and green power services and an 
intelligent dispatching system, which comprehensively schedules the physical links of 
power generation, transmission, distribution, electricity consumption and the various 
business links of power supply and electricity sales”.  
2.2 The concept of energy Internet 
The origin: it went back to the literature entitled Building the Energy Internet in 
2004, which proposed the concept of energy internet[21]. Its concept was more focused 
on grid security issues through intelligence, distribution and energy storage. In 2011, 
Rifkin put forward that the energy Internet is one of the core of the third industrial 
revolution and is also the infrastructure support for the large-scale use of renewable 
energy, which gave the concept a wider focus[22].  
The development: while scholars have differences in the range of energy systems, 
they all agree that[27]~[38]:1) Energy Internet is the interaction and integration of the 
information internet and the energy network;.2) ICT is the basis and the power grid is 
the core[28];3) The role of multi-energy synergies is valued[29].And several pilot projects 
on energy internet carried out("E-Energy" in Germany [21], [23], "FREEDM" [24] ~ [26] in 
the US and "Digital Power Grid" in Japan [27]) 
The systems connotation: The system functions can be summarized as follows 
referring to literatures[22][23][28]~[39]:1) It inherits the functions of smart grid(severity, 
flexible, economy and green)while possessing the new system function requirements 
of peer-to-peer openness (sharing);2) Each participant in the energy network can act as 
both a consumer and a producer;3)Related equipment can be plug-and-play. In 
conclusion, energy internet is a network for energy transmission and information 
management as well as a sharing communication platform for energy and information. 
Energy internet includes two major subsystems, energy network and information 
network. And the relationship between different elements can be summarized as shown 
in Figure 3 
 
Fig.3. Schematic diagram of system elements of energy Internet 
Final definition: it is concluded as “by using renewable energy technologies, ICT 
and advanced energy storage technologies, energy internet, which takes the power grid 
as a hub and couples the power grid with the oil and gas network, the heat network and 
the electrified transportation network, is a secure, flexible, economical, green, sharing 
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energy service network with efficient use of multiple energy sources and multiple 
subjects to participate”.  
2.3 The concept of smart energy and smart energy systems 
The origin: it went back to the concept of "smarter planet" proposed by IBM’s 
expert team in 2009[41]. They proposed that the utilization of ICT, big data analysis and 
cloud computing could help to form a wise "internet of things", which can change 
people’s lifestyle and make the whole earth to reach a state of "full of wisdom". 
The development: according to a review published by Henrik Lund in 2017 [45], a 
total of 72 literatures mentioning smart energy or smart energy systems in titles, 
summaries, keywords or references are contained by the Scopus database, and they can 
be divided into two groups. In group 1, smart energy systems are similar to the concept 
of smart grid[42].In group 2,the concept is used in systems integration across sectors and 
industries, which is closer to the concept of the Internet of things[43]~[45]. 
The systems connotation: The system functions can be summarized as follows 
referring to literatures[41]~[45]:1)It continues the idea that integrating information 
networks and energy networks and the functions of security, flexibility, economy, green 
and sharing, and covers a wider range(industry, transportation and construction) than 
energy internet;2)It places special emphasis on the coordination of multi-energy 
infrastructure as well as the role of energy storage;3) It no longer focuses on 
highlighting the centrality of any single sector, energy variety and technology but rather 
highlights the importance of their synergies. Smart energy systems use smart power 
grid, smart fuel network, and smart heating network as the infrastructure for sustainable 
energy systems. Through them, every energy-related department connects to each other 
and works together to achieve synergistic effects of multiple energy to achieve local 
and overall optimality. As is shown in figure 4. 
Final definition: it is concluded as“smart energy systems, which regards smart 
grid, smart heating network and smart fuel network as the three pillars, is a safe, flexible, 
economical, green, sharing and synergistic sustainable energy system that integrates 
multiple functions such as power generation, industry, construction and transportation 
in order to achieve synergic effect through flexible energy storage”. 
 
Fig.4. Schematic diagram of system elements of smart energy systems. 
2.4 Discussions 
The development process of these concepts reflects the continuous development 
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and improvement of the concept and understanding of the sustainable energy systems 
and their ESI methods. A safe, flexible, economical, and green smart grid is the 
foundation of the latter two concepts. Energy Internet further covers oil and gas 
networks, heat networks, and transportation networks, and sets new requirement of 
sharing among various parts of energy systems. Smart energy system further extends to 
the entire energy systems including industry, transportation and construction, and puts 
forward new "collaboration" requirement of cross-sectoral integration and overall 
system optimization. Therefore, judging from the sustainable development of energy 
resources at national and regional levels, smart energy systems are the ultimate goal. 
Smart grid and energy Internet are basic ways and preconditions to realize it. 
3 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This paper analyzes the origin, development and the system functions and elements 
of the concepts of “smart grid”, “energy internet” and “smart energy and smart energy 
systems”, and then concludes their general definitions. Based on it, we can further put 
forward following thoughts and recommendations on how to construct smart energy 
systems for sustainable development in China and other regions. 
1) The establishment of smart energy systems requires taking into account 
objective conditions of the country and the region, such as resource endowments, 
energy demand, economic level, social development and infrastructure, etc. An early 
demonstration of pilot projects is urgently required to specify suitable system 
integration methods in special areas. 
2) The construction of smart energy systems must further introduce humanities and 
social elements, and gradually increase their intelligent level. At the beginning, the 
system relies on massive human interference and expert wisdom. Then intelligent 
information and network systems can replace most human interventions. Finally, the 
entire system can form a completely “smart” operation from observation, reflection, 
adjustment and adaptation.  
3) The construction of smart energy systems requires a thorough transformation of 
design ideas and methods. It is necessary to break the boundaries among various 
departments to establish a lumped design idea of cross-sector and overall system 
optimization. This transformation involves not only the development of engineering 
thoughts, but also the breakthrough in aspects of social and cultural systems. 
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ABSTRACT 
With the tremendous social and economic evolution that the world has seen the last three decades, Heating 
ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems have change from being a means of comfort to an essential 
device in almost each home especially in zones with extreme weather condition such as regions near deserts. 
With this in mind, it should be noted that from energy consuming point of view, HVAC systems are among 
the most expensive appliances. That said and to be in line with the international trend that imposes the 
reduction of fuel consumption, it is of high interest to find new technologies that allows to reduce energy 
consumption. In this frame, the present paper suggests a new energy concept that permits to decrease energy 
consumption by increasing the performance of HVAC system by using well water as a cold source to 
precool the supply air. A thermal modeling is developed based on the energy balance and an in-house code is 
developed to perform the simulation. It has been shown that the suggested technology enhances the 
coefficient of performance of the system up to 200%. 
Keywords: HVAC, AC, energy storage, well water, pre-cooling 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Decreasing the fuel consumption is currently considered as a primary objective at the public and private 
sectors. That said many strategies have been adopted by governments to reach this object. In this frame, huge 
number of research works is focusing on constructing systems that involve renewable resources. Solar energy 
[1-2] as well as wind energy are the most investigated systems in addition to other systems such as 
geothermal energy [3]. On the other hand, heat recovery is another domain that is showing a tremendous 
progress. It consists in reusing waste heat as a new source of heat to supply other systems. It covers many 
applications such as recovering heat of exhaust gas [4-6] or heat of drain water [7-8]. Other approaches are 
mainly investigating energy storage system such as fuel cell [9]. Having said that, Heating ventilating and air 
conditioning (HVAC) has been highly affected by the energy revolution that is occurring in all domains since 
HVAC systems are among the most energy consuming systems. That is why many works have been 
dedicated to enhance the efficiency of HVAC system either by optimizing its operational mode or by 
recovering heat and using it to increase its performance [10]. The present paper is a combination between 
energy storage and HVAC system. It discusses the concept of using the cold water of well to enhance the 
performance of the HVAC systems.  
 
2 REFRIGERATION CYCLE 
Cooling of spaces is generally ensured using air conditioning (AC) systems that currently operate using 
refrigeration cycle. These cycles have four main components: an electric compressor, a condenser, an 
expansion valve and an evaporator. Figure 1 shows a schematic of an AC system. The main problem that 
faces the users of AC systems is the high consumption of electric energy and then the high electric bill of the 
house and the air pollution especially when non-renewable sources are used to produce the electricity.   
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Figure 1. Schematic of AC system 
 
3 PRINCIPLE OF WELL WATER SYSTEM 
Well water is water extracted from underground aquifers by digging or drilling in the ground. This water has 
usually a temperature higher than the one of the ambient air in winter which may be below 10°C in cold 
regions and lower in summer which may be above 30°C in hot regions. Besides, wells are frequent in 
Lebanon. Using well water to pre-cool or cool the air supplied to a conditioned space will lead to a decrease 
in the electric consumption of the AC systems during hot seasons. The principle of well water cooling system 
(WWCS) is described in figure 2. The well water can cool or pre-cool a supply air by the usage of a heat 
exchanger. In the frame of this paper, well water is considered as heat sink and the main goal is to improve 
the performance of an air-to-air AC system.  
 
 
Figure 2. Schematic of pre-cooling principle inside a heat exchanger 
 
4 SUGGESTED WWCS: E-WWCS 
A configuration that may improve the performance of the AC system is suggested: the evaporator well water 
cooling system (E-WWCS). 
 
4.1 Principle of the E-WWCS 
In this system, well water is used to pre-cool the supply air by using a water-to-air heat exchanger (HEX) 
where the supply air releases its heat to the well water. In order to reach the required temperature in the space, 
this supply air passes then through the evaporator of the air-to-air AC system as shown in figure 3. 
 
4.2 Modeling of the E-WWCS 
In order to study the performance of this system and compare it to the basic air-to-air AC system, each 
component is modeled and the thermal model is based on the calculation of the overall coefficient of 
performance (COP) of the system. The principle of conservation of mass and the first law of thermodynamics 
are applied on each component and on the entire system. 
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Figure 3. Schematic of the E-WWCS. 
 
The rate of heat gain by the air passing through the condenser is given by the following equation. 
 , , , , , 2 3( ) ( )Cond a Cond pa a C o a C i refQ m C T T m h h        
 
(1) 
Where Condam ,  is the mass flow rate of the air passing through the condenser, Cpa is the specific heat of air, 
Ta,c,o is the temperature of the air leaving the condenser, Ta,c,i is the temperature of the air entering the 
condenser, refm is the mass flow rate of the refrigerant, h2 and h3 are the specific enthalpies of the refrigerant 
entering and leaving the condenser. 
 
The rate of heat released by the air passing through the evaporator and absorbed by the refrigerant is given 
by the following equation.  
, , , , , 1 4( ) ( )Evap a Evap pa a E i a E o refQ m C T T m h h        (2) 
Where Evapam , is the mass flow rate of the air passing through the evaporator, Cpa is the specific heat of air,  
Ta,E,o and Ta,E,i are the temperatures of the air leaving and entering the evaporator respectively, and h1 and h4 
are the specific enthalpies of the refrigerant leaving and entering the evaporator respectively. 
 
The power of the compressor is given by the following equation.  
e 2 1( )Comp r fW m h h    (3) 
 
The isentropic efficiency of the compressor is given by the following equation. 
2, 1
2 1
( )
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
 
(4) 
Where h2,is is the specific enthalpy of the refrigerant leaving the compressor isentropically. 
 
The coefficient of performance COP of any AC cycle is the ratio of the evaporator capacity to the power of 
the compressor; it is given by the following equation:  
Evap
Comp
Q
COP
W
  
 
(5) 
 
By applying the first law of thermodynamics on the entire AC system, the following equation is obtained: 
Cond Evap CompQ Q W   (6) 
 
The heat exchanger (HEX) heat rate is calculated using the following equation: 
, , , , , , , ,( ) ( )HEX a Evap pa a HEX i a HEX o WW p WW WW o WW iQ m C T T m C T T         (7) 
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Where Ta,HEX,o and Ta,HEX,i are the temperatures of the air leaving and entering the (HEX)and TWW,i and 
TWW,o are the temperatures of the well water entering and leaving the (HEX). In this case, , ,a HEX oT is equal to 
, ,a E iT . 
 
(HEX) has a maximum heat rate which is given by the following equation: 
, min , , , ,( ) ( )HEX MAX p a HEX i a HEX oQ m C T T     (8) 
Where  is the minimum value between (
,a Evap pam C ) and ( ,WW p WWm C ) 
 
The effectiveness of the (HEX) is given by the equation (9). 
,
HEX
HEX MAX
Q
Q
   
(9) 
 
The overall coefficient of performance COPOverall of the (E-WWCS) is given by the following equation:  
Evap HEX
Overall
Comp
Q Q
COP
W


 
(10) 
5 COMPUTATIONAL CODE 
The thermal model of the suggested system developed in the previous section is integrated in an in-house 
code to calculate the overall coefficient of performance in order to compare it to the one of the basic air-to-
air AC system. Figure 4 shows a schematic of the code developed. In this figure, the input parameters are 
presented to the left and the outputs to the right.  
 
 
Figure 4. Schematic of the developed code. 
 
6 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
In order to study the cooling system by using the well water, some measurements have been done on the 
well water temperature and the ambient temperature over a period of 12 hours in August in Bekaa region in 
Lebanon. 2 k-type thermocouples with accuracy of 2% have been used. The schematic of the prototype is 
shown in figure 5 and the results are shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 5. Prototype schematic 
 
 
Figure 6. Well water and ambient temperature in function of time 
 
Figure 6 shows that the well water temperature was almost constant around 19°C while the ambient 
temperature increased from 25°C to 35°C. 
7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The computational code described in part 5 is used to calculate the gain on COP and the reduction of the 
compressor power of the E-WWCS (figure 3) in comparison with the basic air-to-air AC cycle based on the 
values of temperatures retrieved in part 6. The impact of four different well water mass flow rates (0.01 kg/s, 
0.02 kg/s and 0.04 kg/s) is simulated. In this case, the ambient air temperature is 32°C, the supply air 
temperature and mass flow rate are 16°C, and 0.12 kg/s respectively, the condenser air mass flow rate is 0.6 
kg/s, the temperature of the well water is 19°C, the isentropic efficiency of the compressor is 75%, the 
effectiveness of the heat exchanger is 0.8 and the refrigerant is R-22. The results of the COP gain and 
compressor power reduction are shown in figure 7. 
 
  
Fig. 7. Results for (a) COP gain and (b) compressor power reduction as function of the well 
water mass flow rate 
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Figure 7 shows that the COP gain and the compressor power reduction increase with the well water mass 
flow rate. For example, the COP gain is 32% and the compressor power reduction is 24.1% for a well water 
mass flow rate of 0.01 kg/s. They increase to 205.2% and 67.1% respectively for a well water mass flow rate 
of 0.03 kg/s.  
Also, figure 7 shows that for a well water mass flow rate above 0.03 kg/s (0.04 kg/s); the gain of COP and 
compressor power reduction remain the same and equal to those of 0.03 kg/s. This is due to the effectiveness 
of the heat exchanger which is considered constant and equal to 0.8. 
 
8 CONCLUSION 
A new geothermal technique is proposed to enhance the performance of heat pump. It consists in using the 
well water to pre-cool the air of air conditioner, which allows to decrease the energy consumption of Air 
Conditioning systems by reducing the load needed to cool the air. A code is developed to simulate the 
energy balance and calculate the percentage of enhancement in the coefficient of performance. Results show 
that the coefficient of performance increases with the well water mass flow rate. For instance, the COP gain 
is 32% and the compressor power reduction is 24.1% for a well water mass flow rate of 0.01 kg/s. They 
become 205.2% and 67.1% respectively for a well water mass flow rate of 0.03 kg/s.  
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ABSTRACT 
The CO2 reforming of Methane to synthesis gas was performed by non-thermal DBD plasma assisted g-C3N4 
& g-C3N4 coupled with TiO2, ZnO and TiO2+ ZnO catalysts. The superior activity in conversion of CH4 and 
CO2 was shown by 5 wt.% TiO2+g-C3N4 and 5 wt.% ZnO+g-C3N4 respectively. The catalytic activity of 5 
wt.% MO + g-C3N4 in conversion of both reactants are high and performed next to their mono metal oxide 
counter parts. This optimum performance by 5 wt.% MO + g-C3N4 in activation of C─H and C─O bonds of 
CH4 and CO2 via DBD plasma assisted catalysis was achieved due to the synergistic effect relented by the 
electronic and acid-base properties. It deduces that the redox potential of g-C3N4 can be tuned by coupling 
with suitable metal oxides and hence a significant improvement in activation and reaction of CO2 and CH4 
can be achieved. The g-C3N4 and 5 wt.% TiO2 + g-C3N4 catalysts were shown poor selectivity towards H2 
and CO formation. Whereas, no pack and 5 wt.% ZnO+g-C3N4 obtained high H2 and CO selectivity. The 
selectivity towards H2 and CO were found optimal over 5 wt.% MO + g-C3N4 and not declined with increase 
in SIE. The combination of TiO2+ ZnO coupled with g-C3N4 exhibited significant effect on carbon balance. 
The generation of various active species was evidenced by emission spectroscopic study. 
Keywords: DBD plasma, carbon nitride, reforming, methane, carbon dioxide. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Time to act now on the adverse effects of climate change caused by greenhouse gases (CH4 & CO2), rapid 
exhaustion of fossil fuel, increase in global energy demands, discovery of worldwide shale gas reserves has 
lead much more attention towards dry reforming of methane (DRM) to control and utilize GHGs. In 
addition, the importance of product syngas (CO and H2) as a primary feedstock for the gas to liquid fuel 
additive production processes, such as Fischer―Tropsch synthesis and methanol synthesis have been 
realized. Various technologies to valorise GHGs studied such as Steam reforming of methane (SRM), partial 
oxidation of methane (POM) and autothermal reforming (ARM) for syngas have their own drawbacks. 
Furthermore, the traditional thermo-catalytic DRM has been extensively investigated, however they suffer 
with unfavourable thermodynamic limitation (ΔG > 0 at T > 700 °C), water gas shift reaction and rapid 
deactivation of catalysts due to coke formation [1,2]. Hence, nonthermal plasma technology (NTP) appears 
to be an alternative and interesting technology as initiation of chemical processes can takes place at room 
temperature by plasma generated high energy electrons (1-10 eV) and ability to produce UV-Vis light which 
can activate photocatalysts [3-5]. Among the NTP technique, Dielectric Barrier Discharge (DBD) plasma 
has been successfully applied in many applications such as ozone production [6], VOC removal [7,8], 
surface treatment [9,10] and reforming reactions [2]. Direct CO2 dissociation (CO2 splitting) was also 
investigated either with pure CO2 or diluted by Ar or He [5,11]. 
However, alone DBD dry reforming of methane is disadvantageous due to the production of undesired 
hydrocarbons (C2-C4), lower syngas ratio, low selectivity of products, lower energy density and polymeric 
carbon deposition [12,13]. Therefore, the combination of a heterogeneous catalyst with plasma has been an 
emerging area of research in order to achieve high conversions and selectivity to the target product [14,15]. 
Heterogeneous catalysts such as Ni/γ-Al2O3 [16-18], Ni/Al2O3–CeO2 [19], Ni–Co/Al2O3 [20], BaTiO3 
[21], M/ -Al2O3 (M = Ni, Co, Cu and Mn) [22] and La2O3/Al2O3 [23,24] assisted with plasma have been 
extensively studied for the reforming of methane. Where, this combination leads to synergistic effect 
transforms the mode of DBD micro discharge to combination of surface discharge and micro discharge [18, 
25]. However, the deactivation of catalyst present in plasma zone is inevitable due to the formation of coke 
and sintering of active metals in metal-based catalysts. Therefore, in the search of novel, noble metal-free 
and stable catalyst for improved catalytic performance in discharge zone, Graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) 
coupled with TiO2 a photo-active catalyst was reported by Lu et al., [26]. Further improvements can be 
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attained by considering the acid-base nature and properties of metal oxide and taking into account the band 
gap tenability. 
In the current work, the performance of g-C3N4 coupled with TiO2, ZnO and TiO2 + ZnO materials in DBD 
plasma assisted CO2 reforming of CH4 to syngas, the nature of catalysts on C─H and C─O bonds activation 
was investigated and reported for the first time. 
2 EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1. Experimental set-up: 
A quartz tube reactor with outer and inner diameters of 23 and 20 mm respectively was placed horizontally. 
An 8 mm stainless steel rod was arranged at centre of the quartz tube acts as an inner electrode and a 
stainless steel wire mess of 12 cm length was wrapped around the outer walls of quartz tube act as outer 
electrode (Fig. 1). With that, the effective discharge volume was 29 mL with discharge gap of 6 mm was 
attained. The total gas flow rate was fixed to 30 mL/min accordingly the residence time was 58 s. A 400 nF 
capacitor was kept as a bridge in between outer electrode and ground electrode. The applied voltage was 
varied from 16 kV to 24 kV with constant frequency 50 Hz. The applied voltage was recorded by a high 
voltage probe (Agilent 34136AHV probe) connected to the inner electrode. A digital oscilloscope (Tektronix 
TDS2014B) was used to record the charge-voltage signals to plot Lissajous figure and to calculate the 
discharge power. A constant feed ratio (CH4:CO2 = 1:1) was sent through the reactor and the output reaction 
mixture was analysed by an online gas chromatography (Agilent 490 micro GC equipped with two TCD). 
 
 Fig. 1. Experimental set up 
The conversion of reactants, selectivity of products, yield of products, specific input energy (SIE) and 
H2/CO mole ratio have been calculated through the following equations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2. Catalyst preparation: 
Melamine powder was taken in a semi closed aluminium crucible and heated at 5000C (40C/min) in tubular 
furnace under N2 flow for 4 hours. Then the yellow colour powder collected after naturally cooling under N2 
flow was graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4). Then commercially available TiO2 and ZnO were coupled 
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individually with g-C3N4 at a weight ratio of 5:95, by simple physical mixing for 30 min using a mortar 
piston. In addition, mixed oxide (TiO2 + ZnO; 1:1 wt.%) coupled g-C3N4 at a weight ratio of 5:95 obtained 
was designated as MO + C3N4. All the powder materials were pelletized (6 mm diameter) before loading in 
reactor. 
2.3. Characterization techniques:  
The structural elucidation of the prepared catalysts was carried out using an X-ray diffractometer (X’Pert 
PRO PANalytical, Netherlands) with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 0.15418 nm) at a scan rate of 0.01670 s−1 from 
2θ of 100 to 900. Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectra were acquired in the range of 200 to 800 nm using a 
UV-Vis spectrometer (Shimadzu, UV-2450) with BaSO4 as reference standard. An emission spectrometer 
(Princeton Instrument Action SpectraPro®SP-2300) equipped with three gratings was used to record active 
species formed inside the reactor.  
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Catalyst characterization 
The XRD patterns of prepared catalysts shown in Fig. 2 have indicated a characteristic X-ray diffraction 
peak at 2θ=27.4° corresponds to (002) plane of the graphitic carbon nitride (JCPDS no.087-1526) having 
interplanar graphitic stacking of aromatic system [26]. The peak around 13° corresponds to the interlayer 
periodicity within a layer of the carbon nitride sheet. For 5% TiO2 + g-C3N4 catalyst, a peak observed at 
25.20 corresponds to the diffraction of (101) to anatase phase of TiO2. In addition, other diffraction peaks at 
37.90, 48.20 and 55.30 correspond to (103), (004) and (105) respectively were observed signify the body 
centred tetragonal structure of TiO2 deposited on the surface of g-C3N4 [26,27]. Further, the diffraction 
peaks for 5% ZnO + g-C3N4 material were found at 2θ values of 31.80, 34.40, 36.30,47.50, 56.60, 62.90, and 
67.90 correspond to the (100), (002), (101), (102), (110), and (112) crystalline planes, respectively confirms 
the hexagonal wurtzite structure of ZnO [28].  
 
Fig. 2. XRD patterns of fresh catalysts (   g-C3N4, * TiO2, # ZnO) 
The electronic properties of the studied catalytic materials were obtained by optical absorption from DR UV-
Vis spectral analysis (Fig. 3). Absorption in the visible region with a steep band at 450-500 nm resulted due 
to the band gap transition from nitrogen 2p to carbon 2p orbitals (wide band gap of 2.6 eV). As TiO2 and 
ZnO are UV light active materials, their absorption edge appeared under 400 nm. The band gap for TiO2 and 
ZnO coupled g-C3N4 materials become narrower can have advantage of exhibiting superior catalytic 
performance.    
 
Fig. 3. DRS UV-Vis absorption for prepared catalysts. 
3.2. Effect of catalyst on the conversion of reactants 
Fig. 4 showed the conversion of reactants with respect to SIE change. The conversion of reactants increased 
with the gradual increase of SIE as the electron density increased. G-C3N4 showed the more conversion 
compared the without packing condition. The methane conversion was boosted up with the introduction of 
5% TiO2 on g-C3N4 whereas highest CO2 conversion was observed over 5% ZnO + g-C3N4 catalyst. The 
reason may be the acidic site is more for TiO2 based catalyst whereas ZnO coupled g-C3N4 offered more 
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basic site which is responsible for CO2 adsorption and activation. It was clearly observed that 5 wt.% TiO2 + 
g-C3N4 catalyst showed lower CO2 conversion compared to bare g-C3N4. On other hand, 5 wt.% ZnO + g-
C3N4 gave lower CH4 conversion compared to bare g-C3N4. This indicates that TiO2 is responsible for CH4 
cracking whereas CO2 cracking was happening by ZnO loaded catalyst. So that, mixture of TiO2 and ZnO 
coupled with g-C3N4 was prepared and employed as a catalyst for CO2 reforming of methane. The MO 
coupled with g-C3N4 showed optimum results in the conversion of both reactants (35.5% for CH4 and 13% 
for CO2) and the satisfactory results came out due to the synergistic effects (electronic & acid-base 
properties) of mixed metal oxides coupled with g-C3N4. 
 
Fig. 4. Effect of catalysts on (a) conversion of CH4 and (b) conversion of CO2 with the variation of SIE. 
3.3. Effect of catalyst on the selectivity of products 
The selectivity of products with the variation of SIE has been shown in fig. 5. The selectivity of products 
was almost constant with the increase of SIE. The highest H2 selectivity was observed with 5% ZnO + g-
C3N4 whereas the best CO selectivity was observed with no packing condition. This infers that the carbon 
formation was low for no packed condition. Whereas, the presence of catalyst adsorbs more carbon onto its 
surface and they were unable to convert as CO in plasma region.  
 
Fig. 5. Effect of catalyst on (a) selectivity of H2 and (b) selectivity of CO with the variation of SIE. 
3.4. Effect of catalyst on the yield of products 
Fig. 6 showed the yield of products at highest SIE. According to this experiment, H2 yield showed ascending 
order with the incorporation of different catalyst. But CO yield decreased with C3N4 packed condition 
compared to without packing may be due to the carbon formation on catalyst surface depress the CO 
production which is not possible in without pack condition. The CO yield was boosted up with the addition 
of TiO2, ZnO with g-C3N4. The highest CO yield (14%) was observed with the inclusion of mixed oxide on 
g-C3N4 and maximum H2 yield of 9.3%.  
 
Fig. 6. Effect of catalyst on (a) yield of H2 and CO at highest SIE 5.4 J/mL. 
3.5. Effect of catalyst on syngas ration and carbon balance 
The syngas (H2/CO) ratio with the variation of SIE for different catalyst has been presented in Fig. 7(a). The 
syngas ratio increased with the increase of SIE for all catalyst due to the excessive production of H2 as 
reported earlier [29]. The maximum H2/CO ratio (1.1) was observed with bare g-C3N4 packed condition at 
SIE 5.4 J/mL. G-C3N4 packed system obtained high H2/CO ratio compared to that of other catalyst packing 
system which signify that the carbon formation was more in g-C3N4 packed DBD reactor. This result was 
further supported by the evidence of lowest carbon balance (84.1%) [Fig. 7(b)]. The interesting observation 
was that more carbon balance was revealed by no pack DBD system in comparison with catalyst packed 
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DBD conditions. This can be explained by the adsorption nature of the catalyst which perhaps playing the 
important role to adsorb carbon particles on their surface. Where, in the case of no-catalyst/no pack DBD 
condition has no source (catalyst surface) to bind carbon and if carbon formed can immediately be oxidized 
to CO in oxygen rich circumstance.  
 
Fig. 7. Effect of catalyst on (a) syngas ratio; (b) carbon balance of dry reforming reaction. 
3.6. Effect of catalyst on energy efficiency of DRM  
The energy efficiency in terms of feed gas (CH4 or CO2) conversion has been interpreted as  
 
 
The total energy efficiency of DBD dry reforming reaction with respect to conversion of both reactants (CH4 
and CO2) has been calculated as [30] 
 
Fig. 8 represented the energy efficiency of the conversion of reactants at highest SIE (5.4 J/mL) in separate 
and combined way with the variation of catalyst. The highest energy efficiency in terms of CH4 conversion 
(1.5987 mmol/kJ) was observed by TiO2 integrated catalyst whereas ZnO integrated catalyst showed the 
highest energy efficiency with respect to CO2 conversion (0.7419 mmol/kJ). It is already reported that the 
energy efficiency does not improve always with the combination of catalysts [22]. The maximum energy 
efficiency of 1.973 mmol/kJ was achieved by 5 wt.% ZnO+ g-C3N4 packed DBD reactor. 
 
Fig. 8. Effect of catalyst on energy efficiency of the DRM (same reaction condition). 
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ABSTRACT 
A daylight harvesting system is to guide and distribute sunlight into the building where natural lighting is 
limited.  The daylight harvesting system can effectively reduce the electrical load, and more increase visual 
comfort and offer numerous health benefits.  In this paper, we will systematically analysis a new daylight 
harvesting system (DHTS) with active tracking and light concentration, where the solar tracker, concentrator 
mirrors and light pipe are seamlessly integrated.  Through a novel four-mirror tracking system, a near 
collimated solar ray with x100 sun will pass through the light pipe deep into the building from sunrise to 
sunset.  With x100 sun concentration, a 0.1m diameter light pipe will transmit an average of 10,000 lumen 
natural light with over 8 hours lighting time through solar tracking.  Using natural light will not only reduce 
power consumption on lighting, but also reduce the heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) load.  
The low cost petal reflector’s manufacturing error of and related effects on light guiding are also studied by 
ray tracing. 
 
Keywords: Daylight harvesting, Non-imaging optics, Solar tracking, Petal concentrator, Energy efficiency 
1  INTRODUCTION 
 
The world economic development still largely depends on fossil fuels such as coal, petroleum and natural 
gas.  Traditional buildings consume 40% of the total fossil fuel energy in developed countries which is 
significant contributors of greenhouse gases [1]. Whilst the lighting consumes up to 40% electricity in 
commercial and residential buildings [2].  
 
Daylight harvesting will produce less heat for the same amount of light compared with that of artificial 
lighting, such as incandescent, fluorescent and solid-state lighting [3]. Zain-Ahmed et al. [4] mentioned that 
daylight harvesting alone can achieve minimum energy savings of 10%. Besides, daylighting has the 
advantages of full spectrum natural lighting and related health benefits. Galasiu, A.D. and J.A. Veitch [5] 
concluded that daylighting also gives better visual environment inside the building. In fact, daylighting has 
gradually become the major part of the green architecture design.  There are many types of daylight using.  
Lim, Y.W [6] evidenced that light shelf with partial window blinds tilted at 45° increased daylight 
distribution uniformity. Vu, N.H. [7] presented a hybrid daylighting and LED system, the incident sunlight 
falling on a Fresnel lens area is focused onto optical fiber bundles for indoor illumination. Shao, L. [8] 
presented a tubular daylighting device with the polymer light rods, the maximum measured output is around 
360 lm per rod.  Of these systems, the light transmission distance and flux into the building envelope is 
limited, which is due to the low solar energy utilization, low illuminance, short lighting time, large energy 
loss and other issues.  
 
In this study, we demonstrated a design of daylight harvesting system using solar tracker, concentrator 
mirrors and light pipe. To lower the weight and tooling cost, the solar concentrator is constructed by petal 
reflectors using 3D printing of carbon fiber reinforced PLA.  The new DHTS system should ensure a fixed 
direction output to reduce the loss of energy due to the reflection, the installation positions of mirrors are at 
the junction between the optical path and the rotating axis, as shown in Figure 1. The light pipe passes the 
collimated beams collected by solar concentrator deep into the building achieving higher efficiency and 
uniformity. 
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Figure 1 the DHTS system structure diagram 
 
We will describe the three major components of DHTS system in more detail: Solar tracking system, solar 
concentration and light pipe system, describing the functions of these components in the system. 
 
2 SOLAR CONCENTRATION SYSTEM 
There are two basic requirements for its performance in any daylighting system. The first is to collect 
enough sunlight, preferably from sunrise to sunset, the second requisite is to ensure that the collected 
sunlight can be distributed into the building. The design of solar concentration system should be low-cost 
and delivering near collimated solar ray into the light pipe system. The collimation will reduce the numbers 
of reflection, thus reducing the light loss and improve efficiency of the overall system. 
 
To collimating the solar ray in a solar concentration system, we choose a design of solar concentration 
system based on low cost petal reflector for the primary mirror and small parabolic mirror as the second 
collimating mirror which shares a same focal point as that of primary mirror, as shown in the figure 2.  The 
maximal concentration ratio of the system is the square of the focal length ratio η. 
 
  
Figure 2 the primary mirror is composed of 8 petal reflectors 
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Table 1 comparison of various daylight harvesting systems 
 
Window 
blinds 
Tubular  
Daylighting  
Optical Fiber 
Lighting  
Active tracking 
with 
concentrator 
Solar Tracking No No Yes Yes 
Daily Effective 
time 
4 h 6 h 8 h 8 h 
Installation site Window Roof top 
Roof top 
/window 
     Roof top      
    /window     
Max. flux 
density  
200~800 
lm/m2 
2000 lm/m2 1x106 lm/m2 2x104 lm/m2 
Cross section 
area 
1- 10 m2 0.1 ~0.5 m2    1 mm2 0.1 ~0.5 m2 
transmission 
distance 
~3 m ~10 m ~10 m ~ 50 m 
Light 
Collimation 
No No Yes Yes 
Initial Cost Low Medium High High 
Installation  
Easy to 
retrofit 
Need drill 
hole  
More flexible  Smaller hole  
 
Table 1 compares the characteristics of various daylight system in cost and transmitted light flux, etc. The 
transmitted light flux, in lumen, is the combined result of flux density and cross section area of light pipe.  
The existing optical fiber lighting system can have tracking and up to 600 suns concentration ratio, however, 
due to diameter of the optical fiber is limited to 1mm, the total transmitted light flux is much smaller than 
that of tubular daylighting system. The tubular system in market don’t have solar tracking and concentration, 
therefore, limited working hour to less than 6 hours. In the window blinds system, the light is scattered and 
can not be guided deep into the building.  In our new DHTS with solar tracking, the effective time is almost 
from sunrise to sunset, and with 10 suns concentration ratio, the light flux density is x10 that of regular 
tubular system.  More importantly, when the light is collimated, the number of light reflection can be 
reduced and the transmission distance can be increased by up to 5 folds. 
 
The weight of the dual -mirror concentrator will not only increase the cost of the tracking but also cause the 
deflection on mirror itself. Therefore, the material selection and optical properties of mirrors are critical. We 
chose to use light weight fiber grass material to build the primary mirror, and covered it with highly 
reflective film. The error between the actual mirror surface and a perfect parabolic surface profile can be 
classified into slope error and specularity error [11], whilst the film’s specularity error is 0.5mrad and 
reflectivity is 95±0.5% [12].  The divergence in actual surface normal vector will have an impact on the 
daylighting system.   We analysis the relationship between focused beams and slope error.  The relationship 
between slope error and the concentration ratio is shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3 the relationship between slope error and the concentration ratio 
 
3 THE TRACKING AND LIGHT PIPE SYSTEM 
 
Compared with the optical fiber bundle, the light pipe offer larger cross section are, but cannot be flexed 
freely during solar tracking. To meet the requirements tracking the sun and make sure the incoming ray is 
always normal to the light pipe opening, a five-mirror solar tracking system with a fixed direction output is 
proposed, as shown in the figure 4.    The two flat mirrors, M3 and M4, are at the junction between the 
optical path and the rotating axis, and the tilt angle of two flat mirrors should be at 45°.  M3 rotates with two 
tracking axes (RA axis and Polar axis), M4 rotates with RA axis, and the M 5 is motionless in order to obtain 
a fixed direction output. 
 
 
Figure 4 the solar tracking system with a fixed direction output.  M1 and M2 are the parabolic mirror 
pair which shares the same focal point; M 3, M 4, M 5 are the flat mirrors. 
 
The light pipe system is designed to drive most of flux collected by solar concentration system to the interior 
of the building achieving higher efficiency and uniformity. For this purpose, a complete simulation is 
proposed，all components of the DHTS system and the divergence angle of the solar light are considered. 
We also analyse the relationship between the spot diameter in reflectors, the total light path and the 
conduction efficiency. 
 
The concentrated sun rays have multiple reflections inside the light pipe, therefore the inner light pipe 
materials should have high reflectivity. We will use ALANOD 4200AG，whose reflectivity reaches 98%.  
The length and the diameter of light pipe are set at 5m and 0.1m respectively.  The complete simulation on 
the DHTS system with consideration of solar divergence angle of 0.0093 rad and diverging effect on light 
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spot size after travelling through all five mirrors and the light pipe.  In the simulation, the diameter of M1 is 
800 mm, diameter of M2 is 80 mm, the concentration ratio is 100, the equivalent spot diameter of flat mirror 
M3 is 88.8mm to flat mirror M5 is 105mm during the transmission, the total traveling distance from M2 to 
M5 is 540mm. If keep the light pipe diameter at 100 mm, this leading to ~ 8.6% of light falling outside the 
opening of light pipe. 
 
We used the measured solar radiation level in our Peking university campus to do the simulation. As shown 
in figure 5, the highest solar radiation was about 914W/m2 during noon time, while the lowest solar radiation 
at work hour was about 102W/m2 at16:30 pm, the solar duration is about 10 hours in March. 
 
 
Figure 5 External solar radiations in vertical direction measured facing the sun during 11-15 March 
2018 at Peking University (Lat.: 22.59255, Lon.: 113.97843) 
 
The illuminance map is obtained through the complete simulation by using DHTS system and the solar 
radiation value at Shenzhen in March 11th. The room dimensions are 5m and 3m in length and height 
respectively. According to the simulation with DIAlux, the average illumination of the work plane is about 
100lux with 41.6% light is extracted, when external solar radiation is 800 W/m2. The illumination 
distribution is shown in figure 6. 
 
Figure 6 the illumination distribution of light pipe with solar radiation at 800W/m2 in a room.  
 
4 CONCLUSION 
 
A new daylight harvesting system (DHTS) with active tracking and light concentration, was successfully 
designed to effectively tracking, collimating and distributing sun light far into the building, reducing lighting 
power consumption and reducing HVAC load. More importantly, those natural sun light is can be well 
controlled uniformity and offer numerous health benefit.  In addition, the low cost and weight pedal reflector 
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mirror design is analysed against slope error and concentration ratio. The field test and simulate result on 
DHTS are also presented to show illumination level inside the room. 
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ABSTRACT 
With the tremendous increase of energy demand, establishing new energy strategies become unescapable not 
only to cover the required load but also to reduce the negative effect of energy generation. With this in mind, 
the two major aspects of any energy strategy are the energy source and the energy storage. That said, if the 
objective is to reduce the pollution’s foot print of energy generation then a green-green system should be 
adopted. In other terms the source should be green as well as the storage system. A typical solution is to 
couple renewable source to fuel cell. In this frame, the present paper aims at investigating the coupling of 
two renewable energy systems that are wind turbine and solar chimney to Fuel cell. A case study on the 
region of Rayak in the west of Lebanon is performed. Results show that in the first half of the year wind 
turbine-fuel cell coupling provides higher power supply whereas from June till November, solar chimney-
fuel cell coupling is better. 
Keywords: Solar Chimney, Wind Turbine, Fuel Cell, Hybrid System, Hydrogen Energy. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Renewable energy is considered the most efficient solution to reduce the negative impact of the 
technological development especially on the environmental level. Indeed, renewable energy systems covers 
wide range of natural sources of energies such as wind energy, solar energy, and geothermal energy. Having 
said that the main disadvantage of renewable energy sources is that they are intermittent and as a matter of 
fact they induce an oscillation in power supply if they are adopted alone without energy storage system. 
From her is born the idea of using storage systems that allow to provide a continuous power supply even 
when the conditions of the renewable source do not allow the required energy demand. Super capacitor, 
batteries, compressed air storage are among the possible energy storage solutions. However, from an 
environmental point of view, fuel cell is still the star of the solutions indeed it has the lower pollution foot 
print. That said, a green-green energy system could be constructed by coupling a renewable source to fuel 
cell in order to obtain a pollution free system including both the source and the storage systems. With this in 
mind, many works have been devoted to investigate different form of green-green energy systems. For 
instance, hybrid system combining photovoltaic cell and fuel cell is investigated in [1-3]. Ramadan et al [4], 
suggest a system combining fuel cell and solar thermal system and. The solar system is utilized to supply an 
electrolyser that supplies the fuel cell by hydrogen. The study, evaluates the power supply in terms of the 
efficiency of the solar system on a daily basis. Other studies are devoted to study the coupling between 
photovoltaic cell, wind turbine and fuel cell [5-9]. In the frame of this paper a hybrid system coupling solar 
chimney, wind turbine and fuel cell is investigated. The remaining part of this paper is composed of five 
sections. Section two presents the modelling of solar chimney. In section three the sizing if the wind farm is 
presented. Section four is devoted to present the modelling of the electrolyser. Modelling of fuel cell is 
discussed in section 6, then section 7 is dedicated to present the results. 
2 WIND FARM SIZING AND MODELING 
The wind farm (WF) is composed of a number of wind turbines (WT) arranged in an optimum way so that to 
produce maximum power. The WT is sized according to the maximum operational wind speed in the studied 
location (Rayak-Bekaa, Lebanon). Based on wind speed data, the maximum speed in Rayak-Bekaa is 
around . Accordingly, a WT having the characteristics presented in Table 1 is considered. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the selected WT. 
Rated power 100 kW 
Rotor Diameter 25 m 
Cut in speed 2.7 m/s 
Rated speed 10 m/s 
Cut out speed 25 m/s 
 
The profile of the power curve versus wind speed for the selected WT is shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. WT power profile versus wind speed. 
Results show that for a velocity up to  the profile can be approximated, with minor error, to a power 
curve having the following model: 
  (1) 
Where,  is the WT output power in  and  is the wind speed in . The model presented in 
equation 1 is utilized to calculate of the wind turbine power variation over the entire year. The wind farm 
size is determined according to the WT rotor’s diameter and the available land area. Spacing between wind 
turbines is a critical factor that should be taken into consideration in sizing wind farms. In fact, a minimum 
spacing is needed to allow for wind recovery or else the wind power will be lost. In general, optimum 
spacing is estimated to be 3 to 5 times rotor diameter between towers and 5 to 9 times between rows as 
shown in Figure 2. These spacing considerations are the main factor that contributes in sizing the wind farm 
(number of wind turbines in each row and column) based on the available land area. 
 
Figure 2. Optimum spacing between wind turbines. 
 
In this work a land of  area is considered. Since the rotor’s diameter is , the spacing between 
towers in a row is set to be  (5 D). Therefore, the maximum number of wind turbines than can fit the 
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available land area is 8 if we consider a  rectangular area. Hence, the WF will be composed 
of 8 wind turbines placed in one row facing the wind direction. Hence, the total wind farm power is: 
  (2) 
3 MODELING OF SOLAR CHIMNEY SYSTEM 
Solar chimney is a technique that allows to produce electricity by converting thermal energy absorbed from 
solar rays into kinetic energy. The principle consists in using a large solar collector to increase the amount of 
received power and thus the amount of received energy. On the other hand, air is used as working fluid 
where the absorbed energy permits to increase air temperature and as a matter of fact its density is reduced. 
The collector is linked to a chimney that is open at its end to the atmosphere. A pressure difference is thus 
produced between the lower part of the chimney that is to say the exit of the collector and the upper part 
forcing the heated air to flow through the chimney. The air stream is thus utilized to drive a turbine 
generating power. Figure 3 presents a schematic of the operational mode of solar chimney. The power 
obtained from solar chimney [10] is calculated in terms of the solar irradiation G, the height of the chimney 
H, the area of the collector Ac, the efficiency of the turbine ET, the efficiency of the collector EC, the specific 
heat of the air, Cp the air temperature To, and the constant g:  
                 (3) 
 
Figure 3. Schematic of the operational mode of solar chimney. 
4 ELECTROLYZER MODELING 
To meet the load demand at night and during periods of low insulation, energy storage is essential. 
Conventional battery bank concept used in small scale projects do not apply in case of large power 
generation. Indeed, controlling the state of charge of a big battery bank to protect it against 
overcharge/overdischarge is a challenging problem. Furthermore, batteries’ lifetime is limited and harmfully 
affected with temperature increase. Moreover, they are not environmentally friendly. On the other hand, 
thermal storage for the solar chimney power cannot provide long period storage. For all these reasons we 
propose to use hydrogen production as a storage medium using an electrolyzer. The hydrogen and oxygen 
production rates  and  are: 
   (4) 
Where 
 : Number of electrolyzer’s cells. 
 : Faraday’s constant. 
 : Molar mass of hydrogen. 
 : Density of hydrogen. 
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 : Faraday’s efficiency. 
 : Electrolyzer’s current. 
5 FUEL CELL MODELING 
Hydrogen and oxygen produced by the electrolyzer are used to feed the Fuel Cell system for power 
generation in absence of solar radiations or wind. The fuel cell’s output current is function of hydrogen 
consumption rate as shown in the following equation: 
    (5) 
The output voltage per cell is:  
  (6) 
Where 
 : Open circuit voltage. 
 : Activation voltage loss given by: 
 : Ohmic voltage loss given by: 
 : Concentration voltage loss given by: 
The fuel cell’s output power is:  
  (7) 
 : Number of cells. 
 
6 SIMULATION RESULTS 
Figure 4 presents the yearly AC power variation for both coupled systems FC-WT and FC-SC based on the 
direct normal insulation and average wind speed data for the studied location. 
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Figure 4. Yearly FC-WT and FC-SC output AC powers for 10,000 m2. 
Results show that there is no absolute advantage of one technology on the other. In fact, from mid-
November to mid-June the WT power is greater than the one of SC. This latter exceeds the WT from mid-
June to mid-November. Hence, the choice between the two technologies depends on the selection criterion. 
If the criterion is the total energy, the two systems are nearly equivalent with a negligible advantage for the 
WT. If the criterion is a minimum threshold power around 5 kW, the two systems are equivalent. If the 
criterion is to have maximum power during winter and spring periods, the advantage is for the WT. Finally, 
SC is recommended in summer and fall periods. 
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7 CONCLUSION 
The paper presents, a study on the coupling of solar chimney and wind turbine to fuel cell as a green-green 
energy system. On one hand the modelling of the electrolyser and the fuel cell is developed. On the other 
hand, the wind turbine and the solar chimney are also modelled. The objective is to find the optimal 
configuration of coupling with respect to the geographic and environmental conditions. A case study on the 
region of Rayak in the west of Lebanon is considered. Two different coupling strategies are examined. The 
first one is wind turbine-fuel cell whereas the second one is solar chimney-fuel cell. Simulation aims at 
highlighting the potential of each configuration of coupling. It has been shown that wind turbine-fuel cell 
coupling is better in the first 6 months of the year whereas solar chimney-fuel cell coupling provides high 
power supply from June to November. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, the performance of a self-excited induction generator (SEIG) driven at constant speed in both 
stand-alone and grid-connected modes is studied. For priming purpose, a bank of capacitors with convenient 
value is used to provide with the required magnetizing energy. First, an equivalent R. H. Park-based diphase 
system is used for modelling. As the magnetic saturation represents a necessary condition for the self-
excitation to occur, saturation and cross-coupling effects are both took into account in the nonlinear magnetics 
model. Both the generator parameters identification and the nonlinear magnetics model come to be validated 
through simulation and experiment. Then, the same SEIG is connected to a three-phase 220/380V, 50 Hz grid. 
Transient current peaks at the instant of connection show a strong dependency upon the phase shifting angle 
between the grid phase voltage and its associated stator voltage terminal.  
 
Keywords: Stand-Alone, Grid-Connected, Capacitance Bank, Saturation Model, Cross Effect, Phase Shift 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In light of the current economic and ecological issues, the need to explore green energy alternatives has become 
an insistent request. Many countries around the world have recognized that challenge and have sought to 
improve the exploitation mechanisms and to expand their use on the largest scale. 
Despite theirs old conception and remarkable reactive power consumption, squirrel cage induction generators 
(IGs) are still prised for their robustness, low cost and the lightweight of their rotating armature [1]. These 
features have allowed the SEIGs to emerge as a suitable candidate for generating electric energy from free and 
clean energy sources (wind [2] [3] [4] and hydro [5, 6] power plants).  
For rural electrification [1] [7], or for growing energy demand problem solving [8], the SEIGs are able to 
operate in standalone [9] or grid-connected modes.  
Maximum energy extraction and voltage regulation of SEIGs are the main objectives of study that have paid 
attention of many researchers. Indeed, automatic voltage regulation diagram by switching capacitor was 
developed in [10]. Real-time digital simulation results obtained during contingencies are presented and 
analysed in [8]. New fuzzy logic-based control strategy of standalone SEIG was proposed to enhance its 
dynamic performance [9].  
By varying the amount of injected reactive power, the starting up time of SEIG was minimized and the problem 
of voltage regulation has been alleviated [11]. Whereas reactive power regulators have been used in [12] to 
minimize the maximum transient voltages and currents. 
Since it is very important to make sure not to damage the fed loads and to minimize the SEIG heat losses, 
transient current peaks have to be limited. This work has pointed the influence of the connection-to-grid instant 
on the transient current amplitudes at no load. In other terms: the influence on transients of phase-shifting 
between the SEIG voltage outputs and the grid voltages on which the SEIG is connected, is analysed. First, 
the system including the SEIG and the capacitance bank is modelled by means of the d-q Park transformation. 
In this diphase model, saturation effect cannot be neglected, as the operating point is reached only when the 
SEIG magnetic and the external capacitor characteristics are crossed. Hence, the magnetizing inductance 
cannot be considered constant during the self-excitation process. The least squares regression method was 
used to approximate the experimental magnetizing curve of the machine by choosing the most convenient 
polynomial degree that yields an acceptable accuracy. Experiments have been carried out on a 4-kW 1500-
r/min squirrel rotor IG. Wind turbine has been substituted by a DC motor to rotate the SEIG. In order to have 
50 Hz (grid frequency), this last was driven at the synchronous speed. Once the SEIG started up, the device is 
connected to a three-phase distribution electric grid 220/380V. Simulation results show a good agreement with 
measurements.  
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The paper is organised as follows: first, the SEIG saturation modelling have been introduced in section 2. This 
latter has been validated by simulation and experiment in section 3.Next, Phase-shifting influence on transient 
current peaks when the system is connected to the electric grid, has been analysed at no load. The last section 
sums up the found results. 
2 SEIG MODELLING  
As often as not, the remaining magnetic flux in the moved SEIG squirrel rotor leads to a low electromotive 
force (EMF), then, given sufficient speed and for convenient capacitance values [13], the magnetizing current 
through the capacitance bank enables the EMF to be generated and increased up to a useful value that allows 
the self-excitation of the IG [14].  
When the machine is saturated, cross-coupling effect: a magnetic coupling between windings of d and q 
axes of the diphase equivalent effect, cannot be neglected [15]. 
The magnetic saturation is taken into account via the variable magnetizing inductance 𝐿𝑚 given in Equation 
(4) and the cross-coupling inductance 𝐿𝑑𝑞in Equation (7). 
Since the rotor is moved at the synchronous speed, the SEIG is represented in an R.H Park stator-linked 
reference frame in order to decrease the number of unknown variables. 
The electrical equations that accounts for magnetic saturation are given by [14]:  
[
𝑉𝑠𝑑
𝑉𝑠𝑞
0
0
] =
[
 
 
 
𝑅𝑠 0 0 0
0 𝑅𝑠 0 0
−𝑅𝑟 𝜔𝑟𝐿𝑟 𝑅𝑟 −𝜔𝑟(𝐿𝑚 + 𝐿𝑟)
−𝜔𝑟𝐿𝑟 −𝑅𝑟 𝜔𝑟(𝐿𝑚 + 𝐿𝑟) 𝑅𝑟 ]
 
 
 
[
 
 
 
𝑖𝑠𝑑
𝑖𝑠𝑞
𝑖𝑚𝑑
𝑖𝑚𝑞]
 
 
 
+
[
 
 
 
 
𝑙𝑠 0 𝐿𝑚𝑑 𝐿𝑑𝑞
0 𝑙𝑠 𝐿𝑑𝑞 𝐿𝑚𝑞
−𝑙𝑟 0 𝑙𝑟 + 𝐿𝑚𝑑 𝐿𝑑𝑞
0 −𝑙𝑟 𝐿𝑑𝑞 𝑙𝑟 + 𝐿𝑚𝑞]
 
 
 
 
[
 
 
 
 
 
 
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑞
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑞
𝑑𝑡 ]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (1) 
Where𝑅𝑠,𝑅𝑟, 𝑙𝑠 and 𝑙𝑟 are the stator and rotor phase resistances and leakage inductances respectively,  𝐿𝑚 is 
the magnetizing inductance and 𝜔𝑟 the rotor pulsation. 
Besides𝑉𝑠𝑑, 𝑖𝑠𝑑, 𝑉𝑠𝑞 and 𝑖𝑠𝑞 are the d-q stator voltages and currents respectively, 𝑖𝑚𝑑 and 𝑖𝑚𝑞 are the magnetizing 
currents, along the d and q axis, defined by: 
{
𝑖𝑚𝑑 = 𝑖𝑠𝑑 + 𝑖𝑟𝑑
𝑖𝑚𝑞 = 𝑖𝑠𝑞 + 𝑖𝑟𝑞
 
Where 𝑖𝑟𝑑 and 𝑖𝑟𝑞 are the d-q rotor currents. 
Thus, the saturation effect is taken into account by the expression of the magnetizing inductance 𝐿𝑚 with 
respect to the magnetizing current 𝑖𝑚 defined as: 
𝑖𝑚 = √𝑖²𝑚𝑑 + 𝑖²𝑚𝑞 
𝐿𝑚 in function of 𝑖𝑚 is expressed in Equation (4) , the experimentally collected corresponding values are 
mathematically approximated by the use of 12th polynomial function. 
{
𝐿𝑚 = 𝑓(|𝑖𝑚|) = ∑ 𝑎𝑗|𝑖𝑚|
𝑗𝑛
𝑗=0
𝐿′𝑚 =
𝑑𝐿𝑚
𝑑|𝑖𝑚|
=
𝑑𝑓(|𝑖𝑚|)
𝑑|𝑖𝑚|
= ∑ 𝑗𝑎𝑗|𝑖𝑚|
𝑗−1𝑛
𝑗=0
 
To simplify the writing of the equations, we put: 
𝐿𝑚𝑑 = 𝐿𝑚 + 𝐿′𝑚
𝑖𝑚𝑑
2
|𝑖𝑚|
  (5) 
𝐿𝑚𝑞 = 𝐿𝑚 + 𝐿′𝑚
𝑖𝑚𝑞
2
|𝑖𝑚|
  (6) 
𝐿𝑑𝑞 = 𝐿′𝑚
𝑖𝑚𝑑𝑖𝑚𝑞
|𝑖𝑚|
 (7) 
Such as 𝐿𝑑𝑞 represents the cross-coupling inductance. 
Where 𝐶𝑒denotes the excitation capacitance, Equation (8) describes the phase voltages across each 𝐶𝑒 coupled 
in parallel to stator terminals. 
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
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
[
𝑉𝑠𝑎
𝑉𝑠𝑏
𝑉𝑠𝑐
] =
[
 
 
 
 
1
𝐶𝑒
0 0
0
1
𝐶𝑒
0
0 0
1
𝐶𝑒]
 
 
 
 
[
𝑖𝑠𝑎
𝑖𝑠𝑏
𝑖𝑠𝑐
] 
3 STANDALONE MODE 
Experimental bench and parameter identification of the self-excited induction-generator in the standalone 
mode is first presented. Then comparison between simulation and experiment results at no load is built up.  
3.1 Experimental Bench and Parameter Identification 
The test bench is made up of a squirrel induction machine (IM) mechanically coupled to a DC motor (see 
Figure 1). The stator windings of the IM are, in their turn, connected to a three-phase capacitance bank of 99 
µF for each. Except for 𝑅𝑠, 𝑙𝑠 and 𝑙′𝑟 determination tests, the rotating armature of the SEIG is driven at a 
constant speed of synchronism for all the remaining tests. Based on the per-phase equivalent circuit of the IM, 
the main features of the considered generator are summarized in Table 1. Stator currents and voltages *.dat 
files have been acquisitioned using SGS2020, Figures 3-5. 
               Table 1. The SEIG Parameters                  
 
 
 
 
As the developed saturated nonlinear model requires the magnetizing inductance function with respect to the 
magnetizing current. In Figure 2, both the measured and approximated magnetic characteristics of the IM are 
illustrated.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The self-priming phenomenon of the SEIG corresponds to the passage from the unstable equilibrium state 
(beginning of the phenomenon) to a stable equilibrium state (final operating point). This last, is reached by the 
intersection between the SEIG magnetic characteristic (Figure 2) with the  capacitor external characteristic 
whose equation is: 𝑉 =
1
𝐶𝜔
𝐼 
Since the SEIG under study generates the nominal synchronous frequency, the capacitor value is chosen close 
to the resonance with the stator self-inductance: 𝐿𝑠 = 𝑙𝑠 + 𝑀. 
Characteristic Value Parameter Value 
PN 4 kW Rs 0.84 Ω 
UN 220/380 V Rr 2.25 Ω 
Ω N 1435 rpm ls 7.20 mH 
P 2 l’r 7.20 mH 
f 50 Hz M 70.14mH 
Figure 1. Experimental Bench 
Figure 2. Magnetic characteristic of the SEIG 
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3.2 Experimental and simulation results comparison 
Along this work, simulation calculations were performed using the MATLAB platform.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3-a and 4-a depict stator phase voltage and current simulation respectively when the “linear “and the 
“nonlinear” Park model is used. 
Based on the classical linear Park model [16], current and voltage simulation results in Figure 3-a and 4-a 
respectively,  show the non-convenience of this model for describing the SEIG self-excitation. Indeed, 
according to these figures, the IG is unable to start up. Whereas, the “nonlinear” model has given good 
agreement with experiment. Hence, the necessity of the saturation accounting in self-excitation phenomenon. 
Simulation results of the SEIG at no load in Figure 3-b and Fig4-b gave: a starting-up time equal to 1.5s, phase 
voltage and current amplitudes of about 280V and 10A respectively. While Measurements yield 1.6s, 272V 
and 8A. We can notice in Figure 4-b that the stator voltage at t=0 is different of zero, this is due to the EMF 
generated by the remaining magnetic flux from eventual previous utilizations of the SEIG.  
4 PHASE SHIFT INFLUENCE IN GRID-CONNECTION MODE 
With the same capacitance bank, the SEIG is connected to a 220/380 V, 50 Hz three-phase grid. Experimental 
results on Figure 5 and 6 show an important difference in the transient SEIG current peak values while 
connected to the grid. Hence, we conclude that transient stator currents behaviour highly depends on the instant 
of connection, in other terms, on the phase shifting angle 𝜃 between the grid phase voltage and its associated 
stator voltage terminal. It should be specified that measured stator phase have been acquisitioned at random 
phase angle 𝜃. That explains the disparity of transient current amplitudes in Figure 5-a and 5-b. 
However, no influence of phase shifting between the formers is noticed on the stator voltage transients. Indeed, 
the SEIG stator voltage instantly reaches the grid voltage as it is shown in Figure (7) with a voltage amplitude 
equal to √2 ∗ 220𝑉 ≅ 311𝑉 . In fact, the grid imposes its voltage amplitudes upon the induction generator 
V
s(
V
 
i s
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) 
Figure 3. Computed (a) and measured (b) stator voltage of the SEIG during the self-excitation 
process at 1500 rpm 
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Figure 4. Computed (a) and measured (b) stator current of the SEIG during the 
self-excitation process at 1500 rpm 
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terminals. Figure (7) depicts the simulated stator voltage at no load when connected to the grid, this waveform 
remains the same whatever the value of 𝜃 is. 
Table 2. The Calculated Current Pic Variation according to θ 
θ (rd) 0 𝜋
4
 
𝜋
2
 
3𝜋
4
 
𝜋 5𝜋
4
 
3𝜋
2
 
7𝜋
4
 
Ipeak (A) 21.12 35.76 44.36 43.82 34.59 46.08 44.07 32.00 
5 CONCLUSION 
The self-excited induction generator seems to be a very interesting low cost alternative for generating 
electricity in isolated areas.  
In order to debit voltages at industrial frequency (50 Hz), the IG rotor shaft has been driven at a constant speed 
that equals the synchronous rotating speed. Practically, a speed regulator should be used for this purpose. 
(a) (b) 
i s
(A
) 
i s
(A
) 
Figure 5. Measured stator phase current of the SEIG before and after grid connection process 
at different θ 
Figure 7. Computed stator voltage of the SEIG before and after grid 
connection process at 1500 rpm 
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Figure 6. Computed stator voltage of the SEIG before and after grid connection process at 
1500 rpm (a)  𝜃 = 0  (b) 𝜃 = 𝜋
2
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Satisfactory accordance between simulation and experiment results is gained in standalone mode, which 
validates the nonlinear model for self-excitation description. 
The transient current peaks strongly depend upon the phase displacement between the SEIG stator voltage 
terminals and theirs corresponding grid voltage phases at the grid connection instant. According to simulation 
results, connection-to-grid instant is optimal when both stator voltage and grid phase to which is connected 
are in phase. 
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ELECTRICAL ENERGY PRODUCTION IN ARCHIMEDES SCREW BASED 
ULTRA-LOW HEAD SHP 
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ABSTRACT 
Simulations of electrical energy production are based on archived hydrological data for a water stream with 
ultra-low head of 1.4 m in the area with rich precipitation. Equipment models are constructed out of the 
manufacturer’s data taking into account conditions for safe operation of Archimedes screw water engine. 
Four simulation variants are performed with SHP equipment, designed for 1.4 m head and 1.5 m head. In the 
first iteration, equipment is positioned to obtain nominal levels and in second iteration displaced 5 cm and 
10 cm higher. Simulation results show that moderate displacement from optimal installation height only 
slightly affects the production. When larger unit is placed on proper installation height, practically the same 
production can be obtained as with optimally designed bespoke equipment. Employing the equipment of the 
same nominal parameters on sites with somewhat different nominal heads avoids bespoke installations and 
can significantly decrease the costs of development and maintenance, and subsequently increase the 
economic viability of the SHP projects on sites with ultra-low heads. 
Keywords: renewable energy, Archimedes screw, water mill, revitalization, hydrology 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In order to mitigate with the human activity provoked climate changes, rapid transition to RES (Renewable 
Energy Sources) and environment friendly technologies is mandatory. In the sphere of RES-E (-Electricity), 
besides the use of established hydropower and intensive development in wind power and photovoltaics, the 
quest for currently less favourable ways of renewable energy generation is still opened. Therefore, we are 
searching for ways to utilize energy of water streams with ultra-low heads on locations of abandoned mills, 
sawmills, and smithies. Such locations are socially acceptable due to existing buildings and already equipped 
with weirs. This segment became technically and economically interesting after 2000, when Archimedes 
screw (AS) as a turbine was introduced [1]. It ensures relatively high water-to-wire efficiency (> 70 %), 
despite very low heads [2], [3]. The shortcoming is in high cost of equipment, because units with large flow 
capabilities are needed for certain nominal power. SHPs based on AS are for now bespoke installations and 
this uniqueness impedes the possible ways for production cost optimization. If AS of certain size was 
produced in smaller series, taking into account latest discoveries for obtaining the highest efficiency [4], [5], 
the production costs would be lowered. However, on the other hand the question arises, whether the demand 
for larger number of the certain size can exist.  
The idea for possible application of units of the same size on sites with moderately different heads was 
brought forth some time after the finish of an EU co-founded project “With revitalization of mills towards 
green energy” in 2012. This project ran under the leadership of three southern Slovenian communities and 
owners of 14 locations with mostly abandoned and some even ruined mills and sawmills, located on the 
border river Kolpa and its left bank tributaries had participated in it. The aim of the project was to obtain an 
inventory of the mills as cultural heritage, to generate a conceptual solution for SHP, acceptable from 
different points of view, and to prepare documents on professional and legal basis for later use when 
obtaining the construction permits. The quest for the appropriate technology in this project revealed that AS 
is preferred, since it is the most fish friendly water engine technology and SHP construction is relatively 
unpretentious, ensuring less adverse impacts on fauna, flora, and landscape. The available heads on these 14 
locations measure from 1 m to 1.6 m and a lot of them have heads within 1.4 m to 1.6 m. One owner with 
valid construction permit had already been refused to be given subsidies twice, because he was not able to 
offer competitive price of electrical energy (EE), mostly due to high price of the bespoke equipment of the 
planned SHP. Speculation now exists that if cooperative of more owners with similar head is formed and all 
of them opt for the equipment of the same size they can negotiate for better price.  
In this paper, simulations of EE production are presented for a particular site, for which the 1.4 m head and
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appropriate installation height of SHP was determined by the experts. The flow that could be utilized for the 
SHP operation at nominal conditions equals 5 m3/s. Besides simulations performed for optimally 
dimensioned and positioned 1.4 m SHP equipment, also simulations for larger 1.5 m equipment and different 
installation heights are presented. In the first iteration the 1.5 m equipment is positioned on installation 
height, where nominal head 1.5 m can actually be obtained and in the next iteration its installation height is 
displaced 10 cm higher. This results in symmetrical position regarding the optimal installation height of 
1.4 m equipment. Finally, simulation with 1.4 m is performed, displaced 5 cm higher from optimal height.  
2 HYDROLOGICAL SITUATION 
The Kolpa river is a very dynamical watercourse with extremely low water in dry periods, and very large 
discharges during the spring and autumn rain periods, causing floods. During floods the water levels can rise 
up to 4 m above normal levels and the electromechanical equipment must be capable of withstanding 
flooding for several days. The control cabinet can be installed at higher level inside the mill. Average values 
for daily discharges (river flow Qr), on which the EE production simulation is based, are for the analysed site 
location in Krasinec obtained from the archived average daily discharges of the closest downstream 
measuring station Metlika by using a multiplication factor of 0.8 [6]. The era of last 35 recorded years, 
namely from 1982 to 2016 was used, as 35 years is a long enough period to compensate for extreme years. 
River flow distribution with numbers of days inside the individual flow segment of 2.5 m3/s is provided in 
Fig. 1. On the right side graph, flow duration and head duration curves for the given 35 years are shown. The 
100-year flood flow values can reach up to 800 m3/s.  
The optimal parameters for SHP nominal values on particular location were defined by the experts on the 
basis of the river flow distribution and the acquired measurements. In this way the nominal upper and lower 
water levels, the installation height, as well as nominal head were determined. Nominal head amounts to 
1.4 m and occurs at Qr 14.5 m3/s. Dependences of upper and lower water levels and available head versus 
the river flow were determined by on-site measurements and observations. Long time period was needed to 
obtain systematic conditions with almost constant or slowly changing river flow for each measurement, since 
determination of Qr was performed by reading data from automatic measuring station on the remote location. 
Discrete points in Fig. 2 are the measured upper Δhup and lower Δhlow water level differences from nominal 
levels and resulting available head Havail. There are separate graphs for 1.4 m and 1.5 m head obtained by 
nominal levels at Qr 14.5 m3/s and 8 m3/s, respectively.  
The lines in Fig. 2 are gained by fitting the discrete points with 2nd order polynomial functions. These 
functions are for 1.4 m optimal installation, presented by (1), (2), and (3): 
 20.00372 0.749547 9.473964,up r rh Q Q            (1) 
 20.008927 2.081199 28.89733,low r rh Q Q            (2) 
 20.005419 1.35358 159.861749.r ravailH Q Q          (3) 
Seasonal limitations of water use due to the biotic diversity preservation are defined for river flows below 
20 m3/s for five months (from February to June). During this time of the year, fish spawn and plants 
experience lush growth. On basis of this limitation, no flow is available for the SHP, whenever river flow is 
7 m3/s or less. The relationship between SHP flow limitation QLIM and Qr is presented by 
 4 3 20.000131 0.00961 0.261 3.35 13.6.LIM r r r rQ Q Q Q Q             (4) 
In practice, sluice gate on the intake needs to be appropriately controlled to ensure sufficient limitations. For 
the remaining period of time a biological minimum of 2 m3/s is supposed to flow over the weir crown. In the 
 
Fig. 1. River flow distribution and head duration curves of the analysed site for 35 years 
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Fig. 2. Water level differences from nominal levels and resulting head for 1.4 m and 1.5 m variant 
presented simulations the flow will never be this low, due to the equipment technical limitations. 
3 MODELING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF EQUIPMENT 
High utilizable flow requires the use of two AS and SHP is designed for two identical parallel lines. Each 
line consists of AS, speed multiplier, and an induction generator. This is the so-called constant or fixed 
speed (CS) installation, since no static power converter is implemented in neither line to obtain variable 
speed (VS) installation. 
Characteristics for one line of SHP are given in the manufacturer’s specifications. Nominal output power for 
one line of 1.4 m and 1.5 m equipment are 23.9 kW and 24.85 kW, respectively. Dependencies of net head, 
AS water flow, efficiency, and output power are all specified versus intake height. This is the difference 
between the upper water level and chute point (UW-CP). In order to obtain usable models, characteristics are 
translated into dependencies, related to the in-situ hydrological conditions. Relation between the intake water 
height difference and the actual upper water levels, regarding the nominal upper level (Fig. 2) is thus 
incorporated into AS water flow relation (5). This is polynomial function of AS water flow QAS, which 
depends on the upper water level hup, whereas the latter is the function of instantaneous river flow Qr (1). 
 20.26951 (1.34 /100) 1.52529 (1.34 /100) 0.06505.AS up upQ h h          (5) 
Eq. (5) is made for 1.4 m equipment. Whenever in practice water flow limitations need to be obeyed the 
water flow through the AS can be controlled by sluice gates at the intake.  
Dependence of output electrical power of one line PCS versus AS flow is shown in Fig. 3. Solid line with 
markers is extracted from manufacturer’s data, which are provided only up to nominal AS flow of 2.5 m3/s. 
This nominal AS flow is obtained at nominal upper water level (Δhup = 0). At higher river flows, when water 
levels exceed the nominal levels, more water enters the AS and theoretically the line can generate more 
power. Dashed lines of PCS in Fig. 3 are obtained by fitting and extrapolating the manufacturer data by using 
4th order polynomial function. Eq. (6) is valid for 1.4 m equipment: 
 4 3 21.2235 5.9168 5.6977 6.3346 1.0884.CS CS CS CS CSP Q Q Q Q            (6) 
In eq. (6), QCS represents the instantaneous working water flow of AS. When there is no flow limitation, QCS 
is simply QAS (5) otherwise QCS needs to be determined considering the current limiting condition. However, 
obtaining higher output power than nominal in practice is hardly ever possible due to real hydrological 
conditions. At ultra-low head, the river water flow rising causes noticeable change in water levels. In the 
studied situation the lower water level rises more rapidly than the upper level (Fig. 2). After the nominal 
lower water level is surpassed (Δhlow > 0), the AS rotation becomes hindered, which results in lower 
efficiency. This effect was already studied by Lyons [7], showing that output electrical power approaches to 
zero, when effective head is approaching half of the nominal head. The reported dependence is implemented 
in the presented model. A functional relationship was thus created between the output electrical power, 
calculated for the given AS flow at nominal lower water level and the actual output electrical power at 
instantaneous water level. Using the polynomial representations of water levels (1), (2) and the available 
head (3) in relation to the river flow (Fig. 2), the output power ratio k was determined. The output power 
ratio k is for 1.4 m equipment in optimal installation height represented by   
 
6 3 4 2 3
1 =1.56 10 2.7095 10 2.73293 10 1.00499491;   0,
1;    0.
L CS r r r low
low
k P P Q Q Q h
k h
             
    (7) 
Output electrical power of one line at the actual water level is denoted by P1L, while PCS is the calculated
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Fig. 3. Output electrical power of one line PCS for 1.4 m and 1.5 m equipment (manufacturer’s data 
and polynomial approximation) and output power ratio k for all four variants 
power before attenuation (6) calculated at nominal lower water level. The output power ratio k in Fig. 3 is 
shown for all simulation variants. Besides 1.4 m and 1.5 m equipment at installation heights with nominal 
levels, k for displaced variants is also presented.  
4 SIMULATION MODEL OF SHP 
The aim at designing the architecture of the simulation model was to maximize the output power for the 
available flow, considering the limitation due to biotic diversity preservation and requirements for safe AS 
operation. The AS can be put into operation when minimal water flow of 1.5 m3/s is provided and it must be 
stopped when the AS water flow QAS exceeds the design flow for more than 20 %. The latter condition is for 
different installation heights obtained at different critical river flows Qcrit. For 1.4 m equipment at optimal 
installation height Qcrit is 70 m3/s. Each curve of k shown in Fig. 3 ends at Qcrit for the particular variant.    
Since the SHP consists of two identical lines, the nominal output power Pn is twice as large as the nominal 
output power of one line. Regarding the availability or water flow limitations it is possible to operate with 
only one line or both lines in parallel, assuming that sluice gate control will ensure conformity to the 
limitations. Input data of the simulation model are average daily river flows Qr (Fig. 4). In the first branch, 
conditions for the SHP operation are tested. If Qr exceeds Qcrit the output electrical power Pel for the current 
date is zero. 
In the second branch, the date is tested. From February to June, SHP flow limitation is needed for river flow 
below 20 m3/s, thus further branches are provided according to the calculated QLIM value (4). When QLIM 
exceeds 1.5 m3/s, the first line can be put into operation safely. Up to QLIM equal to QLIM1 (2.4 m3/s; values in 
parentheses are for 1.4 m equipment at optimal installation height), the working flow QCS equals QLIM and 
output power of one line PCS is calculated (6). Since only one line is in operation, PCS is assigned Pel for the 
current date. If QLIM for the current date is between QLIM1 and QLIM2 (3.45 m3/s), the SHP will still operate 
with only one line. However, QCS for the working line in this case is not equal to QLIM, but is equal to the 
free intake flow QAS (5), which can enter the AS based on hup (1). In such way, the obtained Pel is higher as 
if at QLIM above 3 m3/s available flow would be divided into two lines. For QLIM above QLIM2, both lines are 
in operation and they get equal share of the available water flow. When determining Pel we need to apply k 
(7), since at higher river flows lower water level exceeds the nominal level. When Qr exceeds 20 m3/s, both 
lines are filled with QAS, because limitation does not apply. 
From July to February, no flow limitation is needed and only one line is in operation for Qr starting from 
Qmin (4.6 m3/s) up to Qr1 (5.3 m3/s). In this case free intake flow QAS is assigned to QCS. Two lines are in 
operation, when Qr is between Qr1 and Qr2 (6.7 m3/s), whereas each receives half of the flow residuum, 
because ecological minimum for the weir is 2 m3/s. When Qr is higher than Qr2, each line is filled with QAS 
and PCS is attenuated using the output power ratio k. 
Output electrical power obtained at the end of each branch Pel(date) is multiplied by 24 hours to obtain EE 
of the current date and summed within a particular year to obtain Wyear. Then average annual energy WAV,y 
for the 35 years era is obtained: 
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Fig. 4. Scheme of the simulation model for SHP with CS operation  
5 SIMULATION RESULTS 
Simulation results provide information on possible quantity of EE, which can be produced by SHP on water 
stream of ultra-low head taking into account real hydrological conditions, equipment technical restrictions 
and limitation of water flow utilization due to nature conservation.  
In Fig. 5 graphs of Pel, Qr, Qcrit, and SHP utilized flow QSHP are shown for three years. Graphs on the left are 
for 1.4 m and on the right for 1.5 m equipment at installation heights with nominal levels. Year 2016 is the 
last year in the hydrological archive and has Wyear close to the average value of all 35 years (Table 1). Year 
2011 has the highest value of Wyear, although it was the droughtiest year, as can be seen from the average and 
median values of Qr. In contrast, 2014 was the wettest year with the highest values of average and median 
Qr, but it yields the smallest Wyear. This is true for all four simulated variants, 1.4 m, 1.5 m, 1.4 m displaced 
5 cm higher (1.4 m5 cm) and 1.5 m displaced 10 cm higher (1.5 m10 cm). Graphs for the latter two 
variants are not shown, since the results are close to 1.4 m variant. However, 1.5 m variant in the droughtiest 
year produces 1 % more EE and in the wettest year 17 % less EE than 1.4 m variant. The main reason is in 
the height of the outlet of 1.5 m equipment, which is positioned 15 cm lower regarding the outlet of 1.4 m 
equipment. Low water levels in drought years lead to longer time of 1.5 m equipment operation at optimal 
conditions. On the other hand in water rich years the flooding of the lower end is more intensive and also 
because of lower Qcrit the 1.5 m equipment has longer and more frequent standstill intervals.  
Table 1. EE production, median and average river flow in characteristic years and total energy 
production in 35 years for all four simulated variants 
 Qr,median Qr,average EE 1.4 m EE 1.4 m5 cm EE 1.5 m EE 1.5 m10 cm
 m3/s m3/s MWh MWh MWh MWh
2016 (latest) 29.00 65.10 283.46 276.21 265.52 280.44
2011 (dry) 17.97 28.78 340.81 328.00 344.08 338.64
2014 (wet) 49.63 84.94 221.61 224.44 185.41 221.72
35 years aver. 28.97 54.25 275.93 272.95 258.39 276.45
WTotal (35 
years) - - 9657.52 9553.38 9043.66 9677.14
% of EE CS - - 100 98.92 93.64 100.20
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Fig. 5. SHP output electrical power, river flow and utilized flow for the year 2016, the droughtiest 
year 2011 and the wettest year 2014 for 1.4 m (left side) and for 1.5 m equipment (right side) at 
installation heights with nominal levels 
6 CONCLUSION 
Comparison of calculated EE for four variants reveals actual influence of the equipment size and its 
installation height on possible production. The sensitivity of EE production on installation height is not as 
strong as it would be expected dealing with the ultra-low head SHP. Displacement of the installation height 
for 3.5 % regarding the size of 1.4 m equipment at optimal installation height reduces total EE for only 1 %. 
If larger equipment is used at proper installation height practically the same value of EE is obtained. On the 
basis of simulation results it can be concluded that our speculation has realistic base and SHP equipment of 
the same size can be efficiently employed on sites with moderately different heads. With further simulations 
we will try to verify whether optimal installation height proposed by the experts actually provides the 
highest production.   
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HYBRID RENEWABLE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT: CLUSTERING 
CORRELATIONS TO IMPROVE THE PERFORMANCES OFA MODEL 
PREDICTIVE CONTROL STRATEGY  
L.Bartolucci1, S.Cordiner1, V.Mulone1 
1. Department of Industrial Engineering, University of Rome Tor Vergata, Rome, IT; email: 
lorenzo.bartolucci@uniroma2.it 
ABSTRACT 
The advent of distributed renewable energy supply sources and storage systems has placed a great focus on 
the operations of the LV (low voltage) electricity distribution network. However, LV networks are 
characterized by much higher variability in time series demand meaning that matching production and demand 
profiles is a challenging goal. Energy Management System (EMS) based on Model Predictive Control (MPC) 
strategies have been proved to improve the matching of profiles thus enhancing the RES exploitation. 
However, the performance of the EMS depends on the capability of reliably forecasting the day ahead profiles. 
In order to improve those predictions, a novel approach based on a correlation clustering strategy has been 
implemented into a MPC - EMS in order to correct the forecasts thus improving the performance and the 
reliability of the EMS control actions. The new approach has been compared against the ideal conditions of 
perfect forecasting and the baseline of the uncorrected forecast in order to show the improvement due to the 
novel approach proposed. Results showed an improvement of the RES self-consumption and a better 
utilization of the Energy Storage System (ESS). 
Keywords: Hybrid Renewable Energy System; Model Predictive Control; Energy Management System;  
1 INTRODUCTION 
The European goal to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80–95% by 2050 implies the development of 
the current energy system. Different actions have to be pursued, toward greater efficiency and lesser CO2 
emissions. This target may be achieved with a steep increase of power production from renewable sources 
(RES) [1]. This requires actions at every level of power chain from production to final user, through the 
distribution system. Storage systems have a pivotal importance, as well as a more efficient interaction between 
decentralized and centralized systems to maximize the exploitation of RES while operating efficiently large-
scale powerplants.  
In such a scenario the introduction of Hybrid Renewable Energy System (HRES) can effectively improve 
the interaction between local and centralized production. Several works have proved the capability of HRES 
to supply stand-alone distributed generation systems in remote areas [2-5]. However, the key aspect of a 
microgrid within the HRES concept for maximizing the exploitation is the implementation of a two-way 
communication between the grid operator and customers, as demonstrated by different studies [6-8].  
Results obtained with optimization strategies of HRES are promising [9-12], in particular wih the use of 
Model Predictive Control (MPC) based approached. Bartolucci et al. in [13-14] showed the potential of MPC 
control strategy to improve the integration of the residential microgrid with the renewable sources available 
locally. This is due to smoothing out the energy demand profile and absorbing the peak of production from 
the photovoltaic and wind powerplants, in cases of high RES penetration. It was also shown how high RES 
penetration can be with Demand Side Management (DSM), taking advantage of predictive control logics. In 
fact, DSM with a storage system improves the stability reducing fluctuations both ways (network-wise and 
user-wise). The work highlighted also the role of weather and load forecast, whose availability and accuracy 
is crucial for an optimal deployment of MPC-based control strategies. 
The study here proposed aims at extending the MPC strategy proposed in [13] in order to improve the 
effectiveness of both weather and load forecast. A clustering analysis approach is proposed: based on historical 
data, different clusters of load profiles and weather conditions have been defined; during run time operation, 
the actual profiles were associated with a specific class with a Neural Network approach. The forecast was 
updated with the specific class recognized and used for the minimization of the objective function within a 
Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) framework. Results show how the extended model was able to 
improve the performances in terms of minimization of unbalances in energy exchanged with the grid and 
operating costs. Different scenarios have been tested to prove the capability of the proposed approach, dealing 
with different degrees of forecast, weather conditions, and load characteristics.  
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2 DESCRIPTION OF HRES 
In this section a brief description of HRES is given [Figure 1 (left)]. The core of the system is the 
Micro Grid Central Controller (MGCC), calculating energy fluxes splitting rules based on information 
coming from the Residential Micro Grid, the Database and the Grid subsystems. In the MGCC the control 
strategy is implemented together with tools for profile/pattern management.  
 
 
Figure 1 - Scheme of the Hybrid Renewable Energy System (left) - Sketch of the simulated apartment (right) 
 
The Residential MicroGrid studied as application includes smart buildings featuring smart metering sensors 
and renewable source power supply systems (PV panels with a peak power of 5130 Wp per apartment). The 
smart buildings are connected via a DC/DC bus with the local programmable source, a fuel cell with a 
maximum power of 2400 W per apartment, and with a Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) with a total 
storage capacity of 280Ah@48V per apartment. 8 apartments have been considered for this study. 
Special care has been given to the representation of the residential load, extending the stochastic model 
presented in [15] to describe the thermal load required by the house with dynamic effects. To that aim a 
model has been implemented linking dynamically Energy+ [16] and Matlab/Simulink codes. A sketch of the 
house considered is reported in Figure 1 (right). A period of 2 years has been studied, with real weather data 
collected at the weather station of the University of Rome Tor Vergata to generate a robust database for the 
residential load. 
 
3 NUMERICAL APPROACH AND TEST CASES 
Details on the implementation of the MPC for microgrid control has been treated extensively in [13], and 
thus in this section only a brief overview of the main concept is given with greater focus on the clustering 
analysis considered to improve the effectiveness of actions taken based on weather forecast. In general, MPC 
strategies are based on optimization procedures defining control commands to minimize – or maximize –
objective functions defined with a model, representing the behavior of the system. 
The controller evaluates a set of optimal control variables for a period of time from t (current state) and 
t+CP (where CP is the control period), based on the initial state and on an estimation of the external disturbance 
parameters (in this paper weather and load forecasts). These control actions are used to evaluate the evolution 
of the system at the time k+1 that is used as input for the forthcoming optimization process. 
The effectiveness of the optimization process is highly dependent on the definition of the constraints and 
of the objective function. The first ones are needed in order to ensure the physical and technical feasibility of 
the optimal solution found. For example, constraints on the maximum power exchanged with the main grid or 
the maximum power obtainable from the local power generator have been implemented. A detailed description 
of the constraints implemented and the objective function used for the optimization process is presented in 
[13]. 
3.1 Forecast clustering analysis 
In order to improve the accuracy of the load forecast a methodology based on the correlation clustering 
analysis has been implemented in the code. First of all, the load generated for the first year has been divided 
into sub-groups based on the actual power required at the beginning of the day which is mainly function of 
the ambient temperature. Then, for each sub-group, a correlation analysis has been performed looking at 9 
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specific parameters, namely for each daily time zone (3 zones F1, F2, F3) the value of the demand peak 
power (PPFi), the time at which the peak power occurs (hPPFi) and the overall energy consumed during the 
time zone (EFi). Correlation is calculated by the Pearson’s correlation equation (1). The output of the 
equation will range from 0 to 1. A value of 1 describes a perfect correlation, while a value of 0 no 
correlation. 
 
𝜌(𝑋, 𝑌) =
1
𝑛 − 1
∑((𝑥 − 𝑢𝑥)(𝑦 − 𝑢𝑦)
𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑦
 (1) 
where 𝜌 is the correlation coefficient, 𝑋, 𝑌 are vectors, 𝑛 is the number of elements in each vector, 𝑥 is an 
element within vector 𝑋, 𝑦 is an element in vector 𝑌, 𝑢𝑥 is the mean of 𝑋, 𝑢𝑦 is the mean of 𝑌, 𝜎𝑥 is the 
standard deviation of 𝑋 and 𝜎𝑦 is the standard deviation of 𝑌. In order to assign the elements of the sub-group 
to a specific cluster, an iterative procedure has been performed. For each loop a different threshold value for 
the correlation has been used to complete the cluster, starting from a value of 0.98 below to a value of 0.95, 
which allowed for assigning all the elements to the generated clusters. Variable number of clusters and 
different number of elements per each cluster have been obtained by the analysis. Based on the elements of 
each cluster the mean representative profile has been calculated as average of each specific profile. 
Once the clusters have been created, a Neural Network has been trained in order to recognize during run 
time operation the corresponding cluster. The output forecast used in the controller has been then evaluated as 
a weighted average between the demand forecast and the cluster mean profile. For this study a weight factor 
of 0.5 has been chosen. 
In order to solve the MPC strategy with a sampling time of 15 minutes in a rolling horizon mode and an 
overall control period of 24 hours, a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) algorithm has been 
implemented into Matlab/Simulink along with the clustering analysis code. 
3.2 Simulation specifications 
Different simulations have been performed in order to analyze the performance of the model under 
different operating conditions and different scenarios. Extended MPC strategies have been tested for same 
HRES by varying forecasting accuracy. In particular, a reference scenario (IDEAL) has been considered for 
perfect weather and load forecast. With respect to this baseline reference, two different cases have been tested, 
and namely OLD MPC and NEW MPC models. The last two case differ only for the prediction stage of the 
control process. The system has been tested for two weeks in the 2015, the third week of January and June, 
representative of typical winter and summer weeks in Rome. 
4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Figure 2 shows the capability of the proposed model to improve the load forecast for a simulated summer 
week. In particular, the forecasted hourly profile with and without the correction based on the correlation 
clustering analysis have been reported respectively in blue and red and compared against the actual profile 
obtained during runtime. Looking at the details for a selected day an improvement in capturing the actual 
power demand profile, even though some discrepancies are still occurring. Integrating though the differences 
between the actual and the predicted profiles, the improvement is even more evident, with an overall corrected 
forecasted value less than the half of the corresponding forecasted without correction one. 
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Figure 2 - Differences between Load predicted, Load predicted corrected and Load real during the simulated week of July (top) with details of 
the fourth day (bottom-right) and overall energy mismatch with respect to the real case (bottom - left). 
 
Based on the improvement obtained in the forecasting of the load profile the analysis of the HRES system has 
been performed for two different weeks of January and July. It is worth noting that the selected to test the 
system under severe weather conditions. In fact, the differences between actual and forecasted weather (in 
particular the sun availability) were significant and adverse (Figure 3). More specifically, for the winter week 
high availability of RES was forecasted while not verified during the real time operation, and for the summer 
case the opposite situation occurred. Both situations are adverse with respect to the capability of the system to 
absorb RES fluctuation, in fact during the winter the ESS SoC is on average at low level and therefore capable 
of absorbing unpredicted greater availability, while not able to manage effectively unpredicted reductions. 
Opposite situations occur for the summer case.  
 
Figure 3 - Differences between actual and forecast PV production for the winter (top) and 
summer (bottom) cases 
Although the challenging operating conditions, the improvement of the HRES systems in following the grid 
reference profile is evident. Figure 4 (top) shows the magnitude of the unbalance power profiles for the three 
simulated cases with details for the third day (bottom-right) for the summer case, confirming that accurate 
load forecasting can improve the capability of the HRES to attend a predefined load profile even under heavy 
RES availability variations. In fact, the unbalances were significantly lower for the IDEAL case and smoothed 
for the NEW MODEL with respect to the OLD one. This is confirmed also looking at the integrated unbalance 
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energy over the week (Figure 4 – bottom-left) were a reduction of about 15kWh has been achieved due to the 
improved load forecast obtained with the NEW MODEL with respect to the OLD prediction. 
 
Figure 4 – Absolute value of the unbalance power profile for the three simulated cases (perfect prediction, wrong with no correction and 
wrong with correction during the simulated week of July (top) with details of the third day (bottom-right) and overall unbalance energy 
(bottom - left). 
Similar consideration can be drawn also looking at the winter case (Figure 5). A general greater unbalances 
occurred for these operating conditions due to reduced capability of the ESS to adsorb the RES fluctuation 
when at low SoC. However, the system was able to reduce those oscillation transmitted to the main grid by 
means of the optimization process. Therefore, having a reliable prediction of the power demand is shown again 
to be essential to achieve consistent improvement toward the reduction of the total energy unbalance.  
 
Figure 5 – Absolute value of the unbalance power profile for the three simulated cases (perfect prediction, wrong with no correction and 
wrong with correction during the simulated week of January (top) with details of the third day (bottom-right) and overall unbalance energy 
(bottom - left). 
 
5 CONCLUSION 
The proposed modification of the Model Predictive Control (MPC) approach for an Energy Management 
System (EMS) has been proved, that is capable of improving the performances of Hybrid Renewable Energy 
Systems (HRES) in terms of unbalances in the power exchanged with the grid.  
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Smoothening out the load profile with the Demand Side Management (DSM) of deferrable appliances and 
a more efficient use of the Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) together with an improved prediction of 
the foreseen load profile due to the implementation of the Correlation Clustering analysis have been found 
crucial to get the improvement.  
A reduction of almost 40kWh and 15kWh in the energy withdrawn respectively for the winter and summer 
week has been achieved by means of the improved load forecast. This effect is also due to the maximization 
of the self-consumed local RES. Current fluctuations towards the grid were adsorbed by the BESS and FC 
sub-components allowing also the HRES to act as a voltage and frequency regulator in the main-micro grids 
interaction.  
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ABSTRACT 
This research aims to evaluate a combined system of biochar gasification and adsorption-catalysis process 
for synthesis gas production. The effect of mangrove derived biochar gasification temperature, amount of 
water added as gasifying agent, adsorption-catalysis temperature, and the effect of CaO content in one-body 
multi-functional sorbent/catalyst material, Ni-CaO/Ca12Al14O33, were studied in this work. Temperatures 
applied in biochar gasification process was evaluated in the range of 800-900°C. Addition of water in 
gasifying agent feed molar ratio was varied from 0-2, where the other compositions were fixed at CO2:O2:C 
= 0.25:0.25:1, and the temperatures of adsorption-catalysis reactor was varied from 450 to 650°C. Results 
were examined in terms of biochar conversion, gaseous product composition, and CO2 emission. The results 
revealed that the temperature of 900°C provided the highest biochar conversion of ca. 92%. Synthesis gas 
production was found to depend upon amount of water added and temperature of the adsorption-catalysis 
reactor; higher amount of H2 was observed with an increase of water and temperature. In term of process 
design, it was found that the hybrid adsorption-catalysis process using one-body multi-functional material 
offered greater amount of H2 with similar amount of CO2 emission when compared with separated 
sorbent/catalyst material. 
Keywords: Gasification; sorption-enhanced water gas shift; multi-functional material 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Gasification of biomass is a technology that is used to convert biomass into synthetic gas or syngas, which 
consists of mainly H2 and CO. Different compositions of H2 and CO in the syngas can be applied for various 
downstream processes, i.e., electricity generation, synthetic gas production, H2 production, chemical 
productions [1-3], etc. Biomass is a good representative of renewable resources for the production of syngas 
as it is carbon neutral [4]. Conversion of biomass via gasification could be made by using different gasifying 
agents such as oxygen, air, steam, carbon dioxide, and their mixtures [5-6]. These agents could yield 
different amount and product gas compositions [5, 7]. Although biomass gasification has been proved to be 
one of most efficient techniques for syngas production; however, the drawbacks of this technique is the 
accompanied production of CO2 in the product stream. Purification of syngas by separation of CO2 is 
therefore required and this process is known to be an intensive energy consumption [8]. In this work, we are 
therefore interested in improving efficiency of biomass gasification process in terms of reducing CO2 
emissions and utilizing the captured CO2. Sorption-enhanced water gas shift (SEWG) reaction is an 
adsorption-catalysis hybrid process that applied to separate CO2 from syngas after gasification. In this 
process, a high-temperature water gas shift catalyst and a CO2 sorbent are combined in the same reactor to 
function simultaneously. As a consequence, this system allows an increase in CO conversion due to the 
removal of CO2, leading to an enhancement of H2 production. 
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A multi-functional sorbent/catalyst material was prepared by firstly synthesising of calcium oxide, which 
was prepared by mixing a 100-ml of 2.5 M sodium carbonate solution with the same amount of 2.5 M 
calcium chloride under continuous stirring for 3 hr. Then, the solution was allowed to stand for 5 hr to yield 
precipitated solids. After 5 hr, the solids were dried at 30°C for 12 hr and calcined at 850°C for 30 min. To 
combine the sorbent and catalyst into one-body Ni/CaO-Ca12Al14O33, the solution of aluminium nitrate 
(Al(NO3)39H2O 3.79 g in 100 ml DI-water) was mixed with the solution of nickel nitrate (dissolved in 100 
ml DI-water was mixed with the solution of nickel nitrate (Ni(NO3)26H2O 3.03 g in 100 ml DI-water). Then 
3.7 g of CaO was added into the solution and allowed to stir at room temperature for 3 hr. After that, the 
mixture was allowed to stand for 24 hr, dried in an oven at 120°C for 24 hr, and calcined at 900°C for 1.5 hr 
under dried air. 
Syngas production was tested using two-connected fixed-bed reactors, one for biomass gasification and 
another one for sorption-enhanced water gas shift reaction. Gasification temperature was varied from 800-
900°C and sorption-enhanced water gas shift reaction was varied from 500-650°C at atmospheric pressure. 
The pattern of sorbent and catalyst packed in sorption-enhanced water gas shift reactor was varied for 3 
types as shown in Fig. 1. Gasifying agent was fed at fixed ratio of CO2/O2/H2O/C = 0.25/0.25/0.25/1. 
H2O, CO2 ,O2
NiO/Al3O2
Gaseous product
biomass
CaO/Ca12Al14O33
CO, H2O, CO2 ,H2
CBGR PostCO  
H2O, CO2 ,O2
NiO/Al3O2
Gaseous product
biomass
CaO/Ca12Al14O33
CO, H2O, CO2 ,H2
CBGR PreCO            
NiO/CaO-
Ca12Al14O33
H2O, CO2 ,O2
Gaseous product
biomass
CO, H2O, CO2 ,H2
CBGR SimulCO             
Fig. 1: Patterns of sorbent and catalyst packed in the SEWG reactor. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Material Characterization 
XRPD pattern of the synthetic material is shown in Fig.2. As seen, the result shows XRPD peaks correspond 
to CaO at 2  = 32.204 and 53.856, Ca12Al14O33 at 2  = 18.052, 29.726, 33.280, 36.588 and 41.069, and NiO 
at 2  = 30.259, 37.249 and 48.695. 
 
Fig.2: XRPD pattern of multi-functional material Ni/CaO-Ca12Al14O33 
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3.2 Effect of gasification temperature 
Gasification temperature of biochar was varied for two temperatures at 800 and 900C. The results show that 
biochar conversion is only 30% for gasification temperature of 800C; however, biochar conversion 
increases to ca. 92% when gasification temperature increases to 900C. 
 
Fig. 3: % Biochar conversion at different gasifying temperatures. 
Product compositions obtained from gasifier at different temperatures are shown in Fig. 4. The results 
show there are H2, CO, and CO2 observed in the product stream. Higher CO is observed instead of H2, as a 
consequence converting of CO is required. 
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Fig. 4: Product composition at different gasifying temperatures. 
3.3 Combined gasification and sorption-enhanced water gas shift reaction 
To eliminate CO2 and enhance H2 production, sorption-enhanced water gas shift (SEWG) was added after 
gasification process. In the SEWG reactor, sorbent and catalyst was packed in the reactor with three different 
patterns as shown in Fig. 1. Results of produced syngas (shown as H2/CO ratio) observed with different 
patterns of packed sorbent and catalyst is shown in Fig.5. As seen, combining sorption-enhanced water gas 
shift reaction could enhance H2 production with lower CO2 emission. However, the developed one-body 
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multi-functional material provides lower H2 production than the pre-adsorption CO2 before water gas shift 
reaction take places. 
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Fig. 5: H2/CO and CO2 emission ratio for different proposed systems. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
Biochar could be gasified and converted into syngas and CO2. By applying sorption-enhanced water gas 
shift into gasification of biochar system, the process could provide higher H2 production and at the same 
time could reduce CO2 emissions from the process. 
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ABSTRACT 
As is well known the renewables sector covers both a wide range of technologies and a wide 
range of companies that work in it, or supply to it. The paper considers the role of academia in 
supporting work across this sector drawing on an example using European Interregional 
funding via the SEUPB funding body. The recently established Renewable Engine programme 
supports twelve PhD’s working on a variety of manufacturing and inter-linked technologies 
with the focus being on supporting companies in Western Scotland, Northern Ireland and the 
border counties of Ireland. The paper specifically details work being carried out at the 
Advanced Forming Research Centre; part of the University of Strathclyde, although the overall 
consortium includes a number of other academic establishments. The projects are diverse and 
include the use of augmented reality to support maintenance of off-shore wind farms, the 
development of novel energy storage systems and the development of software for the 
optimisation of choice regarding which balance of energy solutions is best for particular sites. 
 
Keywords: Renewable Engine, SEUPB, academia, research 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The Renewable Engine programme, which started in January 2017 has been largely funded by 
the Special European Union Projects Board (SEUPB) under Interreg IV A covering the West 
of Scotland, Northern Ireland and the six Border Counties of the Irish Republic (see Figure 1). 
The total project value, including partner contributions, is €6.1 million with contributory 
funding coming from Mid Ulster council, Invest N.I. and the University of Strathclyde.  
 
 
 
Figure 1. Geographical Area covered by the Renewable Engine project. 
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2 PURPOSE 
The purpose of the programme is to develop a research supercluster based around a group of 
academic institutions within the region, to encourage and develop innovation within 
manufacturing companies operating within the renewables sector. The envisaged outcomes are 
increased cross-border collaboration and improved economic prospects for the regions. 
Initially the goal was to support eight projects, however, due to the quality of the project 
applications this was increased to twelve. The effort within academia is focussed on improving 
the technology readiness level (TRL) of these projects. Figure 2 illustrates the range of TRL’s; 
the lower TRL’s represent the zone of basic research carried out in Universities, while on the 
right hand side the higher TRL’s represent processes / technologies that are ready for industrial 
or commercial implementation.  Part of the purpose of the work being carried out under the 
Renewable Engine programme is to translate basic research into industrial solutions.   
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Technology Readiness Levels (TRL) scale 
 
The programmes’ main academic partners are South West College in Cookstown, Queens 
University, Belfast, Institute of Technology in Sligo and the Advanced Forming Research 
Centre (AFRC) at the University of Strathclyde.  
 
Figure 3 sums up the overall programme management approach that was taken with regard to 
project definition and progression.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Process model for Renewable Engine programme [1].  
 
Initially, there was an open call for companies within the prescribed geographical regions to 
apply for inclusion, this was done via trade shows and workshop events at each of the academic 
institutions and via advertisements through a website. 
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2.2 Project Selection 
The project applications were put through a selection process and were scored by each of the 
academic partners independently before being reviewed by the Project Board, which has a 
range of internal and external stakeholders represented. Decisions were made either to approve 
the projects, ask for further clarification, or to reject. In some cases, projects were amalgamated 
where this gave increased benefits. 
 
2.3 Project Implementation 
One of the challenges in starting a programme of this kind is to recruit the required number of 
students with the skillsets necessary to support the research envisaged. Such recruitment was 
handled locally by the various academic institutions working with the selected industrial 
partners and twelve students were engaged.  
 
2.4 Project Monitoring 
Ongoing supervision of the individual projects is carried out as a partnership between the 
specific academic partner involved and the company, with both academic and company 
supervisors being in place to ensure that the project remains relevant to the requirements of 
both the companies involved and from an academic standpoint. 
 
 
 
Figure.4. Overall governance structure for the Renewable Engine programme. 
 
To further support the project, there is, as previously, noted a Project Board, a project 
management team and an International Stakeholder Group consisting of influential individuals 
from across the business community. Stakeholders were recruited from local, national and 
international business, government departments, advisory agencies and bodies with 
responsibility for the strategic direction of industry. The international stakeholder group meets 
formally twice per year. The overall governance structure for the project is shown in Figure 4.  
 
2.7 Range of Projects 
The 12 industry partners involved in the project are shown in Figure 5.  
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The programme portfolio currently consists of research into energy storage; energy generation 
and enabling technologies (Figure 6). The companies involved range from large multi-nationals 
such as Doosan Babcock to small SME’s such as Soltropy.  
  
 
Figure 6. Breakdown of projects by renewable technology theme 
 
 
3 Case Studies 
3.1 Case Study: Booth Welsh 
Booth Welsh are a process engineering company who work primarily in the pharmaceutical 
and chemical industries providing process solutions. They are a forward thinking innovative 
organisation who are seeking to utilise augmented reality within the renewables industry, 
namely maintenance of offshore wind turbines – this being the focus of the PhD research. The 
intent is to reduce maintenance time spent on the capital equipment and reduce risks to workers 
in dangerous offshore environments. Booth Welsh have embraced the concepts of Industry 4.0 
with this project, the intention of which is to use virtual/augmented reality to allow technicians 
to be assisted in their work on offshore sites.  
Figure 5. Industry partners of the Renewable Engine project 
ROTOSIM 
ORGANIC  
POWER 
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Working with the Renewable Engine partnership has allowed Booth Welsh to access a fully 
funded Doctoral student, the state of the art virtual reality suite at the AFRC and associated 
expertise. This has led to Booth Welsh being asked to join an influential steering group on 
virtual reality within the region.  
 
3.2 Case Study: Doosan Babcock 
Doosan Babcock are working in a number of areas including fuel cells which can run on 
hydrogen. Doosan’s project proposal was for a software application development which will 
assist in the decision making process for what type or combination of renewable technologies 
will best suit a specific situation as energy distribution systems move to a more decentralised 
model 
 
4 Discussion 
Product and / or process development is frequently a challenge, even for larger companies and 
for many smaller enterprises can become a major stumbling block which holds back their 
ability to progress a product to a full prototype on which field trials can be run and which can 
in turn be used to define a method of manufacture for introduction to market. It is often the 
case that Universities, or other centres of research, can provide the skilled human resource and 
access to specialist equipment that might otherwise be beyond the reach of SME’s in particular. 
There are also a number of, perhaps less obvious, advantages for companies working with 
academia:  
 
• It is an opportunity to work with one organisation acting as a single point of contact to 
a wide range of expertise e.g.  in manufacturing techniques, process modelling, material 
selection and failure analysis 
• The academic partner can offer experience of supporting the commercialisation of 
innovations, intellectual property definition and market research 
• Influence with policy setting organisations such as the devolved and UK governments 
• Knowledge of funding sources, current policies and application process requirements 
• Focus on long term economic innovation aspects, product lifecycle, closed loop 
production, industrial ecology and supply chain management 
 
A specific area worth highlighting from the above list is that academic organisations can offer 
valuable support in defining pathways to funding that smaller organisations may be unaware 
of. It is generally the case that Universities / Colleges are experienced in the development of 
bids to a variety of funding organisations. The range of funding available can vary from a few 
thousand pounds for a scoping study, to much larger amounts assuming that the business case 
can be made. Generally, some level of matched funding will be required from the company 
itself, but it is useful to be able to leverage company investment with external financial support.  
 
5 Summary 
The Renewable Engine project provides a case study of how academia can support companies 
in the renewables sector through providing expertise and equipment to overcome barriers to 
eco-innovation; identifying value streams; social, economic and environmental, and linking 
commercial organisations to groups directly influencing policy and legislation on renewables 
and the environment. 
 
The Renewable Engine programme model: 
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• Allows companies to access equipment and expertise which would otherwise be 
prohibitively expensive and time consuming for them to purchase, lease or hire 
 
• Encourages collaboration between academic institutions which companies access for a 
greater range of expertise 
 
• Provides funding for applied research projects that can be completed with industry 
partners to generate outcomes with practical application and academic impact 
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ABSTRACT 
In order to implement a RE strategy in any country, there is a need for a good market design in 
order to have successful outcomes. Market design depends of several factors such as Infrastructure, 
Human Capacity and Institutions.  This thesis explored the literature on RE market design factors 
and sub-factors and selected the most acceptable framework for market design analysis. UAE 2050 
Energy strategy calls for reduction on carbon dioxide emissions by 70%, increasing clean energy 
use by 50% (RE 44% and Nuclear 6%), and improve energy efficiency by 40% by the middle of 
the century.  This will lead to an increase in savings of about 700AED billion. This thesis will 
analyse the current RE market design in UAE and proposes policies and mechanisms in order to 
achieve the proposed targets. In addition, it will look at the transitions needed from all relevant 
stakeholders especially the main UAE utilities, ADWEA and DEWA.  The paper will show the 
business models of these utility companies that will help in the transition of UAE from fossil fuel 
economy to a harmonic fule mix with cleaner sources of energy. 
Keywords: Market Design, Renewable Energy, Business Model, UAE 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The United Arab Emirates, an oil rich country, has embarked on the renewable energy (RE) 
journey when the Abu Dhabi Future Energy Company (Masdar) was created in 2006 [1]. Abu 
Dhabi took the leading role in adopting the first RE target, 7% of total power capacity by 2020 
[2].  Since then Dubai, adopted an RE target to 5% by 2030 (ref, energy outlook, ASCE) and 
revised its target to 7% by 2020 and 25% by 2030 [3], [4], [5].  In 2018, UAE as a nation has 
decided to raise its clean energy target from 24 % to 27% by 2021 as part of its commitment to 
global efforts to fight climate change [6].  The country has great expectation in developing its RE 
economic sector in order to meet its ambitious RE targets.  The total power capacity in 2021 for 
UAE is expected to be around 38 GW out of which 10.26 GW (27%) should come from clean 
energy, 5.6 GW from nuclear and 4.66 GW from RE.  As of today, only a total of 323 MW (100 
MW of CSP and 223 MW of PV), are installed and commissioned. Therefore, by 2021, 
additional capacity of 4.38 GW of RE should be installed.  The main challenge will be to have 
the capability to install the targeted RE capacity in the next 3-4 years. The objective of this paper 
is to analyse the current market design for RE sector using an existing readiness framework 
which encompasses three major components: infrastructure, institutions, and human capacity [7], 
[8].  In addition, the paper will examine the current business model transitions of two major 
utilities in UAE: Abu Dhabi Water and Electricity Agency (ADWEA) and Dubai Electricity and 
Water Agency (DEWA).  
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2 MARKET ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK FOR UAE 
The main factors that contribute for successful market design are infrastructure, institutions, and 
human capacity. The concept of renewable energy infrastructure refers to the physical capacity 
of the country to deploy those related technologies. These technologies are evaluated through the 
availability of natural resources (conventional fossil fuels and RE) such as the ability of the grid 
to transmit and distribute additional power or electricity generated from renewable sources to 
users. In addition, other factors are linked to infrastructure by developing RE technologies: 
market infrastructure consisting of the commodity market, reform of the power sector, RE 
technologies development, and power off-take attractiveness. And also another factor is the rate 
of access to electricity and the expected demand for electricity [7], [8]. 
Human capital is a critical engine for the sustainable development of RE technologies. In the 
perspective of RE readiness, human capital refers to the provision of human resources with the 
capacity to develop, manage, achieve, and maintain RE projects in a particular country. It is a 
standard for measuring the ability to select and operate the most appropriate technology towards 
sustainability. There is a need for factors such as technical and commercial skills, technology 
adoption and dissemination, as well as increasing consumer awareness of the positive value of 
RE in various areas for the development and promotion of human capital for the diffusion of RE 
technologies [8]. 
Institutional readiness provides an outline of the most important factors such as: the existing 
institutional framework, as well as main long-term policies, access to renewable energy 
financing and the microeconomic environment for the diffusion of RE technology. The 
importance of these factors is highlighted in the development of an effective and reliable clean 
energy policy for sustainable energy development in any country. In addition, they demonstrate 
the effectiveness of institutions in implementing targeted RE projects and their sustainable 
development to reach global targets. Public and private institutions related on RE, the quality of 
institutions has a strong impact on the development of relevant RE projects. Where the legal and 
administrative frameworks governing the public and private sectors represent the general 
institutional environment. In addition, institutions influence the development of sustainable 
development strategies as well as policy and investment decisions in the same field [8].  
Table 1 below shows all the factors and sub-factors in designing a RE market in UAE.  As can be 
seen, UAE is leading in many of these factors but lacking in others.  The paper will later discuss 
the different challenges that will impact the potential RE market growth  
 
Table 1. Factors Critical to RE Market Design in UAE 
Factors Sub-factors UAE 
Infrastructure 
Natural resources  Solar, wind energy, and waste. 
Country overall 
infrastructure 
UAE has the one of most advanced infrastructure in the world.  
Existing grid capacity As of 2016, the grid capacity in UAE was around 29 GW.  
Market infrastructure  
Still weak.  In the past power generation, transmission, and distribution are 
publicly owned.  Abu Dhabi was leading in allowing the public-private 
partnership in power generation and water production only.  Recently, 
Dubai has followed similar model.    
Electricity access rate & 
projected demand 
100 % Electrification and It is expected that power demand capacity in UAE 
to be around 38 GW. 
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Human Capacity 
Technical & commercial 
skills 
UAE is weak in this area and strongly needs human capacity to embrace 
renewable energy, including technical and commercial skills. 
Technology adoption & 
diffusion 
RE companies through the RE value chain are operating in UAE including 
financial institutions. Science and Technology institutions are working with 
both public and private sector to improve RE technology transfer, adoption 
and development to meet local context.  
Awareness among 
consumers, investors & 
decision makers 
The prestigious annual Zayed Future Energy Prize. The annual Abu 
Dhabi Sustainability Week which attracts national and international 
investors throughout the RE value chain.  Annual Solar World Congress.  
Annual Emirates Energy Awards. 
Institutions 
Public or private 
institutions related on 
RE 
Government:  Ministry of Energy and Industry.  Abu Dhabi & Dubai Energy 
Councils. Public utilities: ADWEA, DEWA, FEWA, SEWA. Major private 
player in RE: Masdar Company. 
Key policies 
UAE key policy: 27 % of Clean Energy of the total energy mix by 2021.  
Abu Dhabi key policy: 7% of electricity from RE by 2020. Dubai key 
policy: 7% of electricity from RE by 2020, 25% of electricity from RE by 
2025 and 75% of electricity from clean energy by 2050. In 2010 enactment 
of Estidama in Abu Dhabi, by requiring building & natural sustainability 
systems to reduce energy and water consumption by one-third and pricing 
reforms. in Dubai, establishment of 30 % demand reduction target by 2030 
through a mix of pricing reforms, performance codes, and efficient 
investments  
Access to RE finance Private and international banks and investors 
Macroeconomic 
environment 
UAE has a stable and sustainable economy. Many sectors are growing in 
the country where RE industry can benefit from.  Still, RE industry is 
growing slowly. 
 
3 EXISTING AND PROJECTED RE PROJECTS IN UAE 
For the solar projects, from 2006 until 2016, only 3 RE utility scale projects were built in UAE 
due to high LCOE for the solar technologies.  Since 2016, the cost of LCOE went down 
dramatically to 2.42 USA cents/kwh as in the case in Nour 1 in Abu Dhabi, see Table 2.  In 
addition, the latest numbers from Saudi Arabia indicate that LCOE bidding for PV projects is 
below the 2 cents mark.  In addition, utility scale PV projects are shifting more toward public-
private partnership IPP-PPA model in power generation only.  
   
Table 2 Existing and Future RE Solar Projects in UAE 
Dubai Abu Dhabi 
13 MW PV built 
and operated by 
DEWA (EPC). 
Commissioned in 
2013 
200 MW PV. 
Auctioned. Public-
Private 
partnership, IPP-
PPA Model. 
LCOE 5.85 
Cents/Kwh. 
Commissioned in 
2017. 
800 MW PV. 
Auctioned in 2017 
and awarded. 
Public-Private 
partnership, IPP-
PPA Model. 
LCOE2.99 
Cents/Kwh. Under 
construction. 
Masdar 10 MW.  
Build by Masdar 
Company.  Net 
metering with 
ADWEA. 
Commissioned in 
2010. 
SHAMS 1 100 
MW CSP.  
Auctioned. Public-
Private 
partnership, IPP-
PPA Model. 
Commissioned in 
2013. 
Nour 1 350 MW 
PV. Auctioned in 
2017 and not 
awarded yet. 
Public-Private 
partnership, IPP-
PPA Model. 
LCOE 2.42 
Cents/Kwh. 
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Table 2 below shows existing and future RE solar projects in UAE. From waste to energy 
perspectives, Abu Dhabi, Dubai, and Sharjah are planning waste-to-energy plants utilizing 
gasification technology. The total capacity of waste-to energy is 195 MW generating around 
1,366,560,000 Kwh starting 2020 [9], [10], [11].  
 
4 THE BUSINESS MODEL OF UTILITIES IN UAE 
The business model can be defined as a structural template that describes the organizational and 
financial structure of a company. The BM is a shift that determines how the organization 
provides value to customers, and frees customers from paying for value, and turns those 
payments into profit [12]. Table 3 below shows the Business models of DEWA and ADWEA in 
handling the new transition to different energy mix in the country. 
Table 3 below shows the Business models of DEWA and ADWEA 
BM Elements Dubai DEWA Utility BM Abu Dhabi ADWEA Utility BM 
Customer Segments 
(Different groups of 
people/organizations that 
the organization aims to 
access & serve) 
Residential, commercial and remaining 
economic sectors 
Residential, commercial, Industrial, 
and agricultural sectors. 
Value Propositions (A 
range of products and 
services that create value 
for a customer segments) 
Fulfil energy and water needs. Supply 
of reliable electricity and water to 
customers including from Renewable 
energy technologies and desalination. 
Fulfil energy and water needs. Supply 
of reliable electricity and water to 
customers including from Renewable 
energy technologies and desalination. 
Channels (How the 
company communicates 
with & reaches the 
customer segments) 
On-line, TVs, payment channels, etc. 
Support via customer service and call 
centers, metering & billing etc. 
On-line, TVs, payment channels, etc. 
Support via customer service and call 
centers, metering & billing etc. 
Customer Relationships 
(Relations between the 
company & customer 
segments) 
Formal & standardized. Short-term 
supply contracts. 
Formal & standardized. Short-term 
supply contracts. 
Revenue Streams (The 
money generated by the 
company from each 
segment of customer 
segments) 
Sale of metered units of delivered 
electricity and water. Trading of 
surplus electricity to other emirates in 
UAE. Government subsidies. Profits 
for public-private projects. Low-
carbon ﬁnancial incentives (e.g. 
Renewables Obligation Certiﬁcates) 
Sale of metered units of delivered 
electricity and water. Trading of 
surplus electricity to other emirates in 
UAE. Government subsidies. Profits 
for public-private projects. Low-
carbon ﬁnancial incentives (e.g. 
Renewables Obligation Certiﬁcates) 
Key Resources (The 
most important assets 
required to make the 
business model work) 
Financial, technical and legal resources 
to develop large-scale, centralized 
decentralized (RE) generation, 
transmission and distribution 
infrastructure for electricity and water. 
Customer services activities. Fossil 
fuels. Centralized generation 
(decentralized RE), transmission & 
distribution technologies 
Financial, technical and legal resources 
to develop large-scale, decentralized 
generation, and centralized 
transmission and distribution 
infrastructure for electricity and water. 
Customer services activities. Fossil 
fuels. Decentralized generation and 
centralized transmission & distribution 
technologies. 
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Key Activities (One of 
the most important things 
the company does to 
make its business model 
workable) 
Owing the electricity and water 
generation (conventional fuel), supply, 
distribution, and transmission. 
Partnering with IPPs to generate 
energy from renewable and integration 
with the grid. 
Partnering with IWPP for the 
electricity and water generation 
(conventional and RE), Owning 
distribution, and transmission 
channels.  
Key Partners (A network 
of suppliers and partners 
that make the business 
model work) 
Financial Institutions & Investors. Fuel 
supply networks. Dubai Supreme 
Energy Council. Dubai Regulatory and 
Supervisory Bureau. IPP companies. 
Financial Institutions & Investors. Fuel 
supply networks. Abu Dhabi Supreme 
Energy Council. Abu Dhabi 
Regulatory and Supervisory Bureau. 
IWPP companies. 
Cost Structure (All costs 
to run a business model) 
Staff and contractors to implement 
projects. Marketing and 
communication. Operation & 
maintenance of infrastructure. Finance 
or investment repayments. Technical, 
ﬁnancial and legal consultancy. 
Metering & billing. Generation 
technology and/or wholesale purchase 
of energy. Fuel. Premises & land 
acquisition for generation. Cost of RE 
power generation as stipulated in PPA. 
Staff and contractors to implement 
projects. Marketing and 
communication. Operation & 
maintenance of infrastructure. Finance 
or investment repayments. Technical, 
ﬁnancial and legal consultancy. 
Metering & billing. Generation 
technology and/or wholesale purchase 
of energy. Fuel. Premises & land 
acquisition for generation. Cost of RE 
power generation as stipulated in PPA. 
 
BARRIERS/CHALLENGES FACING RE MARKET DESIGN AND LESSONS 
LEARNED:  
Since the announcement of Abu Dhabi Government in 2009 of its 7% RE target for 2020, only 
few projects were implemented.  The economic crisis in 2009 and the drop in oil prices slowed 
the momentum for RE investments.  But the World Expo 2020 that will be held in Dubai brought 
back the momentum.  Still that are many challenges that UAE needs to address in order to 
successfully build a RE sector. These challenges include: economics and financial challenges 
(subsidies are a major concern); market challenges; political, institutional/governance, regulatory 
and administrative challenges; cultural, behavioural and educational challenges; and 
technical/technological challenges.  
 
5 WAYS FORWARD 
It is evident that UAE has rebuilt its momentum in renewable energy especially in the power 
sector.  UAE utility companies, totally publicly owned, have taken an important step in changing 
their business models from EPC to IPP-PPA in power and water generations and productions. 
This will help in achieving the future UAE RE targets but previously above mentioned 
challenges and barriers need to be carefully addressed because in order have a good market 
design and encourage local and international investments in the energy and water sector.   
In summary, market design in UAE is measured by the readiness of its infrastructure, 
institutions, and human capacity; and the challenges mentioned previously could have serious 
impacts on the readiness of the country in RE deployment.  The current power infrastructure in 
UAE is well build and up to date but it is based on fossil fuel technologies.  More attention 
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should be given to building smart grid systems to be able to integrate RE power sources and 
manage power dispatch.  The new systems should be well operated and maintained and equipped 
with high technical skills. At the institutional levels, the governance structure of UAE gives each 
emirate its own autonomy in running their economic activities. The Federal Government national 
energy strategy is based on the integration of the energy strategies from each emirate.  Abu 
Dhabi and Dubai have in place the right governmental institutions which include all the energy 
related public sector stakeholders.  More attention is need to the other five smaller emirates 
which need to have active participation in the national RE strategy.    
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ABSTRACT 
Without a loss of chemical energy, electrolytic bubbles (dominantly molecular hydrogen) can be utilized for 
environmental applications such as separation of tiny suspended pollutants in terms of electroflotation (EF). 
We previously demonstrated that the EF can intensify its clarification efficiency for biological flocs in terms 
of a final clarification unit of an activated sludge process. This study further provides a theoretical approach 
for practical applications of EF, specifically in combination with the biological wastewater treatment 
processes. The Gas to solids (G/S) ratio could be adjusted linearly against current density, under quasi-
constant current efficiency of hydrogen (~ 1) and oxygen (~0.4) evolution reactions on Ti/IrO2 anode and Ti 
cathode, respectively. Together with size measurements for the bubbles (35 µm on average) and biological 
flocs (discrete size of 22.5, 40, 60, 135, and 150 µm), the limiting G/S ratio was predicted based on the rise 
velocities of floc-bubble aggregate. The calculation was further compared with the results of continuous EF 
experiments under varying G/S ratio and hydraulic loading rate. Apparent compatibility was observed with 
an initial collision-attachment efficiency of 0.2. The G/S ratio should be greater than 4.2×10-3 and 6.6×10-3 
for stable clarification of activated sludge under hydraulic loading rate of 0.87 and 1.73 cm/min.  
Keywords: Hydrogen; Activated sludge; Clarification; Electroflotation (EF); Gas to solids (G/S) ratio 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Flotation has occasionally been applied for solids-liquid separation during treatment of low-density colloids 
and fine particles [1] for drinking water treatment and polishing of wastewater effluent [2]. When applied to 
clarification of activated sludge [3-5], clear effluent was produced within a much shorter detention time than 
in sedimentation. In addition, the performance of flotation is relatively independent on the settling ability 
and physicochemical properties of the biological flocs [6, 7]. Dissolved air flotation (DAF) as a 
representative flotation method has been utilized with design and operation guidelines for air to solids (A/S) 
ratio, solids and hydraulic loading rates [8, 9] among others. The mass ratio of air to solids, would be the 
most important factor determining the average number of attached bubbles and rise velocity of the bubble-
particle agglomerates [6, 9].  
On the other hand, electrochemical water splitting can generate superfine bubbles as small as 10 μm 
[10] and, thus, electroflotation (EF) can separate tiny suspended solids (SS) from the mixed liquor. The 
concentration of bubbles can be controlled relatively simply by adjusting the current density (j) [3]. 
Therefore, flexible operations would be possible even under influent loading fluctuations and variations in 
sludge characteristics [5]. In our previous reports [3-5], excellent clarification and thickening of activated 
sludge were corroborated, which in-turn enhanced the performance of biological nutrient removal processes. 
The guidelines in DAF were inapplicable because of the different composition of electrolytic bubbles (H2 
and O2). In this regard, a modeling approach is necessary for practical application of EF to come up with the 
wide operational variability in the activated sludge processes. Thus, in this study, a simple theoretical 
approach was employed to estimate the limiting value of gas to solids (G/S) ratio, an extended definition of 
the A/S ratio [3], under variable hydraulic loading rate in continuous EF. Experimental results were 
compared with the calculation to evaluate the robustness.  
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2 MATERIALS AND METHOD 
2.1 Current efficiency of electrolytic bubble generation 
One IrO2-TiO2-Ti DSA (dimensionally stable anode; DIOES, Korea) and two Ti cathodes were arranged in 
parallel as a monopolar electrode module with geometric surface area of 30 cm2. The IrO2 content of the 
anode was 50% in molar fraction, while the spacing among electrodes was 0.5 cm. In order to estimate the 
current efficiency (CE) of electrochemical water splitting, a gas-tight acrylic cylinder (working volume: 0.5 
L) was prepared in connection to a mass flowmeter (Coleparmer, USA) with moisture removal apparatus. 
Before each measurement, the electrolyte was saturated with H2 and O2 by gas purging. The flow rates of 
produced gas were quantified in 5 mM NaCl solutions at j values of 1.7 – 26.7 mA/cm2, with and without an 
oxygen removal column (Matheson, USA) in order to estimate the CE of H2 (HER) and O2 evolution 
reaction (OER) separately. Since the volumetric flow was determined by pressure drop across an internal 
restriction, calibration was performed based on viscosity of gas mixture using Sutherland formula and Wilke 
method. The CE values were estimated in reference to the theoretical rate given by Faraday’s law: 
4.24
60

nF
I
  (mL/min)   (1) 
Where, I is current (mA), F is the Faraday’s constant (96485.3 C/mol), n is the number of electrons involved 
in charge transfer (eq./mol); 2 for the H2 and 4 for O2.  
2.2 Size distributions of bubbles and activated sludge flocs 
An on-line particle counter (Hemtrac, USA) was used to measure the bubble size as in our previous reports 
[3, 4]. The device employs a light blockage volumetric method by infrared laser diode with dynamic range 
of measurement from 2 to 400 μm. Under potential bias, electrolyte was pumped into the particle counter at 
100 mL/min and circulated back. Either tap water or 10 mM NaCl solutions were used after GF/C filtration 
(pore size: 0.45 μm). On the other hand, activated sludge samples were collected from a laboratory scale 
sequencing batch reactor receiving an artificial wastewater. The sludge volume index of the mixed liquor 
was measured to be 50 ± 5 mL/g. The size distribution of biological flocs was determined with a particle size 
analyser based on laser diffraction (Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK).  
2.3 Continuous EF experiments  
Acrylic cylinders (diameter: 7 cm, volume: 2 L) were initially filled with 5 mM NaCl solutions and, after 
start-up of electrolysis, mixed liquor samples was continuously introduced to the units by peristaltic pumps. 
The effluent which concurrently escaped from the bottom was collected for 15 minutes. The mixed liquor 
suspended solids (MLSS) concentration, influent flow rate, and current were varied to be 2 – 4 g/L, 2 – 4 
L/h, and 60 – 1,420 mA, respectively. The solids loading rate was from 0.795 to 3.184 kg/m2·hr. The 
concentrations of MLSS and effluent SS were measured based on the Standard Methods [11]. [Cl-] was 
analysed by ion chromatography (Dionex, USA) using an AS4A column and a conductivity detector. 
Mixture of Na2CO3 (0.168 g/L) and NaHCO3 (0.742 g/L) was used as the eluent at a flow rate of 1.2 
mL/min. 
 
3 THEORETICAL APPROACH 
The G/S ratio would determine the number of attached bubbles to a floc (Bn) and the rise velocity of bubble-
floc agglomerates (Vbf), with overall collision-attachment efficiency (α) [12, 13]. In a continuous EF, 
agglomerates escape with effluent if the rise velocity is lower than the downflow rate [14]. The Vbf was 
calculated based on the separation zone model widely accepted in DAF [14]:  
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Bm is the maximum Bn on flocs of size df, dfb is the relative diameter of floc to bubble (df/db), α0 is the initial 
value of α when no bubble is attached. Bubbles adhered to a floc would hinder subsequent attachments [13]. 
The density of water, flocs, and bubbles are denoted as ρw, ρf, and ρb, respectively. The ρb would be 
negligible to ρw but obviously determines Bn and Vbf at a given G/S ratio. The wet density of sludge floc (ρf) 
was assumed to be 1.04 g/cm3 regardless of df. The α0 value was reported to be near 0.3 [13] and 0.2 was 
employed in this study.  
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Electrolytic bubble generation efficiency   
The CE estimation is prerequisite for calculation of the G/S ratio and Bn under a fixed current. Since the 
density of H2 (ρ = 0.09 g/L at 25 ºC) is far smaller than that of air (1.18 g/L), the G/S ratio would 
significantly be affected by the fraction of O2 (1.43 g/L) in the produced gas mixture. The electrolyte was 
initially saturated with O2 and H2, as in the case of continuous operation of EF, so that molar transport 
between rising bubbles and bulk liquid could be negligible. Fig. 1(a) shows the CE values of HER and OER 
in 5 mM NaCl solutions which were almost constant near 1 (for HER) and 0.4 (for OER) at j values greater 
than 8 mA/cm2. These observation was compatible with the previous estimation [3, 4] with overall gas 
production efficiency of 0.7 with assumed stoichiometric water splitting. 
Despite a lack of electrocatalytic activity, the Ti cathode was found to show excellent selectivity for the 
HER and side reaction such as O2 reduction reaction was minimal. In comparison, the CE for OER was 
observed to be much lower (i.e., nonstoichiometric water splitting), largely due to a competition with 
chlorine evolution reaction (ClER). DSAs based on IrO2 are known to exhibit not only high corrosion-
resistant properties in acidic environment but also electrocatalytic activities for OER by a proper interaction 
with active oxygen [15]: 
IrOx + H2O → IrOx−OHads + H+ + e− → IrOx−Oads + 2H+ + 2e− → IrOx + 1/2 O2 + 2H+ + 2e− (3) 
The −OHads and −Oads are reaction intermediates of OER which are known to participate in ClER as well. 
The selectivity between the OER and ClER would depend on [Cl-], overpotential, and the electrode materials 
[2]. The rates of charge transfer limited OER/HER would be proportional with j, whereas competing ClER is 
diffusion limited. A low surface coverage of electrodes by adhering bubbles could also lead to local 
supersaturation before mass transfer process into gaseous phase bubbles [16]. As a result, the CE values 
were much lower at j values smaller than 8 mA/cm2. Similar nonlinear responses of CE to j were reported 
theoretically and experimentally [16, 17]. Given quasi-constant CE at higher j, nevertheless, G/S ratio can be 
controlled linearly with j, which is an important advantage of EF [6, 9].  
4.2 Size distributions of electrolytic bubbles and activated sludge flocs   
The number distributions of electrolytic bubbles were superimposable, regardless of j and electrolyte, with 
mean diameters in the range of 34 – 35 μm (Fig. 1(b)). The largest fraction (30-35%) was occupied by 
bubbles sized from 30 to 50 μm, whereas bubbles smaller than 10 μm was observed rarely. Therefore, EF 
may prove to generate finer bubbles than those from DAF with a wide size distribution up to 200 μm. A 
significant body of literature reported that the bubbles in EF are generally smaller than those in DAF [10, 
18]. The size of electrolytic bubbles can be influenced by current density and ionic strength of electrolyte 
which in-turn affect the electrostatic attraction with the electrode surface [10]. However, these effects were 
marginal in this study owing to small variations in these parameters.  
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Figure 1. (a) CE of bubble generation together with size distributions of (b) electrolytic bubbles and 
(c) activated sludge flocs 
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On the other hand, the number distribution of flocs in the intact activated sludge sample showed a sharp 
peak at ca. 19 μm and broad tail up to 200 μm. Primary and colloidal particles smaller than 10 μm as well as 
macro-particles greater than 200 μm were hardly observed. Based on the measurements, uniform db of 35 
μm was assumed for the theoretical calculation, whereas the size distribution of biological flocs was 
discretized into groups with df of 22.5, 40, 60, 135, and 150 µm. Further assuming identical ρf (1.04 g/cm3), 
each group occupied about 5, 12, 15, 50, and 18% of total MLSS concentration, respectively. 
4.3 Estimation of limiting G/S ratio at a given hydraulic loading 
Although db significantly influences the flotation efficiency, an adjustment of db is practically infeasible [6], 
while the G/S ratio can be a control parameter. Compared to batch flotation, Vbf should be the primary 
consideration to estimate the separation efficiency in continuous flotation units. Fig. 2(a) shows that the rise 
velocity of agglomerates increased nonlinearly with Bn by combined elevations in effective size of 
aggregates and the buoyancy force.  
In contrast to DAF with separate contact and separation zones, a continuous bubble generation in EF 
allowed collision/attachment and separation to occur in a single reactor. Our preliminary calculation based 
on white water bubble blanket model also suggests that the retention time in EF was sufficient for collision 
of bubble as a single collector of sludge flocs. Therefore, the limiting of G/S ratio could be calculated from 
the minimum Bn (Bn
min in integer form, Fig. 2(b)) to overcome the hydraulic loading rate, for variable df. The 
Bn
min was then converted into total required numbers of bubbles and the limiting G/S ratio by sequential 
multiplication of 1/α. If the Bnmin was greater than Bm (1.3, 4.1, 9.2, 46.7, and 57.7 for df of 22.5, 40, 60, 135, 
and 150 µm, respectively), Bm was used for the limiting G/S ratio calculation. The approach of this study 
might underestimate the limiting G/S ratio because, while the largest flocs are collected to reach their Bn
min 
(also the highest as readily expected), smaller particles would be attached to more bubbles than Bn
min. 
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Figure 2. Relationship of (a) Vbf versus Bn, and (b) minimum Bn versus hydraulic loading 
 
4.4 Effects of the G/S ratio and hydraulic loading on clarification   
In continuous EF experiments, the effects of the G/S ratio on clarification efficiency were evaluated in 
terms of effluent SS concentration. A stable sludge blanket emerged quickly and the solids/liquid interface 
descended as the sludge bed extended. The incoming flocs, as well as the solids broken off from the upper 
bed, fell down to constitute the suspended solids in subnatant. The rising bubbles under the sludge bed 
capture the suspending flocs to prevent them from being dragged through with effluent. As suggested 
previously [3], excessive build-up of the sludge blanket was avoided to maintain the float stability especially 
under high G/S ratios. As clearly shown in Fig. 3, there were limiting G/S ratios for variable hydraulic 
loadings above which the effluent [SS] sharply decreased. In contrast, the MLSS concentration showed 
marginal influence on the clarification efficiency. The experimental results were in general agreement with 
the theoretical calculation with α0 of 0.2. Evidences have been presented that the α0 value could show a large 
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variation depending on the surface charge (zeta-potential) of flocs [19]. Further increase in G/S ratio would 
not raise Vbf infinitely due to the decline of the collision-attachment efficiency. When α value diminishes, 
other interactions such as bubble formation at floc surface and bubble entrapment would become significant 
[18]. The concomitant contact and separation in EF might further limit the operational range of hydraulic 
loading rate [13] in order to avoid a turbulent flow.  
Eq. (2) can also give the maximum separation efficiency at a specific downflow rate. The minimum Bn 
exceeds Bm for particles with df of 22.5 µm at 0.87 cm/min. The volumetric fraction (~5%) of these flocs 
expected effluent [SS] greater than 100 mg/L (separation efficiency of 95%). At the loading of 1.74 cm/min, 
flocs with df of 40 µm were expected to escape as well, which leads to the separation efficiency of 83%. 
However, the observed clarification efficiencies were much greater than the predicted values, which would 
be ascribed to the averaged size of bubbles (db fixed at 35 µm) and neglecting finer bubbles. Incorporation of 
finer bubbles could bring about net increase in Vbf via large elevations in Bm and α [12, 19], although 
individual bubble has smaller buoyancy. Further study is necessary to consider the size distributions both for 
bubbles and flocs for more reliable estimation on the clarification efficiency.  
Consequently, the G/S ratio needs be greater than 0.004 and 0.007 for stable clarification at the 
downflow rate of 0.87 and 1.73 cm/min, respectively. Considering the overall differences in gas density, 
these criteria correspond to 0.014 – 0.022 of A/S ratio, being in agreement with literature on the sludge 
clarification by DAF [6]. At G/S ratios exceeding the limiting value, the effluent [SS] was lower than 10 and 
40 mg/L at 0.87 and 1.76 cm/min, respectively. As this study evinced, the buoyancy forces of electrolytic 
bubbles (primarily molecular hydrogen) could be employed for environmental remediation purposes. Even 
in the single compartment EF unit, the gaseous product is postulated to carry minimal amount of O2 by 
aerobic respiration of the biological flocs, so as to be utilized for further energy conversion process.  
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Figure 3. Relationship of effluent [SS] and G/S ratio in continuous EF experiments, in comparison 
with theoretical calculation. 
5 CONCLUSION 
The limiting mass ratio of electrolytic bubbles to solids, G/S ratio, was revisited theoretically and 
experimentally for clarification of activated sludge with a continuous CE. The observed size distributions of 
bubbles and biological flocs could be simplified to db of 35 µm and df of 22.5, 40, 60, 135, and 150 µm. At j 
values greater than 8 mA/cm2, the CE was estimated to be unity for HER and 0.4 for OER so that about 80% 
of the electrolytic bubbles would be H2. The G/S ratio and hydraulic loading ratio prove to be the primary 
factors of the clarification in continuous EF. A theoretical calculation properly predicted the limiting G/S 
ratio (4.2×10-3 and 6.6×10-3 at 0.87 and 1.73 cm/min, respectively), but underestimated the separation 
efficiency. The results of this study would broaden the usage of electrochemical water splitting for water 
treatment coupled with energy storage in water-energy nexus framework.  
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ABSTRACT 
The aim of this paper is to analyse briefly the Algerian energy situation, and the potential of renewable 
energy including, solar, wind biomass, hydro and geothermal and their applications.   
Algeria is an energy producing-exporting country, the main energy sources are crude oil, flowed by natural 
gas. However, domestic fossil reserves are limited and harm the environment. In order to be less dependent 
on fossil fuel, meet the increasing energy demand and protect the environment, Algeria must diversify their 
energy resources. Indeed, the government gives particular importance for promoting renewable energy and 
improving energy efficiency, with the aim to produce 40% of electricity from renewable energy by 2030.  
Solar energy is considered as a promising source in the improvement of the energy balance and the 
protection of the environment. In fact, it is clear that Algeria is endowed with good solar energy potentials. 
There is also optimism for wind and geothermal, but further work is required for comprehensive 
determination of geothermal and wind resources.  
Despite the huge potential of renewable resources, the share of energy from renewable sources in energy 
balance is not significant.   
 
Keywords: Algeria; Energy resources, renewable energy; Energy balance; 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The energy consumption in Algeria is increasing at a faster rate due to urban and economic development in 
constant progression. Energy demand could double by the year 2020 (60 MTOE, even 70 MTOE) by 
increasing uses of energy and activities. Statistics expect energy consumption to increase at about annual 
growth are of about 3.5% [1]. The use of energy in buildings represents a large share of this energy 
consumption and it is still in expansion. The Algerian energy strategy is decidedly towards sustainable 
development. In order to reduce the total energy demand and provide sustainable solutions the 
environmental challenges and to problems regarding the conservation of the energy resources of fossil 
origin, the state gives priority to the development of renewable energy. 
This article presents an analysis of Algeria’s energy situation, and the potential of renewable energy 
including, solar, wind biomass, hydro and geothermal and their applications. 
The building sector, which ranks first in terms of electricity consumption for fossil fuels, is a key sector 
because it allows for an influence on demand, also a diagnosis of the current state of this sector shows that 
the importation of urban and architectural models not adapted to the Algerian climate and the intense use of 
mechanical means of thermal regulation led to an abuse and an energy consumption. Additionally, 
encouraged by the subsidy policy of electricity and gas implemented in Algeria since 1962, the national 
energy needs reached 55.9 Mtoe in 2015, representing an increase of 7.8% as compared to 2013 [2]. 
However, the economy of Algeria heavily depends on hydrocarbons export (oil and natural gas) and the 
current fall in oil prices caused an economic crisis, which prompted the government to review its energy 
policy.  
2 CONVENTIONAL ENERGY 
Energy plays a vital role in the economic and social development and in improving the quality of life. Much 
of the world's energy, however, is produced and consumed in a way that would not be viable in the long term 
if the technology did not evolve and the total quantities had to rise considerably. 
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In recent years, a great deal of research has been carried out with the objective of managing and controlling 
energy demand in all fields. To better understand the need for energy management, this study recalls 
Algerian energy context with particular attention to electrical energy.  
2.1 Energy consumption 
Algeria's total final consumption has steadily been increased in recent years, this increased significantly 
between 2005 and 2016. Fig.1 shows the evolution of energy consumption by category of sources. Like the 
national production, the petroleum products are the major source of energy in Algeria, followed by 
electricity and natural gas. According to MEM statistics for energy balance for 2016 [3], the total final 
energy use accounts for 55 Mtoe. 
Oil and gas remain the main energy consumed by final consumers in Algeria (about 99%). Conversely, 
Renewable energies represent barely 0.1% of final consumption in Algeria; However, this figure is 
underestimated because it is often poorly known (Table1). Indeed, there is a figure of renewable energy 
consumption "officially" represents only a small small part of the total energy consumption.  
Given the current distribution of energy consumption by sector of activity, 44% of Algeria's energy 
consumption is for the building sector. This is all the more worrying in view of the growth in the number of 
housing stock that is increasing year by year. According to the latest statistics, the latter has increased by 
more than two million dwellings during the last decade (Table2). The social progress and the increase in the 
quality of life of the Algerians were accompanied by an increase in the demands on the level of thermal 
comfort inside the houses. [4]  
2.2 Energy production 
Algeria has important potential from the point of view of proved natural gas and oil reserves, 12.2 thousand 
million barrels of oil and 4.5 trillion cubic meters of natural gas at the end of 2015. An analysis of Algeria's 
energy balance shows that the country's energy exports of petroleum and natural gas fell from 140 Million 
Tons Oil Equivalent (Mtoe) in 2010 to 150 Mtoe in 2016. This downward trend is related to a drop in 
Production, but mainly to the increase in national consumption, which rose from 38.9 Mtoe in 2010 to 54.6 
Mtoe in 2016 Figure 1. [2]  
 
In this year, Algeria produced approximately 68.5 Mtoe crude oil, of and 82.2 Mtoe of natural gas [5]. 
Algeria is one of the leading producer and exporter of oil and natural gas in the world. It is the fourth largest 
oil crude producer in Africa, and the sixth largest natural gas producer in the world [1]. Fig.1 shows the 
evolution of primary and derived energy production between 2005 and 2016 in Algeria.   
Table 1. Algeria's energy consumption by source in 2015 
Energy by source 
 
Energy consumption (Mtoe) 
2005 2010 2015 
Oil  11.034  14.835  19.302  
Natural Gas 20.904  23.683  35.118  
Coal 0.594  0.310  0.179  
Nuclear 0.000  0.000  0.000  
Hydroelectricity 0.126  0.039  0.033  
Renewables 0.000  0.002  0.018  
total consumption 32.6583  38.8688  54.6495  
 
Table 2. Evolution of the Algerian housing stock. 
Year 1999 2008 2013 2015 
Number of housings 5855584 6686124 7755584 8852378 
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Fig.1: Production and domestic consumption of hydrocarbons in Algeria 
2.3 Greenhouse gas emissions 
The main cause of CO2 emissions in Algeria is fuel combustion, those emissions were just 52.73 Mt of CO2 
in 1990 and reached 130.36 Mt of CO2 by 2016. Therefore, the CO2 emissions are increasing continuously. 
The GHG emissions due to the final energy consumption in 2015 are 90 MT CO2, 2.357 T CO2 per capita. 
The total GHG emissions from primary energy consumption are 152.6 MT of CO2 [6]. These later are due 
mainly to petroleum products (60%) and gaseous products (40%). The transport sector is the highest 
producer GHG (49%) followed by residential sector by 31% and industrial sector (12%) and agriculture 
sector (7%). It can be noticed that the residential sector has the most important potential for GHG mitigation.  
 
3 RENEWABLE ENERGY 
As part of the implementation of the national energy policy and the development of renewable energies, 
Algeria is beginning a green energy dynamic. In 2011, the Algerian government launched an ambitious 
national program on renewable energies and energy efficiency 
This program is characterized by a break with previous programs in the field of renewable energies by 
launching this program, Algeria is embarking on a new sustainable energy era. This strategic choice is 
motivated by the immense potential of solar energy. This energy constitutes the major axis of the program 
which devotes an essential part to the solar thermal and solar photovoltaic. Indeed, since the national 
potential in renewable energies is strongly dominated by solar power, Algeria regards energy as an 
opportunity and a lever for economic and social development,  
This program is characterized by the program Grand Sud and the program of electrification of 20 villages in 
the south with solar photovoltaic energy. The main objectives of the current program are: 
 Contribution of global and sustainable solutions to environmental challenges 
 Diversification of energy sources and promotion of energy efficiency 
 Preservation of fossil energy resources 
3.1 Potentials: 
Despite a range of efforts by the decision makers to increase access to modern energy sources in the country, 
the percentage of renewable energies in the national energy balance remains insignificant (0.006%) [7]. 
Energy policy advocates increasing the contribution of renewable energy in the national energy balance. The 
objective is to achieve a contribution of around 6% in the balance of power production by 2015 and 20 % by 
2030. However, Algeria has a rich potential of renewable energy. The distribution of these potentials are [1]: 
 Thermal solar: 169,440 TWh/year. 
 Photovoltaic: 13.9 TWh/year. 
 Wind energy: 35 TWh/year. 
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3.1.1 Solar energy 
Solar energy is considered the potential source of renewable energy, the most of which is being naturally 
collected in the Sahara region. The insolation time over the quasi-totality of the national territory exceeds 
2000 h annually and may reach 3900 h (high plains and Sahara) [8], as shown in Table 3.  
The daily obtained energy on a horizontal surface of 1m2 is of 5 kWh over the major part of the national 
territory, or about 1700kWh/m2/year for the North and 2263 kWh/m2/year for the South of the country.  
 
Table 3. Solar potential in Algeria 
Areas  Coastal area  High plateau  Sahara 
Surface (%)  4 10 86 
Average duration of 
sunning (h/year)  
2650 3000 3500 
Received average 
energy(kWh/m2/year)  
1700 1900 2650 
3.1.2 Wind energy 
Algeria has moderate wind speed (2 à 6 m/s), which is suitable for pumping water especially in high plateau. 
The annual average wind velocities in Algeria. The region of Adrar receives the most wind in the country 
judging from the results of the preliminary survey. Evaluations of powers recoverable at heights from 10 to 
50 m could conclude in registering this region as a favorable site for the establishment of a windy farm. 
Other sites (North, High Plateaux) hide non-negligible energetic potentials.  
3.1.3 Hydroelectricity 
The overall flows falling over the Algerian territory are important and estimated to 65 billion cubic meters 
but of little benefit to the country: restrained rainfall days, concentration on limited areas, high evaporation 
and quick evacuation to the sea. In Algeria, more than 50 dams are currently operational, see Table 4. 
 
 Table 4. Hydroelectric production park [MEM, 2014] 
Plant  Installed power (MW) 
Darguina  71,5 
Ighil Emda  24 
Mansouria  100 
Erraguene  16 
oukEl DJEMAA  8,085 
Tizi MEDEN  4,458 
HZERNCHEBEL  2,712 
GHRIB  7 
GOURIET  6,425 
BOUHANIFIA  5,7 
OUED FODDA  15,6 
BENI BEHDE  3,5 
TESSALA  4,228 
 
3.1.4 Geothermic energy 
According to the study conducted by CDER on the geothermic energy potential in Algeria, there are more 
than 200 hot springs in North-East and North-West part of the country. One-third’s temperatures are superior 
to 45 ◦C and the highest temperatures registered are 98 ◦C and 118 ◦C in Hamam El Maskhoutin and Biskra, 
respectively [9]. The Jurassic limestone of North Africa, which constitutes great geothermal reservoirs, is at 
the origin of these geothermal sources. This reservoir commonly called “Albian platform”, is extended over 
several thousand m².  
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3.1.5 Biomass energy 
 
The biomass potentially offers great promises with bearing of 3.7 millions of TEP coming from forests and 
1.33 million of TEP per year coming from agricultural and urban wastes; however, this potential is not 
enhanced and consumed yet [10]. Biomass can be burnt directly or it can be converted into solid, gaseous 
and liquid fuels using conversion technologies such as fermentation to produce alcohols, bacterial digestion 
to produce biogas and gasification to produce a natural gas substitute. Industrial, agricultural livestock and 
forest residues can be used as a biomass energy source [11].  
In Algeria, the current biomass potential coming from forests is about 37 Mtoe, however only 10% of this 
potential is recovered. The potential coming from agricultural and urban wastes is about 1.33 1.33 Mtoe. 
 
3.2 Renewable energies applications: 
The main renewable energy application are limited to electrification, pumping, telecommunication, public 
lighting and small refrigeration systems. The distribution of installed power per resources is shown in Table 
5 and per application in Table 6 The overall installed power is 2.353MW.  
Recently, the photovoltaic panels have been utilized for various applications in Algeria [10]. Some of these 
applications include: 
 Electrification with solar power of 20 villages spread out among the four wilayas of the south: 
Tamanrasset, Tindouf, Illizi and Adrar. The solar energy produced by these systems is above 1.5 
GWh.  
 A solar hybrid (photovoltaic/diesel) power station of 13 kW in power station of 13 KW in Illizi, 
beaconing of 2300 km of roads. 
 Supplying electricity for more than 100 telecommunications stations (650 kW). 
 Electrification of more than 300 houses (550 kW), the total cost of this project was estimated at 
s115,000. 
 10 kW photovoltaic power station connected to the national grid. 
 One oil station fed with solar energy (7 kW). 
 NEAL Company: 150MW hybrid power station (solar/gas), with 34MW solar. 
 Development of the market of solar energy water heater carried out by APRUE (Promotion of the 
Rational Use of Energy) to equip 5500 houses and 16,000 m2 in the tertiary sector. 
 Rural electrification program: provide photovoltaic electricity to 16 villages with a total of 800 
houses (0.5 MW).  
 
Table 5. Distribution of installed power per resources 
Resources  Installed power (Watt)  Percentage (%) 
Solar  2.279.960  7 
Wind  73,3 3 
Total  2.353.260  100 
 
Table 6. Distribution of installed power by application 
Applications Installed power (Watt) Percentage (%) 
Electrification  1.352.800  57,48 
Pumping  288,4 12,25 
Public lighting  48,43 2,05 
Telecommunication  498 21,16 
Others  165,63 7,03 
TOTAL  2.353.260  100 
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4 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the energy situation of Algeria has been outlined and data for renewable energies are 
presented. Algeria is an energy producing-exporting country. The main energy sources is crude oil, flowed 
by natural gas. However, domestic fossil reserves are limited and harm the environment. In order to be less 
dependent on fossil fuel, meet the increasing energy demand and protect the environment, Algeria must 
diversify their energy resources. Indeed, government gives particular importance for promoting renewable 
energy and improving energy efficiency, with the aim to produce 40% of electricity from renewable energy 
by 2030.  
Solar energy is considered as a promising source in the improvement of the energy balance and the 
protection of the environment. In fact, it is clear that Algeria is endowed with good solar energy potentials. 
There is also optimism for wind and geothermal, but further work is required for comprehensive 
determination of geothermal and wind resources. Despite the huge potential of renewable resources, the 
share of energy from renewable sources in energy balance is not significant. 
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ABSTRACT 
If properly planned the utilisation of renewable energy sources (RES) enables significant direct and indirect 
benefits and provides opportunities for technological development, employment and regional growth. 
However, from the implementation point of view, there is a need for initiatives and support schemes that will 
correct current energy market imperfections and promote concrete actions for exploiting RES for electricity 
generation. In a world of uncertain energy prices and rapid changes, effective support scheme for electricity 
generation from RES requires a clear vision of energy development strategy on a national level. The aim of 
this paper is to objectively evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the support scheme for electricity 
generation from RES in Slovenia and to outline the most important targets and challenges for future 
development. Additionally, the research work described in this paper analyses the effects of the support 
scheme along with environmental, economic and societal benefits of RES utilisation in Slovenia. The future 
challenges of the RES utilisation in Slovenia are related to follow-up activities and continuous refinement of 
the support scheme to enable smooth transformation toward low carbon economy and creation of sustainable 
energy jobs. 
Keywords: Sustainable energy, Renewable energy sources, Electricity generation, Support scheme 
mechanism, Low carbon economy 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Exploitation of renewable energy sources has traditionally played an important role in Slovenia's national 
energy policy. Slovenia has defined its national targets for RES in its National Renewable Energy Action Plan 
2010-2020 (NREAP). According to [1], share of RES in Slovenia’s gross final energy consumption has reach 
level of 22% and in order to fulfil EU's common environmental and energy Slovenia has to increase it in the 
next years. The NREAP has been adopted to meet the Slovenian obligation arising from the EU Directive 
2009/28/EC and includes additional policies and measures to support smoother achievement of a 25% share 
of renewable energy sources in gross final energy consumption by 2020. To tackle the challenges and achieve 
the goals set, responsible policy makers will have to make some thorough energy policy adaptations as stated 
in [1] and [2]. 
The research field is very dynamic and interdisciplinary, hence a significant amount of research papers 
addressing challenges and obstacles of the utilisation of RES for electricity production (RES-E) have been 
published recently. Al-Mansour et al. [3] highlighted that in the Slovenian context exploitation of RES and 
energy efficiency were vital elements of long-term transition towards low-carbon society. Additionally, 
according to [3] the support scheme had a positive influence on the development of electricity production from 
solar (PV) and biogas from agricultural biomass in Slovenia. Optimal use of domestic biomass resources in 
Denmark are addressed in [4] with the objectives of minimizing global warming contribution. The subsidies 
for electricity generated from wind in Ireland are analysed in [5] and authors reported that overall wind power 
decreased system costs. The research work done by Taliotis et al. stated that RES technologies were cost-
competitive in Cyprus, highlighting transmission – connected solar PV as the most competitive generation 
option [6].High-efficiency cogeneration of heat and power (CHP) is according to Jiménez Navarro et al. one 
of the key measures to improve the overall system efficiency and reduce total system costs and may increase 
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the penetration of renewable energy [7]. Slovenia has no specific targets for CHP but the high efficient 
cogeneration units on fossil fuels or renewable energy sources that are included in the support scheme have a 
potential to help Slovenia to achieve its goal of improving energy efficiency by 2020. 
To accelerate the phasing-in of cleaner electricity generation technologies in EU, several types of RES 
utilisation supporting schemes have been launched, for example: feed-in tariffs, premium on capital 
remuneration, favourable dispatch and net metering or net billing systems [8]. Furthermore, feed-in tariff 
remuneration models have been analysed along with its own strengths and weaknesses in [9]. The future of 
the PV market in Germany and different scenarios regarding the feed-in tariff scheme have been analysed and 
discussed by Baur and Uriona [10]. The importance of long-time perspective of decisions on feed-in tariffs 
and alternative mechanisms are highlighted in [10], [11] and [12]. A renewable electricity certificate market 
scheme is analysed in [13]. The authors reported that the price of certificates depends largely on the behaviour 
of the market participants and that the possibility of overinvestment constitutes a threat to market stability. 
State of the art review on renewable electricity financing models has been done by Krupa and Harvey [14] and 
authors reported that interdisciplinary mind-sets would be essential to solving climate mitigation challenges, 
as finance was only one piece of the broader puzzle.  
This paper analyses the effects of the support scheme for renewable energy sources utilization in Slovenia 
along with environmental, economic and societal benefits. Having in mind the framework of international and 
EU obligations, the real research question that arises in this context is: “How effective is the Slovenian 
financial support scheme for renewable energy sources utilization?  
1.1 Structure of RES-E production in Slovenia 
The total use of RES in 2016 in Slovenia was 1125 ktoe, which represents a 16.7% share of primary energy 
consumption. The two main renewable energy sources are hydro energy with a 6.1% share in primary energy 
or 411 ktoe, and wood with a 9.0% share in primary energy consumption or 608 ktoe. Other utilized renewable 
sources were biogas (from agriculture and wastes from households, restaurants, food and paper industry, 
sewage, landfill) with 0.4%, biofuels with 0.3%, solar energy (PV and thermal solar) with 0.2%, geothermal 
energy with 0.7% share of primary energy consumption and a minor contribution of wind energy. The share 
of RES-E production in Slovenia was 35.4% of all net electricity production in 2016. Variations in RES-E 
production are dependent on the hydrological situation in the country, since the majority of the electricity 
comes from hydropower plants. Their share in RES-E production is 89.8% of which 8.1% comes from small 
hydropower plants (up to 10 MW). Structure of electricity production from RES (large hydropower plants 
excluded) in Slovenia is presented in Figure 1.  
 
 
Figure 1: Structure of RES-E production (large hydro excluded) 
in Slovenia for the period from 2010 to 2016 
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Solar PV represents 5.0% of RES-E production, biogas (including landfill and sewage gas) represents 2.7% 
and wood biomass 2.6%. At this point, it has to be emphasised that in 2009 the share of solar PV electricity 
production was less than 0.1% of all RES-E production in Slovenia. Such development in recent years can be 
mostly attributed to the guaranteed purchase mechanism of support scheme for RES and high-efficiency CHP 
utilization. 
2 METHODOLOGY 
The feed-in support scheme is a support mechanism to subsidize renewable and high-efficiency CHP 
technologies for the production of electricity. According to [15], there are currently roughly 3900 power plants 
included in the scheme, predominantly solar PV and high-efficiency CHP. The total installed capacity is about 
400 MW. The average support in 2017 (period from January to September 2017) amounted to 0.158 
EUR/kWh.  
The producers may opt for the support if the cost of electricity generation, including the normal market return 
on investment, exceeds the price that can be obtained for this type of electricity on the market. The scheme 
supports the production of electricity from various renewable energy sources, namely: water energy (small 
hydro), on shore wind, solar PV, geothermal, wood biomass, biogas originating from biomass and 
biodegradable waste, energy derived from landfill gas and gas derived from the sludge of treatment plants. For 
CHP, the support is intended exclusively for high-efficiency cogeneration of heat and power. All producers 
included in the scheme must issue and transfer to support centre (SC) guarantees of origin as proof of RES or 
CHP production.  
The feed-in scheme is financed through dedicated add-on charges on the network fee bills of all users of 
electricity in Slovenia. To be more specific: 
 contributions for RES and high-efficiency CHP, paid by all final consumers of electricity, natural gas 
and other gases used for network and district heating; 
 contributions for the use of fossil fuels, paid by all final consumers of solid and liquid fossil fuels, 
liquefied petroleum gas, liquefied natural gas and heat from district heating systems; 
 revenues generated by the RES and high-efficiency CHP support centre from the sale of electricity, 
which it has to buy from the recipients of the guaranteed purchase price. 
Power plant owners have the option of choosing between two types of support [16]: 
 guaranteed purchase, where SC takes over the electricity from the RES and high-efficiency CHP units 
and sells it to the market (the producer is thus included in the special balance group, operated by SC); 
 operating premium, where the producer sells its energy on the market while SC only pays a premium 
as a difference between the full (guaranteed purchase) price and the market price, which is determined 
ex ante on a yearly level, based also on plant type. 
Producers with power plants of installed capacity over 1 MW can only receive the operating premium type of 
support. 
The calculation of the reference costs of electricity generation, which constitutes the upper limit of the 
electricity price that the electricity producer can offer in the application for the support scheme, is carried out 
in accordance with Methodology for determining the price of electricity from production units and reference 
costs of electricity generation [17]. In this, the methodology for calculating the reference costs of the CHP 
units takes into account the natural gas as the reference fuel and uses a general criterion of operating hours 
separating the CHP units into two groups: units with annual operating hours below 4000 and units with more 
than 4000 annual operating hours. The methodology [17] provided the legal and technical framework for the 
Slovenian Energy Agency to publish the first call for RES and CHP investment projects in late 2016. A total 
of 10 million EUR have been announced, and the funds were divided in the framework of a two-cycle 
competitive process. 
For the purpose of this research work, we have obtained the technical declarations of generation units from 
Slovenian Energy Agency, whilst electricity generation for the specific unit has been obtained from Slovenian 
power market operator that administers the Slovenian electricity feed-in support scheme for RES and high-
efficiency CHP. A yearly aggregate of technical declaration data of generation units has been used for the 
analysis. Slovenian power market operator collects the data on electricity production on monthly basis and for 
the purpose of this research work, a yearly aggregate has been used. According to Eisenhardt and Graebner, 
this represents an opportunity with unusual access to research [18]. 
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The research work presented in this paper served as a statistical and analytical basis for the follow up 
assessment of national goals in the field of RES and CHP [19]. 
3 RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION 
RES and high-efficiency CHP units that were included in the support scheme produced 1003.5 GWh of 
electricity in 2016. The majority of electricity was produced from natural gas, namely 31.5%, followed by 
solar PV with 25.9%, hydropower with 13.9% and wood biomass with 13.1% as presented in Figure 2. It is 
evident that high-efficiency CHP units on fossil fuels have contributed the largest share of the support scheme's 
total electricity production in the addressed year. Furthermore, in 2016, the total installed capacity of the 
production units included in the support scheme was 428 MW. Among the installed capacity the most 
represented ones were solar-powered installations with 60.0%, followed by natural gas with 19.2%, biogas 
with 6.6% (mostly from biomass) and hydropower with 6.4% as shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
Figure 2: Electricity production and installed capacity of 
production units included in the support scheme in 2016 
 
3.1 Economic impacts 
The support scheme cost analysis shows that 139.2 million EUR were assigned as subsidies for electricity 
generation from RES and high-efficiency CHP as presented in Table 1. Most of the subsidies were allocated 
to solar plants, namely 63.9 million EUR and to cogeneration on fossil fuels, namely 31.1 million EUR. The 
structure of support costs in the existing scheme considerably varies over the years. 
The structure of support recipients in 2016 is significantly different compared to the year 2010. Leading 
beneficiaries of subsidies have now become electricity producers from the solar, which accounted for 45.6% 
of all subsidies in the scheme (in 2010, 10.7%), followed by high-efficiency CHP units on fossil fuels with 
22.3% (in 2010, 34.1%) and wood biomass with 13.5% (in 2010, 0%).  
The share of subsidies for the production of electricity from RES and high-efficiency CHP units, in the total 
amount of overall subsidies in energy sector (e.g. excise duties relief on fuels, CO2 tax relief, subsidies for 
energy efficiency and RES heat utilisation), is increasing. In 2010, the share of subsidies for the production of 
electricity from RES and high-efficiency CHP units was 24.3% and in 2015, it increased significantly to 
48.2%. Although all subsidies invested in energy sector are increasing, the growth of subsidies from the 
support scheme is more rapid.  
The costs of support for the production of electricity from RES and CHP with high efficiency in relation to 
GDP have been increasing over the years. In 2016, the value of support reached 0.35% of GDP. However, 
support for the electricity production from RES only is 0.27% of GDP which is below the EU average from 
year 2014 of 0.44% [20]. 
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Table 1. Electricity production, support costs and electricity price per produced MWh for the period 
from 2010 to 2016 
Production unit 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
Solar PV 
Production [GWh] 10 50 121 219 245 266 260 
Support cost [mio EUR] 3 16 34 55 59 64 64 
EUR/MWh 337 314 282 252 242 242 245 
Wind energy 
Production [GWh] 0 0 0 2 4 5 6 
Support cost [mio EUR] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
EUR/MWh 66 46 33 55 61 64 66 
Hydro energy 
Production [GWh] 122 94 101 131 157 120 140 
Support cost [mio EUR] 6 4 3 5 7 6 7 
EUR/MWh 50 41 34 42 47 51 53 
Wood biomass 
Production [GWh] 0 38 81 87 100 120 131 
Support cost [mio EUR] 0 5 9 11 14 17 19 
EUR/MWh 0 125 107 123 136 142 143 
Gas from 
sewage TP and 
other biogas 
Production [GWh] 84 124 125 109 106 112 126 
Support cost [mio EUR] 11 13 14 14 13 16 17 
EUR/MWh 125 105 109 126 127 141 133 
Landfill gas 
and liquid 
biofuel 
Production [GWh] 24 26 27 25 23 20 20 
Support cost [mio EUR] 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 
EUR/MWh 30 16 15 23 60 73 58 
CHP fossil 
fuels 
Production [GWh] 163 184 199 230 271 338 321 
Support cost [mio EUR] 11 14 17 23 27 34 31 
EUR/MWh 67 76 86 101 99 101 97 
Total support cost [mio EUR] 32 52 78 109 122 139 139 
3.2 Societal impacts 
In 2016, the share of RES and high-efficiency CHP incentives in a typical household accounted for 17 % of 
its final electricity price. Due to the costs for promoting the production of electricity from RES and high-
efficiency CHP, a typical household (annual consumption: 3500 kWh, connected load: 11 kW) had a monthly 
electricity cost increased by more than 8 EUR in 2016. For the industrial consumers, an exemption for the 
payment of the RES and high-efficiency CHP incentives was introduced in 2015 in accordance with the Act 
on support for the production of electricity from RES and high efficiency CHP [21]. In 2016, the share of RES 
and high-efficiency CHP incentives contribution for a typical industrial consumer (annual consumption: 50000 
MWh, connected load: 10 MW) that did not meet the conditions for the exemption represented 20% of the 
final electricity price. Assessment of new jobs creation has been done only for installations in the support 
scheme, built in the period from 2010 to 2014. The analysis has shown that 270 new jobs were created for the 
operation, maintenance and fuel supply and 7114 one-year jobs were created for the construction and 
installation of those units.  
3.3 Environmental impacts 
Units in the support scheme have produced 59 ktoe of electricity and 32 ktoe of heat in 2016 or total 91 ktoe 
of energy from RES that equals 8.0% in final gross consumption of all RES. The electricity generation in the 
scheme accounted for 14.3% of the electricity produced from RES in that year. The support scheme has 
significantly contributed to the increase of the RES share towards the 25% target in 2020. In 2016, the 
contribution of the support scheme to the fulfilment of the national RES target increased, and the units 
receiving support contributed 1.8 percentage points to the 22% share of RES in the production of electricity 
and heat. Due to the operation of high-efficiency CHP units that were included in the support scheme, primary 
energy savings in 2016 were more than tripled (factor 3.3) in comparison to the year 2010, amounting to 51.2 
ktoe. The support scheme also contributes to the achievement of Slovenia’s climate goals. Estimated savings 
in GHG emissions due to electricity generation in the support scheme and related heat production in high-
efficiency CHP units in 2015 amounted to 535.5 kt CO2 ekv that equals 3.04% of overall Slovenia's GHG 
emissions in same year.  
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4 CONCLUSION 
The analysis of the support scheme for the promotion of electricity generation from RES and high-efficiency 
CHP has shown that the scheme has a significant impact on the fulfilment of Slovenia’s international 
obligations in the field of RES utilization and energy efficiency. In 2016 the addressed scheme contributed 
1.8% to the 22% share of RES in gross final energy and 51.2 ktoe of primary energy has been saved. The 
effectiveness of the scheme is slowly improving, reflecting the activities of previous years. The average 
support cost has stabilized, mostly due to lower energy prices on the market. RES and CHP utilization scheme 
has an important impact on the Slovenian economy as a whole and in order to increase overall effects of the 
addressed mechanism a stable and well-defined development environment is essential. 
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ABSTRACT 
Renewable energies (RE) are the backbone of a sustainable energy supply in Europe. The related energy 
technology infrastructure (RETI) has been built up all over the countries (bioenergy, wind-turbines, water-
power, photovoltaics, underground cables, aboveground lines) and leads to an increasing impact on nature 
and environment. 
To ensure the detection and supporting the prevention of impacts of RETIs on subjects of conservation at an 
early stage we need a sound monitoring. We developed a concept for a threefold monitoring in Germany 
which gives information about (1) the achievements of targets concerning spatial efficiency of the RETIs, 
(2) the types and extent of conflicts of renewable energy technologies at a spatial scale and (3) the 
chronological effects of legal regulations on the expansion of RETIs. We developed 10 indicators according 
to the Drivers-Pressures-State-Impacts-Responses-scheme and evaluated the respective relevance, 
information value, feasibility and data availability. The strengths and weaknesses of the concept will be 
presented in detail. 
The monitoring is continuously extendable and adaptable (to changing data availability and knowledge). The 
developed concept is a smart and extensive approach which can be easily adapted to other regions and 
countries to support the sustainable expansion of RETI. 
Keywords: Renewable Energies, Renewable Energy Technology Impacts, Nature Conservation, Landscape, 
Monitoring Concept, Bioenergy, Wind-turbines, Water-power, Photovoltaics, Underground Cables, 
Aboveground Lines 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The transformation of the energy system is one of the great challenges. Renewable energies are a backbone 
of a sustainable energy supply. Different technologies are available to provide renewable power, such as 
wind turbines, photovoltaics, biogas and biomass plants and hydropower systems. Renewable energies have 
a lower energy density. While they lead to significant climate gas reduction, the expansion of renewable 
energy technologies and their accompanying infrastructure is related to increased land usage and leads to an 
increasing impact on nature and the environment. Effects may be induced directly or indirectly through 
construction, servicing and operation of RETIs and could have negative impacts on the preservation of 
habitats, populations, species and biodiversity. For example, effects are the collision of birds and bats with 
wind-turbines or aboveground lines [1, 2], barrier effects for aquatic fauna along dams [3] or the ploughing 
of grassland and related habitat loss due to crop cultivation for biogas plants [4]; the disturbance and 
displacement of birds by wind-turbines [5] or sedimentation and habitat loss due to reduced flow rates at 
dams [6]. 
Effects on nature and environment are manifold and multifactorial, the effects of RETIs are a part and their 
impacts are complex. The effects of RETIs are not yet fully explored and change dynamically. Previous 
developments are measured selectively so far. Therefore we need a regular and sound monitoring. Current 
monitorings in Germany are dealing with energy-economical aspects from the technology perspective [7] 
and with climate protection and nature conservation from the protective goods perspective e.g. [8, 9]. Effects 
of multiple RETIs and summarized effects are not under systematic and regular consideration. 
Aim of our study was to develop a concept for a monitoring which includes informative, transparent, easy 
understandable and regularly computable indicators. It should build on (1) a comprehensive database on 
RETIs and their spatial location with regular updates, (2) a data base on proven effects of RETIs on nature 
and environment and (3) data on habitats and the spatial distribution of affected species and sensitivity of 
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populations. Conflicts from a legal (German Federal Nature Protection Law, EU Birds and Habitat Directive, 
EU Water-framework directive) as well as from an ecological perspective were considered. 
2 CONCEPT 
The general principle of a monitoring is the systematic and regular measurement or observation of processes 
or frameworks. To develop a monitoring system the first question is, what to monitor. Ideally there are clear 
political targets and the progress towards these targets is to be observed and assessed. For a monitoring of 
the effects of RETIs on nature and environment we need to go beyond: There are many spatial explicit 
conflicts to be considered and governed. We meet these challenges by creating a comprehensive RETI-data 
base and a threefold monitoring which gives information about (1) the achievements of targets concerning 
spatial efficiency of the RETIs (2) the types and extent of conflicts of renewable energy technologies at a 
spatial scale subdivided into a top-down and bottom-up approach and (3) the chronological effects of legal 
regulations on the expansion of RETIs. We developed 10 indicators according to the Drivers-Pressures-
State-Impacts-Responses-scheme [10] and the respective relevance, information value, feasibility and data 
availability. 
3 TARGET MONITORING 
Nature protection agencies have declared selective goals and indicators to ensure the nature-compatible 
expansion of REs [11]. These objectives should be achieved in a monitoring system. They comprise of: 
(1) primary energy consumption and proportion of renewable energy. 
(2) proportion of energy from rooftop-photovoltaics to energy from photovoltaics in total 
(3) land consumption per renewable energy unit (m²/MWh) 
(4) proportion of bioenergy from residues and waste material to bioenergy in total 
(5) further expansion and location of wind turbines in comparison to a target system of theoretical 
optimal locations 
4 CONFLICT MONITORING 
Monitoring the effects of RETIs on subjects of conservation should focus as much as possible on the direct 
effects on individuals, populations, species and habitats in order to obtain indicators with a high informative 
value. However, this approach is very limited due to the complexity of causes and effects in such a 
multifactorial interconnected system. Also, data availability of ecological data, species distribution and state 
of populations are restricted. Therefore, a standardised and transparent procedure to deduce systematically 
the most powerful, understandable and feasible indicators was developed following two tracks – the top-
down and bottom-up approach based on the Drivers-Pressures-State-Impact-Response-scheme (DPSIR) 
[10]. 
The DPSIR-scheme is a framework to describe interactions between human impacts and the environment. 
The scheme differentiates between driving forces (Drivers) such as social and economic trends which results 
in strains (Pressures) such as pollution or land-use change and may change the situation (State) of protected 
goods such as water and soil quality, habitats, vegetation or species. These changes (Impacts), e.g. habitat 
fragmentation and biodiversity loss, may result in actions and implementations (Responses) e.g. legislation, 
technical and further measures [10]. Feedback-loops are inherent in the scheme, e.g. responses in form of 
changed legal situations will modify drivers, pressures, state and impacts on the environment.  
Adapting the components of the DPSIR-scheme to the monitoring of effects of RETIs on the environment, 
the indicators comprises of (1) Drivers: energy policy and expansion targets (2) Pressures: spatial and 
technological features of the RETIs in relation to the subject of conservation, (3) State: state of subjects of 
conservation which are affected by RETIs, (4) Impact: changes in the state of subjects of conservation their 
sensitivity and (5) Response: changes in the involved legal framework and technical measures to minimise 
Drivers and /or enhance the State of the subject. 
4.1 Top-Down Approach 
The Top-Down approach takes the most important conflicts of RETIs on subjects of conservation under 
consideration. Aim is to describe indicators for each conflict and each of the five categories of the DPSIR-
scheme.  
In a first step, a literature review was done, extracting and listing all possible conflicts. In total, 54 conflicts 
were identified, too much to process all of them completely at high quality standards. Therefore, an expert 
survey was conducted and experts were asked about the importance of the conflicts and the confidence in 
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their assessment. The most important and reliable conflicts are caused by wind turbines, water power and 
bioenergy and are related to direct impacts on bats, birds and aquatic fauna and loss of grassland, fallow land 
and habitat changes in general (see top-ten list in table 1).      
Table 1. Results of the expert survey: the most important and reliable conflicts of RETIs on 
subjects of conservation 
Ranking of conflicts Technology Conflict 
1 Wind turbines Bat collision 
2 Wind turbines  Bird collision 
3 Water power Barrier for aquatic fauna 
4 Bioenergy Biodiversity loss due to monoculture 
5 Bioenergy  Water pollution due to waste water 
6 Bioenergy  Grassland ploughing/intensification 
7 Bioenergy  Loss of fallow land 
8 Power lines  Impact on landscape 
9 Water power  Habitat changes (sediments, flow) 
10 Power lines Bird collision 
 
In the next step, indicators for each of the top-ten conflicts for the driver, pressure, state, impact and 
response category were defined. The methodology and all necessary data and their availability, accessibility 
and quality will be described for each indicator. From this information, the quality and feasibility of the five 
indicators for each conflict will be assessed according to informative value, comprehensibility, spatial and 
temporal resolution, data availability, accessibility and quality, effort for the calculation and regular 
calculability. The indicator with the highest rating in combination with data availability will be calculated 
for the respective conflict. Indicators with high informative values and comprehensibility but missing data 
will be described and missing points will be outlined. This allows pointing out flaws to decision-makers and 
may support closing data gaps in the future. 
This stringent and systematic approach is applicable to all conflicts of RETIs on subjects of conservation and 
to comparable monitoring-projects in other countries 
4.2 Bottom-Up Approach 
The bottom-up approach does not start at the direct conflicts as the top-down approach, instead focussing on 
pressures. Aim is to give basic information about the spatial distribution, abundance and land consumption 
of RETIs in specific land use classes, their relation to protected areas and their pressure on the landscape. 
The quantification of pressures might indicate potential conflicts in a rather indirect way. However, our 
created data base of RETIs, their technological features and their location is comprehensive and profound. 
Land cover data are available from the CORINE-Project (Coordination of Information on the Environment) 
for the reference years 1990, 2000, 2006 and 2012 [12] and spatial data of protected areas such as 
conservation area, biosphere reserve, nature and national parks, special protection areas (EU Bird Directive 
and Habitat Directive) are available from the Federal Agency for Nature Conservation and the European 
Commission. Therefore, the bottom-up approach offers a high spatial and temporal resolution and results are 
(partially) comparable between different types of RETIs. Dramatic expansion of the number and land usage 
of RETIs in specific land use classes and decreased distances to protected areas can be detected and provide 
a data basis to discuss the dimension of negative impacts on subjects of conservation. 
5 GOVERNANCE MONITORING 
The governance monitoring considers and focusses on the feedback-loop of changed legal and governmental 
situations (Response) on all other components of the DPSIR-scheme. 
In Germany, in the past 20 years, the Renewable Energy Act (EEG) guides the development of RETIs. 
Analyzing the effects of the EEG on the expansion of RETIs and taking environmental compatibility into 
account could help to identify and control key elements and to improve future legislations. The elements of 
the governance monitoring are currently under discussion.  
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6 DISCUSSION 
With the presented approach we developed a comprehensive concept for the monitoring of RETIs and their 
effects on nature and environment. The complexity of effects of RETIs on the environment and the 
interaction with other factors, which affect nature and environment, the restricted data availability and 
quality, especially of ecological data was a great challenge. We solved the challenge by developing a 
threefold approach. 
The Target Monitoring focusses on realistic and measurable objectives which are in the range of energy 
efficiency and spatial efficiency. Foci of the Conflict Monitoring were the direct effects of RETIs on 
individuals, populations, species and habitats. With the categorizing of indicators according to the DPSIR-
scheme and a top-down approach from R (Response) to D (Drivers) we were able to deduce systematically 
the most feasible and significant indicators for the most important conflicts despite restricted data 
availability. The specification of target values for the Conflict Indicators requires intense discussion and 
debates. However, the Response Indicators may give hints for further recommendations for action. The 
Pressure Indicators from the bottom-up approach are easy to assess in comparison to the State, Impact, and 
Response indicators from the top-down approach. They provide data on the spatial and temporal 
development of RETIs in the landscape, in land use classes and in relation to protected areas. The discharge 
of impacts on subjects of conservation remains to discuss. The Governance Monitoring allows 
recommendations for action for the future, based on the analysis of past developments of installation of 
RETIs and the respective changes in legislation. 
The three levels of the monitoring allow a transparent and adaptive monitoring system which is compatible 
with political needs (Target and Governance Monitoring) as well as taking the complexity of conflicts of 
RETIs on nature and environment into account (Conflict Monitoring with top-down and bottom-up 
approach).  
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ABSTRACT
In order to further improve the efficiency of concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) or daylighting harvest
systems, a high accuracy solar tracking system is required. The solar tracking error is the combined result of
various sources, such as the azimuth rotational axis tilt, latitude and longitude position deviation, installation
deviation, true north meridian deviation, algorithm calculation error and mismatch error of photo sensors, etc.
Therefore, error compensations are critical for high precision solar tracking. In this paper, we designed and
tested a dual-axis hybrid solar tracking system using both photo sensors and orientation algorithm. In
addition, installation deviation of azimuth, elevation reference position error and true north meridian
deviation for solar trajectory tracking accuracy are also analyzed and effectively compensated. The field test
shows that the overall tracking accuracy of the system is improved after the correction.
Keywords: Daylight Harvesting, Error Correction, Dual-axis solarTracking, CPV
1 INTRODUCTION
Solar energy is the ultimate renewable and clean energy to solve the increasing energy demand while
reducing the CO2 emission[1]. Solar energy has been harnessed in various forms such as PV, solar thermal,
CPV and concentrated solar power (CSP), etc[2]. Solar energy is intermittent due to the weather and sun
movement, and some applications the energy conversion efficiency is higher when tracking the sun and
concentrated solar beam hundreds time, such as CPV, CSP and our daylight harvesting system with
concentration and tracking for indoor lighting[3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. As the concentration ratio increase, it will
require higher angular tracking accuracy[8]. In addition, the reliability and cost of tracking system are also
key factors in making those system competitive in the market. In low tracking accuracy requirement for a
regular PV without concentration, an open loop single axis tracking method can be used, where the PV panel
rotated automatically[9, 10]. In order to reach higher concentration of over 100 suns, the typical required
tracking accuracy are in the range of ±0.5° to ±2° , where dual axis tracking are needed[11]. For design of a
cost-effective, precise sun tracking assembly, it requires that tracker should be able to withstand the weight
of all components and wind loads, and compensate any system or random errors within certain tolerable
bounds [12].
2 SOLAR TRACKING SYSTEM
The core of solar tracking system is composed of two main parts: tracking mechanism and tracking
algorithm. The tracking mechanism is classified into single axis tracking and dual axis tracking. The single
axis tracking application is limited to PV or Low concentration PV (LCPV), where solar concentration ratio
is 2–10 suns[13]. Biaxial tracking is required with concentration ratio is over 10 suns[14]. The dual axis can
be done purely using geological location and solar time algorithm, and coordinating the sun position by the
latitude and longitude angles. The advantage of algorithm is running automatically without weather
interference, while the disadvantage is the cumulative error over time. The photoelectric tracking is to detect
a sun light direction by photoelectric sensors which requires direct solar radiation and can be affected by
clouds.
We designed a horizontal dual axis structure as shown in the Fig.1, which used a hybrid tracking algorithm
combining photoelectric tracking and orientation algorithm.
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Fig.1 The hybrid dual axis tracking system
3 PHOTOELECTRIC TRACKING ERROR ANALYSIS AND CORRECTION
3.1 The Principle of Photoelectric Tracking
The photoelectric tracker uses four photodiodes, which are symmetrically placed on four quadrants as shown
in Fig.2 (a). They are divided into two directions: X axis and Y axis. The O point is the center of
photoelectric sensors which is seeking alignment with sunlight. A shade plate is used to block the sunlight
forming a shadow as marked gray in the Fig.2 (b). The shadowing causes four photodiodes giving different
current outputs and voltage reading U1,2,3,4.
D2 D1
D4D3
X
Y
Ux
Uy
OO’
(a) Schematic diagram (b) Physical sample
Fig.2 The four-quadrant photoelectric sensor
As shown in Fig.2 (a), when the sunlight is obliquely incident on the photodiodes, the offsets of the shadow
center O' deviation from the O point are Ux and Uy respectively[15]. When Ux=Uy=0, the O' coincides with
the O point, indicating that the direction of sunlight is perpendicular to the photoelectric sensor. For a
photodiode, the stronger the received light, the smaller the output voltage. Therefore


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3241
3421
UUUUU
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y
x （1）
In order to eliminate the influence of shadow's own power change on Ux and Uy, its needs to be normalized
to Ex and Ey as shown in Equ. (2).
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3.2 Photodiodes Mismatch and Correction
The mismatch of photodiodes will cause the Ex and Ey to be none-zero even the solar ray is directly normal
to the diodes plane. The mismatch reading of photodiodes can be from physical properties of diodes and
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background lighting as well[16]. Therefore, we make the calibration on Ui when the light is the normal
direction, when O' and the O points overlap. The normalized initial Ui_init values are in Equ. (3).
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During photoelectric tracking, the calibration value of the photodiodes data U'i is calculated by Equ.(4). The
after calibration value of Ui_correct is used to calculate Ex and Ey.
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4 SOLAR TRACKING ERROR ANALYSIS AND CORRECTION
4.1 Solar Tracking Error Analysis
The tracking error of the dual-axis solar automatic tracking system is caused by many factors, including
installation error, positioning error, time error, calculation error, mechanical error, etc[17]. However
repetitive and systematic in nature, those errors are still hard to fully eliminated. The calculation error can be
reduced using the better algorithm. The mechanical error is the hardest to grasp. In the dual-axis tracking
system, the azimuth axis should align with the geographical axis (or rotational axis). The pitch axis should
perpendicular to the horizontal plane. This paper mainly analyzes the errors caused by installation and
positioning, such as the horizontal deviation of the azimuth axis and the vertical deviation of the pitch axis
installation.
For the solar trajectory tracking algorithm, the sun altitude angle h and azimuth angle γ calculation formula
is
 coscoscossinsinsinh  （5）
cosh
sincossin   （6）
In the Equ. (5) and Equ. (6), ω is the sun's hour angle, δ is the sun's declination angle, and φ is the local
geographic latitude [15].
As shown in Fig.3 (a), assuming the pitching axis O is perpendicular to the horizontal plane, and the angle of
the azimuth axis deviating from the S-N axis is α. This is due to the azimuth axis horizontal installation
deviation from the S-N axis. The actual calculation of the solar azimuth angle can use Equ. (7) for
compensation.
  arcsin' （7）
As shown in Fig.3 (b) , the azimuth axis is the S-N axis and the angle of the pitch axis deviating from the O
axis is β, where the pitch axis not perpendicular to the horizontal plane. The actual calculation of the solar
altitude angle h’ can use Equ. (8) for compensation.
 hh arcsin' （8）
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In the installation of the tracking mechanism, it is difficult to ensure that the pitch axis and the azimuth axis
are completely orthogonal, and angular errors, α and β, both exist.
S
NE
Wα
O
S W
O
E N
β
（a）Azimuth axis horizontal deviation （b）Pitch vertical deviation
Fig.3 Schematic diagram of azimuth axis and pitch axis deviation
4.2 Solar Tracking Error Correction
The correction the solar tracking errors is in two steps. First, start with tracking using GPS and solar time
algorithm, and record the altitude angle (Altitude_angle_GPS) and the azimuth angle (Azimuth_angle_GPS).
Second, switch to calibrated photoelectric tracking. When the photoelectric tracking is aligned with the sun,
the altitude angle (Altitude_angle) and the azimuth angle (Azimuth_angle) of the tracking mechanism are
recorded, and calculated the correction value α and β are as below:
α= Azimuth_angle - Azimuth_angle_GPS （9）
β= Altitude_angle - Altitude_angle_GPS （10）
α and β will be used to compensate the solar altitude and azimuth angle. Thus, the orthogonal deviation
between the pitch axis and the azimuth axis, solar time algorithm and the GPS positioning errors can be
partially corrected.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We conducted the photoelectric tracking test from 09:45 to 12:00 on March 9-10, 2018 as shown in Fig.4.
the zero-angle line in the graph is when the photodiodes are perfectly aligning with the sun. The results show
that azimuth and altitude angle fluctuations are reduced after correction.
Fig.4 Photoelectric tracking data of March 9-10, 2018, in Shen Zhen, E 113° 58' and N 22°
35'
If photoelectric tracking is not corrected, it is obvious that the relative error of the altitude angle and azimuth
angle are accumulating with time as shown in Fig.5 (a). Fig.5 (b) show that the data of the altitude angle and
azimuth angle after the photoelectric sensor were corrected. The results show that the relative error of
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azimuth angle is between -0.844° and 0.251°, and the relative error of altitude angle is between -0.498° and
0.576°.
(a) Uncorrected data and relative error (b) Correction data and relative error
Fig.5 Photoelectric tracking data and relative error
We performed a solar tracking test from 09:00 to 16:00 on December 20, 2017. The latitude and longitude
are E 113° 58' and N 22° 35'. Using the error correction method mentioned above, the system obtains the
correction value of azimuth angle α is 5.716° and the correction value of altitude angle β is 2.184. As can be
seen from Fig.6 (a), the uncorrected sun azimuth angle and actual azimuth angle relative error between
5.006° and 6.516°, and the corrected relative error decrease to within -0.71° and 0.8°, and the azimuth
trajectory fits well with the actual solar azimuth trajectory. Fig.6 (b) shows the sun altitude trajectory and the
relative error curves. The relative error between the corrected sun altitude angle and actual sun altitude angle
is between 2.684° and 3.094°, and the corrected relative error decrease to within 0.5° and 0.91°. The
corrected sun altitude trajectory fits well with the actual solar altitude trajectory.
(a) Azimuth angle data and relative error (b) altitude angle data and relative error
Fig.6 Solar tracking data and relative error
6 CONCLUSION
With increasing applications of solar tracking, the requirement for the tracking accuracy against weight and
wind load directly related to the overall efficiency and cost of the system. We systematical analyzed the
source of tracking errors, particularly, three type main errors - the orthogonal deviation between the pitch
axis and the azimuth axis, solar time algorithm error - are studied and compensated using hybrid tracking.
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The initializing calibration is proposed to correct the error caused by the mismatch of the photodiodes and
background influence. For the horizontal axis deviation and pitch vertical deviation, combining solar time
algorithm and the photoelectric tracking can obtain the compensation angles.
From our test results, after the correction of photoelectric sensor, the relative error of the azimuth angle is
between -0.844° and 0.251°, and the relative error of the altitude angle is between -0.498° and 0.576°. After
correction of shafting deviation, the sun altitude angle and azimuth angle of the tracking system are in good
agreement with the actual solar trajectory.
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ABSTRACT 
The world is currently aiming to depend on viable energy generation medium that is environmentally 
sustainable. Fossil fuels until the last few decades were the main energy generation medium in the world but 
the effects they have on the earth surface, variation in its prices and the general depletion of their reserves 
have urged researchers to consider renewable energy as an alternative for energy generation globally. Solar 
being the main hub on which the other forms of renewable energy revolves continue to be a beacon of light 
in the energy industry. This form of energy generation medium has seen massive and progressive 
transformation as in the last decades. It is generally abundant, cheap and environmentally friendly, which 
encouraged many researchers into exploring this scientific grey area  as an alternative to fossil fuel. This 
investigation exposes the various generational stages in the solar cell industry and further compares the 
differences between these solar cells. The advantages and disadvantages of the solar cell types was equally 
explained. Some policies that could drive the solar cell industry further was finally discussed.  
Keywords: Solar Energy, PV, Fossil fuel, Renewable Energy 
1 INTRODUCTION 
One of the most important issues in the 21st century is the prevention of energy crisis. This is simply 
because with increase in population and economic development, man requires more energy to create a 
conducive living environment [1]. Currently the world relies on fossil fuel as it’s main energy source which 
has serious environmental implications such as climate change, global warming, air pollution and acid rain 
[2]. Efforts in reducing energy consumption and protecting the environment have led to scientist around the 
world researching on other suitable energy generation mediums [3]. It vividly shows energy as a necessity in 
any developing economy. It is therefore one of the major requirements for the production of almost all goods 
and services along with capital and labor. Studies conducted by a number of researchers all concluded to the 
fact that the buoyancy of any economy is highly dependent on it’s energy generation medium [4-6]. All the 
investigations conducted by researchers around the globe concluded on how the economy and social 
development of any country is likely to suffer due to insufficient supply of energy. In 2010, 61.4% of total 
greenhouse gas emissions came from the energy sector [7, 8]. The Energy Information Agency projected that 
energy demand was likely to increase considerably in the years ahead [9-12]. They made some assumptions 
that most of the increase will occur in developing countries where the general energy consumption will rise 
from 46% to 58% between 2004 and 2040. Developing countries are also expected to see its consumption 
grow by 3% during that period. Demand for energy in developed countries is also anticipated to increase by 
0.9% per year. Nonrenewable sources will be the bulk of the increase in energy consumption. Oil, coal and 
gas are principle sources of energy generation from renewable sources. The 21st session of the United 
Nations Conference of the Parties (COP21) held in December, 2015 was a major step in fighting climate 
change. According to the projections of the international Energy Agency(COP21), pledges to provide a 
boost to low carbon fuels and technologies, increasing the share of non-fossil fuels from 19% of the global 
energy mix today to 25% in 2040 (10). This analysis however does not show a clear picture of the rising 
global needs for energy in 2040. It projected that energy consumption will increase by one third as a result of 
high energy demand in Asia and Africa. The efficiency of the energy to be generated will play a critical role 
in reducing world energy demand growth to one third by 2040. The transition from traditional energy 
generation to renewable energy will help lower global emission [10 – 15]. The world in general has recently 
considered other alternate energy generation mediums and again drew attention to the fact that the future of 
the energy generation industry relates to how renewable sources are to be harnessed [14]. Another 
investigation also indicated that the world energy demand as being 10 terrawatts (TW) per year. It is 
expected that by 2050 this high demand for energy might increase to 30TW. The mid-century will require 
20TW of non - CO2 energy to stabilize the already existing amount of  carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
during that period [15]. The European Joint Research center predicted that energy harvested directly from 
sunlight would be 20% of the total energy consumption in 2050 and could be over 50% by 2100 [16]. A 
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researcher argued that that to stabilize the CO2 in the atmosphere by mid-century, 10TW of electricity must 
be generated by photovoltaic and other renewables, hydrogen for transportation (10TW) and fossil fuels for 
residential and industrial heating (10TW) [17]. Solar energy from experiments and research works 
conducted so far is capable of generating emission free electricity [18, 19].   
 
2.0 SOLAR ENERGY 
French physicist, A. E, Becquerel in 1839 was the first to demonstrate photovoltaic properties 
experimentally [20]. The first photovoltaic cell was built in his father’s laboratory whiles carrying out an 
experiment at age 19. The Effect of light on Selenium during the passage of an electric current was described 
by Willoughby Smith in an article that was published on 20 February 1873 issue of nature [21]. Mosser 
improved the concept of dye from photography to photo electrochemical cells using the dye erythrosine on 
silver halide electrode in 1887 [22]. The interest in photoelectron chemistry of semiconductors led to Wet – 
type PEC being discovered [23]. O’regan and Gra¨tzel then enhanced the idea of dye sensitized solar cells 
(DSSC) or commonly called Gratzel cell using organic dye molecules as a light absorber monolayer on a 
nano crystalline titanium dioxide (TiO2), mesoporous network of wide band gap semiconductor [24]. The 
first solid state photovoltaic cell was built by Charles Frits who coated the semiconductor selenium with an 
extremely thin layer of gold to form the junctions. However, the invented device was only around 1% 
efficient. The first photoelectric cell based on sensitized solar cell (DSC or DSSC) was built by a Russian 
physicists Aleksandr Stoletov in 1888 [25]. This photoelectric cell was discovered by Heinrich Hertz earlier 
in 1887. The dye – sensitized solar cell (DSC or DSSC) stemmed from the study of photosynthesis. 
Researchers at Berkeley, while experimenting on chlorophyll extracted from plants noticed that electricity 
could be generated out of organic dyes at the oxide electrode of an electrochemical cell. During the 
experiment a conclusion was deduced that increasing the surface area of a charge collection was one of the 
best ways of improving the cell efficiency. French mathematician, August Mouchet suggested solar powered 
steam engines. With the help of Abel Pifre his assistant, the first sola powered engines were made. Parabolic 
dish collectors were manufactured as a result of the concept developed by Mouchet and Pifre. By 1980, the 
balometer was also invented by Samuel P Langley. This instrument aids in the measurement of light from 
the faintest stars and the sun’s heat rays [26]. The progress on solar energy continued steadily till 1904 when 
Wilhelm Hallwachs discovered that combining copper and cuprous oxide is photosensitive. The following 
year 1905, Albert Einstein published his first paper on photoelectric effect. By 1950s the first office building 
using solar water heating and passive design was created by Architect Frank Bridgers. In 1956, William 
Cherry, of the US Signal Corps Laboratories approached RCA Lab’s Paul Rappaport and Joseph Loferski 
about developing photovoltaic cells for proposed orbiting Earth satellites. 
3.0 WORLD DEMAND FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY 
Development of reliable and robust systems to harness energy from non – conventional energy resources 
has undergone thorough scientific research. Solar and wind power generation within the last ten years has 
experienced remarkable growth. The most plentiful resource on earth is the sun. Energy derived from the 
sun is solar energy. It is renewable, inexhaustible and environmentally friendly. Batteries charged by solar 
are able to store the energy and used later irrespective of the weather condition. Using the appropriate 
technology, approach and skill, large amount of power from solar radiation can be generated. Solar is very 
effective among all available renewable energy resources [31]. Solar is the most promising alternative 
source of energy and with time could help reduce the dependency on fossil fuels. In fact, solar energy, ie, 
Sunlight is the original source of energy for other energy  mediums like fossil fuel, hydro and biomass.   
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Fig. 1: Annual average intensity of radiation over the earth [31] 
Solar energy falls on the Earth’s surface at a rate of 120 petawatts, (1 petawatt = 1015 watt) [32]. In other 
research, it was concluded that 1.73 x 1017J of energy is being radiated to the surface of the earth every 
second [32].  Fig. 1 clearly depicts the annual average intensity of radiation over the earth surface which is 
normally between around 100 and 250W/m2 as a result of variation in the latitude and climate. Within a year 
the solar energy falling on the earth surface amount to about four million exajoules (1EJ = 1018J). If it were 
possible  to harvest 5 x 104 EJ,  it would easily meet human primary energy demands of around 533EJ as of 
2010 and projected figure of 782 EJ in 2035 based on current policies [33]. This stipulates that the energy 
demand for a period of twenty years could be achieved within one day from solar energy [34] if the world 
could make maximum use of the sun. 
 
4.0 GENERAL OPERATION OF SOLAR CELLS 
The word “photovoltaic (PV) is basically two words joined together. That is “photo” meaning light and 
“voltaic” meaning electricity. The scientific term is normally used to describe devices that convert solar 
energy into electricity and also generates electricity. The technology relies on a semi – conductor material 
capable of freeing electrons. The usual semi – conductor material used is silicon. Depending on their 
working principles, production techniques and material composition, photovoltaic cells can be divided into 
different categories [43, 44]. Photovoltaic cells are made up of two layers of such semi – conductors. One of 
these layers is positively charged whiles the other is negatively charged. DC current is generated when light 
shines on the semi – conductor. This phenomenon occurs due to the electric field across the junction 
between these two layers inducing electricity to flow. The higher the light intensity, the higher the flow of 
electricity generated. A photovoltaic system can even operate when sunlight is very minimal example on 
cloudy days [45]. Depending on the type of cloud, energy output can be produced even during unfavorable 
conditions. It is therefore possible that days with slight cloud can even generate higher energy as compared 
to days where there are absolutely no clouds. Solar energy is collected as packets of energy called photons 
[46]. These photons give up their energy to excite electrons when they are absorbed by a material. The 
electrons are normally in bonds with the atoms that form the material and once the bond becomes broken the 
electrons move to a state with higher energy. The energy can be captured and transformed to fuel, heat or 
electric power [47]. The conversion of solar energy can clearly be categorized into three areas: solar thermal, 
which is light energy being converted to heat; solar photovoltaic, which is light energy being converted to 
electrical work and solar chemical, which is light energy being transformed to stored chemical potential 
[50,51].  
4.1 FIRST GENERATION SOLAR CELL 
Photovoltaic production is currently 90% first generation solar cells that depend highly on expensive bulk 
multi crystalline or single crystal semiconductors. The first generation is mainly made up of silicon wafers 
that are reliable and durable but very expensive. This type of single – junction silicon wafers devices are 
known as the first generation (1G) technology. Most of them are produced based on screen printing devices 
as shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Screen Printed single crystal solar cell  
4. 2 SECOND GENERATION SOLAR CELLS (GENERATION II) 
The second generation was formed by removing unnecessary material from the cost equation by using thin 
– film devices which in effect led to reduced $/W. They are single junction devices that aim to use less 
material whilst maintaining the efficiencies of 1G PV. The second generation solar cell led to the 
production of amorphous – Si (a – Si), CuIn(Ga)Se2(CIS), CdTe/Cds or Polycrystalline – Si (P- Si) 
deposited on low – cost substrates such as glass shown in Fig. 6.  
 
Fig. 6: Schematic diagrams of thin film CdTe, CIGS and a – Si thin film PV [35] 
4.3 THIRD GENERATION SOLAR CELLS 
The main objective of the third generation solar cells is to obtain high efficiency. In order to achieve such 
efficiency improvements, devices aim to circumvent the Shockley – Queisse limit for single bandgap 
devices that limits efficiencies to either 31% or 41% based on concentration ratio shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7: Efficiency and cost projections for first- (I), second- (II), and thirdgeneration (III) PV technologies 
(waferbased, thin films, and advanced thin films, respectively) [36]. 
 
5.0 Conclusion 
The world can meets its target of generating energy efficiently if more investigation is geared towards the 
solar industry to create other mediums for producing solar cells and PVs at a cheaper cost. This in effect 
would reduce the dependency of the world on fossil fuel and make the world a safe. The various stages 
encountered by the solar industry from the first to the third-generation solar cells vividly depict the progress 
in the industry, although much work is still needed. 
Political will (high level positive attitude), pragmatic technology and a conducive financial environment are 
prerequisites for widespread adoption of solar energy technology. The growing exposition that 
anthropogenic CO2 causes climate change in driving acceptance at all levels of government for the need to 
incorporate solar energy in the global energy supply [37]. Some legislated solar energy goals and incentives 
are positively influencing the financial environment in some countries and investment in solar energy 
technology is producing tangible outcomes like highly advanced solar cell. These factors are generic but 
apply equally to the applications of solar hydrogen-based electricity supply where there is no grid. Solar 
hydrogen-based systems have been proven in relatively controlled (quasi – laboratory) and relatively 
uncontrolled settings. Some of the major challenges that need to be surmounted to keep the advancement of 
the solar energy industry still progressing steadily are: 
• The cost of solar energy systems components needs to be reduced to limit the payback time. This is 
very practical of the least mature component of any solar systems. 
• An off grid, possibly remote, power supply system should be able to function unattended and reliable 
for long periods in unfavourable and widely variable situations. 
• Optimal sizing of components according to the selected compromise between cost and availability of 
energy is necessary as over – sizing is expensive and under sizing compromise the ability to meet 
demand as well as reliability. The development of mathematical models for each individual system 
component and for simulating the operation of the entire system are therefore vital. 
• Control algorithm is a major challenge that interacts with the sizing problem and maximizes the 
ability of energy whiles reducing the fluctuations in energy flow through vulnerable components to 
the point where their lifetimes are compromised. 
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• The degradation of performance with time, validated with environmental data from implemented 
installations need to be addressed for almost all components for solar systems. 
• In many parts of the world, local regulations specific to solar energy technology do not exist and 
projects must conform with many disparate standards and regulations increasing the complexity and 
cost of the project. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper examines the specific’s influences of a desert area solar potential on the photovoltaic (PV) array 
energy production, through the application of load-matching model in PV water pumping system.  Based on 
the global insolation data, recorded during two different seasons in Ghardaia, a desert area, the different 
influences have been investigated through the mono-Silicon PV modules fill factor and efficiency. The first 
determines the rate power that the PV array can provide from its total power capacity production and the 
second provides the real efficiency of such PV cell technology. Two months solar potential data have been 
used in such study. Following a characterization test, under an average of solar beam (564 W/m2) and PV 
cell temperature (T=33.45°C), recorded in the coldest month (January), the PV module efficiency has 
achieved more than 12%, for an average energy production capacity (Fill factor) nexus 61.32%. However, in 
June the hottest month, for an average insolation (721 W/m2) and PV cell temperature (T=54.98 °C), the 
efficiency has achieved only 10.5% for energy production capacity of about 66.5%. The obtained results 
were then applied by a Load-Matching Factor (LMF) model in PV water pumping system, it has been 
averred that the LMF tends close to 1 versus the decreased PV cell temperature values, in particular during 
the coldest periods. 
Keywords: Saharan environmental, energy production, Fill factor, load-matching factor, 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Renewable energies, in particular solar energy are one of the main promising clean energy sources in the 
future of the world as an alternative for a global energy supply. The challenges facing the present world 
energy supply are the decline of fossil fuel resources, climate change by carbon dioxide emission; insecurity 
by nuclear weapon competence and radioactive materials. With a total surface of about 36 million km2 and 
an average yearly global irradiance of about 2.2 Tera-Watt-hour (TWh/km2/years), the Sahara areas are the 
most efficient places to harvest solar energy in large amount. The technology of Photovoltaic PV is always 
on continuous developing in many applications, so it is electricity generator without effect on environment. 
However, In spite the availability of the huge quantity of solar radiation covering the large land of the great 
Sahara so called the solar belt area or (south Mediterranean belt region), different studies of the solar 
potential energy averred many specific parameters, that influence on the photovoltaic array energy 
production, which has a consequences on the load-matching of the PV systems. Many works have examined 
this subject, accordingly. A local study has adopted the solar potential in Algeria [1]. Over the major part of 
the territory, solar energy represents a significant potential (1700 kW h/m2/year in the north and 2263 kW 
h/m2/year in the south of the country) [2]. Throughout the period from February to May, the windy storm is 
one of the specific events of the climatic characteristics closed to the desert area, which has a significant on 
the gradual decrease of PV power, since it has a great influence on the PV cell production, consequently on 
PV array load-matching [3]. The sandy dust accumulation affects both the solar energy production and the 
degradation cycle life of the PV module and systems, so this subject has been treated by many authors [4], 
[5]. During this period, shadow has an important factor on the drop of the solar beam and some works have 
been studied in this context [6]. Algeria aims to generate about 40% of its total electricity production from 
renewable sources by the year 2030, within the world target to reach the 100% renewable energy [7, 8]. 
Researches interested in PV water pumping to provide the performances of the PV array conversion, 
according to different topics; optimization [9] and sizing in sizing [10,11]. Solar irradiation impact on PV 
array has been investigated, through the performance of different water pumping systems, whereas, many 
combinations of models have been tested [12, 13]. Recent methods have been adopted in improving the PV 
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efficiency [14-15]. New strategies and methodologies have been proposed to alleviate the influence of the 
arid climates on the PV conversion [16, 17]. In this paper, a new load-Matching Model has been tested in PV 
water pumping system to highlight the influence of the specific desert characteristics on the PV output 
energy. The solar radiation and temperature data of two different seasons have been used in the load-
matching model. The obtained plots averred that the efficiency of the pump is influenced, particularly by the 
temperature of the site, whereas sandy storms averred a significant depletion on the system efficiency.  
2 SOLAR POTENTIAL IN ALGERIA 
Algeria is an ideal environment for photovoltaic system applications, especially in the water pumping 
according to its geographical situation; it holds one of the highest solar reservoirs in the world. Indeed, the 
Algerian area receives more than 3000 h of sunshine per year with a high level of radiation. The yearly 
average of daily solar irradiation ranges from 5 to 7 kWh/m2/day as far as tilted surfaces at optimum angles 
are considered [2].The insolation time over the quasi-totality of the national territory exceeds 2000 hours 
annually and may reach 3900 hours (high plains and Sahara). The daily irradiation potential distribution in 
Algeria is shown in the Table1. 
Table 1. Solar energy potential in Algeria 
Areas Costal area High land plates Sahara 
Surface (%) 4 10 86 
Average sun shine hours 
(Hours/year) 
2650 3000 3500 
Average energy received 
(kWh/m2/year) 
1700 1900 2650 
 
3 LOAD-MATCHING MODEL IN PV WATER PUMPING SYSTEM 
In direct PV water pumping system, the PV array load-matching factor (LMF) depends on the comparison of 
the maximum operating point of DC motor-pump and the maximum power MPP provided by the PV array at 
the same solar intensity, and it is given by the equation (1). 
 
pvm
pm
P
P
=LMF  (1) 
 
From the motor-pump efficiency model (4), the pump power model at certain solar intensity level and PV 
cell temperature has been deduced and is shown by the equation (2). 
 
P
H
pmpmpm
HQC
=IVP

=  (2) 
Where,  
  Eh is the hydraulic energy, Ch is the hydraulic constant, H the Total Mano-metric Head (TMH) and Q(m
3/h) 
is the hourly flow-rate.  
 
From the PV array efficiency model (2), the PV power model at certain solar intensity level and PV cell 
temperature has been concluded and is shown by the equation (3). 
 
ipvPVpvmpvmpvm EAIV=P =  (3) 
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3.1 DEPENDENCY OF SOLAR IRRADIANCE 
The PV array efficiency is obtained by the comparison of the maximum output power presented by its 
instantaneous maximum I-V characteristics and the product of its front area and the irradiance , and then is 
given by equation (4). 
 
iPV
pvmpvm
pv
EA
IV
=  (4) 
Where, 
 Apv (m) and Ei (W/m
2) are the PV front surface and the solar intensity level (irradiance) falling on the PV 
array.  
3.2 DEPENDENCY OF THE PV CELL TEMPERATURE 
In the reality the overall efficiency of such PV system varies according to the outdoor conditions. Let’s talk 
by the influence of the ambient temperature via the PV cell temperature. In the following we consider that 
the pump efficiency is constant and only the PV array efficiency is variable throughout the environment 
change. By referring to the theoretical model of the PV array efficiency which is presented by the model (5): 
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Where,  
ηref, Tcell,ref , Ei,ref are the PV module efficiency reference, PV cell Temperature reference and the incident 
solar intensity reference, respectively. 
β and γ are coefficients. 
 
Electrical energy: The provided and consumed powers are instantaneous, by consequence the load-matching 
factor LMF is recorded at each measurement at certain solar intensity (insolation) level. The two power 
models are converted into energy model expressions throughout the day. The energy provided by the PV 
array during the day can be found by the following expressions (6) and (7), respectively: 
 
EAdtEA=E PVpv
t
t
iPVpvpv
SS
SR
 =  (6) 
Where,  
tsr is the sunrise time and tss is the sunset time. E is the daily global solar irradiation in (Wh/m
2), received on 
tilted PV array closed the latitude of the site. 
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Where, Qd (m
3) is the daily water discharge flow-rate. 
 
The new Load-Matching Factor expression is then obtained by replacing the new energy expression 
equations. We consider that the overall system efficiency is constant and the load-matching factor depends 
only on the daily average solar radiation energy. The new model is presented by the expressions (8) and (9), 
respectively: 
 
pv
e
E
E
=LMF  (8) 
The model becomes as follows; 
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4 LOAD-MATCHING APPLICATION 
Through the manufacturer performance references of the mono-silicon PV modules Isofoton (130/24), the 
DC Grundfos pump (1.4 kW) and the solar potential data recorded on outdoor of the site. A theoretical 
investigation of the load-matching has been studied on cold and hot months including the windy storm 
seasons to determine the characteristic influences of the solar potential on the PV array energy production. 
The PV array consists of two parallel strings, in each strings is composed of 7 Isofoton (130/24) PV modules 
connected in serial. The nominal characteristics of the PV array and the DC Grundfos pump are presented in 
the table 2 and the table 3, respectively: 
Table 2: Nominal characteristics of the PV array 
Charact-eristic 
Pm (W) ISC (A) VOC (V) Im 
(A) 
Vm 
(V) 
Area (m2) ηPV (%) 
PV module 
Isofoton 
(130/24) 
110 
+ 10% 
3.94 43.2 3.76 34.6 0.96 12.65 
PV array (2X7) 1820 7.88 302.4 6.32 242.2 12.90 12.65 
 
Table 3: Nominal characteristics of the DC pump 
Motor-pump type Nominal power 
Max. DC voltage 
Max. AC voltage 
Im (A) ηp 
(%) 
Grundfos (1.4 kW) 1400 W 30–300 V 1x90 – 240 V 8.4 0.44 
 
By mean of the irradiance data and the calculated mono-silicon PV cell temperature data of different months 
of different seasons, the solar potential and the obtained PV cell efficiency of the coldest month (January), 
the medium month (March) and the hottest month (June) are illustrated in the following figs. 1-6, 
respectively (See the Annex). 
 
Fig.1: presents the average daily irradiance and PV cell temperature recorded during the coldest month 
(January) of the year. The curves show that the maximum recorded irradiance is between 800 W/m2 and 850 
W/m2 and the PV cell temperature is between 20°C and 35 °C.  Fig.2: Shows the calculated efficiency of the 
mono-silicon PV cell, through the solar potential data of the coldest month (January), the calculated PV cell 
efficiency is obtained between 13.5% and 14.5%. So less solar intensity but a significant PV cell efficiency. 
Fig.3: During a medium climate month (March), the irradiance reached the normal average of about 1000 
W/m2, however the PV cell temperature varies between 20°C and 50 °C. Indeed, during this period (spring), 
the irradiance varies with the influence of the sandy storm. Fig.4: The PV cell efficiency during March is 
between 13% and 14% and this is a medium obtained efficiency value in this month. Fig.5: In the hottest 
month (June), the solar intensity exceeds the average of about 1100 W/m2. The PV cell temperature is 
between 45°C and 65°C. Fig.6: During the hottest month, the PV cell efficiency decreases and the average is 
between 12% and 13%, as shown in the plot. So this is less significant obtained efficiency. 
 
The plots illustrated by the figs. 7a - 7f, averred load-matching factor convergence to the value 1. The most 
significant load-matching factor is illustrated in the plots of the figs.7e -7b for both coldest months (January 
and December), where the PV cell temperature and the windy storms are insignificant. The load-matching 
values calculated at the pump efficiency more than 40%, are not with significant purpose. These plots show 
that the variation of the pump efficiency has reached the same value for all the months of the year. In other 
hand, to obtain an accurate load-matching model the pump efficiency as well as the PV cell efficiency must 
vary each month. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
   The desert specific outdoor characteristics conditions that influence on the solar potential received on PV 
array module have been investigated to determine a load-matching model. From the different study of the 
PV cell and load (pump) efficiency variation under different climate change closed to desert specific 
weather, it can be concluded the variation of the solar intensity and the PV cell temperature during the windy 
storm seasons are perturbed consistently according to the climate change of the desert. The wind and the 
sandy dust as well as the suddenly daily temperature variation should be taken into consideration. Our 
obtained load-matching model needs to be more investigated through the investigation of the load efficiency 
variation versus the temperature. 
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ABSTRACT 
The rapid development of electric vehicles leads to a growing demand for charging stations, nonetheless a 
large number of charging points will impose a significant impact on the electric grid. Photovoltaic based 
electric vehicles charging stations can not only provide clean energy, but also reduce the load on the electric 
grid. Moreover, second life batteries retired from electric vehicles provide another option for storage 
systems. A photovoltaic based charging station, with second life electric vehicle batteries as storage system 
located along the expressway is studied in this research. By focusing on the latest national subsidy policy, 
our results show that PV charging station is more economically efficient than traditional charging station 
located in each cities and provinces in China. When the price of second use traction batteries drops to 
200¥/kWh, 83% provinces and cities could use battery energy storage system to achieve higher economic 
benefit.  
Keywords: Photovoltaic, Charging station, Second life batteries, Economic analysis
1 INTRODUCTION 
Ever since global warming was proposed by some scholars in 1800s, increasing amount of attention has been 
paid to the issue of climate change. One of the crucial sectors which contributes significantly to greenhouse 
gas emission is transportation,  95% of which depends on fossil fuels[1]. Under this circumstance, plug-in 
hybrid electric vehicles(PHEVs) and electric vehicles(EVs) are becoming popular due to their potential for 
oil consumption and greenhouse gases emission reduction by improving the overall fuel efficiency and 
cleanliness of light vehicles[2].To accompany for the PHEVs and EVs trends, a highly capable electricity 
infrastructure is required, while a large number of charging points may impose a significant impact on the 
electric grid. Photovoltaic(PV) based EVs charging stations, which could increase the penetration of 
renewable energy sources into the transportation sector, will not only provide clean energy, but also mitigate 
the dependence and impacts on power grid[3]. In the meantime, energy storage is essential for the 
development of renewable energy, since it appears to be the only solution to the problem of intermittency of 
production.[4]. For PV powered charging stations, small sized storage system can assist  in mitigating the 
day-day solar variations and reduce the grid energy exchange [5]. Li-ion batteries present attractive features 
when adopted in energy storage applications except for its expensive cost[6]. However, second-use EV 
batteries can be reutilized at a sufficiently low cost[7].  
Economics of PV powered workplace parking garage charging station has been studied in [8]. Through 
hourly simulations model, the results show that the garage owner will get the payback of installations and 
maintenance cost and make extra profit within the life of the PV panels. In this paper, we exam the economic 
benefits of PV charging stations with second life electric vehicle batteries as storage system for 30 provinces 
and regions in China under the assumption that the PV charging stations locate along the expressway instead 
of the workplace location assumption.  
PV charging station along expressway can be exploited to deal with the difficulties of long-distance trip for 
EVs. After taking shape, it can support the layout of intercity charging grid, as well as act on peak shaving 
and valley filling for electric network. The demonstration project of PV charging station with second life 
electric vehicle batteries as storage system has been established at expressway service area in Tianjin, China. 
In this paper, economic benefits are evaluated via the comparison between PV charging station and 
traditional charging station. Net present value (NPV) and levelized cost of energy(LCOE) are applied as the 
economic measures. 
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2 METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Policy and Subsidy  
On August 30th, 2013, the NDRC (National Development and Reform Commission) issued the Notice to 
Play the Role of the Leverage of Electricity Tariff to Promote the Healthy Development of Solar PV 
Industry, which stated that the central government grants a subsidy of CNY0.42/kWh of each output from 
distributed solar PV(DPSV) projects[9]. And the nationwide PV power generation was divided into three 
level resource areas, with different feed-in tariff implemented[10].  
On December 22nd, 2017, NDRC decreased the subsidy of DPSV projects to CNY0.37/kWh, and the feed-
in tariff was reduced to CNY0.55/kWh for the first resource area, CNY0.60/kWh for the second resource 
area and CNY0.65/kWh for the third. 
2.2 Data and Assumptions  
The following study concentrates on a 15kWh installed capacity of PV charging station. According to the 
market investigation in China, the prevailing price of PV module is 3150￥/kWh, and the soft cost of 
installation fee such as labor cost is supposed to be 2000￥/kWh[11]. Market price of either converter or 
inverter is 650￥/kWh. The degradation rate of PV module introduces only a small change of around 
0.7%/year[12]. The lifetime of PV module is supposed to be 20 years[13], whereas the lifecycle of converter 
and inverter is considered to be 10 years, hens the replacement cost would take place at the end of first ten 
years. 
[14] provides great convenience for us in terms of the evaluation of the PV module output. Taking 
consideration of irradiation data, dry bulb temperature, wind speed, and standardized setting of inverter and 
array, they develop provincial solar output profile in China by utilizing 10-year hourly solar irradiation data 
from 200 presentative locations. 
2.3 Economic Evaluation  
Economic performance of the project on condition of existing technology, market and policies will directly 
affect investors’ willingness to invest [15], therefore, it is an important indicator to evaluate the development 
of PV charging station in China.  
PV Charging Station  
Grid-connected PV charging station is realizable since electricity is available in most service area along the 
expressway. In case where the PV is able to deliver certain portion of energy instead of full amount, the grid 
can help to deliver the rest portion, which means that both the PV and grid contribute to the charging[16].  
Some infrastructure cost and revenue stream derived from PV charging station is similar with the cost and 
revenue stream derived from traditional charging station, in this case we only focus on the situation where 
PV panel is installed on an existing charging station, when doing the economic evaluation. 
 
 
Figure 1. The structure of PV charging station with BESS.  
Net present value which is calculated out of initial cost and all the future discounted cash flow over a period 
is applied to evaluate the economic benefit. 
NPV＝− 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + ∑
(𝐶𝐹𝑖𝑛−𝐶𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑡)
(1+𝑖)𝑛
𝑛
1   
＝− (𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑣 + 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑛) + ∑
((𝐸𝑠𝑐⋅(𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑟+𝑠𝑢𝑏)+𝐸𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑⋅(𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑+𝑠𝑢𝑏)−𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥𝑃𝑉−𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑛−𝑂𝑝𝑅𝑒)
(1+𝑖)𝑛
𝑛
1 )         (1) 
Where, 𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 refers to initial investment cost which includes the cost of PV(𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑣), converter and 
inverter(𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑛). The annual cash inflows (𝐶𝐹𝑖𝑛) is realized from the energy generated from PV for direct 
self-consumption (𝐸𝑠𝑐) and feeding back to the grid (𝐸𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑). The electricity price for commercial sector 
(𝑝𝑝𝑢𝑟) and desulfurization benchmark price (𝑝𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑑) is collected manually from provincial Development and 
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Reform Commission, and 𝑠𝑢𝑏 refers to subsidy based on the national level. The annual O&M (operational 
and maintenance) cost for PV system (𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥𝑃𝑉) and inverter and converter (𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑛) is assumed to be 3% 
of its initial price[17]. 𝑂𝑝𝑅𝑒 refers to the replacement cost of converter and inverter. n is the lifetime of PV. 
The interest rate of 5-year national debt (4.17%) in 2017 is used as the discounted rate(i).  
The levelized cost of energy(LCOE) is a useful indicator  to quantify the price of energy generated by the 
renewable energy project[18]. LCOE is normally measured as the ratio of the total cost over its lifetime and 
total energy output, which can be viewed as the minimum cost at which electricity must be sold to break-
even over the lifetime of the project.  
𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 =
𝐶𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙+∑
𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥𝑃𝑉+𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑛
(1+𝑖)𝑛
𝑌
𝑛=1 +𝑂𝑝𝑅𝑒
∑
𝐸𝑠𝑐+𝐸𝑔𝑟𝑖𝑑
(1+𝑖)𝑛
𝑌
𝑛=1
                  （2） 
Battery Energy Storage System(BESS) 
BESS could improve the share of self-consumption significantly, so we would like to examine whether 
installing BESS is economically efficient or not. The cost of installing BESS is determined as follow:  
𝐸𝑥𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑆 =
𝐸𝑠
𝐷𝑂𝐷
∙ 𝑝𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑆                                                 （3） 
Where 𝐸𝑥𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑆 is the initial investment of BESS, which is the product of battery sizing and per unit 
cost(𝑝𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑆). To determine the sizing of battery, we take the allowable depth of discharge(DOD) into 
consideration which equals to 80%. 𝐸𝑠 refers to the energy to be stored.  
The cash inflow of BESS is generated from the increasing percentage of self-consumption, and a total of 
85% round-trip efficiency is assumed for reused batteries[19]. The cash outflow consists of O&M 
(𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑆) which is 2% of the initial investment, and replacement cost (𝑅𝑒𝐸𝑥𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑆). Since the lifetime of 
second-used batteries is supposed to be 5 years, replacement cost would incur at every 5 years. 
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Firstly, by evaluating the incremental cost and benefit derived from PV charging station compared with 
traditional charging station, our results show that under the latest subsidy policy, PV charging station is more 
economically efficient than traditional charging station located in each cities and provinces, no matter how 
much self-consumption is accounted for, as shown in Table 1. Moreover, increasing self-consumption can 
further improve the economic performance, and the enhanced amount of NPV due to increased self-
consumption is highly related to the difference between local electricity price and desulfurization benchmark 
price. Aside from shares of self-consumption, solar irradiation as well as local electricity price also plays 
important role in determining the NPV. As for the environmental performance, by avoiding the consumption 
of thermal power, the amount of CO2 emission reduction is shown in Table 1. Qinghai gains both the highest 
economic benefit and environmental benefit from adding PV program, which is mainly derived from its high 
solar irradiation.  
Table 1. NPV under different shares of self-consumption, and the LCOE, as well as CO2 emission 
reduction in each provinces and cities.  
 NPV in thousands RMB, 15kWh 
LCOE 
¥/kWh 
CO2 emission 
reduction(kg) 
w(self.c) 100% 80% 60% 40% 20% 0%   
Xinjiang 147.74 131.93 116.11 100.29 84.48 68.66 0.39 21316.66 
Ningxia 129.34 109.94 90.55 71.15 51.75 32.35 0.49 16592.50 
West Inner Mongolia 164.79 143.51 122.23 100.95 79.66 58.38 0.43 24677.71 
Gansu  191.12 165.68 140.25 114.81 89.38 63.94 0.43 19111.66 
Qinghai 704.88 628.17 551.45 474.74 398.03 321.31 0.18 51821.02 
East Inner Mongolia  331.09 292.52 253.94 215.37 176.80 138.22 0.31 34548.79 
Shanxi 192.06 172.28 152.49 132.70 112.92 93.13 0.39 22190.09 
Shaanxi 137.21 118.72 100.22 81.72 63.23 44.73 0.52 16255.21 
Yunnan 147.74 131.93 116.11 100.29 84.48 68.66 0.39 29419.70 
Tianjin 187.73 163.98 140.23 116.48 92.73 68.98 0.46 17536.68 
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Beijing 229.31 201.04 172.78 144.51 116.25 87.98 0.42 11268.05 
Hebei 155.16 139.61 124.06 108.51 92.96 77.42 0.44 20055.14 
Liaoning 193.54 170.98 148.42 125.86 103.30 80.74 0.44 23640.54 
Jilin 222.87 195.15 167.43 139.71 111.99 84.28 0.43 26071.13 
Heilongjiang 191.38 167.84 144.29 120.75 97.20 73.66 0.46 20861.55 
Sichuan 186.55 165.37 144.18 122.99 101.80 80.61 0.46 21645.87 
Guizhou 88.59 74.87 61.15 47.43 33.72 20.00 0.62 11768.53 
Henan 120.84 104.81 88.78 72.75 56.72 40.69 0.55 15087.98 
Anhui 136.19 118.56 100.92 83.29 65.66 48.02 0.52 15040.59 
Shandong 175.35 156.77 138.18 119.59 101.00 82.42 0.45 17175.74 
Fujian 145.88 129.49 113.10 96.72 80.33 63.94 0.49 15943.30 
Jiangsu 156.79 137.15 117.50 97.85 78.21 58.56 0.51 13502.63 
Chongqing 103.35 88.38 73.40 58.43 43.46 28.48 0.62 14131.13 
Hubei 130.34 112.27 94.21 76.15 58.09 40.03 0.58 13120.77 
Jiangxi 90.67 77.50 64.33 51.15 37.98 24.81 0.65 12109.27 
Shanghai 205.29 181.45 157.61 133.77 109.92 86.08 0.45 16939.03 
Guangxi 97.39 83.10 68.82 54.53 40.25 25.96 0.65 11749.13 
Zhejiang 174.40 153.35 132.30 111.26 90.21 69.16 0.49 13532.09 
Hainan 348.22 315.77 283.32 250.87 218.42 185.97 0.31 23634.14 
Hunan 115.16 99.85 84.55 69.24 53.93 38.62 0.62 12790.37 
Guangdong 144.51 128.23 111.95 95.67 79.39 63.11 0.53 13743.70 
 
Secondly, the increased self-consumption, which can be realized via installing BESS, will promote the 
economic perform significantly. However, whether installing BESS is economically efficient or not depends 
on the benefit from increased self-consumption and the cash outflow generated from BESS, thus we 
compared the cost of BESS when increasing certain amount of self-consumption with the revenue generated 
from the increased self-consumption, and then calculated the break-even price. Figure 2 illustrates that the 
higher the price of second use EV batteries as BESS can be accepted, the larger difference between local 
electricity price and desulfurization benchmark price, because larger difference means higher enhanced 
amount of NPV can be obtained from increasing self-consumption. However, Qinghai is an exception, since 
the energy loss from BESS is relatively large under its pretty high solar irradiation. When the price of second 
use battery drops to 200 ¥/kWh, 83% provinces and cities would use BESS to achieve higher economic 
benefit. 
 
  
Figure 2. The difference between electricity price and desulfurization benchmark price against 
break-even price for second use EV batteries.  
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Thirdly, it appears meaningful to investigate whether the PV charging station is profitable in an environment 
without policy support. Supposing without the 0.37¥/kWh subsidy, our results reveal that the NPV of PV 
charging station is negative when the proportion of self-consumption is low in most areas as shown in Figure 
2. Only Hainan and Qinghai can maintain positive NPV even the proportion of self-consumption is zero. 
Without BESS, when the direct shares of self-consumption can reach 50%, 80% provinces and cities could 
benefit from installing PV even without subsidy. The prevailing price of second use EV batteries is about 
¥300/kWh in China, thus only East Inner Mongolia, Jilin, Beijing, Gansu, Tianjin, Heilongjiang and 
Shanghai can benefit from BESS so far.  
 
 
Figure 3. Without subsidy, the minimum self-consumption (%) required to achieve break-even 
against NPV with zero self-consumption. 
Fourthly, since one of the main benefits for PV charging station is to mitigate the impact on grid, higher 
proportion of self-consumption helps to minimize the grid dependency. Thus we exam the economic 
performance of PV charging station when all the generated energy is used for self-consumption with the help 
of BESS. Under this circumstance, when the direct self-consumption is 40%, 60% of the energy will be 
stored. Illustrate by the case of Beijing, with current subsidy the NPV is ¥153134.34, while without the 
subsidy is ¥58852.88. As for Guizhou, where requires the highest self-consumption to avoid negative NPV 
without subsidy, the NPV is ¥39727.08 with subsidy, while -¥23912.91 without subsidy. So under the 
current price of reused batteries, some regions still cannot benefit from PV charging station without subsidy.  
4 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION  
To investigate the current feasibility and future application potential of PV charging station, this paper 
examines the economic performance of PV charging station in 30 provinces and cities by evaluating the 
incremental cost and benefit of PV charging station compared with the traditional charging station. The main 
results drawing from this paper are, based on existing technology, market and the latest policies, the 
economic performance of PV charging station is relatively attractive in each cities and provinces, no matter 
how much self-consumption is accounted for. Two primary means are pointed out that can help PV charging 
station to improve its economic performance, one of which is government subsidy. Without the ¥0.37/kWh 
government subsidy, only Qinghai and Hainan can achieve positive NPV under all electricity power 
consumption situations. When the direct shares of self-consumption reach 50%, 80% provinces and cities 
could benefit from installing PV. Thus the other way is to increase self-consumption, which can be achieved 
through installing BESS. When the price of second use EV batteries drops to 200¥/kWh, over 83% 
provinces and cities would use BESS to increase their self-consumption to gain higher economic benefit.  
Caused by different solar radiation and electricity price, the economic performance of PV charging station 
varies from region to region. To mitigate the impact of grid from charging EVs, as well as develop clean 
energy, government should allocate more funds to support the research and development of PV charging 
station. To promote the research and development, two types of regions should be paid more attention to. 
One is the area with abundant solar energy resources, where nature resource can be taken full advantage of 
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to gain high economic performance. Another one is the developed area in China, especially for those with 
high EVs penetration, which indicates potentially high self-consumption proportion. Under current subsidy 
policy, PV charging station is economically efficient, however, without the uniform subsidy for distributed 
solar PV, part of the regions cannot benefit from PV charging station. To promote the development, 
government subsidy for PV charging station should be differentiated instead of uniform, due to the variation 
of the economic development and solar irradiation resource. Moreover, the decreasing price of EV batteries 
should also be taken into consideration as one critical factor that may influence the economic performance.  
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ABSTRACT 
The present work shows the results of electrical performance measurements of 153 crystalline silicon PV 
modules following long-term outdoor measurements. 90 PV modules consist of a continuous PV array of the 
first grid-connected PV system in Algeria, installed at CDER site of Mediterranean coast, Bouzareah, 
Algiers, along with 63 PV modules whose measurements have been collected from different applications, 
undertaken in the arid area of the desert region of Ghardaïa site, about 600 km south of Algiers. Following 
different characterization tests, it turned out that the all tested PV modules keep their power generating rate 
except a slight reduction. Accordingly, a mathematical model has been adopted to carry out the PV module 
testing at different irradiance and temperature levels. Hence, different PV module parameters have been 
computed based on the recorded values of the open-circuit voltage, the short-circuit current, the voltage and 
current at maximum power point. The electrical measurements have showed different degradations of 
current-voltage parameters.  All the PV modules averred a decrease in the nominal power, which is variable 
from one module to another. 
Keywords: Photovoltaic module, degradation, ageing, performance, PV array 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The reduction in the cost of crystalline silicon photovoltaic (PV) modules is noticeable and holds a great 
promising future hides a promising future). However, this raises the question of whether weather conditions 
can have an impact on these PV modules. Especially in terms of the impact weather conditions on PV 
modules. The manufacturers deploy efforts to improve the PV modules lifetimes, even under hard operating 
conditions. Therefore, the acceleration and qualification tests procedures have been undertaken to the aging 
mechanisms, and to establish reasonable standard quality. A purchased PV-module is often accompanied 
with a warranty of more than 20 years, which is based on a type certificate IEC 61215” and processed with a 
number of accelerated lifetime tests. It is of a great importance to support the accelerated tests data with data 
from field-testing to convince the customers that a warranty of more than 20 years is valid. Significant 
progress has been achieved, however more research is needed and then manufacturers will have to establish 
serious standard quality control in order to fulfil the long-term goals. So, as to predict lifetime, mainly in 
remote areas, it is necessary to study the aging of the photovoltaic modules in various climatic areas. Ndiaye 
et al. [1] have evaluated the performance degradation of four Photovoltaic modules after a few years of 
operation in a tropical environment. The global degradation and the degradation rate of electrical 
characteristics such as Current-Voltage and Power-Voltage curves, open-circuit voltage (Voc), short-circuit 
current (Isc), maximum output current (Imax), maximum output voltage (Vmax), maximum power output 
(Pmax) and fill factor (FF) have been evaluated at standard test conditions (STC). They concluded that 
Pmax, Imax, Isc and FF are the most degraded performance characteristics common to all PV modules. A 
PV system reliability and lifetime depend essentially on the energy performance of PV modules, as well as 
on their different degradation modes. Therefore, research must emphasize on the photovoltaic modules 
degradation. Ndiaye et al. [2]  reviewed recent literature about different types of degradation  They have also 
given models associated with the PV modules degradation that can help to overcome the obstacle in the 
long-term experiments in order to study PV modules degradation, under real conditions.   Chandel et al. have 
inventoried the main defects observed in PV modules, and degradation is quantified by measuring PV 
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parameters under indoor and outdoor conditions [3]. The Schatz Energy Research Center (SERC) has 
performed a PV array employed in a cool, marine environment [4-5]. Two modules that were in work for 
more than 30 years in the Libyan climate have undergone outdoor and indoor measurements by M. A. S. 
Alshushan and I. M. Saleh [6]. Singh et al. [7] have discovered that most of the modules tested in this hot-
dry climate do not go with the guarantee expectations, which is limited to 20% degradation of the nominal 
power over 20 years. Kichou et al. [8] have studied the degradation of the micromorph solar cells of the 
TFPV modules in a relatively dry and sunny inland site with a Continental-Mediterranean climate in Jaén, 
Spain.  They have noted the reduction of the DC output power of about 12.51% after the first month of 
exposure under outdoor conditions. Furthermore, the stabilization period was observed to start after four 
months of operation with a total reduction of the PV array DC output power of 16.66%. Kahoul et al. [9] 
have studied the electrical performance degradation of local manufacturing PV modules (UDTS-50), in 
Algeria. Results reveal the degradation of some PV modules up to 12% compared to their original state. As 
for us, we aim at evaluating the degradation of the electrical characteristics of 153 PV modules of different 
technologies, tested at different sites. 90 PV modules of monocrystalline silicon technology operating, at 
CDER, Bouzareah of Mediterranean climate condition, and 63 modules of mono and polycrystalline at 
Ghardaïa site of arid climate. The period of exposure of these modules is the same in both sites, 2004-2015. 
. 
2 PHOTOVOLTAIC ARRAY 
 
The total number of the PV modules previously mentioned forming the four PV generators (PVG) and 
operating for different applications have been put into test according to the type of use, as follows: 
2.1 Photovoltaic Array PVG1 
The PV array consists of 90 PV 106 Wp crystalline silicon modules. It is composed of three sub-arrays of 30 
modules each. The sub-array configuration is 15sx2p. Each sub-array is connected to a 2.5 kVA inverter 
[11]. 
 
2.2 Photovoltaic Array PVG2 
Similar to the PVG1, the current PVG2 array, which consists of 30 PV modules of the same technology, was 
installed on a roof at URAER (Applied Research Unit for Renewable Energy) building (Ghardaïa). The 
station latitude is 32.4 °. The common tilt angle was close to the latitude angle of Ghardaïa. This site is 
characterized by huge irradiances and temperatures. The PV array consists of the two following sub systems:  
- Subsytem1 consists of 10 PV modules of 100 Wp, connected in (2SX5P).  
-  The subsystem 2 consists of 20 PV modules of 50 Wp configured in (2sx10p).  
All the subsystems are connected to a 2 kVA inverter and supply a PV standalone system. 
 
2.3 Photovoltaic Array PVG3 
This PV array was installed at URAER site (Ghardaïa). As PVG1, it is the result of collaboration between 
CIEMAT and CDER, The station latitude is 32.4 °. The unique tilt angle considered of the PV array is equal 
to the latitude angle of Ghardaïa, situated in the Sahara region, which is characterized, by higher irradiances 
and temperatures [10]. 
 
2.4 Photovoltaic Array PVG4 
This PV array was installed at URAER site of Ghardaïa as part of a National Research project (NRP). As the 
previous one, it is inclined to the latitude angle of the Ghardaïa site. The PV array consists of 8 PV modules 
of 110 Wp, polycrystalline silicon, mounted in 2sx4p configuration. All these modules are connected to a 1.5 
kVA inverter to supply a solar house. 
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3 DEGRADATION RATE  
In order to quantify the degradation rate (DR) of the maximum power output (Pmax) of the PV modules, 
measured standardized values are compared to the reference ones given by the manufacturer’s data of the PV 
module. The difference in percentage represents the reduction of the parameter. The degradation rate of 
parameters is given respectively by the following equation [1]: 
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Where: Pmax0 and Pmax are respectively the maximum power given by the manufacturer and the maximum 
measured power. 
 
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 
4.1 Results For PVG 1 
Table 1.  presents a detailed estimation of modules degradation for the three subarrays   
 
Table 1. Degradation factors of the tested pv modules of pvg1 subarrays 
Module Sub-array 1 Sub-array 2 Sub-array 3 
 String 1 String 2 String 1 String 2 String 1 String 2 
M1 1.20 2.42 3.33 6.12 3.27 10.77 
M2 2.35 7.21 4.39 6.84 3.88 6.22 
M3 4.47 5.74 9.31 7.37 7.28 13.75 
M4 3.33 5.20 6.80 7.98 7.21 10.37 
M5 1.52 7.11 7.52 5.25 9.19 9.97 
M6 1.30 5.81 6.78 6.09 7.88 13.24 
M7 4.99 1.14 3.79 8.60 9.54 9.89 
M8 1.48 4.29 2.55 5.05 7.00 7.55 
M9 2.90 3.87 2.70 6.82 7.10 8.65 
M10 0.53 6.36 7.87 10.12 6.64 10.29 
M11 1.00 3.85 4.91 3.28 9.82 7.71 
M12 4.87 4.51 2.34 9.27 11.25 6.81 
M13 4.01 5.96 4.24 5.33 10.56 6.56 
M14 7.93 2.11 4.10 4.81 11.66 7.83 
M15 6.15 3.99 8.69 3.98 8.66 5.02 
Mean DR 3.20 4.64 5.29 6.46 8.06 8.98 
Subarray mean DR 3.92 8.52 5.87 
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Table 2 summarizes the minimum, average and maximum performance of all modules of the installed grid 
connected PV system. It provides the maximum power modules for different performances reported at STC 
conditions: their degradation rates and their positions in the PV generators. Thus, the best performance is 
allotted to a module from the sub array1, also the medium to one module of the third sub array3 and the 
worst performance to one belonging to the second sub array2. 
 
Table 2. Performance of all modules of the installed grid connected PV system 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2 Results For PVG 2 
It can be seen that the majority have moderate degradation, except for one module  of this array which has 
high degradation with 16.25 % of DR. But 90% of this array has average  degradation  betwween 5.07%  and 
8.32 % of DR wich is inferieur to 0.8 % DR /year. (See Table 3). From Table 3, 7.19% of DR is observed. 
This degradation can be divided into three categories as follows: 20% of moderate, 20% of medium and 60% 
of high degradation. 
 
Table 3. Degradation factors of the tested PV modules of the sub- array1 of PVG2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.3 Results For PVG 3 
It can be seen that 80 % of them have average degradation, 12 % have moderate degradation and only  
8%  have high degradation. with 1.7% /year (Table 4). 
 
 
Parameters 
Minimal 
Performance 
Average 
performance 
Maximal 
performance 
Pmax (W) 91.43 99.54 105.44 
DR (%) 13.75 6.10 0.53 
Sub-array1 
PVG2 
  Sub-array2 
PVG2 
 M 1  M 1 M2 String Mean DR  
S1 5.65 S1 5.96 10.67 8.315 
S2 8.32 S2 5.11 4.72 4.915 
S3 16.25 S3 7.91 7.31 7.61 
S4 7.03 S4 5.01 1.93 3.47 
S5 6.74 S5 21.88 6.5 14.19 
S6 7.39 S6 12.95 12.67 12.81 
S7 7.37 S7 5.86 2.04 3.95 
S8 5.79 S8 5.28 5.73 5.505 
S9 5.62 S9 1.08 8.79 4.935 
S10 5.07 S10 6.86 5.58 6.22 
Mean DR 7.52  7.192 
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Table 4. Degradation factors of the tested PV modules of PVG3 
Sub-array PVG3  Module  
 Row 
C
o
lu
m
n
 
17.48 16.22 17.62 18.82 18.74 
14.81 16.87 15.65 16.91 20.02 
18.03 15.22 14.59 18.01 18.89 
19.18 21.86 14.79 16.05 17.18 
19.22 17.37 18.37 18.23 15.89 
Mean DR 17.44 
 
4.4 Results For PVG 4 
It can be seen that 62.5% have average  degradation. Unlike  the other PV arrays, it presents the lower DR 
0.6%/year (Table 5. 
Table 5. Degradation factors of the tested PV modules of PVG4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 CONCLUSION 
The degradation of the PV modules of the different PV systems installed since 2004 in two different regions 
was presented in this work. The outdoor testing was carried out on the 153 modules, which were 
manufactured and installed in 2004, have been measured after this period of outdoor exposure in the two 
different climates. The results are translated and compared with the characteristics given by the 
manufacturers of the tested modules. The modules have an average peak power degradation between 3.92% 
and 17.44% lower than the average value measured before exposure. It can be noted that the modules are not 
only exposed but still working since 2004. However, we noticed that the degradation is not homogeneous; 
the modules located in the middle of the 90 modules of the grid-connected system were the most affected by 
degradation, this is probably due to the lack of natural ventilation despite the fact that the modules are 
exposed to the sea. Furthermore, the degradation varies from 0.5 to 25 %. However, the highest degradation 
was observed on the system installed in semiarid climate, which is characterized by a hostile climate, 
particularly the PV array of the solar pumping system that is installed on the floor unlike those installed on 
the roof. 
 
Sub-array PVG2  Module   
 M1 M2 Mean  DR 
S1 4.77 7.29 6.03 
S2 7.67 0.34 4.00 
S3 6.81 9.08 7.95 
S4 5.13 4.39 4.76 
Subarray mean DR 5.69 
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ABSTRACT 
As a material with interesting properties, graphene has been the center of attention for various applications 
on the micro- and nano-scale. This work presents a facile process with which pure graphite powder is air 
blasted on substrates with large surface areas to generate an adherent graphene layer. The process is 
chemical-free and carried out at atmospheric pressure and temperature. The resulting graphene deposits are 
then characterized with Raman spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy to determine its quality and 
number of layers produced. The aluminium substrates with graphene deposits are then assessed for the 
enhancement of their optical and thermal properties compared with a bare aluminium reference. The 
proposed process promises simultaneous graphene synthesis and deposition on large absorber plates of 
thermal solar collectors. The process is amenable for automation and is expected to drive down the costs of 
graphene coats application with all the attractive properties offered by such material. 
Keywords: Bulk graphene deposition, solar thermal materials, optical enhancement 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Metallic substrates offer a wide range of applications across many different fields. In order to maintain their 
physical surface properties, surface coatings are required to prolong the material lifecycle and reduce process 
maintenance. 
Evidently, graphene is a material that achieved prominence shortly after its discovery in 2004, and has 
attracted researchers to understand and exploit its superior optical, thermal, physical, electrical and structural 
properties to a wide spectrum of applications [1-3]. Its high conductivity and broadband light absorption of 
2.3%. demonstrates graphene as a good candidate for optical modulation. However, graphene’s optical and 
thermal properties are extremely sensitive to the number of layers and structural defects present, and for 
practical high-performance photodetectors for example, tuning its synthesis routes and conditions is 
relatively important [4, 5, 6]. 
Historically, graphene has been produced by various exfoliation techniques that are now well established and 
documented, including mechanical and chemical exfoliation [7-12]. In addition to that, graphene has also 
been grown on different substrates, such as catalytic metals, silicon carbide, etc. through chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) and plasma enhanced CVD, among other reported procedures [13-16]. While existing 
synthesis approaches such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on copper substrates and epitaxial growth on 
silicon carbide can produce highly ordered graphene layers, the costly high temperature and/or high vacuum 
process prohibit the widespread usage, and the subsequent need for transferring graphene from the growth 
substrates prove to be challenging. As a result, simple and low-cost alternatives addressing both the 
synthesis and deposition of graphene films are highly desirable.  
Very rarely has high throughput mechanical exfoliation techniques been put forward, although some have 
succeeded by the use of high-energy centrifugal milling [17, 18]. Therefore, exfoliation methods with higher 
yields are still of critical interest. 
This work presents a novel process of exfoliating high purity graphite to produce few-layer graphene 
material by high pressure graphite blasting. The process is fully automated, and relies on allowing the 
blasting nozzle to traverse the specimen a pre-set number of times to introduce graphene on the surface. The 
specimens are then characterized, and tested to assess the optical and thermal enhancements of the graphene 
layer. The sought application is to cover the surface of the absorber section of solar thermal collectors with 
such material, to enhance its absorbance in the visible and near infrared regions of the solar spectrums. The 
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process shows good promise of applying graphene on large substrates with minimal energy expenditure and 
controlled results. 
 
2 EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1 Sample preparation 
A standard sand blasting gun with a detachable 500 ml reservoir (to be filled with graphite powder) is used 
in conjunction with a high pressure air compressor. The graphite used is 4N pure (99.99%) obtained as a rod, 
with small pieces cut off and ground in a ball milling machine to arrive at a fine powder no more than 125 
µm in size (sieved). Larger particles will not pass through the nozzle area. For the current procedure, the 
distance between the sample surface and the blasting gun was varied between 20cm and 40 cm apart. To 
ensure proper control over the deposition process, a Shapeoko2 CNC machine (www.inventables.com) 
shown in Figure 1 was used to control the z-location of the nozzle from the samples, while moving it in the 
x-y planes as accurately as possible.  
 
 
Fig. 1. CNC machine with fitted high air pressure nozzle 
 
The machine was programmed to reciprocate in the y-direction to fix the deposition rate at one, two or three 
passes. The linear velocity of the machine was kept at a constant 0.1m/s throughout the experiments, while 
the blasting pressure of the graphite-rich air was set to 8 bar. The 0.35mm thick aluminum substrates had 
their surfaces ground with 120 grit sand paper to unify the surface conditions. The samples were then rinsed 
with deionized water and placed on the CNC machine for deposition.  
2.2 Sample characterization 
Raman spectroscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
Raman spectroscopy is utilized as a verification tool of the presence and quality of graphene pertinent to the 
deposition process. This is done by identifying the typical peaks of graphene known as the D, G and 2D 
peaks corresponding to wavenumbers of  ~1350, ~1580 and ~2700 cm-1, respectively. The Raman spectra 
are measured at room temperature in the back scattering configuration with a Renishaw inVia Raman 
microscope its visible 514nm laser. Random locations were scanned with 10-50% laser intensity with an 
illuminated area of around 1 µm. The spectral dataset was then normalized with its baseline subtracted and 
was scanned along a 200 µm2 area for G-band areas larger than 1581.6 to provide a mapped image for 
analysis on deposition coverage. The samples were characterized using a VEGA3 XM TESCAN scanning 
electron microscope (SEM), operating at 30 kV acceleration voltage. 
Optical tests 
Spectral reflection of the sheets is carried out via Maya 2000-Pro high-resolution spectrometers (from 
OceanOptics). A dedicated Vis-NIR range (375-850 nm) spectrometer has a resolution of 0.2 nm and has 
300 lines per mm diffraction gratings and 10-µm entrance slit. The signals are transported via a fiber optic 
cable 2-m long, and of a 200-µm-core diameter. The integrating sphere (OceanOptics ISP-REF, with a 
sample aperture of 0.4 inch) has a built-in tungsten halogen light source (Ocean Optics LS-1-LL) and is 
capable of measuring specular and diffuse reflectance. A reference surface of a roughened aluminum is used 
to store baseline reflectance (100 %) spectra to facilitate comparison between the various compositions.  
Thermal tests 
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Thermal testing was carried out on 1 cm2 sample surface areas using a 750W heating plate from Semco with 
k-type thermocouples occupying a circular surface contact 0.1mm in diameter. The samples were heated 
until steady state and were cooled back to room temperature.  
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1 Raman spectroscopy and SEM results 
Raman spectroscopy is a valuable tool in determining the existence and quality (number of layers) of the 
produced graphene material. The graphs of Figure 2 show the results of samples with one, two and three 
deposition passes. In the two and three pass samples analyzed, the line width of the 2D peak, along with its 
perfect symmetry, is found to be about 60 cm-1. Figure 2(b) shows a distinct bulge to the left of the 2D band 
of the single-pass sample indicating the presence of multi-layer graphene (MLG) of more than 5 layers.  
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(a)                                                                                    (b) 
Fig. 2. Raman Spectroscopy of sandblasted samples 
 
This is better presented by correlating the G band position with the number of layers using the following 
Equation: 
      (1) 
where ωG is the observed Raman shift that correlates to the G-peak, while n determines the number of layers 
present. A summary of the results is shown in Table 1, which also includes the expected peaks of graphite 
for comparison. 
 
Table 1. G peak analysis for specimens at 20cm distances from nozzle 
Sample G peak  
[cm-1] 
2D peak  
[cm-1] 
ID/IG La / nm Number of layers 
Graphite Powder 1580 2720 0.084 89.11 - 
Single pass 1582 2727 0.033 507.63 >5 
Two passes 1585 2707 1.38 12.14 2 
Three passes 1585 2706 1.092 15.34 2 
 
A mapping image was created for the samples where the spectral dataset was normalized with its baseline 
subtracted and was scanned along a 200 µm2 area for G-band areas larger than 1581.6 (the resulting peak 
from graphite). Figure 3 shows better homogeneity in the triple-pass samples. The samples have been further 
characterized via optical and microstructural techniques as will be described in the following paragraphs. 
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(a)    (b)    (c) 
Fig. 3. Raman mapping figure a) one and b) two and c) three passes 
 
Figure 4 (b-d) shows the SEM images taken for the one, two and three passes, respectively against the bare 
aluminium reference in Figure 4 (a).  
 
  
(a)    (b) 
 
  
 (c)              (d) 
Fig. 4. SEM images for (a) bare aluminum and specimens with (b) one, (c) two and (d) three deposition passes 
 
The transparent nature of the graphene deposits expose the ground surface details as the homogeneity of the 
coverage is enhanced with two and three passes (Figures (c) and (d)). As will be discussed later, this optical 
translucency is coupled with the thermal properties of graphene to create an attractive effect that will 
enhance the in-plane heat transfer of substrates with graphene deposits. 
3.2 Optical test results 
The samples were also subjected to a reflectivity test to investigate the effect of the graphene deposition on 
their optical performance. Figure 5 shows the reflectivity test results for the single-pass, double-pass and 
triple-pass samples. For the single-pass, reflectivity is seen to decrease towards the visible range and picks 
up at around 600 nm. In the visible and near infrared range, transparent monolayer graphene corresponds to 
an absorption value of 2.3%, due to its fine structure constant.  
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Fig. 5. Sample Reflectivity for specimens with two and three passes against the untreated aluminum reference. 
 
The triple-pass sample showed the highest absorbance value when compared to single-pass samples. The 
spectra for the triple-pass sample consistently showed a 7% increase in absorption when compared to the 
single-pass sample. This is due to the ability of the light to pass through the fewer layers of graphene more 
efficiently than with the multi-layer graphite. Note that the surfaces were not painted with black-mat paints, 
and thus their reflectivity remains large compared with darkened specimens prepared for better absorbance. 
3.3 Thermal test results 
Thermal testing of the specimens shows the enhanced thermal conductivity of the sheets with increased 
passes as shown in Figure 6. Since the number of graphene layers is inversely proportional to the number of 
deposition passes, the thermal conductivity of aluminum sheets is increased around 22% for specimens with 
two graphene layers compared to the bare aluminum reference. The difference is also pronounced when 
comparing the two-layer graphene specimens with ones having more than 5 layers (around 10% larger for 
the two-layer graphene sample).  
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Fig. 6. Thermal analysis for specimens with one, two and three passes vs. vs. the untreated aluminum reference 
 
The heating plate thermostat maintains the temperature between 80 and 100˚ C, and hence the fluctuation in 
temperature measurement with time. It is interesting to note how adding the aluminum sheets enhances the 
local thermal conductivity of the plate, and hence adding the graphene layer is analogous to adding fins to 
the surface but without complex inclusion of metallic protrusions. This opens up applications in heat 
dissipation for electronic circuits without the need for cumbersome heat sinks and fins. 
CONCLUSION 
This paper introduced a novel method of simultaneously synthesizing and depositing graphene from pure 
graphite powder directly onto an aluminium substrate. The depositing nozzle, operating at 8 bar pressure, 
blasted the graphite powder which in turn was mechanically exfoliated into adherent graphene layers. The 
effect of depositing such layers on the optical and thermal properties of pure aluminium substrates was 
experimentally proven. With an inverse relationship between the number of deposition passes and number of 
graphene layers produced, the three pass deposition setting was found to result in a homogenous two-layer 
graphene coverage. Optically, the specimens with three passes exhibited the best spectral absorptivity 
(corresponding to the least spectral reflectivity) between 450-800 nm. The specimens have also exhibited the 
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best enhancement in thermal conductivity compared with the bare aluminium reference. These results 
confirm the suitability of the process in producing large absorbers for thermal solar collectors that have 
enhanced optical and thermal properties. The relative ease of this automatic deposition process makes it 
attractive for large-scale applications that can benefit from an added graphene layer, with all the 
enhancements it provides. 
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ABSTRACT 
Photovoltaic (PV) systems are emerging as a potential off-grid alternative to the traditional means of 
electricity generation from fossil fuels. However, their widespread deployment is partially inhibited by their 
diminished efficiency (<20%). One way of improving the system efficiency is through hybridization of PV 
and thermal (T) desalination subsystems. In previous studies, PV/T systems have been modelled for the 
purpose of performance optimisation but most of them do not account for the optical view factor of the still. 
The objective of this study was to develop a numerical model with view factor for a hybrid PV/T 
desalination system. The modelling process was performed in MATLAB software and validated against 
empirical data using Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) analysis. It was found that the view factor reduced 
the RMSE of hourly water yield from 28.9% to 22.0%. It is concluded that the incorporation of view factors 
improves the accuracy of modelling hybrid PV/T desalination systems. 
Keywords: efficiency, view factor, model validation 
1 INTRODUCTION 
A hybrid photovoltaic thermal (PV/T) desalination system is a combination of photovoltaic (PV) module 
with collector and solar still subsystems [1], as shown in Figure.1.  In a simple PV/T system, a glass cover is 
fitted in front of the PV module to allow transmission of solar radiation onto the PV plate which is joined 
together with a flat plate collector by using an adhesive material. Basically, the collector comprises an 
absorber and a tube. Part of the solar radiation is absorbed and converted into electricity and heat by the PV 
plate. Heat then flows towards the water in the tubes by traversing through the PV plate, adhesive layer, 
absorber and tube [2]. This hot water can then be pumped or thermosyphoned into a solar still [3]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure1: Schematic view of a photovoltaic thermal desalination system. 
A conventional solar still consists of a chamber with a thin layer of saline water in a basin. The top part of 
the chamber is covered by a sloped transparent film which allows incident solar radiation to heat the water. 
Some of the heated water then evaporates, and the vapour rises and condenses as it comes into contact with 
the inclined transparent cover. The distillate is then funnelled into a collection tray [4], with the temperature 
difference between saline water and the condensing surface largely determining the extent of the system 
yield [5]. 
In previous work on hybrid PV/T desalination systems, Kumar and Tiwari [3] compared the performance of 
passive and active PV/T solar stills with various water depths (0.05, 0.10 and 0.15m). Kumar and Tiwari [1] 
further investigated the economic advantage of using passive over active hybrid PV/T desalination systems. 
PV module integrated 
with collector  
Solar still 
Saline water 
Solar radiation 
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Kumar et al. [6] performed an experiment to determine the empirical relationship between basin water, 
ambient and the PV glass cover temperatures in a hybrid PV/T desalination system. However, information is 
scarce on studies that incorporated the optical view factor into hybrid PV/T desalination models. The aim of 
this study was to develop a numerical model of a hybrid PV/T desalination system.   
2 METHODOLOGY 
2.1 System description 
For the configuration of the PV module integrated with a collector, a sheet-and-tube type design [2] with a 
single glass cover was selected because this design is reported to have the best electrical efficiency [7]. In 
addition, the performance of such systems is well documented [2, 8]. This design consists of a PV module 
(Polycrystalline Silicon) which is fitted to part of the absorber plate with a thin adhesive layer (Figure 2). A 
glass cover is fitted over the PV panel and collector to protect the panel and to improve the thermal 
efficiency of the system [9]. 
 
Figure 2: Side view of PV panel configuration [2]. 
Available solar radiation, over the course of the year, can be maximised by setting module tilt to the angle of 
latitude [10]. So, a module and collector tilt angle of 34˚ was chosen to optimize transmission of solar 
radiation at Stellenbosch weather site (33.935°S, 18.7817°W) in South Africa. Tubes link up the PV and 
collector to a basin type solar still. To minimise minor head losses in the system, fittings with a small 
frictional resistance were chosen [11].  
The solar still consists of a square chamber, with a blackened absorptive floor, and its dimensions are given 
in Table 1. The still has a saline water inlet and outlet which are situated at the mid-point front wall and the 
midpoint of the rear wall respectively. As with the PV and collector component of the system, the tilt angle 
of the cover is optimal when it is near the latitude of the site [12]. 
Table 1: Dimensions of a basin type solar still. 
Component Value 
Still Length   1m 
Still Breadth  1m 
Cover Length  1.16m 
Cover Breadth  1m 
Cover Thickness (  ) 0.004m 
Back height 1.07m 
Front height  0.4m 
Basin thickness 0.01 
Depth of water (  ) 0.2m 
Tilt angle (  ) 34° 
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2.2 Mathematical model 
PV and collector subsystem 
The subsystem of a PV module integrated with a flat plate collector comprises glass cover, PV, absorber, 
tube, insulation and water components. Assuming a uniform temperature distribution within a given 
component, then each component can be represented by one thermal node. For example, the glass cover of 
the PV module absorbs part of solar radiation and it also receives heat through the air gaps from the PV plate 
and collector beneath it. The energy balance for this glass node can be given by Eq. (1) [2]. 
    
   
  
                                                                                                                                                                                                     
(1) 
Equation symbols have been defined in the nomenclature section at the end of this paper. Other components 
of the PV module and collector subsystem were modelled likewise. Details of the component equations can 
be found in Chow [2]. 
Solar still 
Similarly, the solar still subsystem comprises glass cover, water and basin components. The glass cover of 
the solar still has outer and inner nodes. The outer node experiences heat input by absorbing incident solar 
radiation directly, and its energy balance can be given by Eq. (2).  
                                                           (2) 
The inner node of the glass still cover is given in Eq.(3). Heat is gained from the water surface and is lost 
through conduction to the top cover of the glass [5].  
                                                                                                   (3) 
In Eq.(3), the overall heat transfer coefficient (     ) is the sum of the convective, evaporative and radiative 
heat transfer coefficients, which were computed according to Madhlopa [9]. 
The node of the saline water (in the basin) is represented by Eq. (4) [5, 13]. In this equation, energy flows into 
the water from the moving water mass        In addition, solar flux (    is absorbed directly by the saline 
water [5].  
    
   
  
                                                      
 
    (4) 
The basin (liner) receives heat from the hot water contained within it and from incident solar radiation which 
reaches the basin floor after traversing through the water. This component loses heat through the floor and side 
walls. The basin node has an energy balance equation as shown by Eq. (5) [5]. 
      
    
  
                                                   
                    
(5) 
In Eq.(5), the thermal resistance from the bottom of the basin towards the air       is given by a series 
combination of the thermal resistances of the basin bottom with the parallel convective and radiative thermal 
resistances from the bottom of the basin. The heat transfer coefficient from the basin side wall (   ) is 
expressed as a ratio of the area of the side wall exposed to water to the area of the basin floor, as shown by Eq. 
(7). This term can be neglected if the area of water in contact with the side wall is small compared to the bottom 
area of the basin [5].   
    
 
   
   
   
 
 
                    
 
 
                     
(6) 
    
   
   
    
 
(7) 
 
(8) 
Solution procedure 
Euler Method was used to iteratively determine the nodal temperatures of the system. This method relies on 
initial conditions and the chosen timestep (t) to determine successive approximations of the function 
outputs. An example is given by Eq. (8), for the temperature of water (  ) [14].  The Gauss-Seidel iteration 
method [15] was used to speed up the estimation process.  
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                 
  
  
 
   (8) 
Models 1 (with view factor) and 2 (without view factor) were validated against empirical data reported by 
Kumar and Tiwari [16]. The same system design appears in another study by the same author where the 
values of other design parameters essential for validation are reported [17]. For model validation, some 
dimensions and properties  of the PV module integrated with a collector are presented in Table 4.  
Table 4: Experimental PV and collector dimensions and properties [18]. 
Parameter Value 
Total area of glass cover (  )   2  1.9m 1.25m) 
Glass cover thickness 0.004m 
Absorber plate area (  ) 1.25m 0.55m 
Insulation thickness (  ) 0.01m 
Number of tubes per collector 10 
Number of collectors 2 
Power output (  ) 75  
Tilt angle (  ) 45° 
Analysis of the root mean square error (RMSE) was used to establish the difference between theoretical and 
experimental results of hourly water output [19-21]. All the computations were performed in MATLAB.  
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The hourly water yields of the experiment, Model 1 (with view factor) and Model 2 (without view factor) are 
shown in Figure 3. As can be seen from this graph, Model 1 track the experimental water yield more closely 
than Model 2, 
probably due the 
effect of the view 
factor. 
 
 
Figure 3: Hourly water yields for experimental data [19] and Model 1and Model 2. 
The accuracy of both models is statistically analysed using RMSE as shown in Table 5. As can be seen from 
this table, the RMSE values are 22.0 % and 28.9% for Models 1 and 2, respectively. Previous studies report 
a range of RMSE values that give an indication of the present accuracy in predicting the hourly water 
productivity of a solar still. For example, some studies on solar distillation found RMSE values of 48.5% 
[21] and 32.1% [22]. For a study of a solar still coupled with evacuated tubes, a RMSE value of 39.7% was 
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reported [22]. In literature, data is scarce on RMSE values for a hybrid PV/T desalination system. However, 
these values from similar studies indicate that the present values are reasonable. 
Table5: RMSE values for water yield.  
Model RMSE 
 (%) 
Model 1 22.0 
Model 2 28.9 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
A hybrid photovoltaic thermal (PV/T) desalination system has been studied numerically. The desalination 
subsystem was a basin type solar still. A mathematical model of the energy balance of the system was 
developed. In this model, the coefficient of internal radiative heat transfer was computed with (Model 1) and 
without (Model 2) the view factor between the water and surrounding surfaces of the solar still. A code was 
written in MATLAB to solve energy balance equations, and the model was validated against experimental 
data from previous work. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) was used to determine the accuracy of the 
model. Results show that the values of RMSE are 22.0% and 28.9% for Models 1 and 2 respectively. 
Consequently, it can be concluded that the accuracy of modelling a hybrid PV/T desalination system can be 
improved by accounting for the view factor within the solar still.  
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NOMENCLATURE 
A surface area (    Subscripts 
C specific heat (J kg
-1
K
-1
) a air 
G solar radiation flux (W   ) b absorber plate 
h heat transfer coefficient (W    K) bb basin bottom 
k thermal conductivity (W m
-1
K
-1
) bd basin side 
m mass (kg) bs basin 
   mass flow rate (kg s-1) c convective  
Q energy flux (W) g glass cover 
R thermal resistance (K W
-1
) i-j from i
th
 component  to j
th
 component 
t time (s) p PV plate 
T temperature (°C) r  radiation 
Tw temperature of water in basin (collector inlet) (°C) s  sky 
      average temperature of water in the tube (°C) w water 
      temperature of water from the collector output (°C)    cover of the solar still 
      inner side of cover of the solar still 
Greek symbols     outer side of cover of the solar still 
  absorptance (dimensionless) Ψ  insulation material 
  tilt angle of surface (to horizontal) (°)   
δ thickness or depth (m)   
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ABSTRACT 
The commercialization of technologies in multi-energy cooperative utilization is facing the challenge of 
economic weakness at present, and business models have great influences on the techno-economic 
performance of the technologies. Taking solar-heat pump water heater as a typical case, this paper attempts 
to develop a quantitative model to evaluate and compare the techno-economic performance of multi-energy 
cooperative utilization under different business models. The results indicate that, in the model of no third 
party intervention, which means only rely on a single enterprise operation, this technology is difficult to 
have investment value from the user’s point of view. Therefore, it needs the government to grant a high ratio 
of subsidies. When Energy Service Companies are involved in the transaction, it can not only help users 
avoid high initial investment costs, but also improve economic of the project by providing value-added 
services for users. Under this circumstances, only with a reasonable government subsidy ratio, the project is 
expected to have investment value. 
Keywords: Multi-energy cooperative utilization, Solar-heat pump water heater, Business model, Techno-
economic evaluation 
0    INTRODUCTION 
In the early twenty-first Century, China's original plan was to double the energy demand in 2020. That is, 
the total energy consumption of 1 billion 500 million tce in 2000 would be increased to 3 billion tce in 2020 
[1]. However, the total energy consumption in 2016 has reached 4 billion 360 million tce. The continuous 
and large consumption of energy, while providing impetus for economic growth, has also brought serious 
challenges to ecological environment and energy security. Optimizing the energy industry structure and 
energy diversity have become an important development direction, which bring the need for multi-energy. 
Multi-energy cooperative utilization refers to the comprehensive utilization on different kinds of energy 
according to their own characteristic [2]. Result from the feature of energy industry chain, multi-energy 
cooperation utilization includes not only the cooperation on different kinds of energy resource, but also the 
coordination in transformation, storage and terminal utilization process. 
In the previous studies, Yongbin Han [3] has proposed renewable energy access technology, integration 
and complementary utilization of fossil energy to achieve multi-energy cooperation. It is suggested that 
China should strengthen the multi-energy complementarity, construct optimization pattern where primary 
energy and secondary energy are used in common. Cheng Lin [4] also pointed out that nowadays the 
technology of new energy in China are not mature yet. Some energy sources are intermittent so that lead to 
greater interference when merged into energy supply net. Therefore, coordinated use of multiple energy is 
considered as potential development direction. 
At present, the comprehensive commercialization of multi-energy cooperative utilization has not been 
realized. Main reason is the difficult implementation, high cost and it involves complex relationship of 
multiple subjects. In order to provide solutions for the difficulties encountered, it is necessary to consider 
flexible business models based on multiple subjects, and research on economic and influencing factors of 
different business models. 
This paper takes solar-heat pump water heater as an example, and evaluates the business models based on 
techno-economic method. In the research, system structure are firstly analyzed, which performs physical 
modeling. Next, economic modeling is based on the techno-economic method. Finally, three types of 
business model are considered, and investment value is evaluated under every business model. It tries to 
develop a set of quantitative models through the analysis process, which will provide useful inspiration for 
the commercialization of multi-energy cooperative utilization. 
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1 METHOD AND DATA 
1.1 Physical Modeling 
Solar-heat pump water heater utilizes a combination of solar energy and a small amount of electric energy, 
which can be divided into two parts: the solar subsystem and the air source subsystem. The two subsystems 
are respectively responsible for the different period of task to heat cold water. When sunlight is sufficient, 
the solar subsystem is mainly used to heat the water. In a cloudy day or at night, the heat pump (air source 
subsystem) is mainly used with a small amount of electricity. 
In order to establish a simplified physical model for the system, a hot water system in a normal family of 
Beijing is used as a case. It is assumed that the volume (V) of annual hot water for each family is 21000 L, 
and the corresponding mass equals to 21000 kg. Formula as follows (Where ρ refers to density of water, 1 
tons / liter): 
                                                                                                                            (1) 
According to the situation in Beijing, make following assumptions: water is heated from 20 celsius to 52 
celsius; Percentage of heating load in solar subsystem equals to 75%. COP (coefficient of performance) of 
heat pump equals to 2.5. The annual income B of solar-heat pump water heater can be estimated by using the 
saved power cost compared with the electric water heater. Formula as follows: 
                                               (2) 
Where: Cp is the specific heat capacity of water (J/ (kg·°C)). m represent mass of water (kg), ∆t represent 
the temperature rise of water (°C). β is load percentage of solar subsystem(%). Pe is the electricity price in 
Beijing (RMB/kWh). ηe represents the electric heating efficiency. 
1.2 Economic Modeling 
NPV Method 
Net present value (NPV) method is a common method to evaluate engineering and technical projects [5], 
which can judge the investment value of a project. The main principle is to predict the cash flow that the 
project should generate in the future. Combined with the discount rate, we can discount cash flow to get 
present value, and then get the net present value by adding them up. Assuming that working life of a water 
heater is 15 years, formula is as follows: 
                                                                                                                     (3) 
Where: Bi is revenue of year i. Ci is cost of year i. (1+r)^(-i) is discount factor. The discount rate is r. In this 
study, Bi is selected as the savings of using a solar-heat pump water heater compared with electric water 
heater. Ci is annual expenditure. 
Payback Period Method 
The payback period method is also one of the main methods for techno-economic evaluation. Economic 
status of the project is judged through the comparison between payback period and working life of the item 
[6]. If the payback period is larger than working life, that is the initial investment can not be recovered 
within working life, the item does not possess investment value. The formula is as follows: 
                                                                                                                     (4) 
Where: P is the cost of initial purchase. B is the savings of the item while C is annual expenditure. 
IRR Method 
Internal rate of return refers to the discount rate when NPV=0. Internal rate of return is often used to 
assess the economy of project. When internal rate of return is greater than discount rate, the project is worth 
investing. 
1.3 Business Model Design 
Three types of business models have been designed. The first type is a model in which retailer contacts 
with the user directly and complete transaction, which can be called no third-party intervention model. The 
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second type of model is to consider the subsidy from government, which can be called government 
intervention model. The third type is to consider professional third-party company such as energy service 
companies in addition to government. 
2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
2.1 No Third-party Model 
This type of business model is to explore the techno-economic situation of solar-heat pump water heater 
without any third-party intervention [7]. In this study, the purchase cost for solar-heat pump water heater is 
4900 RMB. Installation fee is 60 RMB. Spare parts is 200 RMB. Transportation cost is 100 RMB. So initial 
total investment is 5260 RMB. The annual maintenance cost is calculated as 1% of initial investment. 
In this case, select Cp=4200 (J/ (kg·°C)), m =21000 kg, ∆t =32°C, β=0.75, ηe=90%, Pe=0.48RMB/KWh. 
The annual revenue of solar-heat pump water heater is 376 RMB from (2). Discount rate r=4.35%. Assume 
that the water heater has a working life of 15 years. The estimated net salvage value at the end of the 15th 
year is 100 RMB. The capital budget is as follows: 
Table 1. Capital budget of the first model (Solar-heat pump water heater) 
Year Cost (RMB) Revenue Cash flow Discount factor Present value 
0 5312.6 376 -4936.6 1 -4936.6 
1 52.6 376 323.4 0.958 309.9 
2 52.6 376 323.4 0.918 297.0 
3 52.6 376 323.4 0.880 284.6 
4 52.6 376 323.4 0.843 272.7 
5 52.6 376 323.4 0.808 261.3 
6 52.6 376 323.4 0.774 250.4 
7 52.6 376 323.4 0.742 240.0 
8 52.6 376 323.4 0.711 230.0 
9 52.6 376 323.4 0.681 220.4 
10 52.6 376 323.4 0.653 211.2 
11 52.6 376 323.4 0.626 202.4 
12 52.6 376 323.4 0.599 194.0 
13 52.6 376 323.4 0.574 185.9 
14 -47.4 376 423.4 0.550 233.2 
Add the present values to get NPV=-1543＜0. Next, we calculate net present value of the electric water 
heater. Purchase cost equals to 1000 RMB. Installation cost is 60 RMB. Spare parts are 50 RMB. 
Transportation cost is 100 RMB. So the initial total investment equals to 1210 RMB. The cost of 
maintenance is 12.1 RMB per year（1% of the initial investment）. Annual revenue of the electric water 
heater (relative to the electric water heater) is 0 RMB, and other conditions are not changed. 
Table 2. Capital budget of the first model (Electric water heater) 
Year Cost (RMB) Revenue Cash flow Discount factor Present value 
0 1222.1 0 -1222.1 1 -1222.1 
1 12.1 0 -12.1 0.958 -11.59 
2 12.1 0 -12.1 0.918 -11.11 
3 12.1 0 -12.1 0.880 -10.64 
4 12.1 0 -12.1 0.843 -10.20 
5 12.1 0 -12.1 0.808 -9.77 
6 12.1 0 -12.1 0.774 -9.37 
7 12.1 0 -12.1 0.742 -8.98 
8 12.1 0 -12.1 0.711 -8.60 
9 12.1 0 -12.1 0.681 -8.24 
10 12.1 0 -12.1 0.653 -7.90 
11 12.1 0 -12.1 0.626 -7.57 
12 12.1 0 -12.1 0.599 -7.25 
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13 12.1 0 -12.1 0.574 -6.95 
14 -87.9 0 87.9 0.550 48.42 
By adding the present value we get NPV= -1292. So NPV of electric water heater is higher. No third-party 
model only involves user's personal behavior. Under the premise of choice, project with higher net present 
value is better for rational consumers. Thus, we conclude that solar-heat pump water heater does not have 
advantage, which is consistent with current situation in the market. 
The payback period calculated equals to 29.4 years, while working life of item is about 15 years. So the 
project's economy is poor. 
2.2 Government Intervention Model 
Since electricity savings are the main revenue, changes in electricity prices will have an impact on the 
investment value. Therefore, we consider the government's adjustment on electricity price first [8]. Since the 
third party's intervention make it no longer a personal behavior of consumers, the project with positive NPV 
has investment value. Assume that the government makes different adjustments on electricity price and 
maintains it in the project cycle. NPV is showed as follows: 
 
Figure 1. Trendline with price changes 
From above results, project starts to exhibit a positive NPV value when the price of electricity is raised to 
about 0.655 RMB/KWh (previously 0.48 RMB/KWh).  
Next, we will research the case of government subsidies to intervene in transactions. That is, users who 
purchase solar-heat pump water heaters can enjoy a percentage of subsidies. First assume that the proportion 
of government subsidies is 10%. With a 10% subsidy, the initial total investment is 4734 RMB. Capital 
budget is as follows: 
Table 3. Capital budget with 10% government subsidy 
Year Cost (RMB) Revenue Cash flow Discount factor Present value 
0 4786.6 376 -4410.6 1 -4410 
1 52.6 376 323.4 0.958 309 
2 52.6 376 323.4 0.918 297 
3 52.6 376 323.4 0.880 284 
4 52.6 376 323.4 0.843 272 
5 52.6 376 323.4 0.808 261 
6 52.6 376 323.4 0.774 250 
7 52.6 376 323.4 0.742 240 
8 52.6 376 323.4 0.711 230 
9 52.6 376 323.4 0.681 220 
10 52.6 376 323.4 0.653 211 
11 52.6 376 323.4 0.626 202 
12 52.6 376 323.4 0.599 194 
13 52.6 376 323.4 0.574 185 
14 -47.4 376 423.4 0.550 233 
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From table above, we can see that the project's NPV = -1022 < 0 when subsidy ratio is 10%. So that there 
is still no investment value. Next, we continue to analyze the NPV changes under different subsidy ratios. 
The results are as follows: 
 
Figure 2. Trendline with different subsidy ratio 
As can be seen, NPV = 0 when subsidy ratio equals to approximately 29.4%. That is, in order to make 
investment value positive, subsidy ratio is at least 29.4%, about 1440 RMB. At this point the project has a 
good investment value. But for government, excessively high subsidy will bring huge financial expenditures. 
2.3 ESCO Intervention Model 
Energy service company (ESCO) is different from traditional energy equipment manufacturers and 
suppliers. It is a type of energy companies which is dedicated to providing a series of energy services such as 
equipment purchase, maintenance testing, cost estimation, and etc [9]. 
The preconditions are unchanged. Assume that ESCO purchases a solar-heat pump water heater for users 
and bears the costs of transportation, installation and etc. The electricity price in Beijing increases in 
accordance with the natural growth trend. Users need to pay ESCO the savings and an additional 10% of the 
savings as service fee. Calculate the internal rate of return (IRR) by calculating the NPV at different discount 
rates. Calculation results are shown as follows: 
 
Figure 3. Trendline with different discount rate 
It can be obtained that IRR=2.77%. Discount rate in real market equals to 4.35%. IRR is less than 
discount rate. According to the principle of IRR method, this project does not have investment value for 
ESCO. Entering this market will not bring significant benefits. 
Continue to assume that government subsidies and ESCO are involved at the same time. Discount rate is 
still r=4.35%. Other assumptions do not be changed. Then relationship between NPV and subsidy ratio is as 
follows: 
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Figure 4. Trendline with different subsidy ratio and ESCO 
It can be obtained that it will have an investment value for ESCO when subsidy ratio is more than 10%. 
10% subsidy is also within an acceptable range for government. Therefore, when government and ESCO are 
involved at the same time, users are positively motivated by the large-scale transfer of risk. ESCO have also 
realized long-term profitability because users have created value-added services and they can get subsidies 
from government. For government, 10% subsidy ratio is relatively reasonable. 
Therefore, under this business model, the profit or expenditure of every stakeholders can be maintained at 
a reasonable level and it possesses the conditions for forming a short-term equilibrium. 
3 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
This paper selects solar-heat pump water heater as a typical case of multi-energy cooperative utilization. 
Use NPV method, payback period method and IRR method to research on the economics of solar- heat 
pump water heater under three types of business model.  
The results show that solar-heat pump water heater is less competitive under current market conditions 
with no third-party intervention. Government needs to increase electricity prices largely, or provide high 
subsidies to make item possess good investment value. But it will bring a heavy financial burden. When an 
ESCO intervenes alone, an effective incentive can be formed for users, but incentive for ESCO is poor. 
When ESCO and government are involved together, effective incentives for each stakeholders can be 
achieved, which is a more promising business model. Therefore, it is recommended to strengthen the 
construction of business model in which government and ESCO are involved jointly. It is also proposed to 
conduct deep analysis on more different types and more large-scale multi-energy cooperative utilization 
cases in the future research. 
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ABSTRACT 
Solar power tower (SPT) is nearly a mature technology with several projects at a commercial scale (>100 
MWe) already operational. Many of these commercial scale projects consist of a surrounding heliostat field 
with a receiver atop of the tower. However, the optimal layout of thousands of heliostats remains a rather 
difficult and time-consuming problem. Recently, the authors have presented elsewhere some preliminary 
results about the layout optimisation for Noor III 150 MWe project, with 7400 heliostats, in Morocco. Based 
on their own analysis, developed through campo code, it has been shown that it is possible a fast selection of 
the most efficient layout. The heliostat field is divided in three zones, in which the first one, the closest to the 
tower, always has the maximum density. Therefore, the layout definition is only based on three parameters 
namely, the number of heliostats of the first row in the first zone, and the non-dimensional constant radial 
increments between rows in zone 2 and zone 3 i.e., Δr2, and Δr3, respectively. The optimum layout would 
fulfil that Δr3 be of the order of twice Δr2 thus easing considerably the problem. Based on a Noor III-like 
plant, a full analysis is performed with campo code in order to support this new result.  
Keywords: Solar Tower, Optimum layout, Campo Code 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Currently, solar power tower (SPT) plants are nearly a mature technology with several projects at a 
commercial scale (>100 MWe) already fully operational [1], in which the levelised cost of energy (LCOE) 
are getting closer to those of fossil power plants [2]. The collector field of SPT systems, with thousands of 
heliostats, or giant mirrors, concentrating sunlight onto a receiver atop a tower, is a subsystem of major 
importance as it can represent around the 50% of the total investment and can generate about the 40% of 
solar energy losses in the system [3]. Therefore, any improvement of the heliostat field performance will 
certainly reduce the LCOE. 
The instantaneous optical efficiency of a heliostat ηopt  is  
ηopt (x, y,t) = ρ cosω(x, y,t) fatt (x, y) fint (x, y,t) fsb(x, y,t,neighbours),  (1) 
where ρ  is the effective mirror reflectivity, cosω  is the cosine of the incidence angle between the sun rays 
and the heliostat normal, fatt  is the atmospheric attenuation factor, fint  is the intercept factor i.e., the fraction 
of the energy spot sent by the heliostat that hits onto the receiver surface, and finally fsb  is the shadowing (of 
the incident sunlight by neighbour mirrors) and blocking (of reflected sunlight by adjacent heliostats) factor. 
The optimized design of heliostat fields usually has as figure of merit the field efficiency η field , which is the 
entire field average of the single annual-averaged optical efficiencies. 
However, to find the optimum field layout for a given number of heliostats in a commercial scale SPT plant 
is rather complex because we should check a huge amount of heliostat distributions, with thousands of 
heliostats, to find the one that yielded the highest η field . On the other hand, there are nor standard procedures 
to calculate the optical efficiency, Eq. (1), or even to select the most convenient layout pattern. Therefore, 
numerous software tools to tackle this complex problem have been proposed. A recent and extensive review 
[4] of software for optical analysis and optimization of heliostat fields include no fewer than twenty-eight 
codes. For example, the calculation of the intercept factor in Eq. (1) may be done through flux images 
resulting from convolution methods, as classic codes DELSOL3 [5] and HFLCAL [6], or by ray-tracing see, 
e.g. Biomimetic [7] or Tonatiuh [8]. 
About the most convenient layout pattern, theoretically, the global optimum should be found through a 
pattern-free optimization since it utilizes larger design search domain than pattern-based optimizations. 
However, in commercial scale plants involving thousands of heliostats, this pattern-free searching implies 
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very long computational times. Thus, generation field algorithms based on patterns are more likely to be 
implemented in real plants [9], such as the classic radial staggered pattern used by codes as DELSOL3 or 
HFLCAL. 
1.1 Optimization of Gemasolar Plant with CAMPO Code 
The authors, using CAMPO code, have recently presented [10] an optimized design of the radial staggered 
collector field for a Gemasolar-like [11] solar power tower plant with 20 MWe, 2650 heliostats and 15 h of 
storage. The Sener HE35 heliostat model has a mirror area of 115.72 m2, and an assumed heliostat diagonal 
DM=15.7 was used in the analysis. This optimization intends to select the location of thousands of heliostats, 
the tower height (THT) and the receiver dimension, its radius RR, with the lower LCOE. Due to the 
complexity of the problem, the optimisation is broken down into two steps. The first optimization stage 
seeks the best heliostat field layout i.e., supplying the maximum annual incident energy, or maximum field 
efficiency, for all the checked combinations of receiver radius and tower height (THT, RR). Then, the figure 
of merit of the main (second) optimization is the LCOE, which is calculated for every explored design of the 
collector field (THT, RR, optimized layout). 
The present work is centred in the first stage optimization, i.e. the searching of layouts with the highest 
efficiency but now for huge fields of commercial plants with much more mirrors than Gemasolar. Point out 
that this optimisation layout is rather cumbersome because we have to calculate, for every explored couple 
(THT, RR), the field efficiency of all the possible combinations of the variables defining the layout. 
Therefore, the number of variables defining the layout is crucial. 
In CAMPO, the number of layout variables has been reduced to only three ones [10] namely, the number of 
heliostats of the first row in the first zone Nhel1, and the non-dimensional constant radial increments of zone 
2 and zone 3, Δr2 and Δr3, respectively. The actual radial distance between sequential rows in any zone is 
ΔRi, which is constant throughout the zone. Then, the non-dimensional radial increment for any zone is 
Δri=ΔRi/DM, DM being the diagonal of the heliostat, which is the diameter of the circle representing the 
maximum heliostat footprint. For zone 1, which is the closest one to the tower, the optimum radial increment 
always resulted in the minimum distance i.e., maximum density in a radial staggered layout [10], 
ΔR1=cos30ºDM=0.866 DM, i.e. Δr1=0.866. This is maintained in this work. 
1.2 Preliminary Optimization of Noor III 
Quite recently, the authors [12] have also presented some annual energy evaluations for a Noor III-like plant 
[13], which is under construction in Morocco, also using CAMPO code. Noor III 150 MWe project, with 
7400 heliostats, surrounding field and 7.5 hours of molten salt storage is a full commercial solar power tower 
plant. Besides, the Sener HE54 heliostat used in Noor III has 178.5 m2 of mirror area and the assumed DM 
in the calculations is 19.67 m. In order to obtain the field annual efficiency and under the lack of 
meteorological data for Noor-III, the TMY for Almería-PSA from the GAST project [14] has been used. A 
relevant result of this preliminary analysis is that is perfectly possible to place 7400 heliostats or more in 
three zones while the non-dimensional radial increments are of the same order of magnitude than in 
Gemasolar (with only 2650 mirrors). After a rather limited number of annual energy evaluations for only one 
height (THT=250 m), it would seem that an approximated rule of thumb for optimum radial staggered 
layouts could be the following: zone 1 with maximum density Δr1= 0.866, zone 2 Δr2≈ 1.0 and zone 3 Δr3≈ 
2.0. Hence, the optimum Δr3 would be of the order of twice Δr2. Highlight that similar results were found for 
the Gemasolar analysis, see Table B1 in [10]. 
In this work, after briefly reviewing the optical efficiency model and the generation of the radial staggered 
layout proposed [10], the full layout optimization procedure for a Noor-III like plant is presented. Thus, for 
every couple (THT, RR) scanned, the layouts (Δr2, Δr3) supplying the highest ηfield are sought. If the order of 
magnitude of the non-dimensional settings for the optimum layouts were confirmed, this would substantially 
reduce the computational load of the first stage optimization avoiding the review of a large number of 
alternative layout designs. Thus, it would allow that the optimization process could centre mainly in the 
second stage namely, the dependence of LCOE on tower height and receiver dimensions.  
2 OPTICAL EFFICIENCY MODEL 
The major factors that make up the optical efficiency, Eq. (1), are the intercept factor and the shadowing and 
blocking factor. CAMPO code includes the HFLCAL analytic flux density [6] model whose intercept factor 
results in an analytical expression. The HFLCAL attenuation model is also used. The standard average 
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deviations of the usual Gaussian error functions selected for the HFLCAL flux model are the following. The 
average standard deviation of the slope error used in the preliminary analysis of Noor III [12] was σs=0.94 
mrad although this value was indeed derived for the Sener HE35 heliostat [10]. In this work, as the Sener 
HE54 model used in Noor III is much bigger, σs is set to 1.53 mrad based on [14]. Under the lack of data, 
the tracking error deviation σt is given the same value whereas the sun shape standard deviation is σsun=2.51 
mrad [10]. Besides, a more recent estimation [14] of the effective mirror reflectivity is chosen i.e., 0.9x0.99. 
Finally, the shadowing and blocking factor has been calculated through the Sassi procedure [15]. The 
heliostat problem is divided into several vertical stripes, and only the centre of the affecting heliostats 
(assumed parallel to the heliostat problem) is projected, following the sun or tower unit vectors, onto the 
surface of the analysed heliostat. The highest intersection for each strip gives the boundary of the shaded or 
blocked area. 
3 CAMPO GENERATION OF RADIAL STAGGERED HELIOSTAT FIELDS 
The most recent and simple procedure followed by CAMPO to generate a regular radially staggered layout 
with three parameters has been explained in detail elsewhere [10]. Thus, only the more relevant assumptions 
are briefly explained here. The field generation proceeds from the tower outwards. The number of heliostats 
of the first row in the first zone, closest to the tower, is Nhel1 , whose footprint circles are tangential each 
other. So, the radius of the first heliostat row i.e., the radial distance between the tower axis and the first row, 
is 
R1 = DM ⋅Nhel1( ) 2π ,  (2) 
whereas the azimuth angular spacing for zone 1 is 
 Δaz1 = 2π Nhel1 .  (3) 
As we have commented above, the non-dimensional radial increment for zone 1 is Δr1=0.866. In order to 
maintain the radial staggered pattern, the azimuth angular spacing is kept constant in the zone. Then, the 
number of heliostats per row for any zone does not change along the optimisation.  
However, the length of the azimuth spacing (metres) between adjacent heliostats will accordingly increase 
with the radius of the row. This gives a criterion to finish any zone: when an extra heliostat can be placed 
between two adjoining mirrors in the same row. Thus, the azimuth angular spacing of the outer next zone 
will be half the previous one whereas the number of heliostats per row will be doubled. 
Δaz2 = Δaz1 2,  (4) 
Nhel2 = 2Nhel1.  (5) 
This also defines the radius of the first row of zone 2 then the number of rows of zone 1, 
Nrows1 = round R1 ΔR1( ),  (6) 
where the quotient is rounded off to the next lower integer because Nrows1 is an integer.  
Assuming again a maximum density field, in which the non-dimensional radial increase for any zone is the 
minimum one (Δr2 =0.866 and Δr3=0.866), it is easy to define the number of rows of zones 2 and 3. 
Nrows2 = round 2R1 ΔR1( ); Nrows3 = round 4R1 ΔR1( ),  (7) 
whereas the number of heliostats of zone 3 will be Nhel3 = 2Nhel2.  
Highlight that the number of rows per zone Nrowsi and the number of heliostats per row for each zone Nheli 
have been calculated above for the densest field. As long as Nhel1 does not change, they will not vary along 
the optimisation process. However, in order to improve the field efficiency, the radial increments will be 
increased, i.e. Δr2 >0.866 and Δr3>0.866 so the field will be expanded along the optimisation. In turn, the 
azimuth spacing will also naturally grow due to the radial staggered layout. Clearly, when Δr2 and/or Δr3 be 
greater than the minimum value, the circular heliostat footprints of the first row in zone 2 and/or zone 3 will 
not be tangential each other so naturally increasing the azimuth spacing. Then, it is not necessary to include 
some extra separation distance in the mirror footprint. 
Finally, about the transition between consecutive zones, the radial distance between the last row of zone 1 
and the first row of zone 2 is set to ΔR2 as well as the radial increment between the last row of zone 2 and 
the first row in zone 3 is ΔR3. In conclusion, we only need three variables to completely define the thousands 
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of coordinates of a heliostat field namely, Nhel1, Δr2 and Δr3, which will be varied along the optimization. 
Notice that in this work, based on [12], Nhel1 = 60 , which is coherent with DELSOL advices. 
4 RESULTS 
Table 1 shows the optimum layouts, giving the maximum η field , for the (RR, THT) couples scanned whilst 
Figure 1 gathers the optimum field efficiencies vs. the receiver radius for the four tower heights explored. 
Table 1. Optimum layouts (Δr1=0.866) for the (THT, RR) options scanned. (Nhel=7400, Noor III) 
RR (m) THT=200 m THT=225 m THT=250 m THT=275 m 
7.0 Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.8 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.6 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.6 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.4 
8.0 Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.8 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.8 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.6 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.6 
9.0 Δr2=1.0 
Δr3=2.0 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.8 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.8 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.6 
10.0 Δr2=1.0 
Δr3=2.0 
Δr2=1.0 
Δr3=1.8 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.8 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.6 
11.0 Δr2=1.0 
Δr3=2.2 
Δr2=1.0 
Δr3=2.0 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.8 
Δr2=0.866 
Δr3=1.6 
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Figure 1. Field efficiency vs. receiver radius and tower height for optimum layouts (Noor III) 
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Highlight that the sensitivity of η field  to moderate changes of the layout parameters is quite smooth provided 
that Δr3 be of the order of twice Δr2. As we have already commented above, this rule of thumb is also 
verified in Table B1 in [10] for the Gemasolar analysis. This would confirm the appropriateness of the 
survey points range chosen as well as the steps between the non-dimensional radial increments. Namely, 
Δr2=(0.866, 1.0, 1.1) and Δr3=(1.6, 1.8, 2.0). 
The results shown in Table 1 also exhibit internal consistency as those of Table B1 [10]. Since the larger the 
receiver, the field is less dense i.e., with higher radial increases between heliostat rows. Thus, reducing the 
shadowing and blocking factor fsb, Eq. (1), but without worsening the intercept factor fint because a larger 
receiver can fit in larger energy spots sent by further heliostats.  
The tower optical height (THT) shows a similar trend. The higher the tower, the lower the radial distance, 
since shadings and blockings will be reduced as tower grows. Moreover, fint will improve too because, in 
reducing radial distances between rows, heliostats become closer to the tower and the energy spot will be 
smaller. 
Figure 1 also presents consistency. With small receivers, η field  is low. At the beginning, as long as the 
receiver radius increases, the field efficiency grows fast. However, as the receiver is ever bigger, the 
growing rhythm is reducing. This indicates that the receiver size range and the steps between the points 
chosen are appropriate because the optimum size will be there. The tower height shows a similar trend i.e., 
the vertical distance between the curves is ever shorter as the height increases. Again, the size range and the 
steps between the survey points seem correct. 
Finally, comment that Figure 1 is the starting point to the second stage of the full thermo-economic 
optimization of the collector field [10]. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
For a given number of heliostats, CAMPO code [10] could be able to perform the full thermo-economic 
optimization of the collector field of a commercial tower power solar plant as bigger as Noor III, 150 MWe 
and 7400 heliostats, dividing the process into two stages.  
The first stage, analysed in this work, seeks the optimum layouts for every couple receiver radius and tower 
optical height (THT) scanned. Thereafter, although not treated in this work, it is possible to find the best 
collector field (RR, THT, optimised layout) with the highest LCOE. 
One of the key points of process is the simple, yet powerful, layout characterization of a radial staggered 
heliostat field by only three parameters. Namely, the number of heliostats of the first row in the first zone 
Nhel1, and the non-dimensional constant radial increments of zone 2 and zone 3, Δr2 and Δr3, respectively. 
A significant result of this work is the confirmation of a rule of thumb about the values of the optimum Δr2 
and Δr3 namely, Δr2 ≈1.0 whereas Δr3 is around twice Δr2. 
This approximated relationship has been verified, see Table B1 in [10], not only for a medium solar tower 
power plant as Gemasolar 20 MWe (THT=140 m [11]) with the HE35 Sener heliostat (DM≈15.7 m) but also 
for a 150 MWe full commercial plant as Noor III (THT=250 m [13]) and equipped with the HE54 Sener 
heliostat (DM≈19.67 m). 
The suggested ranges chosen for the Δr2 and Δr3 survey points and the steps between them allows to quickly 
find the optimum layouts supplying the highest η field . Furthermore, the field efficiency sensitivity to 
moderate changes of the layout parameters is smooth provided the above rule of thumb is observed.  
Moreover, for a surrounding heliostat field, the ranges and steps suggested for the receiver size and the tower 
height could be quite appropriate since the profiles of the curves η field  vs. receiver radius and tower height 
exhibit some saturation at the end so suggesting that the trade-off between equipment cost and energy 
capture efficiency is coming to an equilibrium. 
Finally, these results could accelerate the complex problem of the full thermo-economic optimization for the 
huge collector field of full commercial solar tower power plants. 
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ABSTRACT 
A high penetration rate of individual photovoltaic installations in the recent years is concentrating on 
maximizing overall solar power production with not enough regards towards other power system parameters. 
This is mainly guided by energy policies and economic models, which were adequate for relative low share 
of solar power within entire energy mix. However, these models are becoming more disruptive as the share 
of solar power increases and therefore prompt for additional models for calculating solar technical and 
economic potential can offer valuable data for planning future energy sources. This paper presents a 
simplified model to assess energy needs of typical households and analyses the potential for individual roof-
top solar installation in combination with battery storage, which can be also used by home-owners. This 
model accounts for the main influences: the weather pattern, load curve and roof orientation. Typical 
applications and main benefits of the proposed model are discussed and critically reviewed. 
Keywords: Photovoltaic, Battery Storage, Numerical Modeling
1 INTRODUCTION 
Use of photovoltaic (PV) panels for the domestic self-powering is seen as somewhat disruptive technology 
for energy providers and home owners alike. The first cannot afford the impact of PV to disrupt the 
equilibrium of power grids, while the latter have limited information and experiences how is going to impact 
their overall costs. In the past a lot of quite refined studies were made (e.g., [1, 2]), which covers this in 
details, however while this deep approach is requested within academic world it seems an overkill for home-
owners. Due to extensive PV support through feed-in schemes within years 2010 and 2013, the PV in 
Slovenia made quite an impact, covering an almost 2% of total electricity needs [3]. However, the number of 
installation was driven by the support scheme and not by overall economics. From that period, the number of 
new PV installation in Slovenia has fallen significantly since more of the cost is now covered by home-
owners and less by tax payers through the support schemes [3]. Rapidly decreasing PV prices are also 
improving cost efficiency of installation without the support schemes at end-user level. 
Furthermore, with the decreasing prices of battery storage, adding a storage unit to PV is quite affordable 
and viable option, which eliminates the main drawback of PV as an energy source – reliance on the daytime 
clear weather [4]. However, attaching complementary component into the small-scale system to make it self-
sufficient demands its careful pre-analysis to optimize its performance. Sophisticated numerical tools were 
developed in the recent years [5, 6], however while they are more and more academically complex, they are 
not necessary best suitable for home owners. For the purpose of energy literacy [7], a somewhat simplified 
approach to model for PV energy input and battery storage is needed, which should be home owners friendly 
while accurate enough.  
Simplified model is also suitable since the technologies (e.g., different types of electricity storage) and 
economic parameters are changing quite rapidly [4]. The falling prices of home PV and battery installations 
are pushing technology from the hands of tech-enthusiasts towards less knowledgeable investors, where 
quick (and adequate) models are essential to reduce the chances of costly energy misinvestments. Another 
benefit of this approach is that it could be done with simple spreadsheet computer tools, which home 
investors are probably already using.  
Figure 1 shows the main influences on household energy budget on any given moment. The energy depends 
on PV and battery power outputs: The Sun position (azimuth and elevation), PV position (azimuth and 
elevation), the size and efficiency of PV panel (with efficiency of add-ons like inverter etc.), weather, local 
surroundings (especially shading), battery size, state and efficiency, household consumption (loading curve), 
outside and desired inside temperature (for heating) to name a few. 
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Figure 1: Schematics of influences on the photovoltaic energy production and battery usage in 
common household 
The main disadvantage of photo voltaic electricity production is its reliance to sun cyclic (daily and yearly) 
pattern. This could be overcome by storage system. While short term storage is economical feasible, long 
term (i.e., yearly) one is often not practical [8]. Therefore, the effort on the improvement of PV efficiency 
should be on ensuring higher outcome in critical times, when the sunlight is sparse (i.e., winter in areas of 
moderate to extreme geographic latitude and/or bad weather). 
2 DATA AND MODEL 
For the purpose of this paper two typical new households with location of Ljubljana, Slovenia were used. 
The main reasons for this are availability of the data and the weather pattern, which is a bit demanding, with 
relatively cold and cloudy weather during late fall and winter, which impairs PV electric production and 
enhances demands for the battery storage. Figure 2 shows outdoor temperature (left) and solar radiation 
(right) [9] for the test reference year. This takes into account measures of selected parameters in the space of 
30 years and thus presents historical digital data set that represents measured 365-day values of the selected 
meteorological variables on the hourly basis. The sequence is synthetically constructed using monthly values 
selected from a multiple year data set for a given location so the resulting test reference year is typical for 
the location. The heating demand is calculated as a linear function of temperature shortage, however no 
additional sources (solar radiation and internal heat gains, transmission and ventilation losses) were taken 
into account due to simplification. 
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Figure 2: Outdoor temperature of selected model year (left) and solar radiation (right) 
The calculation of solar position was adapted from the calculation procedure by NOAA [10] and [11]. An 
optimal position of photovoltaic panel with maximum total energy output for selected location is elevation of 
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32° and azimuth of -2° [12]. However, this approach with relatively narrow spikes in solar electricity 
production causes duck-curve phenomena [4], which averts even wider acceptance of photovoltaic and 
hence renewable electricity production. With rising prices of power grid fees [3], the push towards electric 
energy independence will grow further. In this case PV panel should be assisted with battery, which are 
slowly gaining popularity. To enable electric energy independence – the combination of produced electricity 
and storage energy should be enough to power an individual building at any hour. 
The used model of domestic electric energy consumption and production is intentional simplified to obtain 
just rough indications regarding the problematic issues. The production of electric energy by photovoltaic is 
hence defined by time (due to orientation of the sun ωsun, orientation of the PV panel ωPV, solar radiation 
sol_rad and also the state of battery). The latter can fulfill the electric energy demand only if not thoroughly 
depleted. The demand Pdemand should be outweighed by production Pproduction and reserve from battery storage 
Pbattery at any time: 
  (1) 
The calculation of electric production from PV at the time does not account for shading, which needs case-
by-case approach for each rooftop. Some ideas how to overcome this limitation are addresses in other 
literature [13, 14]. 
Electric energy demand Pdemand(t,T) is a sum of general demand Pgen(t) (e.g., lighting, home appliances), 
which varies over time of the day, and demand for heating Pheat(T(t)), which depends on the outside 
temperature (if that is lower than desired): 
  (2) 
  and , (3) 
where Pace is average generated power. Temperature deficit ΔT*(t) and specific heating demand C* are 
defined by: 
  and . (4) 
Figure 3 left shows demand for electricity in households relative to average consumption [15] – noted as β in 
equation (3) plotted against daily hours, where the morning and afternoon/evening peaks are clearly visible. 
Figure 3 right shows the outside temperature (red line, left-side scale) and heating demand Pheat(T(t)) (blue 
line, right-side scale) for 60-day period of model year – from the late February to the late April. The demand 
for heating noticeably decreases as outside temperatures start to rise due to the spring weather. 
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Figure 3: Relative electric energy consumption (left) and outside temperatures and temperature 
deficit (right) 
3 CALCULATION 
Two showcases are used for model demonstration: (a) a small cabin with area of around 50 m2 and 
electricity needs of 2500 kWh per year and heating needs of 1000 kWh per year and (b) normal passive 
residential house with area of 150-200 m2 with electricity needs of 3000 kWh per year and heating needs of 
2500 kWh per year [3]. The showcases were calculated using a PV panel ranging between 3 – 9 kWel and 
battery storage with capacity of 5-40 kWh, which at the beginning of calculation was holding a half of its 
capacity. It was reasonably assumed that the discharge current capability of the used battery storage is 
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sufficient to power the household at any time. Due to availability of meteorological data, one-hour time slot 
was used for the calculation. 
Tables 1 and 2 show the minimum energy balance of calculated showcases (a) and (b), respectively. 
Negative results are sign that the whole combination of PV facility and battery storage are not enough to 
cover the energy needs. The minimum usually occurs during longer times of bad weather during winter 
periods. 
 
Table 1: The minimum energy balance of calculated case (a) Pgen = 2500 kWh, Pheat = 1000 kWh 
  Power of PV [kWel] 
  3.0 4.5 6.0 7.5 9 
B
at
te
ry
 
ca
p
ac
it
y
 
[k
W
h
] 
5 -43.3 -18.0 -13.1 -11.8 -10.3 
10 -38.3 -13.0 -8.1 -6.7 -5.3 
15 -31.4 -8.0 -3.1 -1.7 0.3 
20 -26.7 -3.0 1.9 3.25 4.7 
25 -21.4 2.0 6.9 8.2 9.7 
30 -16.8 7.6 11.9 12.3 12.3 
 
Table 2: The minimum energy balance of calculated case (b) Pgen = 3000 kWh, Pheat = 2500 kWh 
  Power of PV [kWel] 
  4.5 6.0 7.5 9.0 
B
at
te
ry
 
ca
p
ac
it
y
 
[k
W
h
] 
15 -40.9 -14.3 -5.3 -2.0 
20 -24.2 -6.5 0.6 3.0 
25 -20.5 -0.4 5.6 8.0 
30 -15.9 3.3 10.9 13.0 
35 -12.3 8.2 15.6 16.7 
 
The results show that the energy self-sufficient household can be achieved using proper combination of PV 
panels and battery storage. For the showcase (a) the battery storage should be above 20 kWh and installed 
PV power above 4.5-6 kWel. The more demanding showcase (b) needs at least somewhat similar capacity of 
storage with PV panels capable of reaching 7.5 kWel. Of course, this means also that any other combination 
with larger capacity will also be more than enough to power the household. On the other hand, this 
abundance of combinations allows us to hint at cost optimization.  
Another interesting observation is the optimal orientation of the PV panel to obtain the most self-sufficient 
energy balance as shown in Figure 3, where orange circles represent combinations with positive balance and 
white with negative ones, while the size determines amplitude. An average azimuth is 178° (i.e., South), 
however the elevation is 69°, which is much more suitable for winter time with low sun. This is also an 
economical case for PV panels mounted on the house façades or into windows. 
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Figure 3: Optimal orientation of PV for different combination of PV and battery storage 
From the data obtained [16], the current prices of installed battery storage are around 325 €/kWh for small 
units (up to 50 kWh). The prices for PV installation up to 50 kWel are around 2700 €/kWel, which includes 
the cost of modules and installation. Using the price assumptions, the different combinations presented in 
Tables 1 and 2 can be estimated for cost. Figure 4 shows minimum energy balance plotted against 
installation costs for both showcases (a) and (b). The approximation curves with coefficient of determination 
R2-values are also shown. 
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Figure 4: Minimum energy balance plotted against installation costs for showcase (a) on the left 
and showcase (b) on the right 
The approximation shows that the price for self-sufficient installation of PV panels and battery storage for 
typical household (showcase (b)) are in order of 26,000 €. For somewhat smaller house (showcase (b)), the 
price of installation is around 23,000 €, which is surprisingly close to the first results especially since our 
economic model did not account for difference in installation relative cost regarding energy output. 
The results shown above do not account for different lifespans of PV panels and batteries. The former is 
around 25 – 30 years, the lifespan of the latter much depends on the number of cycles and wholesome 
energy throughput. The presented cases had 400 – 525 battery cycles per year with the cumulative energy 
flow of 4.6 MWh. Based on data from literature [17] and from some of the manufacturers [18], the expected 
economical lifespan varies, however an assumption of 8 years is reasonable. This is somewhat 3-times 
shorter than PV, therefore total cost over longer time period should also include multiple batteries packs.  
4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The presented results of simplistic approach were useful towards electricity econometrics, which allows 
quick evaluation of combination of PV panels with energy storage. This is especially important since the 
understanding of governing principles goes hand-in-hand with technology penetration within an ordinary 
consumer life. The feasibility of the self-sustained household in moderate climate (as Slovenia) was shown 
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with somewhat affordable price. With the decreasing prices of PVs and batteries the feasibility will 
importantly increase in the future. 
The future work should be related to obtain more automatic solution and hence improve the accuracy of the 
method. Furthermore, additional influences such as surrounding shading (building, vegetation, local relief) 
should be addressed. More emphasis should be given to the economic part of the evaluation to account for a 
rapidly changing prices of installation (and also electricity). The showcases used one orientation of PV, 
however results with high angles of elevation show that multi-panel approach might be of use.  
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ABSTRACT 
Recently, great efforts have been directed at developing efficient visible light-activated photovoltaic 
materials. In this work, Ag@TiO2 nanoparticles synthesized by the hydrothermal method exhibited 
significantly increased visible light absorption and improve photovoltaic activity, compare with anatase 
TiO2. TiO2 nanoparticles were doped with different concentrations of Ag to improve their photovoltaic 
properties. All as-prepared TiO2 and Ag@TiO2 particles showed a pure anatase crystalline structure, and in 
comparison to non-doped TiO2, the absorption edge of Ag-doped nanoparticles were broader and shifted to 
higher wavelength. This indicated that UV-Vis absorption closely related to doping metal ions and non-
metal atoms. The solar conversion efficiency (η) of 0.1M Ag-doped (Ag0.1@TiO2) nanoparticle-based dye-
sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) was 6.44%, which showed an improvement of ~ 22% compared with TiO2 
nanoparticle-based DSSCs (η of 5.05%). 
Keywords: Hydrothermal reaction, Ag@TiO2, photon energy, dye-sensitized solar cell 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Nanostructured titanium dioxide (TiO2) has been of significant interest to researchers due to its unique 
physical and chemical properties, as well as for its great potential applications in a wide range of fields 
including catalysis, photocatalysis, gas sensor, photoluminescence, fuel cell, and solar cells [1]. The unique 
physical and chemical properties of TiO2 depend on various characteristics, such as the crystalline phase, 
particle size, particle shape, etc. For example, TiO2 with different crystalline structure exhibits different band 
gaps (2.98 eV for rutile TiO2, 3.05 eV for anatase TiO2, 3.26 eV for brookite TiO2), which determine the 
photocatalytic activity of TiO2 [2-4]. Various techniques such as sol-gel, microwave-driven polyol, and 
hydrothermal method have been proposed to synthesize TiO2 nanoparticles [3-7]. Among those methods, the 
hydrothermal reaction is intended to crystallize material from aqueous solution at relatively low 
temperatures and high pressures. The hydrothermal reaction also allows easy synthesis of high-purity 
crystals. In this work, TiO2 nanoparticles were synthesized by the hydrothermal reaction and Ag metal was 
doped into TiO2 to improve the photovoltaic properties. As-prepared TiO2 and Ag@TiO2 nanoparticles were 
applied to photoelectrode of dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC).  
2 EXPERIMENTAL 
TiO2 and Ag@TiO2 nanoparticles were synthesized by hydrolysis of titanium isopropoxide(TTIP, 99.9%, 
Aldrich). Typically, TTIP was dissolved in distilled water under stirring for a few minutes and then, NH3 (28-
30%, SAMCHUN) was added into the solution. Then, AgNO3 (≥99%) was added at different concentrations 
(0.05M - 0.2M) for Ag-doping. After continuous stirring for 2 h, the mixture solution was heated in an 
autoclave at 200oC for 5 h. The obtained precipitate of TiO2 was washed by ethanol and it was vacuum-
dried. The as-synthesized TiO2 and Ag@TiO2 was treated by nitric acid to enhance dispersion of particles as 
reported in our previous report [7]. For the fabrication of photoelectrode for DSSC, TiO2 or Ag@TiO2 
powders, acetylacetone (99%, Aldrich), hydroxypropyl cellulose (99%, Aldrich) and distilled water were 
mixed to prepare a paste. The prepared paste was coated on a fluorine-doped tin oxide substrate (FTO, 8 
Ω/cm2, Pilkington), which was subsequently sintered at 450 oC for 0.5 h. Then, the film (active cell area: 
0.25 cm2) was immersed in 0.5 mM ethanol solution of N719 dye (cis-bis(isothioxyanato)bis(2,2’-bipyridyl-
4,4’-dicarboxylato)-ruthenium(II)bis-tetrabutylammonium) for 5h. The DSSC was assembled by as-prepared 
TiO2 or Ag@TiO2 photoelectrode and Pt counter electrode as sandwich-type. The electrolyte, 0.5M LiI, 0.05 
M I2, 0.5 M 4-tert-butylpyridine, 0.6 M DMPII in 3-methoxypropionitrile was introduced into the cell.  
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The crystal structures and morphologies of the synthesized materials were characterized by X-ray diffraction 
analysis (XRD, Rigaku, Japan) and field emission transmission electron microscope (FE-TEM, 200KV, JEM 
2100F, JEOL). Surface area and pore characterization system (ASAP2020, Micromeritics), X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscope (XPS, ESCALAB 210, VG Science), and UV-Vis spectrum (S-3100, Scinco). 
Photovoltaic properties of the DSSCs were measured by recoding the current density-voltage characteristics 
under illumination with a Polaronix K201 (McScience, Korea) equipped with a K401 CW150 lamp power 
supply and an AM 1.5G filter (100 mW/cm2).  
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The XRD patterns of the TiO2 and Ag@TiO2 nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 1. In the XRD pattern, all 
diffraction peaks of the TiO2 and Ag@TiO2 nanoparticles match well with the crystal structure of the anatase 
TiO2 phase (space group I41/amd, card no. 21-1276 in the JCPDS database), the sharp and intense peaks at 
25.3˚, 37.9˚, 48.1˚, and 53.5˚ are representative of the (101), (004), (200), and (211) diffraction planes, 
respectively. The (101) peak intensity of Ag@TiO2 nanoparticles was smaller than for non-doped TiO2 
nanoparticles, and as the Ag-dopant concentration increased, the intensity of the (101) peak increased as 
well. It can be seen that anatase crystallinity was hindered as it was doped with Ag. In addition, the lattice 
parameters a and c decreased with increasing Ag-dopant concentration, confirming the presence of dopant 
inside the TiO2 lattice. The variations in the lattice parameters were calculated by the Rietveld refinement 
method and the results are provided in Table 1.  
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of TiO2 and Ag@TiO2 nanoparticles. 
 
Table 1. Physico-chemical and photovoltaic properties of TiO2 and Ag@TiO2 nanoparticles. 
Samples TiO2 Ag0.05@TiO2 Ag0.10@TiO2 Ag0.15@TiO2 Ag0.20@TiO2 
Lattice 
parameter 
a      (Å) 3.7908 3.7894 3.7887 3.7850 3.7841 
c      (Å) 9.4826 9.4917 9.4640 9.4710 9.4910 
v     (Å3) 136.2665 136.2966 135.8486 135.6837 135.9055 
Surface area       (m²/g) 64.44 - 100.29 - - 
Pore volume      (cm³/g) 0.25 - 0.27 - - 
Photon 
energy   
(eV) 3.22 3.20 3.18 3.12 3.09 
Photovoltaic 
properties 
Voc           (V) 0.69 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.67 
Jsc  (mA/cm
2) 13.25 15.48 17.20 14.45 14.11 
FF          (%) 55.23 56.14 55.92 56.37 56.28 
η             (%) 5.05 5.82 6.44 5.46 5.32 
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To determine the particle size and morphologies of TiO2 and Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles, the FE-TEM 
images were analysed as shown in Fig. 2. The morphology of the nanoparticles is that of a pseudo-cube 
shape, with an average particle lengths of 18 nm for TiO2 and 14 nm for Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles, 
respectively. The particle size of Ag@TiO2 was smaller than that of non-doped TiO2. In the Fig. 2 (c) and 
(d), magnified FE-SEM images for TiO2 and Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles are shown. An interplanar spacing 
of d=0.35 nm was found for the TiO2 nanoparticles, which corresponds to the (101) plane of anatase TiO2. In 
the Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles, the cubic phase of silver was identified by the interplanar spacing of d=0.23 
nm and indexed as the (111) plane, indicating that Ag is doped into TiO2 structure. 
 
8.81 nm
12.13 nm
(a) (b)
0.3512 nm
0.3522 nm
0.2313 nm
(c) (d)
 
Figure 2. HR-TEM images of (a) TiO2, (b) Ag0.10@TiO2, magnification TEM images of  
(c) TiO2, and (d) Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles. 
 
 
Figure 3. (a) The survey spectra, (b) Ag 3d spectra of Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles, (c) Ti 2p, and (d) O 1d 
core levels of the TiO2 and Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles according to XPS spectra. 
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The chemical composition and surface properties of TiO2 and Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles were determined 
by XPS studies. Fig. 3 shows the XPS spectra of TiO2 and Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles. The fully scanned 
spectra (Fig.3 (a)) show that the Ti, O, and C elements exist on the surface of the pure TiO2 and 
Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles. In general, the chemical bonds corresponding to AgO (Ag
2+), Ag2O (Ag
+) and 
Ag (Ag0) can be found around at 367.4 eV, 367.8 eV and 368.2 eV, respectively [8]. However, the Ag 
element peaks are only slightly distinguishable in Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles as shown in the Fig. 3 (b). This 
will be related to the small amount of doping Ag present. According to Chen’s report, the Ag3d bond peaks 
could be observed clearly when more than 0.5 wt% of Ag was doped into TiO2 [9]. The presence of 
elemental C can be ascribed to contamination on sampling or testing. The XPS peak fitting program 
(PeakFit, Version 4, Jandel) was used to analyze the XPS data. The high-resolution of Ti2p also consists of 
two kinds of peaks for Ti2p3/2 and Ti2p1/2. The peaks located at 458.6eV and 464.3eV are attributed to Ti
4+, 
and the peaks located at 460.0eV and 465.9eV are attributed to Ti3+. The peak position for Ti2p in the 
Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles is almost similar to TiO2 nanoparticles. However, the Ti
3+ peak area of 
Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles is increased because of Ag taking electrons from isopropyl radicals (C3H7
-) 
during the hydrothermal reaction and the electron migrating to Ti4+ to form Ti3+ (Ag+e-→Ag-, Ag-
+Ti4+→Ti3+) [10]. The O1s XPS peak at 529.82 eV is characteristic of the lattice oxygen of TiO2 (Ti-O) and 
the peak locates at 531.4 eV is assigned to the surface hydroxyl groups (OH-).  
Fig. 4. shows the obtained nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherm results analyzed by BET method for 
surface area and Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) pore size distribution as insert. The relative isotherms of the 
TiO2 and Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles were of type IV, which is characteristic of mesoporous materials with 
an H2-type hysteresis loop indicating the presence of mesoporous (2-50 nm) [11]. The surface area of TiO2 
and Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles were 64.44 m
2g-1 and 100.29 m2g-1, denoting a significant increase in the 
surface area compared to commercial P25 (51 m2g-1) [12]. Such large surface area might improve the 
absorption capacity for dye molecules, the charge transfer and solar conversion efficiency. The pore size 
distribution can be calculated from the desorption branch of the N2 isotherm by the BJH method (Fig. 4 (b)), 
evidenced an average pore diameter of about 17 nm for TiO2 and 12 nm for Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles. This 
porous structure has a significant impact on the on the photoelectric response of dye-sensitized solar cells, 
because it facilitates the loading of the dye molecule on the TiO2 surface and diffusion of electrolyte in dye-
sensitized solar cells. 
 
 
Figure 4. (a) Nitrogen adsorption-desorption and (b) pore size distribution. 
 
UV-Vis absorption spectra of TiO2 and Ag@TiO2 nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 5. The absorption curve of 
TiO2 (Fig. 5 (a)) indicates that pure TiO2 hardly absorbs light at a wavelength of 430 nm or more. On the 
other hand, the absorption capabilities of Ag@TiO2 nanoparticles were markedly improved in a range of 
400-800 nm due to both the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and the interference effect caused from the 
electromagnetic field of the conduction electrons released from Ag dispersed on the TiO2 matrix [13]. Such 
an enhanced absorption could lead a greater photovoltaic efficiency of Ag@TiO2. The plot of (αhv)1/2 vs. 
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photon energy was obtained by Tauc’s formula, as shown in Fig. 5 (b). The photon energy values were 
found to be 3.22, 3.20, 3.18, 3.12, and 3.09 eV for TiO2, Ag0.05@TiO2, Ag0.10@TiO2, Ag0.15@TiO2, and 
Ag0.20@TiO2, respectively.  
Fig. 6 shows the photocurrent density-voltage curves for different nanoparticles used in dye-sensitized solar 
cells (DSSCs). Ag@TiO2 leads to an increase in photocurrent density (Jsc) and solar conversion efficiency 
(η). The best Jsc (17.20 mA cm-2) and η (6.44 %) were observed with Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles because the 
large surface area of Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles can adsorb more dye molecules and a greater absorption of 
visible light can improve the utilization of sunlight. However, the open circuit voltage (Voc) was slightly 
decreased after Ag-doping. This can be explained though consideration of the band edge diagram for the 
Ag@TiO2. The results of photovoltaic properties for TiO2, and Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles were provided in 
Table 1. 
 
 
Figure 5. (a)The plot of (ahv)2 vs. photon energy and (b) UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectra. 
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Figure 6. Photocurrent density-voltage curves of DSSCs made of TiO2 and Ag@TiO2 photoelectrode. 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
TiO2 and Ag@TiO2 were synthesized using hydrothermal reaction, and their surface area and visible light 
absorption were improved by Ag-doping. All as-prepared TiO2 and Ag@TiO2 particles showed the pure 
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anatase crystalline structure and, in comparison to non-doped TiO2, the absorption edge of Ag-doped 
nanoparticles were broader and shifted to a higher wavelength. The higher surface and wide visible light 
absorption region allows us to determine that the Ag0.10@TiO2 nanoparticles-based DSSC gave the best η of 
6.44%. Compared with TiO2-NP photoelectrode based DSSCs (with a value for η of 5.05%), the 
Ag0.10@TiO2 exhibited an improvement of ~22% in η. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Solar panels produce electricity when exposed to sunrays. That said, a part of the solar irradiation is 
transformed into electricity another part is reflected by the PV’s frontal surface while the remaining portion 
is transformed into heat and is stored in the PV which increases its temperature. In order to increase its 
output power and efficiency, PV’s temperature should be decreased. This paper studies numerically the 
effect of free and forced convection combined with a rectangular finned plate in cooling PV panels. Three 
different techniques were compared, finned plate-forced convection, finned plate-free convection and forced 
convection without finned plate. Results show that the optimum number of fins in the rectangular finned 
plate was 24 fins. On the other hand, an average temperature decreas of 47.8 is obtained when finned plate is 
used along with a finned plate. 
Keywords:  Photovoltaic panels, air cooling, rectangular finned plate, numerical analysis.
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Because of the negative impacts of non-renewable energy resources [1-2] huge effort is being 
performed to find new techniques and methods to produce energy. Renewable energy resources [3-5] and 
heat recovery systems [6-12] form a substitute to fossil fuel energy [13-14] production. Renewable energy 
resources are characterized by their ability to produce a clean and sustainable energy [15-18]. The main 
renewable energy sources are solar energy [19-20], wind energy, biofuel [21-22] and geothermal energy [23-
24]. Having said that, studies show that solar energy have reached a major growth rate especially through PV 
panels [25]. Yet the biggest obstacle that faces PV panels is the rise in their temperatures due to the constant 
absorption of solar irradiation and high ambient temperatures. Panel’s power production may reach 15-20% 
depending on the type of the PV panel while the rest of the power are transformed into heat. That is why, 
huge effort is performed to test different cooling techniques for photovoltaic panels. Hachem et al [26] 
experimentally cooled the PV panel by using pure and combined PCM. It was shown that the use of 
combined PCM in cooling increased the efficiency of the PV by an average of 5.8% while the use of pure 
PCM increased the efficiency by an average of 3%. Furthermore, El Mays et al [27] experimentally 
increased the efficiency of the PV panel by 1.75% using heat sinks under free convection. Rosa-Clot et all 
[28] experimentally increased the efficiency of a PV panel by about 10% through submerging it by water. 
Chandrasekar et al. [29] increased the efficiency of PV by 10% by the use of cotton wick structure with the 
combination of water and nano-fluid. In the present study three cooling techniques were used to study the 
effect of free and forced convection in cooling PV panels along with the use of finned plate.  
 
2. NUMERICAL APPROACH 
 
2.1. Model Geometry 
The simulated model is illustrated in figure 1. A rectangular finned plate made of aluminium) was 
attached to a PV panel of 35 cm width and 69 cm length. 
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Figure 1. Simulated model and its dimensions 
 
The PV panel is made of six different layers with different thermal conductivities and thicknesses. Table 1 
illustrates the different layers of a the PV. 
 
Table 1. PV’s different layers (30) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The rectangular finned plate is made of aluminium with a thermal conductivity of 237 W/m.K, a density 
of 2770 Kg/  and a heat capacity at constant pressure of 1250 J/kg.K. It is placed at the back surface of the 
PV panel in order to increase the surface area to ensure an increase of heat transfer by convection between 
the passing fluid and the PV panel. Finned plate dimensions were chosen according to standard conditions 
found in the market, however, simulation focus was on the number of fins and their effect on the  
temperature varaiation. 
2.2. Assumptions 
Numerical simulations are performed with the following assumptions:  
 
• Steady state, incompressible and uniform flow. 
• Steady state heat transfer. 
• Perpendicular solar irradiation entering the PV. 
• No internal heat generation. 
• One dimensional conduction. 
• Uniform cross-sectional area. 
• Uniform convection across the surface area. 
• Ideal contact between the finned plate and the PV panel. 
3. RESULTS 
 
In this study, three PV panels were examined to study the effect of forced and free convection in 
cooling in addition to a reference PV panel for comparison. The first PV panel was studied under free 
convection with the construction of a rectangular finned plate at its back surface. The back surface of the 
Layer Thickness (m) Thermal Conductivity, (W/m.k) 
Glass 0.003 1.8 
ARC 
 
32 
PV cell 
 
148 
EVA 
 
0.35 
Rear contact 
 
237 
Tedlar 0.0001 0.2 
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second PV was exposed to a forced convection. While the rectangular finned plate of the third PV panel was 
exposed to a forced convection. 
The tilt angle for the PV panels under study was 30 degrees with the horizontal, at an ambient temperature of 
Tamb=35 °C, and at a constant thermal irradiation flux of q=700 W/ . 
3.1. Optimum fins number 
In order to indicate the optimum number of fins for a rectangular finned plate, a study was made on 
different number of fins under free and forced convection. This study was illustrated in figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Temperature variation versus number of fins 
 
Figure 2 shows the temperature variation with respect to the number of fins in a finned plate. As shown in 
the following figure, the temperature of a PV panel under free and forced convection decreases until the 
number of fins reaches 24 fins in a finned plate, then the temperature increases for further increase in fin 
number. This shows that the optimum number of fins that should be used is 24 fins. 
3.2. Temperature variation 
 
Contour plots of the three cooling methods are shown in figures 3-5. 
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Figure 3. Contour plot of the forced convection with fins PV 
 
 
In the case of forced convection-finned plate combination, the PV panel maintained a temperature 
range of 322-325 K (see figure 3) while the temperature of the finned plate increased from ambient 
temperature to reach approximately 320 K after 240 minutes of simulation.  
 
 
Figure 4. Contour plot of the free convection with fins PV 
 
On the other hand, when free convection is used (figure 4), the PV panel maintained a temperature between 
344 and 345 K while the temperature of the finned plate has increased from the ambient temperature to reach 
approximately 342 K  after 240 minutes of simulation. 
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Figure 5. Contour plot of the forced convection PV 
 
The PV panel under forced convection showed the highest temperature range between the three 
simulated PV panels with a range between 351-352 K after 240 minutes of simulation. Results of the three 
configurations are presented in figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6. Temperature of the four PV panels versus time 
 
Indeed, forced convection with fins maintained a lower temperature than free convection with finned 
plate and forced convection. The forced convection PV panel increased gradually from 293 K at the 
beginning of the simulation to reach a nearly constant value of 324 K after 70 minutes. While the 
temperature of the PV under free convection increased gradually from 293 K at the beginning of the 
simulation and reached a constant value of nearly 345 K after 150 minutes. Moreover, the temperature of the 
forced convection PV panel increased gradually from 293 K to reach a constant value of 351 K after 30 
minutes. The reference PV panel reached a constant temperature of 373 K after 20 minutes of the simulation 
process. 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
To decease the temperature of PV, two main strategies could be used. Either increasing the surface of 
contact between the PV and the cooling fluid or increasing the velocity of the cooling fluid by using a forced 
convection. Finned plate increases the total area of the back surface of the PV panel, which increases the 
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surface exposed to convection and as a matter of fact the dissipated heat decreases. Three different cooling 
techniques were studied numerically. The first one consists in using a finned plate installed at the lower side 
of the PV. The second one consists in applying a forced convection to the PV. The third technique is a 
combination of the first two techniques where a finned plate is used along with a forced convection. Results 
show that the best cooling technique is provided by the combined forced convection–finned plate technique. 
Indeed, this technique offered an average temperature drop of 47.8 °C compared to the reference PV. 
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ABSTRACT 
As the installation of PV systems grows to promote a path for sustainable energy generation, solar 
panel recycling and end-of-life procedures have become areas of increasing concern. Given the post-2000s 
boom in PV installation, and the 25-30 year lifetime of a PV plant, the new industry created by this 
anticipated 20,000 tons of solar panel waste will be worth upwards of 112 million dollars by 2025 [3]. 
Building upon research that explores the limitations of Solar Panel Recycling (SPR) methodologies and 
economics, this paper will identify new factors for assessing the potential of this upcoming industry. 
These factors will support that SPR technology will be increasingly favorable than past research suggests. 
To begin forming a roadmap that outlines all necessary considerations for SPR infrastructure, a system 
dynamics approach will be used. Using a framework based on SPR technological limitations and 
economics, a closed-loop model will be created to demonstrate industry potential. 
Keywords: Solar Panels, Recycling, Silicon, Photovoltaic, End-of-Life Treatment 
 
1. Introduction 
The rapid expansion of the solar photovoltaic (PV) industry has resulted in solar playing a crucial 
role for the future of power generation systems. PV technology is considered to be a sustainable power 
generation process as it generates electricity directly from the sun and avoids fossil fuel consumption and 
greenhouse gas emission. Over the last decade, the technology has proven the ability to become a major 
generator for the world, with robust and continuous growth even during times of financial and economic 
crisis. Significant research and industry spending has gone into creating more efficient solar panel 
manufacturing, installation, and operations/maintenance procedures. An aspect of the technology that is 
often left out, however, is the End-of-Life Treatment (EoLT) of these solar power plants. SPR by nature 
can be used to reduce PV waste, utilize recycled raw materials, and create a closed-loop life cycle 
specifically for the U.S. solar industry. Up until now, there has not been a way of modelling factors in the 
SPR industry to draw conclusions on what a roadmap to designing it would require. However, through the 
SPR infrastructure model discussed in this paper, we are now able to explore how the industry will be 
affected by the following aspects: Number of installations per year in a given area, Rate of 
decommissioning for an average panel, Cost efficiency of recycling vs. landfill disposal rates, Previously 
developed SPR infrastructure, and Importance of SPR Awareness. It should be noted that within the 
context of this paper, “decommissioned” will refer to solar panels that are now ready to be disposed of per 
the end of their useful lifetime. 
To date, lack of awareness and concern about this issue is a result of very few panels having 
reached the point of decommissioning. Solar power plants have a technical lifetime of 25-30 years, with 
installation of these plants occurring exponentially since the 2000s [6]. Currently, most PV modules that 
have reached their decommissioning date have either been defects during production, damaged during 
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transportation and installation, or malfunctioned during their first year of operation. Based on the timeline 
established, and further research that will be provided below, the date when entire solar power plants will 
need to be decommissioned is quickly approaching. In order to insure that these panels are efficiently 
recycled and not disposed of in landfills, an infrastructure must be created in the U.S. to support a closed 
loop cycle for the solar industry that keeps the promise of sustainable power generation. 
 
2. Economics of the SPR Industry 
 Based on past research, development of the SPR industry has already suggested strong economic 
validity. A study conducted by N.C. McDonald found the estimated total cost of collection and recycling 
of c-Si panels to be in the range of $0.08-0.11 / W. This is compared to the $23.96-23.99 per panel landfill 
disposal cost sited in the same study, meaning landfill disposal of a 300 watt solar panel would cost 
roughly $0.08 to decommission. At these comparable costs, it was determined at the time of the study, in 
2010, that SPR was economically comparable with landfill rates. The average price to dispose of a ton of 
municipal solid waste in a U.S. landfill, however, has reported to be continuously rising. An IBISWorld 
Procurement Research study shows that from 2013 to 2016, the prices of landfill and solid waste 
collection services have increased at an estimated average rate of 1.7-2.9% per year. From 2016 to 2019, 
IBISWorld says it expects the prices of solid waste collection and disposal services to increase at a 
moderate annualized rate of 2.0%. The reasons behind this increase will not be explored in the scope of 
this paper, however, a parallel can easily be made to landfill disposal costs overall. These factors suggest 
SPR may be more economically viable compared to landfill disposal with the passage of time based on 
cost efficiency. 
 
3. A Closed-Loop SPR Infrastructure Model 
 
(1) SPR Infrastructure Feedback Loop 
 To map how the previously discussed aspects of the solar industry connect to development of a 
SPR infrastructure, the following model was developed using system dynamics software. The model is 
structured as follows. The input for the system is the number of installed c-Si solar panels in a region by 
year. This data was pulled from a report released by the U.S. Department of Energy in July 5th 2017. The 
report outlines, the kWhr/month of solar power generation in the U.S from 1998-2017. From this data, a 
function where the input is a time step, called “Time”, starts at zero and models the number of installed 
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panels per year in the U.S. Using the assumption that an average panel is 300 watts, with 5 average sun 
hours/day of exposure for an average of 30 days per month, one solar panel was determined to be roughly 
45,000 kWhr/month. This made it simple to divide the function by this number and determine a function 
input for the number of panels per year installed from 2008 onwards, titled Installation Rate (2). 
             (2) 
 The Installation Rate has an error due to the fact it is produced using a function versus specific 
data points per year. This error has been tracked in figure 3. 
 
(3) Error Calculation for Installation Rate function for the U.S. SPR Infrastructure Model 
Although this error is relatively high initially, which we’ve been able to adjust using an adjustment ratio, a 
function is necessary instead of actual data values because it allows flexibility of the model for 
adjustments per region. After calibrating the model, the percentage of error decreases towards zero as time 
progresses, where it will effectively become more accurate for larger stretches of time modelled. 
The next rate to consider is the Decommissioned Rate. This rate is based on how many panels need 
to be disposed of before the 25-30 year plant life concludes, and all the remaining panels are disposed of. 
It is based on the average number of panels that experience malfunctions or breakage based on what stage 
in their lifetime this has been shown to happen. Estimating this rate was based on a study done by 
Fthenakis, V.M. From it, the average delay of when commissioned solar panels need to be disposed of can 
be extrapolated. For the first year, 10% of the panels will need to be disposed of, whether this be to 
accidents, technological failures, etc. Then, from the 2nd-10th year 4.5% of panels will need disposal, and 
for the 10th-29th 0.05% respectively. At the 30th year it was assumed that all panels will be 
decommissioned based on the U.S. standard. The function created for the Decommissioning Rate reflects 
all these delays. Lastly, the Recycling Rate, controlled by the Recycling Ratio shown in figure 5, was 
established by determining the three main factors that effect it, multiplied together: 
1. Awareness: The knowledge of SPR in the solar industry, as well as a strong public 
understanding of the technical and economic aspects of it. 
2. Infrastructure: The amount of facilities in a region with the ability to recycling solar panels in a 
sustainable closed-loop process. 
3. Cost Efficiency: How competitive SPR costs are with landfill disposal costs. 
Awareness in this model is reflected using a 0 or 1 function. This assumes that awareness of the ability to 
recycle one’s solar panels is the first step to recycling them. Without this, no panels get recycled, hence an 
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overall Recycling Rate of 0. Per the definition of infrastructure above, infrastructure in the model is 
calculated based on the number of facilities in an area times the amount of panels that a SPR facility 
should be able recycle in a year. Each solar recycling facility should be able to handle a rated number of 
solar panels per year based on its capacity. Therefore this number of solar panels is multiplied by the 
number of facilities. Then, cost efficiency refers to the cost of solar recycling being competitive with 
landfill costs. This is also a 0 or 1 function. This will be assessed in terms of solar panel recycling 
legislation. Currently, there is only a 1-2 cent difference between the costs of solar panel recycling and 
landfill rates, as discussed more thoroughly above. Therefore, this function is controlled by the user of the 
model, and based on the arguments made previously, it was set to 1 for our model. 
 
(5) SPR Infrastructure Feedback Loop with Recycling Ratio displayed 
The subsequent stocks and flows in the model are determined by calculating how many raw materials 
can be recycled from a solar panel and how much raw material is needed to remake a new panel. It was 
determined that 1/0.015 of a ton of these raw materials can be used to make a new solar panel based on the 
average weight and recyclable material from a panel. This is also presuming reuse of 90% of the panel as 
demonstrated by PV Cycle [7]. These values are then used to complete a full lifecycle roadmap. The 
output of our model is shown in figures 6 and 7. For these graphs, time 0 represents the year 1998 and 
Time 30 represents the year 2038. 
 
          (6) Commissioned Solar Panels                                         (7) Decommissioned Solar Panels 
Based on this model, we now have a way of demonstrating the effects and potential of a full lifecycle SPR 
industry infrastructure that can be adjusted based on various considerations. This model is important in 
determining how fluctuations in SPR economics and legislation effect the capacity of the technology. 
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4. Conclusion 
 By combining past research with the new considerations mentioned in this paper, we are now able 
to accurately predict the number of decommissioned panels that will be available by a certain date within 
any given region. This information will help to provide a roadmap for the SPR infrastructure needed in the 
U.S. This is essential as end-of-life considerations for solar power plants will become a significant 
concern in the next decade as more plants reach their decommissioning dates. The capacity of this new 
industry can now be predicted using a systems dynamics approach. The model itself uses discussed inputs 
such as installation rate of an area, awareness, infrastructure, and cost efficiency, along with background 
research to create a versatile means for prediction. This research and data will help the industry prepare 
for the oncoming boom of decommissioned solar panels in the next decade. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the present work, a special coiling arrangement of helical-spiral coiled copper tube has been employed as 
the conical receiver cavity for a point focus solar concentrator. A computational model based on finite 
volume method for the laminar flow of water through the proposed receiver cavity with constant heat flux 
has been developed using commercial software ANSYS-FLUENT. Its performance has been compared with 
helically-coiled copper tube (i.e. cylindrical cavity) of the same length. The model has been validated with 
Manlapaz and Churchill’s [10] correlation for helically coiled tube. The conical cavity has been tested with 
both upright and inverted arrangements. In upright arrangement, the coil is exposed to constant heat flux 
from inside of the conical cavity whereas it is subjected to constant heat flux from outside of the cavity in 
case of inverted arrangement. It has been found that it is beneficial to use conical receiver cavity instead of 
cylindrical cavity as far as heat transfer characteristics is concerned. In fact, it is always preferable to use 
conical cavity in an inverted position as it gives nearly 14%  average increase in  Nu compared for entire 
range of Re (250-1500) compared to the conical cavity in upright position. 
Keywords: solar collector, receiver cavity, helical-spiral, Nusselt number  
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
A solar concentrating collector intensifies the solar insolation at its focal area where a receiver cavity is 
placed. The receiver cavity is designed to extract heat from the solar radiations as much as possible. Efficient 
receiver cavity design has always been a challenging task in the design of water heating system based on 
solar concentrating collector. One of the ways to remove heat is to employ coiled copper tube as receiver 
cavity [1-3]. Coiling makes the design compact enabling high heat removal rate from the small focal area. 
There can be different coiling arrangements such as spiral, helical and helical-spiral. The spiral and helical 
coiling of copper tubes are common designs whereas helical-spiral is a recent development [4-9]. For a given 
aperture area, both spiral and helical coiling arrangements have limitations. In case of spiral coiling, only a 
fraction of focal area will be under the concentrated beam or coil has to be placed in between focus and the 
concentrator under reduced intensity whereas in helical coiling, there will be uneven interception of 
concentrating solar beam along its height. The above comparison between spiral and helical coiling is valid 
for same diameter and length of copper tube used in coiling. Kurnia et al. [5] have numerically investigated 
the heat transfer and entropy generation of laminar flow in helical tubes with circular, ellipse and square 
cross-sections. Effect of different parameters like geometry, wall temperature, Reynolds number and 
heating/cooling mode was evaluated at constant wall temperature.  
To utilize the merits of both spiral and helical arrangements, it is proposed to employ helical-spiral coiled 
tube as receiver cavity. This arrangement has the advantage of intercepting the concentrating beam 
uniformly throughout its height. It is worth mentioning here that Xie et al. [6] have already carried out 
research on conical cavity (i.e. helical-spiral coiling arrangement). In fact, they have investigated thermal 
performance on conical, helical and spherical coiling arrangements of copper pipes as receiver and Fresnel 
lens as concentrator. Numerical and experimental investigations have been conducted to obtain temperature 
distributions over receiver area. Conical cavity receiver was found to give the optimum performance 
compared to other two receiver cavities. It should be noted that Xie et al. [6] have used an upright 
arrangement for conical cavity. None of the researchers have tested the conical cavity in an inverted 
position, i.e. the outer surface of the cavity is exposed to the concentrating beam. The inverted conical cavity 
has the advantage of utilizing outer surface area which is obviously larger than its inner surface area. It is 
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proposed to numerically investigate the laminar flow of water through the inverted helical-spiral (conical) 
cavity subjected to constant heat flux at outer surface of conical cavity using ANSYS FLUENT version 17.2. 
The inner surface of the conical cavity is insulated to minimize the heat loss due to convection.  
2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 
In this study, different coil arrangements are simulated as shown in Figure 1. The copper tube, used in each 
coiling arrangement, has internal diameter 6.35 mm and length 1586 mm. The aperture diameter (maximum 
coil diameter) of cavities is 85 mm. Vertex angle of cross-section through symmetric axis of conical cavity is 
30°. Water flows from bottom to top in all the cases.  
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 1. Cavity receivers (a) Cylindrical (b) Upright conical (c) Inverted conical 
 
The simulation of inverted conical cavity with inner surface insulated is the main objective for the present 
research. The results of simulation of upright cavity with outer surface insulated are used for the sake of 
comparison. It should be noted that cylindrical cavity has been simulated for the purpose validation with 
well-known Manlapaz and Churchill’s correlation [10]. Outer and inner surfaces are subjected to constant 
heat flux conditions for cylindrical and upright conical cavities. 
Following are the assumptions in the present numerical study: 
• Steady and fully developed laminar flow 
• Pipe wall is thin, so conduction losses can be neglected. 
• Thermo-physical properties of water are assumed as constant. 
The solutions are obtained by solving the governing equations (Continuity, Momentum, Energy equation) 
for steady flow of water through cavity. 
Continuity equation: 
 0V =  (1) 
Momentum equation: 
 
2DV P V
Dt
 = − +   (2) 
Energy equation: 
 
2
p
DT
C k T
Dt
 =   (3) 
The governing equations have been solved using the following boundary conditions for present model as 
shown in Table 1.  
Table 1: Operating parameters 
Operating parameters Boundary condition Value 
Inlet Mass flow rate inlet 4.48 – 26.89 kg/hr 
Outlet Pressure outlet (gauge) 0 
Pipe wall Constant heat flux 5000 W/m2 
Other walls Insulated - 
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The inlet temperature of water entering the cavity is 300 K and Reynolds number is varied in the range 250-
1500. No slip condition with constant heat flux has been applied to pipe wall. The constant atmospheric 
pressure outlet condition is applied.  
Nusselt number is considered for evaluating heat transfer characteristics. The Nusselt number along the tube 
is calculated as: 
 
hd
Nu
k
=  (4) 
 The heat transfer coefficient h has been calculated using temperature data of numerical model. 
 
( )
w
w m
q
h
T T
=
−
 (5) 
where qw is wall heat flux, d is tube diameter. 
          Tw is average wall temperature. 
          Tm is mean temperature and is calculated as 
 
c
c
c
A
m
c
A
uTdA
T
udA
=


 (6) 
where Ac is cross-sectional area of copper tube. 
Reynolds number is calculated as: 
 Re
mU d

=  (7) 
 
3 NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY 
A computational code based on finite volume method has been developed using ANSYS FLUENT 17.2 
CFD code. The governing equations are solved using steady pressure based solver. Second order upwind 
scheme is used to discretize the momentum and energy equations. A double precision SIMPLE (Semi 
Implicit Pressure Linked Equation) algorithm has been used for coupling of pressure with velocity. The 
numerical computation is contemplated converged when sum of residual mass is less than 10-5 and sum of 
residual energy is less than 10-7. A non-uniform grid with structured quadrilateral elements has been 
employed. A grid independency test has been performed by increasing number of elements from 960336 to 
4512105. The mesh independency criterion is: the deviation in Nu should be less than 1%. Figure 2 
illustrates the results (plots of Nu versus Re) of mesh independency tests of helical coiled tube. Based on the 
results, it is revealed that mesh with elements of 2834164 was adequate to solve the present numerical 
model. 
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Figure 2. Grid independency results for cylindrical 
cavity 
Figure 3. Validation with Manlapaz and Churchill’s 
correlation [10] 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The present CFD model has been validated for cylindrical cavity (helical coil) by comparing computed 
Nusselt number with Nusselt number obtained from Manlapaz and Churchill’s [10] correlation for Reynolds 
number ranging from 250 to 1500. Manlapaz and Churchill’s [10] correlation is given by: 
 
1
3 3 3
2
2
2
4.636
4.364 1.816
1.51342 11
PrPr
De
Nu
De
      
   = + +       + +        
 (8) 
 
The validation results are shown as the variation of Nusselt number with Reynolds number in Fig. 3. As 
mentioned earlier, the helical coil is subjected to constant heat flux from both inside and outside. The 
computed values of Nusselt number are in excellent agreement with the predictions of Manlapaz and 
Churchill’s [10] Nusselt number correlation with maximum deviation of 3.82% at lowest Re = 250. 
In Figure 4, a comparison of the results for cylindrical and conical cavities, subjected to constant heat flux 
condition at both inner and outer surfaces, has been presented. The Nusselt number is significantly higher for 
conical cavity for the entire range of Reynolds number. The average percentage increase in Nusselt number 
is found to be 10.2%.  
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Figure 4. Nu versus Re for cylindrical and conical cavities constant heat flux condition throughout tube 
periphery 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 5. Secondary flow (a) large curvature (b) small curvature 
Coil axis 
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Secondary flow Secondary flow 
Coil axis 
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This increase in Nusselt number is due to different coiling patterns in helical (cylindrical) and helical-spiral 
(conical).  In helical-spiral (conical) configuration, the curvature keeps on increasing from base to vertex 
whereas curvature is constant throughout for helical (cylindrical) configuration. It is known that coiling 
causes the formation of two oppositely rotating vortices (known as secondary flows) inside tube cross-
section. The strength of secondary flow increases with the increase in tube curvature. The effect of curvature 
on secondary flows has been demonstrated in Figure 5. In fact, a straight tube can be perceived as a coil of 
infinite radius of curvature. As a matter fact, there is no secondary flow in a straight tube. One can conclude 
that stronger the secondary flow higher will be the rate of convective heat transfer. Thus, conical cavity has 
higher Nusselt number compared to the cylindrical cavity.  
Figure 6 shows the comparison of Nusselt number for inverted and upright helical-spiral coils. The inner 
surface of inverted helical-spiral coil and outer surface of upright helical-spiral coil are insultated whereas 
outer surface of inverted helical-spiral coil and inner surface of upright helical-spiral coil are subjected 
constant heat flux. These conditions simulate an actual receiver cavity of a solar concentrating collector. It 
can be seen from the figure that invertted cavity gives a better heat transfer performance for the entire range 
of Reynolds number. In fact, the increase in Nu is higher for lower range of Re. The maximum increase in 
Nu is 24.7% at Re = 500 and an average increase in Nu is 14.2% for the entire range of Re. The reason for 
increase in heat transfer rate is that the inverted helical-spiral coil has the advantage of utilizing heat transfer 
from outer surface area which is obviously greater than its inner surface area. Total heat input to inverted 
helical-spiral coil is much larger than the upright helical-spiral coil. It has also been reported that at low Re, 
strength of vortices is low. However, flow velocities are higher at the outer periphery of the coil compared to 
that at the inner periphery of the coil. Thus, at low Re the inverted helical-spiral coil will have higher heat 
transfer coefficient at the outer periphery, as heat flux as well as high velocity stream are on same side, i.e. at 
the outer periphery.  At high Re, strength of vortices increases in either coil leading to increased mixing and 
reduced difference in Nusselt numbers in two cavities.  
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Figure 6.  Nu versus Re for inverted and upright conical cavities 
 
 
5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In the present work, various configuration of coiled tubes used as receiver cavity in a solar concentrator have 
been simulated using ANSYS-FLUENT. Following conclusions can be drawn:  
• The results of simulation are in excellent agreement with Manlapaz and Churchill’s correlation [10]. 
• Conical cavity has a significantly higher heat transfer performance than cylindrical cavity with 
10.2% average increase in Nusselt number.  
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• Inverted conical cavity has superior heat transfer characteristics than upright conical cavity with 
14.2% average increase in Nusselt number.  
 
NOMENCLATURE 
 
d (m) coil tube diameter V (m s-1) velocity vector of fluid element 
Ac(m
2) cross-sectional area of tube ρ (kg m-3) density 
Tw(K) pipe wall temperature μ (Pa s) dynamic viscosity 
Tm(K) mean temperature t (s) time 
Nu Nusselt number P (Pa) fluid pressure 
Re Reynolds number cp (J kg
-1 K-1) specific heat capacity 
Pr Prandtl number k (W m-1 K-1) thermal conductivity 
De Dean number T(K) temperature 
h (W m-2 K-1) heat transfer coefficient Ua (m s
-1) axial velocity 
qw (W m
-2) heat flux Um (m s
-1) mean velocity 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a new and simple design methodology for the error-free Scheffler reflector profile. The 
input parameters required for design methodology are aperture area and focal length whereas the output 
design parameters are section plane angle, and dimensions of crossbars. It has been found that the choice of 
inclined sectional plane angle can be made either in the range 42° to 43.86° or 43.86° to 44.9°, which will 
depend upon the application for which the Scheffler reflector is to be designed. Low range helps in higher 
concentration and lower cost whereas its higher range will decrease the concentration and increase cost with 
an advantage of focusing light at a relatively far away point. 
The existing crossbar design is complicated and monotonous. To ease the overall design process, a chart is 
presented which can be used to design the Scheffler reflector of any size. It is proposed that existing circular 
crossbars can be replaced by the new and exact circular crossbars, which are the parts of circle having 
centres along the axis of paraboloid and lie in the planes perpendicular to it. The proposed new design 
involves generating the circular crossbars by intercepting paraboloid with planes normal to its axis, hence 
eliminating the need for approximation of the crossbars suggested by researchers earlier. The proposed 
crossbar design is simple and has the potential for mass production. 
Keywords: Scheffler reflector, crossbars, design charts, parabolic 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Climate change is a global concern and has always been a trending hot topic. The improved standard of 
living increased the consumption of fossil fuels. This came at a heavy price in the form of environmental 
pollution. In such a crisis, solar energy, which is free and renewable seems to be an attractive alternate to 
fossil fuels [1-2]. 
Scheffler reflector is one among many concentrated solar power (CSP) technologies which is becoming 
popular among solar kitchen community due to its unique features such as non-moving focal area, flexible 
surface curvature and shadow-less concentration [3]. It is essentially a lateral part of the paraboloid formed 
by its interception with an inclined plane. Though it was invented by Scheffler [4] with main intention of 
providing a comfortable solar kitchen, researchers have successfully demonstrated that it can be used for 
many other wide varieties of applications such as baking ovens, cooking food, sterilizing, distillation, 
processing of plants for oil, cremation of dead people, solar refrigeration etc. [5-10]. Scheffler and Fresnel 
reflectors are the only CSP technologies than can provide non-moving focal area. Scheffler reflector has an 
advantage over Fresnel reflector as it provides the non-moving focus at ground level which helps in easy 
maintenance. Also, the tracking mechanism of Scheffler reflector is much simpler than that of Fresnel 
reflector as it requires only a single motor. 
The manufacturing of Scheffler reflector is a complex and monotonous process, which involves lot of 
approximations introducing small error in its profile. Its fabrication requires attaching mirrors/reflecting film 
to the supporting frame, which consists of an elliptical rim, a central parabolic support and a number of 
elliptical crossbars. The existing design approximates elliptical crossbars by circular crossbars as generating 
elliptical crossbars is a costly and time-consuming affair. This approximation introduces a small error in 
reflector profile. Till date, only Munir et al. [11] and Reddy et al. [12] presented design principles and design 
charts for the construction of Scheffler reflector. The paper provides a novel design for crossbars that can 
generate error free Scheffler reflector profile. The new design replaces approximated circular crossbars by 
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exact circular crossbars in a plane perpendicular to the axis paraboloid. The design is simple and has the 
potential for mass production. 
2 REFLECTOR DESIGN 
Scheffler reflector is essentially a lateral portion of paraboloid formed by intersection of an inclined plane. 
This inclined sectional plane and paraboloid can be represented by an inclined line (E1E2) and a parabola 
respectively in a 2D plane as shown in Figure 1. The most important step in the designing of Scheffler 
reflector is the choice of sectional plane, which is characterised by its slope α and x-intercept xi. 
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Figure 1 Details of Scheffler reflector 
 
The contour generated as a result of intersection of an inclined section plane and a paraboloid is an ellipse, 
which represents the rim of the Scheffler reflector. The details are shown in Figure 1.  
In 2D, the equation of paraboloid with its vertex at origin is given by 
 
 2 4x fy=  (1) 
The equation of inclined planeE1E2 in 2D with slope α and x-intercept xi is given by 
 
 (tan )iy x xα −=  (2) 
If E1 (x1, y1) and E2 (x2, y2) are the points of intersection of line E1E2 and parabola, the radius of aperture of 
Scheffler reflector, is given by 
 1 2
2a
x xR −=  (3) 
 
From Equations (1), (2) and (3), x1 and x2 can be represented by 
 
 1 2 tan af Rx α= +  (4) 
 2 2 tan af Rx α= −  (5) 
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For minimizing the torque required for rotating the Scheffler reflector for hourly tracking of the sun, the 
point P (2f, f) should lie at the center of the parabolic curve (Scheffler profile E1-P-E2). Thus, length E1P 
along the parabola must be equal to PE2, i.e.  
 
 ( ) ( ) dxfxdxfx
x
f
f
x
∫∫ +=+
1
2 2
2
2
2 2/12/1  (6) 
 
For a Scheffler reflector of aperture radius Ra and focal length f, the value of α must satisfy Equation (6). 
Reddy et al. [12] found that α can have values within the limits 42° and 44.9°. A code has been developed in 
MATLAB to evaluate α by solving Equations (4)-(6) iteratively for a given Ra and f. As the difference 
between the terms in left hand and right hand sides in Equation (6) is less than 0.01 mm, the convergence 
criterion is satisfied. 
 
Figure 2 Variation of aperture radius and x-intercept with inclination angle 
 
Depending upon the application, the size of the Scheffler reflector may vary. A non-dimensional scaling 
factor Ra/f is chosen to make the design independent of size. Since all the parabolas are geometrically similar 
and can be scaled up or down to match one another. In the same way, all reflectors with same value of α can 
be grouped into one category which can be represented by the ratio Ra/f. For the same reason x-intercept has 
also been non-dimensionalzed by dividing it by focal length, i.e. xi/f. A chart, shown in Figure 2, is prepared 
for these scaling factors Ra/f and xi/f for α ranging from 42° and 44.9°. 
To simplify the design process for the determination of Ra and xi, curve fitting based on least square method 
has been carried out and equations have been evolved. The prediction equations have been evolved to 
simplify the complicated design process, which involved iterative solution procedure as explained 
previously. The details are presented in Table 1. Further, the Ra/f versus α plot has been divided into two 
parts, shown by red and blue colours, to obtain the accurate prediction equations for entire range of α from 
42° to 44.9°. This is evident from the value of determination coefficient, R2. 
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the two curves, i.e., Ra/f versus α and xi/f versus α intersect each other at 
point C (43.86°, 0.8). This point C has a remarkable significance in the design of the Scheffler reflector as it 
divides the entire range of inclination angle α into two parts- 42° to 43.86° and 43.86° to 44.9°. At this point, 
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radius of aperture is equal to the x-intercept, which is 0.8 times the focal length f. Choosing inclination angle 
less than 43.86° means larger aperture area (higher concentration ratio) and lower x-intercept (nearer focal 
point) whereas if α is greater than 43.86°, the concentration ratio is less and focus is distant away. Further, 
for lower α-values the Scheffler reflector curvature will be more and manufacturing tolerances can be 
relaxed leading to lower fabrication costs. On the other hand, if α-values are greater than 43.86°, the light 
can be concentrated at a larger distance from the reflector with low concentration ratio. Since curvature is 
less, it requires tighter tolerances resulting in increased manufacturing costs.  
 
Table 1 Correlations for aperture radius and x-intercept 
Radius of aperture Coefficients 
Range of 
Inclination angle 
Determination 
coefficient 
3
3
2
210/ ααα bbbbfRa +++=  
b0 b1 b2 b3 α  R2 
1237.144 -87.144 2.0538 -0.0162 oo 4.4442 ≤≤α  1 
71038.654 -4798.786 108.0671 -0.8113 oo 9.444.44 ≤<α  0.9997 
x-intercept 
2
210/ αα cccfxi ++=  
c0 c1 c2 α  R2 
-17.9925 0.6707 -0.0055 oo 9.4442 ≤≤α  1 
 
3   CROSSBARS DESIGN 
Crossbars are the supporting rods for mirrors or reflective sheets and are attached to the elliptical rim. They 
take the shape of the paraboloid, as shown in Figure 3. Munir et al. [11] suggested using the crossbars 
(shown in Figure 3) that lie in the plane perpendicular to E1E2. These crossbars are the portions of ellipses 
intercepted by inclined sectional plane between E1 and E2. The centres of these ellipses lie on a vertical line 
passing through a point having coordinates (2f tan (90+α), 0). Since these elliptical crossbars are difficult 
and costly to manufacture, Munir et al. [11] suggested using 3 point approximated circular crossbars which 
are easy to manufacture and are cost effective in place of elliptical crossbars. These approximated circular 
crossbars are also perpendicular to E1E2 (shown in yellow of Figure 3). Due to this approximation, a small 
error in the profile of Scheffler reflector [12] is introduced. 
 
 
Figure 3 Existing and proposed crossbar designs 
 
Instead of constructing a Scheffler reflector with approximated circular crossbars that are perpendicular to 
E1E2, new and accurate method of choosing the circular crossbars is proposed in this section. The new 
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circular crossbars are essentially the arcs that are formed at the intersection of paraboloid and the planes 
normal to its axis. These arcs are inclined at an angle α to the line E1E2.  
If n number of crossbars that are placed equally apart between the points E1 and E2 are to be designed, then 
the radius of any crossbar cbm is given by 
 
 4 ta (n )m m iR xf xα= −  (7) 
Where xm is given by 
 2 1 2( )1m
mx x x x
n
= + −
+
 (8) 
The width of the crossbar cbm is given by, 
 2 22m m mW R x= −  (9) 
The angle subtended by the circular crossbar cbm at its centre is, 
 ( )mmm Rx1cos2 −=θ  (10) 
From equation (7) and (10), the length of the circular crossbar can be found out as, 
 m m mL R θ= ×  (11) 
 
With the help of the radius, width and length form Equations (7), (9) and (11), new circular crossbars can be 
designed easily. These circular crossbars when attached to the elliptical rim at an angle α can accurately 
define the shape of the Scheffler reflector. In fact the Scheffler profile and the two types of crossbars, shown 
in Figure 3, are generated from the MATLAB code. 
 
4 CONCLUSIONS 
With its unique features such as shadow-less concentration, non-moving focus and flexible curvature, the 
Scheffler reflector has been gaining acceptance among masses. Following conclusions can be drawn from 
the present work:  
• The existing crossbar design is complicated and monotonous. To ease the overall design process, a 
chart is presented which can be used to design Scheffler reflector of any size. Further, the prediction 
equations have also been developed with aperture radius and x-intercept as function of inclination 
angle.  
• It has been found that the choice of inclined sectional plane angle can be made either in the range 42° 
to 43.86° or 43.86° to 44.9°, which will depend upon the application for which the Scheffler reflector 
is to be designed. Low range helps in higher concentration and lower cost whereas its higher range 
will decrease the concentration and increase cost with an advantage of focusing light at a relatively 
far away point. 
• It is proposed that existing circular crossbars can be replaced by the new and exact circular crossbars, 
which are the parts of circle having centres along the axis of paraboloid and lie in the planes 
perpendicular to it. The proposed crossbar design eliminates the approximations and eases the 
fabrication process and, thus, has the potential for mass production. 
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ABSTRACT 
Cyprus is the worldwide leader country for the use of solar water heating systems per capita, which are of the 
thermosiphon solar water heating type. In this paper, an investigation of the prospects to start using parabolic 
trough collectors (PTC) in industry is carried out. Although the industrial market of Cyprus is small in comparison 
with other countries, the industry sector is a big energy consumer. The large amount of incident solar radiation 
through a year and the need of the people to reduce their energy needs, makes the idea to adopt PTC collectors 
for energy production in industry very attractive. This study presents an investigation carried out to evaluate the 
current status of the industrial energy needs as well as the systems currently used for energy production. To 
achieve this, an extensive research is carried out to collect all the information directly from the industries or 
through statistical data. This is focused on the energy consumption of industry sector, fuel use by industry sector 
as well as its energy needs. Accordingly, an examination of the PTC systems is done in order to study the 
feasibility of installation in the industrial sector of Cyprus. The feasibility study is done considering the energy 
production, the cost of installation, the cost of energy savings and the CO2 emissions reduction. The investigation 
of the system is carried out with TRNSYS simulation software, and F-chart optimization method for the thermal 
analysis and economic analysis respectively. 
Keywords: PTC, industry, thermal, solar, Cyprus, food and beverage industry. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Solar energy is the most used source of energy among the other renewable energy sources. Every year there is an 
increase in the total installed capacity of the solar energy systems worldwide.  
Cyprus is the third largest island in the Mediterranean region at 35° north latitude and 33° longitude, and it is 
among the most insolated countries in the EU, as the average global solar radiation exceeds the value of 2000 
kWh/m2. The climate is Mediterranean with warm and dry conditions from May until the end of September and 
mild from October to April. There is sunshine for 11,5 hours per day on average throughout the year.  
Although solar energy production has a great potential on the island, currently the energy system is mostly 
dependent on energy from fossil fuels. The island has a small and isolated energy system which is not connected 
with other energy networks there are no fossil fuel resources, which have been utilized so far, on the island [1]. 
Thus Cyprus is very dependent on imported fuels and 94% of the country’s energy needs is covered by oil [2]. 
The abundance of solar radiation in combination with the energy needs of the island and the fact that there are no 
supplies from the local fossil fuels reserves yet, creates favorable conditions for the exploitation of solar energy 
in the island.  
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During the last years, the EU promotes a series of measures for environmental protection, energy consumption 
mitigation and increase of renewable energy sources for energy generation. Thus, all the EU countries have to 
achieve various targets. The solar energy potential makes Cyprus one of the promising candidates for meeting its 
energy needs based on solar energy in the future and meet the targets set by the EU for the renewable energy 
Directives and the energy efficiency targets. Cyprus achieved the target of energy consumption reduction by 
achieving the energy saving target of 242317 ktoe by 2016, as well as the primary energy consumption reduction 
target for the years 2013, 2014 and 2015 [1]. However, energy consumption is proved historically that is related 
with the national income. Thus, the reduction in energy consumption in the island for these years coincides with 
the financial crisis period.  
Figure 1 shows the final energy consumption by sector in 2015. As can be observed the biggest consumer is the 
transport sector and then the residential. The government proposes various measures and grants to reduce the 
energy consumption of the buildings sector, based on the EU targets of the 20-20-20 Directive [3]. Regarding the 
energy consumption in the buildings sector, it is worth mentioning that Cyprus is the worldwide leader country 
for the use of solar water heating systems per capita, which are of the thermosiphon solar water heating type. The 
total capacity of glazed water collectors in 2013 was 423,3 kWth per 1000 inhabitants, making Cyprus the leading 
country, followed by Austria with installed capacity of 382,2 kWth per 1000 inhabitants [4]. For Cyprus, this 
capacity was around 3 % of the energy required in the building’s sector in 2013. 
 
Figure 1. The final energy consumption by sector in 2015. 
However, the flat plate water collectors are used for domestic hot water and in hotel units for services. Taking 
into account the markets that should implement solar energy systems for electricity or heat energy generation, it 
can be seen that there is a great potential for the industrial sector. In 2015, nearly 150000 toe were used by the 
industrial sector [5] for heat energy production which could be covered by solar energy.  
Looking at the required amount of oil to cover the heat energy needs of the industrial sector, an important market 
potential exists for high temperature solar heaters. For the industrial sector, the flat plate solar collectors already 
in use in the building’s sector are not the best option since higher temperatures are required. The most appropriate 
system to cover these needs would be a parabolic trough collector (PTC) system, which can work at elevated 
temperatures with good efficiency. Thus, parabolic trough collector systems could be a sustainable, profitable and 
dispatchable technology, especially for the Cypriot industries. 
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Ιn this paper, the analysis is focused on the industrial sector which consumes 12% of the total energy, and 
especially in the food and beverage industry which is the second largest consumer of oil for heat energy supply, 
after the non-metallic mineral products industry. This study presents an investigation carried out to summarize 
the current status of the industrial energy needs as well as the systems being used for energy production. To 
achieve this, an extensive research is carried out to collect all the information directly from the industries or 
through statistical data. This is focused on the energy consumption of the industry sector, fuel use by industry 
sector as well as its energy needs. Subsequently, one scenario is examined, and a feasibility analysis of using a 
PTC system is carried out considering the energy production, the cost of installation and cost of energy savings 
as well as the CO2 emissions reduction for a particular industry. The investigation of the system is carried out 
with TRNSYS simulation software, and F-chart optimization method for thermal analysis and economic analysis 
respectively.  
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
There are various studies carried out on the performance of the PTC and their use to cover the heat energy needs 
of the industrial sector and mainly the food industry which requires more heat for its various processes [6], [7]. 
Additionally, there are various studies investigating the feasibility to use these systems for heat energy production 
in industry [8], [9] in terms of economics and design optimization. 
Cotrado et al. [10] presented a dynamic simulation model and monitoring data of a large scale solar plant for 
industrial process heat for a meat factory in Austria. The dynamic model is developed in TRNSYS and the 
simulation results are in agreement with the measured monitoring data of the field. However, a complete 
validation of the model was not possible because there were not enough experimental data for one year by that 
time. From the economic analysis it was concluded that 50,7 m3 of oil can be saved every year when the energy 
is covered by the solar system. This corresponds to 26,9% of the total oil required by the factory and cost savings 
of approximately €507093. The heat from the solar system is employed for drying air conditioning systems (21%) 
and for feed water preheating for the steam boiler.  
Biencinto et al. [11] presented a simulation model for direct steam generation in PTC validated with real 
experimental data obtained from the DIrect Solar Steam (DISS) solar test loop in Spain [12]. The simulation 
model is developed in TRNSYS simulation tool and the simulation data are compared with experimental data 
measured over more than 20 days from 2000 to 2003. In order to allow reliable evaluation of the model 
performance, the authors selected three significant days of different working pressure at 3, 6 and 10 MPa.  
Cundapi et al. [13] carried out a thermo-hydraulic study of water-steam flow of a small sized parabolic trough 
collector for industrial process heat applications and an analysis to investigate the effects of inlet temperature and 
pressure. The model of this study was not validated with experimental data since the system was not built by the 
time that the study was made and it was thus decided to validate the code by comparing the results with 
experimental data from the DISS PTC system [14]. 
Ghazzani et al. [15] carried out a dynamic simulation of a small sized parabolic trough collector plant using 
TRNSYS software. The PTC plant generates heated air for an industrial food factory which requires heated air at 
150°C from 8:30 to 00:00 daily throughout the year. The results of the simulation model are analyzed in terms of 
the energetic and exergetic performance data and the environmental impact analysis determined that up to 57% 
of CO2 emissions can be avoided annually with the use of a solar plant.  
Kalogirou [16] investigated the viability of using a parabolic trough collector system for industrial heat generation 
in Cyprus. The system is investigated thermally and economically in TRNSYS for TMY data for Nicosia, Cyprus. 
The present study is similar with the study presented in [16] considering the same location but in this study more 
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focus is paid on real factories as case studies for the feasibility analysis. It is worthy to be mentioned that Kalogirou 
[16] in 2002 concluded that the opportunities for the application of PTC solar energy systems for industrial process 
heat are enormous in Cyprus and should be utilized. However, 16 years later, there is still no implementation of 
these systems in Cyprus, although there is great potential of their utilization.  
3 ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR 
3.1 Electricity and Heating Consumption 
Separating the electricity needs from the heat needs, the electricity and oil consumption breakdown by industry 
in 2017 are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. As can be seen, the industrial sector is the third biggest 
consumer of electricity and the second biggest in oil consumption for heat energy.  
 
Figure 2.Electricity consumption by sector [5]. 
 
Figure 3. Oil consumption by sector [5]. 
The industry of Cyprus deals with food and beverage, textile and leather, paper, pulp and print, chemical and 
petrochemical, wood and iron and steel. Most of the industries use thermal and electrical energy for their various 
processes, with the biggest consumer to be the non-metallic minerals industry (glass, pottery and building 
materials) and the second bigger consumer is the food industry. The latter requires large amounts of thermal 
energy which could be provided by a PTC since the required temperatures are 100°C - 300°C which is a very 
common range of temperatures for such systems. For the years 2011 to 2014, the food and beverage industry and 
the non-metallic mineral products industry were the main oil consumers of the industrial sector [17]–[21]. In the 
food industry, the heat is used mainly for drying, cooking and cleaning.  
3.2 Energy Demand for Industrial Process Heating 
Table 1 shows the thermal energy demand of various Cyprus factories of the food and beverage industry and the 
non-metallic minerals industry as well, showing the temperature range per process as well as the average daily 
load flow.  
As can be observed, the thermal load of these factories can be classified in relation to the required temperature 
range as follows: 
• Low temperature (until 100oC) 
• Medium temperature (100oC – 300oC) 
• High temperature (more than 300oC) 
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Table 1. Thermal demand of various factories from the food and beverage industry in Cyprus.  
Factory Process 
Temperature 
range (°C) 
Hot water/ 
steam 
Average load 
(t/h) 
Wine Sterilization 90 Hot Water 1,5 
Milk & Dairy 
products 
Sterilization 
120 Steam 2,2 
Drying 
Soft drinks 
Pasteurization 95 Steam 
3,5 Cleaning / disinfecting process 150 Steam 
Meat Cooking 90-100 Steam 1 
Beer Cleaning / disinfecting process/ hot water 80-90 Steam 5 
Plastics 
Separation 200-220 Steam 
2 Drying 180-200 Steam 
Blending 120-140 Steam 
Bricks and 
blocks 
Curing 60-140 Steam 4 
4 THERMAL ENERGY BY PTC SYSTEM & CASE STUDY 
This study is focusing on the food and beverage industry and examines the potential use of the PTC systems in a 
soft drinks factory. As shown in Table 1, the food and beverage sector requires temperatures from 100-200°C 
which can be easily obtained from PTC systems. A PTC system comprises of various parts responsible for 
different operations such as the collectors, storage tank, pumps, heat exchangers and auxiliary boilers. A schematic 
representation of a typical industrial PTC system is shown in Figure 4.  
 
Figure 4. Schematic representation of an industrial PTC system. 
A parabolic trough collector consists of the reflector structure where incident rays are reflected on the absorber 
tube placed at the focal line of the collector. The concentrated rays falling on the absorber tube heat the working 
fluid. The fluid, called heat transfer fluid (HTF), is circulated by a pump through the system. In this analysis, a 
number of PTC are simulated with the use of Therminol 66 as the HTF, for a temperature up to 300°C to charge 
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the storage tank. The HTF is then circulated back to the collectors with an oil pump (P1) and additionally, it is 
fed to a steam generator and delivered back to the storage tank by an oil pump (P2). If the steam is not enough to 
cover the thermal load, then an auxiliary system is employed in a series configuration. The steam is provided to 
the process and it is circulated back to the steam generator. Moreover, simple and differential thermostats are 
involved in order to control the operation of the system. 
As mentioned earlier, a feasibility study is carried out to investigate the potential to use PTC systems in specific 
industries of Cyprus. Thus, to assess the feasibility of the system, a particular industry is selected as a case study. 
This is a factory from the drinks and beverages industry, located in Limassol, Cyprus, with thermal demand of 
500 kWth. The industry needs steam at 150°C for 10 hours per day and seven days per week.  
5 PTC USE ASSESSMENT FOR THE CASE STUDY: SIMULATION DYNAMIC MODELING 
The case study mentioned above together with the PTC system are modelled, to represent a real industrial PTC 
system. A dynamic model is developed in TRNSYS simulation software to investigate the energy production of 
the system under various configurations and in combination with the F-chart financial analysis to propose the best 
system for the specific factory, with the higher contribution of solar energy and the smaller payback period.  
The F-chart optimization method is based on the life cycle cost method. This method takes into account the time 
value of money. If the system has a cycle life of 20 years, and the industry paid 20% of the system cost in advance 
and the 80% the next 20 years with interest rate of 7%, the payback period time is calculated by summing the 
costs and the financial gain of the system for 20 years of operation. 
The purpose of the simulation analysis is to examine a PTC system in terms the solar fraction, investigating the 
number of collectors required and the volume of the storage tank. Thus, five different volumes of the storage tank 
are examined; 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 m3, and seven different numbers of collectors, from 100 to 160 in steps of 10. 
Accordingly, a total of 35 cases are examined. The TRNSYS simulation model is shown in Figure 5. 
 
Figure 5. TRNSYS simulation model of an industrial PTC system.  
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6 RESULTS FROM ENERGY SIMULATION AND COST ANALYSIS 
The investigated parameters mentioned in the previous section, together with the solar fraction obtained for each 
case and the present worth of solar savings are shown in Table 2. The optimum solar system will have the higher 
solar fraction with the lower payback period. A summary of the best cases is presented in Table 3. As the basic 
criterion is the maximum solar fraction with the higher 1st year solar savings, the best option is the installation of 
120 PTC with 11,25 m2 each with 30m3 storage tank. This is done in order to avoid performing an economic life 
cycle analysis for all the cases.  
Table 2. The investigated cases to define the optimum number of PTC and oil storage tank volume. 
Number 
of PTC 
Case 1 
Storage tank: 15m3 
Case 2 
Storage tank: 20m3 
Case 3 
Storage tank: 25m3 
Case 4 
Storage tank: 30m3 
Case 5 
Storage tank: 35m3 
Solar 
fraction 
Present 
worth of 
solar 
savings 
1st year 
Solar 
fraction 
Present 
worth of 
solar 
savings 
1st year 
Solar 
fraction 
Present 
worth of 
solar 
savings 
1st year 
Solar 
fraction 
Present 
worth of 
solar 
savings 
1st year 
Solar 
fraction 
Present 
worth of 
solar 
savings 
1st year 
100 0,511 16140,52 0,511 15909,33 0,508 15309,73 0,503 14478,12 0,499 13714,92 
110 0,547 16430,62 0,549 16445,03 0,549 16213,84 0,547 15750,64 0,544 15110,24 
120 0,574 15615,48 0,58 16121,11 0,582 16135,53 0,583 16040,74 0,581 15523,14 
130 0,597 14309,13 0,604 14937,56 0,609 15320,39 0,611 15348,41 0,611 15076,42 
140 0,615 12388,75 0,624 13262,80 0,63 13768,43 0,633 13919,25 0,635 13892,87 
150 0,631 10222,78 0,642 11342,43 0,648 11848,06 0,653 12244,48 0,655 12218,10 
160 0,645 7811,19 0,657 9053,64 0,664 9682,08 0,669 10078,50 0,672 10174,93 
Table 3. The optimum values of cost, present worth value and solar fraction for the best cases.  
No of collectors 
Storage tank volume 
m3 
Overall cost  
€ 
Present worth value 1st year  
€ 
Solar fraction 
110 15 373125 16430,62 0,55 
110 20 374825 16445,03 0,55 
110 25 376525 16213,84 0,55 
120 30 408500 16040,74 0,58 
120 35 410500 15523,14 0,58 
 
In order to predict the payback time, the F-chart method is used. The cost of the various parts of the system are 
set as follows: 
• Collector: 270 €/m2 
• Steam generator, steam boiler, control system, pipes and pumps: €34000  
• 30m3 storage tank: €10000 
• Fuel: 20 €/GJ (+1% cost added per year)  
• Maintenance cost: 7% (+1% cost added per year) 
Consequently, a PTC system for the soft and drink industry with an annual thermal load of 659 GJ (500 kWth) 
will have the following characteristics: 
• Cost €408500  
• Aperture collector area of 1350 m2 (mounted on the roof or in the land) 
• Payback period from 5 to 6 years  
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The overall savings from the solar energy is expected to be €142690 by the end of the cycle system life as shown 
in Figure 6. The model estimates the annual thermal production to be 742 GJ from which the 470 GJ are provided 
by the PTC system and the 272 GJ from the auxiliary steam boiler.  
Additionally, the annual fuel savings are presented in Figure 7 and are estimated to be €92548,64. It is considered 
that the industry uses the light fuel oil (LFO) as the conventional fuel to cover the thermal needs.  
Finally, the carbon emissions savings for a time period of 20 years are presented in Figure 8. The cost of auxiliary 
energy is 20€/GJ (+1% added every year) and the emissions of LFO are 77,4 kgCO2/GJ. 
 
Figure 6: Yearly savings from solar energy. 
 
Figure 7: Fuel savings. 
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Figure 8: CO2 savings. 
7 CONCLUSIONS 
The industrial sector is among the highest energy consumers in Cyprus from which the non-metallic mineral sector 
and the food and beverages sector are the biggest consumers. Thus, it is important to implement renewable energy 
systems to support the energy use of those industries.  
Here in this study, attention is paid to the food and beverages industry, in order to examine the feasibility of using 
PTC systems to cover the thermal energy needs of the industry or to support the loads in order to eliminate the 
use of fossil fuels, support the CO2 emissions reduction and increase the energy efficiency of the island. PTC 
systems are examined instead of flat plate collector (FPC) systems due to the highest required temperature range 
used by these industries.  
A dynamic simulation is performed to demonstrate the use of a PTC system to supply the thermal energy needs 
of a soft drink factory in Limassol, Cyprus, in order to examine the feasibility of the use of these systems widely 
in Cyprus.  
The most important outcomes from this study are summarized below: 
• From the performance characteristics presented it is proved that the climate of Cyprus has a great 
potential for solar energy systems.  
• The investigation of the various configuration and sizing parameters resulted to the ideal sizing of the 
system based on the solar fraction and the present worth of solar savings. 
• The final system has 120 PTC 11,25 m2 each and 30m3 oil storage tank used to cover the thermal needs 
of a factory of 500kWth steam.  
• The performance of the examined system is very high, and the payback period is acceptable.  
• The 58% of the thermal load is covered by the solar system with the fuel savings is estimated to be 
€92548,6. 
• The overall solar savings by the end of the system’s life cycle is estimated to be €142690,24.  
• The reduction of CO2 emissions is estimated to be 354617,05 kg. 
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PTC parabolic trough collector 
TMY typical meteorological year 
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ABSTRACT 
Concentrating solar power (CSP) is a promising renewable energy technology that needs policy support in 
its initial deployment. Accurately forecasting the economic potential of CSP can be used as a basis for 
energy policy implementation. This study proposes a model based on meteorological data from China 
Integrated Meteorological Information Service System (CIMISS) to calculate the levelized cost of 
electricity(LCOE) in 32 provinces or cities in China. By considering the independent variables, including 
land occupation, concessionary loan, and technology mode, the LCOE is estimated to be 1.29 to 2.00 
CNY/kWh in the regions with the DNI above 1500 kW/m2 under current condition. It lays a solid foundation 
for forecasting power generation and selecting the economically feasible sites. Then the study analyses the 
learning curves of CSP conforming to technological advance trends and scale expansion. With the proper 
optimization of technology mode, it is reasonable to expect a significant LCOE reduction and reach grid 
parity in certain areas. By comparing the current policies, it provides a reference for the Chinese government 
to formulate the subsidy policies to make CSP more competitive. 
Keywords: Concentrating solar power; Levelized cost of electricity; Learning curve. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Energy is a strategic resource of the modern world concerning global and national security. During the last 
decades, global energy demand has been increasing at a high speed. However, the growth in the demand for 
electricity consumption has been relatively higher than that for total primary energy from 1974 to 2015. To 
satisfy the needs, the global electricity generating capacity increased by 191.52% over the period. Globally, 
over three-fifths of electricity and heat are generated from fossil fuels, mainly from coal (39.33%) and natural 
gas (22.85%) in 2015[1]. The factors that may influence energy consumption have been extensively explored, 
including economic level, industrial structure, demographic change, urbanization process and technological 
progress[2-4]. 
China has experienced a noticeable increase in electricity demand over the recent decades, requiring rapid 
and comprehensive development in the power sector. Energy production totals at 3.6 billion tce (ton standard 
equivalent) in 2015 while total energy consumption is 4.3 billion tce, its primary electricity production 
accounting for 14.5% with an increasing trend from 2011 [5].Without decisive action, energy-related 
emissions of CO2 will more than double by 2050[6]. Slightly more than 40% of the global energy-related 
carbon dioxide emissions are attributable to emissions from electricity and heat production [7]. The 1% 
increase in non-fossil fuel electricity generation reduces CO2 emissions by 0.82%[8]. 
At the global level, renewables represent reliable means to reduce CO2 emissions, address climate change 
and satisfy the energy requirements. Concentrating solar plants, as one of the effective ways of solar energy 
utilization, generate solar thermal electricity while producing no greenhouse gas emissions, and the 
flexibility of concentrating solar plants enhances energy security [9]. In addition, concentrating solar plants 
combined with thermal storage systems can cope with diurnal rhythm, and can be a cost option. Thus, 
concentrating solar power (CSP) could be a vital technology for mitigating climate change, especially to 
achieve the goal of limiting the global mean temperature increase to 2°C.  
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Compared to PV market, CSP market seems to be mini-size. In 2013, the CSP capacity in European Union 
ranked first at 2.31GW, followed by the United States at 1.3GW. In the hi-Ren Scenario, solar-thermal 
electricity is expected to represent 11% of global electricity with a capacity increase of 27 GW per year on 
average, and it peaks at 40 GW per year from 2040 to 2045[9]. 
China’s share of CSP installations is quite modest, ranked 10th in the world at the end of 2016[10]. The 
cumulative electricity generation rose to 8.983GWh in 2015 compared to that of solar photovoltaic at 
69737GWh. The country has reached the cumulative capacity at 13.88 MW in 2013 and kept in the level 
until 2016, with the goal of installing 5 GW of CSP by 2020 [11]. In November 2017, China announced the 
capacity of 1089MW in development and 250MW under construction[12]. In the hi-Ren Scenario of CSP 
roadmap, it can be expected to deploy the capacity of 118 GW in 2050.  
In general, CSP is classified as parabolic though collector (PTC), linear Fresnel collector (LFC), central 
receiver system (CRS), and parabolic dish system (PDS) by the way they concentrate the sun’s rays. PTCs 
and CRSs are preferred in utility applications and widely deployed around the world. 
The study aims to estimate the economic potential of concentrating solar power and is set out as follows, firstly, 
the paper estimate the annual power generation of CSP technology with the database of 32 provinces or cities 
in China provided by CIMISS. Then the study calculates the LCOE of different technology modes to assess 
the economic potential provincially. Finally, the influence of technology advance and scale expansion is 
analyzed with policy implication. 
2 METHODOLOGY AND DATA 
2.1 Calculation Methods 
To assess the cost-effectiveness of CSP, we calculate the LCOE with the net present value (NPV) method. 
Firstly, we take weather condition and technology parameters into account to calculate the electricity 
generation of different geographic locations on the revenue side. Among them, peak solar-to-electric 
efficiency is influenced by factors such as the ratio of gross to net conversion, cycle conversion, and system 
availability. 
𝐸𝐺 = 𝑒𝑠−𝑒 ∗ 𝑑𝑖 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (1) 
Where EG is the electricity generation, es-e represents the transfer efficiency of solar irradiation to electricity; 
di indicates local DNI; area is the capture area. 
When NPV=0 (break-even point, performing a discount cash flow), the LCOE is the internal price, equal to 
the lifecycle cost divided by lifetime energy generation[13]. The lifecycle cost can be classified into the 
initial investment and annual cost (operation and maintenance cost, insurance cost, tax). 
𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸 = (𝐼 + ∑(𝑂&𝑀𝑛 + 𝑇𝑛)(1 + 𝑟)
−𝑛)
𝑁
𝑛=0
/ ∑(𝐸𝐺𝑛(1 + 𝑟)
−𝑛)
𝑁
𝑛=0
 (2) 
Where EGn is the electricity generation in year n with the unit of kWh, LCOE represents the price of 
electricity at the break-even point; (1+r)-n indicates the discount factor of year n; I is the initial investment 
cost; O&Mn stands for the operation and maintenance cost and insurance cost in year n; Tn denotes the tax 
cost in year n. N represents the lifespan of a power plant with the unit of year; n represents the n year in life-
cycle for a power plant. The discount rate r, usually assumed as the weighted average cost of 
capital(WACC), has an influence on the LCOE. In the section, the LCOE estimates are assumed as a 25-year 
economic life and a WACC of 7.5% in China[14-16]. 
Among them, investment cost is the initial construction investment, generating from factory gate equipment 
and on-site equipment[13]. The former includes transport cost, import levies, and relative taxes, while the 
later comprises project development, site preparation, auxiliary equipment and contingency payments. 
Operation and maintenance costs include the cost of alternative materials, mirror washing and plant 
insurance[14]. Taxes are comprised of the land-use tax and the value-added tax with tax-cut policy. 
When considering the future evolution of CSPs, Several studies the technological change in cost by learning 
curves with learning rates range between 10% and 20%[15, 17-19]. Where I(t) is the initial investment in the 
future year t, C(t) represents the cumulative installed capacity at the moment t, LR denotes the learning rate 
in the period. Therefore, the investment cost of the new plants installed in the future year t, I(t) and, 
relatively LCOE(t) will be given as follows. 
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𝐼(𝑡) = 𝐼(0)(
𝐶(𝑡)
𝐶(0)
)log(1−𝐿𝑅)/log (2) (3) 
𝐿𝐶𝑂𝐸(𝑡) = (𝐼(𝑡) + ∑(𝑂&𝑀𝑛(𝑡) + 𝑇𝑛)(1 + 𝑟)
−𝑛)
𝑁
𝑛=0
/ ∑(𝐸𝐺𝑛(1 + 𝑟)
−𝑛)
𝑁
𝑛=0
 (4) 
2.2 Data and assumptions 
Solar resource is the main factor of economic potential assessment. In order to identify an appropriate site, 
information on spatial distributions of direct normal irradiation (DNI) is normally required. The 
meteorological data is collected from China Integrated Meteorological Information Service System 
(CIMISS) to estimate the annual power generation of CSP technology in 32 provinces or cities in China. 
Considering the annual irradiation is relatively stable, the study selects the data of DNI in 2016. 
Table 1 presents the main technical and economic parameters with their relative assumptions for different 
technology modes. 
Table 1. Main technical & economic parameters and assumptions of CSP systems 
Parameters Units PTCs LFRs CRSs PDSs Parameters Unit value 
Capacity MW 50 10 50 100 O&M cost CNY/KW 186 
Life span Year 25 25 25 25 Loan % 60 
absorber’s area m2 621,300 80,940 516,000 900,000 
Discount 
rate 
% 7.5 
Solar-to-electric 
efficiency 
% 10-20 
10-
18.5 
8-24 16-29 
Interest rate 
on loan 
% 4.9 
Initial Investment  CNY/KW 34182 - 30400 - 
Value-added 
Tax rate 
% 8.5 
Share of Storage 
cost 
% 15 - 10 - 
Tax on land-
use 
CNY/m2/y 1 
Note: The parameters and assumptions come from the information of the first 20 demonstration projects 
[20], and works [16], [21]. 
3 RESULTS 
The cost of electricity generated by a power plant constructed in a certain year is determined by the initial 
investment cost, the discount rate, the variable costs, the level of solar irradiation and the efficiency. 
Analysis has been performed for plants of 4 scenarios in different geographical locations. The 
meteorological data is collected from China Integrated Meteorological Information Service System 
(CIMISS) to estimate the annual power generation of CSP technology in 32 provinces or cities in China. 
According to the meteorological data, there are obvious regional differences of solar resource, and relatively, 
the economic potential of CSP plants. Two types of CSP plant, PTC and CRS account for over 90% of the 
industry, with LFRs adding a little percent to global capacity[21]. Considering the data limit, we mainly 
analyse the LCOE of PTCs and CRSs.  
Table 2 presents the levelized cost of electricity generated from the PTC plants and CRS plants, with and 
without thermal storage. The regions presented in table 2 is with the DNI above 1500 kW/m2. 
Table 2. LCOE of PTC & CRS in the region (CNY/kWh, DNI>1500kW/m2) 
province CRS PTC 
scenario without storage with storage  without storage with storage  
Shanxi 2.55 1.65 2.63 2.00 
Tianjin 2.54 1.64 2.61 1.99 
Guangxi 2.51 1.62 2.58 1.96 
Shanxi 2.42 1.56 2.50 1.90 
Hainan 2.39 1.54 2.46 1.87 
Xinjiang 2.38 1.54 2.45 1.86 
Ningxia 2.36 1.52 2.43 1.85 
Inner Mongolia 2.34 1.51 2.41 1.83 
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Yunnan 2.31 1.49 2.37 1.80 
Gansu 2.18 1.41 2.25 1.71 
Qinghai 2.15 1.39 2.22 1.68 
Tibet 2.01 1.29 2.07 1.57 
As already shown in table 2, the sensitivity of LCOE partly results from technology modes and plant sites 
with different solar resources. 
When dividing the regions into three different direct normal irradiance (DNI) levels, below 1500, 1500-1800 
and above 1800 kWh/m², it’s clear to explore the output and the LCOE of different meteorological 
conditions. Table 2 displays LCOE ranges of 2 scenarios (without storage and with thermal storage), the 
former between 1.29 CNY/kWh (CRS, at the highest DNI) and 1.65 CNY/kWh (CRS, at the lowest DNI). 
Compared to the condition that DNI between1500 kWh/m2and 1800 kWh/m2, the LCOE of CRSs is 15.55% 
lower under higher irradiation condition. A similar relationship to variations in DNI is observed for PTCs. 
Owing to the project differences, the LCOE of PTC plants with thermal storage is much higher than that of 
CRS plants in table 2. CSP plants with thermal energy storage tend to have higher investment costs as shown 
in table 1, but they allow higher capacity factors, schedulability, and typically lower LCOEs, especially for 
CRSs, at nearly 35.48%. The LCOE of PTCs presents a similar relationship between two scenarios. 
4 DISCUSSIONS  
In the promoting process of CSP, assessments should take the site selection, technological advance, and 
capacity expansion into account. 
4.1 Site selection 
In the assessment of CSP promotion, we should select the sites with high solar resources and ample land & 
water availability gain momentum in terms of deployments.  
In China, the solar thermal demonstration projects published in 2016 are mainly located in Qinghai, Gansu, 
Hebei, Xinjiang and the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region with DNI above 1600 kW/m2. Most adequate 
plant sites are located at high latitudes and altitudes, far away from power grids, water sources, and gas 
pipelines, which will increase initial investment. Besides, there is more wind (average wind power density 
≥ 150W/m2 ) and sand; thus, the projects demand a higher level of the wind resistance. More trickily, the 
average annual temperature in China is relatively low with regions with higher DNI at or below 10℃. 
Especially in winter, intensification of convective heat loss in the plants weakens the power generation 
efficiency and the total time of power generation, thus, increases the absorber’s area and investment. It can 
partly explain the higher LCOE of China than that of other countries. 
4.2 Technology advance and capacity expansion 
As the estimated technology trend of storage, storage of variable renewable electricity will play a more 
important role in the future [21]. There will be a switchover to molten salt as the thermal storage media 
instead of thermal oil, which is predicted to reduce 50% of the storage cost [22]. Assuming the trend, 
recalculation of LCOE in the scenario will reduce by 5.7% of PTCs and 6.1% of CRSs on the basis of table 
2. 
Moreover, the aperture widths of trough collectors in the future will increases by 33.33%, which will 
decrease the number of collectors, thus, reducing the initial investments. 
China’s expansion is regarded in the third phrase of CSP industry when the perspective is more attractive 
than before[17].Under the high cost pressure and industry continuity, we assume the learning rate of 20% for 
CSP systems as work. Figure 1 shows the development of investment cost for CRSs with storage in the 
future year recalculated by the equation 3, and figure2 indicates the relatively LCOE of projects constructed 
in that period, which is calculated by the equation 4. 
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Figure 1. Objective and relatively investment cost Figure 2. LCOE evolution for CSP  
 
With larger-scale deployment, cost reduction potential can be seen in figure 2, and the LCOE of 
recalculation range between 1.05 CNY/kWh and 1.37 CNY/kWh for CPSs in 2025, and reach the lowest 
range between 0.53CNY/kWh and 0.63CNY/kWh in 2050. 
4.3 Subsidies through the Feed-in-tariffs System 
To promote the healthy development of solar thermal power generation industry, China emphasize the 
supportive policies at the national, provincial and municipal level. National Development and Reform 
Commission (NDFC) announced the Feed-in-tariffs of solar thermal power generation projects with more-
than-4-hour storage. The example tariff determined by NDFC is same provincially, at1.15CNY/kWh 
including tax[23]. Moreover, policies are put forward by local departments, including tax relief, financial 
subsidies, green credit and land concessions. 
In the earlier promotion period, the tariff seems inferior to the LCOE results calculated in the paper and the 
offer price of subjects [20]. Comparing the current benchmark price of coal desulfurization, an additional 
subsidy will be recommended to range between 0.1 CNY/kWh and 0.5 CNY/kWh on the basis of example 
tariff varying regionally. With the Under relatively favourable conditions and for the two scenarios 
considered in the study, the time when CSP electricity costs will reach grid parity is expected to be ahead of 
schedule when considering the CO2 emission transaction. 
5 CONCLUSION AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS  
Renewable energy is the main solution of energy deficit and environmental pollution. The study, firstly, 
estimates the annual electricity generation of CSP technology based on the data of 32 provinces or cities in 
China. Then the study calculates the LCOE of CSP projects based on PTC and CRS regionally. The results 
indicate that LCOE of CRSs with storage ranges from 1.29 to 2.62 CNY/kWh, nearly 35.43% less than that 
without storage. The LCOE of PTCs with storage ranges from 2.07 to 3.18 CNY/kWh, nearly 31.63% less 
than that without storage. When selecting the areas with DNI above 1500 kW/h, the LCOE is below 1.65 and 
2.00 CNY/kWh for CPS and PTC respectively. In the process of promotion, criteria of the resource limit, 
like minimum DNI, should be set in a reasonable range. Moreover, with the technological advance and scale 
development, projects in the regions with DNI above 1500 kW/m2 will be more economically feasible in the 
learning curve analysis. In the long term, the subsidy should take the electricity demand and pollution 
treatment cost into account and pay more attention to the regional difference.  
Supportive policies include policy-related loans, subsidized loans, tax deductions and exemptions and direct 
subsidies[13]. The cost of CSP projects is higher than the conventional ones, even other renewable energy 
generation projects. The initial investment of CSP is up to billions, varying from different projects owing to 
the geographic conditions and technology modes. Also, the tariff announced by NDFC is 1.15 CNY/kWh, 
equal among provinces and less than the LCOE results. It’s worthwhile to expand the capacity scale with 
relative methods, for the reduction in investment cost put the LCOE of CSP in a more competitive position. 
In terms of tax policy, 50% of the value-added tax from the solar-energy projects is deducted in China. 
In the long run, governments are supposed to put forward timely and differentiated promoting policies by 
stages. And the long-term developments cannot rely absolutely on the subsidies from government, but the 
spontaneous growth. It’s vital to overcome the institutional barriers in order to build a competitive electricity 
market. 
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ABSTRACT 
Recently, the installed solar generating resources have been increasing rapidly. Consequently, forecasting for 
solar generating resources are becoming an important work to integrate utility-scale solar generating 
resources into power systems. As solar generating resources are variable, uncontrollable, and uncertain, 
accurate prediction enables higher penetrations of solar generating resources to be deployed on the electrical 
power grid. The accurate prediction of solar resources contributes to evaluation of system reserves over large 
geographic area and to transmission system planning. To increase the penetration of solar generating 
resources on the electric power grid, the accurate power prediction of geographically distributed solar 
generating resources is needed. In this paper, we propose a hybrid spatio-temporal forecasting of solar 
generating resources based on the naïve Bayesian classifier approach and spatial modelling approach. To 
validate our forecasting model, we use the empirical data from the practical solar farms in South Korea. 
Keywords: solar generating resources, hybrid spatio-temporal forecasting, kriging, Naïve Bayes Classifier 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Solar generating resources are a hot issue in the electric power field around the world, and expected to play 
major role in future energy. As solar generating resources grow rapidly, global power companies such as 
ISO and TSO, are planning and establishing systems accordingly. Overseas, New York’s ISO is going to 
increase the capacity of solar generating resources to 2.5 GW by 2027 [1]. In addition, PJM will supply 13% 
of the total loads through renewable energy by 2031, via solar generating resources and will expand its 
capacity to 8.1 GW by 2027 [2]. Currently, in the Republic of Korea, coal-fired and nuclear power plants 
account for about 70% of all power plants, but the country’s goal is for renewable energy to account for 20% 
by 2030. As of 2016, in South Korea, newly installed solar generating resources have a capacity of 904.1 
MW and a cumulative installation capacity of 4519.4 MW. Additionally, renewable energy capacity has 
increased by 1,835MW from 2014 to 2015, at which time solar generating resources were capable of 1,076 
MW and had a rate of increase of 42.3% [3].  
However, the expansion of solar energy resources makes planning and operation of the power system 
difficult. Since it is essentially dependent on spatial and meteorological characteristics. In particular, solar 
generating resources have high variability and uncertainty because it is dependent on weather conditions, 
such as cloud cover. Since more volatile power sources are integrated to the system, the more problematic 
the power system may be, the more essential that various solutions are to maintaining its reliability. They are 
proposed and implemented to overcome the variability and uncertainty of solar generating resources. 
Advanced countries, such as the United States, Canada, and European nations want to create a stable power 
grid through accurate predictions of renewable energy outputs [4]. 
Various studies are being conducted on forecasting techniques of solar generating resources. At UC San 
Diego, solar irradiance is predicted by estimating the movement and position of the clouds using the Total 
Sky Imager device. The Sky Imager taken every 30 s were processed to determine sky cover using a clear 
sky library, and cloud locations up to 5 minutes ahead were forecasted by the advection of the two-
dimensional cloud map [5,6]. A study in Denmark performed short-term online solar generating resources 
forecasting using the clear-sky model [7]. Additionally, in the United States, reference [8] presents a set of 
empirical models that quantify the short-term variability of the solar resources based upon site/time specific 
satellite-derived hourly irradiance data. In addition, a review of the recent forecasting method as related to 
solar generating resources is shown in [9]. Most solar generating resources forecasting methods are not only 
complex but also difficult due their requirements, such as satellite images and sky imagers. Thus, in this 
paper, we propose using the Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC) technique, a simple and promising method, to 
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probabilistically express the uncertainty in solar generating resources. In addition, we attempt to improve the 
accuracy of the solar output forecasting by applying spatial modelling to the weather data provided by the 
Korea Meteorological Administration (KMA). In the paper, we first discuss the probabilistic approach NBC 
method and the Bayes rules that are based on this technique. Furthermore, we apply a type of spatial 
interpolation, called kriging to estimate accurate weather information on the solar farms, and the weather and 
location data measured by the KMA and the location data of solar generation complexes were applied to the 
plugging. Finally, the actual output data from the solar generation complex was used to provide reliable 
results, and then the output predictions from the simulations were compared to the actual output values. 
 
2 HYBRID SPATIAL-TEMPORAL FORECASTING METHOD 
Since solar generating resources have a high variability and uncertainty, it is useful to apply a probabilistic 
method to forecast its output. Spatial interpolation was applied to estimate weather information on the exact 
solar location, considering of the differences between the locations of solar generation and MET towers. We 
propose a hybrid spatial-temporal forecasting method that combines two techniques so both temporal and 
spatial characteristics are considered. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the proposed technique. 
 
 
Figure 1. Hybrid Spatial-Temporal Forecasting Algorithm 
 
2.1 Probabilistic Forecasting Method: NBC 
Naïve Bayes Classifier is a machine-running technique based on the Bayes probabilistic rule. It is known to 
create a simple and efficient model in the fields of document taxonomy and disease prediction [10,11]. 
Bayes’ rule states that when we learn new information from conditional probabilities, the probability 
improves. It consists of a classification variable , which represents the classes, and a variable value , 
which is expressed in the Equation (1) [12,13]. 
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The “Naïve” qualifier makes it possible to assume that the variables make up the dataset are independent. 
The independence of the variables means that they do not affect each other. The NBC method may not be 
independent in practice, but even under unrealistic circumstances, it tends to obtain good results. It is 
feasible to compute the conditional probability simply as shown in Equation (2) because of an independent 
assumption, thus avoiding complex calculation [14,15]. 
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In this paper, conditional probability is the possibility that the meteorological factors will occur given the 
output value of solar generating resources. First, we calculate the mean and variance of the solar irradiance, 
humidity and temperature given all output values, and then we work out the conditional probability by 
applying Gaussian distribution as shown in Equation (3). 
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Prior probability refers to the ratio of each output value for solar generating resources to the total number of 
solar output data based on historical data, and can be as shown in Equation (4). 
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2.2 Spatial Interpolation for a Weather Data Set 
Spatial modelling is a technique in which disparate data can be defined through its correlation with distance. 
This technique allows the value of an location of interest to be estimated regardless of historical data and is 
primarily used in GIS (Geographic Information System). Kriging is a type of the spatial interpolation based 
on the regression of values at the peripheral points depending on the specific weight of the spatial variance. 
The general formula for the ordinary kriging is shown in Equation (5). 
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where α is the estimated value of the point of interest, n is the number of neighbor data points, and λ 
represents the weight associated with the spatial distances between the two points. In kriging, the sum of all 
weights should be one to avoid biased models. This can be expressed as shown in Figure 2 below. 
 
 
Figure 2. Graphical Expression of Kriging Method 
 
3 SIMULATION CASE: PROBABILISTIC FORECASTING OF SOLAR GENERATING 
RESOURCES IN KOREA 
3.1 Estimation of Weather Data Using Kriging 
In this case study, to apply the kriging technique, we used weather and location information from South 
Korea. Before applying the kriging technique, we collected latitude and longitude data for 30 meteorological 
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towers (MET towers) and 10 solar farms as shown in Figure 3. We used the weather information measured 
by the 30 MET towers in South Korea, which consisted of irradiance, humidity and temperature, the factors 
mainly responsible for solar generating resources. 
 
 
Figure 3. Locational Information of the PV farms and MET Towers 
 
 
Figure 4. Estimated Weather Data Using the Spatial Modeling 
 
Weather information was measured at the MET towers from January 1, 2015 to December 30, 2016 in 
hourly intervals, and Figure 4 shows the coordinate data of PV#1 from August 25 to 31, 2016 used in this 
paper. We forecast the solar generating resources within a day, over the duration of 2016. 
 
3.2 Probabilistic Forecasting of solar generating resources using NBC method 
Before applying the NBC method, we need to map previously the estimated weather data and the output 
value of solar generating resources based on one-hour intervals. To determine the probability of the output of 
solar generating resources using the Equation (1), prior and conditional probability is required for Equation 
(3) and (4). Only one case was selected because it was difficult to show the probabilities for all 8760 hours. 
Figure 5 shows the prior probability according to the output of solar generating resources. It is important to 
utilize Laplacian correction to avoid these problems since there is zero probability that outputs that do not 
exist in the past will be produced. This assumes that the dataset is large enough that there is little difference 
in the estimated probability even if one set is added. 
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Figure 5. Prior Probability of Solar generating resource #1 
 
Solar generating resources typically produces an output during the day, and since the output is zero at night, 
Figure 5 implies that the output has the most frequent probability of being zero. 
Figure 6 shows NBC parameters that consist of the average and variance of the solar irradiance, humidity 
and temperature, given all output values. We calculated the conditional probability using the future weather 
data. 
 
 
Figure 6. Distribution Chart of Weather Information for PV Generation #1 on 7 January 2016 
 
By utilizing Equation (1), it was possible to draw the probability for solar generating resources by 
multiplying the prior and conditional probability calculated above. Finally, of the various models depending 
on the output value for solar generating resources, we selected a model that has the maximum probability. 
As a result, the output value for solar generating resources corresponding to the model with the highest 
probability over time was available. The results are shown in Figure 7. In this paper, errors with actual solar 
generating resources were calculated to determine the accuracy of the forecasting output values for solar 
generating resources. Errors were measured using the RMBE error rate shown in Table 1 below. 
 
 
Figure 7. Solar Generating Resource #1 for August 25 to 31 2016 
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Table 1. Monthly RMBE Error rate in 2016 
Month RMBE [%] Month RMBE [%] Month RMBE [%] 
January 19.447 May 5.520 September 6.836 
February 2.940 June -3.178 October -1.670 
March -2.478 July -20.766 November 23.952 
April 3.566 August 1.360 December 8.858 
 
4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Solar generating resources are rapidly growing all over the world, and with numerous solar generation 
connected to the system in the future, solar generating resources should be precisely forecasted to maintain 
power supply balance.  
In this paper, hybrid spatial-temporal forecasting was performed. First, to carry out the forecasting of 
accurate points, a spatial modelling method called kriging was used to estimate the location of the tower in 
the 30 MET tower points. After mapping the weather data using kriging and solar output data measured in 
Korea over time, the NBC method, a probabilistic forecasting technique, was applied. The proposed 
techniques are types of simple machine running techniques that derive post probability from the prior 
probability based on the Bayes rule. Solar output values with a maximum probability over time are extracted, 
and in this paper, forecasting error is shown to average at 15 % per year.  
Probabilistic forecasting is considered to be a very important approach since it can represent uncertainties in 
solar generation when intermittent solar generating resources are connected to the system. In future, reliable 
weather factors and optimized probability functions should be considered for more accurate forecasting. 
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